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Concerns in Education
L. Harlan Ford

The concerns in education of which I shall speak are varied, yet are timely --they
are areas which, in my opinion, deserve attention and resolution. Let me share some of
these concerns.

IMPROVEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL CREDIBILITY

Clearly, the role of public education as seen by society in general is not the same as
the role perceived by the professional educator. Lack of understanding necesaitates that
we develop a favorable public relations image which can lead to public support.

Teachers can develop credibility by aligning philosophy with practice and providing
leadership skills within the profession. Individual needs of students must be met, rather
than the student perceptions of imposed unrealistic expectations.

DEVELOPMENT OF A FLEXIBLE SCHOOL ORGANIZAT:ONAL FRAMEWORK
In response to a plea from patrons, students, and professionals to share in decision

making and development of role responsibilities, greater flexibility within the educational
organization is needed. Much attention is being devoted to the inclusion of community
personnel, volunteers, early school entry, continuous adulteducation, community schools,
middle schools, etc. However, the real problem is to implement a management strategy
providing for the development of the best ideas witnout reprisal and without emphasizing
special interest groups. Such a strategy should provide for careful planning based on local
needs, analytical development, and critical evaluation. of the results.

PROGRAMMATIC CHANGE

Many pressures are being applied upon the school curriculum at all levels, and
attempts to include career education, consumer education, and environmental educationare being met. Each of these new "thrusts" are not, and should not be, "courses"
Rer se, but should be a part of the interdisciplinary redesign of the current curriculum
to provide instruction in contemporaryareas as well as the basic academic areas. A need
to develop a systemic and systematic approach to the curriculum is apparent, yet atten-
tion still must be provided for the cognitive, psychomotor, and affective skills. Differing
strategies and techniques to accomplish identified goals and tasks are ruquir;?d within
an open system.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Professional staff mornbers, caught in an era of rapid change, require continuoustraining and retraining. The emphasis today seems to be on demonstrated performance
of skills, knowledge, and abilities, thus relating teaching and learning in a realistic
manner. The high mobility of personnel, limited tenure for certain categories of per-
sonnel, and greater sophistication in identifying staff competencies maker. for eachteacher's needs to be met. Several designs for staff development have been advanced,but a continuous effort to formalize a functional staff training plan with unauplicated
efforts is needed.

PHILOSOPHIC POSITION

Within the profession, many of us may identify with the idealist position, "I think
hence, I am." Others identify with the realist and his only ?mown "real" world. Still an-
other may view himself as an existentialist, amazed in his self-discovery of "I aml" But
to me, each of us as educators must consider the human relationship of 1 and thou, for in
so doing we see others, ourselves, and the world about us. The latter requires that we
have a recognition of our limitations, that we keep a positive outlook, and that we strive
for the best possible in any given situation.

2
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Often we confuse quantity of education for quality. Both are important; we must

insist on a dynamic relationship between the two if we are to confront the areas of con-

cern in today's education.

The Future of Industrial Arts
in a Changing Society

A Student's Viewpoint

Richard A. Clark

I believe that industrial arts holds an impartant
place in my life in the technical world.

I know there is a necessity for the development of good attitudes concerning work, tools, mate-

rials, experimentation, and processes of industry.
Guided by my teachers, craftsmen from industry, and my own initiative, I will strive to do

my best in making my school, community, state, and nation a better place in which to live)

These are the opening lines of the creed of the American Industrial Arts Student

Association. 1 think that if all of the ideas expressed in these three sentences were put

into practice, then industrial arts would have no problem dealing with "a changing society."

Let's look more closely at the first line of the creed. "I believe that industrial arts

holds an important place in my life in the technical world." Doesn'uthis sentence say

what most educators feel about industrial arts? lbchnic.: is defined as "of or relating

to a practical or scientific subject." In other words, industrial arts should be able to

relate to the practical and scientific subjects ofour world. This is one of the major ways

that industrial arts fits into general education. The junior high student who can take his

math and general science and apply them in an industrial arts course is not only going to

do well in industrial arts, but also will most likely improve in his math and science

classes as well. This applies equally at the high school level. A student can take the

knowledge he has gained from more advanced classes and apply it to more advanced

industrial arts problems. Thin can be done in the traditional woods and metals labs, but

it has even larger applications in courses whichhave been introduced more recently such

as power mechanics and electronics..
Industrial arts does indeed hold an important place in the technical world. In this

respect, industrial arts can have a special meaning for all types of students.

For students planning on going to college, industrial arts provides a practical course

to add depth to their primarily academic course load. I am a student who falls into this

category. Most of my high school curriculum has consisted of academic courses in math,

science, and English. However, 1 feel that the industrial arts courses which I have taken

have been a great asset to me. Through them I have learned not only basic skills such

as welding, drafting, casting, and designing, but also, more importantly, I have gained an

understanding of the principles involved in our technical society. I feel that this puts me

in a better position to understand some of the concepts of nature and technology to which

students often have trouble relating. One example of this would be a three-dimensional

co-ordinate system, used in analytical geometry. When we first started using it, because

of my experiences in drafting, I was able to more readily conceive of such a system than

some of the other students.
I have discussed industrial arts with several engineering professors at Texas A&M

University. They have all felt that students who have taken industrial arts in high school

are in most cases better prepared to go into engineering programs. Dr. Burgess, a pro-

fessor in industrial engineering, explained that college engineeringis becoming more and

more theoretical. All engineering students used to be required to take at least one

machine shop course in college, as well as drafting. These courses are no longer

3



required, and if students do not get the benefit of this knowledge in high school, they will
not get it at all. This vh w is probably more prevalent in techniCal fields, but I think the
idea of adding another dimension to their high school education should be important to
all college-bound students.

Another part of the student body is the group of students who may never finish high
schcol. In this case, industrial arts provides its greatest service on the junior high level.
Ilere, career education worio be an excellent way of presenting industrial arts, so that
the student would have a foundation on which to base his future career decisions. A tittl-
dent who cannot do well in academic courses may be able to excel in an industrial arts
course. This could possibly lead him into a vocational program at the high school level.
Isere is where the career education would be in ost im portant in helping the student choose
a particular vocation. The student might also stay in the industrial arts program during
high school. In this way he would get broader training in mor than one skill, which
could lead to skilled work upon the completion of high school. The important point is
that whichever route the student takes, he has found a way to steer clear of the porely
academic courses.

The rest of the student body will finish high school and possibly receive some addi-
tional training. However, they will never finish college. Industrial ts provides a place
where they can explore some of the aspects of our technical society and receive some
general skill training. This could lead toeither soecific job training or a technical school
degree.

There are four other ways that industrial arts holds an important place in .itir :cli-
nical world that I would like to mention. First, industrial arts provides divert:ifi,:',ition
in the high school program. Although classified as gcneral education, it really fits sonic
place between the academic courses i..1 the vocational programs. This Iii.2ans that for
both the academic and the vocational st; !;:nt, in:Justrial arts can diversify his high school
program.

Second, industrial arta gives exposure to areas that are not covered in any other
course. This exposure helps to create more interests within an Individual. These in-
terests may be either vocational, leading to job training, or avocational, leading to an
interest in a new hobby.

Third, industrial arts can help to dignify the use of one's hands. It is one of the few
courses where it is possible to learn manual skills. Dr. Jones, a civil engineering pro-
fessor at Texas A&M, has told me that he feels a major problem with engineer:- today
is that they are afraid to get their hands dirty. Industrial arts can instill an in
using one's hands and do away with this ridiculousness.

The fourth thing I want to mention is that industrial arts is one of the few ccdeses
which has all types of students in it. It may be the only time that the future leaders e.f
management and labor get to know each other. Industrial arts has the unique position of
being able to bring people of different backgrounds together in one class. This mixing of
people can be a real asset to the school and society as a whole.

The second sentence of the AIASA creed is, "I know there is a necessity for the
development of good attitudes concerning work, tools, materials, experimentation, and
processes of industry." Attitudes are certainly an important part of anyone's personality.
This is an area where, in a changing society, the teacher can play a very important role.
Attitudes concerning work, tools, materials, experimentation, and processes of industry
should be important to all teachers.

The appearance of a lab is probably the most important way of instilling good or bad
attitudes. If the lab is cluttered and mach!nes are in ill-repair, a student can hardly be
expected to take pride in his work and to take good care of the equipment. A lab of the
nature I have described is most certainly a safety hazard. If students are not required
to put tools away, if color coding is not used, and if safety glasses are not required, the
student should not be expected to have good attitudes about safety. Of course, the attitudes
of the instructors were probably formed while they were in college, so the teacher educa-
tors have a responsibility to instill good attitudes concerning safety and lab appearancein their students.

The part of the second sentence of the creed dealing with attitudes concerning proc-esses o; industry can really be taken two ways. The actual processes of industry are
part of the knowledge base of the industrial arts course. However, the development of a
technical literacy includes attitude, the attitude one has concerning industry and our eco-
nomic society. Thachers should strive to make good consumers of their students. If a
student knows technical terms, has an understanding of industrial processes, and has the
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right attitudes about industry, he will be a much better consumer of industrial goods.
The teacher has a most important role in instilling good attitudes of work, tools, mate-
rials, experimentation, and processes of industry in his students.

The third sentence of the American Industrial Arts Student Association creed is
"Guided by my teachers, craftsmen from industry, and my own initiative, I will strive to
do my best in making my school, community, state, and nation a better place in which to
live." It reinforces what I have just said. The student is guided by his teachers. They
play a most important role in preparing the student for adult life and in helping him make
his school, community, state, and nation a better place in which to live.

Conventions of this sort can be excellent ways of teaching students about industrial
arts. It gives them a more complete picture than they can get on the local level. I feel
that it is the teacher's responsibility to encouragehis students to participate to the fullest
in this type of experience. I would like to tell a little story to show how teachers can get
things completely out of perspective for their students.

Mr. Jones was considered to be a good club sponsor. Ile seemed to enjoy working
with students, and students got along well with him. At club meetings, the time was spent
discussing ways vi raise more money and then in discussing what would be the most fun
way to spend It. There just never seemed to be time to discuss industrial arts. When it
came time to go to a convention, Mr. Jones suggested that they get away from the hustle
and bustle of the convention. Ile felt it would be best if they stayed some distance from
the convention center. They played poker mostof the first night, and so the next morning
it was only natural to catch upon sleep rather than to attend the convention. This club did
not attend the banquet because its members would not be getting any awards. Mr. Jones
didn't stop to consider that this was because he had not encouraged his students to enter
the contests. When they got back home, the students reported that they had had a great
time. At the end of the year, Mr. Jones was elected as the outstanding club sponsor for
the school.

There is no doubt that Mr. Jones guided his students. The question is, did he lead
them in t'.e right direction? I would hope that each classroom teacher and teacher edu-
cator v.Juld evaluate himself to see what type of guidance he is giving his students.

The phrase, "craftsmen from industry," brings upa question in my mind. Do indus-
trial arts programs make enough use of personnel and procedures of industry? I think,
in our changing .society, industrial arts needs to move toward a closer relationship with
industry.

I have gone river the first part of the AIASA creed step by step. It gives an idealistic
approach to industrial arts as the stuilent sees it. Since it is idealistic, it provides, at
least in part, a direction in which industrial arts should move in our changing society.

Departing from my interpretation of the AIASA creed and thinking in terms of indus-
trial arts as a curriculum area, let me share several quotes with you.

Woodworking as o subject in a course of industrial education does not justify its popularity
and the importance given to it. In many of our schools, it Is taught to the exclusion of all other
industrial arts subjects, and in most schools it is given the place of greatest importance. In
many courses, instruction in woodworking occupies the First year or even two years, and the
majority of the students receive no other training.2

This is a quote from an industrial education publication. I have been familiar with
several industrial arts programs, and I think this quote expresses quite well the way in
which too many industrial arts departments are set up. How many parts of a space craft*
are made of wood? Sure, other courses are taught, but in this age when we can send men
to the moon, I think too much emphasis is put on wood. This emphasis is changing, but it
is something about which people in the field of industrial education should be concerned.

Some of you may have guessed that my quote was not from a recent article. As a
matter of fact, it was from the July issue of the Industrial Education Magazine, printed
in 1922. I may have put wood a little lower than it should be, but I think the comparison
between the 1922 article and the situation today does bring up a good point. This talk of
change has been going on for a longtime; it is not new. I think that the theme of this con-
ference, "Industrial Arts in a Changing Society," shows that there is a desire to bring
about some needed changes. As a student, I feel that change is needed, and my hope is
that more will be done than just :.'linking about it in convention themes.

I would like to take a shod time now to quote an even older article. This article is
a reprint of a speech made by Charles B. Gilbert in 1901. He was the Superintendent of

12 5
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Public Schools in Rochester,New York, and seemed to be in strong support of the manualtraining program. Maybe some of his ideas will seem insignificant to you, but I person-ally was surprised to find that there had been such a deep understanding of industrialarts philosophy and problems at the turn of the century. Now quoting Mr. Gilbert:
I do not regard manuol training as a subject far the few, the poor, the toilers with theirhands, alone. It is a legitimate,

proper, and necessary branch of modem education . . . and assuch it should be placed in the curriculum of our public schools of all grades.... The manwho puts his dream, his inspiration, his ideals into a pointing, a statue, a temple, serves manas effectually, and in as high and idealistic
a sense, as he who puts his into the form of a poemor proverb. Nay, more; the mon who puts his ideal into solid, useful form, though not aesthetiche who makes a tool far man to labor with, a machine to lessen human toil, on engine to an-nihilate space and bring two worlds togetheris os truly serving civilization and may be asgenuine on idealist as the author of on epic or the builder of a church; hence education, if itis to fit the child to hove sympathy with the present civilization, to fill him with desires farservice to mankind, cannot ignore these other orts.3

I like Mr. Gilbert's points. He is saying that industrial arts has just as important aplace as English literature. I'm sure there are many students who wish that the schoolviewed it that way. Mr. Gilbert continues:

.. manual training in public schools is necessary to a thorough and sympathetic understandingof our civilization. This cannot be obtained by mere reeding about those material triumphs ...the boy who has hammered and chiseled and sawed to produce something of beauty or some ob-ject of utility out of unyielding material is in a position to understand mechanical triumphs ...manual training ... has a marked tendency toward the breaking down of lines of class and thecreation of true democracy.... The boy who has worked at the bench, his elbow touchingthat of another boy of totally different home environment and training, is more likely to appre-ciate the value of honest effort in any line ... the questions of the difference between thosewho labor with their hands and those who perform other kinds of laborwill not be solved bylegisIntion. They are moral questions, and will not be settled until men sympathize with menregardless of class and recognize the good in one another... I believe that the general intro-duction of manual training into the people's schools will have a strong tendency to producethis sympothy.4

Here, Mr. Gilbert has said what I was trying to say earlier. The industrial arts pro-gram offers a unique opportunity to mix the classes. Even today this could be done to agreater extent. Mr. Gilbert now gives some more of the values of a manual trainingprortram.

.. There is no better field in which a trained mind can serve humanity than in the ranks ofskilled labor.... If by courses of manual training taste can be directed to this deportment ofhuman effort, and large numbers of our best-trained
young citizens con be led into these fieldsof labor for life, the leavening process will be tremendous.... The mon who conceives, de-signs, and makes things is performing the highest function of mind. This is what is done in aproper course of manual training....

The advantage of manual training work far young peopleis its reality.5

In conclusion, Mr. Gilbert states: "...My belief, dieti, is that manual training insome form should be a part of every public school course, from the kindergarten throughthe high school, at least."6 "... through the high school, at least." Is this a hint of aneven greater goal for industrial arts? Should our program include more adult educationto familiarize society as a whole as to the ways of our technical society? It is somethingto think about.
I think Mr. Gilbert made some very good points. Although he does not describe indus-trial arts exactly as it is today, I do think that his description of an industrial arts pro-gram is no worse than many now in use. It is hard for me to understand why we are stilltrying to implement ideas that were expressed in the early 1900's. In the process ofchange really that slow?
It is my understanding that there is a movement under way in the profession to changethe name of industrial arts to industrial technology. Is this name change really of anysignificance? In the early 1900's it was manual training, then manual arts, and now
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industrial arts. That makes three name changes. However, the problems facing the pro-

fession are much the same as in Mr.Gilbert's time. If something can be gained by a name

change, fine. However, I think more could be gained if the time being spent in promoting

a new name w.ta spent in correcting the old problems.
I have given my view, as a student, of the present status of industrial arts. 1 have

also listed some of the problems as I see them. I think these problems can be solved,

and I think that the help of the students will be needed to do it. Some students come in

contact with many people outside the field of industrial arts. If they have an understand-

ing of and an enthusiasm for industrial arts, they can help to present industrial arts to

the general public. And an informed general public is a necessity if industrial arts is

to successfully improve its image.
Nationally-funded curriculum studies are presently under way in the field of indus-

trial arts. American Industries from Stout State University and IACP from the Ohio
State University are two of. these programs. These types of programs are important
because they can delve deeply into problems and come up with answers. I am most fa-

miliar with IACP. I think that this study has come up with a very unique, yet practical,
approach to teaching junior high industrial arts. However, this is not to say that there are

not other ways that might be better. Also, as far as I know, no major study is under way

to look at industrial arts programs at the high school level. There are still plenty of
opportunities for research in the area of course curricula.

Once these curriculum studies have been completed, the final course matorial must
be implemented into the schools. They must be adopted by school systems and then

adapted to fit their specific needs.
lbacher educators can play an important role in helping to get these new programs

started. From my experience, many teacher educators have a very positive attitude con-

cerning these newer programs. But did you ever take a critical look at the teacher edu-
cation offered the new industrial arts teachers? A high school teacher is limited by his

professional preparation. I have been asked the question, "Why do teacher educators

teach teachers to teach teachers to teach teachers to teach teachers?" Is this all that

the teacher educator programs do? 1 would hope not. The biggest job of the high school

teacher is to relate the technical world to the students. Thus, teacher educators must

prepare him to do just that.
Besides national studies, there are studies that can be carried out on the state level.

Here, I would like rouse Tbxas as an example in showing what can be done. At the present

time, there is a Texas Industrial Arts Curriculum Study being conducted by the lbxas

Industrial Arts Association. Quoting a section from the proposal for this study:

The purpose of this study is to update the industrial arts curriculum through a coordinated

effort involving educators from various disciplines, industrialists, and especially industrial arts

classroom teachers over the State ... (and to) use consultants from industry and from other dis-

ciplines to help keep the focus of this study upon significant societal and educational problems

such os knowledge explosion, technological revolution, labor shortage, youthful unemployment,

dropouts, undereducation backlog, and restricted programs?

This is a major study which should come up with some answers to the key problems in

industrial arts in Texas.
This year also marks the establishment of the Tbxas Industrial Arts Advisory Com-

mission. It is a 21-member commission which was appointed by Dr. J. W. Edgar, the

Commissioner of Education for the State of Texas. It consists of people from not only

industrial arts, but also industry, labor, and education. I am serving as the high school

member on this commission.
This commission has four major goals which all people in industrial arts should

agree are most worthwhile. They are:
1. To identify the educational role of industrial arts in our technological society.

2. To develop recommendations for supporting the implementation, evaluation, and

redirection of industrial arts programs at all levels.
3. To improve communication between education, industry, labor, and government.

4. To encourage cooperative planning between industrial arts as general education

and occupational education as vocational preparation.8
These goals will h lye to have their beginnings in reality at the teacher education level.

Just this past week, I was a tormberof a panel that presented industrial arts to the

Thus Advisory Council for lbchnical-Vocational Education. It is hoped that out of that
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meeting and ones similar to it, a better working relation can be established between in-dustrial arts and vocational education, a relationship which I am sure you will agree isvery much needed.
These are just three examples of attempts beingmade in lbxas to correct some of theproblems in industrial arts. I'm sure there are similar programs in other states and I'm

not saying Texas has all the answers, but I would like to applaud the industrial education
profession in the state for the efforts they are making to improve industrial arts.

My experience with industrial arts has been that few people outside the field reallyhave an understanding of what it is. Our problem may be something like that of 1)r.Pepper. If people tried us they might like us. However, it takes quite a bit of publicityto get people to try you. School administrators and counselors could help a lot in gettingkids interested in industrial arts. Unfortunately, my experience has been that many ofthese people don't really know what it's all about.
Another group that lacks understanding is the students. A friend of mine has com-plained that the students in Industrial arts don't even know what it is. I think that I havethe answer to this problem. It is a strong duo program.
VICA, Vocational Industrial Clubs of America, and AIASA, American Industrial Arts

Student Association, were both formed in the early 1960's. This year, VICA has over
60,000 members and AIASA has about 3,000. This points up some weakness in our clubprogram. I feel that it is the fact that our clubs are strictly extracurricular.

All VICA and PM teachers receive training in organizing and running clubs beforethey go out into the teaching world. They also receive instruction in working with youth.
This type of training is not given in most of the present industrial arts teacher educationprograms. I think that this type of training could be of unending benefit if it was usedproperly in the industrial arts prorram.

Although it is not always true, .n many cases, VICA students are required to join theclub. This is certainly not thecase in industrial arts. My association with club work hasled me to believe that a strong club program can also improve classroom interest. For
this reason, I think it would be good if the club was made a part of the class. If only 30
minutes were spent on club activities each week, it could help to create interest in theclub program. This type of interestcannot help but be contagious and should carry overinto the regular class situation.

Of course, to holdthis interest, it will be necessary to develop a strong club structureat the national level. I think that good ground-work is being laid in this respect. Justthis year, a new AIASA Constitution has been adopted. It outlines an excellent structure.On the student level, besides the regular officers, there are now four regional vice-presidents. It is their job to promote the American Industrial Arts Student Associationin their region.
The constitution also provides for a full-time professional industrial arts person towork with the organization. It is my understanding that the position will be filled thisnext year. Also, a foundation has been formed to seek funding for scholarships, salaries,

and other expenses incurred in the operation of the AIASA organization. I hope thatthrough this foundation the MASA program can be strengthened and that the stronger stu-
dent club organization can then assist the industrial arts profession in building a positiveimage. I believe that if a full-time director of student clubs can be employed and thefunds subscribed to by the foundation can be utilized for student club activity, AIASA canserve a leadership role.

Once this national structure is functioning well, thereshould be no problem in imple-menting it in schools across the country. This is my solution to answering the student's
question, "What is industrial arts?"

The challenge that is now facing all of us is to work together to educate school ad-
ministrators, counselors, and society as a whole as to just what industrial arts really is.As stated in the AIASA creed, "I believe that industrial arts holds an important place inmy life in the technical world."
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The Future of Industrial Arts
Allan Riggs

My topic this evening is the future of industrial arts. Before 1 get too involved, I'd
better admit that all the comments 1 will discuss are not solely my own. 1 have taken
many of them from fellow students, teachers, and educators. In passing, 1 would like to
say that 1 feel flattered and honored that 1 was asked to represent my fellow college
students.

I am sure that most of you are aware that the future of industrial arts rests in our
hands, more so than any other group in the United States, and it is your presence at this
convention that demonstrates your professional interest in what is to come. Further-
more, your attendance here represents the "cream of the crop" of industrial arts; those
who are concerned about the direction we are taking.

The future of industrial arts lies in a number of areas, particularly in those concern-
ing the learner, technology, and society. In preparing for this presentation I looked through
a number of publications. Oneof them was "Innovations in Industrial Education" by James
Cochran, in which he discussed some 20 different programs for the instruction of indus-
trial arts, each of which purported to be the way. These programs range from the tradi-
tional to the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project. Of these 20 programs, it is possible that
a program might be developed that would provide the relevance that we talk about for
industrial arts in a changing society. Typical of my generation, 1 can tell you what is
wrong but not how to fix it except in generalizations like combining similar programs or
eliminating the unused ones.

Possibly the best way to examine the future of industrial arts would be to discuss
those things in industrial arts that are accepted as good educational practices.

It is generally accepted that the purpose of an educational system is to instill in in-
dividuals the nature of the society in which they live and work. Obviously, any such pro-
gram must revolve around the student, for without students there is no need for schools.

The learner, and the changes in his social environment, present and future, become
clear in the classroom. As a result, it is our responsibility, as educators, to acquire
and demonstrate appropriate knowledge, behaviors, and skills, through learning activities
and experiences, that will assist us in acquiring a basic understanding of our technological
society and make us aware of the importance of being able to make successful adjust-
ments in our ever - clanging world.

When planning the learning activities with respect to technology and society, one
cannot analyze each separately. To some degree, technology determines the level and
nature of the society in which we live and work. This is why an understanding of tech-
nology is so important in today's society and the society of tomorrow. This is what
industrial arts does; it provides an understanding of technology.

Through this understanding of technology, a student is taught not only the mechanics
but the principles of a process, which allows adaptability. In addition, the student learns
the social problems and effects of that process on human relationships.

Industrial arts is a multi-disciplinary field of study. It allows a student to apply his
academic foundations in a practical manner. This is the main reason I like industrial
arts; it gives me a chance to put all of my "book learning" to use, which in turn makes
me a little more receptive to sitting in class. Not only does industrial arts allow me to
apply my academic foundations, it also gives medaily practice in real problem solving
I have to think, not regurgitate facts and formulas.
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Another characteristic of industrial arts is that it is performance-oriented and hisbeen since 1876. It allows the student to demonstrate not only what he has learned butwhat he can do.
A third characteristic of industrial arts is that it is a practical, more useful educa-

tion in that it gives a student an understanding and appreciation of technological products.
With this knowledge, he becomes an educated and discerning consumer. Industrial artsteaches more consumer knowledge than any other discipline because of its practical
approach. An example of this is a course in upholstering I took at 'Texas A&M, in whichI made an upholstered chair. While it is true that after completing that course I wasn't
able to open up my own shop and make a living, I was able to go into a furniture store
and tell a well-made piece of furniture from a poorly-made one and not have to depend
on a salesman's word, a price tag, or a brand name as a guide to quality. I knew what tolook for. Another example is the selection of simple hand tools. Today's consumer
market is over-run with discount centers advertising inexpensive tools. The real chal-
lenge comes in being able to select a good, durable tool from this expanded market.

A fourth characteristic of industrial arts is that it gives a student an opportunity to
be economically self-sufficient while still in school, an important factor to society aswell as to the student. I know of no other discipline that has more studentsat the college
level who can claim financial independence. Industrial arts can permit a student to re-
ceive an almost immediate return on his educational investment. After completing my
upholstery course at A&M, I began work with an upholsterer who was employed by thestudent union at the university. My fellow students have made money as carpenters,
cabinetmakers, welders, photographers, electronics workers, painters, printers, chemical
plant workers, and general mechanical maintenance employees. In addition, we have
students who are in cooperative programs with industry. These programs are carefully
selected and coordinated for maximum educational experiences. This type of education
gives a student more expertise in exactly what is expected by industry.

The personnel directors of major industries have told our student organization thatthey hire all of the industrial arts graduates they can get because of their broad experi-
ences and attitudes toward work, people, and responsibility. They are not afraid to roll
up their sleeves, look you in the eye, and get down to work.

An example of the breadth and depth of the role of industrial iris in education as it
relates to the world of work is to look at the leadership in the field of vocational education.
Much of it, especially in the area of trades and industrial education, is recruited fromindustrial arts.

Now, I would like to make some personal observations about the people in industrialarts. To me, they seem to be more stable citizens because they are more certain abouttheir direction. Industrial arts people seem to be happier and more satisfied with theirwork and the roles they play in society. They seem to have more self-confidence about
themselves and the situations they face. They grasp situations easily and don't mind
getting involved in hard work orprofessional responsibilities. They also seem to be easier
to get along with because they aren't tense or worried all the time. They have their own
probIeris and anxieties like everyone else, nut they seem to handle them better.

These are the reasons why I like industrial arts and strongly believe in its programs
and philosophies.

These characteristics may be derived from traditional or innovative programs.
Regardless of the program, the teacher must be able to challenge the individual student.
This challenge may be in the form of motivation, communication, or creativity.

During my short lifetime, more technology, more information, and more products
have been generated than in all previous history. To comprehend the ztuope of this ex-
plosion is indeed a challenge in itself. To adapt to these changes is even .nore challeng-
ing, yet we have done it with ease, and to such an extent that to go back even ten years
would create chaos.

To talk of environmental problems, cultural problems, or racial problems presents
no major challenge to today's young people. They are willing to take the necessary stepsto reach a satisfactory solution. These people don't feel that change is necessarily a
slow process. Tomorrow is today in terms of our youth. The magical year of 2000 is a
fantasy in our minds, for we are willing to accept these changes that we know will come.

I have discussed the future of industrial arts in generalities. Now I would like to bespecific. The skills, expertise, and curricula will have very little effect on the future of
industrial arts without that all-important relationship between the teacher and student.
The most important skill that any teachercan have is that skill that provides him with the
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ability to understand the individual student. What are we doing in our schools, colleges,

and universities to prepare the teacher of tomorrow for developing human resources?

The vastness of our
communication systems has served to separate man from himself

rather than bringing him closer as anticipated. The solution to this problem will provide

a breakthrough in education.We have discussed the
characteristics of industrial arts, technology, society, the

learner, and the role they have in the educational process. We have also talked about

the challenge of change and its influence on the future. The complexity of all of these

areas is
insignificant when compared with the importanceof the

student-teacher relation-

ship. I challenge each of you to concern yourself with the understanding of every student

who passes through your classroom. It is on this foundation
that the future of industrial

arts rests.

Mr. Riggs is a student in the
Industrial Education

Department at Texos MM University,
College Station,

Texas.

The Blue Collar Intellectual
Dan Kuykerniall

The words "Artist" and "Artisan" are found side by side in any dictionary. Look

that up in your Funk and Wagnalls.The words are close together in more ways than that. Many people don't know the

difference between them. An artisan is simplya particular kind of artist. The dictionary

calls him "one who is trained to manual dexterity or skill in a trade."
To practice a trade or to manipulate the tangible objects of a hobby, you must think

in sequence. You must master the practical applications of theory to the actual doing.

So you must first think in sequence, or sequentially, to learn how to do it. Then in

the practice of the trade, you must think logically, to solve the problem in the work at

handwhether the long cut or the diagonalcutmust be made first, whether the carburetor

needs adjustment or a complete
overhaul.There is a third kind of thinking that comes into playanalytical

thinking. This is

logic in the
opposite direction, fitting the parts of the problem back into the framework

of the principles
that govern the subject.Name any single area in our school

systems that teach the student to use all three

forms of
thinkingsequentially, logically, and

analyticallythree intellectual tools that

will equip them to learn
any subject that has ever been taught byman.

That is perhaps the biggest reason why Idon't have much patience with the few voices

that are raised every once in a while
against industrial tuts or vocational

education, who

think it is a waste of time and money in our modern school
systems. On the contrary, it

is absolutely vital to many, manystudents, and it would be of distinct benefit to any student

of anything, whether he aspires to become
a photographer, a physician, or a philosopher.

industrial arts, more than any other
one subject in today's high school curriculum,

teaches people how to think. And that passes my personal test for what's
important in

the schoolroom. Isn't that, after all, the prime goal of education?
Your federal

government certainly thinks industrial arts andvocational
education are

important. A few of the
programs financed by your tax dollars for vo-ed include guaran-

teed loans for vocational
students; grants to the states for vo-ed classes; other grants

for night school classes for adults; financing for area vocational-technical
school plants

and equipment;
work-study programs geared toward part-time

employment while the

student is still
learning; Manpower

Development and Training Act courses designed to

upgrade workers whose skills have become obsclete; and vocational rehabilitation for the

handicapped, just to mention a few of the
better-known programs and, of course, all of

you are aware of the fact that the Congress is currently working on S. 659, which author-

izes funding for industrial arts.Your state government recognized the importance of vo-ed in our
technological

world and gces ht.nd-in-hand with the federal
programs by appropriating money for class-
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rooms, equipment, and other helps. Your local school boards, almost without excevtion,fight vigorously to build, maintain, and expand the programs.So why is there almost a second-class citizenship stigma attached to the practicalarts and vocational education? Why is it more socially acceptable to study Sir ThomasMore than Moore's Motors Manual?
I am afrani that the artisan himself must share some of the blame for the rise of thewhite collar over the blue collar in today's pattern of what is socially desirable. In thecattle country of Texas in my boyhood, there was nobody who was more universallyrespected and looked up to than the saddlemakera trade that still is synonymous withpride in one's work and dependability of workmanship. An ancient saddle, handed downfrom father to son, could become a thing of beauty again when the saddlemaker replaceda few worn parts and stitched up a few others.
Where is that kind of pride today? What plumber steps back to admire.a newlyinstalled joint in a water line? Where are the brickmasons who would throw down theirtrowels in disgust if a wall was an eighth of an inch out of line when they finished it?For other reasons, too, it is fashionable nowadays to think of the white collar asmore intellectual than the blue, to think that clean hands and an efficient-looking deskare necessary ingredients to success, and to think that the man who wears a necktie issmarter than the man who wears greasy coveralls.
When you leave here today, take a good look at the first 10 persons you see at work.I'll make you a mental bet that you would be confident you could do what some of thenecktie-wearers are doing, do it just as well or maybe a little better. But the ones inthe open-throat shirts, you'd be totally lost trying to step into their shoes. They're theones with the gauges in their pockets, the wire cutters hanging from their belts, and thecarpenters' pencils behind their ears.
Any automobile mechanic worth his salt does more intellectual work in one afternoonthan the average clerk does in a month. The clerk's hands will be a lot cleaner, but thereis good reason to believe that the mechanic's mind, in a logical sense, is cleaner andmore efficientand a darn sight more independent.I sold insurance for a living before I switched my profession to politics, but I knowthere are some people who would go up the wall trying to sell insurance. It simply isn'ttheir thing.
There was a young man who began his career as an insurance agent, before he dis-covered the joy of being an artisan. During his sales career, he finally convinced aprospect to take out a large policy, after working on him for several weeks.He called on him with the contract ready for signature. He placed it on the desk,reached in his pocket, and produced a fountain pen for the customer. He opened it, and itpromptly leaked ink all over the contract. By the time he rushed to his office for anothercopy and got back with it, the customer had changed his mind.The young salesman was so disgusted that he gave up the insurance business on thespot, and he devoted the rest of his life to making fountain pens that wouldn't leak.His name was Lewis E. Waterman.
Waterman traded a white collar for a blue one and made the Waterman pen worldfamous. Would any of us have ever heard of him if he had stayed in the insurance busi-ness? I doubt it. Can any of you, right this minute, name me a world-famous insurancesalesman?
The clerk has no monoply on intellectualism, any more than the artisan has a patenton creating with his hands. Edison was a scholar in his own way; Jefferson was an in-ventor and an architect. Benjamin Franklin is best remembered as a statesman and theauthor of Poor Richard's Almanac, but who can say that his contributions of the reflectingstove, the rocking chair, and bifocal spectacles may not have contributed more to thewelfare of the world?
So I can't understand the attitude toward theblue-collar man, the laborer Waose handsand mind must work together. Perhaps it gets down to a matter of simple prejudice.You all know what prejudice is. That's the annoying little habit of being down onsomething you aren't up on. And prejudice can be a two-edged sword, if you aren'tcareful. There's a man in my office whom I'm fond of calling an anti-bigot bigot, becausehe's so violently prejudiced about prejudiced peoole.
You who are teaching the next generation of young people who will be wearing a bluecollar might do well to think about this a bit. Just as you don't want the white-collar folkslooking down theirnoses at them because they've got grease under their fingernails, nobodyshould make fun of the white collars because they don't know a router from a ripsaw.
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There's nobody more important to you than the professional man when you want your
income tax figured or your appendix taken out or your rich uncle's willprobated. And
certainly, the most important man in the world to him when he's standing in the shop is
the professional who can honestly tell him if he's going to have to buy a new frammis
assembly or if the old one can be fixed.

But do you know what we're headed for? We're on a 100-mile-an-hour collision
course with a crisis in manpower, because the white-collar folks have made their way
of life so desirable and so socially acceptable that there aren't enough blue-collars to
go around. We're faced with a critical shortage of people who might know that the old
frammis can be fixed, and the repair shops are going to have to hire whomever they can
get, and these are the people who are going to have to install a new frammis Just because
they don't know how to fix the old one.

The U.S. Department of Labor estimates that there will be more than five million
Jobs available for skilled workers by 1973. Most of these Jobs will be in the appren-
ticeable trades, but the number of people completing their apprenticeship training next
year will be less than half a million. The Labor Department, rather gloomily, forecasts
a shortage of at least half a million skilled apprentices a year for some several years
to come, and they predict that the shorage will grow progressively worse instead of better.

Vocational education is making dramatic results in combating poverty, in making
useful citizens out of the hard-core unemployable, and so it has come to represent the
panacea that will cure poverty. Of course, it isn't that simple, but that seems to be the
only imcge one gets when vocational education is mentioned.

Unfortunately, vocational education does not reach nearly enough people, partly
because of the acacini.: snobbery that exists in some circles, but largely because of
insufficient emphasis on the pre-vocational, occupational guidance contributions of the
practical artsparticularly the industrial arts. Vocational education funds are concen-
trated on the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students in the secondary schools, but
students cannotand will notmake occupational choices at the tenth grade level unless
exploratory experiences are provided for them in the junior high school. Some students
are getting these experiences in industrial arts, largely through local funding. Hopefully,
the enactment of S. 659 will strengthen industrial arts programs by making it possible for
federal funds to be added to the local funding that has nurtured industrial arts for nearly
a century.

I have Just alluded to the pre-vocational aspects of industrial arts. We know that
industrial arts experiences assist young people in the making of occupational choices,
particularly those who plan to enter one of the skilled trades. But what about the students
who plan to enter a profession? Of what value is industrial arts to them?

Its value ought to be obvious inevery level of our society. Isn't the nuclear physicist
better oft because he learned how an internal combustion engine works while he was in
high school? Isn't the surgeon more relaxed, less tense, and able to do a better job
Monday through Friday because he spends Saturday and Sunday building a barbecue pit,
working with his hands, and using skills that were taught him before he ever entered
medical school?

Isn't it Just possible that I am a better congressman as a result of my early training
at a carpenter's bench and my hobby of woodworking that I still enjoy? I'd like to share
another question with you. Have you ever heard of a student riot at a vocational-technical
school or in the industrial arts lab?

You might take a minute to ask yourself why not. Is there something special that
makes them immune to the hysteria and the desire to tear things up?

No, I don't think they have a built-in immunity. lbchnically- orfented students prob-
ably get just as impatient with an aclt world that pays little attention to them, just
as frustrated with long delays in changing things as anybody at Berkeley or Ithaca or
Howard University. I think maybe the basic difference is an awareness of waste.

Before any student is allowed to use a power saw in his first shop class, his instruc-
tor tells him about waste. He probably tells him to the fraction of a cent how much a
board foot of stock costs, and how much it would cost if he cuts it wrong and has to throw
it away and start all over with another piece. Same way when you worked on your first
metal lathe, or cut your first piece of upholstery. You've had waste preached to you for
so long, it's part of your nature to avoid it.

So I think that is their immunity to the insanity that has swept over our campuses in
recent years. Not because it's illegal, not because parents and teachers wouldn't approve,
but simply because it's wasteful. It would waste time and energy. It would waste the
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school's resources, both physical and mental. It's as wasteful an activity as a studentcan find. And waste is contradictory to logical, analytical thinking.
Is it any wonder that I'd like tosee industrial arts classes in every high school in theland, for both boys and girls? Is there a better way to teach people thrift, to teach them

to think, to teach them the true values of the mind and the hands that God gave them?If every boy and girl who graduated from high school last year had learned thoselessonsif they'd just learned a little of those lessonsit would change world somuch that the next generation could call the 1960's the Dark Ages.

Mr. Kuykendall is the Congressman representing the 9th Congressional District of Tennessee.

Science Makes It Known;
Technology Makes It Work

John S. Mc Kett°

It is perfectly natural for young people to be interested in technology, for there isexcitement in the whole field of technology todayexcitement and ferment caused by newvistas unfolding and new challenges evolving.
The struggle and suffering of man over the ages are producing a climax of achieve-ment in this century. Only technology has the potential for creating a world of plenty,enriching our minds, giving us more leisure time, wiping out a large measure of thediseases which have plagued man, prolonging life, bringing the people in the world closertogether.
What about tomorrow? In order to answer more clearly what will happen in our next40 years, it may be interesting to go back and see what has happened in the last 40 years.In 1932, we had no such thingas plastic, no TV, no nylon, no synthetic fiber, no radar,

no ball point pens, no synthetic rubber, in fact no synthetic natural rubber, no antibiotics,
no penicillin, no contact lenses, no Salk polio vaccine, The average life expectancy of anewborn baby was 49 years. Today, the average:life expectancy of a newborn is greaterthan 70 years. No automatic electric stove, no electric toothbrush, no jet planes, nonuclear energy, no atomic bombs, no fallout fear, no twist dancing, no synthetic fertilizer,
no heart surgery, no metrecal, no electric razors, no space travel. Today I am wearingclothes made of synthetic fibersdacron, orlon, nyloneven my shoes are made ofcorfam, neoprene, and polyurethane. During the last five months I traveled over 80,000miles. But Col. Glenn went further than this in only four hours, not to mention the sub-sequent space flights.

Now, come with me to the fantastic 40 years in our future. By 19e0 we will be pre-
paring a manned expedition to Mars. Our astronauts will travel 35 million miles to Marsin a little over two monthsless time than it took the Pilgrims to sail the Atlantic. In
1972, two unmanned trips will be made to Jupiter (1/2 billion miles). But by the year2000 we will be beyond the nuclear age and the interplanetary age. We will be in the in-tersolar age. We will be using synthetic methods to help us develop superior thinkingabilitye.g., electronic thinking caps. We may develop a synthetic myelin to coat ourbrain cells to catalyze our thinking power. There is no doubt that within the next 40
years the newborn baby will live to be over 100. There will be a cure and preventive for
cancer, heart disease, allergies; we will be makinguse of artificial plastic and electronichearts, lungs, kidneys, and other parts of the body. New cells, new organs, new limbs,and other parts of bodies will be grown by biochemical stimulation. Yes, the day of thebald heads and false teeth and cavities will be gone 40 years from fury. The crude brain
transplants performed on dogs in 1968 will be commonplace among humans in 1990.We will have automatic driving on the highway with an electric eye for our auto-mobiles. Magnetohydrodynamics, thermonuclear and photon energy, ionization in anelectric field, thermoionic electricity, plasma jet, and stellaratot energ, will all be work-ing for us. Certainly we will be able to control our weather and to def4 the cities, too.
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We will use polyoxyglycols instead of refrigerators. The majority of our foods will be
from reprocessed protein (from soya beans and from plankton).

After 20 years of research, we are just about ready to start a new industry based on
a new sciencepetroleum microbiology.

The biologists have developed strains of single-celled microorganisms that multiply
rapidly and produce protein with the essential amino acids necessary for the human diet.
As their own food source, the microbes eat a combination of petroleum hydrocarbons
and nitrogen and urp the protein.

One estimate is that wide-spread commercialization is within five years and that
food from petroleum sources will be common by the year 2000first for animals and
then for humans. Your own local gas station may also become your local drive-in. You
may hear the phrase, "Fill her up and a petroleumburger, please!"

Yes, electrons and protons will shape the future. By 1978, two out of three new elec-
tric power plants will be powered by a few pounds of uranium. Of course, we will still
need oilall we can getand we will continue to depend heavily and primarily on oil.
We will need other sources of energy to supplement our petroleum energy. Yes, we will
have a peaceful use of the hydrogen bomb in the next 40 years. The thermonuclear re-
action will be harnessed and will be another source of inexhaustible power. Deuterium
(abundant in the ocean) will be the fuel. From only two pounds of deuterium will come
the fantastic amount of 100 million kilowatt-hours of electricity.

A new sight will appear on the landscapehuge parabolic mirrors that circle with
the sun and drink up its energy. They will be dotted with solar cells to catch the powerful
rays of the sun. The cells will convert the rays to energy. A new science of the sun will
emerge long before 40 years are up.

Oceanographic technology will bring us billions of dollars each year of new industry
and new products which are not in existence today. By 1980, 15% of the gross national
product will come from ocean industry. What about the understanding of life itself and
the starting of life artificially? We now believe we know a tiny bit about the living cell.
On October.7_, 1968, scientists at Oxford University created a living frog from two cells
taken from the intestinal wall of one frog. On January 19, 1969, scientists from two
independent laboratories independently synthesized living enzymes. What will happen
in your next 40 years?

Our bio-engineering program will contribute greatly to the areas of automatic pulse
raters, heart exciters or pacemakers through the elbow veins,heart valves through
the jugular vein, artificial muscles, synthetic corpuscle producing bone manow, and so on.

Although we are already at the beginning of birth control pills, we are just approach-
ing the age of artificial life. By 1995, the fetus will be removed from the mother's womb
at about three weeks of age for maturing elsewhereor will all this be done outside the
body? On FUlruary 24, 1969, two scientists at Cambridge University fertilized 18 human
eggs outside the human body to the embryo stage!

By 1980, automated equipment will produce automated equipment, i.e., a machine
with power of reproduction.

By 1990, various desirable characteristics and potential defects will be programmed
before people reproduce. What moral implications!

Availability of artificial organs (not transplants) will lead to production lines, both
for the devices themselves and for their installation in human beings. It is my belief
that millions of artificial organs will have such a long life that they willbe passed on
from one generation to the next.

Some current experiments already have shown that there are pleasure centers in
the brain that can be stimulated by electrodes. With this kind of stimulation on the
horizon, people in some future society may want to be wired to be happy. The operation
to place the little connector in the scalp is quite simple, and the plug can be hidden
cosmetically. It may even become a mark of beauty.

How do you educate these youngsters who will be practicing, and contributing to,
technology in the year 20107 The only answer is that we must continuously upgrade the
curricula so that we can give our states and our country the very best technological
education possible.

Dr. McKetto is the E. P. Schoch Professor of the Department of Chemical Engineering, The University of
Texas, Austin, Texas.
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The Status and Future of Industrial Arts
Donald G. Lux

The definitions of a few terms are necessary to improve communication of the more
formal remarks which follow. The terms and my definitions of them are:

liberal education: knowledge or study of truth, principles,and skill which liberates one Iron.
ignorance, drudgery, and inhumanityit is of enduring value, regardless of one's life role
its value may not be assessed solely by judging the uses to which it may be put, since *Ise may
not even be known. The ability to read is a representative example of the knowledge and skill
which make up liberal education. Liberal education may be equated with general education,
although the latter term recently has been disparaged by some specialized education interests,
a strange phenomenon, since a balanced liberal education is an essential base For any special-
ized education.

Career education: knowledge or study of the purpose to which liberal education may be put
and attendant information and skills such as current working conditions, wage trends, and spe-
cial work requirements, etc.af temporary value may be of motivational value in the teach-
ing of liberal education subjects, though it cannot be the sole motivating force in the educative
process and may have very little sustained value in this connection, particularly with children.
The knowledge of working conditions and wage rates and some degree of proof-reading ability
make up a representative example of the knowledge and skill which make up career education.

Vocational education: knowledge or study of specialized information ar skill which may pro-
vide one with an advantage in gaining ar keeping a wage - earning jabin preparation far most
jobs, it should be brief and as close to the time of employment as passible, since most jobs de-
mand a few hours or weeks of specialized training. Its value may be here today, gone tomorrow,
since its value depends upon the vagaries of the economy and the technology.

Technology: knowledge ar study of techniquescovers the total range of man's activitymay
be used appropriately with adjectives such as industrial, sexual, or political.

One other point should be made beforegetting on with my comments about the present
and the future. Those anticipating predictions about the future, as a part of this presenta-
tion, will be disappointed. 1 tried it. 1 did not like it. Thu is to say, as exciting as it isto make predictions about the future, my track record suggests that this is not my game.

With Ray Karnes, my colleague at the time, se.eral predictions were made over tenyears ago in ACIATE Yearbook 10. Several of these will be repeated here in order todocument the inability which was just mentioned.

The fact of technology as the dominant element in the culture and social complexities
which it brings will be afforded increasing importance in deriving educational goals....
Thus, the commonly accepted definition of industrial arts will r-auire little alteration; but
contrary to what has occurred in the past, there will be accepkame of a central purpose con-sistent with this definition....

The troublesome conflict between industrial arts and vocational industrial education will
be resolved. Industrial arts will be perceivedas bearing essentially the same relationship to
occupational life For youth headed for industrial employment os do such subjects as mathe-
matics, science, and communications.

For some youth who are headed for college, quite advanced industrial arts courses will
stand alongside the most advanced courses in mothemati.: and science os pre-professional
offerings. This will become increasingly important For pro: ective engineering students as the
current trend toward the elimination of drafting and other applied courses in engineering cur-ricula is projected.

The guidance function will be a total school responsibility. Industrial arts will share in
this on the some basis as other school offerings related to the world of work.

These predictions are not repeated here in order to question their validity. They
seem as sound to me today as they did in 1961. They are repeated in order to documentthat we have changed little, if any, in the past decade. Thus, much of the balance of this
presentation deals with aspirations for the future, but there are no predictions in it.
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It is possible to characterize the current status of industrial arts in a few words. It
continues to be that instruction in secondary school drawing, woodworking, and metal-
working which is not federally reimbursed (a definition first advanced by John Jarvis).
To elaborate on this, one can add that it: (1) thrives in nearly every early secondary
school program, (2) is found in most senior high school programs, (3) serves a pre-
dominantly male clientele, (4) has lost ground in the elementary grades in the past fifteen
years (perhaps because of increased concerns for basic academic skills without a corre-
sponding concern for applicative skillsand this trend again may be reversing), (5) is
well staffed with regularly certified and highly dedicated teachers, and (6) continues to
enjoy staunch student and community support. Only recently a nationally-based study
reported that male high school graduates identified industrial arts as being their most
interesting subject. On the whole, one would be justified in concluding that the panoramic
educational scene is as rosy for industrial arts as it is for other common school sub-
jects. Perhaps therein lies part of the problem.

There is a consensus of opinion that the schools as a whole arc sick! It logically
follows that industrial arts also is ill! Unfortunately, there is general disagreement upon
the cause of the illness as well as upon the cure, either for the schools in general or for
industrial arts in particular, but any real concern for industrial arts must be sensitive
to the trauma in the total educational system as well as to that in industrial arts, which
by nature is, or at least should be, a vital organ in that system. The balance of this
treatise is dedicated to a professional diagnosis and prognosis for the alleged illness
with the system (the public schools) andoneof its vital organs (industrial arts education).

Before proceeding further, a serious qualification should be admitted by educationists
generally and most particularly by the speaker. We in the education profession have a
way to go before laying full claim to the title "professional." We do not now possess some
of the means to that end, we often do not behave as professionals, and we commonly
demonstrate little motivation to change.

A profession, among other things, speaks with both authority and unity. More im-
portantly, it is self-directed and controlled. We lack the clinically-based research and
firmly-postulated mission upon which to base authority and to make accountability pos-
sible. Also, we lack even the rudiments of a precise means of professional communica-
tion.

Perhaps our most serious limitation is our inflexibility, our unwillingness to change,
complicated by a growing tendency toward self examination and withdrawal from inter-
disciplinary communication. The first half of our profession's century of existence was
characterized by rapid s:hange and, probably not coincidentally, widespread interaction
with engineers, philosophers, college presidents, and psychologists, among others. Our
early leaders participated in a variety of national meetings and, at meetings inside the
profession, one found representation from many organizations by persons with varied
backgrounds. Once again, the profession desperately needs to seek rapid change based'
upon thorough analysis and objective appraisal by a metropolitan community of scholars
and practitioners. In this instance, "change" means to go back to superior practices and
operating modes which were rejected by unfortunate accident rather than by objective
assessment of alternatives. And it is by intent that this eventuality is here included as
an avenue of change.

My purpose here is not to cry mea culpa. It is to recognize the present for what it is
and to invite the profession to move forcefully and effectively into the future. It has been
observed that human beings are the only creatures that can both laugh and weep. William
Hazlitt, an English essayist, concluded that this is because only they are able to perceive
the difference between what they are and what they might be. This kindles the human
desire for change. My personal hope is that this change, in our case, is characterized
by increased unified professionalism, placing liberal education first in national priorities,
clearly discerning and communicating the vital place of industrial literacy in a balanced
liberal education, and enabling every citizen to achieve industrial literacy, regardless of
race, creed, sex, religion, or occupation.

PROFESSIONALISM

Increasingly, professionalism is equated with political "clout," with the intended
goals being to gain increased financial support, particularly from federal sources, and to
gain improved working conditions. This new view of professionalism is perhaps based
on frustrations which have resulted from educationists being treated, by persons from
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other professions, as representatives from the less enlightened end of the continuum.These frustrations are likely to be heightened among industrial arts teachers who, inaddition to being teachers and therefore to being snubbed by those from the higher-ratedprofessions, are treated within the education profession like bastards at a family picnic!We are respected neither by the academicians nor the vocationalists. Having receivedsuch treatment in many and subtle ways for more than two decades, I can appreciate thedesire to get closer to the trough where the goodies are. However, as with many responsesto problems in education, the new professionalism is based upon an inadequate assumptionand an effort which results in subverting rather than improving the system.While I will return to this theme, it perhaps should be explained by example hereand then repeated later. With limited reflection, most could probably list a series ofeducational reform activities and movements which have been based upon either a falseassumption, or at least some folklore or a false interpretation of a proper assumption,and which then motivated persons inadvertently to subvert rather than improve the sys-tem. For example, shortly after Sputnik there was a rush to align industrial arts withmath and science. This was based upon the assumption that the inadequacies in math andscience education could be shored up by tinkering with those disciplines in industrial arts.Of course there was a corollary that math and science were "hot stuff" and the tinkeringmight reflect creditably on industrial arts. Some good probably resulted from the result-ing flurry of activity, if nothing more than to increase the communications between groupsof subject matter specialists within the schools who should have the closest of workingrelationships. On the other hand, effective treatment of the basic need to improve indus-trial arts subject matter was delayed. But working to improve industrial arts is thisfashion, whether by focusing on math and science or careers, reinforces the prevalentbut groundless notion that industrial arts lacks a substance of its own and therefore canonly be enlivened by borrowing from something else.
The diagnosis that math and science instruction was not completely contemporary andrelevant probably was accurate, However, the basic cure had to ha prescribed by theexperts in those disciplines. Furthermore, a similar diagnosis could have been made ofthe condition of industrial arts, and the prognosis certainly should not have been to im-prove it by teaching more and better math and science! More effective treatment wouldhave resulted from having industrial arts personnel spend su::h time as they could withmath and science personnel in delineating the interface between the subject matters andin determining how math and science instruction could have been improved, to the mutualbenefit of all the subjects involved. Meanwhile, the principal effort within industrial artsshould have been toward making its own substance more contemporary and relevant.As a professional group, industrial arts teachers will make maximum progress bytreating the basic causes of their problems rather than the isolated effects which resultfrom them. The basic cure of the problems in industrial arts education lies in our unifiedpursuit of our own goals, not in charging off in all directions to tend whatever fires areburning brightly at the moment. We must be cognizant of the full range of educationalneeds and provide responsive programs as they relate to industrial technology, but weshould not dissipate our total thrust by leaping from concerns for math and science tothose for occupations, consumerism, space technology, careers, aesthetics, recreationalabilities, et al., without regard to a comprehensive and concerted move to advance indus-trial arts as a whole. Professionally, we are in danger of winning a series of battles andof losing a war!
Before moving to another point, it should be noted that we fail to support a unifiedprofessional organization at local, state, and federal levels. This is not to suggest thatwe need a closed shop. It is to declare that we need a unified profession which knows itswill and which exercises it in an organized way.

LIBERAL EDUCATION A FIRST PRIORITY

One has only to read Comenius, Locke, Pestalozzi, and Dewey to find an unchangingagreement that the schools exist in order to develop man's rational powers, to increase
his self awareness. One of man's most basic needs, beyond survival, is for liberal edu-cation which aids individuals to understand themselves and their world, including theother people in it, and to work out a constructive accommodation between the two. Thismight include appropriate placementas a producer of goods or services (for approximately
80 our. of more than 200 million), but it universally includes the need to improve the capac-ity for love, aesthetic pleasures, social and recreational participation, industrial literacy,
18
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and other means to self fulfillment. The current rush to worship a newly-named but
undescrihed god called "career education" exemplifies our desperate search for a simple
solution to our most complex problem, how to improve and equalize liberal education
opportunities.

Without empirical evidence, there are those who would improve liberal education by
focusing on the purposes to which it may be put. Only the naive can believe that the dis-
advantaged, who are caught up in a failure syndrome, can break out of their socio-
economic entrapment by simply trying harder (leaning to love work) and by taking a
heavy dosage of career and/or vocational education. To the contrary, the one assurance
that these individuals have of breaking out of their ruts is to gain confidence that their
basic liberal education is second to none, that they can read, compute, speak, understand
and control science and technology, and function socially as well as anyone. Only with
this assurance can these people believe that they can realistically aspire to any life style.
Career education is not a substitute for liberal education; it is corollary to it.

Thus, career education concerns must be placed in their proper perspective from
within a unified educational program under a unified administrative structure, without
special leverage for funding improvements in career education at the expense of improve-
ments in liberal education. kis through equalized opportunities for quality liberal educa-
tion that the democratic ideal and maximum economic progress may be achieved.

INDUSTRIAL LITERACY
Within a balanced liberal education one must gain, among other things, industrial

literacy. At one time, this may have been provided outside the formal school setting
simply through family membership. This, of course, is only true in a primitive society
where the family is an independent socio-economic entity. As interdependence increases
aid industrial technology becomes more complex (and these two phenomena may not be
in the appropriate sequentiA order), society must either provide for industrial literacy
through the formal school program or expect a citizenry which is frustrated or even
endangered by its lack of industrial literacy and which is unable to make a satisfactory
accommodation between man and what is increasingly an industrially-produced environ-
ment.

One point that is important above all to an understanding of the difference between
career education and liberal education is that clear understanding that man is liberated
from ignorance through knowledge. Knowledge is the substance of education. It may be
appropriately categorized into disciplines in the humanities mathematics, science, and
in technology. This knowledge may Justifiably be studied as its own end, but it also may
be used for many purposes.

We must continually emphasize that career education is a purpose of education; it
is not the substance of a liberaleducation. That is to say, for example, that one substance
of music education is how to play an instrument. However, it is an individual decision
whether this substance, this knowledge, is to be used for personal pleasure, to enable
one to serve more effectively on a school committee, or to make a living. Similarly, to
cite another of an unlimited set of possible examples; how to construct a sentence, how
to write a letter, and how to punctuate are part of the substance of rhetoric. Only an
individual makes the choice of whether to use that knowledge for generating personal
correspondence or a best seller or both. And regardless of the choice made at a par-
ticular point in time, every individual still must gain the knowledge if he would be literate.

To continue, driver education is essential knowledge for our total population. Yet,
for that 5% of the male labor force who are making their living driving a motor vehicle,
it is also essential career education. Thus, driver education must, be considered to be
one of the essential elements of career education. Yet these offerings are not commonly
federally reimbursed as such, which only suggests that there is confusion over what is
career education, if proof of the point is needed.

Industrial arts, if it is to achieve its mission, must deal primarily with the substance
of education, most particularly with industrial technology. It certainly may not ignore
the purposes of this education, but the purpose is not the framework on which to fabricate
a viable structure, educational or otherwise. As a profession, when we accept this funda-
mental point and clearly communicate it, we can expect great strides in achieving the
kindergarten through adult program mission we have always maintained that we do have.
Industrial technology-based studies are as appropriate liberal education for college stu-
dents (for their liberal education value) as they are for elementary and secondary school
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students. The need for industrial literacy studies at all educational levels becomes evermore evident, but our present response is disorganizedand dissipated by treating variousand sundry effects of the fundamental problem; namely, our inadequately conceptualized
and irrelevant program fails to develop the increasingly sophisticated levels of industrialliteracy our way of life demands.

EQUALIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

The need for an industrial technology component to liberal education is so self-evident that it should need little clarification. Yet we continue to miss the forest becauseof our concern for the trees, It should be of great professional concern that in someentire states children are beingoffered theopportunity to gain industrial literacy by takingfield trips, watching movies, listening to randomly selected employed adults, and readingabout things people do, toward the end that if they perceive the ends to which industrialtechnology is put, they will understand the nature of the diScipline which supports allthe activity. This is utterly asinine! This is to suggest that if one knows the purposesfor which a building or an aircraft are to be used, he will understand the technology with
which to construct them. With regard to a subject such as English, it is to suggest thatone will come to know the principles and practices of verbal communication by studyinguses to which individuals may put them. In either case, one would be well advised toorganize and teach the principles and generalizations of the knowledge which is of con-cern and, as necessary, to spice them with examples of their unlimited and fast-changinguses.

Two major breakthroughs must be made in order to achieve a greatei equalization
of educational opportunities in industrial arts. The first simply has to do with the needto stop having people help us by denying us our reason for being. Specialized educational
funding must not be used to throttle industrial arts offerings within the liberal education
program. Industrial literacy cannot be provided by career education, but much of careereducation can be based upon and within an adequate industrial literacy offering. The
natural relationship between the two must be strengthened, but the relationship cannot bereinforced without mutual respect and understanding.

When we recognize industrial technology as liberal education, we must accept theneed to extend the program to include females. The time is long overdue when industrial
arts should "do something for the girls."

In conclusion, industrial arts is no better or no worse'than the rest of the commonschool subjects. There is much in its present status about which to be proud. But thefuture will not see the amelioration of the major problems which haunt us unless thatpride is tempered by a realization of our inadequacies. We can perceive the difference
between what we are and what we can be, and we must! Our future, if we are to have one,must include proof that our profession can be responsive to the changing educationalneeds of our technological society.

Professor Lux is chairman of the Academic Faculty of Industrial Technology Education, College of Educa-tion, The Ohio Store University, Columbus, Ohio 43210.
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English Schools
Robert Hostetter

While examining one of the Nuffield elementary mathematics books used in an English
school, I came upon this statement.

I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, but I do and I understand.

Many situations observed in the classroom activity demonstrated that the dedicated
teachers of the children in the British Isles believe sincerely that the child is the center
of all educational effort and comes first. There is a relaxed atmosphere that seems topermeate life in the school program. Time for living, constructing, understanding,
experimenting, examining, playing, and just enjoying the rich assortment of environmental
"things." Many Americans are shocked by the simplicity of school facilities and amazed
by the rich experiences children have in this situation. Innovative classroom procedures
are not guaranteed because of new buildings and commercially-prepared kits, extensive
apparatus, and expensive furniture. Musical instruments are made by the children. Work-
books are not issued. The child creates or selects the materials to record his learning
experiences by making his own book. The teacher does not pass out duplicated copies of
the calligraphic alphabet used in an art lesson, but forms the letters for the student with
the pen the learner will use for accomplishing the same. This I experienced as a student
of the craft under an English tutor. The English teacher must have demonstrated pro-
ficiency to perform in the subject area he teaches. Degrees and credit hours of graduate
work are not the measure of ability to teach, according to English standards.

With this as a sketchy glimpse of British school life, I know you are waiting to hear
what I am going to say about the area of work that this convention has set out to examine.
In England, we would be called craft teachers. In the elementary school, the classroom
teacher directs all the areas of work. In teacher training colleges, I saw evidence that
the students, both men and women, were using tools and materials to produce certain
units that were required for the courses pursued: models for ancient history, instruments
for music, measuring instruminog for. mathematics, and other constructed items that
would add meaning to a learning !lit-dation.

Vincent Rogers in leaching ii the British PrimarySchools says, "Outside the class-
room, a most significant advance has been the setting up of 'leachers' Centers which have
made a very valuable contribution to meeting the most intractable of problemsthe in-service training of teachers. Most centers have places where teachers can make appa-
ratus; that is, give material expression to some educational ideaalthough some enjoy
just making apparatus that could be bought."

The English classroom extends beyond the four walls. Teacher and children join in
living many experiences that take place in surrounding territory. Did you know that much
valuable learning is possible by exploring the nearby village church cemetery? "In the
Cotswolds, children gather wool from the hedges and fields, spin it, dye it, and weave it,"
according to Rogers in his publication just mentioned.

SUMMARY

1. The Head of an English school is autonomous.
2. No set curriculum must be followed.
3. The elementary schools of England use many manipulative materials, many

teacher made.
4. There is none of the pressure. Children have time to think.
5. Children decide on their own activities.
6. There is much structure and planning on the part of the teacher; all kinds of

activities are simultaneously available.
6. In England, teachers take courses to learn and not to get creditsthere are week-

end seminars.
8. There is a great deal of emphasis on beauty in craftsmanship and in aspects of

the environment.
9. leachers make great use of the local environment.

10. Teachers are respected as professionals and reflect this in their interactions with
each other and with children.
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11. British educators have moved beyond verbalizing "child-centered 'education".
12. There is a happy, relaxed atmosphere in the schools and an obvious pleasure

children evidence in being there.
13. Children are encouraged to learn in accordance with their individual capabilities.
14. The British elementary teacher is more concerned with the feelings of a child

than the number cf facts that he learns.
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The Progress of Project LOOM
John J. Cell

Project LOOM (Learner-Oriented Occupational Materials) grew out of the concerns
many industrial arts people have long felt regarding the need for industrial arts programs
in theelementaryschool. Itisnotan industrial arts program as such, yet it is based upon,
and retains many of the characteristics of, elementary school industrial arts.

Elementary school industrial arts has long been looking for a way into the curriculum.
Books, methods, activities, and philosophy have been available, but in the main, there has
been no large-scale implementation. That has at least been the case in Florida, where
sporadic activity came and went. with individual teachers. Recently, a few counties, such
as Broward and Lee, started working aggressively in this direction by requesting in-
service sources from the Industrial Arts Department of Florida State University. FSU's
IA department continued to push for in-service courses and wrote projects (never funded)
which would aid in the establishment of programs for elementary schools.

After a couple of years, this effort and Florida legislation came to a focal point, and
then things began to happen. Following the 1963 vocational act and the 1968 amendment,
the Florida legislature in 1970 passed a package of bills which redefined and broadened
the role of vocational education. In brief, they brought industrial arts into the new defini-
tion of vocational education and called foroccupational education programs to begin in the
earliest elementary grades.

Within days after this legislation went into effect, the Division of Vocational, Tech-
nical and Adult Education invited the Industrial Arts Department at FSU to develop an
elementary world of work education program for the state. An initial planning grant
brought together a group of elementary teachers, administrators, counselors, industrial
arts teachers, vocational educators, and parents to consider the problems and to deter-
mine direction. Information from this workshop was used to write a proposal for the
1970-71 school year, and Project LOOM was born.
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The first year of the project began with a research phase. At the same time, the
school districts which were interested in workingwith the projectwere identified and con-
tracts were written. The directors, working with a team of graduate researchers, estab-
lished a tentative format for LOOM units and worked out samples. These items were
used in workshops with selected elementary teachers who are the project participants.
The workshops acquainted participants with the legislation, thepurposes of the project,
and their roles in the project.

Following the workshops, the participants entered Into thepreparation of LOOM units.
By June 1971, approximately 60 units were written, tested, and submitted to the project.

A second grant carried the project through the summer of 1971. Week-long work-
shops were held in the participating counties for the purposes of critiquing units, trial
teaching, tool skills development, and on-site occupational studies. Participants were
awarded graduate credit through FUS's Office of Continuing Education and receivedstipends from the project.

The results of the first year were promising, and another grant was made for 1971-
72 which permitted expansion of the project to 130 teachers and provided additional di-
rector time and support money.

Another series of one-day workshops briefed the participants on progress and estab-
lished procedures for refining the 1970-71 units andwriting additional units. All partici-
pants were furnished complete sets of units and support money so that they could field-
test appropriate units in their schools. By June, all of the original units will have been
rewritten and many new units prepared to follow the revised foirnat. These will be used
in workshops similar to those last summer, except that we expect much greater involve-
ment and local support.

LOOM expresses a basic concernLearner-Oriented Occupational Materials. The
learner is placed at the center of the educational effort. This may not be revolutionary,
but neither is it comfortably common. Too often the individual needs of young students
receive low-priority consideration.

Each LOOM unit is a complete self-contained package from which teachers will be
able to choose those that are mostappropriate for use at any given time. They are woven
closely into the regular curriculum. Thus, occupational learning will be a regular activity
rather than something set aside, as a special program. Integration into the regular cur-
riculum is a major key to both the acceptance and success of the program.

Units consist of both software and hardware. The written portion consists of ateacher's guide, a student section, and a resource section. The kits, which we call
"realia activity kits," contain media and many items used by or made by workers. Things
too large or costly are represented graphically or simulated.

The heart of each unit is hands-on psychomotor activity. Situations are created
which enable learners to do the same, or similar, things that workers do. They make,
repair, construct, type, dissect, role-play, and do whatever else workers do. For a brief
period of time, the learners are the workers. Each unit is constructed around the question,
"Should I Be ?" The learner internalizes the job and then is led to frame gen-
eralizations about what he likedanddidn't like. No pressure is put on for decision making,
although we know that children make decisions Oldie time. The decisions may last for a
moment, a week, a year, or a lifetime. We really are not concerned with youngsters
making decisions, and we avoid over-stressing decision making. That will come as thechild grows older. Then we hope he will be able to make better decisions than he would
had he not experienced early world of work education.

Evaluation of the program is, for the time being, quite simple. We hold that if teach-
ers and students like the program, we are going the right way. Each individual unit
carries an assessment of learning utilizing performance objectives, but we are a long
way from entering into longitudinal studies.

Our findings so far are that students, teachers, administrators, parents, and the
public approve of and endorse the LOOM approach. The teachers, most of whom never
had an industrial arts course, become enthusiastic. They're demanding more in-service
coutaes than we have so far been able to provide.

While we have no actual data, early observations and reports lead us to believe that
we can expect gains in reading, vocabulary development, computation, and motivation.
This is true whether the students are disadvantaged or have all the advantages. Happily,
our participating schools range from inner city to wealthy to rural, so we have a good
cross-section for observation. It would be unfortunate for a program of this nature to be
thought of as being only for low achievers or for special socio-economic groups.
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Some teachers are initially apprehensive about the term "vocational education"
being applied to elementary schools, but they relax when they understand the new defini-
tion and purposes. They are also worried about using tools, but this is mostly because
they never had an opportunity to learn about them. As someone said, "knowledge banishes
fear." Most of our participants, once tney get started, want to know why theynever heard
of (or couldn't take) industrial arts when they were in college. It would seem that teacher
educators who over-emphasize the "academics" are short-changing our future teachers.

All indications at this point are the project will continue for at least another year.
This will yield a large number of tested LOOM units and a cadre of trained teachers.
Both the units and the teachers will be utilized to prepare additional teachers through
workshops or in-service courses, depending upon local situations. An over-all teacher's
guide, tool and equipment recommendations, and outlines forpre- and in-service training
are being developed. Ways to reproduce thematerials for general use are being explored.

'Perhaps the major benefit to accrue from the work of the project is teacher involve-
ment. The materials being developed are needed and are the primary work of the project.
But materials, without teacher attitudinal and competency preparation, are of little value.
We are finding that elementary teachers welcome opportunities for learning concrete,
simple activities that they can employ with their children. The teachers become en-
thusiastic and are genuinely fun to work with. It doesn't really matter to them (or their
students) whether we call it Project LOOM, occupational education, industrial arts, or
something else, as long as it involves realistic activity.

In conclusion, elementary industrial arts now is within striking distance of becoming
a general reality in Florida. We have had to accept new alliances, assume new roles,
and broaden to the point where the name "industrial arts" may no longer apply. But the
ideas and activities of industrial arts are finally reaching children, and that, in the final
analysis, is what matters.

Mr. Geil is Co-Director of Project LOOM and a member of the Industrial Arts Faculty of Florida State
University, Tallahassee, Florida.

A Technological Exploratorium, K-6
Norma Heasley

In AugUst 1970, a proposal entitled "A Technological Exploratorium, K-6" was ac-
cepted by Title III of the Ohio Departmentof Education. To date, funds from the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act totaling $208,180.00 have been granted to the Summit
County Board of Education.

The purpose of this presentation is to relate the philosophical basis of the project
and the design for implementation.

Our basic premise is that the rapidity of change characteristic of a technological
society requires that man make decisions, solve problems, and be ever searching for
creative designs to be used for self and group satisfaction and well being. Isolated facts
and limited experiences cannot provide the needed
structure or information for operating in a demanding
changing world. Rather, a structure with a conceptual
basis for analytical and critical thinking, experiment-
ing, constructing, and evaluating will provide a founda-
tion for successful experiences. Full involvement in
various concrete activities designed todevelopunder-
standing of tools, machines, materials, processes, and
organizations of the world in which we live will sharp-
en all of the senses and provide the necessary skills
to become a successful and fruitful citizen. The key
to success in education and in technology is human
involvement. This involvement must include plans,
actions, and evaluations. The major area of planning
is most important. Researching, theorizing, experi-
menting, creating, inferring, and making decisions

HUMAN INVOLVEMENT
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INIORIZINO
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permits utilization of all available resources, involves more than the mind, and provides
the opportunity to weigh alternatives before an unchangeable point has been reached.

This planning provides a purpose for actions. Clearly defined goals aim toward a
positive direction. Decision making, problem solving, communicating, cooperating,
demonstrating, constructing, using a variety of tools, machines, and materials are all
actions necessary to reach goals. In this involvement, components interact, even if the
interaction is between an individual and material.

The major area of evaluation helps determine if the goals have been reached. Analysis
provides perspective of what has been done and allows for projections for future actions.

However, the total experience rather than the project is stressed in this study of
technology. Content and method are considered of equal benefit in trying to get students
to think from more than one vantage point. It is believed that by involving both content
and method, the experience will be broader and more meaningful. These experiences are
not added on to the curriculum. Rather, an analysis of the basic knowledge and academic,
social, and physical skills necessary at each level is made and planning for their com-
prehensive development is done through a technological study.

Emphasizing man as the foundation for all involvement in the study of construction,
manufacturing, communication, transportation, power, services, and recreation, the stress
is on what man does to develop, advance, and/or control technology and how this affects
his life. Through research and development, man begins to understand the effect tech-
nology has on economics, politics, change, values, and organizations that develop his
society. As these components are blended, a study of "Man, Society, and Technology"
results. Children use tools and materials and become involved in various processes for
this study. The continuous multiple sensory input enables the student to understand the
direct correlation between the significance of man's technology and the student's own
self-identity, self-esteem, and his relationship to other human beings and/or his total
environment.

By taking an abstract idea like manufacturing andputting it into conceptual statement
form, teachers have a point of reference from which to plan for teaching for understand-
ing. An example would be:

CONCEPT: As man gains understanding of natural and manmade
entente, he increases his chilli, to comprehend and
utilize materials, machines, tool., pr
for creating technological 'Memo.

and organizations

NATURAL
SYSTEMS

Taal.

Mal.rialsA
MAN

Pro444444

rganisailon

TECHNOLOGICAL-
SYSTEMS

This gives teachers and students a different and, hopefully, a better view.
len experimental teachers in three schools in Hudson, Ohio, are involved in writing

units of study that will include concepts, objectives, procedures, diagrams, tools and
materials, pre- and post-evaluations, and additional references. Because it is hoped that
educators across the country will be able to implement these units, many suggestions,
questions, and ideas are also included.

IT IS TIME FOR A CHANGE IN EDUCATION!
THIS IS HOW WE PLAN TO MAKE A CHANGE AT THE ELEMENTARY LEVEL.
len teachers and four paraprofessionals attended in-service meetings two weeks in

August 1970 to gain understanding of the purpose of the proposal and how they would be-
come involved in planning the procedures.

Since only one of the ten had any industrial arts experience, periodic, two-hour
meetings throughout this school year and Iast were held to gain understanding of tools,
materials, and processes. Three weeks in August 1971 were also spent in this work and
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in writing units using this knowledge. Under the direction of the industrial arts special-
ists, teachers became involved in woods, metals (bench metal, foundry, and art metal),
plastics (thermoforming, foaming, casting), designing and drawing, graphics (lithographic,
silk, relief printing), and power, including rocketry and electricity. The meetings were
planned with diversity. Some were teacher-centered to permit an interaction and shar-
ing of ideas. Some involved learning to plan, carry out the plans, and evaluate the work,
and some were demonstrations. When the industrial arts specialist makes a presenta-
tion to a class, the teacher takes notes, learns with the class, and thus gains knowledge
and experience in this way. Many types of involvement influence and induce ideas for
use in the classroom, and this may lead to some earth-moving experience.

Under the direction of these teachers, one experimental class, kindergarten through
sixth, and three special classes became part of the research.

By the end of February 1972, all ten classrooms had a basic tool cart, work bench,
saw horses, and safety unit. All the equipment and materials used for electricity, ceram-
ics, leather, graphics, plastics, metals, woods, textiles, and rocketry are stored in a
main laboratory where teachers plan with the industrial arts specialists and director,
make prototypes, and do research. These supplies are then made available for individual
classroom work.

Children and teachers experience total involvement. Teachers analyze the necessary
components of technology, critical and creative thinking and acting, problem solving,
and decision making and relate these to other skills children need.

Functional communication skills are becoming imperative in the 20th century. An
objective for many experiences is to stimulate various aspects of communication.

Social studies is "experienced." Interactions are happening between all those in-
volved in cooperative and democratic processes. Children must learn to accept responsi-
bility for independent learning activities while others work with tools and materials.
Accepting responsibility willingly and doing the best job possible is important in any
field of endeavor at any age. Freedom in the classroom unquestionably means new kinds
of responsibility.

An important social skill, cooperation, seems to just come naturally. It often helps
to have a partner, Respect for others' efforts and work results. Science and social
studies skills are gained as students become physically and mentally involved in a study
of people, how they use tools, machines, and materials to develop, advance, and/or control
technology, and how this affects all of life.

Children are motivated to learn language arts skills in many unexpected ways. When
the tools arrived, the "Stanley Tool Catalog" became a necessary reference for classifi-
cation. The table of contents and its purpose were discovered. The locating of informa-
tion, written in an abstract form, became meaningful when relating words to a tool of
concrete form and materials. A tool and school take on new significance when using
magnetic letters to learn the alphabet while remembering other experiences.

New vocabularies develop as children learn the names of tools, their shapes, and use.
An ever-increasing awareness of words and their nomenclature evolves as students study
the structure, function, and value of materials. This helps the student better understand
his world and how man operates in this world.

Communications has new dimensions because interactions occur human to human,
human to materials, and with the human himself. Cooperative attitudes seem to result.

Supplementary skills result or are proErrammod to extend experiences. Listening
and following directions in order to gain skills for independent planning and acting is
emphasized as a kindergarten child reads the orthographic projection the teacher has
made of his project.

The application of math skills are a part of every experience. Children are involved
with various units of measure,. Thought problems result from the work being done and
must be solved, for the evaluation will be in concrete form. Math skills and understand-
ings may be applied differently when bendinga piece of plastic at a certain point, comput-
,ng stocks in an economics unit, and figuring ratios.

Following patterns is a partof many technological developments and a very significant
skill for understanding various math procedures. Geometric symbols representing
flowers in a garden help in planning. Could all of this indirectly be related to reading,
too?

Mass production activities allow students to become involved in a system vital to
many facets of life, Sequential development can be learned. Each student knows and
accepts a responsibility both for himself as an individual and as a part of a unitthe
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working group. He realizes inspection and evaluation are important to product and proc-
ess control in business, industry, service, and education. Analysis of these experiences
lead to understanding of environmental, physic al, and psychological changes that occur.

All creative experiences subject the individual to thinking, planning, and designing,
but most importantly, it permits the coming together of the limits and characteristics
of a material and the mind. New dimensions are recognized.

Research is an integral part of these activities at all levels. Children use their
knowledge and skills to plan for actions. This work enables the student to hypothesize
the outcome, permits teacher/student interaction, including teacher guidance when neces-
sary, and helps the student to determine the procedure he will follow to accomplish what
has been planned.

Evaluation is a natural response to any experience, but the form and significance
are not always defined. The value of experiences with materials, structures, and proc-
esses that result in concrete forms is revealed in both tangible and intangible qualities.
In education however, the "real significance" for evaluating the concrete product lies
with intangibles such as development of the ability to solve problems, make decisions,
and adjust to changes. Positive attitudes, enthusiasm, and perseverance are still other
desirable intangible qualities that may develop.

As the individual judges himself and makes decisions about the effect of his own body-
and-mind team in all of his work, the evaluation becomes intrinsic.

Several steps have been taken to prepare for total evaluation of the results of this
research project. On September 2, before school began, all parents of children in the
experimental classes were invited to a slide presentation explaining the project purpose,
goals, and planned procedures.

Experimental and matched control groups for each level were selected. These are
heterogeneous groups with abilities and achievements ranging from very high to very low.
During the month of September, extensive pre-testing took place under the direction of
an evaluation expert and a team of psychologists and aides.

All children in grades 3-6 were given the California Test of Basic Skills. Children
in the second grade were given the California Achievement lest. All children in grades
2-6 were given the Short Form lest of Academic Aptitude.

All children were also given the California lest of Personality, Likert Scale of Self
Perception, A Student Opinion Poll, part of the Torrance Creativity Test, and a Word
Association test designed for the project. Much of the testing was done individually at
the primary level.

In addition to these tests, the kindergarten was screened for motor skill development
and visual, auditory, and language memory. A verbal intelligence quotient was determined
by The Peabody Picture Vocabulary and maturity by the Evanston Early Identification
Scale (Draw a Man).

Because the neurologically handicapped and educable mentally retarded children were
previously given several tests by psychologists and neurologists, there was no formal
testing done by our staff.

We are now trying to develop a test that, on paper, will determine the utilization of
knowledge.

We have to this point had many positive results. Parents have reacted favorably.
Other teachers have shown interest and, in fact, are independently trying many activities.
The only drawback to this is that it will undoubtedly affect the test results of the control
children. One university that previously has had no training in this direction for future
teachers is now working to develop a curriculum for such a study. They plan to offer this
as an elective course. Several of the staff have been invited to speak for various groups;
churches, clubs, and university classes. Many educatorshave visited the project and are
writing about the project. At this time, Brodhead-Garrett Company is printing the first
set of five of fifteen teaching aids that have been produced. Several others are in the
research and development stages.

We are in the process of refining conceptual statements. These will be sent to leaders
in various disciplines across the nation for their reactions. It is hoped that upon refine-
ment and acceptance, these statements will provide the framework for studies in social
sciences, career and vocational education, and any technological units of study.

In closing, I must emphasize that we are not project-oriented, but we are product-
directed, and those products are adaptable children who are educated for now and for
the future. If children are comfortable with materials and processes, we can assume
that they will be more comfortable with new ideas, new concepts, new places and spaces.
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Our belief is that man's greatest challenge is his own technology. His greatest tool for
meeting this challenge is his own education!

Mrs. Heasley is Project Director, Title ill, working For Summit County Schools, Akron, Ohio,

Fourth Grade Children Demonstrate
Graphic Communications

Harold G. Gilbert and Judy Thome presented a graphic communications unit
to fourth grade children during the convention. The children demonstrated
their work for the benefit of convention participants. The activities included
screen printing, block printing, papermaking, and bookbinding. The follow-
ing is a resource unit for the work covered in the classroom.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL:
EDUCATION FOR A CHANGING SOCIETY'

All who are concerned with the changes thatare taking place in our societythe news
media, economists, businessmen, and industrialistsinsist that the phenomenal change
that has taken place during the past decade is nothing compared with that to come. The
age in which we live is one of such rapid change that even those who control and cause
the change are frightened by its implications. The average citizen cannot completely
comprehend the transformation; yet it is he who is creating the ensuing problem and his
children who must cope with it.

Educators must awaken to the fact that they must keep pace with the changing tech-
nology. Many new and innovative devices, composing what is termed teaching technology,
have been developed to help the teacher do a more effective job of teaching. But little
has been done to change what is taught. Children need the exhilaration of manipulating
materials, the joy of accomplishment and personal discovery as a part of growth and
development and mental health. Children must learn about the world in which they live
if they are to be expected to be productive and useful citizens in the world of tomorrow.

Industrial arts education is that part of the school curriculum that is dedicated to
teaching boys and girls about the technological aspects of their environment. It, like all
subjects, must start with the basic concepts and principles and build toward a full and
complete comprehension. It, like all subjects, must originate at the beginning of the
child's education. Since there are aspects of technology that are appropriate for the
kindergarten child, it is here that we must begin to build the child's understanding of his
world.

The discussions that follow deal with the nature of industrial arts in the elementary
school, different approaches and requirements for its implementation, and some ways of
meeting and solving some of its problems.

A DEFINITION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS'

Industrial arts at the elementary school level is an essential part of the education
of every child. It deals with ways in which man thinks about and applie3 scientific theory
and principles to change his physical environment to meet his aesthetic and utilitarian
needs. It provides opportunities for developing concepts through concrete experiences
which include manipulation of materials, tools and processes, and other methods of dis-
covery. it includes knowledge about technology and its processes, personal development
of psychomotor skills, and attitudes and understandings of how technology influences
society.

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL2

The expansion of American industry has been fostered by the rapid development of
effective graphic and electrical-mechanical systems for communications. The printed
word has helped disseminate knowledge of new developments and has educated producers
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as well as consumers. The speed of electrical-mechanical communications makes it
possible to maintain production and distribution at a rapidly expanding rate. If children
are to assume positions of responsibility in this society, they need a basic knowledge of
communications.

Graphic communications made a significant improvement when Gutenberg used mov-
able metal type to print his Bible. The industry has developed stencil and offset printing
to keep pace with other modern developments. The use of synthetic materials has im-
proved inks, paper, and binding techniques. Electrical-mechanical communications started
with the development of the telegraph and moved into telephone and radio. Now another
dimension has been added, with television joining the video and the audio for increased
effectiveness. These are developments that children can study through activities using
tools and materials.

People use the printed word for pleasure andprofit. School materials are printed so
economically that they are used extensively at all levels from the picture books in kinder-
garten to the technical references in the graduate library. The latter are used as basic
references in industry, where handbooks are needed by all engineers and technicians to
operate equipment that is continually modified to take advantage of the latest developments.
Consumption is closely geared to marketing reports which keep close tabs on the goods
purchased. At home, people read newspapers and magazines that inform them of current
developments as well as entertain them.

PRINTING TODAYGIANT IN AN AGE OF SCIENCES

While Gutenberg did well to produce a single one-color impression in three minutes,
today's great rotary presses easily print several colors on both sides of a continuous
roll of paper roaring through at the rate of up to 2000 feet per minute.

The printing and publishing industry is a very big business. Among all United States
manufacturing businesses in 1968, it ranked second in the number of establishments-
40,000 with 81% having less than 20 employeesfourth in average hourly gross earnings
per production worker and seventh in value added by manufacture.

Of the more than $24 billion of shipments in the printing and publishing industry in
1969, commercial printing accounted for $7.7 billion, of which lithography represented
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52% and letterpress 39%; newspaper and magazine production was about $10 billion, of
which letterpress is the major producer, but web offset .14 commanding more and more
of the weekly and small daily newspapers andspecial-interest magazines; and book print-
ing was over 52.5 billion, of which lithography represents 75%. These figures do not
include packaging, the total shipments of which in the United States in 1969 totaled 519.5
billion.

Altogether, 53 million tons of paper and paperboard were produced with a value of
59.3 billion. The per capita consumption of paper in the United States in 1969 rose to
560 pounds, as compared with 72 pounds for the rest of the world. Modern printing has
become a highly scientific art. Specialized presses, inks, papers, and techniques meet
every need and produce under every condition. Today's printer owes much to the Age of
Science and to its experts in electronics, chemistry, optics,- and mechanics.

The future is bright. As an industry, printing and publishing has a growth rate com-
parable to the gross national product, of above 4% per year. Offset lithography, book
printing, color printing, nd packaging are growing at about twice this rate, while web
offset and screen printing have been mushrooming at about three times the gross national
product, and gravure even higher at 15% for the period 1965-1969.

New plastics, electronic sensors, computer techniques, and otherproducts of modern
research are gradually converting printing from an art to a science. Recent printing
developments include such advanced equipment as computers for typesetting in full page
makeup at speeds up to 6000 characters per second; electronic scanners which determine
the exact degree and nature of color correction required in color reproduction and produce
corrected negatives or positives of the color separations; special processing machines
which automatically process photographic films and press plates; new photopolymers for
making offset plates that require no processing; electronic engraving machines which
amplify light to create impulses that energize a cutting stylus for producing gravure
cylinders; electronically controlled presses which perform many of the slow pressman
functions automatically; and completely automated bindery machines that are capable
of producing up to 150,000 books a day.

CORRELATION WITH OTHER SUBJECTS

The graphic communications unit may stand on its own objectives. However, the
classroom teacher may choose to combine subjects to make a broader learning experience
for the children. The experimentation with tools and materials during an industrial arts
activity arouses much interest in the children. This enthusiasm might be used to vitalize
the application of other disciplines and provide an opportunity for a practical application.
Some possibilities are:

Social Studies
The children may use block printing to make "movable type" letters and compose

printed pages as Gutenberg did with his Bible. The screen printing technique adapts
easily to map making. The latter might be a group undertaking where each student pro-
duces a copy of a county or state for each classmate. The children might make paper by
hand to compare it with the quality of machine-made paper.

Mathematics
The children can measure to fit a certain number of letters in a line and also to cut

paper to appropriate size for printing. Accurate preparations are used to mix some inks
for printing. In papermaking, sizeable quantities of liquid are measured, and accurate
measures of sizing and coloring agents are added.

Science
Children might study the compounding of inks and how they dry by absorption and

oxidation. Silhouettes of leaves, animals, insects, trees, or flowers may be duplicated
for identification. The chemical changes in papermaking may be observed firsthand.

Language Arts
Children often compose a newspaper or booklet. Their interest increases if they

print their own composition. Programs, papers, or invitations may be decorated to im-
prove their appearance or printed on class-made paper. The children might read and
follow the directions for papermaking in the Hammermillkit to see if they can accurately
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ESTIMATED EMPLOYMENT TRENDS IN NONAGRICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENTS
Prepared by Texas Employment Commission in Cooperation with Bureau of Labor Statistics

DALLAS STANDARD METROPOLITAN AREA
DECEMBER 1971

Major Industries
Number of

Establishments

Employment as of
March 1972

Total
TOTAL, All Industries 37509 720600Total - Manufacturing

2424 142500
Durable Goods - Total 1182 90000

Lumber & Wood Prods. 63 2000
Furniture & Fixtures 133 4400
Stone, Clay, & Glass 96 4700
Primary Metal Prods. 45 2000
Fabricated Metal Prods. 272 10600Machinery (exc. Elec.) 243 13500
Electrical Mach. & Equip. 69 31500
Transportation Equip. 60 15400
Other Durable Goods 201 5900

Nondurable Goods - Total 1242 52500
Food & Kindred Prods. 310 14200
Apparel & Finished Prods. 224 13100
PAPER & ALLIED PRODS. 54 5600
PRINTING & PUBLISHING 419 11700
Chemicals & Allied Prods. 142 4600
Rubber & Misc. Plastics 41 1900
Other Nondurable Goods 52 1400Total - Nonmanufacturing 35085 578100Agri. Ser., For., Fish. 107 1200

Mining (inc. Pet. & Gas Prods.) 474 8300
Contract Construction 2335 42800
Transp. & Allied Servs. 616 35900
COMMUNICATIONS 59 10600Utilities 33 7000Wholesa e Trade 4595 68400
Retail Trade - Total 12011 128400

Retai Bldg. Materials 488 4600Retai General Merchandise 620 30200Retai Food 2170 18700Retai Auto & Serv. Stations 2430 16400
Rotel Apparel & Accessories 979 9800Real Home Furnishings 1320 5000
Eating & Drinking Estabs. 2080 27400Misc. Retail Stores 1924 16300

Finance-Insurance-Real Estate 3377 62000
Business & Personal Services 6901 62100
Medical & Professional Servs. 4316 58100Government 261 78000
Private Household INA 15300

follow directions. The quality of the paper produced will be proof of their ability or lackof it.

Art
The children might consider basic elements of design as it applies to the compositionthey print, or they may use the graphic media as a free expression of their feelings towardcolor and composition.

EVALUATION

As with other classroom work in theelementary grades, evaluation is primarily sub-jective and informal. The classroom teacher and the consultant frequently question the
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children, not only to stimulate their thinking but also to evaluate their understanding of
the activities in the unit. The teachers may adjust the work schedule or review some
phases of the work as a result of the evaluation. Because of the concrete nature of the
results in three dimensional form, it is natural for the children to observe the results
and freely discuss them with each other. They are usually very frank and accurate in
their comments to each other, and with some guidance from the teacher, this may be
kept in a constructive vein.

BEGINNING THE UNIT

The industrial arts consultant needed to get acquaintrkd with the children by mail in
this case instead of the usual practice of visiting the classroom to talk with the children
and consult with the teacher. The only contact the industrial arts consultant had with the
industrial community was by correspondence with the Chamber of Commerce. The latter
provided statistical reports on the size and location of printing establishments. They
sent a section from the yellow pages of the phone book, a list of the names and addresses
of manufacturing firms in the Dallas area, and a list of employment from the Thxas
Employment Commission.

It would have been ideal for the industrial arts consultant and perhaps the classroom
teacher with the children to visit one or two of the firms near the school. Direct observa-
tion of a typical factory with people at work is invaluable.

Bulletin board displays in the room portray different types of graphic communica-
tions. The first meeting with the children involves an informal discussion of these
examples and an attempt to draw outinformatioft about any direct association the children
might have with parents, relatives, or neighbors who work in the printing industry. After
this discussion, the children divide into work groups and prepare to experiment with the
activities described in the following resource material.

Relief Printing from Blocks

1. Objectives
1. Students experiment with block printing to understand how relief printing works

in industry.
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2. Students use block printing to make prints related to their language arts.
3. Students discuss how relief printing is used in Dallas and career opportunitiesin this industry.

11. Tools, Materials, Supplies
jigsaw, small, portable (Dremel)
plywood, 1/4 in. fir, GIS, small trim pieces 2 x 2 in. or larger
flint paper, fine, several sheets
rubber cement
Speedball printmaker's plate, 9 x 12 sheet, $1 each
ink, Speedball, water soluble, 4-ounce tube, $1 per tube, assorted colors
Speedball cutter assortment #1, 51.70 for 5 blades
handle for above, 700 each
brayer, deluxe gelatin, 2 x 6 roller, $6 each
paper for printing (something suitable for writing)
scissors, sharp
Steps
1. Demonstrate process and children experiment
2. Design object to be printed
3. Reverse design and trace on printmaker's plate
4. Cut with scissors (detail with Speedball cutter if necessary)
5. Print copy
6. Trim copy for use
7. Consider application to jobs in printing industry

IV. Summary & Evaluation
The children might display their completed work on a classroom bulletin board. The
children might select the better work for display in the main hall of the school. The
teacher might lead a class discussion of the process to see if children understandthe relation to industrial printing.

V. Things children can make as part of their experimentation
!leads or titles for room or school papers
Titles for programs for class plays or recitals
Posters for safety lessons
Posters for school functions
Titles on greeting cards
Tickets
Covers for scrapbook or class reports
Initials on stationery, napkins, or place cards

Stencil Printing with a Screen Frame
1. Objectives

1, Children experiment with screen printing to understand how it works.2. Children design and screen-print something related to their class or school. -3. Children discuss career opportunities in screen-printing industries.4. Some children might make a simple screen form so they might do more screen
printing at home.

11. Tools, Materials, Supplies
sharp scissors
waxed paper, heavy duty
masking tape, 1/2 in. wide
stencil knife, Speedball, 400 per dozen
handle for stencil knife, 700 each (or 3/8 in. dowel stick)
hinged screen frame to print 9 x 12 in. paper, $5 each
organdy to replace screen above, $1 per yard
4 in. squeegee, bantom, blade 2 x 1/4 in. 750
ink, silk screen, water-soluble (specify assorted colors), $2.50/quart

(may substitute finger paint for screen paint)
111. Steps

1. Demonstrate printing and have children experiment
2. Create or copy design
3. Cut stencil
4, Set stencil in screen frame
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5. Adjust guides
6. Ink screen and reset guides if necessary7. Make prints
8. Clean screen frame
9. Prepare prints for use

10. Repeat process for multi-colored printsIV, Summary & Evaluation
The teacher might review the prints made to ascertain if they fulfill the needs forcommunication. Samples of the work might be displayed for other classes or parentsto observe. The teacher might question the children to ascertain if they see therelationship to screen printing in industry. The children might give written or oralreports on the latter topic,

V, Things children can make as part of their experimentation
duplicate a creative design titles for a bulletin board displayillustrate a scrapbook flash card for arithmeticcover for a booklet flash card for work gamegreeting card

silhouettes of trees or animalsletter head paper napkinnotepaper place matdecorative invitation place cardbook mark pennantposter shopping bagbook plate wrapping papernature study materials emblem
map for social studies unit announcementcover for a class program safety posterlamp shade decoration humorous greeting card

Offset Printing with an Office Duplicator
I. Ob ectives

1. Children observe use of equipment in school office.2. Children design and produce an item on school duplicator.3. Children study relationship of school duplicator to offset printing in industry.4. Children study career opportunities in offset printing industry.5, Some children experiment with gelatin duplicating in class or at home.Tools. Materials, Supplies
office duplicator (arrange for use with office secretary)gelatin duplicator, Hektograph, 9 x 12 pan, $3.15
gelatin refill for above, $1 per pound
pencil, Hektograph, assorted colors, $1,50/dozencarbon paper, Hektograph, $4 per 100 sheetspaper for printing

III. Steps
1. Use teaching aids to describe offset printing (show samples)2. Have office secretary demonstrate use of duplicator3. Create design or prepare material4. Prepare master
5. Transfer master to gelatin or set up machine6. Print copies
7. Clean gelatin or machine
8. Prepare copies for use

IV. Summary & Evaluation
Ask children to consider if communication served its purposecarried the message.Discuss the process to see if children understand it. Question the children aboutoffset printing in industry.

V. Things children can make as part of their experimentation
classroom newspaper menu
instructional materials puzzle
collection of poems safety postercollection of stories letterheadgift wrapping paper notepaper
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picture to color cartoon
script for a play tickets
recipe for food greeting card
program invitation
calendar announcement
place cards sheet music
place mat election ballot

Papsrmaking
I. Objectives

1. Children study charts and samples of commercial papermaking.
2. Children experiment using pulp to make paper.
3. Children set up a production line tomakepaper for a classroom printing project.4. Children discuss career opportunities in papermaking industry.II. Tools, Materials, Supplies
How to Make Paper by Hand. Kit and booklet from Educational Service, Hammermill
Paper Company, 1581 East Lake Road, Erie, Pennsylvania 16506.
Pulp (Brodhead-Garrett).
Items specified in above kit.

III. Steams
1. Use a visual aid (film, film strip, etc.) to study papermaking
2. Plan use for paper (small sheet)
3. Soak pulp
4. Add starch
5. Dip the pulp with screen
6. Dry paper
7. Size the surface
8. Trim for use

IV. Summary & Evaluation
Have the children compare the quality of theirpaper with various commercial papers.
Discuss the various jobs in papermills.

Bookbinding

I. Objectives
1. Children observe examples of hard and plastic bindings for books.
2. Children experiment with various binding techniques.
3. Children utP.:ze a simple binding process for their classroom printing project.4. Children discuss career opportunities in bookbinding industry.II. Tools, Materials, Supplies
hand drill and straight shank twist drill
printed matter to bind
cardboard or heavy paper for covers
paper punch
Elmer's Glue-All
Steps
1. Collect samples of commercial binding and analyze them
2. Collect materials for binding
3. Design type of binding children can use
4. Bind material

IV. Summary & Evaluation
Have children discuss merits of different types of bindings. Help children consider
types of work done in a commercial bindery.

SOURCES OF SUPPLY

1. Industrial arts shops in the junior or senior high school .2. Local hardware store
3. Local office supply store
4. Local school supply house
5. Local art or hobby supply
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6. Brodhead-Garrett Company, 4560 East 71st Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44105.
7. Dick Blick, P.O. Box 1267, Galesburg, Illinois 61401.
8. Industrial Arts Supply Company, 5724 W. 36th Street, Minneapolis 55416.
9. Sax Brothers, Inc., 207 North Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202.

FOOTNOTES

(1) National Conference on Elementary School Industrial Arts, East Carolina University,
Greenville, North Carolina, 1971, pp. 1-3.

(2) Gilbert, Harold G. Children Study American Industry, Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown
Company, Publishers, 1966, p. 130.

(3) Pocket Pal: A Graphic Arts Production Handbook. International Paper Company,
220 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017, 1970, p. 181. $1.00.
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Dr. Gilbeo is a professor at Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois. Mrs. Thome is a classroom
teacher from Paul Dunbar Development Division, Dallas Independent School District. The children par-
ticipating in the demonstration were from Mrs. Thorn='s class.
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Accountability in Industrial Arts Education
Robert L.Woodward

Educational accountability and industrial arts are a winning combination if the per-
formance objectives developed do not shortchange the inherent values of the industrial
arts instructional program. Teachers of industrial arts find little difficulty in construct-
ing measurable performance objectives that deal with student acquisition of knowledge
and motor skills. However, many of these teachers under pressure to develop objectives
ignore the other important values of their courses because of the difficulty in designing
suitable objectives that cover changes in attitudes, interests, and values, and the develop-
ment of appreciations.'

Though the various systems of educational accountability havemany worthy purposes,
the primary intent is to weigh the financial cost of each course/program against the
importance and degree of achievement of the stated objectives. At first glance, the
assumption might be that this is simply a budgetary procedure handled by a school sys-
tem's business office, but when it is understood that the justification rests upon student
achievement, the administrator or supervisor may be held solely responsible; however,
it is usually the teacher who becomes the anchor man. For this reason, objectives of an
industrial arts course must be significant.

Most proponents agree that performance objectives tend to reduce ambiguity in in-
structional programs, offer a guide for more effective and efficient planning and execu-
tion of teaching, and provide an objective, systematic method of measuring achievement.

Critics of educational-accountability systems point out that most objectives, as now
written, tend to be trivial, lists of objectives become encyclopedic, and too many objec-
tives involve the lower levels of facts-skills, too few cover attitudes-appreciations. These
criticisms apply to many sets of performance objectives in industrial arts; because of
the richness of opportunity for student acquisition of knowledge and motor skills
literally hundreds of objectives can be constructed for each courseinsufficient care is
taken in the selection of significant objectives. The selected objectives must convince
students, parents, administrators, school-board members, and other concerned staff and
lay persons that the course is important and contributes to one or more of the program/
school-system goals.2

A measurable performance objective contains the components of who (group or per-
centage of students), what (description of performance), when (specified time span), and
how (proficiency level and method of measurement). The objective specifies the group
or percentage of students who should attain a given level of performance, describes the
results which are strived for through performance of a particular activity or group of
activities, presents the period of time within which the objective is to be achieved, and
states the criteria and method of measurement to be used in evaluating the success of the
activity (though this may not always be possible or desirable).

Over a two-year period, a school system provided in-service training on educational
accountability. At the conclusion of this training, the teachers were asked to develop
sets of performance objectives. Thachers were assigned to school-system-wide teams
according to the courses they taught. The industrial arts teacher responsible for courses
in Introductory Woods prepared six objectives. One of these objectives was detigned to
cover all students enrolled in each introductory woods course: "To have no major in-
juries during the duration of the class while using both hand and power tools." The other
five objectives began with the phrase: "60% of the students shall be able to..."

Usually, industrial arts teachers provide individual instruction and offer an educational
program that results in a measure of success for the vast majority of their students. Yet
in the five objectives just mentioned, the interpretation might be that only "60% of the
students" will succeed, 40% will fail. Though objectives should have substance, they also
should be reasonable. The degreeof an objective's fulfillment should rest on the measure-
ment of the students' achievement, not on a highly restrictive percent of students covered
by the objective. For example, in another school system, the industrial arts objectives
were designed for 90%, 95%, or 100%of the students (depending upon the particular objec-
tive); however, minimum student-achievement standards were sct to meet or exceed a
75%, 85%, or 95% level of proficiency. Even with the best-laid plans, an objective, through
no fault of the teacher, may not be fulfilled due to conditions that limit the range, level,
or method of operations (constraints).
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Generally, objectives specify the desired performance of students and deal with mini-
mums, averages, or terminal performance. The measurement component o; an objective
determines the degree of students' success, as well as whether, or to what extent, the
objective has been achieved. Methods of measurement include teacher tests, standardized
tests, observation, and judgment.

An example of a major course objective, covering all the components previously de-
scribed, that can be used for any area of industrial arts is:

Ninety-five percent of students completing the course will be able to identify and use 20 hand
tools and five pieces of power equipment in o manner that will meet or exceed the minimum

standards of proficiency set for the introductory level.

In this cognitive-psychomotor objective: (1) the word "identify" denotes the describ-
ing (reporting), orally or in writing, of the names and purposesof the tools and equip-
ment; (2) the word "use" denotes thedemonstrated use of the tools and equipment; (3) the
types of equipment could be named; (4) the "minimum standards of proficiency" are de-
termined by the school system's teachers responsible for teaching the industrial arts
area and level designated by the objective or by the individual teacherin all cases, the
"standards" are tempered to reflect the ability levelof the students in a particular class/
course; and (5) the industrial arts area of the introductory course (Level 1) would be
specified. This objective, designed to cover Introductory Metals (Level I Metals or
Metals I), is stated:

Ninf.ty-five percent of the students completing the course will be able to identify and use 20
metalworking hand-tools os well os the broke, buffer, drill press, grinder, and shears in o man-

ner that will meet or exceed the minimum standards of proficiency set for Introductory Metals,

Level I.

Often, an objective builds upon the performance/activity described in a preceding
course-level objective. For example, the number of hand tools and pieces of equipment
as well as the minimum standards of proficiency are increased for Level II courses.
Most sub-areas of each industrial arts area provide content for at least one major course
objective. A sequence of major course objectives for metals in the sub-area of welding

is: Level I, describe welding processes and perform spot welding at the Introductory
Metals level; Level 11, describe welding processes and perform spot and oxygen-acetylene
welding at the Basic Metals level; Level III, describe welding processes and perform
spot, oxygen-acetylene, and electric (arc) welding at the Intermediate Metals level; and
Level IV, describe welding processes and perform welding operations using all (available)
welding equipment at the Advanced Metals level.

In certain instances, objectives are designed for all students enrolled in the course
and the performance level is aimed at 100% success. An example is an objective dealing
with safety:

One-hundred percent of the students will demonstrate their awareness of the safe and correct
use of tools, machines, materials, and processes while engaged in course activities by maintain-
ing a record of no serious accidents throughout the duration of the course.

This affective-cognitive-psychomotor objective has a criterion of 100% achievement.
The phrase "their awareness of" is concerned with "safety consciousness"the attitude/
conduct of students while engaged in activities. The term "serious accidents" covers the
policy of required, reportable accidents set by a particular school system.

The value of an industrial arts course is best illustrated and educational accountability
is well served by a set of performance objectives that describe major activities and are
measurable. Between six and ten objectives are needed for each course (at each level)
that treat across-the-board knowledge-motor skills and attitudes-appreciations, each
important sub-area, as well as current instructional changes and experiments.

FOOTNOTES

(1) The three domains of performance objectives are affective, cognitive, and psycho-
motor: (1) the affective covers interests, attitudes, values, and appreciations;
(2) the cognitive deals with recall or recognition of knowledge and development
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of intellectual abilities and skills; and (3) the psychomotor is concerned withmotor skills.
(2) A goal is a statement of broad direction, general purpose, or intent. It is general andtimeless and is not concerned with a particular achievement within a specifiedtime period. An objective is a desired accomplishment that can be measuredwithin a given time and under specifiable conditions. The attainment of theobjective advances the system toward a corresponding goal.
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Pittsburgh's OVT Approach to
Integrated Instruction

Jerry C. Olson

The purpose of this presentation is to look at several of the components which com-prise Pittsburgh's industrial education program and to determine how they, along withother disciplines, are blended together to form an integrated.instructional program.Program components in an integrated system will be examined as well as several cur-riculum areas. Particular emphasis will be given to the integrated sequencing of programsranging from kindergarten to grade 14. Throughout the presentation, the areas of theOVT approach that appear to be synonymous with career education Philosophy will beidentified.
The specific role of industrial education, as it relates to the process of learning,

encompasses many functionsnamely, consumer; occupational/technical, cultural, social,and economic. An understanding of these functions along with the implementation of anexpanding research and technically-oriented society have a great bearing on how the in-dividual perceives his role as a student and ultimately as a wage earner. To provide anintegrated instructional program, it is essential that flexibility become a key ingredientin a formal educational system typified all-too-often by rigidity and formality. Publicschool systems must become involved in changing students' behavior; one way of doing thisis to perceive each student as an individual. By combining the personal/social dimen-
sions of the individual with the results of tests, indicators from past performance, andby using counseling/learning methods, individual diagnosis and flexible programming canoccur.
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Pittsburgh's comprehensive plan for an instructional program designed to serve each

individual student's needs includes mainstream instruction, specialized instruction, and
specialized program help. Each is designcd to lead to successful performance. It is
felt that me vast majority of students can be served in mainstream instructional pro-
grams if certain components in the teaching-counseling sequence can become operational.
Some of these will include: individual counseling systems; career information retrieval
systems; computerized scheduling; teacher-advisor programs; student social-environ-
mental programs; demonstration-unit models; individually-prescribed instruction; simu-
lating and gaming techniques; integrated instructional systems; automated library sys-
tems; information retrieval systems; computer-assisted instruction; closed-circuitTV

instruction; multi-media instruction; individual study carrels; single-concept visuals;
and programmed learning. It will mean also that teachers will be compelled to examine
the teaching process more closely, pardcular]y as it relates to the following areas of
self-evaluation: summarizing, observing, classifying, interpreting, criticizing, imagining,
hypothesizing, and collecting/organizing data. The examination of teacher-counseling
methods and of changes in the teaching process, we think, will lead to expanded efforts
in innovation. The innovation process is defined as the identification of varying combina-
tions of methods contrived to solve specific problems in the school system.

history has revealed that a very small percentage of educators become labeled
"innovators" or even "early adapters." Implementors of an integrated instructional
program must weave their wa!' through the maze of observing and classifying simple

processes and then, by forecasting and experimenting, pump the new ideas into a revamped
implementation model. This requires much creative thought, ability, and perseverance
to combat literally hundredsof reasonswhyothers think an idea shouldn't be implemented.
Many innovators fall short of this objective because of resistance from men typified by
Mr. Magoo, who had the following to say about the writing machine (the typewriter) when

invented in 1834: "it will never work; people will go blind looking for the right key."
There are many management functions within this network of activities. In my view,
they fall into the three major categories of policy, Methods, and human relations. The
factors that differentiate the take-charge innovative decision maker from the others are
his emotional stability, intellectual capacity, and the relations he generates with others.

Decision making is the key to the management process of developing integrated
instruction. The process follows a systematic sequence that leads to action and ultimately
produces outcomes. The actions that are essential include the analyzing of problems;
looking at inputs such as ideas, people, and things; examining of procedures that relate to
management; solving of problems; observing the quality and continuing productivity of the

system; and finally, making an objective assessmentorevaluation of the over-all process.
Key, personnel of each institutional setting are responsible for fulfilling the operational and
management functions of integrating program components and including industrial education

as a viable part of the system. In Pittsburgh we looked at commonalities of program

content for the purpose of clustering educational programs, determining spin-off levels,

evaluating licensure/employment alternatives, and identifying continuing education possi-

bilities.
The process became operational as a result of the comprehensive educational philos-

op'w that was adopted in the early 60's in Pittsburgh. The b'tckdrop for any comprehensive
education is the academic program. Superimposed over this is the flexible program of

OVT that expands, contracts, adjusts, and adapts to fit the needs of the students. OVT

(Occupational, Vocational and Technical Education) extends into the elementary school,
K to 5, although specific programs have not been implemented in these grades to date.
In grades 6, 7, and 8, teams of teachers with competencies in industrial arts, home eco-
nomics, and business education provide exploratory experiences for students. In grades

9 through 14, the program allows for narrowed exploration and skill development in broad
areas of science, aealth, home economics, business, agriculture, and trade/industrial
education. The program continuum provides a seriesof planned experiences with realistic
activities that allow students to react in the following ways:

Pre - school - making observations
K to 5 - building chains
Grade 6 - becoming involved with identification
Grades 7 & 8 - responding
Grade 9 - studying concepts
Grades 10, 11 & 12 - looking at principles/structures; developing skills; and

solving problems in any major cluster grouping.
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In the elementary school and in grade 6, four major components run through the OVTexploratory experience: economics, production, communication, and human relations.
In grade 7, boys and girls together explore each of the following areas for approximatelyfour weeks each: construction, manufacturing, power and transportation, visual com-
munications, merchandising, clothing and textiles, foods and nutrition, business communi-
cations, information processing, and home/health/community. Eighth grade students
make choices by responding to the areas they liked and/or achieved in. They continue
their pre-planned experiences in the areas of their choice. Decisions made at the con-
clusion of the 8th grade will allow the student in grade 9 or 10 to continue his explora-
tions in a more detailed manner, In fact, he may begin to focus in on career objectives
and to develop skills in program clusters of his choice. The skill development com-
ponents are primarily. reserved for grades 10, 11, and 12 and extended into the 13th and
14th years in the broad cluster areas of: construction, machining and processing, trans-
portation, graphic communications, electro-mechanical repair, personal, family and
health, distributive systems, and information systems.

The activity cone of experience allows students to participate in broad-based explora-
tory exposures at the beginning and gradually focus on specific skill-centered areas or
life careers near the completion of his formal high school education. Whereas, the de-
velopment cone allows students with a minimum amount of sophistication about the world
of work to expand as they participate in new experiences. There is a continuing sequence
of planned activities and experiences that the studentgets from kindergarten through high
school and, in fact, continuing through his adult life.

Decisions plus action comprise the leadership role envisioned for supervisors. Stu-dents, teachers, methodology, and activities must be put together in unique ways to be
worthy of the title, "an integrated instructional program." It is clear that the many com-
ponents of an educational institution invite multiple program configurations for integratingvaried instructional patterns. The educational enterprise generally, and the industrial
education profession specifically, look to supervisors to provide innovative in-put at the
developmental stage and to apply their true leadership abilitiLs at the implementationstage.

Dr. Olson is Assistant Superintendent for System-Wide Programs and Services of the Pittsburgh Public
Schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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California Returns Vocational Education
to the Secondary Schools

Robert L Min&

California, long the leader in the structuring of education in the junior college mode,
has discovered that all that glitters is not gold. Vocational education, primarily a func-
tion of the junior college since the early 1950's, is being systematically returned to
secondary schools, commencing with the eleventh grade. The medium of re-establish-
ment is a type of school programming referred to within the state as Regional Occupa-
tional Centers and Programs. Elsewhere in the United States, the concept has been pri-
marily known as Area Vocational Programs, but leave it to the Californiansthey have
an innovative twist of their own.

Development of regional schools within California has been undertaken by the educa-tional leadership of the state for the essential purpose of expanding the occupational
preparation capability of the state's public schools. In recent years, legislators, the
public, and even major segments of the educationalestablishment have become aware that
schools are not adequately serving many or evenmost of the population. National leader-
ship has been examining the apparent and defined purposes of the secondary schools and
has found them falling behind the changes in social and economic requirements of existence
in twentieth-century America. Informed leaders throughout the United States are saying
that training of people to work is neglected by our educational system. Schools, for the
most part, do precisely what they are designed to dothey prepare students to success-
fully enter the next level of education, even though it has been estimated that more than
80% of the fifth graders do not ever appear in a class in the third year of college.

While realization has been growing throughout the country that secondary education
needs modification, very little agreement as to direction of change has been forthcoming.
Statistics on manpower needs and surpluses have drawn attention to the really small num-
ber of basic job categories which engage the bulk of our population. It has been said that
90% of the male workers are employed in only 90 job categories and 90% of the femaleworkers in 45 categories. School curriculum makes little or no attempt to define its
objectives in terms of the skills and knowledge common to this reasonably small number
of occupational variations.

Since World War II, the secondary schools of California have changed the emphasis
of their curricula to general education intended tomeet the common needs of all students.
Prestige factors, encouraged by parents and educators alike, have resulted in increased
emphasis on college-preparatory and transfer programmingeducation for education's
sake. Without pointing the finger of blame, it is becoming painfully obvious that the most
fundamental common need of all has been almost totally ignored by most school districts.
Young adults need to be economically self-sufficient soon after high school graduation,
regardless of future plans for additional education,

The economics of school operation suggest that this developmental drift toward aca-
demic programming is probably not a sinister plot to weaken the economic capability of
our nation. Inevitably, the failure to produce qualified, satisfied workers will reduce the
quality of life for all Americans. Pressures of increased population, inflation, and over-
extension of the property tax as a basis of school support are threatening the economic
existence of older generations while vastly reducing the flexibility and variety of school
programming and activities. At the present time, the very presence of 80% of the student
population has become a significantfactor in the support of an educational program aspired
to by a majority of students and parents but of lasting value to only the less than 20% who
properly should be focused on college and university preparatory programs.

Large segmentk of our population yet believe thata golden future lies in store for the
college graduate, because he is a college graduate. This is true today only if the higher
education has provided skills andknowledge demanded by business, education, and govern-
ment. Another side to the problem is less recognized but increasingly reported by leaders
such as Congressman Pucinski of Chicago, Illinois, who pointa.out that youth unemploy-
ment in the 16-to-25 age group is frequently as high as five timer: that of the adult popula-
tion. The congressman also noted that as many or more students completing high school
practical arts programa graduate from college as do students with a secondary foundation
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in the traditional college-preparatory programs. It is becoming profoundly apparent that
a college education no longer must be restricted to a study of the liberal arts but will
have a bigger payoff when structured for higher education leading to competencies in the
practical arts. Studies of the progressive education movement in the United States during
the 1930's suggest that success in high school is an appropriate indicator of success in
college, regardless of the specific pattern of courses taken. Certainly, academic skills
contribute to college success; however, those skills can be developed while mastering
basic knowledges in useful occupational clusters.

The trend in business and industry has been toward a specification of precise capa-
bilities by the hiring hall, though an increasing mass of students have been funneled into
more general school programs, especially at the secondary level. Graduate students,
in contrast, frequently find themselves focused so narrowly, and in such depth, that em-
ployment prospects are exceedingly limited. Experience in the practical aspects of a
discipline is frequently bypassed. Increasing numbers of educators are becoming aware
that students can learn everything they are presently being taught in compartmented, sub-
ject-matter-oriented courseswhile participating in hands-on, practical job-oriented
training sequences designed to provide occupational, entry-level capability. This is a
re-orientation of secondary school course content. The order of instruction would become
a matter of creating practical awarenesses to be used as hooks on which to hang informa-
tion and theory. Such an approach could enable students to graduate from high school
with a diploma in one hand and a salable skill in the other.

How has our educational system arrived at its present state? In California, prior to
World War 11, the incorporation of vocational training availability in the local high school
was not unlike that found in most states. During the 1950's, however, a sort of policy
decision was implemented with the tacit concurrence of the public; labor, business, and
the majority of educators. Basically, the philosophy adopted said it would be advantageous
for children to stay in school two more years. Occupational training would be provided
to those who wanted it during those extra years. Two things then occurred in the process
of implementing this concept: vocational education courses were gradually shifted out
of high schools, and a system of more than 90 junior colleges was created.

The developing junior college system adopted a three-fold role: first, to provide
terminal programs of occupational education; second, to provide college transfer pro-
grams, thereby lightening the. load for state colleges and universities in the lower-
division classes; and third, to provide a second chance (educationally) for those persons
who failed to achieve necessary competencies in their secondary school programs. In
time a priority emphasis became established in the two-year colleges, partially because
of higher costs associated with some of the more technical offerings and partially as a
result of student demands, including returning Korean veterans, for more remunerative
labor market entry capabilities. College transferprogramming and remedial class offer-
ings vastly outnumbered opportunities for occupational preparation. The junior colleges,
now known as community colleges, further accelerated the institutional emphasis away
from occupational entry capabilities as they opted to identify with higher education. This
action completed the separation from a tenuous relationship as a part of secondary educa-
tion. There is some rationality in concluding that the fiction of being a part of the second-
ary system was maintained until this time to justify the use of Federal vocational educa-
tion moneysawarded prior to 1963 only to schools of less than college grade.

Following the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963, the role of secondary
schools in California vocational education has once again been implemented. Elsewhere
in the United States, developmental impetus has been focused on post-secondary voca-
tional programming at the 13th- and 14th-year levels. Increased variety and specificity
in labor market needs, combined with soaringhigh school dropout rates within California,
caused considerable attention to be given to manpower training needs. Welfare rolls
were expanding and remedial manpower trainingefforts were being frustrated by products
of the local systems of education compounded bypoorly-trained recent arrivals from other
states. Increased labor mobility hadnow become a national problem. Evidence multiplied
that competently trained persons were in the minority of those migrating to the Golden
State. The changing complexion of urban living, plus growing numbers of turned-off,
disenchanted high school students has refocused developmental efforts of social planners,
politicians, and educators on the need to change secondary school programming. The
attempt to postpone occupational training until the 13th and 14th years of school has not
worked for the vast majority of California youth.
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Many reasons have been advanced for such an educational failure, but it is likely dueto a basic social reasonthe country's youth are demanding social and economic inde-pendence at an earlier age. Unfortunately, past educational efforts have created products
intellectually, but not economically, ready to assume the new roles. It is certain neithermanagement nor labor took into consideration this change in the aspirations of youth whenthey advised the public, the schools, and each other. Recommendations extending over aperiod of more than a qua rterof a century focused on the idea that specific vocational train-ing should be provided by the entrepreneur or the craft association or both, but not theschools. However, industry did not train enough people in fundamental skills. Labor alltoo often established training levels for apprenticeships at recession levels of employeeneeds. Neither labor nor the entrepreneurhave been overly anxious to inform the schoolas to the constitution of needed skills and competencies. To the extent such communica-tion failedso did the reality of industry/education partrierships. Worse, communica-tions broke down within the business and industry sector. Top management did not keepits employment and personnel divisions informed that the generally-educated product ofschools established with the advice andcounsel of industry leadership was to be preferredover skilled and experienced workers. Employment department preferences remain, formost hiring, attuned to experience.

School administrators accepted management proclamations in support of generaleducation and found such programming to be most consistent with continued university
entrance requirements which havp dominated the curricula of the American secondaryschool most of the twentieth century. Education concentrating on practical roots as abasis of curriculum design virtually disappearedfrom the scene, and the general program-ing lost meaning and relevance to the real world. Students did not associate what theywere learning with the real world of work. And why should they? Even when facilitiesand equipment and practical courses were offered, the equipment and methods were likelyto be totally obsolete. Almost nowhere have equipment-depreciation and replacementschedules been established. Obviously, school operation costs can be kept lower if theydo not have to reflect too closely the actual practices of the business or industry forwhich they are training.

And finally, teachers (occasionally whole faculties) were becoming victims of a sys-tem which honored academic excellence but attached little or no value to the practicalexperiences of the work-a-day world. Instructors have predominantly gone from school(as a student) to school (as a teacher) with only a minimum exposure to the vast varietyof payroll opportunities to be found in private enterprise. Most experience was obtainedin casual, more or less incidental encounters of a part-time or short-term nature rather
than purposeful experiences in the process of earning a living.

By 1964-65, the California legislature became concerned over the reduction of occu-pational training opportunities, especially the lack of involvementof minority group youth.National success stories in the development of area vocational schools had not gone un-noticed. The junior colleges were not considered to be the appropriate vehicle at thistime. Minority group leadership, in particular, did not want to have economic independencewithheld for additional years. Furthermore, it was realistically appraised by most in-terested parties that the academic approach incorporated into much of the college occupa-tional offerings was not appropriate to the needs of students who were not making it inacademic-type classes. The opportunity offered by the1964 legislature to create county-wide vocational schools was ignored by county superintendents. There was not one taker.Legislative changes in the intervening years have made it possible for two or more dis-tricts to combine their efforts by means of a joint exercise of powers agreement. Agrowing involvement of districts and counties has been the result. Organizations rangingfrom shared departments to independent semi-districts have been created.

WHAT IS AN ROP/ROC?

Regional Occupational Programs and Centers are "a means whereby vocational,technical, and occupational educational opportunities can be extended through a widervariety of specialized courses to serve a larger number of students than can be providedadequately, efficiently, and economically by a single district" (State Plan for Voc EdPart I p. 83). It is the legislature's intent that such programming be made available tofour general groups of residents within the participating districts or region. These are
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high school students, graduates, out-of-school youth, and adults. A unique feature of the
laws which provide for this specialized occupational programming is a provision mandating
a minimization of duplication of effort between existing agencies providing vocational
education. These agencies include adult schools, community colleges, high school, and
private schools. Further, the instructional emphasis of an 110P/110C is limited by law
to development of marketable, entry-level skills, upgrading, and retraining for occupa-
tions identified by job-market analysis.

It also seems apparent that the legislature anticipated assistance by existing state
organizations to ROP/ROC agencies. 110P/ROC organizations are defined as supplemental
to existing capabilities. There are also no less than two laws which specifically identify
the California State Department of Iluman Resources Development as a major source of
information and a participant inlabor-market surveys. Congress has shown in awareness
of the need for manpower training to be tied to a better knowledge of manpower require-
ments. The WIN amendment, HR 10604, would establish labor-market advisory councils
to provide training-need information.

The fact that fifty state education chiefs expressed their support of the proposals for
enlarged career education emphasis in schools (K-14, proposed by U.S. Commissioner
of Education, Sidney Mar land, Jr.) points out thatvocational education is no longer stand-
ing alone but should rather be regarded as an Idea whose time has come. Yet public
apathy still exists. Many people have come to believe vocational education is that part
of the educational system established for students who cannot make it in college or in the
academic world structured for them as general education. They are treated as second-
class citizens. Such impressions must be altered.

Even more alarming, however, is the spectre of opposition from the educational
establishment who increasingly expresses weariness at the use of schools (as traditionally
evolved) as scapegoats for society's faults. Proponents of change in the nation-wide
school curriculum are emphasizing that all education is inherently vocational and that
general education, as presently constituted, needs revision from the sterile, irrelevant
base on whici it is constituted. Economic capabilities oriented by providing occupational
entry-level skills are the most common general need in evidence today. These recom-
mendations are advanced from a study of the products of general education over the past
twenty-five years and an analysis of the difficult, if not impossible, job manpower agen-
cies have faced in trying to remedy the faults discovered.

Regional occupational programming in California can and should serve as a buffer to
buy time while the prevailing general education emphasis is rearranged. The concept
of sharing efforts in a participating region for some technical occupations or crafts with
limited job markets makes good economic, as well as educational, sense. The cause for
comprehensive education in the high schools of tomorrow cannot be damaged by the de-
velopment of a supplemental agency for specialized vocational education available to all
students. ROP/ROC's extend the opportunity for the development of instruction leading
to the achievement of success patterns built upon successful reception by the world of
work, with optional step-off points at which occupational experience can be gained prior
to continuation of the education process. Drop-out philosophies of eduCation, inherent
within the concept of general education, have no place in the future of education. So-called
rejects of the academic education structure have time and again returned to school with
little or no difficulty in completing even advanced graduate work. Significantly, Governor
Reagan of California recently signed into law a bill submitted by the legislature which
provides that all graduating high school students should have a salable skill.

Bill Green, assemblyman from Los Angeles and chairman of the Subcommittee on
Vocational Education of the Assembly Committee on Education, sponsored a resolution
commemorating Vocational Education Week in February 1971, which stated that only 10%
of all jobs required a four-year college degree. Yet, according to Leland Baldwin, vice-
chancellor of the state's community college system, 80% of all students coming to the
two-year colleges declare themselves for the transfer program. He also notes that it is
regrettable that only 20% actually continue to a four-year school. For at least 60% of
these who elect to continue their education via the community colleges, economic self-
sufficiency is still an elusive vamp. There must be some agency within public education
which has as its sole purpose the preparation of motivated persons for the occupation
of their choice.

Regional programming for specific occupational preparation objectives is made
financially possible by means of a special override tax with restrictions limiting its use
to the provision of vocational education and specified supporting services when conducted
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under specific guidelines. Districts in California thus have placed at the disposal of theireducational programs a potential of more than 5810 million for development of occupa-tional competencies by high school students. Nostigma is attached to participation underprovisions of the Education Code. In fact, student competition for program entry hasbeen the rule rather than the exception. Involved students and their parents have sup-ported and applauded reality as opposed to fiction in education. Curriculum contentrelevant to qualification for business and industry entrance standards is commonplace.Maximum program flexibility in order to accommodate minor changes in employmentrequirements and availability is standard operating procedure.No less than 38' regional cooperative operations had been organized throughout thestate by January 1972. At leastfive more are in the "hopper." Students in these classesare required by law to come from twoor more "home school" attendance areas. Young-sters often travel more than two hours per day in order to take up to three hours ofspecial training in addition to the three or four hours of classes in their home school.Graduation and transcript records are maintained by the home school. ROP/ROC pro-grams replace most electives in these students' school programs.Regional programs are prohibited from offering academic subjectsthey mustconfine themselves to skill development and directly related instruction. Recent legisla-don has made it possible for participating students with transportation problems toattend a three-hour minimum day in their home school at no financial penalty to theirdistrictsby dropping the physical education requirement. Although many regional pro-grams are limiting their attentions tohigh school students, this is not the case in general.Fifty-three percent of all enrollment throughout the state is in non-high school cate-gories, including adults, graduates, and the high school drop-out. Success of many ofthis latter category has added fuel to the fire that they are in reality "push-outs."Limitations in present laws withhold classification of these regional operations asseparate independent districts, as was done in New York State. Legally, districts maypermit student participation when the regional operation is conducted by two or moredistricts jointly. When the operation is under the auspices of the County Superintendentof Schools, all districts must permit such attendance. Graduation credit is, theoreticallyat least, at the discretion of local school administrators who may or may not allow credittoward graduation. Administrators in many of the regional operations report that someof their counterparts in community colleges, adult schools, and high schools view theROP/ROC operations as threatening, and expressions of insecurity and feelings of beingthreatened are not uncommon. ROP/ROC administrators have found it expedient to estab-lish a special-interest association which will hopefully become a division of one or moreof the existing administrative associations.There can be no doubt that vocational education is on the move again in Californiawith the broadest base of support yet. Regional programming is considered by many to bea valuable aid in the further development of a comprehensive secondary school system.The danger remains that such regionally-developed operations can be used as a smoki:screen to protect the existing
acadeinically-oriented schools until the public once againturns its attention to other matters. University influence in high school curriculum con-tent has weathered storms before. Management and labor may yet take a stand on theirvested interests in control of the size and makeup of the labor market.Perhaps there can never again be enough work to go around, but many people do notbelieve it inevitable. Too many things need to be done to provide adequate environmentalmanagement. Medical care is reported to be inadequate for vast segments of our popula-tion, and desirable services are nowhere adequately staffed. Personnel shortages in theallied health fields are approximately equivalent to the surplus of teachers behg graduated.The social and economic structure of the United States is at stake. The battle to provideadequate economic capacity for all citizens is part and parcel of the need to keep oureconomy expanding. The clash of ideology between full employment and a welfare statehas been joined by a wider segment of the social and political structure.This is the way it isi The solution must be a cooperative effort by all educators withthe support of labor, business, industry, and the many publics they serve, to turn aroundthe system. High school leavers, graduates and otherwise, need the capability of economicviability without closing the door to further academic preparation. Perhaps it is time weonce again started asking our pre-schoolers what they want to be when they grow up.When did you last hear a child respond positively to that question?

Dr. Illinik is superintendent of the Regional Occupational Center of Kern at Bakersfield, California.
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Russian Technical Education
Kermit A. Seefeld

lbchnical education in USSR is offered in ten-year secondary schools, professional

technical schools, special technical schools sponsored by industry, apprenticeship train-

ing in industry, and polytechnical institutes. The latter is higher education with emphasis

on professional education rather than skill training. Pioneer and youth organizations as

well as parent committees contribute to the technical education program.

DEFINITIONS
lbchnical education is defined as learning activity both manual (skill) and intellectual

(concepts) particular to art, science, or industry. Vocational education, which may be

technical, is a learning experience which prepares students for useful employment. A

technician is one skilled in handling tools and instruments in the performance of a task

requiring expertise both manipulative and cognitive.
It may be assumed that the terms "industry" or the "economy" will encompass all of

the specialized fields of manufacturing, construction, transportation, communication,

agriculture, and services such as health.
The policy of politechnical education in USSR is based on the fundamentals of indus-

trial production. It is not to be confused with trade training, which prepares the student

for entering and succeeding in the world of work. It is a program which might be termed

general education aimed to expose children to production in industry and agriculture.

VISITS TO TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
Secondary School Number 16 in Riga is a typical technical school devoted to prepar-

ing young people as seamstresses or tailors. Six hundred and thirty girls and six boys

attend the school.
All students were given stipends (scholarships), the amount determined by need and

grades. One hundred of the students boarded at the school. All were furnished clothing

(uniforms) and meals.
One third of the curriculum is devoted to technical education. Students attend sewing

classes (and related theory) two days per week, and three days are given to academic

studies. All students take classes in biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, language,

literature, and art. Extra-curricular activities such as choir are available. Thirty-six

hours of classes are offered each week.
It was difficult to judge the age of the building. Maintenance is sometimes neglected

for emphasis on teaching. It is questioned whether the building was designed and con-

structed as a school. Most laboratories were very small. Fifteen stations were provided

for chemistry in a room half the optimum size.
Thxtbooks were used for all courses. Comments were made expressing the wish that

textbooks could be made available to relate theory and practice.
School Number 16 was sponsored by an industrial plant. Hardware as well as advice,

counsel, plus work experience opportunities were provided by the sponsoring industry.

Lectures on the operation and function of sewing machines were correlated with

physics. Commercial machines as well as regular were used.
All classrooms and laboratories were well provided withoverhead projectors, movie

projectors, and teaching aids attached to walls. Many of the aids were made of plastic,

sometimes illuminated from the rear. Some of the equipment was operated from a con-

sole at the teacher's desk.
Thachers seemed to be highly motivated. Each year one teacher in a building is

honored as the outstanding instructor. The person is selected by his peers, and the suc-

cess of the teacher's students is taken into consideration.
Clothing designed and made at the school was modeled in a style show by five girls

and one boy. Items produced by the students can be purchased for the price of the mate-

rial. If it is not purchased by the student, it is offered for sale to the public.

Classrooms were visited where students were present. However, no students were

reciting or participating in any activity during the visit. Students stood when the tour

arrived and usually remained standing until we left.

R
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After finishing an eight-year school, students may study for three years at a tech-nical school.
Both the professional technical schools and the secondary vocational schools arealmost meeting industrial demands. However, the 24th congress has planned for anexpansion in both programs and has increased the stipends offered to students in theseprograms. The percentage increase was not to encourage more students to join theprograms, although they were too low by comparison with other programs, It can beassumed, however, that a percentage increase in student support may accelerate theprogram.
We were also privileged to see other technical education facilities. A drawing labora-tory was equipped with drafting machines which looked as if they had been made by stu-dents in a technical school. The room was spacious, as judged by other observed stand-ards, with seating facilities for approximately thirty students. A metal laboratory wasequally spacious and well equipped for hand metal instruction. Display boards weremounted on boards attached to the walls. A machine metal laboratory was well equippedwith not only general machines such as the engine lathe but jig boring machines andspecial milling machines as well.
We observed a technical school which specialized in electricity and electronics.Special attention was given to the preparation of skilled labor, and particularly skilledtechnicians for the telephone industry. Central control panel installations plus ampletesting equipment enabled students to secure industrial experiences in the school labora-tory. Elaborate visual aids were demonstrated. Visual aids and classroom electricalequipment were produced for other technical schools. These items were constructed asstudents learned theory and developed skill.

MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

It is understandable that the philosophical base for USSR education should be theteaching of communistic morality and the "love of labor." It is also understandable thatvocational technical education should become a very important aspect of their educationalprogram. Their industrial economy requires many capable people at all levels of theindustrial program. A pyramid of manpower identifies the educational problem. Everyengineer requires three to six technicians as support people. Each technician requires asimilar number of skilled laborers. For each skilled laborer, three to six machineoperators function, and each machine operator is supported by common labor. Massproduction, automation, and computer-controlled machines have eschewed the pyramid,but the relative concept remains. it is difficult to think of the engineer and commonlaborer as being equal. The humanistic approach can. Communism may also, but by adifferent rationale.
The distribution of manpower dictates a vocational education system to meet theneeds of business and industry. Obviously, schools should respond to the need for hugenumbers of technicians as well as engineers.

TEACHER PREPARATION

Unfortunately, the teachers of technical education in secondary schools are less wellqualified pedagogically than their colleagues. They are usually graduates from secondarytechnical schools who have had experience in industry. Surely the most capable and effi-cient are selected as teachers, but they lack the pedagogical institute or university prep-aration required of other secondary school teachers. Pedagogical institutes exist for thepreparation of teachers of health, physical education, and other special areas of study,but not for the teachers of technical subjects. Theoretical information such as appliedmath and science is taught in technical schools by teachers who are academically qualified.A problem exists. One wonders how the math teacher can adequately teach applied mathwithout experience in industry. It may be too much to expect secondary students to makethe application of theory to practice.
Thchnical education teachers are further victimized by their exclusion from the re-fresher courses offered to regular secondary teachers every five years. They are alsodisenfranchised in terms of pedagogical extension courses. The only possibility forfurther pedagogical training would be to pursue higher education via correspondence andextended day programs. The technical teacher is further victimized in that his industrialexperience takes time, which may take him past the age of 35 years, after which he may
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no longer enter higher education. Secondly, technical teachers are students of objects
rather than theoretical concepts and as a result may find conventional higher education
very difficult. Educators in the USSR admit that something must be done to adequately
prepare technical teachers. Special pedagogical institutes for the preparation of technical
teachers may be the answer.

OBSERVATIONS

Russia's educational program, not unlike other nations, is plagued by a hierarchy
of respectability. The less intellectually capable are relegated to education in vocational
technical programs. The USSR, however, has taken steps and achieved progress on the
problem of equal status, probably in greater measure than other nations. At one time in
the past, all secondary students were required to take technical classes. Courses were
required for (1) general educationall citizens of Russia are to have an understanding
and t ppreciation of each other's contribution, particularly the efforts of the person doing
common labor, (2) vocational preparation for the world of work, and (3) character build-
inggood citizenship is achieved by manual and intellectual work experience.

Evidence does exist that less emphasis is placed on vocational technical work than
in the past. All secondary students neednot take technical work. However, all secondary
students do take technical drawing. It is assumed that the thrust of this course may be
mechanical engineering drawing or the language of industry, which can be written and
read but not spoken.

In aefense of the program and students taking technical vocational education, one
should be cognizant of a different type of mentality rather than a degree of intellectual
ability. Some people (and they are in the minority) enjoy handling abstract concepts.
Others who falter with the symbolism of mathematics may possess profound insight in
assembling, maintaining, and even suggesting design innovations on a machine. Multiple
stimuli (seeing, feeling, etc.) enable this type of person to succeed. It is hoped that USSR
has recognized both types in the continuum. It could be that this concept is an important
step in achieving a classless society.

Thchnical education in the USSR is planned for and is succeeding in achieving stated
goals.

Dr. Seefeld is a member of the faculty of the Graduate School of Education at the University of Calir-
nia, Santa Barbara, Calif.

Engineering Technology: A Comprehensive
Technical Program on the High School Level

Raymond Morrison and Horace Gambol!

For two years at Los Alamos High School we have been teaching a new course:
engineering technology. Fifty-six boys took it last year. Fifty boys and two girls are
enrolled this year, with an additional ten boys working on individual projects as second-
year students.

The course is a new concept in industrial arts. It is designed for the high-school-
aged boy or girl who is concerned with our technological society and their future role in
that society.

In its broadest scope, engineering technology is a curricula of mathematics, science,
drafting, shop courses, and Englishall related as closely as possible to modern indus-
trial application. The students apply the concepts and formulas of physics, chemistry,
and math of learn how and why things work. They study testing procedures, materials
testing, power sources, and the technology involved in space exploration, environmental
studies, and nuclear energy research.

With the advent of rapid technological advance, pressures from science, and more
emphasis on academics, many prominent individuals in industrial arts have assumed the
task of course innovation.' This was evidenced from researching ten years of literature
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in the industrial arts field.2 Pau: DeVore3 and Delmar Olson,4 for example, have written
and spoken about the current explosive technology and the resultant implications for
industrial arts;5 yet the movement has accomplished scant change. More elaborate equip-
ment, more tools, and different materials have made entry into the industrial arts labora-tories, but the programs remained non-technically oriented.6

Mr. Stanley M. Brodsky, chairman of the division of technology, New York City Com-munity Col .ge, in a recent speech pointed out four major deficiencies of our society:
the lack of technological content in secondary school curriculums; insufficient informa-
tion about technological information and careers; the development of early negative
attitudes toward subjects like mathematics and science, which deter those who may becapable of excelling as technicians; middle class pressures toward baccalaureate pro-grams.7

The Bureau of Labor Statistics projections indicate that there will be a 56% defi-
ciency of needed technicians by the year 1975.8

Little has been done in the average high school to add technology or technical areas
to existing programs; and it is here, we believe, that industrial arts can make a contri-
bution to general education.

The engineering technology course at Los Alamos High School gives the student ex-
tended practice in using the scientific method to study our technological environment.
He or she participates in a laboratory situation which simulates the technician's environ-
ment. Here theylearn to run tests, do research, experiment, write reports, do individual-
ized study on selected projects, and evaluate present technology through systems analysis
and analytical practical problems.9

The following is the outline of the engineering technology course.

I. 'testing and Report Writing
A. Basis for Scientific Research
B. Operation of a lest Facility
C. Collection of Data
D. Evaluation and Interpretation
E. Reporting Results

II. Precision Measurement in Industry
A. Length
B. Force
C. Time
D. 'temperature
E. Pressure
F. Flow

Ill. Materials Testing (The Properties of Solids, Liquids, Gases)
A. Solids

1. Density
2. Stress and Strain
3. Hardness

B. Liquids
1. Hydrostatics
2. Pressures and Sp. Gr.
3. Hydraulics
4. Viscosity and Volatility

C. Gases
1. Characteristics of gas
2. Pressures
3. Pneumatics

IV, Mechanics of Force and Motion
A. Force
B. Motion
C. Vectors and Analysis

V. Work, energy, and Power
A. Work
B. Forms of Energy
C. Power
D. Simple Machines
E. Torque
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Vl. Heat and Effects
A. Change of State
B. Transfer
C. Heat Engines

Vii. Magnetism (Electromagnetism and Electricity)
A. Basic Electricity and Magnetism
B. Electric Motors and Power
C. Generators and Power Distribution

Viii. Atomic Energy
A. Atomic Fuels
B. Reactors
C. Heat Exchangers21
The general study program presents the student with related information about

science, math, English, and technology and how they work together, in addition to the
general study outline, which involves only one-third of the student's time, he will spend
the other two-thirds in actual laboratory experiences, Each student performs twenty
selected experiments to understand how scientific principles are controlled to result in
useful designs,

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTSENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

1, Length Measurement - 5 class hours
Use of metric and English systems for linear measurement with rule, protractor,
vernier calipers, micrometer caliper, telescopic gauges, hole gauges, and dial
indicator,10

2. Force and Mass Measurement - 3.5 class hours
Use .3f metric and English systems for mass measurement of gravity, inertia, mass,
torque, shear, tension, compression, and centrifugal force.

3. Time Measurement - 1 class hour
Use of time for proper procedures in sequencing and accurate time measures.

4. Thmperature Measurement - 3,5 class hours
Use of basic definitions of heat and temperature: Fahrenheit, Centigrade, Kelvin,
and Rankin. Exercises performed will acquaint with use of liquid in glass, bi-
metallic, pressure spring, and resistance measures for recording.

5. Pressure Measurement - 3.5 class hours
Exercises will acquaint with pressure techniques of indicator by Bourdon tube
diaphragm gauge, resistence charge, manometer, and conversion in the English and
metric systems.

6. Flow Measurement - 5 class hours
With the units provided, experience will be afforded in rate of flow, viscosity, density,
pressure, velocity, laminar flow, and turbulent flow, English and me ric conversion
will be experienced.I1

7. Thermal Conduction - 5 class hours
How heat flows through a conductor. Different conductors will be used along with
poor conductors and insulators.

8, Thermal Convection - 5 class hours
How the heat is transferredfrom a heated surface to the air at.dffferent .air velocities.

9. Thermal Expansion - 3 class hours . A

How materials expand and contract when heated,
10. Air to Air Heat Exchange +(Air to Liquid) - 4 class hours,

How hot and cold air exchange their properties in separatecialambers.- Air to liquid
is also explored. Relationships of surface area, air velocities, temperature differ-
ences, and heat transfer.

11. Liquid to Liquid Heat Exchange - 5 class hours
How heat travels from the hotter liquid to the cooler liquid. Relationships of tem-
perature differences, liquid flow, and parallel flow are explored.12

12. Electric Motor Analysis System - 5 class hours
Use of a dynamometer, with various electric motors, the AC/DC, universal and three
phase motors, to name a few, are evaluatedfor total energy in and total energy out.13

13. Solid Fuel Rocket That System - 3 class hours
Rocket thrust and drive can be plotted to evaluate solid rocket fuels. Thrust, specific
impulse, exhaust velocity are evaluated as functions of the operation.
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14. Fuel Cell Test System - 3 class hours
An elementary study of the conversion of chemical energy to electrical energy.
Spacecraft operation depends on this force of energy production.

15. Solar Cell Test System - 1 class hour
A study of conversion of light energy to electrical, a force of energy used in many
unmanned spacecrafts.

16. Thermoelectric Generator lest System - 1 class hour
Use of conversion from thermal energy to electrical energy. Uses conductor mate-
rials to produce the current flow.14

17. 4-Cycle Engine Analysis Module - 5 class hours
A small engine dynamometer is used to analyze the results of input charges to the
engine under varying conditions. Fuel and air flow are fully controlled to ensure a
positive result for the experiment.

18. Wankel Engine Analysis Module - 5 class hours
The principles of the rotary engine can be analyzed under controlled conditions with
the use of the dyno system.LS

19. Fluid and Hydraulic Power Systems - 6.5 class hours
Using erector set concepts with fluid components, circuits are built and experimenta-
tion data recorded to give an understanding of flow, pressure, etc.

20. Pneumatic Power System - 5.5 class hours
Erector set concepts are used to instruct through construction of pneumatic circuitry
and operation. Pressure and vacuum sources make up a variety of experiments the
students can do to gain a clear understanding.I6

21. 'tensile and Bending Tests - 3 class hours
'tests are run on various calibrated metal samples to determine the strength and
hardness characteristics. Tensile and bending testers are used in conjunction with
hardness testers to characterize and draw definite conclusions about materials.

22. Technical Instrumentation System
The concepts of instrumentation and process control are studied to give background
in the industrial processes and quality control. The program expands the theory
of pneumatics, electronics, end physics in application and operation of simulated
industrial operations,17

23. Fluid Mechanics Lab Module
Separate experiments are constructed with this laboratory to demonstrate the use of
different fluid principles. Pipe friction, constriction meters, hydrostatic pressure
distribution, weirs, open channels, centrifugal pump, and impulse turbine are some
of the experiments done.

24. Automotive Evaluation Control Systems
Instrumentation penults quantitative measurements between R.P.M., torque, and
horse power. Various engines can be compared to specifications. Controlled condi-
tions can be induced to acquire specific data.

The first six experiments in Basic Measurement are required before any others are
allowed to be pursued.

The facility used at Los Alamos High School is shown in Figure I. Figure II shows
the laboratory as it was originally proposed in 1969.

A listing of the major equipment includes the following:
1. Basic Measurement Units

(available in kit form)
A. Length Measurement
B. Mass and Force Measurement
C. Pressure Measurement
D. 'temperature Measurement
E. Flow Measurement
F. Time Measurement

2. Thermal Principle Units
(experimental devices available)
A, Thermal Conduction
B. Thermal Expansion
C. Thermal Convection
D. Air to Air Heat Exchange
E. Liquid to Liquid Heat Excisinge
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3. Energy Conversion Units
(experimental devices available)
A. Solar Cell
B. Thermo-electric Generator
C. Fuel Cell
D. Solid Fuel Rocket Test Stand

4. Electric Motor Analysis Unit
5. Wankel Engine Analysis Module
6. 4-Cycle Engine Analysis (Supplemen-

tal engines, diesel, and 2-stroke cycle)
7. Fluid Mechanics Bench
8. Hydraulics That Bench
9. Pneumatics That Bench
10. Instrumentation lest Bench
11. Wang Calculator and Programer
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12. Automotive That and Dyno-control
System

13. Engine Monitoring and Analysis
System

14. Universal lbsting Machine for Tensile,
Compression, Hardness, and Bending
Measurements

15. Optical Comparitor
16. Welding Equipment (oxy-acetylene

and arc)
17. Parts Cleaner (beads blaster or

solvent tank)

18. Lathe - 10 in. or larger
19, Drill Press
20. Band Saw (metal cutting)
21. Grinder
22. Power Hack Saw
23, Arbor Press
24. Two 4-Place Work Benches
25. Twenty Drafting Tables
26. Static 'Test Bench

The equipment listed represents a capital outlay of approximately $40,000.
As enthusiasm for the engineering technology course continues, it attracts thosestudents with aspirations toward becoming engineers, scientists, laboratory and tech-nology specialists, and even those who are exploring the fields. Although few girls haveenrolled in the course to date, teacher, administrators, and school board members have

expressed encouragement that they recognize this program as being one means of explor-ing interests in the service fields as lab technicians, nurses, and other applied scien-tists.18 The course is not intended to prepare students for immediate employment. Thecourse emphasizes the need for continued trainingeither by employers (on-the-job-train-ing), two- and four-year technical schools, or a four-year college program in the sciencesor engineering,
The writers of the course lookedfor ways to stimulate interest in technical industrialcourses. The nature of the Los Alamos working community was evaluated. It becameevident that students would be interested in learning about the kind of work their fathersare doing in laboratory situations. From this idea came the inspiration to teach appliedscience in the framework of modern technology. There is no reason to believe that these

interests and needs are unique to Los Alamos.
The engineering technology course is well on its way through the second year withwhat is believed to be a very successful program, For examplestudents taking thecourse last year were pre-tested and post-tested by an evaluation containing a pre-assessment of the course objectives. The studentsdemonstrated a 53% gain in knowledgeabout technology; that is, a 53% increase in the mean of the post-test scores as comparedto the pre-test scores, The post-test showed an increase of 22% in appreciation of ourtechnological world and a reduction in confusion about it. This year, to prove more con-clusively that the course is not taking credit for knowledge acquired from other courses,a random sampling of students not enrolled in engineering technology have been pre-tested in addition to the enrollees. The total group will be post-tested for comparison.
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Information Utilization in Industrial
Arts Education

David H. Miller

Whether you consider yourself to be a teacher or a researcher (or both), you are
faced with an ominous information problem. Ofcourse, the problem is compounded if you
if you are conducting research about teaching or if you are teaching about research be-
cause you not only are expected to keep abreast of research reports and journal articles
in your research area, but also of the instructional materials and other products of re-
search related to classroom or laboratory teaching.

Literally thousands of books, research reports, journal articles, texts of speeches,and sets of instructional materials are published each month (and the list could go onand on).
What is needed is a systematic method of organizing all of this information, in its

various forms, so that it can be identified and located in accordance with our ever-chang-
ing demands for information in seeking answers to educational problems. What 1 amtalking about is an information system, a structured procedure for providing access to
information. It is difficult to distinguish between the elements of an information systemand the system itself, for who is to say that a systematic method of providing access to
information related to industrial arts education shouldn't be a part of a larger network
for the practical arts or for all of education. The "system" I am talking about is but one
component of a larger informal information network for education. This larger network,
of course, would comprise the universe of information subsystems for education whenthese can be seen to have resulted from some systematic planning. For example, one
subsystem could lie in whatever systematic means you use to access information from
journals that are central to industrial arts education or to vocational-technical education.

The mind's picture of an information system may call up memories of the kindly, but
stern, librarian or of a monstrous computer spewing out reams of paper while lights flashand tape reels whirl. For some, information may mean data; for others, it may meandocuments. This presentation describes a document-based information system, makingavailable and accessible many of the relevant research findings and instructional mate-
rials that have been developed in education during the past few years. A large number of
these research reports and sets of instructional materials have to do with industrial artseducation.

Most educators soon become aware of the need for a retrieval system as soon as
their personal collection of documents, exceeds a hundred or so. Keep in mind that one
information system for education is accumulating documentsat the rate of 1000 documents
each month, that this same system is keeping track of 500 journals, and that it is utiliz-ing some new techniques.

This information system is user-oriented. That is, the system exists for the purpose
of meeting its users' information needs. The services made available by this system may
include finding information, loaning equipment, or permitting search of its files. The
framework has already been developed. I am asking you to implement it.

This document-based, user-oriented system is linked to other larger systems in an
informal network which takes advantage of all the efficiencies and effectiveness of thelarger system. One of these larger systems is ERIC, the acronym for the Educational
Resources Information Center. It is ERIC'S purpose to make available to the educational
community the valuable research and related material which might otherwise remain un-known to it. ERIC's ultimate goal is a network that will link universities, professional
organizations, school systems, and boards of education. The idea is to speed research
results and curriculum materials to places where they are needed. The ERIC system
should help you, regardless of your position.

Redently The Center for Vocational and Technical Education conducted a study of over
3200 vocational-techiiial educators in seven states. It was found that few local educators
had knowledge of, or effective access to, this system. There was much evidence to indi-
cate that they needed it and wanted it, but because of their circumstances they depended
on-nearby,- convenient,- and -friendly sources of information even' at the expense of satis-
faction or authenticity. Perhaps, to some extent, they have been intimidated by memories,
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visions, or recent experiences. The point is, they need and can have most of the authentic
research and instructional materials on their own doorstep through a local, document-
based, user-oriented, linked system.

Many of you are doubtless aware of Dr. David Jelden's efforts at indexing and making
available to users the many doctoral dissertations in industrial arts education. This
work helps to fill a major void in industrial arts education's informal information linkage
system between the large body of usable, relevant material and the potential users of this
information.

The U.S. Office of Education established a number of clearinghouses. Each clearing-
house is responsible for a different topic in education, and each seeks out the literature
in the area of its specialty. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion is one of 20 ERIC Clearinghouses. Its scope includes agriculture, business and office,
distributive, home economics, health, technical, and trade and industrial education, indus-
trial arts education, manpower economics, occupational psychology, and occupational
sociology. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education is a division
of The Center for Vocational and Technical Education at Columbus, Ohio. Some of you
may already have visited us at 1900 Kenny Road at The Ohio State University.

WHAT CAN BE EXPECTED OF AN INFORMATION SYSTEM?

The major objectives of an information system are to make information both available
and accessible. The ERIC system makes information available by seeking, acquiring,
processing, analyzing, and disseminating it in the form of information products. Basically,
these products can be classified as access products, secondary products, and primary
products. For your local information needs, you will want to overcome the temptation to
start with primary products and instead concentrate on access products. Access products
will provide accessibility to many secondary and primary products at an extremely low
cost.

Access Products
The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education produces four access

products. The first is Abstracts of Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Edu-
cation (ARM). In 17 quarterly issues thus far, it has provided indexes to and abstracts
of nearly 6000 documents and evaluative criteria. A companion to ARM is AIM, or Ab-
stracts of instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education. It has provided,
in 17 issues, indexes to and abstracts of 3379 instructional materiald such as teachers'
guides, student guides, tests, curriculum guides, and course outlines. The third access
product is a computer tape which contains the abstracts and which can be searched
rapidly and accurately by computer to find the documents relevant to a precise need.
A fourth access product is soon to be released in the form of a series of specially-
compiled editions containing all ofthe AIM document resumes from Fall 1967 to Fall 1971.
These editions will be printed by subject area, and an edition will be available which con-
tains only industrial arts materials.

All of the ERIC Clearinghouses input documents to Research in Education (R1E)
and cite journal articles for Current Index to Journals in Education (C1JE). R1E an-
nounces 1000 documents each month, and over 500 journals are covered by C1JE each
month. All of these are made available on computer tape.

These access products are all available at relatively nominal cost on a subscription
basis. The paper indexes can be used by nearly anyone willing to read. The computer
tape requires suitable computer software with which to search the tape. But this is only
the beginningl Nearly every document announced is available in full text from the original
source or from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. Obtaining all of the documents
isn't impossible either. Microfiche, a 4 x 6 in. film card with up to 70 pages of text,
brings the entire collection within reach of many school districts. For many of you, much
of this information is not new. Your local school district or university library probably
already has most if not all of these access products. But do you utilize these products?
For those of you who don't have this dpability, let me assure you that you can have it and
at a low cost.

Secondary Products
Although usually available in the basic collection on microfiche, secondary products

have a special usefulness. They provide a synthesis or interpretation of the literature in
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the main collection. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and 'technical Education has
produced two "Review and Synthesis of Research" editions for industrial arts education.
James Buffer has been commissioned to develop a review and synthesis of research on
industrial arts for students with special needs. Other information analysis products ofinterest to industrial arts educators are "Industrial Arts Curriculum Improvements:
A Change Agent's Guide"' by Emmett Mason, and Daniel liouseholder's "Review and
Analysis of Curriculum Development in Industrial Arts Education (in press)".2
Primary Products

Most information systems will acquire primary products almost inadvertently. Asthe collection grows, a system is needed to make this collection useful. At The Center,
our collection has grown to over 15,000 volumes, and we can share some ideas on how tomanage such a collection.

Access to Information
Using access products such as ARM, AIM, and RIE is a relatively simple process.

The user may find a title by looking in the subject, author, or institutional index. Relevanttitles lead to the resumes which permit you to see an abstract of not over 200 words
describing the document or providing information about its contents. Only after this"narrowing down" does one need actually to read the document, and then it is generally
available on inexpensive microfiche which files neatly and which can be.found readily.

Of course, it is necessary to have a means of reading microfiche, and many readersare on the market. A reader-printer permits one to make a full-size copy of any pageon the microfiche. In fact, the microfiche itself may be reproduced. There are severalversions of the reproducer.

WHEN WOULD ONE USE AN INFORMATION SYSTEM?
You may ask, "When would I use all of this?" A study of 3200 educators revealed

that they are spending an average of 16.3 hours per month searching for information.This is fully 10% of their working time. Naturally, researchers were spending more timeat it, but even local teachers were spending over 12 hours a month in searching. Think
of the potential for saving time or improving the yield for these vital personnel!

The first use of the system is to obtain information to solve a problem or make a
decision. Now, we know that all problems aren't solved and all decisions aren't rational,
but we would like them to be. This usually requires a one-time search of the system.The ERIC access products can provide a wealth of information with a minimum of effort.With this capability, there is little excuse for "re-inventing the wheel," and there is
plenty of opportunity to "stand on someone else's shoulders."

HOW TO CONDUCT A SUBJECT INDEX SEARCH
OF ERIC ACCESS PRODUCTS3

An information system can be utilized in solvinga search problem. Suppose you need
to gather information on the topic, "measuring achievement in vocational-technical edu-cation." Let's say you need information for an upcoming graduate education seminar inwhich you are to take part in a panel discussion; or possibly that you are a teacher in asecondary school or college and that the principal or department chairman brought up thesubject at a recent faculty meeting and that you spent the last twenty agonizing minutes
of the meeting silently praying that you would not be asked to speak on the subject! Most
of us know the feeling well.

At any rate, you have an established need for learning more about the subject than
you now know. You may be able to learn enough about the subject in question from one or
more of your colleagues. You may find, however, that they know no more about the subject
than you do. Let's look at some of the resources available to you for gathering informationon the subject.

Your library has a card catalog system which might lead you to the information youwant. It includes subject, author, and title sections that can direct you to books withinyour particular library.
The jteaders' Guide to Periodical Literature is another possible source. It contains

bibliographical data similar to that found in the card catalog. The Readers' Guide, how-ever, is not limited to periodicals contained in your library. Leirrlook at some otherpossibilities.
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The Education Index lists bibliographical data on periodicals that fall within the realm
of education. This reference tool is available in most college libraries but may not be
available in secondary school or public libraries.

Dissertation Abstracts is another possible source. It includes abstracts of doctoral
dis3ertations from major universities and also lists the availability of individual full-
text dissertations.

A computer-based system, DATRIX, is also available for accessing abstracts of
dissertations in this collection.

Any of these reference tools may yield enough literature on the subject of measuring
educational achievement to satisfy your immediate needs.

In fact, the use of all these reference tools in locating literature on the subject should
ensure a fairly comprehensive search. However, a number of limiting factors underscore
the need for a more systematic cataloging and Classification scheme. Certainly, each of
the reference tools described thus far is valuable when taken alone. Collectively, how-
ever, these do not represent a coordinated effort at developing resource materials into
a comprehensive information system. There is no "common language" for indexing
these publications. Each of these reference tools classifies and indexes documents dif-
ferently.

ERIC is a national information system comprised of 20 separate clearinghouses,
each of which is responsible for a particular educational area.

Each clearinghouse in the ERIC network monitors current significant information
that is relevant to the scope of interest of that clearinghouse. The information is then
acquired, evaluated, abstracted, indexed, and listed in oneor more of the ERIC reference
publications.

One of the 20 clearinghouses is devoted to vocational and technical education. Its
scope also includes the related fields of manpower economics, occupational sociology,
industrial arts education, and occupational psychology. Documents processed by the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Vocational and lbchnical Education are likely to include specific infor-
mation on our problem, "measuring educational achievement." A central ERIC facility
coordinates the processing of documents by the separate clearinghouses and also assem-
bles ERIC reference publications and makes them available to users. Thus, in the event
that the topic under consideration also falls within the scope of other clearinghouses, this
information would be available in a Central ERIC reference publication along with refer-
ence information supplied by the Vocational-lbchnical Clearinghouse.

To enable researchers to obtain abstracts and full texts of documents, ERIC has
established the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). EDRS supplies copies of
documents in two forms:

(1) Microfiche (MF) - 4 x 6 in. sheet of microfilm on which up to 70 pages of text
are reproduced. (Note that use of a microfiche requires a
microfiche readerd;

(2) Hard Copy (HC) reproduction of the document on paper.

Information on availability of documents, i.e., ERIC accession code number, source
of original document, number of pages, cost, date of publication, and a complete biblio-
graphic citation for each processed document is included in the ERIC reference publica-
tion in which a particular document is indexed. Now, since our problem is related to
education, it is within the scope of ERIC. One or more of the following ERIC reference
publications should contain bibliographic data on our subject. Research in Education con-
tains resumes which highlight the significance of research and research-related reports
and current research projects in the field of education. A resume is comprised of an
abstract and its accompanying bibliographic citation. The resumes are numbered se-
quentially in the Document Resume Section.

The indexes which follow the resumes in each monthly edition cite the contents by
subject as well as by author or investigator institution, and accession number.

Another ERIC reference publication is Current Index to Journals in Education. This
publication contains bibliographic data on journal articles from the over 500 educational
and related journals which are regularly reviewed by the 20 ERIC clearinghouses. Current
Index to Journals in Education contains indexes of these journal articles and announces
the journals' availability. The Subjectlndex is comprised of the descriptive terms assigned
to each journal article main entry.

The Main Entry Section contains bibliographic data on each indexed journal article.
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This data may include only the title of a particular article when this information is deemed
as sufficient for describing the article's contents. In sume instances, however, a brief
annotation is also provided.

The indexes which follow the Main Entry Section in each monthly issue of Current
Index to Journals in Education (CUE) cite the contents by subject and by author. A third
index, the journal contents index, simply lists each journal along with the particular
articles from that journal that were processed for CUE for that month.

The Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors serves as the guide for assigning the terms which
are used to index the various reports and journal articles which are entered into the
ERIC information system.

The Thesaurus is an authoritative vocabulary developed by subject specialists at theERIC clearinghouses. It can be thought of as the key to the ERIC system's vocabulary,
since Thesaurus terms are the terms used to index ERIC documents. All descriptive
terms contained in the Thesaurus are based on documents or journal articles previously
indexed and currently included in the ERIC system.

The Thesaurus is useful in conducting comprehensive subject index searches of the
ERIC reference publications as well as in designing computer searches for locating
specific documents within the ERIC system. It can be used to translate the non-ER1C
terms into ERIC terms, thereby providing a list of key descriptive terms that can be
searched in the subject indexes of any of the ERIC reference publications.

The typical use of the Thesaurus involves generating descriptors for use in a subject
index search of one of the ERIC reference products. The first consideration is the develop-
ment of a problem statement or problem theme. Another consideration in using the ERIC
reference tools is the determination of the context in which certain terms are used. The
descriptor listing provides an exhaustive list of terms written in "ERIC language." The
terms are grouped in such a way as to show the context in which each term is used. The
rotated descriptor display groups related terms, lists all the uses of a particular term,
and provides multiple points of entry tomulti-word terms. The rotated descriptor display
then provides a "feel" for potentially relevant terms.

Two ERIC reference publications devoted solely to vocational and technical education
may contain information on our topic. They are: Abstracts of Instructional Materials in
Vocational and Technical Education (AIM), a quarterly publicationwhich contains abstracts
and bibliographic data on materials usedby teachers in presenting information to students
or material used by students in connection. with classroom instruction; Abstracts of Re-
search Materials in Vocational and Technical Education(ARM), another quarterly publica-
tion of the Vocational and Technical Education Clearinghouse, includes abstracts and biblio-
graphic data on research and research-related documents.

Both AIM and ARM include, with the abstracts, information on the availability of
copies of the full-text documents from which the abstracts were developed.

Let's carry our search problem through to the identification of specific documents
from one of thekey ERIC reference publications, Research in Education. In order actually
to conduct a subject search, we will need to add a degree of specificity to our problemstatement.

Let's say that a school system is interested in implementing a comprehensive career
education program. A committee has been asked to explore alternatives to the traditional
methods of measuring educational achievement and to recommend specific types of tests
that would be appropriate for the career education program. The nature of career educa-
tion requires that some alternative to traditional norm-referenced achievement measuresbe investigated. If you were assigned the task of supplying this information, how couldERIC help?

One method of obtaining such information is to search the professional literature on
this topic. ERIC provides reference tools for locating relevant documents. These docu-
ments might take the form of research reports, bibliographies, sets of instructional ma-
terials, critical reviews, or other reports of various types. Depending on how much in-
depth searching is needed, you can follow several routes, using the various ERIC tools.
For the purposes of this example, the September 1970 issue of Research in Education is
used.

Examine the problem. State the problem clearly and as concisely as possible. The
resulting statement might be worded as follows: Explore alternatives to traditional meth-
ods of measuring educational achievement.

Examination of the problem shows that relevant information could be obtained by--locating literature on the broad topics "measurement" and "achievement."
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First check the Subject Index in order to determine that the terms taken from the
problem statement are in fact "ERIC terms." in the event that a term from the problem
statement cannot be located in the Subject Index, the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors can
be consulted and key terms translated into ERIC terminology. Identify the entries begin-
ning with the term "measurement" in the Subject Index. A check in the Subject Index
under "achievement" yields another list of terms. It can be assumed that document
resumes which list both the terms dealing with "measurement" and "achievement" as
descriptors will be highly relevant to the search problem.

A simple worksheet can bedeveloped whichcan be used to identify pertinent abstracts.
ED 038 670 can be seen to be a potentially relevant abstract, since it is indexed under
both "achievement" and "measurement." The resume of "Some Limitations of Criterion-
Referenced.Measurement" includes several potentially relevant descriptors which might
also be searched in the Subject Index for additional documents.

The terms "achievement rating," "evaluation methods," and "test construction"
can be checked in the Subject Index for additional resumes related to the problem. How-
ever, considerable attention should be given to the selection of descriptive terms used in
searching the subject indexes of ERIC reference publications. Two or three key terms
may provide access to enough document citations to allow a "feel for the literature" re-
lated to a specific problem. Problems that are stated vaguely or in extremely general
terms may require that a considerable amount of literature of a peripheral nature be
reviewed before documents related specifically to the problem can be identified.

The list of descriptive terms identified from the worksheet can be revised and used
to guide in "narrowing down" the potential bibliography to particularly relevant docu-
ments. Armed with the list of descriptors generated by means of the procedure just
described, all that remains is to search the subject indexes of the various ERIC refer-
ence publications (a procedure that is as simple as using an ordinary telephone book).

Thus, the search for documents dealing with "measuring educational achievement"
has yielded one highly relevant reference, ED 038 670. In a manual search, it is impor-
tant to recognize that documents should only be considered when they meet the criteria
for selection as specified in the problem statement. While this search strategy yielded
only one "on target" abstract, it is important to recognize that the September 1970 issue
is only one of 65 or so issues of R1E that could be searched manually in a comprehensive
search.

After pertinent abstracts have been located and reviewed in Research in Education,
the availability of full-text copies of the documents must be ascertained. Documents in-
dexed in Research in Education are generally available either through the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service or as indicated in the availability line included with document
abstracts in the document resume section.

The availability line EDRS PRICE MF-$0.65 HC-53.29 indicates that full-text repro-
ductions of the document are available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service
(EDRS) in either of two forms:

1. Microfiche (MF) - 4 x 6 in. sheet of microfilm on which up to 70 pages of text
are reproduced. Note that a microfiche reader is required
in order to use microfiche.

2. Hard Copy (HC) - reproduction of the document on paper at the original size.

When ordering copies of documents cited in previous issues of R1E, always consult
the most recent edition for current price and address, as these are subject to change,

In general, full-text copies are available only by ED number.
When documents are not available from EDRS, another source of availability is cited.
The major differences in the various ERIC reference publications are differences in

the types of documents covered rather than differences in format. In general, only a
brief orientation is required in order to gain a working familiarity with Current Index to
Journals in Education, Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and lbchnical
Education, and its companion piece, Abstracts of Research Materials in Vocational and
lbchnical Education.

FOOTNOTES

(1) Emmett Mason. "industrial Arts Curriculum improvements: AChange Agent's Guide."
Columbus, Ohio: The Center for. Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio
State University. May 1971. (VT 012 875, see March 1972 R1E).
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(2) Daniel L. Householder. "Review and Analysis of Curriculum Development in Indus-
trial Arts Education." Columbus, Ohio: The Center for Vocational and Technical
Education, The Ohio State University (in press).

(3) The information contained in this portion of the presentation was taken from a pre-
liminary draft of an instructional package on the use of the ERIC system. The
ERIC User Training Package which will be available in late 1972 is being de-
veloped to train prospective users of ERIC access products. Included in the
package is a slide-script set which presents an overview of the ERIC system
and illustrates how to formulate various information search strategies. Also
included is a series of student exercises which allow students "hands-on" ex-
perience in using the ERIC access products. The exercises utilize the problem-
solving approach. Evaluation units are also under development.

Dr. Miller is Assistant Professor on the faculty of Industrial Technology, and Research and Development
Specialist, ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education, The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.

Man &Technology at Indiana
State University

Donald P. Lauda

In the 1970's, American education is fdcing its most trying times. Even more im-
portant than diminishing budgets, decreasing enrollments, and in some cases the elimina-
tion of complete programs, is the need to meet the criterion of social adequacy. Nevitt
Sanford (p. 17), editor of American College, has stated:

The American college, and American institutions of higher learning generally, are embedded in
our culture and in our society. They are expressive of persistent trends, and persistent conflicts,
in the American value system, and they have a diversity of important functions in society. This
means that fundamental or widespread change in the colleges can come about only when there
is a shift of emphasis in our general system of values or when there is a change in our general
societal processes.

In spite of such statements which have been proclaimed for decades, general educa-
tion at most universities seems irrelevant to the majority of students, We are all too
aware of the attitude of students toward those courses which have no apparent relationship
to their program, especially in the technical areas. Johnson (p. 188) has stated that
although general education courses could be thecenter of curricular change, they continue
to languish because liberal studies have been subverted by the academic disciplines. The
traditional philosophy of general education, which is based upon the theory that all knowl-
edge is sequential and that a certain body of knowledge marks the educated man, merely
perpetuates the mutation of educational reform. This distributive plan, which has been
with us for too many years, is probably due to campus politics rather than to intellectual
invention.

With these challenges in mind, Indiana State University inaugurated an experimental
program in general education. This new program is based upon six assumptions:

1. The program has been designed as an experiment in educational philosophy.
2. The program has been structured fora cross section of the typical entering class.
3. General education 0.-41d be a continuous part of a four-year curriculum and not

truncated at the ent of u. ...phomore year.
4. Academic advisement is most effective when integrated into course work.
5. Close teacher - student relationships will be emphasized.
6. The program is not compartmentalized but directly related to the student's spe-

cialized interest.
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With these assumptions in mind, the program was developed on an experimental basis to
incorporate the following pattern:

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
THE NEW GENERAL EDUCATION PATTERN (EXPERIMENTAL

College Year 1st Semester Hours 2nd Semester Hours

Freshman Ways of Knowing 5 Ways of Knowing 5
Ways of Communicating 5 Ways of Communicating 5

Sophomore The U.S. in the The U.S. in the
Twentieth Century 5 Twentieth Century 5

Junior Junior Seminar 5 Junior Seminar 5
Senior Senior Seminar 5 Senior Seminar 5

UNIVERSITY STUDIES 101-102 "WAYS OF KNOWING"

Ways of Knowing is divided into four five-week periods within two semesters cover-
ing physics, art, literature, and political science. This section of the program is team-
taught, with each subject having the most qualified professor. The instructors will pre-
sent basic points of view, methods, and current problems of their discipline.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES 103-104 "WAYS OF COMMUNICATING"

Ways of Communicating is basically speech and English, stressing communicating
in our own social setting. Individual interests and self-study are encouraged. Ways of
Communicating is a two-semester class.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES 201-202 "THE U.S. IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY"

This course is also team-taught and analyzes major issues such as the impact of
technology upon society and investigates such problems as crime, poverty, and the de-
struction of the environment.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES 301-302 "JUNIOR SEMINAR"'

Advanced seminars offered by various departments to serve specific needs. Will
stress relationship of specialization within a discipline to cognate fields as well as to
disparate areas of knowledge. Each seminar will have a central departmental focus.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES 401-402 "SENIOR SEMINAR"

Advanced seminar of a broadly inter-disciplinary kind. The subject matter will be
far-reaching and philosophical and will be directed toward broad topics not normally
within the purview of a single department.

The reader will notice that the School of Thchnology at Indiana State University is
involved via a 5-semester-hour seminar with the title Man and lbchnology. This junior
seminar is based upon a number of assumptions:

1. The educational system must reflect and influence the society which it services.
2. All students live in a complex technological society and they must be prepared for

continuous radical change.
3. Cognitive thinking cannot be separated from affective response.
4. The cluster of diverse procedures which surround the acquisition and utilization

of knowledge is, in fact, the highest form of content and the most appropriate base
for curriculum change (Parker, p. 1).

5. A technological environment is made up of a host of interrelated parts which in-
volve tangible (material) aspects as well as the intangible (sociocultural) aspects.
To study one without the other merely perpetuates the fragmentation of any study
of our culture.

6. The predominant value of a subjectlies not so much in its accumulated information
or in ita intellectual artifacts, but in ita special way of looking at phenomena, in

*School 'of Technology ContributionMan and Technology.
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its methods of inquiry, its procedures for utilizing research, and its models for
systematic thought (Parker, p. 22).

CONTENT AND METHODOLOGY

The study of the human and technology requires a commitment to a specific body of
knowledge. It is the purpose of the course to assist students in accumulating data and
recognizing the differences in the data, synthesizing information, and making rational
decisions. This is precisely the process that is mandated by a cybernAted society. Fromthe first day of class, the learner is encouraged to ask: "What is technology? What must
I know to understand the myriadof relationships that are involved? Where is the informa-tion found? and, ultimately, "Who am I and what is my role today and in the future in
a society that is evolving through the exponential growth of technology?"

Although every section of the course takes on a different complexion, topics of genuine
interest consistently appear with each group. These are:

DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY

Growth from the eolithic period into the future
Landmark patents

WORK

Why people work
Leisure

Guaranteed income
Dehumanization

CYBERNATION

Automation
Computers
Invasion of privacy
Capacity and potential
Man-Machine interface

ECOLOGY

TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING

Delphi technique

TECHN OLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

ANTICIPATORY TECHNOLOGY

POPULATION AND ITS EFFECT UPON A TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY

The Delphi technique for predicting the future has been very useful in this course.
This technique provides the student with the opportunity (in most cases for the first time)
to look at his future society. Once this process is complete, the student is usually awareof his lack of knowledge about his culture and is motivated to read, engage in dialogue; in
other words, pleased to become 'involved' with the process. A repeat of the Delphi tech-nique at the end of the course reveals considerable change in the students' outlook.

Other techniques that are being utilized at Indiana State are:
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INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH (Students are encouraged to do research within their major)
FIELD TRIPS

FILMS

GUEST PROFESSORS FROM OTHER DISCIPLINES

SIMULATIONS

SCENARIOS



A host of written materials are available for the course. Most instructors, however,
find specific materials to be useful. Some of these arc:

THE FUTURIST (Periodical of the World Future Society)

KAISER ALUMINUM NEWS

21st CENTURY FILM SERIES

TEXT: Advancing Technology: Its Impact on Society,
Lauda and Ryan, Wm. C. Brown Publishers, 1971

TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE JOURNAL

TECHNOLOGICAL REVIEW

TECHNICAL SURVEY: A WORLD REPORT ON ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY
(Published Weekly)

FUTURE OUTLOOK OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The experimental program has been in operation atlndiana State since 1969 and con-
tinues to expand each term. It is interesting to note that 70% of those involved with the
experimental program remain in school until graduation, as compared to 50% of the stu-
dents on the traditional program. At the same time, the CLEF' test, which was adminis-
tered to both the traditional and experimental students, has not revealed any differences
in their scores. This dispels the claims by the traditionalists that the experimental
program is merely the prostitution of general education. Hopefully, this success pattern
will lead to implementation of such a program for all students at Indiana State University.

FUTURE OUTLOOK FOR THE MAN AND TECHNOLOGY SEMINAR

The School of lechnology offered one section of this seminar in the fall of 1971, two
during the spring term, and will have three sections during the fall of 1972. Student in-
terest is very high and the ETS course evaluation test has revealed that 75% of the stu-
dents strongly agree that their interest in technology has been stimulated by the seminar.
The majority of the students also rate the course as having excellent value for them as an
individual. This enthusiasm seems to be inherent in a course that is both viable and rele-
vant in this era of radical change. This enthusiasm "sells" such a course once it is
implemented. Hopefully, the School of lechnology will be able to open this for all students
in the very near future.
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Collegiate Programs in Man and Technology
John R. Lindbeek

There are a number of different examples of course offerings and parts of courses
available at Western Michigan University as it attempts to deal with the issue of man and
his relationship to contemporary technology. This issue has been discussed and examined
and dissected for a number of years, and it would be futile to try to summarize in any
way the conclusions and action programs which have arisen from these examinations.
1 shall move, therefore, immediately to the matter at handthat is, a description of
Western's involvement in this topic at the college levelwith one brief prefatory state-
ment. Society, today, is very much concerned with the problems faced by man in a society
which is being increasingly pervaded by the technicianand his commitment to technology.

My first experiences with this matter came about seven years ago when 1 was asked
to become part of a General Studies/Humanities course called "Arts and Ideas." The
purpose of this course was, very simply, to try to explain away the function and appearanceof man's art in the twentieth century. There was an obvious need for information on tech-
nology for this course to become an accurate statement of the contemporary aesthetic
condition. As a consequence, we developed a 40-minute television tape in which we treated
the problem of man and technology in an objective fashion. We examined a number of
products and processes and suggested ways in which these were so rational as to exclude
any human input into their formal qualities. We then extended this line of reasoning to
man's entire aesthetic experience and attempted to show how technology did influenceman's art.

A second experience consists of a departmental course retitled "American Tech-
nology." Here we examine the essentials andelements of mass production, mass produce
a product, and identify major achievements in the history of technology; we relate this
to industrial education programs in American schools, and we identify current issues
related to technology. While this course is a requirement for industrial education majors,
we have a number of students from other disciplines who take it for elective purposes.We attempt to make the primary point that the mass production industry, while being a
basis for our high standard of living through quantity production of high-quality goods,
also has dehumanizing characteristics whichcan stifle creativity and humanity in mankind.

A third program is a proposed new course entitled "Environmental Design." Thepurpose is to bring all of the varied courses and instructional expertise to the problem
of man and his relationship to the environment. It goes without saying that a study of the
technological community looms very important in such a course. Some of the contenttopics are: elements of design and architecture, elements of planning and systems
management, organic design in nature, and surveys of technological innovation. Themethodology of the course includes short presentations, questions, and small group pro-
grams dealing with such topics as case studies in planning, design, and construction; who
designs America; who designs Kalamazoo and Western Michigan University; case studiesin interdisciplinary teamwork; and computer applications to design. A most significant
activity in this course will be the problems that the students themselves will work on
individually or as small teams. Some suggested topics are: superfluous people, suburbiaand the intercity, work and leisure environment, consumer products and reclamation,
and cultural resistance to design innovations.

I have cited but three examples of the way my university is involving itself with this
issue. Universities hold a key position in resolving some of these problems, in that they
have at their disposal a great number of persons qualified to lend their expertise to these
concerns. Industrial educators should becomemore involved. This is a horrendous under-
taking for one person or one department. It requires the resources of the entire univer-
sity in order that it may befully realized.

Dr. Lindbeek is a professor of industrial education, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
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A Polydisciplinary Model for Teaching:
Man, Technology, and Environments

Rex A. Nelson

The rationale for this course resulted from a study of the many attempts to enlarge
learning for the general studies area. Evidently, these attempts are made due to the in-
adequacy of utilizing courses from isolated, or one-dimensional, disciplines to provide
for general studies. Apparently, it is presumed that learners who are seeking their iden-
tities, relationships, and purposes will somehow assimilate these single-dimension ex-
periences into usable knowledge about man's existence. Frequently these fragmented
discipline courses, in reality, emerge as prerequisites designed for specialized studies
within a single discipline.

The polydisciplinary approach in this course is inclusive of major discipline areas.
But, more importantly, the course attempts to blend disciplines into an understandable
and viable study of man by mobilizing the energies of students, teachers, consultants, and
study materials around existing situations facing man. Subsequently, the learners have
the opportunity to discover that a unified, ratherthan fragmente1, man is utilizing knowl-
edges to take actions in environments.

PURPOSES

The polydisciplinary course presumes that the best learning occurs in the course of
involvement and investigation of experiential situations which are a method of change, not
merely a prescriptive or descriptive process. The purposes of the course are to assist
learners in: (1) entering a society increasingly in need of broad specialists, who see the
theory, data, and application of their individual contributions within the broader context
of man's environments, actions, and knowledge; (2) learning how to learn through an ex-
periential process and preparation for meeting the challenge of change and its intra-
relationships; (3) relating to man and his environments, actions, and knowledges; and
(4) identifying how: (a) they; (b) their future individual disciplines; and (c) situations of
man which often appear isolated, merge into the broader context of the realities of man.

METHOD
The method for the course utilizes a matrix for the polydisciplinary study of man as

a guide. This matrix (see Figure 1) encompasses three broad areas and twelve elements.
Since this course is designed for the general studies area, the matrix provides a

method for assisting learners in identifying situations for experiential investigation which
relate to their varied interests, expertise, and desired majors. The matrix is also used
by both the instructor and learners to assure that situations selected for investigation are
experienced from a polydisciplinary approach.

CONTENT

The polydisciplinary study is not a study of disciplines, but a study of situations of
man wherein disciplines merge and wherefrom they emerge and develop. The poly-
disciplinary approach is an involved and experiential study of the interactions of man in
his activities by learners as they seek their identities, relationships, and purposes within
the galaxy of man's existence. Therefore, the content of this course is not prescriptive,
descriptive, or an accumulation of encyclopedic knowledge. The content of this course
evolves from the purposes of the course. Consequently, the content could be described
as those situations of man which are presented to challenge the learner who seeks to
fulfill the purposes of the course, or the seeking, identification, assimilation, experienc-
ing, and use of knowledge whidh meets man's demands for action in his environment.

AN EXAMPLE

The following is an example of one situation engaged by a group of students in the
class. The situation was identified as transportation in the man-made physical environ-
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Figura 1. Matrix for polydisciplinary study ofman.

ment. One week was utilized in obtaining input for delimiting the situation, identifying
and contacting resources, making consultative appointments, and designing the methods
and responsibilities for investigation andpresentation. This effort resulted in the situation
being changed from transportation to Rapid Transitof People and Goods in a MetropolitanArea. MARTA (Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority) was selected as the con-crete base for this investigation.

A second matrix was designed to direct this investigation (see Figure 2).
Since the situation, MARTA, was not developed at the time, the matrix provided a

graphic guide for a situation where man is taking the action of dreaming about what could
be based upon technological knowledge of the man-made physical environment, i.e., rapidtransit transportation. The fact that this third-order matrix extended the investigation
to the extremities of the matrix assured that the remaining elements were interrelated
and considered in the investigation.

A sample question posed for each of the matrix elements (see Figure 1) follows:
I. Knowledge elements (' %chnology Base)

A. What are the options (technology) for rapid transit transportation?B. What is the level of skill (art) for each of these options?
C. Flow do people determine which option (humanities) should be used?
D. What are the facts (science) known about rapid transit transportation?

11. Action elements (Dreaming Base)
A. What could be done in rapid transit transportation if barriers were removed

(dreaming)?
B. What research (discovering) is being done in rapid transit transportation?C. What are the ingredients involved in making a decision about rapid transit trans-

portation?
D. What is man doing in situations similar to the one being investigated?

III. Environmental elements (Physical, man-made, base)
A. What physical capabilities and limits are present in the man-made and non-man-

made physical environments for rapid transit of people and goods? (physical)
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Figure 2. MARTA Matrix.

B. What must be considered in moving people in an urban or metropolitan area?
(natural)

C. What types of thinking may cause rejection or acceptance of rapid transit?

(psychic)
D. What will be the impact upon the inter- and the intra-relationships of the people

living in the area? (social)

These are only representative questions directed by the experiential investigation of

the rapid transit situation. Figure 2- graphs only one of the options available in the poly-

disciplinary approach to the situations and does not illustrate the investigations carried

out by three other groups during the same three-week period.

SUMMARY

This paper can only indicate the options available to students who engage a situation

from a polydisciplinary base. Students aredirected into selecting investigations of ,situa-

tions based in the environmental, action, and knowledge areas. Regardless of the base

from which the situation appears to stem, the approach is designed to involve the three

areas of man and the intimate personal participation of learners as they learn how to

learn, how to relate to the areas of man, and identify how they and their future individual

disciplines merge into the broader context of the existing realities of man.
Toynbee described this approach to content when he stated that:

I had now (1911) found a way of my own for banning infinity. Instead of going acquiring

knowledge ad infinitum, I had started to do something with knowledge that I lyfd already

possessed, and this active use of knowledge gave direction, for the future, my acquisition of

knowtedge. I would limit infinity by directing my acquisition of know e to meet the de-

mands of action. The knowledge was there, at my disposal, stored i e shelves of libraries

and in galleries of museums. I need not, after all, be in such a h to master it, for it would

not run away. I could and would take as much of it as I wonted when I wanted it, for use in

molting something with it. In other words, I would acquire knoIedge, henceforward, for use

in projects of my own, not for the sake of satisfying on irnagi ry postmortem examiner.
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Technology for Non-Technologists
Robert D. Ryan

We now live in what has beenlogically titled a technological era. It is called that notbecause all men are engineers or technicians, and certainly not because all men arecognizant of technology, but rather because we are now aware of the influence of tech-nology upon the twentieth century.
Today, by and large, academecia has neglected the study of the development of tech-nology and its impact on society and culture, which in effect has caused a distortion ofour education. Thchnology is an essential component of our society. In the near past,most disciplines chose to ignore the subject of technology; it was scarcely given morethan a passing mention. The instructors who dealt in the areas of industrial educationand applied sciences have been, and still are, treated with a supercilious snobbism.
Yet the fact still remains paramount that science and technology are the distinguish-ing characteristics of our developed civilization. As changes occur at an ever-increasing

rate, adaptability must also increase. This then means that-adaptchangeaware appearto be the keys to the future in all respects.
Industrial arts, a technologically -bound discipline, has thrust upon it the heavy de-mands of educating youth. Ours is not simply educating youth to live in a technologicalworld, but to acquaint students with the nature of technology, its methods, its products,its workers, its problems, and most of all its value systems. This will prepare youth tomeet, head-on, the problems andchallenges posedbyour dynamic technology, not to gropeunrealistically into the current era, but rather to have the ability to use human reason,imagination, and ingenuity to cope with tomorrow.
During the last few years there has been increasing interest in technology for thenon-technology student, resulting in a wide variety of courses being offered. Thesecourses cover the entire spectrum from the applied sciences to that which may be bestdescribed as social science. The bulk of the courses appear to be somewhere along thiscontinuum, but generally closer to the social sciences. The central thrust is pointed atthe implications and effects of technology on society. Yet all have been inspired by acommos goalprecisely, that an individual is no longer truly educated for the currentera if he is technologically illiterate. The promise and problems that technology holdsfor the f ture can be pursued, met, and solved only by an educated populace.
As we in industrial arts strive to develop an educated populace, or should we say, atechnically literate populace, we must capitalize upon the current surge of awareness andquest for answers to the perplexing era in which we live. There are emerging newmethods problem solving, new insights, increased emphasis on responsibility, account-

/
ability, and planning for the future. Entering into this area of general education for all,
Thchnology for the Non-ltclipologist may well be the greatest opportunity ever proposed
to industrial arts education.

St. Cloud State College entered the area of MAN - SOCIETY- TECHNOLOGY in 1962.
Prior to that time, efforts had been made to develop a course along these lines and offerit as a humanities appreciation courseto no avail. However, in 1962, a faculty member
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was given released time to design a course which would provide general education based
upon technology (industry) for all students.

The first step was to determine objectives. In considering the potential students, it
was quickly assessed that the majority would havehad little or no contact with industry.
Therefore, the only logical approach would be an overview of industry as a whole with the
single primary objective to develop an awareness of technology and its impact on society.
At the same time came possibly the most controversial concept concerning the course,
that it should be strictly a lecture-discussion course which would have no laboratory ex-
perience.' It was felt that the students are interested in learning about the history,
development, organization, causal-effects, and future aspects of technology. The next
step was to organize the content of the course, select a text, and come up with a title.

The basic content was difficult, since few in industrial arts had ventured into this
area. As the content began to evolve, it rotated around the following basic areas: 1)

Chronology of Technology, 2) World of Work, 3) Mass Production and Automation 4)

Technology and Education, 5) The Labor Force, 6) 'Technology of Selected Countries,
7) The Future, and 8) Current Issues and Research.

With these basic subdivisions in mind, we began the search for a text. After review-
ing many texts, a compromise was made because no single text could be found which was
felt to be entirely satisfactory. The text selected was a McGraw-Hill publication
Modern 'Technology and Civilization by Charles Walker. After selecting the text, there
was unan moos agreement within the department that the course title would be the same
as the text.

The most difficult step, as most are aware, is- "selling" the concept to the curriculum
council. After considerable debate, it was agreed to place the course in the general edu-
cation offering of the college as an adjunct, with the understanding that it should be elected
only when the "regular" courses could not be taken.

The pilot offering was scheduled for the spring quarter of 1964. When the spring
quarter schedule came out, the course w as listed as "Orientation to Industry." The result
was a disaster; only a few students registered, and the course was.scratched. Every
avenue was pursued to determine how or why the title change came about. It could not be
determined. However, the course was rescheduled for the fall quarter of 1964 under the
correct title, and seven students registered. It was a beginning.

The following year, 1965, the course was placed into the general education listing as
one of a block of four where the students select three. This block contains history,
geography, psychology and our course. We, therefore, have the possibility of enrolling
75% of the freshman class.

We have grown from one section of seven students to 40 sections/year with 50 to 75
students/section. We will reach about 2250 students this year. There is no question in
our minds that we could fill more sections if we had faculty to teach additional sections.
Our experience has been that virtually every section offered has filled up, with students
petitioning to enter closed sections.

The content of the course has evolved to the following:

I. Introduction
II. Chronology of 'Technology
III. World of Work

A. Industrial Organizations
B. Labor Unions
C. Labor Management and Government
D. Employment

IV. American Industries
A. Raw Materials
B. Manufacturing
C. Construction
D. Transportation
E. Communications
F. Service
G. Energy Systems

V. Education and Its Relationship to Technical Advancement
A. Purpose
B. Types, Functions, and Industrial Education
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VI. Industrial Revolution
A. Mass Production and Automation
B. Free TimeBy-product of Thchnology
C. Environmental Effects of Technology

VII. PopulationFood: A Thchnological Phenomenon
VIII.Thchnology of Selected Countries of the World
IX, Future Aspects of Thchnology
X. Current Issues and Events

The text presently being used is: Fabun, Don, The Dynamics of Change published byPrentice -Hall.
As the course progressed, the primary objectiveAn Awareness of Thchnology: ItsImpact Upon Societyis still foremost. However, a series of behavioral objectives wasdeveloped. These are summarized as follows:
(1) Prepare an analysis of the concept "technology."
(2) Describe the American labor force and labor movements.(3) Follow an industrial organization chart.
(4) Differentiate between mass production and automation.(5) Compare the technological status of the U.S. with that of other countries.(6) Define industrial education.
(7) Prepare a research paper on a technological topic.
(8) Define the concept of free time.
(9) Prepare an analysis of a current issue.

(10) Analyze a major American industry.
(11) Discuss employment and its various sub-divisions.
(12) Identify the reasons for increasing population, food crisis, pollution, and relatedissues.
(13) Recognize the impact of the computer on technology and society.
(14) Other objectives as specified by the instructor.
With many faculty instructing the course, it was agreed that there would be a commonsyllabus and text. The approach to the course content would be the decision of the indivi-dual, because it was felt that this method would allow the course to be designed and pre-sented in the manner most interesting and comfortable for the instructor.There is an interesting sidelight at this point. Almost without exception, all faculty

who have been assigned a section of the course have been extremely apprehensive aboutteaching the course. This feeling is rooted, as we see it, in two areas: 1) Possibly neverhaving taught a complete lecture-discussion course, and 2) a feeling of inadequacy becauseof the lack of exposure to the wide variety of topics. However, almost without exception,the instructors, after teaching the course, are excited about teaching it again. The in-structors felt that it had added a totallynew dimension to their teaching and understandingof our field. We are the first to admit that the first time through is an extremely difficultexperience, because it generally requires extensive organization, reading, and moreimportantly, a new approach to teaching.
There appear to be two new areas of opportunity for industrial education to embarkupon for furthering the concept of general education. These areas are technology assess-ment and futuristics.
Thchnology assessment is a new, exciting, and challenging concept. Recently tbs..White House Office of Science and Technology commissioned a $100,000 study aimed atthe development of a framework that mightbe useful to organizations assessing technology.Economist Martin V. Jones of the Mitre Corporation, McLean, Virginia, coordinated theresearch.
The purpose can be best illustrated by citing the "Commercial Thchnology Assess-ment Act of 1971" which states:
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(1) to consider the long-range effects and extent of the influence of existing and new commer-cial technology on our nation's economic and social goals and on its environmental quality;
(2) to develop, encourage, and maintain a capability to undertake independent research and

timely analysis so as to provide early warning to al I branches of government and to thegeneral public of environmental hazards and economic and social costs; and
(3) to undertake appropriate technological assessments prior to enactment of new legislation

or funding of new programs where resulting technology might impinge on our national social
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and economic quality, and to identify alternatives to such technological developments or

new legislation or regulation of technology.

St. Cloud State College will offer in the fall of 1972 a four-credit course at the upper
division level. This course will be strictly an elective course for all majors on the

campus.
During the year 1972-73, a course will be drawn up for Futuristics. This will also

be for four credits at the upper division level and will be a general elective. No formal"
material has been prepared at this time.

Ever since man could fathom the concept "future," he has tried to predict what lay
in store for him. This drive to view our world may well be the drive that provides the
foundation of our present science and technology. If we accept the thesis that technology
is the force causing the change and adaptability required today, then it only seems logical
that its influence will continue into the future. Therefore, it seems reasonable that indus-
trial arts should also enter into this area.

Will you then teach the non-technologist that it is the technologist who will assist and
be the discoverer, innovator, and creator who will shape the future?

Toffler, who wrote Future Shock, has raised the issue which ultimately may be the

S.
answer"Yet for all this rhetoric ... our schools face backwards toward a dying system,
rather than forward to the emerging new society."2 He goes on to place the charge directly
in our laps. "The technology of tomorrow requires not millions of lightly-lettered men,

t. ready to work in unison at endlessly repetitious jobs, it requires not men who take orders
in unblinking fashion ... but men who can make critical judgments, who can weave their
way through novel environments, who are quick to spot new relationships in the rapidly-

, changing reality."3

FOOTNOTES

(1) The author feels strongly that this approach to the course has been one of the key
reasons for its success. There are many who argue, quite vehemently, that in
order to teach industry, the student must have first-hand contact with the mate-
rials, processes, and skills of industry. That appears to be a moot point.

(2) Toffler, Alvin, Future Shock, Random House, 1970, p. 354.
(3) Ibid., p. 357.

Dr. Ryan is Chairman of the Department of Technology, St. Cloud State College, St. Cloud, Minnesota.

Technology Assessment
Lee H. Smalley

There should be no need to emphasize the importance of understanding possible
changes brought about because of technical change. Most of our history is a chronicle of
the adjustments made by nations, institutions, and individuals to new technologies. The
rate of change has increased so that we do not have generations of time available to ad-
just to new dimensions. We know that it is really not necessary for society and its mem-
bers to be buffeted hither and yon by new technologies as a rowboat in an ocean,but that
we can and must develop the methods for analysis and direction of technological change.
The future of technology holds great promise for mankind if greater thought and effort
are devoted to its development. Through technology assessment, means are being sought
to predict, evaluate, and direct the path of technological change.

SCOPE AND DIMENSIONS OF A COURSE

One of the courses I teach at the University of Wisconsin-Stout is entitled, "Basis of
Studying the Impacts of Industry and 'technology." This is an elective course for Masters
degree students and required for those workingtoward the Edudational Specialist degree.
Generally, the assignments in the course are related to an invention, describing impacts,
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contemporary technology problems, structures of an indLary, history of technology, anda technology assessment. This paper will deal only with th'.a later assignment.There are numerous proposed outlines or steps of procedure for completing anassessment. From several of the proposals, I have put together the following sequenceof questions to answer:
I. Name and briefly describe the technological change that is to be assessed.II. Specify the social and technical objective to be achieved by this technological appli-cation.
Ill, Contextual factors:

A. Demands of 'participants
B. Resources available
C. Customary practices
D. Influential trends

IV. Consideration of alternative proposals designed to achieve thesame or similar socialobjectives
V. Projection of the probable outcomes of each alternative proposal
VI. Cost/benefit assessment of the technological changeVII. Conclusions recommendations

Students in class have explored a variety of topics. A sanple of these include:"Cable Television " "Numerical Control Machines," "Pollution-Fme Car," "ElectricalDischarge Machining," "Manufactured Housing," "Artificial Insemination," and "Con-traceptive Pills."
This is apparently on its way to becoming a cross-disciplinary, problem-oriented,and generalist type of expertise. References are everywhere, from novels to popularliterature, technical industrial reports, philosophic essays, and governmental reports.Students need to range far beyond normal "cited literature" to get the background foreven a minimal assessment of a technology.
These assessments should be concerned with evaluating the full range of techniquesthat are relevant to a particular decision or change. Social and political institutionsshould not be excluded. The two most important aspects of technology assessment arethe evaluation of alternative means to the same end and a comparison of their social andeconomic costs.

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Raymond Bauer, in his book, Second-Order Consequences: A Methodological Essayon the Impact of Technology, uses this analogy:

How does one carry out technology assessment? I suppose that at this stage the problem is akinto that of how one can eat an elephant. The only answer isthot one must begin by biting theelephant. And, considering the magnitude of the task, it isdifficult to argue that one place is ,better than another for biting to start. And, after a considerable amount of biting has tokenplace, the elephant remains largely unscathed.

Although attention appears to be focused now on the negative effects of technology, aneffective system of assessing technology would as often stimulate the development andapplication of desirable new technologies as it would give warning of possible harmfulside effects.
Following are some examples of technology assessment studies that have been doneby private research groups, government bodies, or industry teams; mariculture or seafarming; computer-communication network; technology of teaching aids; subsonic aircraftnoise; multiphasic,health screening; routing of interstate highways; allocating the electro-magnetic spectrum; chemical pesticides; weather modification; manned interstellar ex-ploration; urban development modeling; and drug efficacy study.
There is a need for broad involvement in the assessment process. The federal gov-ernment has moved in this area: some grants to "think tanks"; numerous bills to estab-lish a technology assessment branch to advise the Congress; some laws to mandate assess-ment studies prior to a decision that would involve environmental considerations. Private'industry is also seeing more clearly that concerns for other than the balance sheet willhave to be taken intoaccountbefore a process or product reaches the final stages. Assess-! merit studies should try to maintain the greatest practicable latitude for future action.
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There are two other groups that need to become involved. One is on the citizen level
through special interest groups, and the other is in formal education. if education is to
relate to the trends, mores, attitudes, and problems in the society within which they re-
side, this will have to be included in the curriculum. There are many possibilities for
placement at different grade levels, within existing courses, or as a separate inter-
disciplinary offering. Obviously, more trial and f:rrors will have to be attempted before
any kind of scheme begins to emerge as a viable alternative. We do know, however, that
industrial arts teachers can and should provide the leadership to explore the possibilities
of technology assessment. Ask yourself, "What is more important in 1972?" Also re-
member, "The real aim of education is not knowledge, but action."

Dr. Smalley is a professor of Industrial Teacher Education at University of Wisconsin-Stout, Menomonie,

Wis. 54751.
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How To Develop and Organize an
Industrial Arts Exhibit and Competition

Steven A. Walker

Why should there be an industrial arts exhibit? This is a question which should be
answered before we can plan such an exhibition. if we can agree that a student needs to
display his knowledge and skills on a competitive basis with his peers, the public needs a
better understanding of the industrial arts program, and educators and the public need
a cooperative endeavor, then what better event would fill these needs than a planned ex-
hibition? lf it it to be succe.isful, the exhibit, whether local, regional, or state, requires
the cooperation of many individuals, In their efforts to produce a fair, educators, stu-
dents, and industrial and business personnel establish a working relationship thai is bene-
ficial to all.

The young people who participate in these fairs exhibit a visual indication of their
positive attitude toward work. The student is involved with his peers in a contest.
Whether it is judged or not, his ideas, originality and skills are challenged. Here he can
learn the value of his work and can draw his own conclusions. The student who is really
motivated begins to plan for next year. He notices new materials and processes and
questions himself, other students, and teachers. He has formed new ideas!

How does a student gain from the exhibition? He develops a wholesome attitude toward
the dignity of work as well as evaluatinghimself in relation to his peers. He will have the
self-assurance and respect that competition affords. Hewill have the satisfaction that he
represented his school and community in a contest. The student will have experienced
recognition for his participation in the program.

How does a teacher gain from the fair? The teacher will meet old and new friends,
all seeking to promote the industrial arts program. With the information exchanged, he
should become a more versatile teacher. Whether his students win or not, he will evaluate
himself and his teaching program. This should cause him to be more aware of up-grading
his programs to guide future citizens of our society.

PRELIMINARY PLANNING

The exhibit should be designed to meet the geographical needs and objectives of the
industrial artP programs. These needs and objectives will differ in each level of fair
(local, regional, or state). The instructor must decide at what level his program will
participate, When that decision is made, the teacher can plan a fair to meet those needs
and objectives. Some of these needs or objectives may overlap into two or more of the
fair levels.

The lccal fair may consist of a project display with no official judging or conipetidon.
Some of the objectives for a local fair are to develop in the student an increased appre-
ciation for his work, strengthen the motivation of the student from public response, de-
velop a better public understanding of industrial arts, and to cievelop a cooperative rela-
tionship with industry and business. At this level, the problems are minor and can usually
be solved easily. Since many teachers urle the local and regional fairs as preparation for
the state fair, their projects mustbefinishedby the middle of April. Some teachers enter
the regional fair first and establish rules )patonly their top three winners in each division
are eligible to enter the state fair. After 'the state exhibit, they then hold their local fair,
displaying the projects with ribbons or trophies won at both regional and state fairs. This
type of display may be set up in the school, but meets greater success if put into the local
business store windows.

The regional fair involves many schools in a geographical area. The objectives of
this fair are to assist the student in developing a cooperative attitude with his peers,
develop in the student a sense of community pride and responsibility, expose the student
to a wider variety of projects and competition, and establish a cooperative relationship
between instructors.

The regional fair has definite rules and genefally contains project contests, student
participation contests, and possibly a sweetheart contest. The rules may be derived from
the State Fair Rules Handbook or compiled by teachers who will be participating in the
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exhibition. These rules should be so designed that there is little confusion as to whatdivision or classification covers a project.
Since the regional fair covers a wider area, it has several unique problems for theinstructor. One is the transportation of projects and students. Busses, trucks, or trailersmust be acquired. Some large rental companies will loan their equipment free of charge.If the fair lasts for two days and there is some distance to travel, housing may have tobe obtained.
Adequate space should be sought so thatall sections of the exhibition are in one build-ing. This helps to eliminate confusion and the wandering of students. Many large ship-ping malls have promotion managers who are seeking drawing cards. These people canassist by furnishing space, publicity, and security, generally all free of charge. if thefair is held in a shopping mall, many more people are drawn to the exhibit than if it isisolated in a gym or similar building. Since most malls stay open late Friday nights,projects could be entered at that time and very early Saturday morning. Judging can hedone from 8 to 10 A.M., which is the standard time for most businesses to open. Leavingthe projects on display until 8 P.M. will ensure a large public exposure.If there is to be a sweetheart contest and a talent section is included in this contest,there should be correspondence before the fair so that any equipment needed can bearranged for in advance.

There must be a method for checking in and out all projects to insure that none arelost or stolen. A registration card that can be separated into four parts, each part withidentical information and numbers on it, works very well. One card is kept by fair offi-cials, one is given to the teacher, and two are taped onto the project face down so thatonly a classification number shows. At least one card always stays with the project. Ifthe project wins an award, the third card is taken, the award attached to it, and it is usedby the fair officials in tabulating scores on a winners sheet. When the teacher checks outof the fair, he is given an envelope containing the third card with awards. In this way,ribbon snatching is discouraged. Before the project can be removed from the building,the card and number given the teacher must match the card and number on the project.The teacher must be present at check-out time. Small items such as rings or knivesshould be kept in display cases. These display cases may be furnished by the regionalassociation or the individual school.
The State Fair planning should start at least eight months before the exhibition date.This is the fair that involves the widestvariety of people and events. College instructors,teachers, college students, industrial and business personnel, and commercial people allcontribute to the fair. Objectives of the state fair are to develop in the student a respectfor his fellow competitors, give the student incentive to advance his abilities, furtherdevelop the cooperative attitudes of the student, give the student a chance to excel' at astatewide contest, assist the teacher in evaluating his program and students, and bringthe industrial arts program to the attention of people in the state political and educationalrealms.
Since the state fair is larger, it requires more of everything. A fair of this sizerequires a vast amount of space, and space of this size and quality may be expensive.Unless a large college gym can be obtained, a municipal building will probably have to berented. The finances for this will have to be raised, possibly from several sources; forexample, the state hidustrial Arts 'leacher Association, commercial exhibits, and dona-tions from industrial and business contacts. if you must obtain a municipal building, tryto find one as centrally located in the state as possible. These buildings are booked wellin advance, so it is wise to check early, select a date, and try to reserve the building forat least 5 years in advance. if there is to be a banquet at the fair, arrange for a catererwell in advance, for several years if possible. Check with all local motels and hotels thatare convenient to the exhibition building, for those which will give discounts to schools.Send a list of these to all schools who might participate. This list should be sent well inadvance of the fair date to insure room reservations.
Most municipal buildings are under union contracts, and much of their equipmentmust be union handled. Here's an area where a good liaison man can save the fair money.In the talent and sweetheart contest, where stage lights, microphones, and musical instru-ments are needed, a union crew will operate the control panel and equipment. To savetime and money, all talent- and sweetheart contestants should have a deadline date tosubmit the length of their program and equipment needed.
Tours can be arranged so that the students and their teachers may visit at least twoindustries. These tours should be arranged in advance, and the groups should be limited
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to no more than 20 students each. For students from small towns, this is an opportunity
to see mass production and manufacturing first hand.

To reduce registration and project entry time, pre-registration cards can be sent
to teachers who wish to participate. If a teacher has entered a student who didn't com-plete his project, it would be a small matter to pull his card; to fill out a mass of cards
close to deadline time invites confusdon. The classification and registration cards used
at the state fair are similar to those at the regional fair.

If commercial booths are sold to help defray the building cost, send the applications
out early. The commercial booths should be in the same room as the project displays.
When off in an area set aside for them, they don't get the traffic desired. In the samelight, many colleges have industrial arts booths and would like a chance to display their
programs. Generally, the college students who man these booths will help with the fairin some capacity.

For all the events which require judges, theselection and corn mitments of the judges
should be made well in advance of the fair. In the project contests, a judging team com-
posed of a college instructor, high school teacher, junior high school teacher, graduate
college student, and a professional from business or industry does an impartial job with
few dissatisfactions from teachers or students. The business or industrial people who
have participated have asked to do so again "next year." Undergraduate students from
colleges in the surrounding area can perform many jobs and gain considerable experience
with projects, students, and teachers in a short time. These young men hopefully will
return one day with their students' projects.

In all the exhibitions, the publicity media should be informed and present. A localfollow-up in the news media for each fair will provide the students with a feeling of ac-
complishment and community recognition. In addition, the industrial arts program will
continue in the public eye.

Mr. Walker is Director of the Career Awareness,Progrom K-6 for the Austin Independent School District,
Austin, Texas.

Space, NASA, and You
Eugene E. Horton, Jr.

On Wednesday, January.5, 1972, Jen lc Jones, the managing editor of the Tulsa Tribune,
passed along to his Oklahoma readers thefollowing gloomy forecast for the nation's space
program. Let me quote.

This December, the last footprint of America's Apollo astronauts is due to be left in the
timeless dust of the moon's surface.

What then? Is America to turn its bock on this fourth dimension of manned travel, the
space voyages out beyond the latitude and longitude and altitude of our life-sustaining atmos-phere?

At present, the manned space flight progrcm looks like this:
--Apollo 16 and 17 flights in April and December apparently will conclude the program

that for the first time put the feet of man on a celestial body other than the earth.
--Apollos 18 through 20 have been scratched, and there appears slim chance that they

will be reinstated.
--The Skylab flights in earth orbit are scheduled for 1973, with durations of up to 28 and

56 days. A host of scientific experiments are planned for these flights.
--The United States and Russia are looking toward a joint space venture, the primary

gain from which might be increased scientific cooperation between the superpowers.
A mid-1970's date appears likely.

--The space shuttle, hopefully scheduled for first launches in 1978, could be the trans-
portation breakthrough that would make space stations feasible homes for scientific
communities. Yet final designs are still undetermined, and there is no assurance that
Congress will come up with the necessary funds.
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--Very minor work is being done toward a manned mission to Mars and the establishment
of a lunar base. Bath appear inevitable, but far in the future.

Thus, beyonA the Apollo windup and short-life Skylab program, this country has a void in
its space comn nt.

The nation Jt took the greatest steps in mankind's history may drop out of the manned
space picture c Ime when once-nebulous benefits seem ripe far the plucking.

In his rece. tate of the Union message, the President of the United States had this
to say about the commitments and directions this nation should take to advance science
and technology in the seventies:

As we work to build a more productive, mare competitive, mare prosperous America, we
will do well to remember the keys to our progress in the past. There have been many, including
the competitive nature of our free enterprise system, the energy of our working men and women,
and the obu, dont gifts of nature. One other quality which has always been a key to progress is
our special bent far technologyour singular ability to harness the discoveries of science in
the service of man. ...the space shuttle is a wise national investment. (I urge the Congress to
approve this plan sa that we can realize these substantial economies and these substantial bene-

fits.) This vehicle (the space shuttle) is one that can be recovered and used ogain and again,
lowering significantly both the cost and the risk of space operations. The space shuttle would
also open up new opportunities in fields such as weather forecasting, domestic and international
communications, the monitoring of natural resources, and air traffic safety.... Science and
technology represent an enormous power in our lifeand a unique opportunity. It is now far
us to decide whether we will waste these magnificent energies ar whether we will use them to

create a better world far ourselves and our children.

The remarks of our chief executive remindedme of an editorial I read in the Christian
Science Monitor during the days immediately following the epochal flight of John Glenn
three times around the earth in a Mercury spacecraft. It said, "Civilization advances
by the great forward thrusts of pioneers. Then comes the slack periods, when society
slowly, often all too slowly, catches up."

The events since that great moment in American history seem to have confirmed
this. The attention of the public since our first lunar landings has turned to more terres-
trial problems: the problems of our inner cities; drug abuse; population growth; develop-
ing safe, fast, pollution-free transportation; creating new sources of clean and abundant
energy; providing better health care for our citizens both in their productive years and
in later life.

Clearly, our civilization has experienced one of the greatest forward thrusts in its
history with flights beyond the atmosphere and tothe surface of the moon. These accom-
plishments have provided man not only with a wealth of new materials and new skills
acquired in building the necessary hardware tosupport these missions; it has additionally
provided him with a new perspective on his planet and its life, a perspective which may be
viewed by historians as the single most important contribution of the entire space pro-
gram. This view of ourselves is described by poet Archibald MacLeish as "riders on a
spacecraft together, brothers who now know that we are truly brothers." It may herald a
turning point away from a course leading,to man's self-destruction, to an enlightenment
bringing the promise of new harmony and understanding throughout the world.

This view does not, however, erase the really gnawing questions in the minds of in-
telligent observers today who see what is goingon in the changing world about them. The
question is not, "Will science and technology continue to develop?" but rather, "How will
science and technology develop? In whose hands, and for what purposes?"

Lawrence Lessing, in the March issue of Fortune, puts it this way: "The immense
prestige of U.S. science is being underminedby assaults from several different directions.
If this wildly irrational campaign does not end soon, the U.S. can become a second-rate
power and a ihird-rate place to live." Dr. Philip Hanler, President of the National Acad-
emy of Science, says, "If we foreswear more science and technology, there can be no
cleaning up of our cities, no progress in mass transportation, no salvage of our once-
beautiful landscape, and no control of over-population. Those who scoff at technological
solutions to those problems have no alternative solutions."

The environment today is distinctly unfavorable for science and technology. Some
indicators are:

1. Weakening of our technical colleges and universities.
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2. Serious setbacks in our aerospace industry. fl
3. Loss of student interest in science and engineering.
4. lens of thousands of unemployed scientists and engineers.
5. Technological timidity on the part of an increasing number of our leaders.6. Increasing attacks on areas of technical activity which are in good shapebutsoon won't bel

This country must, of course, bite the bullet and decide what it wants to be. 1 amtired of hearing why a great nationthe greatest nation on eartha nation whose will and
determination and know-how could place human footprints in the lunar dust, cannot nowsolve the down-to-earth problems that urgently need solving. 1 think it is time we pulledourselves together and solved them. Today we have the highest standard of living, the
most advanced technology, and the greatest capacity to do good works of any nation onearth, and most Americans would like to keep it that way. It will require the best of ourscience and technology, not only to move back the horizons of space, but to find effective
and permanent cures for societal and environmental ills; ills that not only plague us, butthreaten our very survival as a species.

Whether all of us like it or not, we are a technological nation. Our entire business
and commerce structure is built and will remain on a base of technology. With our highpay scales, advanced technology is all that allows us to compete favorably with the lower-priced labor markets of the world. Even so, as we all know, we have lost major portions
of the manufacturing market to foreign competition in recent years. Last year, five
nationsJapan, Italy, Canada, West Germany, and Franceincreased their exports ofmanufactured goods far more than we. Four of them lead us in spending on plants andequipment. Deeper and deeper inroads are being made into technological product linesin which we once felt secure.

In July of 1969, Americans rejoiced and the entire world marveled at the successfulflight of Apollo 11 and the calm, self-assured voice of Neil Armstrong as he reportedtaking "one small step for a man, one giant step for mankind." was far more than oneman's step on a foreign planet. It was a reaffirmation of the courage and leadership and
pioneering spirit of the American people. It was a time for unfurling American flags,
not only on the moon, but across the length and breadth of our great land; flags that pro-claimed proudly that "made in the United States" was still a phrase that should standfor quality and excellence and leadership throughout the world. Thus, 1969 was a goodyear for technology, for America, and for man.

Since1969, the following changes have taken place. Our federal budget has increasedfrom $191 billion to $246 billion. While this increase of $55 billion was takingplace, ourdefense budget dropped from $81.2 billion to $78.3 billion, and our space budget from$4.2 billion to $3.2 billion. The so-calledcivic sector programs and services consumedover half the budget, with substantial increases in social security and welfare, health,
transportation, environment and natural resources, housing, and education.

So the government has indeed responded to Civil needs. Yet in so doing, the dangerexists of killing the goose that laid the golden egg. The two areas that have declined, de-fense and space, are those that have paced technological development of this country forthe 'past 30 years. Last year, only about 7% of our tax dollar was spent on research anddevelopment. This is too low for a technological nation such as our own. The adminis-tration appears to be trying to buildthisup, but the competition for'or dollars is tough. Justlike any successful business, the U.S. must plow back some of its gross national product
into developing opportunities for us all. Contrary to some public views, private industrycannot do it alland never could.

With foreign competition as tough as itis today, how then are we to maintain our pre-eminence in science and technology? The answer is relatively simple. We must continue
to work on the most challenging and difficult scientific and technologir problems of ourday. There is no other waynone.

For the educator who must prepare tomorrow's leaders in the classrooms of today,there is a very special problem. In my view, he must comprehend the changes in man'slife and the future of his home planet that have been brought into focus by the flights ofour Apollo astronauts. He must communicate the true meaning of the term "SpaceshipEarth" to his students in such a manner as to help them to understand the role man,and the role of his science and technology, in protecting and preserving the ea ter-dependent systems. He must cause u.e younger generation to become aware at isrequired of all men to keep a healthy place for living things.
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44.
Preserving our ho7ne in space, and preserving it in as free and as peaceful a con-

dition as possible, is and must continue to be the fundamental goal of this and following
gene rations.

In this endeavor, it appears that the practical use of the near frontier of space
particularly of studies of the earth and its environmentis of critical importance.

In discussing "Space, NASA, and You," I have described missions in near earth orbit
and to lunar distances which are currently planned. 1 have spoken of the critical need to
advance science and technology on a broad front, using new knowledge in a responsible
manner to address problems common to all men, problems that center on survival and
the future of life on this planet. 1 have suggested the need to instill in our young citizens
informed attitudes about science and technology, clarifying the true meaning of the man's
recent accomplishments,*such as the Apollo program, and the impact of these accomplish-
ments on their future.

Today, scientific and environmental literacy is a must for all citizens, for in a demo-
cratic society it is our citizens who chart the nation's future directions. They do so in
the decisions they make atour votingplaces, decisions which more and more are centered
on the workings of science and technology.

Not only in science, but in all areas of education, we must try to instill in the future
citizen, in the future electorate, and in the future leadership of this country, a sense that
these actions in the present should be biased by an enlightened self-interest in the future,
the future of the nation, and the future of mankind.

NASA, may 1 suggest, is by its very charter the agency of the future. It is the agency
charged with the mission of pushing back the horizons of man's knowledge of himself and
his relationship to the world about him; it is knowledge, not rockets, nor spacecraft, nor
astronauts, that is NASA's principal product.

Now, finally, 'let's look at where these efforts to push back the horizons of man's
knowledge are taking us.

One day,' out of the activities of NASA, may come air and water as pure as that found
in the Antarctic region, a perpetual food supply to feed the starving millions on our
crowded globe, an inexhaustibe source of energy to drive the powerplants of the world,
a lifespan to rival that recounted in Genesis (perhaps even longer, as we move out to the
more distant goals in the space), vehicles capable of reaching the stars and returning
and perhaps unlocking the fundamental secrets of life, and computers that can be pro-
grammed to automate any mechanical process or device.

The basic problems of our times, however, cannot be programmed on a computer.
We all know that there is a dangerous urgency to such questions as the following:

How can the individual obtain personal justice in an impersonal world?
Who can say what, and where?
Who may have children, and how many?
Who may live on this planet, and where may they live?
Who may put what substances into the rivers and oceans of the world?
Who may put what foreign substances into the world's atmosphere?
Who may put what messages and images on the airwaves of the world?
Who may propel what objects into space and the reaches of the universe?

Finally, we must continue to grapple, nowon a cosmic scale, with the oldest problem
since man ceased to be a mere food gatherer and went on the offensive to possess first,
the earth and now the universe. Namely, who may bear arms, and what kinds?

Many of these questions must be answered by knowledge yet to be gleaned, d these
and many other perplexing questions have a direct relationship to and give a new dimen-
sion to all education in our times. This inevitably leads to the final question in the equa-
tion for survival 1 have presented involving Space, NASA, and You. It is simply this:

Will the democratization of all learning, especially the technological learning so
essential to enterprises such as NASA, bring a new era of freedom tempered by justice
and compassion, or will it only hurl mankind more swiftly toward some final holocaust?

NASA has, I believe, both a unique opportunity and a trememdous responsibility in
easing man's struggle and enhancing his chances for survival on our crowded planet. It
is a two-fold responsibility to extend man's knowledge of his home planet and also to
bring this knowledge into the mains7eam of American education more rapidly than would
be possible through traditional methods of information transfer. It is a difficult job,
requiring the support of many. Yet, if the job is not done, there will be a dramatic gap
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in knowledge and action, the "slack periods" referred to in my opening remarks willstretch longer, and schools and governments will be unable to fulfill their functions inour time.

Mr. Horton, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, is currently serving as education Office',
one of the early members of the Space Task Group, management element for this nation's first manned
space flight, Project Mercury.

So You Want to be an Industrial
Education Teacher

Robert B. Sonderman

Regardless of our increased scientific and technical advances, human beings have
never been able to solve the seemingly simple task of communication. A major concernin communication is "semantics" which, as you know, is a study of meaning and changesof meaning. In scientific and technical terms, semantics is a branch of linguistics con-cerned with the nature, structure, and especially forms, of speech or symbols.

As we reflect upon the title of this presentation, we are confronted with the term
"Industrial Education." Had I selected the -topic, I would have been more comfortablewith the term, "Industrial Subjects."

There are probably as many definitions of industrial education as there are A1AAmembers in Dallas. My conception of industrial education is that it is a generic termwhich embraces industrial arts, occupational (vocational or career) education or trade
and industrial courses, and industrial technology. The initial two are teacher education
programs, while the latter is non-teaching oriented. We can further refine these tolevels such as pre-school, primary, middle school, junior high, high school, and post-high school. Each level possesses a specific philosophy and selected objectivesbe-havioral or otherwise.

In 1972, the major thrust at all levels is regard for career or occupational informa-
don geared specifically to K-12. To my knowledge, there is no scientific evidence that it
is inappropriate to gently jog pre-schoolers into orientation to careers.

Almost 20 years ago, a researcher setout to ascertain the "readiness" of pre-schoolchildren and 4- or 5-year-old kindergarten children of both sexes for selected construc-
tional and assembly activities. The researcher was pleasantly surprised to discover this
age group to be quite apt. As a segment of the research, approximately 50 toy manufac-
turers were contacted to learn what means are utilized to categorize the age level atwhich a child could succeed with a specific toy. Only one of 50 reported any form of
effort to determine grade or age placement. It was concluded that these manufacturers
sell toys to adults and not children and scale to a success factor for a large population.

We should consider industrial education for pre-school and primary as broad and
basic, with increased specialization as the individual advances through the educational
maze. In middle grades and junior high school, the phrase "exploratory experiences"creeps in. In high school there is increased specialization, and by grade 14, industrial
education is characterized by narrowness and technidal depth.

Threaded through all levels is a general educationmotivation, a recreational motiva-don, a career and occupational information motivation, and ultimately a pre-vocational
or possibly a very technical narrow specialized motivation.

Now, a look at the word "teacher." This word means something entirely different toeach of us. Some recall a kindly, gray-haired woman in a gray suit who was the first
teacher. Some recall a loud, brash, male teacher who was more dictator than teacher
while the first teacher may have been especially permissive.

Let's take a peek at specific types of teachers. Some will be quite familiar and your
very favorite may be a composite. These types are primarily suggested by !James 0.
Proctor from his book TNTTechniques, Notes, Tips for Teachers.
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Remember the Showboat or Athletic Type?
flow about the Intimidator?
How about the Slick-Smoothie?
How about the Golden Throat Orator?
How about the Seated One?
How about the Preoccupiedgenius or guardian spirit?
Now, 110W ABOUT THE REAL TEACHER? here we move to a task analysis tech-

,tittue and make an effort to identify or inventory exactly what a teacher does. In no par-
ticular order, a teacher should be a

fs salesman mediator para medic
cowls+. lor thinker mechanic discoverer of talent.
defender problem solver trouble shooter encouragement expert
judge investigator demonstrator instigator
jury inquisitor adjustor purveyor of information
lawyer therapist organizer bringer of joy and success

DO YOU STILL WANT TO BE A TEACHER? If so, let's match some facts. First,
facts about the profession and, second, facts about the prospective teacher. Do you have it?

Now how to get started?
In 1972, the major thrust in many school communities is to provide occupational or

career information from kindergarten through grade 14. Actually, in many situations,
this orientatic.a can be initiated with pre- school children. If a guidance person, a teacher,
a parent, or ar. individual (the child/student) identifies an interest, aptitude, or potentiality
which one might conclude is of sufficient magnitude that the client/pupil/student could
succeed in it as a careerhe should be so encouraged. It has'iong been accepted that a
charge to teachers is to identify (discover) and then develop talents in students, particu-
larly in the applied and technical sciences.

After the individual has been discovered or isolated, he or she should be encouraged
to pursue an education in the primary grades, middle grades, and upwards channeled to
his potentialities. This should be conditioned to a large measure by the demands made
by senior-level institutions for quality preparation of the prospective enrollee.

Prior to graduation from senior high school, the potential teacher should seek to select
an institution of higher learnIngand study theadmission requirements. Many high schools
provide college days for visitation, and countless students visit institutions independently.
Then, hopefully, the school desires the student and the student desires the school.

Concomitant with the educational preparation should come occupational competency.
It has been thought that the best industrial education teacher possesses a trade. This
presentee is, for all practical purposes, a cabinet maker by trade but a teacher by pro-
fession. :Uthough scientific studies are not conclusive, the evidence apparently does not
specify that an industrial education teacher must be a tradesman, but it is encouraged.

The intentional cultivation of a capacity to take an active and constructive place in
the social, religious, economical, and political life of a community is a culmination of
intensive meaninglul education. No single segment of society, institution, or agency can
hope to accomplish this task alone and separate. It is simply a monumental task. The
answer is a persistent collaboration of all forces, institutions, and agencies that are
adequately concerned and oriented with the task of preparing each evolving generation
to adjust to the inescapable problems of existence.

School personnel mirror the preparation in termsof making adjustments. The youth,
upon reaching adulthood, discovers himself capable to participate actively and gracefully
in the social life of his community, and he is said to be well-adjusted. So it goes with
occupaduhal adjustment. This is dependent upon the concept of, an individual matching
his aptitudes, abilities, and interests with the requirements and demands of the occupa-
tion. One person has said that, "A man's occupation is the watershed down which the
rest of his life will flow."

if anyone of you is as happy and well-adjusted in his profession as this presenter
thinks he is ... in his ...GODSPEED.

Dr. Sonderman is Professor and Head of Industrial Arts Education, Eastern Illinois University.
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So You Want to be an Industrial
Education Teacher

Ted S. Jones

Ten years ago, 1 could have termed a prospective industrial education teacher asslightly deranged. Five years ago, I would say you might have a chance if you can stickit out. Today, 1 feel 1 am addressing the group that will be in on the ground floor of the
age of "professional," "respected" :ndustrial education. You are the people who will
see the turning point in our profession. lou are the people who will for the first time go
out of the "lamp-making" business and into true education concerning industry.

First, let me tell you about industrial education of the past. The first thing you mustrealize is that we were not considered educators, and we certainly had no contact or
relation with industry. We were the "shop teacher." To me, the greatest single setback
our group suffered was the massive attempt at retraining returning veterans at the endof World War 11. We were forever tarred with the title of vocational or manual training
teachers. The huge demand for this training was due to the millions of men who had no
civilian trade and the advent of the G.I. bill. These former servicemen enrolled in tech-
nical Schools of all kinds. Some were seriously interested in learning a trade. Some were
only attending for the G.1. money and to avoid going into a trade. Many went on to college,
of course, and many completed their technical training to become productive and usefulcitizens.

But imagine the administrator of a "vocational high school," or a technical trade
school, when this flood of humanity hit his front door clutching perfectly valid checks from
the United States government saying "train metrain me." This poor administrator had
suffered through the war with a shortage of male teachers, no material to work with, and
students who were only biding their time until the army claimed them. He didn't have
time to wait for the colleges to turn out industrial education teachers. He couldn't findmany 1E teachers already trained. So he did the only thing he could do to salvage as
many of those government dollars and as much surplus equipment as possible. Have 50
guys who want .o learn to weld? Fine. Hire one welder to teach them. It didn't matter
that the welder hired didn't know how to teach, only that he knew how to weld. Name the
trade, and I can show you schools of this sort still being run.

Industrial arts, industrial education, industrial technologyyou name it, and the public
pictures a fat, old, uneducated tradesman teaching atwo-year technical course, which has
absolutely nothing to do with a college education. If you happened to be a college-educated
"shop teacher," you were relegated to the ranks of this majority and ceased being an
intellectual.

This curse that was visited upon us was also the beginning of the profession you are
interested in now, and for this we can bless it. All across the country, professional edu-
cators were recoiling from the heresy of calling someone a teacher who didn't knew howto teach. Groups of these men began seeking new, better, and professional methods of
not only teaching these trades, bu of teaching people to teach. This evolution did not
occur instantly, or quickly, or in some cases even yet. There was opposition from every
place. Our fellow educator.: did not consider "shop courses" as being valid academicsubjects. The trade schools felt threatened by the competition. The old uon-qualifiedinstructors could see their jobs evaporating. Administrations balked at the quantity of
equipment required, Even the students objected, because all they wanted was a snap
course where all they did was make a '.amp. Needless to say, most of these obstacles
were partially overcome by these dedicated pioneers, and wc.are on the threshold of
achieving the proper place of industrial education.

You will be teaching four classes of students. Number one: those students who will
be going directly to industry after high school. Two: those who All be going to college
to learn to teach IE. Three: those who will be going to college to study other disciplines
but who need our courses for background, such as engineers. 'You will notice a glaring
omission of the high school student who might go to one of the existing trade schools.
1 left this category out deliberately, as the percentage is so small it is quite insignificant.
Also, if your profession does its job under the new plan, the trade school will be used
only for retraining of employees whose job has become obsolete because of modernization.
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So where does this bright new world fit in, and how should you contrihute? The way
1 envision IF. is an all-encompassing exposure to every part of industry, every trade, pro-
fession, and possible means of earning a living. Your state school hoards and your local
school boards will dictate the actual curriculum, of course, but I hope we are going to
start IF. as an academic, exploratory series of courses in junior high. Basic economics
should be taught first. Now does a husiness run? Branch out from these basics to expose
the student to all forms of work-a-day occupations. All of this exposure is designed to
one purpose: to help the student decide where and what he wants to do in life. Maybe he
will find he does not want to work inside at a desk. This rules out many disciplines in
which the student would be unhappy and probahly unsatisfactory.

This curriculum will be predecided for you by the time you complete your training
to qualify as a teacher. There is one aspect that is up to you, however. Its up to you to
sell industrial arts to not only your fellow educators but to the general public. 1Vhat I'm
going to suggest will not be in this curriculum. On the high school level, have all the
local trades-people you can get come in and speak to your classes. Get a plumber, an
electrician, a C:1)A, an auto mechanic, and representatives of local industry. Let them
explain to your students what kind of life they lead. Not only will these people be happy
to do this, but they will be flattered to he asked to speak. While they are there, give them
a selling job on what we are trying to do. If you sell the community, you will have sold
your school board. If you cannot make industrial arts one of the most well-known and
respected parts of your public schools, it's yourown fault. "If the student hasn't learned,
the teacher hasn't taught."

Mr. Jones is Director of Industrial Relations for Mosher Steel Company of Texas and Louisiana.
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American Industry: A New Direction
Harry B. Olstad

Today we live in a society that is highly industrialized, a society in which everythingwe do is in some way related to industry. If the children of our society are to someday
function in an industrial setting and ,.,nderstand thi industrial culture, it would seemreasonable to make the study of industry part of our school curriculums.

In 1968, the American Vocational Asscalation published A Guide to Improving Instruc-tion in Industrial Arts in which the statement is made that content for industrial artsshould be derived from that body of knowledge known as the social institution of industry.
In enlarging on this thought, other statements are made such as "categorize understand-
ings rathrr than categorize isolated facts," "that body of identifiable knowledge relatedto the tote!. institution of industry," "to study all facets of industry and to explore their
interrelationships," "experience the unity or wholeness of contemporary industry,"
and "develop an understanding of this aspect. of our society with all its implications."In the curriculum guide being developed for irriustrial education in Wisconsin is adefinition which states, "Industrial education is that sz.gmentof education which draws itsbody of knowledge from industry and provides for the development of understandings andcompetencies relating to industry."

The idea of studying industry as a partof industrial education is neither new in termsof the times, nor is it unique to the American Industry program. that is important isthat the steel industry or the building industry or the printing industry is not the basisof industrial arts, but *he social institution representing the totality of industry now pro-vides the body of knowledge for industrial artsor in our case, American Industry.

DEFINITION OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY

The question often arises, "How can you take all of industry with its bigness and itscomplexities and put it into a teachable and meaningful course?"First, it is necessary to set up limits to our body of knowledge, or put "handles"on it, so that we have something specific with which to work. We define industry as,"an institution in our society which, intending to make a monetary profit, applies knowledge
and utilizes natural and human resources to produce goods or services to meet the needsof man."

STRUCTURE OF INDUSTRY

Having defined our body of knowledge, it is now possible to look at it for the purposeof organizing it into useable content. Most people would agree that it is impossible toteach all the facts and figures thatarea part of industry. However, are there some basicunderstandings which can be identified as a part of all industries? These are the under-
standings or knowledge which American Industry identifies as being necessary to anunderstanding of industry (Figure 1). We call them concepts. The 13 basic concepts arecommunication, transportation, finance, property, research, procurement, relationships,
marketing, management, production, materials, processes, and energy. These are set inan environment of government, private property, resources, competition, and public in-terest, all of which, in our society, makes industry uniquely American.
CONTENT OF CONCEPTS

Each of the basic concepts of American Industry has been organized into teachablecontent. This organization of content is referred to as "concept models" (Figure 2).The concept model identifies the various elements or subconcepts which are part of thebroad concept; for example, to understand production, it is also necessary to understandthe subconcepts of production planning, types of production, production systems, fabrica-tion, and control. In looking at the concept of procurement (Figure 3), an understandingof need, method of procurement, source, quality, quantity, scheduling, and price areessential understandings within the broad concept. in turn, each subconcept consists of
various elements which are dependent on sub-elements.
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It becomes apparent that if we carry these sub-elements to their logical conclusion,y:e then identify the technologies usedbyindustiy. In so doing, we might question whether
traditional industrial arts has taught the technologies and then concluded that through the
technologies might come an understanding of industry?

In American Industry, we begin with the broad understanding of industry and thenultimately progress from this understanding into the technologies which are used by in-dustry. Briefly stated, we might say that we are developing an understanding of industryas a user of technology.
With the definition of industry, conceptual structure of the knowledges necessary to

understand industry, and organization of content for each basic concept, we feel that thebody of knowledge or teachable content has been identified. The big question becomes,"What do you do with it?"

OBJECTIVES

Some have asked, "Is a study of industry with its many broad implications appropriatefor a program of industrial educationdoes it conform to the generally accepted goals ofindustrial arts?" In order to answer such a question, it is necessary to look at the gen-erally accepted goals of industrial arts. In recent years, both the American Industrial
Arts Association and the American Vocational Association have published statements ofgoals or objectives which are unique to industrial arts. The American Council of Indus-
trial Arts Supervisors of A.I.A.A. first identified the following four unique objectives(1963): to develop an understanding of industry, to discover and aevelop student talents,to develop problem-solving abilities, and to develop skill in the safe use of tools andmachines.

In 1968, the A.V.A. in AGuide to Improving Instruction in Industrial Arts again statedthe same four unique objectives (with slight modification) and added one additional objec-tive: to develop an understanding of industrial processes and the practical applicationof scientific principles.
In the State of Wisconsin, endorsement is given to die four original, unique objectivesof industrial arts.
in accepting the five objectives or goals, there would probably be unanimous agree-ment that industrial arts has traditionally done an excellent job of developing skills, even

though the philosophy of industrial arts has tended to down-play any emphasis on skills.The discovery and development of talents, interests, and aptitudes have generally beenachieved through exposure to a few materials such as woods and metals or trades suchas drafting and electricity. Problem solving has been limited to projects and technicalactivities rather than to industry. Activities and instruction leading to an understandingof industry have been practically non-existent or so limited in portraying the totality ofindustry as to be valueless.
American Industry provides a means of effectively meeting the objective of under-standing industry and developing problem-solving abilities related to industry. If indus-trial arts is to be appropriate for general education, as has always been claimed, then itmust be appropriate for all students. In that case, an emphasis on skills is wrongly
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placed for about 90% of the students. Therefore, a new direction which places emphasis
on understanding industry and problem solving related to industry will bring industrial
arts back into its appropriate place in the school curriculum.

The stated objectives of American Industry, then, are to develop an understanding
of those concepts which directly apply to industry and to develop the ability to solve
problems related to industry. These objectives conform to two of the stated objectives
of industrial arts.

If industrial education is considered as a continuum extending from general education
for all to the development of skills and competencies for careers in industry, American
Industry makes an important and necessary contribution to the program of industrial
education. Only through a program that includes a study of industry is it possible to
effectively meet all the objectives claimed for ii,:lustrial arts or industrial education.

AMERICAN INDUSTRY COURSES FOR THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

When considering the body of knowledge called industry in relation to the needs of
students and the time limitations of the school curriculum, it seemed most suitable to
develop three courses in American Industry for the secondary schools. In the American
Industry program, these courses are called Level I, Level 11, and Level Ill.

Level 1 American Industry meets the objectives to develop a knowledge and under-
standing of the major concepts of industry and their relationships and to develop the
ability to solve simple problems related to industry. It is designed to be a required
course for all students at about the Sth grade and is a one-year course meeting five
periods a week.

The Level I course outline (Fizure .1) consistsof seven units, starting with a teacher-
directed introductory unit on Industry Today and progressing through Unit 11, The Evalua-
tion of Industry; Unit 111, Organizing :II Enterprise; Unit IV, Operating an E.nterprise;
Unit V, Distributing Products and Services; Unit VI, The Future of Industry; and Unit
VII, The Student's Business Venture. Uni's Ill, IV, and V provide the content for the 13
basic concepts. In Unit VII, the course becomes student-directed as the students apply
their knowledge of the concepts of industry in a student enterprise involving organizing,
operating, and marketing.

Level 11 is designed to follow Level 1 and meets the objectives to develop in-depth
understandings of the concepts of industry and refined understandings of the relationship
among the concepts and to expand the ability :o recognize and solve complex problems
related to industry. Level 11 is recommended is an elective course for all students who
have completed Level 1. It is a full-year cour,.: meeting five periods a week.

Level 111 American Industry is prima1y an independent study course designed to
meet individual student needs at the lit!: or 12th grade. The stated goal of Level 111 is
to develop knowledges and problemsolving skills within a concept area or cluster of
concept areas appropriate to the individual's level of ability and interests. Level Ill is
not meant to be a vocational or capstone course, although it does intend to meet the special
interests and needs of students on an elective basis.

INSTRUCTIONAL MAT E RI A LS

Instructional materials for American Industry have been developed in such a way as
to relieve the teacher of the chore of generating his own teaching aids. Instructional
materials consist of an instructor's guide for eachof the three levels, instructional media
for the first two levels, and student booklets for Level 1.

Thc instructional media includes overhead transparencies for most lessons, slide
series and a filmstrip for some of the areas, a 16-mm film on American Industry, and
film catalogs of suggested films for the 13 basic concepts.

Instructional media, student booklets, and the lessons in the instructor's guides are
coordinated to provide the teacher with content, instructional aids, activity, and evalua-
tion for the entire courses.

ACTIVITIES

Many educators fear that the broad general nature of American Industry makes it a
verbal course, in contrast to the physical activity usually associated with traditional
industrial arts. Such fears are unfounded when one realizes that the conceptual nature of
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American Industry makes activity essential to the desired ]earnings. Activity for Ameri-
can Indestry must be of a problem-solvingnature related to all the areas of industry ratherthan being limited to project activity centered in processes and meterials.

Some activities in American industry are short and part of a single lesson. Otheractivity may be long enough to meet the needs of several lessons or all the leaticrls a asingle concept. Continuing activity in the form of a student enterprise may cover all th:concepts or s group of concepts. T. e need is for activity which reflects real transactionsin order to develop concepts.
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Too often, awareness of the potential for American Industry and its place in the in-
dustrial education program is misunderstood because of failure to perceive the unique
aspects of American Industry. Foremost is the need to realize that the social institution
of industry is the source of content for AMerican Industry, whereas technology is usually
the source of content for traditional courses in industrial arts.

American Industry is bai:ed on broad concepts or understandings of industry rather
than on facts or figures.

American Industry utilizes a broad range of problem-solving activity related to all
of industry rather than a project :approach to technology and skills.

American Industry meets all the criteria necessary to be considered a discipline,
especially in schools het.^ the icient:fication of disciplines is necessary for integrated
and interdisciplinary approa:hes to education.

PLACE OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY IN THE
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

American Industry is intended to strengthen and validate the philosophy and goals of
industrial education. The concern that American Industry threatens the total program of
industrial education is erroneous. As American Industry achieves goals which were
previously ignored or weakly met, it gives more meaning to all of industrial education.
If American Industry threatens to replace some phases of industrial education which have
not made a substantial contribution to the program, it establishes a nwre effective and
secure place for industrial education in the school curriculum.

Using what could be an industrial education program fora modern school (Figure 5),
consider the place of AmericanIndustry as it meets the objectives of developing an under-
standing of industry and problem-solving abilities related to industry, American Industry
Level I introduced at the 8th grade and followed by Level 11 would achieve the general
education purposes of career orientation and zxploration. These purposes accomplished

A PROGRAM OF INOUSTRIAL EOUCATION

GRADES 8th I. 9th 10th & 11th

PURPOSE CAREER
OR I ENTAT I ON

EXPLORAT I ON

CAREER
EXPLORATION

SELECT ION

..
GENERAL GENERAL

PROGRAM EOUC.P.TION EDUCATION OCCUPAlIONAL

COURSES AMERICAN AMERICAN GRAPHIC
INDUSTRY INDUSTRY COMMJNIC.1TION

LEVEL LEVEL
I (a) I I I

LEVEL
II (9)

GOALS

ENErGY
(POW.R)

MATUIAL
PROCU:SI:X

!2;11

CAREER

VOCATIMAL,
.3E1,15 L:TAT10%,
GR i06 ENTRY

(S''CIAL
(OFIENINGS TO 5E
(SEL.ECTE0
(Fki.,:.; THE
(CONCEPT
(GROUPS

mANUFAC7URING

POST HIGhVOOL

COLLEGE TECHNICAL OR JOS
VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

Figure 5
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by the study of industry would he associated with the social institution of industry andwould include an awareness of management, finance, relationships, and all the broad con-cepts of industry rather than only a few materials and processes. Level ill AmericanIndustry, offered any time after Level II but preferably in the concluding years of highschool, would provide for the individual needs of students. Independent study of a specialintnest area in preparation for engineering, technical education, or employment woulebe logical goals.
American Industry provides a conceptual background for a contemporary organiza-tion of other industrial education courses such as energy, graphic communications, manu-facturing, or materials and processes.

WHAT DOES AMERICAN INDUSTRY DO FOR THE STUDENT?
Advantages to be gained by the student of American Industry are an important factorin modern education. While the goals of the courses are of direct benefit to the student,these goals are involved in many other factors affecting a student's education and hisadjustment to his work life.
Students progressing through American Industry as their introductory experience°are not locked into a course sequen: e. A student who has completed two or three yearsof American Industry has a broadbackgroundof understandings which allow him to choosea great variety of directions for his specialization or concentration. A change cf plansor interests does not make :t necessary for the student to recycle through a new sequenceof courses, for American Industryhas provided the kind of general background from whichthe student can take a new direction. Not only does this apply in industrial educationwhere a student might change from a metalworking orientation to a photography interest,but he might as easily move from a materials and processes orientation to a businessand management interest.
As was suggested in an early portion of this presentation, American Industry's con-ceptual understanding of industry provides an unusually wide choice from which a studentmay make a career selection. Rather than selections of limited scope such as welder orcabinet maker, choices can now be made from such broad areas as production, research,finance, management, etc.
As a student understands all the aspects of industry, he is able to relate hia occ.zpa-tional choice to all the various functions of industry, lie then understands how his careerrelates to finance, to marketing, and to all such functions which are vague and unreal tomany present-day workers.
Of great importance to the total school curriculum is the realization that the experi-ences in the American Industry courses help to discover and develop interests and apti-tudes of an academic nature as well as non-academic. In so doing, American Industryserves all students as well as the multifaceted interests of each student.
Because of the conceptual nature ofAmerican Industry through which students developunderstandings. young people are better prepared to adapt to change, both in and out ofschool. Facts and specifics change easily, butunderstandings remain reasonably constantover longer periods of time.

CONCLUSIONSWHAT IS AMERICAN INDUSTRY?

American Industry is a new direction for industrial arts, intending to develop a betterunderstanding of industry, using industry as its source of content.
American Industry is a general education course organized to provide articulation(or a bridge) between general education and future occupational selection.
American Industry is a practical foundational base for most occupational or careerchoices.
American Industry prepares young people to adapt to change.
American Industry is a discipline in that it has an identifiable structure and a uniquemethod of inquiry.

Mr. Olstad is American Industry Program Director, School of Industry and Technology, at University ofWisconsin-Stout, Menomonie, Wis. 54751.
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Industrial What?
Ted S. Jones

One of the most pitiful sights in the world is an industrial arts graduate trying to talk
to someone from industry. It is a rare company that has one man who knows what indus-
trial arts means. It is still rarer to have this person in a position to recruit 1.A. people
for industrial jobs. We are not disliked, or our qualifications questioned, or our talents
laughed at. Indeed, any of these things would be welcome because at least they would
acknowledge our existence. We are a completely foreign major to what is suppo4,ii to
have been our parentindustry.

The only people who understand the term industrial arts are people who are in th..
industrial arts field. Even our felloweducators are not familiar with our field. You know
good and well that you are the shop teacher if you teach anywhere below the college level.
Certainly, we teach shop, but that should not be all we do. Industrial arts is more than a
shop teacher, or else the title of this conference is ridiculous.

I taught school when I first graduated. I had majored in Industrial arts, houfwer, and
wanted in industry. An IA man seeking a job in industry can become a neurotic in a

week. If you are lucky enough to even get an interview with a personnel man, you spend
the first 10 minutes educating him cn just what you majored io at college. These people
have some weird ides Imil=trial arts? We don't have any openings for illustrators, or
artists. When you :;Aanage to get the idea across, "Oh, you were a shop teacher" or
"Oh, you taught manual trainiag." So you have spent the first 5 minutes of your interview
explaining to the man what you majored in, and you will now spend the next 5 minutes
explaining that industrial arts h; more than teaching a youngster how to make a lamp or
repair a carburetor.

Two cows were standing beside the fence at a large dairy, and a milk tank truck drove
by. On the side were large red, white, and blue letters stating, GRADE A NIILK, HO-
MOGENIZED, PASTEURIZED, VITAMIN A, 0, AND C ADDED. One cow turned to the
other and said, "Makes you feel a little inadequate, doesn't it?" W(..11, sometimes I felt a
little inadequate in just trying to tell people about industrial zrti.:

I still have a problem today in convincing management th.! And:Istria' arts graduates
go to college 4 years and receive a degree when they graduate. 4:e are not and have not
communicated with the supposed parent of our field... industry. Nov whose fault is this?
Is the name industrial arts misleading? Have the people in the field allowed the passage
of time to let us slip away from industry? I don't know the answer, lam 1 do know that
industry does not know of our existence.

I therefore propose a campaign to educate the public and industry about our major.
This program would be carried on at two levels. First, we would use the IA people pres-
ently teaching at the high school level or below. While part of this proposal is aimed at
bettering our IA image, it is also a suggestion aimed at helping the kids.

Today the big push is for everyone to go to college. This is not possible, as you know.
What happens to the kid who can't or won't go to college? There are millions of govern-
ment-sponsored trade schools and programs that will teach him a trade, but how does
he know what trade he wt:tits or might find desirable and interesting? Can he afford to go
to the school?

This is where I think we as industrial arts teachers can make points for our profes-
sion and at the same time help the kids. What I am suggesting is the same principle as
the Job Fairs held in many cities, but not on such a scale. I think we can make points by
inviting the local people in the communities we teach in to participate in the exposure of
their particular trades and crafts to the kids. What would be wrong with inviting the local
auto mechanic, or brick layer, or carpenter, or electrician, or any trade to come to your
school and talk to your classes? Tell these kids their role in the economy of the com-
munity. How does a mechanic live? What are the working conditions? What kind of future
would they have? What's the best kind of training? The local people would jump at the
chance. It's always an honor to be asked to speak before any group, and the people in
these particular crafts don't get much of a chance to do so. At the same time, these
people would look at the industrial arts function as more of an educating job and less of a
"shop teacher."

Of course, the IA teacher should help the image as much as possible during the visit
by showing the man around and explaining that he teaches more than how to make a lamp.
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If the local IA man has the ability and the desire, maybe he could wrangle some invita-tions to speak himself before civic groups or clubs. We are going to have to sell this
program ourselves at the grass roots level. No one is going to help us because they don'tknow who we are.

Don't call your classes "shop." IA people must become counselors. lielp these youngpeople to find a vocation that interests them before they graduate or before they get boredwith our curriculum designed for college prepa rationonly. My dream world for industrialarts would be a curriculum that would expose all students, boys and girls, intellectualand average, advantaged and disadvantaged, to the complete spectrum of the businessworld. Let them see and understand all levels of the working world. Give them the
alternatives and counsel them to the rightchoice. This should be done prior to high school.My dream world contains separate routes for those destined for college and thosewho "opt" out. We need a system of technical high schools. Do not call them manualarts, for heaven's sake. These schools could give a four-year specialized course in manyfields for those students who have found an interest and a general industrial course forthose still undecided. Our co-op programs could also work in conjunction with theseschools to provide income and practical experience to the student and thus reduce droppingout.

We are going to meet a great deal of resistance from our academic brethren on this.What I propose is a massive expansionofthe IA field that would take time from the normaleducational disciplines. It would also infringe on the "college or else" mentality and onthe traditional role of our counselors. Our ;fellow educators do a fine job of preparingtheir people for college. We are being negligent in our obligation to those who do notchoose college if we don't do the same. We must EXPLORE industry with the students,
COUNSEL them on their choice, and ROUTE them in the proper direction.

We now have in these great United States over 41 million high school graduates. Inaddition, in our high schools today there are over 14 million students and in our colleges
over 7 million students. Three out of four babies born between 15 and 20 years ago willbe high school graduates. Over 22% of these will obtain Bachelor degrees in college. By1975, we will haveover76 million high school and college graduates in these United States.As you well know, all parents wanttheir children to have an easier life than they had.Most parents want their children to complete high school and to go on to college. Unfor-tunately, many of these students are not learning a skill they can sell to employers. Mastare not even aware that in order to satisfy lur needs and desires we must work. Theywant the same standard of living and luxuries which their parents enjoy after years ofhard work and saving. Because of their education, they think their talents are not beingused and that there is no opportunity to move ahead.

Amelia Nugent, in an issue of Monitor, wrote, "If I had a son, I'd tell him to be aplumber," after searching for several days to find a 59.75-per-hour plumber. Unfor-tunately, Mama doesn't want her son to become a plumber in this day and age, nor do mostfathers. She wants him to become President or, at least, president of his own company.What have we done to condition parents in this way?
Somewhere along the line we have promoted the idea that work is not a nice four-letterword, that work is somehow demeaning, that intelligent people are supposed to possesscollege degrees and spend their lives directing, planning. researching, supervising, manag-ing, teaching, or studying. This false white-collar pride is resulting in a serious laborsituation. No one wants to be a worker, particularly a good worker, with pride in whathe does. Our kids are told to go to college to be successful. They are not even told togo to college and work hard to be successful. They are not inspired to go to college onthe basis that they might be of service to mankind. They are told that college is a pass-port to affluence, a way of avoiding a life of hard labor. Nobody tells them that the purposeof education is to enrich life, to increase one's capacity for enjoying and understandinglife, and that education is a lifelong process, not merely a four- or five-year cramsession for the sake of making an extra buck.
It may be that someof thestudents who are screaming for relevancy in college shouldhave gone to work instead of to college. College is a place to learn how to learn. It wasnever supposed to be relevant. But you can't tell kids to go to college so that they canmake a lot of money and thenwonderwhy they scream for relevancy, Materialism begetsmaterialism. And no one ever told them that, after college, they might quite properlydecide to become plumbers, carpenters, masons, or auto mechanics. Maybe someoneshould, and I say he should be given at least the exposure to other work systems beforehe goes to college. This should be done by the on-campus representative of the business
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worldthe Industrial Arts teacher.
The second phase would be on the college level. Here we are going to aim our sights

at industry. Ve hope the high school level people will be able to sell the public, and our
college level should be devoted to getting the story across to industry. Our IA graduates
can perform a multitude of valuable jobs for industry. I have IA people working as shop
superintendents, time study men, estimators, and draftsmen.

I might as well stop right now and explain to you that I had a dickens of a time ever
getting my first IA man in our company. We hire about 700 people per year, of which
about 50 are college men. I ain director of industrial relations and in charge of all of
our personnel offices and personnel directors, and I still had a time getting anyone to
even talk to an IA graduate. I had to educate every personnel director I had, and then
each individual department head, and finally I got some to people hired. Without excep-
tion, those departments that did old Ted a favor by hiring a shop teacher friend of his are
now requesting IA if possible when a vacancy occurs.

We can measure up if we can only get our chance. But how many personnel men are
ex-IA people? Very few; therefore, most companies remain in the dark about our degree.
I propose that our college-level IA men make overtures towards industry. Why not pre-
pare brochures and mail them to as many companies that might use our people as possi-
ble? Why not put brochures in the college placement office? Put posters in the placement
office. Brief the placement people and sell them, so when a company comes in looking
for a certain type of graduate, the IA department will not be forgotten. I'll bet you a silver
dollar that if you have not spent some time educating your placement people lately they
are not familiar with your curriculum and don't think of your graduates as anything Hit
"shop teachers."

Industry is not going to come to us... we are going to have to go to industry. Our
corporate image is not just lousy...it's non-existent, and it's going to take a lot of work
and education to change it. To quote II. G. Wells in his Outline of History, "Human his-
tory becomes more and more a race between education and catastrophe." Let's change
the word human to industrial arts. It's a race, gentlemen. We either educate or face
catastrophe.

Mr. Jones is Director of Industrial Relations for Mother Steel Company of Texas and Louisiana.
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Accountability



Specifying Objectives for Industrial Arts
Students at Lincoln High School, Gahanna, Ohio

David L. be Pue

The time is approaching when educators will be held accountable for student achieve-
ment. No longer will teachers be allowed to justify their ntivities with bread sweeping
goals. This view is manifested by the U.S. Office of Education (Harland, 1971) and the
majority of the nation (Gail:ip, 1971).

This concept of accountability implies that professional educators are responsible
for providing each student with learning activities which will challenge his cognitive,
affective, and psychomotor domains of learning (Tyler, 1970; Bloom, 1956).

For an instructional program to be considered accountable, a method must be pro-
vided to assess student achievement.

If the purpose of education is to change behaviors, then course objectives should be
stated in terms of behaviors expected to result from the learning situation (Ojemann,
1970). Too often, course objectives are pre-occupied with someone's notion of the knowl-
edge, understanding, and attitudes which might induce the desired behaviors. These tra-
ditional approaches to evaluation tend to be subjective and vague (Popham, 1971).

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

A behavioral objective can be defined as a specific statement of student performance
which is measurable or observable (Mager, 1962). A statement of objectives should
specify what the learner will be able to do, in addition to how well and under what cir-
cumstances he is expected to perform (i3anathy, 1968). These objectives, stated in be-
havioral terms, are to be the basis for evaluation by both the teacher and the student.
Such a criterion also provides a means by which others can rate the quality of the educa-
tional program.

EXAMPLES OF EVIDENCE WHICH SUPPORT THIS APPROACH

Recent research studies indicate that the achievement of students is significantly
better when they are made aware of their expected outcomes (Doty, 1968; DePue, 1971;
Mongerson, 1971). In each of these studies referred to the students were given a list of
objectives before instruction was begun. These objectives were written in terms of
observable action which the student might display under given conditions after being ex-
posed to the learning activities.

Have you ever noticed that often you (or your students) seem to achieve better after
the first test in a given course? This could be the only means by which a student may
become aware of the real course objectives (Mager, 1962).

ARGUMENTS AGAINST USE OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

The most basic argument is offered by Robert Ebel, who states that it is not the
behavior which we seek but "the knowledge and understanding, the attitudes and values
which induce the behavior...." (Ebel, 1970, 171).

Edward Morrison has stated "If 'understanding' something is important, then it is
important because students who 'understand' are able to do something...." "The concept
'understanding' is a label applied to individuals who demonstrate a particular set of cap-
abilities. Performance objectives simply require that we specify the capabilities, however
complex or simple, an individual must acquire in order to qualify as 'understanding' what
is taught" (Morrison, 1966, 10-11).

You may concur that understanding, attitudes, and values are extremely difficult to
measure. Knowledge is what we usually attempt to measure. James Popham et al. (1971)
is concerned that in trying to measure knawledge, we may merely measure the learner's
achievement on a true-false test.

In Robert Ebel's second argument, he admits overt behavior is a useful indicator of
learning, but feels it is confusing to think of behavior in terms of educational goals.

It is obvious that society knows generally what behaviors their young must exhibit
as a result of schooling. For a time, teachers may promote "knowledge" in the class-
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room. But if the youths' behaviors deviate greatly from these society-mandated goals,the public will begin looking elsewhere for more accountable means of educating theiryoung (Komisar and McClellan, 1965; Elam, 1971).
Another opponent feels that to spell out in advance how the learner is supposed tobehave after instruction seems undemocratic (Arnstoine, 1064).
By its very nature, any teaching of others must be undemocratic. But, the importantpoint is that teachers and society know generally what behaviors they wish to promote.This is the purpose of public education. We must try to be more specific about thesegoals (Komisar and McClellan, 1965).
.\ fourth argument infers that because teachers rarely specify their goals in termsof measurable learner behaviors, we should be realistic and not ask them to (Jackson,1966). It is becoming evident that the way teaching exists at present isn't good e7oUgli

(Popham, 1968: Harland, 1971; Gallup, 1971).
A fifth argument is that only trivial behaviors seem to be used as objectives, suchas those outlined by Robert Mager (1962).
One advantage of behavioral objectives is that trivial goals are easy to identify onceput into these operational terms. They can then be rejected as unimportant and replaced

with worthwhile objectives. This is the only way in which unimportant goals can be iden-tified (Popham, 1968).
A sixth argument is that the teacher "artist" exploits unexpected opportunities inthe classroom. It is often these unanticipated results which are really. important.In terms of pupil growth, such methods usually would be revealed as pupil enter-tainment or a temporary diversion (Popham, 1968). Popham goes on to say, "Pre-specification of explicit goals does not prevent the teacher from taking advantage ofunexpectedly-occurring instructional opportunities in the classroom; it only tends to makethe teacher justify these activities in terms of instructional ends." In short, if thesegenerated outcomes are really dramatic, plan them in the curriculum so that we mayachieve them every time.

HOW TO BEGIN A RATIONAL PROGRAM

Behavioral objectives are used by the educator to select appropriate subject matterkom the field under study (Gagne, 1968). flow else might the teacher know what materialto present to each unique group of learners? Certain students, when made aware of theseinstructional outcomes and evaluative criteria, will become responsible for their ownlearning. The instructor may have to do little else (Mager, 1962).
Educators who have formulated their course objectives have made a beginning. Thequestion to be asked now is what are the students' current abilities, and what are theirneeds? To answer the second part, an assessment must be made of the needs of the com-munity and of society as a whole. What strengths can these children gain which willenable them to meet the needs of our community and our society?
The next step is to pattern these objectives after responses desired of the studentsafter completion of the course, the course being the set of guided learning experiencesdevised to promote these objectives. Further modification may be necessary to str.tcthese objectives in terms of the goals the children themselves attempt to reach throughtheir activities.
At the first class meeting, these objectives must be formulated again, with the chil-dren as participants. Stated in terms of the students' motives, these objectives becomethe children's own goals. These now become the means of evaluation by the teacher andthe student as well. (These are based on a summary by Anderson et al., 1950.)

POINTS TO OBSERVE WHEN WRITING
AND USING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

As specified by Mager (1962) in tho final summary of his book:1. The objective should describe one of your educational intents.2. Your intent will be communicated to the degree that you have described what thelearner will be doing when demonstrating his achievement and how you will knowwhen he is doing it.
3. To describe terminal behavior (what the learner will be DOING):a. Identify and name the over-all behavior act.b. Define the important conditions under which the behavior is to occur (given

and/or restrictions and limitations).
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c. Define the criterion of acceptable performance.
4. Write a separate statement for each objective: the more you have, the better

chance you have of making clear your intent.
5. If you give each learner a copy of your objectives, you may not have to do much

else (p. 53).

ELECTRONICS AT LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL

Preparation
The preparation of the original course of study was made following the recommenda-

tions previously stated and taken from Anderson et al. (1950). These recommendations
take into consideration the goals of general education, the needs of future citizens in our
community, and the needs of our society. Further consideration must be made of the re-
cent policy statement concerning career education by the U.S. Commissioner of Educa-
tion (Mar land, 1971).

The goal of this course is to enable students to continue learning (about electronics)
after leaving school. The student would continue learning in his chosen situation, be it
college, technical school, trade school, or a position in industry. Several behavioral
objectives were devised and learning situations planned.

Class Involvement
At the first class meeting, course goals were discussed and specific objectives were

formulated by the group. At the following meeting, the students were given a topical out-
line and a list of specific objectives written in behavioral terms. Most of these had been
discussed at the previous class meeting.

Objectives in Use
During the course. in lessons, experiments, demonstrations, and other activities,

including reviews and discussions, the instructor mentioned the appropriate objectives.
Here it is necessary to re-phrase, abbreviate, and abridge whenever possible to reinforce
and make clear the intent. That is to say, the objective should not be used in a formal
manner consistently.

Class discussions will enable the objectives to be used in course and group evaluation.
Such discussion will also generate new objectives which can b^ set in behavioral terms.

Evaluation
When you are aware of the established criteria, you may use an array of evaluation

devices. These may include observihg laboratory performance, casual inquiry, written
and/or oral statements. and, of course, formal quizzes. The construction of any tests will
be greatly aided as a result of having objectives stated in specific terms. Several test
items can be taken from each statement of objective, to insure satisfactory progress.

SUMMARY, OBSERVATION, AND RECOMMENDATION

Summary
It has been the purpose of this presentation to cause educators to see the need for

developing a defensible learning program in their classrooms. Evidence was offered to
support a suggested approach. This was followed by an attempt to refute possible argu-
ments. Some direction was outlined relating to the use of behavioral objectives in the
course of study development. Lastly, an operating situation which employs behavioral
objectives was described in an attempt to demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach.

Observations
An occasional student can achieve many of these objectives before being exposed to

this learning situation. The educator may now take the appropriate action to prevent this
student from experiencing high anxiety or complete boredom.

A student can quickly see if this course will provide him with the knowledge and
abilities that he is seeking. If he decides that he is not in the right place, a change can
be made while still practical.

The student is constantly aware of his progress, his accomplishments, and abilities.
This serves as much more meaningful reinforcement thanmarks in a gradebook or pages
in a notebook.
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These objectives become the learner's objectives. This begins to get the student
involved in his own learning and in helping his classmates to learn. Now the teacher andstudent can be on the same team.

The student, the parent, and the community will evaluate your program, whether theyare aware of the criteria or not. Behavioral objectives give them positive criteria touse. If they are pleased with the evidence, they then will assess the program favorably.

Recommendation
Industrial arts teachers should be among the first to consider educational account-ability. The use of behavioral objectives seems to offer a favorable approach.
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Performance Contracting
Max Faming

A performance contract in education is a contractual agreement between a buyer and
a supplier. The buyer usually is a local school district which agrees to exchange their
dollars for tilt: educational resources of the supplier. The supplier usually is a corpora-
tion, either profit or non-profit, which agrees to deliver the resources. The resources
may include satware, hardware, teachers, administrators, and methods of instruction.
As implied inI the term "performance contracting," it is a contract which is based on
performance; as the performance of the supplier increases, the buyer agrees to deliver
a greater amount of money for the increased level of performance; but as the performance
level decreases, the supplier agrees to accept a lesser amount of money. Both the pur-
chaser and the supplier agree that the level of performance will be determined (or meas-
ured) by subjecting the students to tests which hopefully measure the knowledge that they
have acquired; hopefully, the tests measure what both the buyer and the contractor desire
them to measure. That is, the tests have validity.

Performance contracting very probably is the result of a general discontent of the
United States public with the achievement of our educational system. While costs were
rising, it was being realized that a large number of youth were leaving school with very
limited abilities to function and be productive in our society. Certainly, having large
numbers of students leaving school with very limited cognitive development is nothing
new, as this has been going on for as long as schools have existed. But what is new is that
for the first time the general public is becoming highly concerned about the problem of
the lack of cognitive development of its youth. The public wants and is demanding an Im-
proved system of delivery in our educational system. Performance contracting is one
form of accountability.

Performance contracting, at least as we speak of it here today, became an actuality
in 1969 when two school districts signed a contractual agreement with a supplier who
would supply resources to educate their children, with a portion of the payment being
dependent upon the students' scores on tests. We do not know how many performance
contracts were signed for the school year 1970-1971, but it is estimated that there was a
minimum of 100.

In performance contracting, what is really contracted for is student achievement.
We as consumers want our money's worth. When we buy gasoline for our automobile,
we are concerned about the quantity and the quality of the gasoline, the quantity being
measured in gallons and the quality being measured by the octane rating. How can we
make certain that we are getting our money's worth when we purchase educational re-
sourcesbooks, projectors, buildings, and services of teachers and administrators? The
concept of performance contracting, as we now know it, makes the assumption that we can
determine the efficiency of an educational system by subtracting the students' pre-test
scores from their post-test scores anddividing this gain score by inputs which we measure
in dollars. Other assumptions are that the tests are valid and that the students' perform-
ance on the tests is consistent with an acceptable level of effort.

In nearly all performance contracts to date, an agreement has been made between the
local school district and the contractor that students would take one test prior to the learn-
ing period and a second test at the completion of the learning period. A gain score would
be computed by subtracting the pre-test score from the post-test score. The size of the
payment would be positively related to the students' gain scores.

Because performance contracting depends on our being able to measure students'
learning, nearly all performance contracts have been let in two subject areas: mathe-
matics and reading. Of the more than 20 performance contractors that this author con-
tacted, only one said they are interested in performance contracting in industrial arts.
A few performance contracts have been let in various areas of vocational education.

Because of reported successes in performance contracting in 1969, many school dis-
tricts throughout the United States were becoming extremely interested in performance
contracting to meet their educational needs. To put it quite simply, many people in the
United States, especially school board members, were beginning to feel that performance
contracting was the answer to our educational dilemmaa system of education which was
failing to educate a large numberof students. Two events were occurring simultaneously:
local school districts which had no experience with performance contracting were entering
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into performance contracts for either all or a portion of their educational needs, and
pressure was being applied on the government at the federal level to invest resources
to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of performance contracting. The result ofthese two events was that the United States Office of Economic Opportunity committed
appi osimately $6,500,000 to evaluate performance coraracting duringthe 1970-1971 schoolyear. The Office of Economic Opportunity needed commitments from three resource
groups: local school districts who were willing to do performance contracting under theauspices of the Office of Economic Opportunity, corporations who were willing to commit
themselves to performance contracting in education, and an organization which would
monitor the experiment, gather the data, analyze the data, and prepare the necessaryreports.

THE HYPOTHESIS

The over-all hypothesis was that students who were disadvantaged relative to theUnited States norm in their acquired abilities in mathematics and reading would learn
more in these two areas if they were taught under performance contracting than if taught
under the traditional methods of education.

SELECTION OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Ow Office of Economic Opportunity had a list of over 200 school districts throughout
the United States who indicated interest in performance contracting. Upon an Office of
Economic Opportunity request for proposals, 77 of these more than 200 school districts
submitted formal application to participate in the experiment. Of these 77 who submitted
formal application, IS were selected to participate. Among other selection criteria werethe following.:

I. Eighty percent or more of the students were to be members of low-income families.2. There were to be at least 200 students in each of six gradesI, 2, 3, 7,.8, and 9
who were deficient in mathematics and 200 who were deficient in reading. One-half of
these 200 would be in the control group and the other one-half would be in the experimentalgroup. kin these school districts, this 100 (one-half of 200) student figure was later
reduce:. to 77 so that small and rural districts could be included in the experiment.)

3. The school district must have recent, valid data on the students so that reasonable
assessments could he made as to who should be in the control groups and who should bein the experimental groups.

The Is school districts which were selected were as follows: Anchorage, Alaska;
Athens, Georgia; Bronx, New York: Dallas, Texas: Fresno, California: Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Hammond, Indiana: Hartford, Connecticut: Jacksonville, Florida; Las Vegas,
Nevada: McComb, Mississippi; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Portland, Maine: Rockland,
Maine: Seattle, Washington; Selmer, Tennessee; Taft, Texas; and Wichita, Kansas. Thus,
there were 4 large districts; 9 middle-sized districts: and 5 small districts.

SELECTION OF THE CONTRACTORS

1 total of 21 corporations submitted competitive bids in response to a request for
bids from the Office of Economic Opportunity. Most of these 31 corporations were already
in the educational industry, as many were publishers and distributors of books or pro-
ducers and distributors of hardware which was being consumed in the classrooms. There
was considerable variation in the bids between the 31 firms in the emphasis that each
placed upon hardware, software, student incentives, student-teacher ratio, student-teacher aide ratio, and proposed teaching methods.

The six companies which were selected as a result of the competitive bidding were
Alpha Learning Systems, Inc., Singer/Graflex, Inc., Westinghouse Learning Corporation,
Quality Educational Development, Inc., Learning Foundations, Inc., and Plan Education
Centers, Inc. Eachof thesix companies selected then contracted in three school districts.

MONITORING THE EXPERIMENT

Battelle Memorial Institute of Columbus, Ohio, was selected to monitor the experi-
ment, gather and anal,,ze the data, and prepare the reports.

1, 4
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The effectiveness of the experiment was determined oy administering standardized
mathematics and reading tests to both the experimental and control students during the
first 10 days of the sc.iool year 1970-1971 and again during the last 15 days of the same
school year. The pre- and post-tests were alternate forms of the same test. Seventy-
five percent of the payment was directly related to the students' gain on these tests. The
other 25;:, was related to tests during the school year. The control group was established
to determine if the students who were learning under conditions of performance contract-
ing made greater gain scores than students who were learning under the traditional educa-
tional structure.

Battelle Laboratories, together with a representative from the Office of Economic
Opportunity, selected the pre- and post-tests. Personnel representing Battelle Labora-
tories monitored all testing situations. In two districts, a second pre-test was adminis-.
tered because Battelle Laboratories felt the validity of the first pre-test was suspect
due to extremely humid weather, student fatigue, disruptive behavior, and poor physical
conditions.

DATA ANALYSIS

Regression analysis was used to analyze the data. The students' post-test scores
were the dependent variables, with the students' pre-test scores and group membership,
either the control or experimental group, being the independent variables.

THE RESULTS

The data, after being subjected to rigorous statistical analysis, appear to reveal no
real differences in students' gain between those taught under performance contracting
and those taught under the traditional methods.

Bas performance contracting failed as a method of enhancing student learning?
Probably the school districts, the contractors, and the regulatory bodies have operated in
such a state of confusion, pressure, and haste that little real evaluation is possible.
Additional research with performance contracting should be conducted, using our past
experience and findings as a base from which to develop future experiments.

Mr. Forning teaches at Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas.
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Aerospace Programs for Industrial Arts
William C. Treadway

The concept of an aerospace-oriented program for industrial arts or other general
education classes is not new, norwas itoriginally initiated at Miami University. Aviation
and/or aeronautics has long been an area of interesting and intensive study at most in-
stitutions of higher learning, as well as in elementary, junior, and senior high school
programs. Furthermore, aerospace education is not out of phase with the City of Dallas.
Charles II. Boehm, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
stated in a foreword in Earth and Space Science, a guide for secondary teachers, ''The
idea for the Earth and Space Science guide was conceived at the 1958 Air Force Conven-
tion in Dallas, Texas, where for the first time the swift progress being made in astro-
nautics was demonstrated to a group of educators."

WHAT IS AEROSPACE EDUCATION?

"Aerospace," a contraction of the words "air" and "space," is a term used to
identify the entire region that consists of the earth's atmosphere and the space beyond.
"Aerospace education" is that branch of general education concerned with communicat-
ing knowledge, skill, and attitudes about aerospace activities and the total impact of air
and space vehicles upon society.

"Aerospace education" must be distinguished from those branches of special educa-
tion known as aeronautical and/or astronautical education, which are concerned with
training specialized aerospace workers. These aerospace workers, and specifically the
aerospace sciences, have generated dynamic humanistic forces that are significantly
changing the social, economic, political, and cultural structureof our nation and the world.
A growing need exists for education opportunities that will provide authentic familiariza-
tion with aviation and space progress and objective interpretation of the effects of air and
space vehicles on our way of life.

MIAMI UNIVERSITY AEROSPACE EDUCATION PROGRAM

The Aerospace Education Workshop started 17 years ago as an Aviation Workshop.
The program had good attendance and was firmly established when a couple of years later
a national Aerospace Workshop was held at Miami University with over 300 students par-
ticipating. Representatives from all 50 states and various countries of the world were
involved in aerospace technology.

The Aerospace Program is conducted by Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, in coopera-
tion with the Aviation Divisionof the Ohio Department of Commerce, the Ohio Wing and the
Great Lakes Region of the Civil Air Patrol, the U.S. Air Force, the Federal Aviation
Administration, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The objectives of the Aerospace Program are: first, it is intended as an orientation
to give broad aerospace insights to educators of all subjects and grade levels. This is
accomplished through attendance and participation in lecture sessions, listening to out-
standing aerospace speakers, experimenting in laboratory projects, participation in small-
group seminars, taking part in a supervised flight laboratory instructional program, and
education.i excursions to aerospace industries, airports, and air force bases.

The second purpose of the program is aimed at developing competencies in the world
of aerospace education for those seeking a master's degree. Again, exposure to as di-
versified and qualitative a program as timeandenergy will allow is the base for develop-
ing competencies within this select group.

SIMULATION IN AEROSPACE EDUCATION

The role of aerospace education at Miami University is to orient the classroom
teacher, school principal, guidance counselor, etc., to the world of aerospace. Through
a hands-on approach, teachers are involved in aerospace activities and then are able to
relate these experiences back to the classes by simulation.

Students enrolled in the program became so enthused with the concepts of flight,
rocketry, meteorology, navigation, weather, earth, solar systems, galaxies, physiology,
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flight sciences, physics, aerodynamics, astrodynamics, etc., that they desired somemethod to duplicate these experiences for their own students. One method to accomplishthis goal is simulation. Many projects have been developed by the students to simulatebasic concepts that they were involved with in the aerospace program.
Some of the following items are examples: aircraft instrument panels, three-dimensional models of airplanes, rockets, gliders, jet engines, solar systems, weather

stations, meteorology equipment, etc.
Recently, while visiting a 4th grade class in a local elementary school, the teacher,

Mrs. Sylvia Flint, led her students in simulating a rocket flight to the moon. The programwas so involved that you could just see the actual feelings of the students as the rocket
was launched, then hear the ohs and ahs as they watched the nose cone separate from therest of the rocket, and then the exciting recovery. This is simulation in aerospaceeducation.

It is my belief that if we accept the enduring premise that institutionalized educationin this nation exists to provide skills, attitudes, and knowledge for its people so that theymay live more successful, productive, and happier lives, then public and private educa-
tion must orient young people to the wide world of aerospace.

Mr. Treadway is a member of the faculty in the Industrial Education Department at Miami University,Oxford, Ohio.
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The Need for Career Education
Robert M. Worthington

Think back for a moment to your early formative years. Did you have a plandidyour high school help you develop a planfor the appropriate career preparation and thesubsequent job placement that would enable you to enter and advance in the field of yourchoice? Only you know how much of that route was planned, how Much was due to motiva-tion, perseverance, and hard work, how much was the right decision at the right time, andhow much was simple good luck.
The point is, there ought to be a better way! And that way ought to be planned andavailable to all. Industrial arts should be an important part of that career developmentplan.
I'm sure we agree that much of what is wrong in our societyand 1 don't discountall the things that are right in thissocietyhas to do with the people who did not get ade-quate career guidance and training early enough and substantially enough to find their wayinto productive one rewarding fields of endeavor.
Despite our concerted efforts in recent years to makeeducation more relevant forthe children and young people in our schools and colleges, our area vocational and tech-nical schools and technical institutes, the record is still not very encouraging, either interms of human resources or financial investment. For example:
First, there is increasing segregation between students and the world of work becausethey feel they are unneeded by our technological society. They argue that since fewerand fewer "bodies" are needed to produce more and more consumer goods, they (thestudents) are shipped off to educational institutions for temporary internment.
Second, about one-third of all students pass through high school via what is known asthe "general education curriculum," a type of education which leaves its graduatesneither trained with a salable skill nor qualified to pursue higher education.
Third, there is an undesirable and counter-productive separation of the vocationaleducation, general education, and academic curricula in our high schools, with the resultthat those in the vocational and practical arts curriculum are often seen as low-statustechnicians, while those in the academic curriculum emerge with little contact, prepara-tion toward, or qualification for the world of work.
Fourth, because of the widely-held view that a degree is the only kind of respectableoccupational preparation in our society, many high school students choose academicpreparation. However, a significant numberof these do not go on to college, and far morebegin college than complete it. In addition, the numbers who do not complete college areincreasingly out of proportion to the occupational opportunities in our society. In a freesociety, no system can guarantee an exact matching between individual needs and educa-tional options, nor should a system purport to eliminate those who "drop out." Never-theless, the magnitude of these types of discontinuities represents a major problem.Fifth, the vocational and industrial arts offerings in our high schools, and those stu-dents who elect them, are sometimes relegated to second class status. As, important andrelevant as this type of preparation is in modern industrial society, it often has lower.status than academic preparation and therefore does notconstitute a real option for manystudents.
Sixth, our present system is an inflexibleone which often results in premature track-ing and fails to offer individuals the option of changing direction during their years ofpreparation or of obtaining new training and shifting occupations later in life.Seventh, many students have little or no formal contact with, or preparation for, theworld of work during their elementary and secondary years. In addition, let me sharewith you some statistics compiled by the National Center for Educational Statistics. Forexample, in the 1970-71 school year:

850,000 students dropped out of elementary or secondary schools. Assume that,on the average, they left at the end of the 10th grade. At $8,000 per child for schoolingthat began in kindergarten or first grade, these drop-outs, push-outs, or stomp-outsrepresented an outlay of 57 billion.
750,000 students graduated from the high school general curriculum that hastraditionally been the dumping ground for students who do not elect vocational educationor plan to go to college. At $12,000 per student, the total cost to the nation for thesestudents ran about $9 billion.
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-850,000 students entered college but left without a degree or without specific
preparation for an occupation. On the average, they left at the end of the first year. These
young people added S12 billion to costs. If you have been adding with me, you know that
we arc talking about nearly 2.5 million young people and an expenditure of some .$28 bil-
lion. That is one-third of the entire S85 billion cost of education as expended by state,
federal, and local agencies last year. And these young people and expenditures reflect
the drop-out rate of a single year. If you try to include the millions of drop-outs and
billions of dollars spent in years past, the losses become astronomical.

What we can never measure are the personal losses of these young peopletheir
frustrations, their shattered hopes and dreams. Nor can we calculate the contributions
they might have made to our national vitality and progress. Who are these youngsters?
What happens to them? A new Department of Labor study, U.S. Manpower in the 1970's,
not only looks ahead but recaps the labor picture in the 1960's. In terms of our social
and economic progress, some lines on the charts and graphs for the 60's moved in the
wrong direction or, at best, failed to move at all. Menage unemployment was more than
12% in every year of thedecade. The rate for teenagers of black and other minority races
was double that, running between 24t;'. and 307,.. Most significantly, the gap between youth

and adult unemployment rates widened. : \t the beginning of the decade, unemployment
among the 16-19 age group was three times greater than for adults 25 or over. Ry 1969,
over five times more teenagers were out of work than adults.

Projections show that 100 million Americans will be working or seeking work by
1980. That's 15 million more people, mostly young, who will have to be accommodated
in the labor force by 1980 than we had in 1970. If 2.5 million youngsters are now leaving
our schools and colleges each year without adequate preparation, how many of those 15

million are apt to be unprepared for the demands of the 1980 labor market? Compared
with 1968, that market will need 50;70 more professional and technical workers, but 2(X,
fewer laborers and a whopping 33Z fewer farm workers. In parenthesis, let me add that
the Department of Labor sees exactly the same number of openings for teachers in 1980
as 1962, about 40,000 fewer than the peak years of the late 1960's.

It is clear, then, that career education is an idea whose time has come. Until we
bring career awareness down into the elementary gradesuntil we give youngsters the
desire and motivation to aim for a career that excites themuntil we prepare them to
leave high school with a marketable skill or to complete work in a college or technical
institute or Area Vocational Technical School with a more adyanced skilluntil we key
all these activities to the labor market as it will exist when these students are ready to
enter ituntil career education becomes an integral part of the educational system, we
will continue to short-change both our students and our society.

The career education concept has acquired some impressive cndoniements in recent
months. President Nixon, in his State of the Union Message, called for a new emphasis
on career education, saying that: "There is no more disconcerting waste than the waste
of human potential. And there is no better investment than an investment in human ful-
fillment. Career education can help make education and training more meaningful for
the student, more rewarding for the teacher, more available to the adult, more relevant
for the disadvantaged, and more producti.,e for our country."

The National Association of State Directors of Vocational Education was one of the
first groups to formally endorse the concept of career education and to pledge their sup-
port. They pointed out that they see vocational education as an important part of career
education, but not synonymous with it. The National Advisory Council on Vocational Edu-
cation appointed by the President passed a resolution commending the administration for
its efforts in career education.

Commissioner Marland ard many of us at the U.S. Office of Education have worked
for several months in closest cooperation with the chief state school officers, university-
based research centers, representatives of school districts, and the professional educa-
tion association to try to develop a first approximation of what career education could,
not necessarily should, be. The chief state school officers support the basic concept
without reservations. They have pledged a major effort to gain legislative and public
endorsement in their states to use the resources available to them at the state and local
levels to encourage the adot,:tion of career education elements in their local school dis-
tricts. State legislatures, !"notably Florida, Arizona, and New Jersey, are making the
ultimate conmitment they are putting their money where their endorsement is.

The National Chamber of Commerce, the National Association of Manufacturers, the
National Manpower Institute, and similar powerful groups are behind the concept of career
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education. In the past, those of us in industrial arts have thought of the concept of career
development as a part of industrial arts. 1 believe that industrial arts can, by actively
doing what this association is doing, become a full partner in this career education effort.
I hope that, growing out of this discussion here, A1AA will endorse the concept and pledgeits support as a part of it.

The groundswell of interest prompted Commission Marland early this year to appoint
an Office of Education Task Force composed of the top members of his staff, the deputies,
with the Deputy Commissioner heading the task force, and all the associate commissioners,
to take a look at the Office of rducation and all levels of education in which we work, to
determine how each of us can contribute to this effort, whether we are working in the field
of higher education, education of the handicapped, education of the disadvantaged, equal
educational opportunities, research development, or any other field in the Office of Edu-cation.

The Commissioner has enlisted the support of the Office of Education at all levels.
1 know that your deliberations here at this conference will generate new ideas and new
directions for industrial arts as a part of career education. I would like to clarify just afew things about the developing concept. Career education is not a high-sounding new
name for what we have always called vocational education.

Career education is for every child: rich, poor, suburban, urban, rural, beginning
in his first school year and following him as far as he wishes to go in his life.

Career education is a way to provide career awareness in the early grades and
career preparation in the upper grades that continues at an ever-increasing level of
sophistication until every studen1 is equipped to enter the occupation of his choice, limited
only by his personal ability, desires, and motivations.

Career education must include vocational education, because we estimate that at
least 8070 of our young people in the secondary schools should develop salable skills whilein school. We hope that, ultimately, the utopian theme of career education would be that
every young person who leaves the school system would have a salable skill, would beable to go on to post-secondary academic education, or would be able to go on to post-
secondary occupational education.

Career education is not only for children and young adults. It is for persons of all
ages, for anyone who wants to enhance his occupational and earning potential. Two of the
four research and development models for career education developed by the Office of
Education are pointed specifically toward adults.

Career education favors no ethnic group to the exclusion of any other. It simply
recognizes that concentration and motivation need to be ignited early in liferekindled
later--so that every individual can pursue the occupation and life style of his or herchoice.

Career education is not a rigid program from which no state or school district oradult training effort can deviate. Every state, every community, has a population, anoccupation market, and an educational system that differs in some degree from everyother. Career education is flexible and can be molded to the unique needs of every state
and every community in America.

Career education is not a restructuring of educationthat will bankrupt our citizen-ry. True, start-up costs may be somewhat higher than present per-pupil costs. These
costs would include the addition of more guidance counselors, the retraining of those who
have to bring career orientation and occupationalawareness down to the elementary grades
and to the middle schools, and the highercost of the skill-development training equipment
needed at the secondary and post-secondary level.

1 should like to emphasize particularly the need for redirecting career guidance and
counseling, at all levels, as we develop this concept of career education; in order for an
individual to choose a career, he must first know how to make occupational decisions
based upon the knowledge and understanding of occupational opportunities.

We at the Office of Education are demonstrating our faith in this career education
concept with some concentrated work and funds. 1 know that you will be hearing more
about some of the Career Education Experimental Models later in the program. Let me
just briefly say that we have watched six timely projects in communities that represent
a cross-section of socio-economic populations. School systems in these six districts
have already been moving toward career education for their own needs and interests.
These six school-based career education model developing programs are located in Mesa,
Arizona; Los Angeles, California; Atlanta, Georgia; Jefferson County, Colorado; Pontiac,
Michigan; and Hackensack, New Jersey.
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As of last fall, we have asked every state to initiate the planning of at least one state
model of career education with federal funds made available through the Vocational Edu-
cation Act. We have urged every state to include programs of occupational awareness
and occupational orientation at the elementary and secondary grades. We have urged
every state to include programs of occupational awareness and occupational orientation
at the elementary and secondary grades. We have required every state to use 25% of
these federal funds for career development, guidance, counseling, and placement activities.

The first of these career education models being researched, the School-Based Model,
calls for restructuring of our elementary and secondary schools to familiarize all young-
sters with basic information about occupations and to help them get exposure to real-life
situations in the middle years, to prepare them in the senior high school to enter either
further education or a career field of their own choosing. This model will eliminate,
we hope, the general curriculum, which has done nothing to improve the halting action
which has led nowhere for many young people.

In addition to the School-Based Model, there are three other career education re-
search and development models. One is the Employer-Based Model, which I understand
Dr. Ralph Bohn is going todiscuss withyou in detail this afternoon. The Employer -Based
Model will provide a structure in which industrial firms, businesses, and government
agencies will be able to operate work-training courses related to their own employment
needs for students still in school as well as for graduates.

Another is the liome-Based Model, using TV, correspondence courses, and other
portable audio-visual aids to help the home-bound young adult or the mother in the home.

The last of the four is the Rural-Residential Model. Its first site is a former air
force base near Glasgow, Montana, where entire families can live together, train to-
gether, and receive all of the education necessary for them to make themselves self-
sufficient. This experimental site serves six largely rural western states. The realiza-
tion of career education cannot be achieved solely as a result of federal funds or speech-
making by U.S. Office of Education personnel. Our action must be red alert, with a re-
action taking place throughout the nation.

On February 7, Commissioner Marland convened a panel of scholars representing
all of the scholarly fields in education. Ile brought this panel together to look at the con-
cept of career education from the point of view of the liberal arts educator, the general
educator, and the academician who may be fearful that career education would de-
emphasize the importance of general education; certainly, no one wants to do that. You
may be interested to know that one member scheduled to serve on the panel is a past-
president of AIAA, Dr. William Micheel, l'residentof Stout State University in Wisconsin.
This panel also includes such well-known persons as Dr. Edmond Gordon, a psychologist
at Columbia University; Dr. Lawrence Cremine, the Chairman of the Department of
Philosophy and Social Sciences at Columbia University; Dr. Garth Mangun, Professor of
Economics from the University of Utah; Mr. Albert Shanber, ['resident of the United
Federation of Teachers, Local No. 2; Jesse Stuart, the Poet Laureate of Kentucky; and
other persons who are scholars in their own right, who are looking at the concept of
career education with us to be sure that this concept is not an attempt to push out of the
school the important aspects of broad general education, but rather to supplement it and
make it more meaningful to all people.

The purpose of this ad hoc committee of scholars is to serve as a panel of critics, and
already following our first meeting, two of these scholars have submitted papers to us.
I hope that some time in the next year we will be able to put together all of the papers
presented by these scholars and share them with you.

Another effort we are initiating is to improve the career development, guidance,
counseling, and placement system throughout the nation. We have a contract with the
University of Missouri which will result in 50 state conferences on career development,
counseling, guidance, and placement. 1 hope that you in industrial arts will try to be part
of that effort.

Dr. Worthington is Associate Commissioner for Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education, U.S. Office
of Education.
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Comments on Career Education
Paul W. DeVore

Career Education! Who can be against it? Everyone seems to be for it. At least Ithought so until I began to examine the question.
My task is to commenton career education. I speak this morning not as the presidentof the American Industrial Arts Association. lspeak as Paul DeVore, a concerned citizen.I speak as Paul DeVore, a concerned parent, And I speak as a concerned educator. 1 amconcerned about many things, but above all about the nature of our mentality which con-tinues to misdirect our efforts and dissipate our energies away from the essential ques-tions and assumptions about own, society, and technology.
Many educators seem to be accepting the mentality of the proponents of occupational,vocational, and career education and their perception of man as a worker; of society as aworkshop; and of life as work. Not only is the meaning of man and his life restricted bythese proponents, but they have begun to restrict the definition of work, a very honorableterm until educators began to define it for their restricted purposes.
Sometime during the not-too-distant past, educational decisions were made eitherconsciously or unconsciously about man, society, and technology. Behind each and everyone of these decisions was a value based on certain assumptions about man and hissociety. Values, of course, occupy a critical place in decision making and in the creationof a society and an educational system. The question is: "What values and assumptionsabout man, society, and education enhance those elements which make each and everyone of us more human, not less?"
There apparently is confusion as to the proper function of education in our society.A shift in direction has taken place. Emphasis is on the needs of society, not the individ-ual. The purpose of education has shifted. The function is not to free man, but to enslavehim; to prepare him for a career, a job, a place in the productionconsumption cycle;to make him marketable. The present emphasis on job and career-centered educationcauses freedom to take on a hollow ring and education to lose meaning. Our valueshave, it seems, equated education with jobsand careers. One's life is measured in termsof one's job, and in the process it becomes less and less rewarding. The focus is on onegoal, the economic goal. Man in the process becomes a marketable commodity, and hisenvironment becomes a marketable resource. The result is the inevitable destruction ofboth, as the record clearly shows.
In other nations, with other forms of government, careers, jobs, and work are gov-ernment policy. The emphasis is on the worker and his place in society, with the goal toenslave man for the good of the state, not free him. The question is one of values, asKenneth J. Buck so aptly notes in the January, 1972, issue of the American School BoardJournal: "Who exists for what? The individual for the system or the other way around?"Looked at from this vantage point, career education becomes another in the long listof bureaucratic terms and phrases which divert our energies and efforts from the realmissionman as a human being controlling himself, his technology, and his society inthe creation of a more humane existence. Rather than engage this question, educatorsare again asked to divert their energies toward career education. This is an open ad-mission by educational bureaucrats that their promotions of the last ten years includingvocational education revised, the world of work, occupational education, and salable skillsjust hasn't worked. Neither will career education, and for the same reasons. The place-ment of jobs and careers as the sine qua non of education in a democratic and techno-

logical society portends failure from the start.
The problem is not occupations, jobs, or careers. These are only symptoms, andcareer education treats the symptoms only, not the disease. Career education is a mis-placed emphasis. The problem is changetechnological change coupled with antiquatedvalues. Career education, occupational education, and other proposals are committed toexpending vast energies to cranking out industrial manpeople tooled for survival in asystem that will be dead long before they are. What the proponents of career and occu-pational training, with emphasis on work, fail to realize is that the only function of tech-nology is the disemployment of human labor. The key to the system of career and occu-pational education is an absolute devotion to yesterday and the rejection of or contemptfor "impractical school work." If one's education doesn't relate directly to a job or
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higher education, supposedly it is impractical and of no value. Everything must he utili-
tarian, practical.

I would submit this may be suitable for other societies, but not ours. Our society has
been built by impractical men who placed more emphasis on theory and the future than
on practice and the status quo.

Career education is a naive solution to a complex human and social question. . \t
issue is the purpose and function of education. Those proposing career education focus
on jobs, the labor market, salable skills, and marketable people. One might question the
propriety of such an approach to education in terms of the future psychological well-
being of our citizens. What happens when the entire education system focuses on careers,
work, and jobs and the career or job for which one prepares ceases to exist? And what
happens when the work that does exist is not psychologically rewarding? How does one
answer the trauma of this situation?

Career education is a major misdirection of the economic and human resources of
our country at a time when the issues are other than careerswhen the issues are other
than jobs per se. The issue is the determination of the kind of society best suited for
all men; a society concerned with the full human development of all men. Today, the
potential exists to create the most humane existence, the highest order of life ever, for
more people than ever before, if we but focus on the education of man as a human being
and not the education of man for work or a career. The highest order of human existence
for the most people will conic about through a high-level technological society, provided
man focuses his attention on understanding and controlling for his benefit the technology
he has created.

This means that education, if it is to serve man in gaining an understanding of life
and living in a technological society, must not be a part of the work world but must he
apart from it. Education must direct attention to providing man with the necessary per-
spective and the ability to engage in critical analysis, a vital clement in making value
judgments about the man, society, technology equation.

The question is not a matter of whether man will work or not. Ile will! Nor is the
question one of whether man will be at some time, perhaps many times, trained and re-
trained for work. Ile will! The question is one of focus. It may be that the disenchant-
ment and alienation of youth and society with education results not because the schools
have not focused on work and careers, but because they have. The work and career ethos
has permeated of late the argument for the very being of the schools. Those promoting
occupational, vocational, and career education havefocusedon the rewards of education in
the form of economic success and jobs. Man working has been effectively separated from
man living. Education has become vocationalized and in so doing has lost its sense of
mission for man, creating disenchantment and alienation in the process. The real ques-
tions about youth, in the process of becoming, have been lost sight of as memhcrs of the
educational bureaucracy pursue their businessthe business of staying in husiness.

May I recommend, fora perspectiveof careereducation in the future, you read "Cap-
ture the Flag " (Kahn and WienerThe Year 2000, pp. 352-356).
Dr. DeVore is on the Faculty of West Virginia University, Morgantown, W.Va.

The Nature of Elementary School Education and
Identification of Career Education Goals

Franklyn C. Ingram

In discussing the nature of elementary school education, we immediately are con-
fronted by a dilemma.. Are the elementary school grades kindergarten through six or
one through six? What about the middle school? Does the middle school include grades
five and six? Are five-year-olds in the elementary school? And what about ungraded
schools? We see that a discussion of the elementary school offers some problems.
There are, however, common considerations. 1 have chosen to divide the discussion into
the WHY, WHAT, WHERE, WHO, and HOW of elementary school education.
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First, the Win'. Why was the elementary school established? The elementary schoolwas established to meet the needs ofindividual children and the needs of society. Butwhat are those needs? The National Education Association listed the purposes of educa-tion in American Democracy. Although prepared in [938, they are still accepted bymost educators. The purposes were listed under four major headings: (1) the objectivesof self-realization (personal growth and development of the individual); (2) objectivesof hiiman relationship (in the home, family, and community): (3) objectives of economicefficiency (occupational, personal, and consumer judgments), and (4) the objectives ofcivic responsibility (in and outside the local community). There is also a consensus ofpurposes which are stated in developmental terms. They include the development ofskills, values, thinking, aesthetics, croativity, self-understanding, and health. Educationshould enable individuals to fulfill the unique, particular functions in life which it is inthem to fulfill and fit them so far as it can for those common spheres which, as citizensand heirs of a joint culture, they may share with others.9
The WHAT of the elementary school program is found in the curriculum, defined asan organized series of learnhig opportunities designed to achieve desired goals. Cur-riculum has also been described as the totality of the child's experiences for which theschool is responsible. There are several techniques of organizing the curriculum.Briefly, these include the separate-subjects model, the broad-fields model, and theactivities-of-daily-living curriculum. The latter emphasizes diedevelopmentof the childand takes into account his interests, abilities, and the environment, with all learningexperiences related to problems of everyday living. The activity-oriented curriculumalso emphasizes that learning is not a capacity, but an activity. It is on-going and pro-vides opportunities for active involvement and first-hand experiences with real things.The curriculum should enable children to learn how to learn and to develop a passion forlearning which will continue throughout life.
WHERE does the learning take place? It is important to recognize that, while thecurriculum is the totality of learning experiences provided by the school, much learningtakes place outside the formal classroom. However, there are several settings in whichthe majority of learning still takes place. First, there is the self-contained classroom:a single teacher with themajor responsibility fora group of children who spend the largerpart of the day with her. There is also the departmentalized classroom where severalteachers share responsibility, with the day being divided into periods. Specialists inparticular areas such as music, art, physical education, and more recently, science andmath assist in the presentation of the curriculum offerings. The HUB is a relatively newconcept which in the main requires a physical setting different from the traditional schoolbuilding. The IlUB contains the common elements including the library, resource center,audio-visual area, and laboratories housing specialized equipment for working with avariety of materials. Around the IlUI3 are other learning centers and small individualstudy areas with teachers assisting in guiding children through a variety of learning ex-periences with common goals and objectives. lbachers with unique backgrounds provideinstruction and guidance in specific areas.
WHO are the learners in the elementary school? How might they be described?First, it is evident that they come in a wide variety of sizes, shapes, interests, and abili-ties. They do, however, have some common characteristics which are important to ourdiscussion. They have several natural instincts: the impulse for manipulative activity,the impulse to investigate, the art impulse, and the social impulse. All children haveneeds. These needs have been stated as developmental tasks by Ilavighurst. lie empha-sizes that at this level, the middle childhood years, success leads to happiness and successwith later tasks. Failure here leads to unhappiness for the individual, disapproval bysociety, and difficulty with later tasks. Erickson states them a little differently, but histerminology is of particular interest. His fourth age, the ages of six through twelve, iscalled the Age of Accomplishment and Industry. It is essential, Erickson says, that eachchild be provided with opportunities for success. The child needs to overcome any feel-ings of inferiority and needs opportunities for success experiences before he can progressto later stages. During this period of his development, the child is also very industrious.He wants and needs to begin to feel comfortable with the "tools" of adult life and those hefeels are related to his daily living and future responsibilities.

The WHEN to teaching is most difficult to state in specific terms. Obviously, thelearning experiences should take place when it would properly meet the individual needsof the learner. Some teachers wish that the WHEN could be spelled out in specific termswith the content identified for each grade level or subject area. The elementary school
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program and techniques for providing learning experiences are as varied as the learners
themselves, with the WliEN determined by the abilities and readiness of the learners.
The learning should be learning that lasts, life-connected; it should be learning that has
quality, concept-connected; and it should be learning for good living, value-connected.

110W techniques should reflect the best weknowabout ways to foster the development
of children. The subject matter is organized to further the stated objectives and purposes.
Conditions to effect learning revolve around motivation and efforts to maintain interest.
Several conditions are required: seeing a need or purpose in the learning situation,
getting the meaning, makilig progress toward a recognized goal, and experiencing success.
As stated by Bruner, "The first object of any act of learning is that it should serve us in
the future." Young people need to be provided with experiences that may enable them to
choose the best altet natives basedon the long-term goals of man and his purpose on earth.
You cannot teach a child what to think in preparation for the unknown. You can only teach
him how to think so that he can face problems clearly and make valid decisions. Ile
should not be content with what is, but with what should be.

Specifically, what are the objectives of career education and how are they related
to the purposes and techniquesof the elementaryschool? Career education in the elemen-
tary school revolves around an awareness of the career opportunities available in our
society. The program concentrates on the importance and dignity of work, the concept
that all work is meaningful, and that all who do a conscientious job contribute to the net
benefit of all. Emphasis is also placed on the many rewards from work other than just
money. It attacks the misconception that we repeat all too frequently, "all work and no
play makes Jack a dull boy or Jane a dull girl." The implication is that play is fun and
that work is not. Mager states it also when he says that we tend to confuse work with
unpleasantness, but we sometimes fail to recognize that there are a lot of things that can
be done while working, one of which is learning.

A warning issued in 1959 by John Hersey in a report to the Woodrow Wilson Founda-
tion has relevance. I lis remarks were made in reference to the uproar following the
Soviet Union's Sputnik and the concern of some for identification and development of
scientists beginning in the elementary school.

The ultimate danger in o crash program for tolent is that o bureau or, worse, a calculating
machine begins of some point to decide which oble,oldng person shall be o doctor, which c
lawyer, which o beggarman, and which a thief.

Every human being is unique and constantly changing. Every child con be sold to hove
potential tolent of some degree and kind. The value of each individual to o democratic so-
ciety lies precisely in his uniqueness, and in the extent to which he chooses to use, and is
helped to use, his special tolent, great or small, for the common good)

It is essential that any program proposed or instituted be an educational program
rather than a training program. 1 assume we are discussing an educational program. It
is important that industrial artspersonnel exert their influence to preserve the educational
nature of a program concerned with understandings related to our technological industrial
society. We have said that suchunderstandings are directly related to and are an integral
part of our programs in industrial arts. Industrial arts has not operated in a vacuum.
Industrial arts has assisted in the eilacation of millions of young people and has been an
integral part of the total educational environment. We must continue to assist at all levels.

Our influence is also needed to insure that the primary concern is with the individual
and that he is provided with experiences and understandings that will enable him to con-
trol technology and not be controlled by it.

An educational program starts with a consideration of the child himself, his capaci-
ties, his needs, and his interests, all related to experiences which will foster his growth
and organized around the problems and needs of society. The World of Work or Career
Education program incorporates concepts that have traditionally been included in exem-
plary programs of elementary school industrial arts. Industrial arts has uniquely pro-
vided experiences which are varied and suited to meet individual needs and to provide
success opportunities commensurate with individual abilities. Industrial arts also assists
in overcoming a second misconception regarding the educational process. This is best
expressed in a Charles Schultz cartoon in which Lucy says to her friend, "...try not to
have a good time...this is supposed to be educational...."

Industrial arts of all curricular areas is uniquel It provides activities to maintain
interest and satisfy children's natural instincts to manipulate and investigate. It meets
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the children's needs as expressed by ilavighurst and Erickson. It progresses from thefamiliar to the new, the simple to the more complex, and from the concrete to the moreabstract.
Career education and the World of Vork are included in industrial arts. Let us re-view some of the objectives of industrial arts for common elements. Bonser and Moss-

man expressed the elementary school program in these terms in 1924:
A program that "...as a subject for educational purposes"...would be "...the study of the

changes made by man in the forms of materials to increase their values and of the problems of
life related to those changes")

Research since that time has also shown the part that such learnings can have inovercoming the myth regarding the unpleasantness of the educational process. Several
examples are cited including the work ofGunther at leachers College, Columbia Univer-sity, in 1931, and research conducted by Ingram at The Pennsylvania State University in1966. Gertrude Noar, in FREEDOM TO LIVE AND LEARN, says that:

Manipulative experiences.., lead to explorations...for possible leads into needs and in-
terests looking toward vocational developments....

Certainly the rounding out of personalities by Finding strengths to be capitalized and
weaknesses to build up is a fascinating field of study for all people)6

Wilber stated the objectives in this manner. "Industrial arts is that phase of generaleducation that deals with industry its organization, materials, occupations, processes,and products, and with the problems resulting from the industrial and technological natureof society."17 Elementary school industrial arts programs have incltided these elements.We need not fear a program in career education or the World of Work, at least not at theelementary school level.
There are numerous examples of how these objectives of industrial arts are imple-mented in the elementary school and integrated with the on-going curriculum. At theelementary school level, industrial arts goes beyond the concept of occupational informa-tion. It includes all the elements contained in Wilber's definition, It assists in providinga variety of experiences and opportunities to meet individual needs and provide learningsthat may enable individuals to make wise decisions regarding their role in society andthe adaptation of technology to better the lives of all citizens in a world community. Arewe content, and do we want children to be content with what is, or with what should be?It is obligatory that industrial arts continue to be an integral part of the total educa-

tion program by providing a variety ofexperiences concerned with an understanding of the
organization, occupations, processes, materials, products, and problems of our industrialsociety. If industrial arts does not take an active role in the current programs of careereducation and the World of Work, we really are not a part of general education.

At least at the elementary school level, we have a choice.
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Evolving Differences Between Middle Schools
and Junior High Schools

Lowell D. Anderson

My purpose is to give you my understanding of a middle school. The last time I
tackled this topic, it was by publishing an article in the journal. I felt the article was a
fine one... that was until the state supervisor stopped by my office. His first comments
were that it was a fine article, but no one in the field understands what you're trying to
say. Would you please explain it? I'LL TRY TO BE MORE CLEAR AND EXPLICIT.

If we were to examine the topic, "What is the role of industrial arts in the middle
school?" the essential question would have beenpassed over. The premise that industrial
arts oughtto exist would have already been established. The ensuing debate would embrace
the axiological question, "Now that it already exists, what should industrial arts teach in
the middle school?" The proposition that industrial arts ought to existor not exist
in the middle school is more than an academic question being posited by middle school
advocates. A cursory examination of a large portion of the materials written on middle
schools should rapidly dispel any notion which we hold that industrial arts exists in the
middle school because it is right.

The question which we need to ask is, "Why should activities of an industrial arts
nature exist in the middle school?" To fail to ask this question is seemingly another
example of educators having defined and established answers which may fit the unasked
question with only slight modification. In other words, surely the question can't be far
behind if we already have the answer.

The theoretical problem which middle school advocates seem to debate is not the
inclusion or exclusion of certain disciplines. That problem has already been resolved,
but, "How can educators devise an environment which promotes the growth of the trans-
escent child?" A solution to this problem, based on an examination of research, appears
to be that one must exaniine the total system. In this case, how can one promote the
growth of teachers, administrators, parents, and community to facilitate the maximum
growth of students? To do this, it seems that new strategies must be devised to bring
together "COMMUNITY" as a generic term, into a growth organizational pattern.

Examination of many middle schools, especially in the State of Maryland, leads me
to conclude that a tremendous difference exists between the proposed theoretical model
and the actual middle school. However, one cannot deny that significant differences are
evolving between the emergent middle school and the traditional junior high school.
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Seemingly, the critical area to which we must address ourselves in studying thisproblem is not the similarities but the differences. These differences are what 1 shallattempt to point out. They shall be headed under the following topical areas:
(1) The organizational format of the middle schoolas differing from that of the juniorhigh school.
(2) The attempt to recognize and attend behavior characteristics of the transescentchild in the middle school as differing from that of the junior high school.(3) The role of the teacher in the middle school as differing from the role of theteacher in the junior high school.
A critical factor which all of us must face in considering the middle school is ourapproach. If we approach the middle school with the same curriculum models, facilityplanning procedures, administrative organizations, and student programing, we mostlikely will develop the sameold junior highschool. In other words, if we in industrial artsspend our time defining shop areas, equipping laboratories, teaching skills, defendinginformation areas, and training teachers, we in all probability will not find a welcomeplace in the middle school.

ORGANIZATION

Let me return to the first of the thr!e topical areas on differences between themiddle school and the junior high school. The organizational form which is being de-veloped for the middle school is different in some aspects from the organizational formof the junior high school. The first of these is;

The middle school is attempting to organize itself to promote the child-centered program asdiffering from the discipline-centered program of the junior high school.

The middle school has attempted to organize itself on known characteristics of pre-adolescent, adolescent children. The teacher's purpose is to promote maximum growthof each child. The junior high school has developed an organizational form which is verycomparable to that of the seniorhighschool. Disciplines are the determinants of programorganization, of department identification, and of teacher employment, assignment, andfunction. Extra-curricular activities are similar to those of the senior high school, em-phasizing and modeling late adolescent behavior.

The middle school is attempting to organize itself on the basis of function ai differing fromthe line-command model of the junior high school.

The middle school is attempting to use internal motivation. Divisions of staff arebased on function, having the flexibility to change as function changes without changingthe total organizational structure. Results of this orgarization are a freeing from externalcontrol and an increased responsibility at the developmental level of the organization.
The organizational form of the junior high school is vertical-hierarchical, dependingupon line-command and external motivation for its operation. Its form is comparable toany conventional industrial-business organization.

The middle school is attempting to organize for maximum use of teacher expertise in an on-going process of curriculum development as differing from the externally-developed stabilized
curriculum concept of the junior high school.

Middle schools are attempting to use pods with a group of teachers from differentdisciplines, operating as a team, for both planning and implementing a process-basedcurriculum.
The curriculum of the junior high school is dependent upon the development of cur-riculum guides and materials by persons of authority in the field, but frequently not indirect contact with students. This curriculum guide is given to teachers with the hopethat it will be implemented.
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The middle school is attempting to individualize instruction which would promote the
flexibility for students to research and exploreoutside of the school building. The critical
result of this procedure is the transference of learning from being the responsibility of
the teacher to being the responsibility of the student. The junior high school usually has
a lock-step schedule, with teaching commonly emphasizing the importance of learning
existing facts.

The middle school is attempting to provide on orgonization which would focilitate the growth
of administrotors, teachers, students, and community, differing from the junior high school
which focuses on the education of the student.

A recent re-analysis of the data collected by the Coleman report appears to indicate
that the prime factor in the educational achievement of the student is the parent. The
second most important influencing factor is the teacher, and third, the peer group.
Middle schools assume that teacher growth, administrator growth, and community growth
will promote student growth; that assumption appears to be valid.

The, junior high school's goal has been to focus on the student to promote his growth.
Many times the prime hindrance to student development has been the organization which
has attempted to assure his growth.

TRANSESCENT CHILD

My second area of concern is the attemptof the middle school to recognize and attend
the problems of development and adjustment experienced by the preadolescent-adolescent
child. Literature on middle schools commonly refers to this child as the "transescent"
child... a child in rapid process of change.

These concerns are:

The middle school attempts to recognize and ottend the very broad range of physiologicol dif-
ferences of the transescent child, as differing from the junior high school which largely ignores
these choracteristics.

The organization of the middle school encompasses grades five through eight and was
premised on the physiological development of children. There is a greater similarity
between fifth and eighth graders than between sixth and ninth graders. The major reason
for these differences is the onset of pubescence, with its correlated growth and intellectual
development. The average age of menarche for both sexes in the United States is 12.8
years. Girls usually peak in growth rate at age 12, with boys peaking at age 14. Boys
may continue to grow through age 18. Generally, the difference in developmental level
between girls and boys is 2.5 years. A survey of twelve-year-olds at Farquhar Middle
School found a height difference of 22 inches and a weight difference of 95 pounds.

The middle school attempts to recognize and attend the psychological chorocteristics of the
tronsescent child as differing from the junior high school.

An examination of many studies on the transescentchild continually turns up the same
information: highly variable, extremely difficult to classify. Only one area seems to be
consistentchildren of this age will in all probability experience the greatest degree of
trauma of self-realization, the greatest problem of searching for self, and the greatest
need for acceptance, but still project the greatest amount of hostility and rejection. The
critical element is to create an environment which can provide the necessary attention
and support from peer groups and teachers.

The middle school attempts to recognize and attend the sociological needs of the transescent
child as differing from the junior high school.

Even the most casual observer of the transescent child is aware of the power and im-
portance of the peer group. The peer group both reinforces behavior modes which are
acceptable and forces rejection of those behaviors which differ from group norms. It is
a pet Lod of high physical activity commonly used to obtain necessary recognition. Sexual
patterns are being formulated, with girls usually being two or more years more mature
than boys. The group can he characterized as internally motivated and requiring immediate
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attention, as differing from much of education which is externally motivated and applicableto the distant future.

THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER

The last topic which 1 would like to present is the differences in role of the middle
school teacher as compared to the junior high school teacher. These are:

The middle school attempts to view the teacher as the key to a process-oriented curriculum,
and only through the continued development of the teacher will the curriculum develop, os
differing from that of the junior high school.

A child-centered curriculum depends upon the creative abilities of the teacher to
work harmoniously in diagnosing and prescribing solutions to identified problems. Middleschool teachers must function in cross-discipline teams, planning, interacting, and de-veloping a process curriculum. Junior high school teachers commonly need not consultwith any members of a school faculty in determining curriculum.

The middle school attempts to view the teacher as a facilitotor of learning os differing from
the preachment role of the junior high school teacher.

The middle school attempts to change the role of the teacher from being a dissemina-
tor of knowledge to a person who can work with the transescent child in solving evolving
problems. The effective facilitator is the teacher who can change the focal point of moti-vation from the teacher to that of the student. The common role of the junior high schoolteacher has been to teach skills, knowledge, and assure conformity of behavior patterns.

The middle school attempts to identify the teocher as possessing speciolized skills and knowl-
edge, as differing from the junior high school teacher who is frequently frustrated in ottempting
to achieve the goals of o discipline of knowledge.

The task of preparing middle school teachers has largely been assumed by the school
system, primarily as in-service education. Few universities or colleges are involved inpreparation of teachers for either the middle school or the Junior high school. The typical
program prepares teachers for either elementary or secondary teaching. Most teachersthus prepared are extremely gratified to be promoted to the senior high school.

Dr. Anderson is on ossistant professor of industriol education at the University of Moryland.

Identification of the Role for Industrial Arts in
Career Preparation in the High School

James E. Good

The concept of career education will have a profound impact upon our total educationalsystem. It will enable us to capitalize upon all of the ideas and successful approaches tothe learning process and eliminate those aspects that have been detrimental.
If career education is allowed to be implemented in its purest form, it will provide

a lifelong learning process (K-life) that will include learning about the world we live in,its people, the social and physical environment, learning about the sciences, arts, andliterature we have inherited and are creating, and learning about the way in which theworld's people are interacting.
In short, an effective career education program will better equip individuals to livetheir lives as fulfilled human beings.
My assignment is to focus uponcareer educationat the secondary level, with emphasison the implications for industrial arts education.
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In order to put this task in proper perspective, 1 would like to review briefly the
over-all goals of career education as well as the specific objectives at the elementary
and junior high or middle school level.

GOAL I: To make all educational subject molter more meaningful ond relevant to the indi-
vidual through restructuring and focusing it around a coreer development theme.

Inherent in the basic purpose of education to prepare the young to live a productive
and rewarding life is a priority need to have a command of the basic skills of reading,
writing, arithmetic, and problem solving. Implied in this goal is the need to:

a. Assess the basic skills in performance terms that are essential to whatever
career goal or lifestyle a person chooses to pursue.

b. Eliminate the teaching of each subject discipline in an abstract isolated vein with
the lack of relevance, practical application, and motivation.

c. Focus the basic subject areas around a student-elected career development theme
that will capitalize on the interests and motivations of the student, thus enabling
him to improve his competency in the basic skills as he is pursuing a potential
career goal.

GOAL 2: To provide oll persons the guidance, counseling, and instruction needed to develop
their self-oworeness and self-direction; to expand their occupational oworeness and
ospirotions: ond to develop oppropriote attitudes about the personal and social sig-
nificance of work.

Rather than blame the guidance department for inadequacies in scheduling and student
course selection or lack of occupational information, personnel, through career education,
enable guidance to:

1. become an integral part of the total system and a responsible member of the total
staff and community.

2. provide the opportunity for maximum use of people who have essential training
in guidance and counseling to become involved in the educational process as part
of an educational team assisting students to findtheir individual identity and make
responsible decisions.

3. become accountable for specific guidance functions at each student decision-
making level.

4. serve as a catalyst for community involvement in the total educational process
to ensure student exposure to all elements of the employment community.

GOAL 3: To assure the opportunity for all persons to gain on entry-level marketable skill prior
to their leaving school.

Currently, there are approximately 2.5 million students leavingour education system
annually who are not adequately prepared for a career.

Inherent in the career education process is the opportunity for a student to develop
the simplest to the most complex marketable skill, depending on individual interest,
desire, and capability. In addition, it is possible to develop a wide variety of low-level
skills in one or more occupational clusters by placing individual priorities on a breadth
approach to the world of work or to develop the most complex of specialized skills within
a specific job family if he chooses during his advanced high school years.

GOAL 4: To prepare all persons completing secondary school with the knowledge and skills
necessary to pursue further education or to become employed.

Whether we care to admit it or not, our educational system has developed into a
dichotomy that has channeled our students into one of three tracks, especially at the
secondary level. The gifted 40% are given the privilege of entering a college preparatory
program and spared the evils of enrolling in practical-type courses. Others, approxi-
mately 12%, not so lucky, are bussed off to a vocational school for half a day to learn a
skill and then returned to the school for the remainder of the time to complete courses
that are most likely totally unrelated to their vocational pursuits.

For thu remaining portion of the student body, there seems to be no clearly-defined
goal. These are the average or below-average students considered incapable of entering
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college who have not elected to enter a specific vocational training program. These stu-dents are frequently "turned off" by an educational system which typically enrolls themin study halls or courses that prepare them for absolutely nothing. These students arepotential drop-outs. from an irrelevant program which considers neither their presentneeds nor their future goals.
In essence, career education will:
1. eliminate this tracking system.
2. put priorities on the basic fundamental skills which are essential for all students,

regardless of ultimate career or higher education aspirations.
3. provide opportunities for the students to develop the necessary knowledge and

skills for immediate entry into the labor market or pursuit of a higher-education
degree.

4. provide a more responsive system in meeting individual needs, desires, and
capabilities by increasing student options to enroll in cooperative education pro-
grams, or complete vocational and academic courses based on continuous prog-
ress, develop basic competencies by pursuing individual topics of interest, and
elect special-interest courses designed specifically for job preparation or entryinto further education.

GOAL 5: To provide services for placing every person in the no::: step in his development,
whether it be employment or Further education.

Regardless of when a student elects to leave the system, placement assistance willbe provided, whether it be immediate job placement or entry into a post-high school pro-gram.

GOAL 6: To build into the educotionol system greater utilization and coordination of all
community resources.

In order for the goal to become a reality:
1. duplication of staff and training facilities must be avoided wherever possible.
2. the educational options must be viewed on a community or regional basis.
3. resource people must be identified and classified as to their most effective level

and area of contribution integrated into the system as such.
4. school-employer relationships must be developed on a partnership basis to ensure

joint use of training staff and facilities.
5. the curriculum and specialized training options must be responsive to individual,as well as community needs.
6. new options must be explored in the length of the school day, transportation serv-ices, school and labor restrictions, differentiated staffing, certification, and cur-riculum development.

GOAL 7: To increase the educational and occupational options available to all persons
through a flexible system which facilitates entrance and re-entry either into the
world of work of the educational system.

The present concept of terminating formal education at a particular age, or even a
particular achievement level, seems totally unrealistic in a world of rapid technological
change. "Formal" education must be made flexible enough to permit entry, exit, and
re-entry throughout an individual's lifetime to permit learning and growth to continue asthe need arises while still meeting basic requirements for graduation or completion of
prescribed curriculum on an individualized basis. "Formal" education will never befinished as we new know it. Options for day or evening school, correspondence courses,
or special educational media programs should be open to all persons of all ages as theydesire it.

Students entering high school who have been exposed to a comprehensive career
education program will demonstrate a greater degree of maturity because they have been
exposed to and involved in a broad range of activities and experiences related to the world
of work and our technological society and have participated in the decision-making proc-ess at each level.

At the K-6 level, student experiences presumably have evolved around activities
related to the 15 occupational clusters, with emphasis on developing pupil and occupational
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awareness and improving over-all individual performance by unifying and focusing the
basic subject around each cluster.

Within the framework of each cluster, students should gain insights into what the
occupations look, sound, and smell like, who works in these occupations, the lifestyle of
the people in these occupations, with whom the people work, where the jobs are, and hew
the tasks are accomplished.

Using a multi-active approach involving a wide varietyof materials, resource people,
and outside experience, students leaving the elementary grades should have developed a
positive attitude about the personal and social significance of work and become more
aware of their own abilities, interests, and aptitudes in relation to various occupations.

The junior high or middle school level will provide the first formal setting for orien-
tation experiences that will further assist students to evaluate their interests, abilities,
values, and needs as they relate to occupational goals for specific career clusters.

The ultimate career education concept would completely reorganize this level into
blocks related to each of the 15 clusters. Each block would last approximately one
semester in length, and the basic subjects would be integrated into each cluster. Many
school districts have already committed themselves to the core, school within a school
concept, but have had difficulty integrating the so-called special areas, i.e., industrial
arts, art, music, business education, home economics, and physical education into the
program. Career education would make it possible to integrate all of the subject areas.
The student at this level would be able to select the dusters and would not necessarily
be required then to complete all 15. Once again, a variety of activities and resources
would be used as motivation to increase student interest.

By the time a student reaches the senior high, he should have a better command of
the basic fundamental skills because he has been given the opportunity to develop them
while engaging in activities that were meaningful and pertinent to him. In addition, his
exposure to a wide variety of career opportunities has provided him with a basis upon
which to formulate tentative decisions concerning career clusters he would like to ex-
plore in greater depth.

Two distinct phases of career decision-making emerge at the secondary level. The
first is the explorationorbeginningin-depth specialization level in which a student selects
the cluster or clusters he wishes to pursue in greater depth. The second is the level of
specialization in which the student may elect to specialize within a specific cluster or
take additional courses that may better prepare him for entry into a post-high school
program.

Regardless of the sequence or variety of secondary experiences, a student leaving
the system should be prepared to exercise the following three options:

1. enter the labor force with a marketable skill.
2. be accepted in a post-high school technical training program.
3. pursue a careerin a higher-education program that will lead to a four-year degree.
In addition, the secondary system must be flexible enough to enable a student or adult

to leave or re-enter the system at any time. The rate at which change is taking place in
our technological society makes it imperative that we prepare ourselves for a lifelong
learning process of training and re-training. The implication and opportunities for indus-
trial arts are almost unlimited if we are willing to become an integral part of the entire
process and be held accountable as such.

Our identity within the general educational system has made us partly responsible
for the trivial and unrelated material given the 2.5 million students who leave the formal
educational system every year without adequate preparation to pursue a career. We can
and must contribute to the development of certain levels of marketable skills and not
attempt to make a clear distinction between "general" and "vocational" experiences.

Students leaving the system not prepared to provide the basic essentials of food,
clothing, and shelter for themselves and others who depend upon them will become an
ever-increasing burden on society, and their survival will depend on those who can pro-
vide these essentials as well as contribute to welfare and manpower programs. Education
can and must prepare each individual to be self-sustaining and prevent perpetrating the
inequities of vast numbers of individuals totally dependent upon others because of a lack
of salable skills.

In analyzing the 15 occupational clusters of agri-business and natural resources,
arts and humanities, business and office, communications and media, construction, con-
sumer and homemaking, environmental control, health, hospitality and recreation, manu-
facturing, marine science, marketing and distribution, personal services, public services,
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and transportation, there is no doubt that industrial arts can make some contribution toeach cluster. However, during the transition into a responsive career education programand based on its current realm of responsibility, it appears that the most direct leader-ship will occur in the clusters ofcommunications and media, construction, manufacturing,and transportation.
Industrial arts teachers should not be responsible for tii. total content and experi-ences within the clusters because the high degree of specialization options extends farbeyond the area of industrial arts expertise.
!however, to be truly effective, it is imperative that all staff responsible for the edu-cation of the students who have selected a particular career cluster work together in thejoint planning and development of curriculum and experiences related to the students'pursuit of an identified career goal.
The example of transportation can be used for purposes of clarification. At thejunior high level, the body of content would evolve around the major areas of land, aero-space, pipeline, and water transportation, keeping in mind the orientation aspect thatwould broaden a student's understanding of the social, economic, and practical aspectsof the field.
At the beginning in-depth or exploration level in the senior high, the content andactivity emphasis would evolve around such topics as local and suburban transit: highwayand rail transportation within land transportation: commercial, general, and spacecraftaviation within aerospace; liquid, gas, and solid transmission within the pipeline category:and inland and oceanwater transportation in the realm of water transportation.
The objectives at this level include:
1, providing in-depth exploration and training leading to an entry-level skill in oneoccupational area and providing a foundation for further progress, leaving openthe option to move between clusters, if desired.
/, improving student performance in the basic subject areas by making the subjectmatter more meaningful and relevant through unifying and focusing it around acareer development theme,
3. provide the essential guidance and counseling that will assist students to selectan occupational speciality at the specialization level.
The specialization level is designed for the student who has elected to pursue aspecific career into intensive preparation for a specific occupation or advanced studiesfor preparation for further studies.
The decision to move into this realm rests with the student. Ile may elect to exploreother clusters and remain at the exploration level.
Using transportation as the focal point, a student entering this level may elect thespecific category of highway transportation. For example, the body of content in thisrealm would consist of such categories as vehicle operation, security and inspection,freight handlers, dispatching systems, equipment maintenance and repairs, structuresmaintenance and repair, and estimating costs. Once again, the basic subjects wouldevolve around these topics. It is also conceivable that the role of the transportationteacher would be to begin teaming up with the related vocational teacher to assist inmaking a smooth transition in appropriate, satellite training facilities to provide moreadvanced skill training.
It is expected that the role of the transportation teacher would be more of a managerat this stage, with the key responsibility for insuring that the students receive the neces-sary observation and training experiences in accord with their career goal.
Carrying the specialization option to the fullest extent, a student may elect to re-main within the realm of highway transportation and specialize in the area of equipmentmaintenance and repairs, or he may elect to move Into another realm such as the sub-categories of automotive or busses, trucks, and trailers. At this level of specialization,the student should be mature enough to accept highly Intensified training in preparationfor placement into the career option of his choice,
It is obvious that career education will not be implemented overnight, and there willbe many school districts that will not be directly involved in the models or be able toobtain first-hand assistance in making the transition. However, it becomes increasinglyapparent that the educational process will move in this direction and, therefore, it isessential for each industrial arts teacher to find his own identity within this total concept.While the industrial arts teachercannot assume the full responsibility for implement-ing career education, he must broaden his horizons and become involved in activities thatwill assist him in developing a total perspective of education and the world of work.
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The following areas of involvement would seem most appropriate at this stage:
1. Become involved in the development of state, regional, and local planning of im-

mediate and long-range career education programs.
2. Begin joint planning on an equal basis with the entire faculty in an attempt to

better understand the objectives and assessment in all areas of the school cur-
riculum.

3. Become better acquainted with the industrial community by becoming acquainted
with the personnel, directors, plant managers, supervisors, and employees of
the local plants and companies who are potential employers in the fields of the
related technologies.

4. Become better acquainted with professional literature and materials related to
the industrial technologies. There is a vast and virtually untapped source of
information available to energetic teachers who are willing to do a little research
and contacting of individual industries.

S. Expand the resource base for student experiences by developing a plan of action
insuring student involvement in observation cycles, tours, and cooperative educa-
tion programs for the purpose of expanding their horizons and broadening their
understanding of our technological culture.

6. Assist in the planning and developingof meaningful continuing education programs,
thus becoming known in the community and increasing individual awareness of
community needs and feelings,

Career education only enhances the goals and ojectives always established for 'Otis-
trial arts. Therefore, the opportunity has never been greater for industrial arts to
establish its identity and emerge as a leader in the educational system.

Mr. Good is Supervisor of Vocotional and Technical Educotion, Greece Central School District No. 1,
North Greece; New York.

Development of Career Education Goals
for Teacher Education Programs

James R. Heggen

Approximately 18 months ago, John Geil and I became involved in an elementary cr-
reer education project in the State of Florida. Ever since that time I have been eagerly
learning and hearing about the many ramifications of a total career education program.
When Dr. Ralph Steeb, our state industrial arts consultant, informed me that at least a
day and a half was going to be devoted to career education at the Dallas convention, 1 be-
came highly enthused about the many marvelous things that 1 would have the opportunity
to learn.

During the past two months, 1 have constantly been inquiring about the over-all pro-
gram. One of the early presenters identified was Dr. Worthington, while the rest of the
program remained a complete mystery. It wasn't until about two weeks ago that I became
informed of the total career program. 1, like you, received the newsletter explaining the
workshops and the participants. Eagerly 1 began to read about each of them in detail.
Suddenly, my heart jumped; there listed as a presenter was a name quite familiar to me.
Not wanting to panic and have a coronary attack, 1 slowly reached for my phone to call my
good friend Ralph Steeb. Quietly 1 inquired, What in the going on at the national
level. Patiently Ralph calmed my nerves and then suggested that 1 had better begin to
work on my presentation.

The following Friday 1 received a very nice letter from our man in Washington, Dr.
Kabakjian. He was thanking me for my acceptance of this assignment. So as you can see,
before you stands a volunteer.

The major task that was given to me for the workshop was to develop the goals for
building a career emphasis into a teacher education program. Before we can begin to
investigate this task, we must start from one basic assumption. We must assume that
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career education is not a passing fancy of this administration or the commissioner, hatrather that it will remain a top priority in education for years to come. This premise is
extremely important to us, because it gives ourdiscipline the necessary emphasis to dis-cuss strategy with the other programs.

Basically, 1 see three major aims that the industrial arts field should consider if weare to be successful in a career education program.
First, we must commit ourselves at both a national and state level. We must whole-

heartedly assume a responsibility in the total education of youngsters in becoming betterand more productive citizens. In order to accomplish this, each state will have to enactlegislation that will allow equal status between the existing program and career educa-tion. The passage of new legislation will undoubtedly mean new directions for the stateassociations. Therefore, they will have to committhemselves to a total career program,
one that begins in grade K and continues on through the adult years.

Secondly, a career education program must be practical, realistic and interesting
to both the practitioner and the learner. It also must be relevant to society and the parents,in that it is meeting the needs anddesires of each. Today, people are not going to becomevery excited about a program that is based on yesterday's world of work or geared to asmall segment of our society. They are looking for answers to questions, some of whichhave not yet been asked. We will also have to establish a system to measure the causeand effect of such a program as it develops over the years. We must continually be look-
ing toward the future and modifying our curriculum to meet new challenges.

Thirdly, teacher educators will have to change their attitudes about the world of workcurriculum and its place in the university structure. More especially, industrial arts
educators will have to come in out of the shop and begin to work in a more compatible
way with the other disciplines. We can no longer afford the luxury of remaining by our-selves in a semi-isolated manner. Of course, we still will have as a prime responsibility
the training of teachers directly for our field, but we must integrate our position to meetnew horizons, I also recognize that in sonic situations it will be extremely difficult tofuse our ideas into a curriculum that is primarily liberal arts, but we must.

Directly related to the problem that we are going to have in many of our on-campus
programs is one that may be our greatest salvation. The in-service work that is neededin the field of education is extremely great. The total number of teachers requiring our
services is astronomical. However, they are a ready audience and are usually quite eager
to adopt new curriculum ideas that can help them become better teachers. 1 have foundthem to be exceedingly interested in a career program, and they can instill a lot of pres-
sure directlyon theuniversities. This peer pressure has done more to advance our career
project than can perhaps ever be measured. As a matter of fact, they are beginning to
make things happen almost too fast for us,

So far, from our limited experiences, we have discovered that a career educationprogram Is different from our traditional programs. There are many facts to consider
when planning the program. The following list is but a composite of the many ideas that
one should be cognizant about when planning.

1. It must be totally integrated with other curricular areas in the education system.
2. Re-training of teachers is a necessity if the program is to function properly.
3. The development of tool skills is essential for all teachers in the program.
4. Activities must be planned to closely replicate the real world of work.
5. It takes a great deal of human compassion to work closely together at all.levels

of education.
6. The learners who have participated in explorations of careers have been mostenthusiastic and interested.
If we can accomplish these goals within thenext few years, we will have made a major

contribution toward the continued success of industrial arts education. Students, teachers,
parents, and other groups are all watching the development of the career education pro-
gram. If we, as leaders in education, stand back to observe this happening and fail to get
into the mainstream, we may have lost a golden opportunity for industrial arts.

Dr. Heggen is Co-Director of Project LOOM and Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts at Florida State
University.
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Comprehensive Career Education
Model #1 (School-Based)

E. Keith Blankenbaker

Comprehensive Career Education Model 1 (CCENI) is the school-based component of a
total career education program which also includes a home-community-based model, a
residential-based model, and an employer-based model.

The school-based CCEM is an experimental program which purposes to revitalize
education by infusing career education themes into the existing curriculum. Because
attitudes and skills begin to developatan early age and are modified over time, the model
encompasses grades K-12. The model is characterized by extensive community, indus-
trial, and business Involvement; itmakes useof cooperative education and stresses place-
inent of departing students either in jobs or higher education programs.

The purpose of this paper is to briefly review the development of CCEM, discuss its
present status, and identify the relationship of industrial arts to CCEM.

DEVELOPMENT OF CCEM

Organizing and Funding
The genesis of Comprehensive Career Education can be traced to many sources. In

consideration for the time allotted, this presentation will consider only the events of
recent months. Dr. Sidney P. Nlarland, U.S. Commissioner of Education, must be identi-
fied as the public figure on the national scene who has been most instrumental in launch-
ing the research and development which is now underway. In an address given in &lay of
1971, Dr. Nlarland discussed some of the problems our school systems are facing.
Principally, he directed his comments to the three-track structure of many school sys-
tems (academic, general, and vocational) and singled out the general curriculum for
criticism in saying:

The general curriculum, for those of you not familiar with it, is a fallacious compromise
between the true academic liberal arts and the true vocational offerings. It is mode up, as its
name suggests, of generalized courses, possessing neither the practicality and reality of voca-
tional courses nor the quality of college-preparatory offerings. Watered-dawn mathematics,
non-specific science, "easier" Englishsuch is the bland diet offered in the name of the gen-
eral curriculumnot much to chew an, not much to swallow.

We normally think of discrimination as on illegal separating-out process based upon racial
and ethnic considerations. I regard the general curriculum as just as discriminatory and just as

outrageous.(.

The speech in which the above remarks were made served to announce the USOE's intent
to pursue the development of career education.

During the same month, the Center for Vocational and "Icitnical Education (CVTE)
at The Ohio State University submitted a proposal for the role of project manager of the
school-based model. Objectives of the project were developed to test and install a com-
prehensive career education system by infusing career education objectives into the
existing educational program.

On June 15, 1971, a $2 million grant was awarded to the C:VTE for the development
phase of the school-based Comprehensive Career Education Model (CC:ENI) through
March 15, 1972. Because of a decision to expand the number of schools (Local Education
Agencies) which would be involved in the project and because it was found that treatment
units were not readily a vailablein a usable form, a supplementary contract was awarded.2

Following the awarding of the CCEM grantto the CVTE on June 15, a project director
was appointed and recruitment of staff was initiated. A nucleus of CVTIVCCEN1 (Com-
prehensive Career Education Model 1 staff at the Center for Vocational and "lbchnical
Education) staff and several consultants held the first project-planning conference at the
CVTE on July 6-7. Discussion centered arounda "capstone" effort which would identify,
examine, and evaluate existing career educationmaterials and modify them to fit the inodel.

Several areas of basic agreement about the Career Education Model emerged from
this conference, including the requirements that the CCEM must provide opportunities for
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100.1, placement of all students; be flexible enough to constantly provide options for thestudent: supply the student with realistic occupational information: improve student per-formance in basic subjects built around an occupational theme: develop a transportablemodel which overcomes regional and local differences; provide for both formative (con-tinuing) and summative (final) evaluation; include a search, acquisition, redesigning, test-ing, and revision process in ordertocapitalizeon existing materials; provide a schematicfor building on existing programs with a mechanism for identifying gaps and a procedurefor closing them: and suggest strategies for incorporating career education in the schoolcurriculum.3
One recurring emphasis in the conference was focused on career education as adevelopmental, cumulative process, parallelling the grade-by-grade growth of the child.

MATRIX DEVELOPMENT

During July and August, theCVTE/CCEN1staff
extensively reviewed existing materialto identify distinctive parts or "elements" of career education. The eight elements of theinitial CCEM Matrix were identified in mid-July, 1971. They were: Career Awareness,Self Awareness, Appreciations and Attitudes, Decision-Making Skills, Economic Aware-ness, Skill Awareness and Beginning Competence, Employability Skills, and EducationalAwareness. These basic educational areas can be developed instructionally to assiststudents in achieving a sense of career identity. When placed graphically against the 13grade levels, K-12, the eight elements constitute a Matrix (Figure 1) with 104 blocks or"cells" (8 elements x 13grades) that can be filled with specific sets of appropriate learn-ing experiences.
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Two new concepts evolved duringthe development of this initial Matrix: the hypothesisthat the eight elements represent a complete picture of what should be infused into con-temporary education to achieve career education, and the theory that mastery of theseelements can best be attained through a cumulative, grade-by-grade sequencing of learn-ing experiences within each element. During July and August, the CVTE/CCEM staffdrafted suggested developmental goals and strategies at each grade level.
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Later, the Matrix terminal "outcomes" or realistic learning goals for each element
were identified. The Matrix outcomes (Figure 2) which are designed to equip the student
with entry-level job skills or prepare him for further academic or vocational training
are: Career Identity; Self Identity; Self-Social Fulfillment; Career Decisions; Economic
Understandings; Employment Skills; Career Placement; and Educational Identity.

Translating these outcomes into specific goal statements and performance objectives
required the combined efforts of the CVTE/CCEM staff, LEA teachers, curriculum ex-
perts, and experienced administrators. As a resultof this effort, the eight elements were
subdivided into 32 themes. After completing this step, goal statements and performance
objectives were written for each of the element themes, The completed set of papers
for each of the 32 themes constituted the 'bperational" version of the Matrix which con-
tains 416 cells (32 themes x I3grade levels). Each cell called for a specific set of learn-
ing experiences needed at each grade level in the appropriate element and theme areas.
The Matrix cells represent a workable basis for organizing new learning increments for
career education.

In its present state of development, the "operational" Matrix is not to be construed
as "ideal" or complete. Further refinement is expected as the Matrix is used in each
LEA to identify and refine treatment units for use in delivering comprehensive career
education at each grade level.

LEA Selection
Having engaged in an extensive effort to identify urban and semi-urban school sys-

tems which had previously shown interest in and attempted to implement career education
curriculum materials, 13 school districts were invited to submit proposals which outlined
the extent to which they could become involved in CCEM. Only urban and semi-urban
schools were considered because they possessed the components necessary to test a
transferable program.

On August 9, USOE completed its review of these proposals and selected the following

six sites: Atlanta, Georgia; Hackensack, New Jersey; Jefferson County, Colorado; Los
Angeles, California; Mesa, Arizona; and Pontiac, Michigan.
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Curriculum Materials
A national search was conducted by Palo Alto Educational Systems Inc. (PAFS) forthe purpose of identifying and retrieving "on-shelf" treatment units which could he usedto deliver the career education objectives identified in the Matrix. Simultaneously, theLEAs were asked to identify thetreatment units that were available within their respectiveschool systems which could deliver career education.
Of the 915 in-place and on-shelf units which passed the original screening and wereshipped to CCEM headquarters, 140 were selected for modification and pilot testing.Contrary to the original "capstone" conception of the task of delivering career edu-cation through Model 1, it was found that none of these treatment units were developedwell enough to permit them to be transported to other schools and installed in such amanner as to provide reasonable assurance that career education objectives would berealized. Therefore, a handbook for developers is being prepared which will serve as areference for the revision of these materials.
The revision and pilot testing of approximately 40 units is expected to be completedbefore installation in September 1972.

Support Systems
In an effort to relieve school guidance counselors of the data collection task required

to maintain the Guidance and PlacementProgram, a Support Systems group was organized.By mid-February, the Support Systems group had developed a Career Information Systemmodel and started developing a Placement Information System.

Methodology of CCEM
Two factors make CCEM uniquethe application of engineering methodology to aneducational research and development project and the concept of infusing career educa-tion into the existing K-12 school program.
A modified form of PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) is being usedto plan, organize, and control CCEM. The utilization of this engineering tool is essentialbecause of the necessity of directing the efforts of many people to accomplish many dif-ferent tasks alriost simultaneously.
The concept of infusion means that all subject matter areas in the school programwill be involved in delivering career education.

RELATIONSHIP OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS TO CCEM
The concept of infusion should serve as a basis for answering one of the questionsto which I was asked to speakWhat is the relationship of career education to industrialarts?
In the participating LEAs, industrial arts teachers, like all other subject area teach-ers, will be pilot testing career education treatment units which are related to their sub-ject matter area. In fact, the contracts that the LEAs have signed or will, sign specifythe grade level and subject matter areas in which the materials will be pilot tested. Thismeans that CCEM is not seeking to replace any subject matter area. The purpose is toprovide viable, relevant content which taken in total will result in each student attainingthe terminal goals of Career Identity; Self Identity; Self-Social Fulfillment; CareerDecisions; Economic Understanding; Employment Skills; Career Placement; and Educa-tional Identity. Ultimately, this will mean the identification of career education contentwhich is appropriate to infuse into industrial arts at all grade levels.
Industrial arts teachers in the LEAs, like all other teachers, will have the opportunityto help modify the curriculum materials which are tested. They will also be involved inan in-service teacher education program which will help them improve their teachingskills.
For teachers in other school districts, CCEM will culminate in transportable treat-ment units which have been tested and have proven their value for delivering careereducation objectives. After the treatment units have been tested, they will be availablefor adoption by any school district.

FOOTNOTES

(1) S. P. Marland, Jr. "Education for the Real World," Address presented at the TwelfthAnnual Banquet of the Jefferson County Chamber of Commerce, Hilltop House,
Harper's Ferry, West Virginia, Wednesday, May 26, 1971.
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(2) The Center for Vocational Technical Education, "Interim ReportA Comprehensive
Career Education Model," U.S. Department of health, Education, and Welfare,
March 2, 1972.

(3) The Center for Vocational lbchnical Education, "Monthly ReportA Comprehensive
Career Education Model," U.S. Department of health, Education, and Welfare,
December 31, 1971.

Dr. Blankenboker is a member of the Foculty of Industriol Technology, College of Educotion, The Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio.

The Interdependence of Industrial Arts with
Career Education Within the Maryland Program

Walter Mietus

Just two years ago President Nixon made a public call for educational reform, and
several months later Commissioner S. P. Mar land responded with a plan for career
education which he describes as a revolutionary concept, "a new order of education con-
cerned with the usefulness and self-realization of every individual."* Our reaction to
his model or plan, as industrial arts educators, might be that "he re-invented the wheel"
or that he is championing a cause which leaders of industrial arts professed for decades.
Logically then, what is revolutionary? What elements form the major thrust for educa-
tional reform? Answers to these questions will be provided by describing the Maryland
Career Education Program in action.

After preliminary studies were made, the Maryland State Department of Vocational
Education established the need for career education and initiated steps to obtain federal
support. A proposal was drawn to meet the requirements of the Exemplary Programs
described in the BAVTE Policy Paper No. AVL-V70-1.

In order to receive federal support, the four stipulated requirements were that a
project must make:

1. Provisions for broad occupational orientation at the elementary and secondary
school levels so as to increase student awareness of the range of options open to
them (students) in the world of work.

2. Provisions for work experience, cooperative education, and similar programs,
making possible a wide variety of offerings in many occupational areas.

3. Provisions for students r.r.lt previously enrolled in vocational programs to receive
specific training in job entry skills prior to the time that they leave school. (Some
of these training programs might be very intensive and of short duration.) To
help students develop and use the career decision-making process more effectively.

4. Provisions to help individuals make smoother transitions at key points during
their career-life, such as the transition from school to further training or to work.

Faced with the charge of developing a plan which would incorporate the above objec-
tives and the task of implementing a strategy of action for reform and revolution, the
Maryland State Department evolved the interdisciplinary approach to career education.
Figure I is a graphic synthesis which, according to my perception, represents the pro-
gram as it functioned in thefirst year. The figure is meant to communicate the concerted
effort of agencies which ordinarily function separately and which make a cumulative input
into the program. Initially, tacit and explicit contracts were made with the agencies or
components depicted. Hierarchical authority relationships were kept to a minimum, and
responsibility was shared rather than completely delegated. The process input flows
along the octonary axis as we]] as oblongitudinal paths of the ellipse. The boundary lines
of each component are open. Within and between interaction communications are pro-
moted. The common denominator or the thread interweaving all components is career

U.S. Government Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents, Catalog No. HE 5280 80075, Washing-
ton, D.C. 1971.
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FIGURE 1

CONCERTED INTERACTIONS OF COMPONENTS OF

MARYLAND CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT
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education. It was designed on a continuum proceeding from awareness of self, careerawareness, career exploration, and decision making. The progression of activities wasdesigned to include nine occupational clusters, with a consideration of experiences appro-priate for the maturity level of the student.

The plan was to eliminate or at least avoid disjointed incrementalism; that is, thepiecemeal rationing out of knowledge. Sequential development with continuity of knowledgeand experiences is a goal. Figures 1 and 11 were designed to depict three essential prin-ciples: Continuity, sequence, and integration. Vertical continuity of the program includescareer education from K through adulthood. The principle of sequence includes and em-phasizes not duplication but rather deeper levels of study of the world of work, self, andother human activities. Integration refers to the activities and concepts that are refinedby virtue of moving along the oblongitudinal paths, an action which eliminates isolatedefforts yet promotes consensus, Incorporation of the principles of continuity, sequence,and integration enhanced thedevelopmentof a coherentprogram with high probabilities forcumulative effects on student behaviors. Compartmentalization is removed, thereby pro-viding the student with psychological unification of educational experiences. The careereducation program is the thread which adds consistency, visible integration, coherency,and reinforcement between disciplines. For some educators, the program represents aserious philosophical conflict between the traditionalview of academic subjects and indus-trial arts. However, those supporting the program welcome the change, and they laborto demonstrate that there is no antithesis between the world of work and academics.The program is a fusion of ideas, strategies, and activities derived from collectiveeffort. This, as we all know, is exceptionally demanding because people with individualdifferences must collectively arrive at interdependent actions and ideas. Those who workwith the program know the conflicts of ideas among individuals, interest groups, and fac-tions within schools. Reform and revolution take place within the persons involved in theproject. All those involved, adminNtrators, teachers, specialists from several fields
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and industrial arts, are finally providing a social model of interaction.
A dedicated industrial arts teacher involved in this project, continually exchanging

ideas with others, cannot escape a change of thinking and feeling. Perhaps he may learn
from the counselor participant that the psychological principle he learned while working
for his master's degree is now misinformation, and conversely, of course, your tech-
nological input would be informative to him.

Individuals who have a good measure of mental adaptive flexibility express satisfac-
tion and reinforcement with the productiveness of the program. Frustration is experienced
by those who cleave to a narrow specialization, or have status in one discipline, or
rigidly hold to a theoretical position. They cannot experience the basic premise of
growth; that is, to learn, unlearn, and relearn. Functioning members of the team demon-
strate the ability to remain open to newexperiences. Openness permits information from
other fields to permeate the mental matrix of their present knowledge, and hopefully it is
incorporated and internalized. The total experience of reflexivity that is the effect of
thinking, feeling, and willing while engaged in the program often brings about a new con-
sciousness. The art of Interacting and relatingisn't this what we all needwhat our
profession needs? We need adaptive men and women who display the ability of collective
ideation which, when professionally performed, leads to improvementof industrial arts by

way of the multi-disciplinary approach.
Imagine yourself an industrial arts professional interacting with English, home eco-

nomics, guidance and counseling, science and math teachers. Your goal would be to
collectively devise a concerted program of activities for career development. Each of
you would be charged to integrate knowledge from your discipline into career-relevant
activities. In the interaction stage, that is, during planning, I am certain you would have
excellent cognitive input about the world of work, but could you accommodate the input of
the others? Would you emerge from these interface sessions feeling psychologically
successful? Could you provide the necessary intervention to promote a good relationship
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between groups or individuals? Could you promote your own self-actualization in a man-ner that does not suppressothers? If we, as industrial arts educators, hold out the expec-tation for our students to work together, to develop social skills via role playing, groupprojects, etc., then we would do well to demonstrate that we too can work with a widerange of professionals. Isn't this what we really fail to do? Ask any student, or lookabout you Are we interacting with people from other professions?
To my satisfaction, I have seen participatingindustrial arts educators and other pro-fessionals emerge with a new respect and status.

ROLE AND CONTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS

The Department of Industrial Education at the University of Maryland, headed byDr. Donald Maley, jointly assumed the responsibility for housing, content, and instruc-tion of 15 task force teams for career education at the junior high level. len of theseteams consisted of five teachers from industrial arts, home economics, science, math,guidance and counseling. These were task force teams which gained experiences rela-tive to career education and who returned to their schools as a cadre capable of initiating
innovative programs within the schools. The input or process of developing teams ofteachers that would work in their schools with a concerted program is briefly described.
Interested persons desiring more details should contact the writer for further informa-tion.

The teams were guided to form a simulated company and to make decisions about
organization, production, processes, and products. Role assignments were made andresearched, and participants interviewed their counterparts in industry. The line pro-duction scheme, demonstrating the interdependence of workers upon one another with
hands-on experience, resulted in a completed tangible product. The products were re-searched and marketed. All the teachers found practical application for the knowledgeand skills from their professional fields. Group projects were also completed within thenine clusters of agriculture-business, health, construction, manufacturing, communica-tions, transportation, personal services, social services, and real estate-financial bank-ing. Following the multi-disciplinary workshop activities, the participants developedpins and strategies for implementing career education in their schools. The plans weresubmitted to an advisory council which assisted the teachers in the administration and
introduction of the programs into the schools. The teams were to generate a synapseeffect or "Hawthorne effect" to a point where other teachers would voluntarily join thecareer education team.

Home economics structured role-playing situations in which individuals experiencedfamily membership, entrepreneurship, or the role of an employee. Boutique operators
became decision-makers according to consumer demand, zoning limitations, and working
capital. The mathematics teachers demonstratedapplications of mathematics to a sampleof career areas in each cluster. A wide array of gaming activities were experienced;they were the purchasing of homes, thepaving of driveways, the construction of furniture,
landscaping, and purchasingof stocks and bonds. Concurrently with the above experiences,
participants received professional instruction for the examination of the broad array ofhuman requirements for occupations as well as the life styles that go along with them.

ELEMENTARY COMPONENT

While there is input from the agencies depicted to the left and to the right of the
elementary component and the resource specialist, I will only briefly describe the roleof industrial arts within this component. Twenty-three individuals, including four per-manent staff, 19 elementary teachers, and two industrial arts teachers form the Produc-tion Committee for Career Education, develop materials for the elementary component.
This committee translates academic content into manipulative and other experiences
appropriate for the elementary school 1.A. laboratory.

Industrial arts activities are integrated with each class, and the teacher activelyparticipates in the laboratory experiences. Not only do they develop written materials
with behavioral objectives and activities, but they also coordinate laboratory activitiesfor the career education teams.

INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION COMPONENT

This component of the project attracts many critics because of its state-wide ex-posure. Viewers who do not realize that the 15 20-minute products are a small part of
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the total program tend to be overly critical. It is necessary to understand that manuals
prescribing pre-viewing utivities are used by the teachers. This software includes
activities for the nine occupational clusters and is used prior to the telecasts. Follow-
ing the telecasts, post-viewing information and activities are suggested. When used as
intendedthat iF, by properly trained teachers functioning within the total program
the telecasts arc very effective. Unfortunately, too many educators express unintended
expectations and unwarranted criticism.

CAREER RESOURCE NOTEBOOK

A resource book primarily for use by supervisors and administrators of elementary,
secondary, and post-high school education is another vital link of the project. It provides
operational models, planning models, resources, and information to implement concepts
of career education. There is evidence that teachers are using parts of the notebook as
a guide for their actions in the schools.

WORK-ORIENTED PROGRAM

Designed for dropout-prone junior high school students (ages 14 to 16), this component
provides a half day of school with a half day of employment under school and job super-
vision. The program does not differ from the usual co-operative education program in
form or organization. The only real difference is its involvement in the input from the
total project. Career education concepts related to the self, decision-making, informa-
tion about occupational clusters, and many other elements from the total project flow in
as input into these programs. Not only is there flow of information into the component
but there is also a new co-operative thrust from within toward the total program. The
telecasts are small important parts of the total program; they have their limitations, but
gain their strength by being part of the total program.

INTERACTIVE LEARNING SYSTEMS

This component includes reality-grounded information disseminated to senior high
school students. A computer system provides data on colleges, vocational technical
schools, scholastic requirements, sources of financial aid, and general and specific
job data for a given geographic area. A liaison person from the Maryland State Employ-
ment Services provides updated information about current job openings.

In addition to the computer system, the VIEW microfilm system is used. Occupational
briefs of eight pages on two apperture cards are used to provide current data about jobs
and careers. The system enables the student to obtain a print-out of the information to
take to his counselor or home for study. Employment services to bridge the gap between
school and the first entry level Job are performed by two staff coordinators. Follow-up
activities and surveys are planned.

EVALUATION

A third-party evaluation team identified and collected performance information.
After thorough analysis, it reported differences and discrepancies from the objectives
set forth for the total program as well as for each of the components. Evaluation is a
continuous process proceeding by defining and redefining expectations, identifying dis-
crepancies between program activities (performance), specific goals, and total interaction,
and providing program managers with information for continuous decision making. Fur-
ther methods of evaluation included presence of the team at all staff meetings and con-
ferences, obntrusive and non-obstrusive data, collection techniques, interviews, audio
tapes, video tapes, monitoring, check lists, informal conversations with teachers and
students, progress reports, questionnaires, standardized tests, and newly constructed
tests.

While each component is evaluated separatei9, it will be a matter of time before the
total concerted effort and its effect on the student, teacher, school, and community will
be known. The long-range interaction effects are expected to bring about a change in the
feeling, thinking, and methods of operation of school systems and all those directly and
indirectly related to them.

Industrial arts cannot remain neutral or aloof. Never before in history has there
been an opportunity for the profession such as is presented today. We must seize this
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opportunity to play a meaningful role, earn respect and dignity, and emerge with a newimage. The Maryland model is yours to provide you direction, for you to adopt or modify,but remember it Is the interaction that will make the difference. Educators workingtogether in a multi-disciplinary approach will provide students with a much-needed modelfor living in an ever-growing and crowded world.

Dr. Mietus is an Associate Professor in the Industrial Education Department, university of Maryland, Col-lege Park, Maryland.

Career EducationWhat's in it for
Industrial Arts?

William W. Memel and Leonard Sterry

The U.S. Commissioner of Education, Sidney Marland, with the support of the Presi-dent in his State of the Union address and of Congress with pending legislation, has made
a strong commitment to provide career education programs for all youth in this country.Ile' has also suggested that industrial arts, through its activities, can make a significantcontribution to students through career education. During the past several months, theU.S, Office of Education has been attempting to provide materials through development of
"clusters," and personnel from the American Industrial Arts Association and the Indus-trial Arts division of the American Vocational Association have attempted to developcriteria and guidelines for funding industrial arts for career education activities. Every-
one agrees that career education is a much-needed program for students. The ittu.y ques-tion appears to be, "What happens in the classroom?"

Industrial arts educators, in attempting to design and develop meaningful activitiesfor students, are experiencing considerable difficulty as they try to modify progressbased on traditional content and methodology. Almost every day, our office receives acall requesting information regarding "new" programs in wood, metal, and plasticswhich reflect career education thinking. Traditional vocational educators are also ex-periencing difficulty in accepting career education concepts if their programs are based
on filling labor market quotas rather than meeting the needs of people.

Career education, or career "literacy," is different from either vocational education
or traditional industrial arts education in both content and instructional pattern. Contentfor traditional industrial arts programs and for vocational prngrams generally has been
derived by analyzing and classifying skills and information needed to perform in a job orto complete a selected project. This method of identifying content provides for organizedactivities and efficient teaching, but allows little opportunity for individualized learningor decision making due to its cookbook approach. It makes little or no provision for stu-dents to participate in activities which relate to the world of work other than in manipu-
lative-technical knowledge situations. (Current vocational legislation even acknowledgesthat preparation for and assistance in making career decisions is a more valid determi-
nant of future employment success than specific skill training.) The narrow bases fromwhich most content in the field of industrial arts is derivedwoodworking, metalworking,
drawing, etc.are not representative of industry, nor technology, nor the world of work.If industrial arts is to make a contribution in programs of contemporary education,and more specifically to career education, broader bases must be used from which toobtain content. Industrial occupations in today's world are in the fields of manufacturing,
construction, communications, energy, and transportation. These fields also utilize thematerials, processes, techniques, and sophisticated technology needed to produce goodsand services for man. Career literacy will result when students are exposed to the manyfacets of this real working world; when they understand the inter-relationships whichexist in the complex industrial system; and when they can, on their terms, explore anarea of interest and assess themselves in relation to its demands. Are we so comfort-able and hung up with tradition that we ourselves are afraid to face the real world? Or
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do we accept the challenge and change our content, methodology, and activities to give
students a good, long look at industry, technology, and the world of work?

Mr. Memel is Supervisor of Industrial Arts, State Department of Education, St. Paul, MN. Mr. Sterry is
Consultant in Industrial Arts, Department of Public Instruction, Modison, WI.

Alternatives for the Future of Industrial Arts:
I.A. Redirected by Influence of Career Education

Ethan A. Svendsen

Career education is not just a new name for "business as usual." Career education
is a much broader concept than an improved system of exploration, guidance, and special-
ized preparation for the resulting occupation that an individual selects. Unquestionably,
improvements are greatly needed in the procedures whereby an individual seeks out and
prepares for his livelihood. No doubt a properly conceived and implemented career
education program will result in vast improvements of these procedures.

But in its fullest and best expression, career education is a proposal for renovating
American public education, for applying correctives, and foreradicating those educational
evils and deficiencies that operate against the developmentof the fullest potential of every
individual and that prevent the realization of equality of educational opportunity.

We do not have the time to present a detailed analysis and description of all the rami-
fications of career education. But we do wish to discuss some of the characteristics of
career education which are particularly important for the rest of the presentation.

The AVA convention at Portland, Oregon, this past December was predominantly
concerned with the career education concept. An AVA task force of 100 leaders and
representatives met on December 2 (the fi rst dayof the convention) and issued a report on
December 3. The report was part of a continuing effort to establish the position of AVA
with reference to career education. The report states in part that vocational education
will "...support the retention of vocational education as a significant and identifiable
component of career education." These phrases are selected to show that the AVA does
not regard career education to be synonymous with vocational education, that vocational
education as represented by the AVA is but a part of the total concept of career education.

In a fuller development of the career education concept, Dean Keith Goldhammer, of
the School of Education at Oregon State University, presented a thoughtful analysis in a
speech to the Divisionof Industrial Arts of the AVA. In part, he stated that every individual
has several careers for which he must be prepared. Of course, he must pursue a career
in which he is a "producer of goods or a renderer of services." This is the economic
element. His livelihood depends upon it, and, in addition, the continued welfare and vigor
of society demands that each member make a contribution to its on-going economic activi-
ties.

But, points out Dean Goldhammer, there are at least four additional careers in which
the student must be prepared to make decisions here and now and in the future and with
which the school must be concerned:

(1) His career as a member of a family group.
(2) His career as a participant in the social and political life of society.
(3) His career as a participant in avocational pursuits,
(4) His career associated with religious, moral, and aesthetic concerns.
Having pointed out five of man's careers or areas of activity, Dean Goldhammer

builds a strong case that the vocational career must be the "central unifying force" in
the careers curriculum. He stated, "It is possible to build a functionally relevant cur-
riculum for each learner, helping him to acquire the depth of knowledge about culture,
society, the physical world, and man within it, by centralizing the focus on man's voca-
tional career."

The conclusions we must draw point to an American education that demands of each
of its curriculum areas that it make its just and reasonable contribution to student develop-
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ment in each of these five career areas. A properly conceived career education will
provide guidelines to help insure that the grandpotential and promise does not degenerateto the status of a sterile screening process, under the name of exploration and guidance,and a subsequent training routine under the name of what can be a liberalizing kind of
vocational education.

Career education involves much more than selection of and preparation for an eco-nomic occupation. It is not a replacement of vocational education or industrial educationany more than it is a replacement of science, mathematics, social science, English,and other so-called nonvocational subject areas. Career education is meant to be a fusion
of academic and vocational education. Career education is a call to all of education to re-duce the artificial distinctions between learning for the sake of learning and learning for
use in living, a call to arrange all of the elements in the learning environment so that thelearner sees applicability of the learnings in one or more of his on-going Me careers.

Career education cannot be "pasted on" to what now exists. The concept is much
more profound and far-reaching than that. Dean Goldhammer used the word "permeate"to emphasize the complete integration of career education. Even the areas of studythat carry the names of "occupational education," "vocational education," and "occupa-tional guidance" have been woefully deficient in practice when measured by the far-
reaching principles of career education. And so has industrial arts education.

These points and comments about career education have been selected because theylay a foundation for what follows about industrial arts education for the public schools.
The learnings which industrial arts education must make available are associatedwith functioning industry. These learnings may be readily woven into a pattern whose

warp and woof are the activities of those human beings and members of society whose
occupations result in the goods and the services that are connected with manufacturingand construction technologies.

This is not a new idea. We will cite but two of our "patron saints," FrederickBonser and John Dewey. Bonser's well-worn but well-conceived statements definedindustrial arts as those occupations by which changes were made in forms of materials.
lie then expands his statement to involve the study of the social problems that attend theseoccupations.

It is extremely interesting to review John Dewey's direct and indirect characteriza-tions of industrial study for educational purposes. Perhaps the most readily accessible
selection is Chapter VI from The School andSociety (1899). The chapter is entitled "The
Psychology of Occupations." Let me quote the last sentence of that chapter:

The occupations articulate a vast variety of impulses, otherwise separate and spasmodic, into
a consistent skeleton with a firm backbone. It may well be doubted whether, woolly apart From
such regular and progressive modes of action, extending as cores throughout the entire school,
it would be permanently safe to give the principle of "interest" any large place in school work.

Now let me offer an interpretation: The occupations systematize a vast variety of
youthful impulses into a consistent skeleton with a firm backbone. Without these occu-pations as a core, it is doubtful whether it is permanently safe to give the principle of
interest (and relevance) any place of importance in school work. Against the backgroundof his total philosophy, Dewey's concern for man's occupations as the core of public
education has been the best foundational statement to come out of this century to under-gird industrial arts theory. In addition, we find a rather contemporary definition ofcareer education.

But Dewey, Bonser, and others were never really understood then or since by indus-trial arts practitioners. Or if they were, they were given superficial Up service only.
Perhaps, under career education, the time for the best of the ideas of Dewey and Bonserhas arrived.

Obviously, we are not building a case for industrial arts as we find it conventionally
practiced in a majority of public schools and in large numbers of teacher-preparation
institutions. The purposes and goals of many of these educational organizations areequally open to criticism. What I'm referring to is neither good industrial arts educationnor good career education. Industrial arts has been too slow in moving away from an
obsolete mode of operation. This is in spite of the vigorous and wholesome curriculum
development activity taking place since World War 11. Industrial arts has been notorious
for the hypocrisy of proclaiming a laudable theory but maintaining a practice that beliesthat theory.
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But in any change process, we must not neglect nor abandon the long tradition and
development of industrial arts education theory. The fundamental principles are sound.
They must be rescued from the archives, put into contemporary language, augmented with
more recent insights, and used as a correctivea corrective for any misguided efforts
to replace industrial arts (at its best) with a too-narrow preoccupation with occupational
selection, tryout, and preparation. Even this early in the life of career education, I note
signals that threaten the possibilities for industrial arts education to make its contribu-
tions to all of the life careers discussed by Dean Goldharnmer, If influential educators who
are directly connected with the areas of industrial study fail to conceive of career educa-
tion in its broader educational aspects, industrial arts education may be forced to abandon
its attempts at implementing the best of its theory. Reasons can be discerned in the his-
tory of industrial education for the difficulty industrial arts education has experienced
in avoiding the exclusiveness of the role of occupational exploration and guidance as the
predominant parts of its mission.. Under career education, the opportunities for escape
may at last be at hand.

We strongly support career education, not only for its potential to renovate the whole
of public education, butalso in the hope that at last a movement has begun that will demand
from industrial arts education the best of its theoretical expectations. It can be docu-
mented that the basic ideas of career education are encompassed by the evolved theory
of the industrial arts curriculum area. The early twentieth century theorists laid broad
foundations, and more recently expansions and modernizations of these concepts have re-
sulted in curriculum experimentation and implementation. Thus, even before career
education came to front stage, industrial arts curriculum developments (some under fed-
eral funding) gave promise of turning the tide. Some of these curriculum projects re-
nounced the industrial arts name, and ostensibly any industrial arts influence. Others
accepted and capitalized upon the 100-year tradition of the industrial arts curriculum
area. No subsequent events have yet proved which was the best strategy.

In any event, redirection for industrial arts education under the influence of career
education may be the wholesome and hastened renovation so long awaited by many in the
profession.

Dr. Svendsen is Chairman of the Department of Industrial Arts Education, School of Technology, Indiana
State University, Terre Haute, Indiana 47809.

Career Orientation for Elementary Schools:
The Second Year of Project LOOM

James R. Heggen and John J. Geil

One year ago, we reported to this convention the establishment of Project LOOM and
reviewed our first year of activity. This report may be found on pages 70-72 of the Asso-
ciation's 1971 Convention Proceedings. We found it necessary then to build a case for
elementary level occupational education programs. We noted that occupational education
has long been one of the basic roles of industrial arts, but that not much headway has
been made, especially in the elementary grades, due to the lack of resources, personnel,
and space within the curriculum. Identifiable progress began in 1963 with the vocational
education act, followed by the 1968 amendments. Florida's efforts in this direction began
in 1969, with a study of all aspects of vocational education. This was followed, in 1970,
with extensive legislation which has literally transformed the state's vocational education
program. The word in Florida now is "comprehensive vocational education," which
means that all students will have an opportutity to learn about the world of work, about
themsel'es in relation to the world of work, and to prepare for gainful employment
whether they elect college or not.

It is no longer necessary to dwell upon the philosophy or rationale for career educa-
tion. The need is established. Career development has been named the number one
priority by the U.S. Commissioner of Education. Florida is well on the way to showing
what can be done when resources and personnel are committed.
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When we started, there was little to follow in developing the materials and method-ology for elementary-level occupational awareness programs. There are no studieswhich would indicate that, if we do certain things with children in the early grades, desired
outcomes rel .cing to work will result at age 18 or 25 or 30. We do know that in mostinstances, ,,ccupational decision making is a haphazard process which leaves manypeople in j)bs for which they are poorly suited, have no real talent, or, worse, working
at jobs below their capabilities, simply because theynever came to know about and believein themselves in this context. The goals of Project LOOM are to develop materials and
methodology which, when applied in a low-key manner throughout the elementary grades,
will help students acquire broad knowledges of the working world; learn their own innateabilities, likes, and dislikes; and acquire a healthy regard for the work of others in society.

"LOOM" expresses our basic concernthat everything we do must be keyed to theneeds of the learning individual. Learner-Oriented Occupational Materials put the indi-vidual learner at the center of the educational effort. Learning is a natural condition ofthe human organism, and we feel there is no reason why it should not be enjoyable in theschools.
All LOOM units feature hands-on activities. Since adults work in active contexts,it seems reasonable that children will best learn about jobs and the working world bybeing involved in real or simulated work experiences. Oral and written work is, ofcourse, included, but activities form the backbone of each learning unit. The studentlearns about the world of work and, equally important, learns about himself in thatcontext.
Practicing elementary teachers write and develop the units, under the guidance ofthe project directors. Materials are tested in typical classroom situations before being

submitted to the project. The units followa uniform format which consists of a teacher'sguide, the student materials, and a resource section. Ilealia activity kits prepared foreach unit include A-V materials showing real people in real work roles, items used byworkers, and other learning materials. Items whichare too large or costly to be includedin the kits are represented graphically or simulated. To complement the packages, tooland equipment lists for each schoolcenter which will use the program are being developed.
When the completed LOOM units are received atproject headquarters, they are dupli-cated and made available to all participants for experimental use. Teachers choose foruse those units that seem most appropriate for any given instructional time, to supple-ment the regular instruction. Thus the units are tested not only by the originating teach-er, but also by other project participants.
Approximately 60 LOOM units were completed by June 1971, covering a wide varietyof occupations and professions. We then conducted a series of one-week summer work-shops for participants in the 13 school districts cooperating with the project. The major

purposes of the workshops were to evaluate the units, conduct micro-teaching activitiesusing the units, assist participants in developing tool skills, study occupations through
on-site visitations, and work out implementation patterns for 1971-72. Participants re-ceived three quarter hours of graduate credit from Florida State University plus a stipend.During the current school year, the project hasbeen expanded to include 130 partici-pants. We are revising all the units written last year, writing many new units, field test-ing in diverse situations, and refining curriculum integration patterns. To accomplishthis. the project directors conduct a series of one-day workshops in each district. Theproject provides substitute teacher pay and funds for materials. A local technical con-sultant (usually an outstanding industrialarts teacher)works with the elementary teachersto assist them in designing activities, developing tool skills, advising on safety and othermatters, and in locating needed information and resources.

Prior to the end of this school year, all new and revised LOOM units will have beenreceived, checked, and duplicated for summer workshop use. Our workshops will besimilar to those last year, except thatwenow have more usable materials and many earlyproblems have been solved. We will be able, therefore, to concentrate more on teacherpreparation and unit evaluation. Plans are underway for special workshops in at leasttwo counti4i which would run up to six weeks in duration. In these, groups of teacherswould c."-q.< 3 summer school classes with students during the morning hours and thenwork on ei....aonal and unit development in the afternoons. Cooperating districts will em-ploy teachers for the summer.
With the history and method of Project LOOM reviewed, it is appropriate now to re-port on findings. We are often asked, "How do you evaluate the program? How do youknow that the LOOM units will accomplish what you intended?" Short-range evaluation
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is no real problem. Each unit is tested and refined by the authoring teacher to make sure
that the performance objectives are attainahle. This is followed by peer critique and
field trials in the several centers. We are reasonahly confident that, with adequate
teacher preparation, each unit will accomplish the objectives set forth for that unit. M
this time, however, it is not possibleto say conclusively that students who will experience
the total LOOM program in the future will possess, when it time to make decisions and
go to work, the knowledges, attitudes, characteristic;, and skills clesired. Longitudinal
studies are needed, but must be deferred in favor of developing the program. Por now we
are working on the assumption that if the students and teachers like the program, it's
good, and if they don't, it's not. We can report that almost everyone who is involved likes
the LOOM program and feels we are going in the right direction.

The simple and direct methods used in the project may make data-conscious edu-
cators nervous, but are appealing to teachers and administrators in the field who are
swamped with surveys, evaluations, testing, datacollection, and red tape. As one assistant
superintendent put it, "The LOOM program is simple, practical, and workable, and not
another slice of pie in the skywhich we don't need."

Perhaps our strongest feature is teacher involvement. Working with teachers, assist-
ing them in learning new ways to be active with their students, giving them an opportunity
to employ their creative abilities in developing LOOM units, is yielding results beyond
the immediate goals of the project. In one school, for example, a teacher got so involved
in working with the unit, "Should I Be A Printer?" that she expanded the activity beyond
the unit with her class and ultimately got the entire school involved. This teacher and
others are demonstrating that improvements in reading skills, for example, can be
achieved through methods using activities with tools and materials. Measuring and com-
putational skills are learned well in units such as "Should I Ile A Baker?" Students are
acquiring exciting new vocabularies, words that are not standard for their grade levels,
through working and role-playing in units dealing with the meteorologist, the pharmacist,
the veterinarian, the accountant, the photographer, the electrician, the ice cream maker,
the archaeologist, the podiatrist, the travel agent, the shipbuilder, the oceanographer, the
food-store worker, and many others.

About the only criticism we encounter conies from our participating teachersthey
say we are moving too slowly. They want us to intervene and force the changes needed in
the elementary school day and in curriculum requirements. But making changes in edu-
cation is a complex, slow process. Overcoming system inertia stemming from the "we
teach as we were taught" syndrome requires time, money, manpower, and a proven method
of instruction. Accreditation standards, certification requirements, and other factors
require time and pressure for modification. Teacher educators need to realize that
academics, though necessary, are not sufficient preparation for elementary teachers who
will be teaching children about the working world.

And, we need specialists to work with the elementary teachers. Classroom teachers
will, due to the tremendous number of students involved, have to be the principal conduc-
tors of elementary-level world of work programs. They need the assistance of a new
breed of specialist. Industrial arts teachers, home economics teachers, and others who
have not only broadknowledge in their fields but also competence with elementary children
and, ideally, some work experience of their own, are sorely needed now.

Specialists, plus money, plus orientation for those who control education, plus in-
service and pre-service programs, will be needed to implement the LOOM program or
any other elementary program dealing with the rather revolutionary concept that children
should begin to learn about the working world when they enter school.

At about this point in our presentations on Project LOOM, someone usually says with
enthusiasm that it is high time a program was developed for kids who like to use their
hands. True, we say, but showus a brain surgeon who uses only his head. Then someone
usually says that LOOM will help kids make up their minds earlier about working.
We say, not necessarily earlierjust better.

Dr. Heggen and Mr. Geil are Co-Directors of Project LOOM and members of the industrial arts faculty
at Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida.
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Career Education: An Employer-Based Approach
Ralph C. Bohn

In an effort to improve the preparation of the Nation's youth for their future in the
real world beyond the classroom, a new concept of education has been suggested by the
Office of Education. This concept is called career education. Career education is pro-posed as a comprehensive educational program designed to eliminate the "gap" between
formal school and the world of work.

Four approaches to career education are planned: a program based in the public
schools, a program based in the home andcommunity, a program based in the local com-
munity (residential program) and educating the whole family, and a program based in a
variety of real-world environments called Employer-Based Career Education (EBCE).The Far West Regional Laboratory, Berkeley, California, in cooperation with the Northwest
Regional Laboratory, Portland, Oregon, and the Center for Research for Better Schools,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, have been selected to conduct initial planning and design work
necessary to establish two pilot models of EBCE in the Fall of 1972. This presentation
will emphasize the EBCE model being developed in Berkeley, California. While many ofthe characteristics will be common to both programs, the efforts are being kept inde-
pendent to foster individual and creative solutions to the challenges presented by thismodel.

A variety of definitions have been advancedfor career education. For EBCE, a broaddefinition has been selected. "Career" covers the individual's total life: his occupational,
social, and personal concerns. Career education is envisioned as education for one'sprogress through life. An individual should acquire and develop knowledge, attitudes,and skills necessary for meaningful vocational, avocational, leisure, social, and personalpursuits. Career education enables the student to assess and develop realistically his
own interests and his potential in view of the opportunities offered and constraints imposed.

CONCEPT OF EMPLOYER-BASED

Employers are people organizations who employ other people in profit making,
governmental, and other not-for-profit enterprises. They include large industrial firms
like General Motors Corporation, small businesses like a family-owned hardware store,
government or quasi-government operations like the postal service, and public, non-profit agencies like the American Red Cross.

EBCE will be employer-based in that employers, as a group, will play a dominant
role in deciding on educational goals and inmobilizing and allocating resources to achieve
the established goals. The employer-based model will emphasize real-life work environ'
ments for its learning settingsas distinct from the classroom settings of the school-based model.

Another important difference lies in governance. The governance of school today is
usually in the hands of a single agency, the school board. The governance of the employer-
based model is conceptualized as a partnership of a variety of interests and involvements.
Public and private employers, community agencies, and the education sector will jointogether to form a new alliance for the development and management of EBCE. This
"consortium of agencies" will share both the power and the responsibility for establish-
ing and governing this unique type of educational program.

GOALS OF EBCE

The fundamental goal of Employer-Based Career Education is the preparation of the
student for a satisfying and fulfilling career in the broadest meaning of the term; that is,
for his progress throughlife. Consonant with the embracing goal of healthy student grovith
and responsible personal fulfillment, and central to the focus of EBCE, is the preparation
of students for the attainment of satisfying employment, either immediately or after
further education. The distinctive goals of the EBCE Model, stated at the broadest level,are as follows:

1. The EBCE Model aims to provide a viable alternative pathway to the existing
education programs for young people who wish to achieve comprehensive career educa-
tion. The model will serve a broad range of students on an open-enrollment basis.
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2. EBCE aims to increase the relevance between education, the world of work, and
life in general by adopting direct student participation in diverse life situations as the
central theme and organizing center of the individual's experience within the educational
system.

3. EBCE seeks to improve upon existing programs of general, academic, and voca-
tional education by integrating the positive aspects of all into a new educational experience.

4. EBCE seeks to broaden the base of community participation in education by involv-
ing the employing sector more directly and significantly in the process of preparing
students for responsible careers within the community and the world of work.

5. EBCE aims to broaden the base of student participation in the educational process
by progressively involving students in decision-making processes which determine the
nature, extent, and direction of their individual educational programs.

EBCE proposes to serve the major goal of bridging the gap between education, the
world of work, and other subsystems of society.. In order to do so, it adopts as system
goals the meeting of societal and individual needs/demands as measured by several
criteria developed above. As minimal outcomes, the model will specify standards of
performance with respect to adequacy of outcome, effectiveness of communications,
relevance, responsiveness, accountability, and cost-effectiveness.

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF EBCE

EBCE is being developed as a significant departure from the traditional program of
education. A major thrust has been directed towards establishing a viable alternative to
existing schooling. Many of the characteristics associated with education and schools
will be supplanted or changed beyond recognition. Students joining EBCE will be con-
fronted with an educational program void of classrooms and teachers. Instead, they will
be involved with a variety of new concepts and will work with representatives of business
and industry, the community, and special EBCE personnel.

The special characteristics which distinguish EBCE from existing schooling include:
1. Learner-Centered. This is the most distinctive characteristicof EBCE and serves

as the point of departure for curriculum planning. The educational needs and career
objectives of each individual will be used to plan and develop his unique educational pro-
gram. This procedure is in strong contrast to traditional designs which are based on the
needs of society, the goals of subject matter specialists, and philosophical or psychological
positions.

2. Individualized Planning and Instruction. In support of the learner-centered prin-
ciple, curriculum planning and instruction are designed to be carried out primarily at the
individual level. Students are diagnosed, their programs are designed and developed, and
their instruction operationalizedon a one-to-one basis wherever feasible. This recognizes
the differences which exist in students with regard to ability, aspiration, learning pace,
and other factors that affect the educational experience. This procedure is in strong con-
trast to the prevailing practice of today"to design generalized curriculum and then
attempt to adjust it to the individual learner."

3. New Learning Environments. The EBCE student is not confined to a classroom
or even a school. Rather, his educational activities take him into the community in a
great variety of environments. These places, identified as "territories," are developed
as relevant and responsive learning environments to nurture and facilitate the student's
mastery of learning tasks.

The scope and utilization of the territories is limited only by the subtlety and imagi-
nation of the instructional staff. Any place where people live and work could conceivably
become a resource for an EBCE learning experience, making EBCE a huge "school with-
out walls."

4. Employer-Based. A major share of educational experiences will occur in a work
setting, thus emphasizing a career orientation. These experiences will be designed to
fulfill a variety of goals, including career exploration, pre-professional experience,
career-related knowledge and skills (science and mathematics, for example), and initial
job entry skills. Emphasis will be placed on involving the student in real rather than
vicarious experiences. In addition, the experiences will be planned to meet specific stu-
dent goals, rather than the goals of the employer.

5. Performance-Based. The EBCE student is not "working for" grades, as he is in
the traditional school. Rather, evaluation is based on the performance of the student in
the "functional context" in which learning takes place, in terms of goals which are
designed in part by the student himself.
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What constitutes satisfactory "performance" will vary from one student to the next,
as goals are geared to the ability and expectation levels of individual students. Perform-
ance will, therefore, not be reduced to submitting students to standardized tests.

6. Experience Trails. Experience trails are the individual educational programsdesigned for students. A sequence of purposeful experiences is brought together andarranged into an instructional order. The student then uses his experience trails to guideand order his education.
The trail is the combined effort of the student and EBCE staff members. It is not afixed entity, but is modified and adjusted as the student gains new knowledge and modifies

his goals and aspirations.
Each EBCF. student will have an experience trail which will provide continuous iden-tity with learning sequence and progress, as well as identify the places where perform-

ance-based evaluation should take place.
7. Learning Modules. The module is the smallest instructional entity used in build-ing experience trails. Each module is designed to fulfill a single student objective or aseries of closely related objectives. As an instructional entity, the module identifies acompletion point as a student progresses along his experience trail.
A student may engage in a number of modules in any given time period. Though at

any given moment he is working with only one module, it is often set aside to permit him
to work on other modules built into his experience trail. For example, an early experi-
ence trail for a student may include modules in reading, mathematics, physical science,and career exploration. During a typical morning he would be engaged in individualizedinstruction in reading, mathematics, and physical science. The activity would be followedby viewing a film on careers in transportation. In the afternoon, he would visit a local
airport to observe people working in a variety of transportation careers.

The length, profile, and type of learning modulewill vary with the learning objectives
of the student and with the extent and complexity of the learning experience.

8. The Career Education Center. The student is provided a "home base" for his
EBCE experiences. The Career Education Center is designed as a hospitable environ-
ment for discussion and planning, tutoring, policy making, social activities, and materials
organizing and storage. The Center avoids the "look" of school since there is no needfor rows of chairs, wall-to-wall chalkboards, buzzers, and bells.

The Center "atmosphere" permits the student to be relaxed among his peers and
be able to meet comfortably and openly with the EBCE staff. Informality and warmth are
emphasized; authoritarianism is avoided.

9. The Learner's Support Team STAFF. A diverse groupof people with many com-
petencies are needed to design, implement, and manage the instructional system. Each
student will come into contact with a number of people, each contributing to the student's
progress on his experience trail. These include:

a. Coordinators the people directly involved with helping each student plan and
develop his individual experience trail. The coordinator is the key person in work-ing with students. He has the responsibility of diagnosing student entry levels,goals, and interests, assisting students to plan and develop an educational program,
monitoring student progress, and assisting students in making program adjust-
ments and in solving their day-to-day problems.

b. Resource Person individuals in the territories or at the Career Education
Center having responsibilities for assisting students with learning tasks, serving
as instructional guides or experts, providing information tote learner, assistingin locating and making use of material resources, introducing students to new
concepts and skills, and working with coordinators to build the student's personal
and professional self-image.

There are a number of people who have major responsibilities for the student's
progress but have only an occasional or chance contact with individual students. Theseinclude:

a. Curriculum Designers the people designing learning modules and selecting,
adapting, or developing materials required for the mastery of learning modules
and for the implementation of planned experience trails.

b. 'Territory Developers the people mapping and developing territories, establish-
ing and maintaining liaison with resource personnel, and maintaining informationon territories and retources.

c. Management the variety of people responsible for the efficient and integrated
operation of the Employer-Based Program of Career Education.
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10. Additional. Many additional characteristics will distinguish EBCE from the
traditional school program, These include implementation of the concepts of free exit and
entrance, failure-free (some students will simply take longer than others), and efficient
transfer back into the traditional school program or into collegiate education.

Emphasis on individualized instruction will take advantage of the developing array
of instructional media. The use of media will be enhanced through assignment of students
to a variety of individual activities in territories established in business and industry,
as well as community and civic agencies.

THE END PRODUCT

Upoh completion of the EBCE program, each student should have acquired compe-
tencies and met requirements which enable him to:

--enter a two/four-year college for academic/professional training, or
--enter a two-year college or technical school for vocational/technical training, or
--enter the world of work (apply for a job for which he has acquired entery level

skills), or
--engage in a community service or other service activity, or
--engage in a satisfying, self-realizing involvement of his choice, or
--implement a mixture of the above.

These categories represent the gates through which the individual can enter to con-
tinue his personal growth and become the kind of person he has the interest and potential
to become.

IMPLEMENTATION AND FUTURE PLANS

During the Spring of 1972, the Far West Laboratory at Berkeley will bring in a small
group of students (5 to 10) who will become involved with the initial concepts for EBCE
presented herein. The results of this initial experience in Employer-Based Career Edu-
cation will be the establishmentof the guidelines and procedures for the implementation of
a pilot program for 50 -100 students in the Fall of 1972. Oakland, California has been
selected as the site for this initial venture into an exciting and creative aproach to
education.

Dr. Bohn is the Dean of Educational Services and Professor of Industrial Studies at San Jose State College,
San Jose, California.

Occupational Education in
Comprehensive Schools

Joseph A. Prioll

The City of Brockton, Mass., is a combination industrial, business, and residential
community comprising a total population of 95,000. Its local and regional industrial and
business profile and proximity to the Boston area give it an identification closely related
to the occupational and vocational opportunities and activities in the Commonwealth.
Brockton is also the fastest growing community in the northeast sector of the United States
and ranks twenty-third in the nation. Ourpresent public school population of 18,400 ranks
third in the state, and our enrollment projections indicate that we will expect to accom-
modate another 6,000 pupils in 1975. Because of community's economic and occupational
characteristics and the diversified abilities and talents of our increasing large school
population, we are extremely cognizant of the importance of occupational education as a
principal component necessary to meet the multi-needs of a significant number of our
students.
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REGIONAL VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEMBERSHIP

The City of Brockton is the largest community and the only city that is a participatingmember of the Southeastern Regional Vocational-Technical School District. Chapter 489of the Acts of 1963, Massachusetts General Laws, established the Southeastern Regional
Vocational-lbchnical School District as the primary occupational educational agency forBrockton students. An agreement to meet the immediate and specific needs of studentswas reached in 1967 regarding the cooperative administration of vocational education asit related to the Regional District and Brockton Public Schools. This cooperative agree-ment focused principally on the needs of students who could profit from a vocationally-
oriented activity, but because of space limitations could not he accommodated at the re-gional facilities. To fill thisgap, the BrocktOn Public Schools offers supplementary voca-tional programs. However, should the regional school's expansion program be activated,
some supplementary programs could he housed in the regional complex. This policy has
guided the administration of vocational education at our local and regional level for thepast five years with satisfactory and effective results.

PRESENT OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMSSEPTEMBER, 1970
Vocational Special Needs Program

A vocational work-experience program geared to prevent schooldropouts. This pro-gram is presently accommodating 205 high school freshmen, sophomores, juniors, andseniors. The five primary occupational training areas are automotive service, building
construction, metal trades, human services, and food handling.

Child Care Program
A program to educate girls at the highschool level to acquire competencies and skillsin a wide range of child care professions.

Medical-Legal-Technical Secretarial Training Program
A program to educate high school girls in the business education program in the spe-cific skills necessary to competently function in a medical, legal, and/or technical em-ployment environment.

Distributive Education Program
A program within our business education framework geared to provide high schoolboys and girls with the competencies and skills necessary to function effectively in the

present and future business and retail field.

Special Education Program
A program for the mentally retarded to provide the older retardate with occupational

information and work experience based on the food handling area.

Nursing Assistants Program
A program to expose students to fundamentals of nursing, valuable to those whose

interest is nurses assitant, nurses aide, licensed practical nurse, or registered nurse.

Cooperative Business & Office Education
A program that trains students who aspire to a career in the office and businesscommunity.

OBJECTIVES AND PROPOSED PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES

This section includes two basic concepts of our long-range planning objectives: what
we are aspiring to achieve and those programs and activities that will be the vehicles to
achieve our objectives. To clarify these two concepts, we will identify our objectives in
upper case letters and the vehicles in lower case letters.

A. TO CONTINUE TO ADMINISTER OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS WITH THE RE-
GIONAL VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOL DISTRICT BASED ON THE AFORE-
MENTIONED COOPERATIVE POLICY AGREEMENT.
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B. TO IMPROVE THE ADMINISTRATIVE, MANAGEMENT, AND SUPERVISORY OR-
GANIZATION OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION IN THIS BROCKTON PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

--appoint a full-time director of occupational education who will direct and be
responsible for the entire occupational education program within the Brockton
Public Schools. The director shall be the principal liaison between the local
occupational education programs and the Southeastern Regional Vocational-
Technical School District.

--appoint staff personnel who shall be immediately responsible for a particular
occupational program or component. They shall be directly responsible to the
occupational education director and also to those administrative personnel whose
sphere of responsibility is affected by a particular undertaking.

--provide the necessary clerical help needed to implement the local occupational
education program.

C. TO PROVIDE OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MORE STUDENTS.

--provide occupational education training programs for students enrolled in special
education classes, emotionally, mentally educable and trainable, and physically
handicapped.

--provide occupational education training programs for students defined as aca-
demically and/or scholastically deprived.

--encourage students presently enrolled in a general course to participate in an
occupational education that will lead to marketable or saleable skills and com-
petencies.

--encourage and provide more opportunities for girls to participate in occupation-
ally-oriented programs.

--provide a segment of our business education students with training consistent
with the guidelines of occupational education; e.g., distributive education, co-
operative business education, etc.

--provide programs and activities to include students at the junior high level as
aptitudes, achievement, talent, and age will permit.

D. TO PROVIDE FOR ADDITIONAL OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS.
--in addition to our present programs, the following areas, classified by particular

programs, are to be considered as potential training areas. Again, it should be
stated that the following suggested areas of training would be in preparation for
or supplementary to activities carried on at the regional complex, and their
beginning and/or continuance would be dependent on the capability of the regional
district to meet such needs at a certain point in time.

Vocational special needs
electronic communications, electronic industries, drafting occupations, graphic arts
occupations, appliance repair, body and fender;blueprint reading, maintenance
trades, plastics occupation, small engine repair, nurses aides, ond clothing assistants.

Child care and development
to expand our competence and skill in areas of child care and development to in-
clude child health, educational, ond recreational programs.

--to expand and improve the present locally-supported highschool restaurant train-
ing programs for educable retardates; e.g., baking, catering, soda fountain serv-
ices, etc.

--to explore the feasibility of initiating occupational education at earlier and adult
levels and applying where appropriate.

--provide occupational training in the areas of office and store clerks, garage
work, clothing and home improvement areas such as housekeeping, appliance
repair, landscaping, carpentry, and furniture upholstering.

--utilize whenever feasible an appropriate work-study and on-the-job training
activity.

--expand and improve our present medical, legal, and technical secretarial pilot
training program.
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--expand and improve our present distributive education program, including ayear-round cooperative school-community program.
--plan and implement a cooperative school-community, work-experience programwith business education students with specific vocational goals; e.g., officeeducation.
--provide a high level of instruction in the stenographic and transcribing skillswith vocational objectives and standards. This instruction will include the useof a shorthand and transcribing laboratory.
--provide programs which have been affected by automation and technology; e.g.,data processing, computers, etc.
--adult or evening school program.
--some of the implications of future adult involvement have been mentioned in theaforementioned sections.
--provide for an expansion of our current programs to include additional home andvocationally-skilled development areas.
--an increase in the areas of adult involvement in cooperation with business andtrades to provide competencies needed for refresher or upgrading occupationalskill development.
--investigate feasibility of consumer homemaking in line with family financing aspart of home economics structure, leaving as much flexibility as possible.

E. TO IMPROVE THE CURRICULUM OFFERINGS IN THE AREA OF OCCUPATIONALEDUCATION.
--improve the articulation of the training content beginning at the junior high andcontinuing into the high school and post-high school levels.
--provide academic offerings relevant to the occupational education training area.--maintain flexibility in course of study offerings.
--structure the industrial arts programs to provide for prevocational and pre-technical activities.
--include whenever feasible an interdisciplinary content approach.--include work experience or on-the-job training activities whenever feasible andeducationally advantageous.
--provide for special tutorial activities to provide basic learning skills.

F. TO IMPROVE THE COMPETENCE OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
--establish closer ties with colleges who are preparing individuals as instructorsin occupational educations.
--encourage skilled tradesmen and industrial arts personnel to become vocationallycertified.
--add qualified staff to maintain a low teacher-student ratio.
--institute a continuous in-service program to upgrade the entire staff.
--utilize specific individual staff strengths by instituting wherever feasible differentstaffing patterns such as team teaching.
--encouraging the staff to continue their professional growth by enrollment ingraduate programs and participation in professional organizations.
--workshops geared for ail school personnel aimed at a better understanding ofoccupational education and the needs ofvocationally enrolled students.

G. TO INTENSIFY PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES.
--add staff whenever necessary to intensify the areas mentioned below.
--vocational information activity programs at the junior high level.
--vocational placement activities related to either on-the-job training or occupa-tional placement.
--educational placement programs for those who would profit from additionalschooling.
--follow-up activities to determine external adjustment as well as feedback regard-ing training effectiveness.
--provide classwork assistance to the retarded, others in need of such services,and their families.

H. TO IMPROVE THE TEACHING-LEARNING TECHNIQUES
--maximum utilization of educational technology; e.g., audio-visual programmedmaterials, computers, etc.
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--design the instruction product and process to insure individual continuous pupil
progress.

--utilization of the laboratory or application concept regardingskill or competency
development.

--providing flexibility in programing students to provide for individual differences.

.1. 'II/ IN11'ROVE REGIONAL AND CONIMUNITV COORDINATION :\ND 1'11131.1C:
It , AT1ONS

--the director of occupational education and other staff shall meet regularly with
appropriate staff members at the Southeastern Regional Vocational Technical
School District to insure continuity and purpose.

--the individual staff personnc:1; especially work-experience personnel, under the
director, shall establish and maintain a close and effective relationship with
business and industry.

--the role of the advisory committee shall be evaluated to promote improved
effectiveness.

--the director shall work closely and coordinate with Ste regional vocational-
technical authorities in the development of effective programs and activities.
Such coordination would include:

--meeting periodically with the local public relations officer to enhance the
image of occupational education and promoting the activities of occupational
education.

--increasing utilization of vocational resources for community use.
--utilizing every available opportunity for the dissemination of helpful or

significant information relative to the proposed programs: e.g., printed
brochures, radio interviews, open house, etc.

K. IMPROVED FAC:11.1TIFS FOR Tin.: occupATIoNm. F.DucATIoN pROGRANI
--all of the high school involvement, grades 9-12, is housed in the new 16.9 million

dollar high school as of September 1970. The specific training areas and equip-
ment are now functional in anticipation of future plans in the area of occupa-
tional education.

Mr. Prioli is the director of Occupotionol Educotion for the Brockton Public Schools, Brockton, Mossochu-
setts,

What is Career Education?
James L. Boone, Jr.

Much has been said about career education since Commissioner Marland first
broached the subject before the National Association of Secondary School Principals a
little over one year ago in Houston. President Nixon devoted a considerable portion of
his recent State of the Union message to the specific subject of career education. The
American Industrial Arts Association and the American Vocational Association have put
task forces to work on career education position papers. In spite of all the attention that
career education has received (or perhaps because of it), there still seems to be some
confusion concerning the meaning of the term. This is to be expected, of course, since
the concept of career education is still in a formative stage. Even Commissioner Mar-
land cannot describe the shape that it will take when (and if) career education becomes an
accomplished fact. He is counting on people like you and MP to create portions of the
over-all program.

What then is career education? President Nixon said, "Career education is not a
single specific program. It is more usefully thought of as a goaland one that we can
pursue through many methods. What we need today is a nationwide search for such
methodsa search which involves every area of education and every level of government.
Career education can help make education and training more meaningful for the student,
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more rewarding for the teacher, more available to the adult, more relevant for the dis-advantaged and more productive for our country."
In the November 1971 issue of American Education, Commissioner !garland stated,"In any event, what the term 'career education' means to me is basically a point of view,a concepta concept that says three things: First, that career education will be part ofthe curriculum for all students, not just some. Second, that it will continue throughout ayoungster's stay in school, from the first grade through senior high and beyond, if he soelects. And third, that every student leaving school will possess the skills necessary togive him a start in makinga livelihood for himself and his family, even if he leaves beforecompleting high school. Now, isn't this what school is supposed to be all about? Itseems to me that Dr. Mar land is telling us that it is high time that we achieve all of theobjectives set forth in the "Seven Cardinal Principles" that were espoused more thanhalf a century ago. I might add, parenthetically, that Dr. :garland did not say generaleducation has to go, in his Houston speech. Ile said that general education as we know ittoday has to goand 1 agree. A little further in his speech he was equally critical ofvocational educationas we know it today.
How do others define career education? The National Association of State Directorsof Vocational Education, in its position paper, says career education is "...an emerging,essential concept that will provide a viable system of learning experiences which willassist all youth to acquire useful information about the occupational structure of theeconomy, the alternatives of career choice, the obligations of involvement in the totalwork force, the intelligent determination of personal capabilities and aspirations, therequisites for all occupations, and opportunities to prepare for gainful and useful em-ployment." The American Vocational Association takes theposition that "Career educa-tion provides a unifying core for the total educational enterprise, with intensive occupa-tional preparation as a significant aspect."
What is career education? The consensus seems to be that career education is nota single segment of education, but is a total philosophy of education. It involves the re-direction of education from kindergarten through adulthood to the philosophy that themajor objective of roost educational activities should be to make each human being pro-ductive. This means that the curriculum of the elementary and secondary schools shouldbe permeated with content that is related to productivity and careers. Industrial arts isone of many elements that can contribute to this philosophy. I trust that the followingpresentations will provide you with ideas or examples illustrating methods by whichindustrial arts can fulfill its role in career education.

Dr. Boone is head of the Department of Industrial EdreatIon, Texas ABM University, College Station,Texas 77843.

Implementing Career Education
Herbert Siegel

In his first major address after becoming U.S. Commissioner of Education, SidneyP. Marland, Jr., called for the abolition of general education curriculum and its replace-ment by career education. This is wonderful, this is great, this is what the "shop teach-ers" on all levels of education, industrial arts teachers from K-12, and vocationalteachers have known and advocated for a long time.
Now that the policy has been established, all of us will be working toward the commongoal of career education for every child in our schools. However, we must look beyondour area of specialty, and we must realize that career education must be accepted in itsbroadest terms, as defined by Dr. Marland. Probably the greatest challenge in educa-tional history is now thrust upon all of the teachers in the United States. .Of the many problems confronting the advocates of career education, by far thegreatest of these is to convince the academicians that education, as it has been taughtfor the past 50 years, has not done the job expected of it, and there is ample evidence toprove this point. Now is the time to make education more relevant, more meaningful.
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At last we have a U.S. Commissioner of Education who sees the futility of our present
educational program and is willing to stand up and bring about the required changes, which

. will benefit all of our children.

NEED FOR PROMOTING CAREER EDUCATION

One of the major problems is to make the professional educators aware of career
education. As a personnel survey, lhave asked a number of people at the Board of Educa-
tion if they were aware of the concept of career education. Much to my surprise, very
few of the teachers questioned, and they included persons assigned to mathematics, guid-
ance, and the language arts departments, have heard of career education. If this is so
in such a small sampling at the Board of Education, I can visualize how this ignorance of
career education will multiply outside of our schools. We must get busy and, if we be-
lieve in this concept, we must then sell it to everyone concerned, parents and educators
alike.

We must stop talking to ourselves (industrial subject teachers) and talk to the re-
mainder of the educational world. This is the group that must be sold on career education.
This promotion must emanate from the U.S.O.E., from the State Education Departments
and City Boards of Education. This promotional campaign must include articles in all
educational publications, radio and television presentations, posters on all public trans-
portation, and printed materials that could be distributed in quantity to schools and PTA
organizations.

WHAT THE TEACHER CAN DO

As 1 travel around the city visiting classes, 1 find that each day in many of our
laboratories the teachers and students are involved in good educational practices, such as
field trips and visitations to industry and city museums. Guest speakers from industry
are used in lab and auditorium periods. Many students are busily engaged in cooperative
work programs and after-school skills training programs, and 1 am pleased to state
that the latest educational equipment is used in teaching these programs.

A really effective program is not a "one-time thing." To implement the kind of pro-
gram that will introduce our students to the world of work will demand that an effective
program be in operation every day, or the student will be deprived of those experiences
which will enable him to make a wise choice of a career. It is a comparatively simple
matter to fall into a rut and havethe students continue to work on their projects day after
day. But to teach the type of career education program which I know that all industrial
teachers are capable of requires a determination and zeal far beyond keeping the pupils
"busy."

What is needed is that all the teachers in a department sit down and plan a viable
program for their classestone that would include all the experiences that a student should
have in a career educat;,..7program. The implementa don of an effective program demands
the cooperation of all teachers. It behooves the teachers of industrial subjects to lend
their expertise in the world of work to those teachers who only have a college background
and help them plan an effective course of study.

Exploration is one of the main objectives of industrial arts education. This can be
taught through project construction and instructional information lessons. The construc-
tion of projects is something all teachers undertake with enthusiasm. However, when it
comes to providing industrial information, each teacher has his own concept of what this
area should include.

In an industrial arts department with more than 1300 teachers, some degree of uni-
formity is necessary or else a chaotic situation will result in our teaching program. The
lessons which appear in each of our teacher manuals indicate the special effort we make
in New York City to teach career education to our pupils.

The following guidelines, as suggested in the General Metal Shop Teachers Work
Manual, indicate the philosophy and general format of an industrial information lesson.
'leachers are encouraged to use audio-visual aids, speakers from industry, or perhaps
a field trip if these techniques would make the lesson more effective and more meaningful
to the pupils. It is self-evident that these lesson plans could be developed for each in-
dustrial arts area.
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MASS PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE

The technique of mass production is another method of bringing industrial practicesinto the school shop. The degree to which the basic idea is carried out depends on theresourcefulness of the teacher and his dedication to making new tracks in the wilderness.A simple mass- produced item might consist of a project organized by the teacher,using jigs and simple operations on a production line basis. Or perhaps it could assumethe aspect of a business corporation, using various committees to undertake the design-ing, construction of jigs, production control, production costs, financing, and merchan-dising.
The mass-produced project might involve one shop or it could involve the coopera-tion of the entire industrial arts department. The design and working drawings could bedeveloped in the mechanical drawing room; the wood, metal, and electrical componentsof a project could be fabricated in their respective area shops; the publicity and productpromotion could be handled in the graphic arts shop. In other words, we have at our dis-posal the facilities to bring into our program a real-life industrial situation. Here isone way of introducing pupils to industry and at the same time revitalizing our program.The following flow chart and descriptions are copied from Mass Production Unit,Scrolled Flower Pot Stand, which was developed by our teachers.

1. Planning and Research:
a. Group meets to decide on project.
b. Project is based on tools, equipment, materials available, and consumer needs.2. Purchasing:
a. Materials needed, cost, where to purchase material most economically.

3. Sales and Merchandising:
a. Students obtain administrative permission to visit classes during the homeroomperiod to make their sales pitch and to take orders.b. Display and advertise the product in the G.O. store and in the school paper.

4. Production Planning and Jigs:
a. Prepare working models for the sales department.b. Make jigs for mass-production work.c. Plan time-saving features.
d. Make a preliminary run to test for problems.
e. Prepare assignments for individual workers.
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5. Production Line:
a. Mobility of moving project along the assembly line.
b. Reason for the worker to do the same job to acquire time-saving skills.

6. Quality Inspection:
a. Necessity for the product to meet minimum standards. The inspection area

can be placed before or after the finishing area.

7. Finishing:
a. Spray paint.
b. Brush paint.
c. Dipping.

8. Packaging:
a. Add flower pot with plants.
b. Slip cast flower pots if a ceramics unit is available.
c. Cover with cellophane and ribbon for eye appeal.

9. Inventory:
a. Make sure all orders can be filled within the time limit set for this unit.
b. Set a production goal to avoid overproduction.

10. Distribution:
a. Arrange with homeroom teachers for delivery of the product.
b. Prepare receipts for money collected.

11. Bookkeeping:
a. Keep all bills and records of purchases.
b. Record new orders.
c. Record deliveries.
d. Figure overhead and labor costs.
e. Calculate profits or losses.
f. Profits donated to the school G.O.
g. Close the books.
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JOB ANALYSIS OF CAREER OPPORTUN TIES
THROUGH INDUSTRIAL ARTS EXPERIENCES

We are undertaking a thorough study of what we are doing to teach career educationin our industrial arts labs. Uponcompletion, this analysis will be followed by a definitivereport as to what each teacher should be doing to foster career education. It will alsoindicate the academic interrelationships of each job and should prove helpful to theacademic teacher in planning his work, so that there is complete educational integration.Using the 15 career clusters designated by Dr. Marland's committee, we have pre-pared a form which will help us codetermine exactly what we are doing and what method-ology is being used to achieve each goal. We have retyped all of the job designations onthese forms and provided for an evaluation of what is being done on the elementary,middle, and secondary school level.
To begin with, two industrial arts supervisors were assigned to each industrial artsarea taught in our middle schools; these are wood, metal, graphic arts, electricity, andceramics. Two supervisors were also assigned for the elementary schools, and then theindustrial arts chairmen in secondary schools wereassigned to evaluate their labs. Theseinclude wood, sheet metal, machine shop, graphic arts, electricity, drafting, plastic, andtransportation. Each was requested to indicate which academic subjects had a relation-ship with the Job under discussion.
This will be a tremendous job; however, we all realize that if we are to put thecareer education program across, it will require a great deal of effort on the part of theindividual teacher.
We must also extend a helping hand and guidance to the many teachers who have notrealized the true significance of career education beyond their own specific experience.

Mr. Siegel is Director of Industrial Arts, New York City Schools.
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Career EducationA Role for Industrial Arts
Kenneth R. Clay

Career educationcurrently, no concept or term in education is being bandied almt,
discussed, defined, and analyzed more than this. National impetus has been given to this
movement by U.S. Commissioner of Education, Sidney P. Harland, Robert Worthington,
and President Nixon who, in his recent State of the Union Message, indicated that: "Too
many of our students, from all income groups, have been 'turning off' or 'tuning out on
their educational experiences.' lie indicated that he felt one reason for this situation was
the inflexibility of our educational system, including the fact that it so rigidly separates
academic and vocational curricula. Ile further suggested that we need a new approach and
that he believed the best new approach is to strengthen career education.

Dr. Marland has further stated that: "Education's most serious failing is its self-
induced, voluntary fragmentation. The most grievous example of this is the false
dichotomy it makes between things academic and things vocational," and, I would add,
practical. Dr. Marland has suggested that "all education is career educationor should
be.". Ile has proposed that a universal goal of American education be "that every young
person completing his school program at grade 12 be ready to enter either higher educa-
tion or useful and rewarding employment."2

It becomes clear, I think, that career education is not a new program to be added on
to our already overburdened and fragmented curriculum. Instead, it is a total philosophy
or concept of what education ought to be. Each course, program, or other educational
offering should have a stake in contributing to an individual's development and career
preparation.

To achieve this end will require changing many attitudes and the reorganization of
our total elementary and secondary school programs. Obviously, this is going to take
much time and effort before such a goal can be achieved. However, we do see a number
of promising developments. New Jersey, like Florida and New York, represented by
other panelists, has, I believe, made a major commitment to the implementation of the
broad-scale concept of career education. Rut. before I indicate some of the specific
developments and programs in New Jersey, let me attempt to set before you four basic
elements which I feel must be a part of any comprehensive career education scheme.

ELEMENT ONETECHNOLOGICAL LITERACY

Provision must be made to include:
--An examination of past technological developments and their impact on our

society.
--The development of an understanding of things mechanical and technical.
--The development of an understanding of the relation of technological development

to the development of knowledge.
--An opportunity to apply basic concepts and principles in a practical setting

through hands-on experiences.

ELEMENT TWOOCCUPATIONAL AWARENESS

Provision must be made to include:
--An understanding of the worth and function of man's work in our society.
--An understanding of the world of work.
--The development of one's self concept and recognition of the dignity of work.
--Individual experiences that relate and contribute to eventual career choices.
--An examination of career possibilities, growing out of and related to any subject

or field of study.

ELEMENT THREECAREER EXPLORATION
Provision mutit be made to include:

--Examination of occupational opportunities and projections.
--Identification of various occupational requirements.
--Simulated experiences related to various career roles.
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--Exploratory, manipulative, classroom, and laboratory experiences in a widerange of career clusters.
--Situations and opportunities where students can develop an understanding oftheir interests, attitudes, aptitudes, abilities, and skills as they relate to careerchoices.

ELEMENT FOURCAREER DEVELOPMENT

Provision must be made to include:
--In-depth resting of tentative career choices.
--Increased self-understanding and awareness, particularly as related to variouscareers.
--Development of some specific job skills.
--Provision for actual selective work experience opportunities.
--Employment orientation experiences.

These four basic elementstechnological literacy, occupational awareness, careerexploration, and career developmentI see as essential ingredients in any comprehensivecareer education program.
Since 1966 in New Jersey, several specific programs have been developed which con-tain some of the elements and provisions which I have just enumerated. The Technologyfor Children Project, as it has been called in New Jersey, was developed in 1966 throughthe able leadership of Dr. Robert Worthington and Miss Elizabeth Hunt. This projecthas grown and is now found in some 250 different schools, involving 6,000 students.Utilizing a hands-on, multi-media, multi-sensory approach to learning, the Technologyfor Children Project aims to integrate technological activities and academic studies asan aid to children to develop a better understanding of their roles in a technologicalsociety. In addition, an appreciation of the role of technology in our society and the worldof work is also developed. This K-6enrichment program provides an educational climatewhere students accept work as a necessary and vital function of human endeavor. Stu-dents are introduced to such concepts as product design and development, properties ofmaterials, mass manufacturing, instrumentation, quality control, material storage,inventory and control, sales and distribution, to mention but a few.
Some activities that have been included are: building and launching model rockets;testing various materials; setting up an assembly line and mass producing a product;writing and printing a paper; designing electrical and electronic circuits; developing,operating, and maintaining a profit-making business; producing a TV show; visiting con-struction, manufacturing, and distribution enterprises; and many other varied acti,Vities.Another program that was developed in the late sixties was the Introduction to Voca-tions Program. This program is designedto provide a broad base of occupational aware-ness for students at the middle school and junior high school level, xploratory, anipu-lative, classroom, and laboratory experiences are offered in a wide pectrum o occupa-tional clusters and, combined with the resources of business an industry,/ ssist thestudent in the development ofmore realistic careerplans. The goals of thjs-program are:1. To assist youth to develop an awareness of career opportunities.2. To provide realistic hands-on experiences, field trips, talks with experts invarious fields, and the opportunity to gain occupational information through avariety of media.
3. To better prepare students to make wise course selections in their school pro-gram.
4. To enhance the student's ability to do occupational planning that is sequentialand commensurate with his abilities, interests, and opportunities.Evaluations of the program have shown that many students have gained success and selfrespect, developed more realistic goals and self concepts, and made wiser course selec-tions and long-range plans because of their experiences in the program.
These programs which I have described were distinct efforts to bring about greaterawareness on the part of students of the technological society we live in, the world ofwork, occupational awareness, and the developmentofone's self-concept and self-realiza-tion. However, the charge of fragmented educational programs which Dr. Marland hasstressed is equally applicable to these programs and other efforts.
In an attempt to place a concerted effort on the development of an integrated totalprogram of career education, Governor William Cahill of New Jersey, with bipartisan
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legislative support, introduced a bill into the New Jersey Legislature early in the fall of
1970 to set up a pilot career development program in three large citiesCamden, New
Brunswick, and Rahway. The bill, which became law on November 19, 1970, carried with
it a supplemental appropriation of 5318,000 to finance what has been called Governor
Cahill's Career Development Program in these three model cities. This Career Develop-
ment I'rogram, which runs from eleinentary school through high school, facilitates the
training of teachers and provides for educational career opportunities for students. It
exercises a new and more effective approach for learning which combines technical
activities and academic classroom lessons designed to provide occupational awareness
with regard to career opportunities.

This pilot program, which provides a new approach to learning for all students, in
cludes the following components:

TECHNOLOGY FOR CHILDREN

INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONS

SUMMER COUPLED WORK STUDY

This phase of the program opens laboratory and academic classrooms during the
summer months and offers students a variety of experiences combined with actual
work experiences in the public sector.

JOB PLACEMENT

This phase of the program is designed to fulfill the obligations of education to provide
placement opportunities for all students and particularly for those who are employ-
ment-bound directly from high school,

CAREER RESOURCE CENTER

A career resource center is established in each school district to provide, for both
teachers and students, a wide variety of instructional materials and media relating
to occupations of all kinds.

1N-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION

In each of the pilot districts, teachers who are currently employed in the elemen-
tary, middle, junior high schools, and senior high school receive In-service training
to prepare them for a teaching role in the Career Development Program. Although
this comprehensive, integrated program has just entered its second year, results
have been most favorable. An Increased level of funding, in excess of $700,000, has
been obtained from the Legislature to continue ,and expand the program.

Two additional cities are being added to the projectNewark and Asbury Park. Several
other large comprehensive school districts are moving to implement similar programs
on a K -12 basis on their own.

In addition, as many of you may know, the Hackensack, New Jersey, School District
has been named as one of the six school districts in the United States to test the "school-
based career education model" recently proposed by the United States Office of Education.

As I see it, what we really need is a partnership approach in education to bring off and
obtain the goals and concepts of career education that are being espoused. Such a partner-
ship, as exemplified by some of the programs which 1 have mentioned, must include all
subject fields in our school programs at all levels, including pre-school and early child-
hood education, elementary, middle school, junior high school, senior high school, post-
secondary education, and continuing education. Included in this partnership must be
teachers, administrators, students, parents, teacher educators, curriculum specialists,
State Department of Education personnel, business, industrial, and community leaders.
Only with such a partnership and joint effort will it be possible to bring about the total
revolution and reorganization that will be required of our school programs.

Industrial arts, as we know it today, has no larger or lesser role to play in career
education than any other discipline or program in our current school curriculum.

l 2
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Certainly, because of the body of knowledge contained in the field of industrial arts, we
can make a unique contribution to many of the elements of a sound career education pro-gram which 1 have described. Because of the expertise the field of industrial arts hasachieved in assisting students in studying technology and its relationship to man, society,and the world of work, we can effectively contribute to the development and expansion ofwhat 1 have called each student's level of technological literacy. Certainly, many of theactivities normally found in quality industrial arts programs provide the student with the
opportunity to increase his occupational awareness and explore, through practical hands-
on experiences, various career possibilities. The possibilities are limitless. All it takesis imagination, innovation, commitment, and a genuine concern to assist students.

1 would also place the. same challenge, however, before every other subject area in ,the school curriculum. Certainly, students studying English, history, science, and othersubjects should have an opportunity to examine and become familiar with various careerpossibilities that grow out of these and many other disciplines as they are studying theseparticular subjects.
I have indicated that a partnership approach will be required to achieve the projectedgoals of a comprehensive career education program. Let me close by citing an exampleof where a partnership approach is being proposed and developed. Glassboro State Col-lege, in cooperation with the New Jersey State Department of Education, an entire cityschool system (Vineland Public Schools), business and industry, parents, students, de-

partments, and teachers at the local school level and college level, is in the process ofdeveloping a total systems approach to career education which could have far-reachingimplications.
This proposed program is conceived as a five-year effort which, for the first timethat 1 am aware of, would bring representatives from all departments in a teacher educa-tion institution together with public school personnel in a joint effort to attack head-on

implementation of the concept of career education K-12 in a city-wide school district and,
at the same time, modifying teacher educationprograms, both pre-service and in-service,to properly prepare teachers for new roles and responsibilities. We, at Glassboro andin New Jersey, are enthusiastic about this effort and hope that we will receive the neces-sary support to bring off this monumental task.

Let me close by saying 1 think it is time that we, in industrial arts, bury the hatchetand assist in breaking down the artificialboundaries and walls which have existed betweenindustrial arts programs, vocational education programs, and other curriculum areas inour schools. As 1 indicated earlier, we have a stake and role to play, no greater or noless a role than any other curriculum area, in bringing about the transformation and
realization that our school programs must more effectively assist students in developing
technological literacy, obtaining occupational awareness, exploring various career possi-bilities, making career choices, and effectively preparing for a careerbe it one whichrequires additional education beyond high school or direct entry into the world of work.
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Elementary Career Education in Dade County
Ralph Ressler

Dade County, like so many other school systems across the nation, is responding tothe U.S. Office of Education's call for "career education." Our effort which beganseveral years ago with disadvantaged groups at the junior high school level has nowreached into the elementary school. It is here that awareness of career opportunities
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and what people do for a livelihood should be learnedas you know, the career selection
process begins at approximately ten years of age and is based in part on previous experi-
ences and knowledge concerning the world of work.

PRINCIPLES OF CAREER EDUCATION

I believe that our direction in Dade County holds meaning for industrial arts educa-
tionespecially at the elementary and junior high school levels. Although there are
several points which might be referred to as "principles of career education," there are
three which I wish to bring to your attention.

Comprehensiveness of Career Education
Career education is a multidisciplinary program. It not only affects all subject

areas, but also must provide students with awareness of the total realm of career oppor-
tunities. All students must come in contact with representative careers, whether the
15 clusters of the U.S. Office of Education are used or another system. The sole purpose
served by the clusters is to insure such comprehensiveness in career education.

In addition, we must approach career information from the standpoint of teams of
people who work together or through the idea of looking at careers associated with themes
or topics. The "career ladder" concept shouldbe reserved for late secondary education.

Career Education is Supplementary
At this point in time and at the elementary level especially, career information and

the career emphasis must be assimilated into the various on-going classroom subjects
and the teaching which occurs as a matter of course daily in the elementary classroom.
It cannot take the form of an appended course, additional units of study, or an added re-
sponsibility of the classroom teacher to the point where it becomes a burden as such.

Career Education Should be "Try-Out" Based
Not only the elementary level, but the entire career education program should be

based upon actual try-out experiences. Whether a laboratory is available or not, even
the elementary student must be provided the opportunity to try out a real "career task"
(a typical task required of a specific career, such as making a presentation like this
which might be considered a career task of a college professor). Such experiences must
begin with role playing inkindergarten and culminate with internship or trial work experi-
ence in the senior high school. Activities associated with student interest clubs and Junior
Achievement are valuable. Gaming will have to be used for the more abstract career tasks.

There are other perhaps more subtle premises which career education is based upon,
such as teacher training, community involvement, and the like. These three, however,
its comprehensiveness, supplementary nature, and being based upon try-out experiences,
are of particular interest to this group.

TWO-PRONGED APPROACH

We are making a two-pronged effort in Dade County, based upon short-term goals.
You might note how the three principles stated earlier are applied here. One approach is
for elementary schools without the availability of laboratory facilitiesessentially a
classroom effort. The other is related to the use of laboratory facilities similar in con-
cept to those in industrial arts education.

THE CLASSROOM

First, the classroom effort. Dade County has 167 elementary schools, the vast
majority not having laboratories as such.

Earlier this school year one of our five districts, which has 27 elementary schools,
participated in a workshop in which supplementary learning activity packages were produced.

Thachers in teams of two (a primary and an intermediate teacher) produced learning
activity packages structured about themes or topics, some of which were "Who Helps Us
Fly," "People Who Build Homes," "Who Keeps Us Well," and so on. The packages
written about the theme were referred to as "topical" packages, and these were produced
at both levels, primary and intermediate (a total of 40).

For each career touched upon in the topical package, a mini-pack was made for
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further use by an interested child. In all, 178 packages were producedapproximately100 careers are noted.
These were edited so they are all fairly consistent in format, illustrations are beingadded, and they arc being typed at this time. They will be printed later this year andfield tested in the Fall of 1972.
To permit their efficient use, these packages will be accompanied by an indexingsystem, the 178 packages having been indexed for reading level and the appropriate unitfor they would be best used.
The key part of a learning activity package, of course, is the learning activity itself.With input from vocational teachers, such activities were oriented toward "doing" ex-periences related as realistically as possible to associated careers.

THE CAREER CENTER

The second effort taking place concurrently with this is associated with what we arereferring to as "career centers." These facilities will offer students the opportunity totry out specific, real career tasks representing more than 130 careers. Each is beingfield tested with supplementary software in two pilot schools at this time.The try-out activities themselves have been selected using the following criteria:1. Their Representativeness: the activity must be a first-hand, real career tasknot a pseudo or "second hand" one if at all possible.
2. Time Consumed: the activity must consume a minimum of time for the student tocomplete (the reasons for this are to bring more activities to more students and to keepthe students' focus upon the career, not the process).
3. Success Quotient: the activity must insure a high degree of success, at least inpartvarious ability levels must be considered: reading, manipulative, and motor skills,etc.
4. Space Requirements: the activity should not consume an inappropriate amount ofspace when compared to the average activity.
5. Cost Factor: the activity cannot be so costly that it is not feasible to support inthe average school.
6. Safety: obviously, it must be safe for children to do.
There are additional criteria of lesser importance, including teacher training re-quired and so on, which we do not have time to discuss.
Our concept of career education facilities also includes the possibility of utilizingclassroom career centers and school centers which may be associated with appropriate,"natural" centers (health near the dispensary, office occupations in the central officearea, and so forth) as well as the career center laboratories themselves.In the career center laboratories, we are planning for an elementary teacher to workhand-in-hand with a practical arts instructor and aide to supervise the 20 or more stu-dents who may be in the career center at any one time. Each student will come to thecareer center on a scheduled basis to perform his particular career task with the help ofself-instructional material. This software will guide him through the particular activitywith a minimum of supervision.
The student will, for example, enter one of the two career laboratories, pick up hisinstructional material, and move to his work station. He or she will then begin the task,perhaps initially with the instructor's guidance, and continue until it has been completed.He may be required to wear a uniform such as a dentist's smock or a hardhat all thewhile, depending upon the activity itself.
When he has completed the task, he may take a few minutes to observe other studentsinvolved in various activities, then leave as another child arrives to try the same activity.The responsibility on the part of the classroom teacher will remain high with acareer laboratory, for she must interject career information into her classroom instruc-tion using learning activity packages, for example, and when appropriate give selectedstudents material associated with classroom studies which refers to the try-out activityavailable in the career center. The student, of course, may or may not be interested intrying id
The articulation of try-out experiences from role playing in the primary grades tocareer center experiences in the intermediate grades through experiences in exploratorycourses at the junior high school which place the student in a career role and on into thehigh school where such opportunities increase dramatically and eventually include actualwork experience is extremely important.
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SUMMARY

These, then, constitute our two initial steps to implement career education in the
elementary schools of Dade County as soon as possible. Quite obviously, there arc other
aspects of a total career education effort which include visitations, interviews, parental
involvement, teacher in-service training, and more. The elementary curriculum itself
must still develop the self-awareness basic to career selection, must still build basic
skills for students, and must still acquaint them with various aspects of the world and
of the society in which they live. We feel, however, that career education will actually
help in these endeavorsnot hinder. Industrial arts can play as big a role as any other
subject areaperhaps bigger, if an effort is made now to begin to teach students industrial
processes from the viewpoint of the careers associated with each; in short, to emphasize
the career as opposed to the process.

The administration in Dade County has recommended that career education, including
career centers, replace separate industrial arts and/or home economics facilities.

The role industrial arts educators will play, however, will expand, and the junior
high school program will grow in importance as a result of this elementary experience.

Career education is truly anopportunityfor all educators to make a significant impact
on the future of our students.

Mr. Ressler is Director of the Lindsey Hopkins Occupational Center, Miami, Florida.

The Cluster Concept in Career Education
William Alexander

One of the gross misconceptions in American secondary education today is the idea
that students shouldbe counseled into the general academic or college preparatory cur-
riculum "just in case" the opportunity arises to go to college. And if it doesn't, there is
always the vocational area which can prepare one for some type of job. Society as a
whole seems to perpetuate this type of pedagogical class structure with small regard for
the impact of the nation's dynamic and growing industry and technology.

Commissioner Marland commented on this problem in a recent address delivered
to the National Association of Secondary School Principals:

I wont to state my clear conviction that o properly effective coreer education requires
new educotionol unity. It requires o breaking down of the barriers that divide our educotionol
system into parochial enclaves. Our answer is that we must blend our curricula and our students
into o single strong, secondary system. Let the academic preparation be balanced with the vo-
cational or coreer program. Let one student take strength from another. And, for the future
hope of education, let us end the divisive, snobbish, destructive distinctions in learning that
do no service to the cause of knowledge and do no honor to the name of American enterprise.
(1971, p. 4)

Marland further adds that "youngsters should be given the opportunity to explore
eight, ten, a dozen occupations before choosing the one pursued in depth, consistent with
the individual's ambitions, skills, and interests." (1971, p. 6)

Vocational programs for the '70s and '80s should be based on a broad cluster con-
cept of skill development rather than the traditionally narrow trade training programs
presently operating in the public schools.

The Report on Manpower Requirements, Resources, Utilization, and Training by
the U.S. Department of Labor states:

Whatever one concludes about the merits of broad versus occupationally oriented educa-
tion, it is clear that the occupational curriculum offered ot, high school and post-high school
levels should be expanded. These curriculums should be based on the "broad cluster" concept,
as o port of brood-based education, to permit both the opening of more options than ore now
available and the prospect of coreer ladders in these options. (1968, p. 28)
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Another interesting comment in this area appeared in the U.S.O.E. publicationEducation for a Changing World of Work.

Basic vocational education programs should be designed to provide education in skills and
concepts common to clusters of closely related occupations. The curriculum should be derived
from analyses of the common features of the occupations included. These students should re-ceive specialized or more advanced vocational training later in post-high school programs,apprenticeship, or on-the-job experiences. (1963, p. 227)

A DEFINITION

The career cluster con ept holds that occupations may be classified into logically-related groups on the basic of identical or similar elements. The cluster concept invocational and technical education provides for the organization of interrelated groups ofindustries or occupations into "families," "galaxies," or as the term implies, "clus-ters," which have identical or similar problems, skills, and knowledges.
Several attempts to identify clusters have been made based on various criteria.For example, "clusters" may be derived from different dimensions; i.e., by similaritie3in job environment, hourly pay or wages, educational requirement, psychomotor tasks,levels of skill requirements (low skill, semi-skilled, high skill), and so on. The dimen-sion most commonly used in developingclusters is the similarity in trades or occupations.These "occupational clusters," as they arc called, group families or galaxies of occurpations having a high degree of overlapping tasks and related knowledge.
Some examples of clustered occupations reported in the literature are health occu-pations, food service, accounting and bookkeeping, electricity and electronics, transpor-tation, construction, personal services, and communications.*
The Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and 'Technical Education, U.S. Office of Education,has recently identified and codified 15 occupational clusters for use in career education.See Figure 1.

FIGURE I: OCCUPATIONAL rILUSTERS CAREER EDUCATION

(from OH EW booklet CAREER EDUCATION 19711
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*Sources used for identification of occupational clusters ore the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (U.S. Department of Labor), Classified Index of Occupations and Industries (U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce), Alphabetical Index of Occupations and Industries (U.S. Department of
Commerce), and the International Standard Classification of Occupations (International Labor
Office, Geneva, Switzerland).
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A basic premise for the cluster concept is that students may be trained in a core of
skills. common to a number of related occupations rather than focusing directly on a
specific trade as is traditionally done. Furthermore, related information from science,
physics, math, communications, and social studies is identified and incorporated into the.
planning of clusters to provide a more meaningful and articulated curriculum for students
pursuing vocational'programs.

Individuals who have been exposed to training under a vocational cluster concept
have much more opportunity for occupational transfer and adaptation of knowledge, up-
ward mobility within the cluster areas, and a better understanding of the world of work
and their role in it.

The cluster program is not conceived as a means for developing master craftsmen
in any given trade, but rather to provide opportunities for developing job entry level
skills and some second level skills in related occupations. Figures 2 and 3 show graphic
models of the interrelationships of clustered occupations, trade families, specific trades,
and the artisan level of master craftsmanship. This pyramidal concept allows pupils to
explore more fully the range of occupational potential and to develop at least entry level
Skills in several occupations.

Artisan
Skills

Specific
Trades

Trade
families

Cluster of
Occupations

All
Occupations

FIGUP.E 2: PYRAMIDAL CONCEPT OE CLUSTERED SKILLS

(from Protect Career Ouarterlv fttport. Massachusetts, 19721
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The cluster concept as an approach to career education is receiving a great deal of
interest and attention in the last few years. A number of states are examining the potential
of clusters in vocational education, viz., Maryland, Delaware, Oregon, Washington, and
Massachusetts. There are many other states that are making efforts to establish career
education programs which will most likely utilize the occupational clusters in some form
or another. A few of these are: Georgia, Mississippi, New Jersey, North Dakota, and
Wyoming. Very few states, however, actually have pilot research projects underway
presently to develop and test cluster curriculum.
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ADVANTAGES OF THE CLUSTER CONCE PT

There appear to be several significant advantages in the cluster concept as identifiedin the literature and in the current research efforts. These advantages are summed upnicely in the Report of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of the U.S. Senate(commonly known as the Essex Report).

1. To provide the student with greater flexibility in occupational choice patterns.This provides the student with an opportunity to obtain skills and knowledgenecessary for job entry hiseveral related occupations, and also an opportunity toappraise his own interests and abilities in relation to the several occupations inthe cluster.
2. To provide the student with vocational competence that affords him a greaterdegree of mobility. The opportunity of mobility is seen as both geographic andon the job. The skills developed are seen as being both employable and trans-ferrable. The student who has the opportunity to prepare in a "cluster" of occu-pations will likely be better prepared for technological change. Changes on thejob will be expected rather than feared as in the past. (1968, p. 362)
A number of industrial spokesmen have shown that workers will most likely changeoccupations two to seven timesduring their lifetime. This fact, combined with the increas-ing geographical mobility of workers as well as industries, calls for a different type ofoccupational training. Students should be trained in a family of occupations rather thana specific trade. While there may be sacrifice in depth of skills compared to the present
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training programs, there is a much broader-based understanding and general skill
development in a family (or cluster) approach which provides opportunity for ;) worker
to move easily within the family of occupations, allowing him to retain the element of
choice and to avoid job obsoletion and probable termination.

James Russell alludes to this point in the publication Automation and the Challenge.
to Education.

...therefore, to the extent thot the school tries to develop employoble skills, it should aim of
transferable skills, and it should not attempt to troin persons for specific jobs that ore only
temporarily open. (1962, p. 42)

Rumpf adds:

Industry needs workers who ore flexible, workers who hove a field of skills and basic educotion
thot will enable them to odopt rapidly to occupational changes. (1964, p. 10)

In view of the changing technology in industry and man's need to adjust to these
changes which have become revolutionary in many cases, some very serious questions
have been raisect.concerning.education in general and vocational education in particular.
It is becoming obvious that an attempt to predict a favorable future for any narrow occupa-
tional category is sheer speculation. In fact, them is a distinct econon 'c as well as per-
sonal advantage to an individual who has been trained and is able to move successfully
among several occupations. (Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Inc., l958 )

"CORING" SUBJECTS IN THE CLUSTER

The cluster concept offers numerous academic advantages to the learner. A clustered
curriculum facilitates solving some of the problems related to varying academic abilities
of learners, remedial instruction, motivation and incentive, meeting individual needs, and
individualizing instruction. A cluster of occupations, when "cored' with what is typically
called related academic subjects, can produce a most effective and meaningful learning
experience. Normally, learners arc routed through a daily educational experience con-
sisting of a series of unarticulated subjects, each vying for their own supremacy while
offering little or no integrating focus for learners.

Coring is achieved by first listing and analyzing the tasks essential to a given family
of occupations and then identifying the basic skills, understandings, appreciations, and
attitudes in science, math, communications, and social science needed for employment
and mobility within the occupational family. This process ties subjects together in a
meaningful pattern which should make sense to students.

IMPLEMENTING THE CLUSTER CURRICULUM

Coring subjects necessitates a close working relationship among the teachers involved.
It promotes a teaming effort in planning and teaching a cluster curriculum which opens
doors to many other pedagogical innovations.

One of the major considerations in implementing a cluster curriculum is scheduling.
Since each cluster or family of occupations may require different types of related "aca-
demic" skills, understandings, and attitudes, as well as varying lengths of study, it be-
comes obvious that some type of flexible scheduling must be employed. One of the solu-
dons to this is the modular scheduling technique. This scheme allows the latitude neces-
sary for such diverse arrangements of students, teachers, and facilities. Modules of
from 20 to 30 minutes are popular and lend themselves well to the cluster concept.

A second very important aspect of cluster teaching is the need for teachers to
organize and plan curriculum materials cooperatively. This teaming effort reduces
barriers between and among subjects and enhances communication among all concerned,
including students. The greatest advantage, of course, is to the student, since he benefits
from the combined efforts of his teachers rather than their independent efforts.

Ideally, a differentiated staffing system should be employed in the clusters to take
full advantage of the professional personnel. This is one of the most logical approaches
to team teaching yet developed.

A third major element in cluster programs is the diagnostic, counseling, and place-
ment functions. It is imperative that a good testing program be used for diagnosing
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students' abilities. This in turn should be followed by careful counseling and placementduring and after the training experience. All too frequently, students elect a vocationalarea based on interest without serious consideration for aptitude and specific abilities.Some students are assigned to vocational shops purely on a numerical balancing of pro-
gram enrollments, and have no benefit of counseling and placement. This is often true incorrectional institutions whose budgets do not allow such services and in some public
schools, particularly at the early secondary level.

A valuable source of help in counseling and placement is an industrial advisory com-mittee composed of representatives of labor, management, industrial psychology, localgovernment, and the clergy. A team of this nature can assist in the placement of individ-uals and maintain the community contactsnecessary for a successful program. The com-mittee also provides important feedback and advice for improving the curriculum.
Other educational innovations which seem specially adaptable to the cluster conceptare (1) dial retrieval systems; (2) programmed instructional materials; (3) individuallearning packets; (4) non-grading of subjects; (5) unit organization and teaching, and, ofcourse, (6) the systems analysis process for curriculum development.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH THE INTEGRATED CLUSTER CONCEPT
Research results available so far in the implementation and testing of an interdiscip-linary (or integrated) cluster approach to career development programs are very scarce.Several pilot projects using clusters have been run in Maryland, Oregon, Washington, and

Pennsylvania, but not much data is published as yet. Final reports on the Maryland and
Pennsylvania projects are available, however, and are summarized here.

The Maryland project, whose principal investigator was Dr. Donald Maley at theUniversity of Maryland, compared experimental and control groups in each of the follow-ing clusters: construction, electro-mechanical installation and repair, and metal form-ing and fabrication. Maley reports the following conclusions: (1) three out of four of theconstruction cluster programs showed significantly higher gain scores over the control
groups on the pre-post tests; (2) no significant difference appeared in the electrome-chanical installation and repair groups (proper facilities and equipment may have affected
these groups); and (3) the experimental groups in the metal forming and fabrication cluster
showed significantly higher gains in post-tests over the control groups (Maley, 1969, p. 34).A recent pilot project in the White Hill Correctional Institution at Camp Hill, Penn-
sylvania, compared two random vocational cluster groups with a control group randomlyselected from the regular academic program. The groups were pre-tested and post-testedwith forms of the General Education Development lest and statistically tested on meangain scores. The results showed the cluster groups scored as high as the academic groupin nearly all subjects. One cluster group achieved significantly higher scores in Englishand math than did the control group. The reverse was true only in social studies in onegroup. (See the Interim Final Report of the Bureau of Correction, Camp Hill, Pa., Sep-tember 1971.)

It was also discovered thatmore residents were able to pass the GED test and receivethe diploma in each of the two cluster groups than in the academic control group. Theseresults show strong support for the interdisciplinary character of the program. In addi-tion to this, residents in the cluster programs obtained entry level occupational skillsin the trade area that was taught.
These results tend to show that a higher rate of Individual success can be achieved

through the integrated cluster program than in the conventional vocational trade programspresently in operation.
The few research data available on the cluster approach are very positive and gen-erally .stantiate the claims that this approach offers a more meaningful learning ex-perience for students.

SUMMARY

In summary, there seems to be little argument on the value of the cluster concept invocational education. Some writers have even urged adoption of cluster organizationacross the board in general education. (In this case, either subject area clusters oroccupational clusters may be used.)
Cluster developMent in vocational education calls for major changes in conventionaltrade training programs which are criticized as being narrow in scope and inadequate in

providing students with the flexibility and transferability of skills and knowledges neces-
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nary to keep pace with a radically changing technology. For a student to spend two or even
three years in a current secondary school trade program usually results in a great deal
of time spent in in-depth skill development which is sometimes redundant and obsolete.
In many instances, the trade program simply cannot keep pace with modem industrial
machinery and practices and therefore improvises with whatever is available in the school.

In view of the predictions of several occupational changes in the individual's lifetime,
the trade training system we have now seems economically unsound. Industry has found
it quite satisfactory for employees to havea broad-based understanding and skill develop-
ment in the industrial processes used and allow the depth of technical skill to develop on
the job. The reorganization of vocational training programs into occupational clusters
provides a tenable solution to this problem.
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GRACOThe Design and
Communications Component

Richard Swanson

"GRACO," or Graphic Communications, is viewedas the communicative dimension of
industrial technology. The design and effective communication of ideas is another way of
describing GRACO.

Although conceptual models of GRACO content will be presented,we are competing
with no one in the realm of models of industrial technology. We choose, and sometimes
merge, what we consider the best thinking of people in industrial arts, engineering, and
vocational-technical education.

My major purpose is to contribute to the development of an overview of Bowling
Green's philosophy of the breadth, depth, and interface of the dimensions of industrial
technology that is expected of industrial arts teachers in training. In the few minutes
available 1 shall provide you with representative student activities that illustrate the
models of the two major dimensions of "GRACO." They are the design process
product and human factor and the visual media process. Here is a rather sophisticated
model of the design process (Figure I). You may ask"What has this got to do with
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typical industrial arts drawing?" The answer, of course, is ...."not much!" We con-sider the design process as "sacred," while the drawing of lines is secondary. Of course,we would like our students to be skillful at both.
In talking this through, the first stage is operating specification or customer require-

ments. Various stages of the product design process are creative atmosphere for think-ing and visualizing, development and modeling, prototypes, test of peer criticism, andfinal production design.
A recent student design activity at I3GSU Is the epitome of the highest fidelity of

product design. The Plastic House Project started out as a concern by students for low-cost housing. The library and field research revealed many new construction conceptsand materials. An application investigationrevealed migrant housing to be a high priorityitem in Northwest Ohio. By this time, there was a team of students thoroughly immersedin the project. They submitted a mini-proposal to the Department Awards and ResearchCommittee and received $50.00 to cover costs being incurred. A comprehensive studyof the attitudes and needs of farmers and migrants was made. Alternate desigr solutionswere developed; testing of materials and modeling were also part of the effort. The stu-dents and a faculty member, realizing the worth of their Initial efforts, began searching
for monies to implement their ideas. The $50.00 departmenol seed money matured intoa formal proposal and $14,000 funding. A field test model will lie constructed and eval-uated. One of the undergraduate students will now become project director, while con-currently working on his Master's degree. lie expects the project to culminate in aMaster's thesis.

It is quite obvious that the interface with NIACO and EPIC will become the dominant
concerns as we move to the construction and the testing of the plastic house.
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The second model is of thevisual media process (Figure 2). The engineering analysis
aspect of product design is usually scientifically cleaner than the evaluation of a mediaproduct. In the area of visual media, the consumer response is the objective. "Did Icommunicate effectively?" is the ultimate question. Designing and evaluating for thisis more illusive than determining structured strength, etc.
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Requiring students to tackle live jobs is a way of getting immersed in the media
process. These "live" jobs can be identified by either the student or the instructor.
Determining the communication goal and target audience becomes the first crucial learn-
ing experience for the student. What? Why? Who? Educational level? Socio/economic
background? These and other questions, when answered, can drastically change a tenable
media solution.

Let Inc cite three common student activities taking place at Bowling Green and then
relate them to the visual media process; they are brochures, departmental newsletters,
and three-dimensional displays.

The analysis of the communication goal and type of audience leads students to non-
traditional solutions. The departmental newsletter affords a team approach. production
variables such as press and ink-distributing capacities become factors in recommend-
ing changeS in the future size and layout.

What I have presented is an overview of students' activities generated primarily
through the efforts of George Scherff and Gene Poor of our faculty. Although I am biased
toward their work, I feel somewhat objective in assessing the enthusiasm of their students,
who are deeply interested in the dynamics of technology.

Dr. Swanson is Associate Professor and Director of Graduate Studies of Industrial Education and Tech-
nology at Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio.

Communication: The Beginning
of Understanding

Ronald L. Hoenes

Change can be considered anything that differs from what it has previously been.
Desired change will most often come about only through careful planning, thinking, and
acting on the part of an individual or group of individuals. For this to occur, there must
be understanding among all parties concerned. The success or failure of desired or
planned change will depend upon the effectiveness of communication.

Usually, when communication is the topic of discussion by a group of industrial tech-
nology educators, you can feel sure that the discussion will include "visual" communica-
tion and very possibly "electronic" communication. It is rare indeed when elements of
communication such as feedback and interference are discussed. Yet these two elements
along with three othersthe sender (source), message, and receiver (destination)are
what communication is all about.

The pritnary purpose of communication is to share information, an idea, or an attitude.
For this to occur, there must be at least three elements present: a sender, a message,
and a receiver. Figure 1 provides a graphic illustration of these elements. The pitcher
is the sender or source of the message, the baseball-is the message being sent, and the
catcher is the receiver or destination of the message.

Ilowever, there is more to communication than just sending a message. For com-
munication to be effective, the sender must know how his message has been received so
the necessary adjustments can be made in the message transmission. This completion of
the communication cycle from sender to receiver and back to sender is referred to as
feedback. An umpire has been added to the illustration in Figure 2 to provide immediate
feedback to the pitcher so he may know how his message has been received.

There is still one element of communication missing from the picture. A batter must
be placed between the pitcher (sender) and catcher (receiver) to try to hit the ball (mes-
sage). The batter will try to prevent a good pitch from reaching the catcher; therefore,
we will refer to him as interference. Figure 3 shows the complete picture of the com-
munication process with its five necessary elements.

The chances for effective communication are greatly enhanced when the prospective
communicator becomes familiar with the ingredients of communication as adapted from
a model developed by David Berlo. Refer to Figure 4 as each of the ingredients are
presented.
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Figure 4

SENDER-SOURCE-ENCODER

Attitudes. The attitudes of a communication sender affect the ways in which he
communicates with the receiver. An attitude or feeling of confidence will carry over to
the receiver in most cases, while the opposite would be true should the sender have a
feeling of inadequacy in what he is doing. A positive approach will, in most cases, be
more successful than a negative one.

When one offers a communication containing subject matter he is distrustful of or
opposed to, this attitude can very easily carry over to his receiver. On the other hand, a
strong liking for or support of the subject matter by the sender in his communication can
also carry over to the receiver of his message.

Communication Skills. There are five communication skills that are essential to
effective communication. Two of them are sendingor encoding skills: writing and speak-
ing. Two of them are receiving or decoding skills: reading and listening. The fifth is
crucial to both sending and receiving: thought or reasoning. While other sending skills
such as drawing, signaling, etc., are a possibility, what we say about writing and speaking
can be generalized to the other sending skills as well.

Experience. Experience is the best teacher is a phrase that is abused and much
over-used. What nay be a good learning experience for one is not necessarily a good
learning experience for another. An example of this is a talk on the positive merits of
physical exercise for children. A member of the audience who excells in athleticswould
probably be a good receiver of the message, while a'child who has just broken his leg in
physical activity would probably have a negative reaction to your message.

Another element of experience to be aware of is personal experience. Do not make
the mistake of assuming that your receiver (audience) has had the same experiences you
have had. To talk about the beauty of Yellowstone National Park and make reference to
specific trees, waterfalls, etc., with which you are familiar could very easily mislead
your audience. If they have never traveled more than ten miles from Backwoods Junction,
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where the only waterfall occurs from a faucet, you could hardly expect them to visualizea magnificent waterfall many miles away. Theri:fore, it is essential that you are awareof the experiences of your receiver before you begin to send a message.
Knowledge. There should be little doubt that the amount of knowledge a sender hasabout his subject matter will affect his message. One cannot communicate effectivelywhat one does not know, and one cannot communicate effectively material or informationthat one does not understand. In the same light, if one knows too much or is too technicalin his communication, he is sure to lose his receiver.

Social-Cultural System. Every communicator; regardless of his status, is influencedby bb.: position in a social-cultural system. Everyone has a role to fulfill, whether it bethat of a leader or follower, a public image or behind-the-scenes operator, an intellectualor average Joe, etc. Other factors the sender and receiver must be aware of are culturalbeliefs and values, forms of behavior that are acceptable or not acceptable, required ornot required, his own expectations, and the expectations others have about him.

RECEIVER-DESTINATION- DECODER

The receiver-destination-decoder has already been discussed at some length whenwe talked about the sender-source-encoder. That which would apply for the person at thesending end of the communication would also apply for the person at the receiving end.During any answer-question session, a person would be both sender and receiver at thesame time. The same would apply for the audience.

.17
MESSAGE

The message can be defined as the physical product of the sender: verbal words whenspeaking, written words when writing, pictures when painting or using photography, andmovetnents or facial expressions when gesturing. There are five factors within a messagethat the communicator should be aware of. They arc the message: elements, structure,code, content, and treatment. Elements and structure are so closely dependent upon oneanother that they shall be discussed together.

Elements and Structure. Everything we do that has meaning also has structure. To
structure something, we must place the elements in a meaningful order. This may soundconfusing, so let us study the following example to clarify the role of elements and struc-ture in a communication.

Each letter of the alphabet individually can be considered an element. These lettersor elements must be structured or placed in an order to have meaning. The individualletters "moitcuncanoim" have no meaning, and therefore, cannotcommunicate as individ-uals. liowever, if we structure them to spell "communication," we now have meaning andare on our way to communicating with the receiver. Elements can grow from letters towords, where the structure would grow from a word to a sentence. In a signal such asMorse code, the elements are dots and dashes. These dots and dashes must be orderedor structured to formletters, words, andsentences for there to be meaning. The followingexample shows how elements and structure change as the elements become structured.
Elements Structure

1. Individual letters Word
2. Words Sentence
3. Sentences Paragraph
4. Paragraphs Chapter
5. Chapters Book

Code. The message code consists of any group of elements that are structured in away that is meaningful to the sender and hopefully the receiver. Language is a code.However, a sender who uses German as the code would not communicate with a receiverwho only understands English. Words can be considered a code if they are structured ina meaningful order by the sender. The strength of the code will depend upon how well the,words (message) are understood by the receiver of the message.
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Content. Content is the material in a message that has been selected by the sender
to express his purpose. The message content in this paper consists of the assertations
the author makes, the information he presents, and the judgments he proposes.

Treatment. After we select a code with which to send a message and content to
make up a message, we must arrange each of these in a logical and meaningful order so
the message will bring about the desired response in the receiver. This arrangement of
code and content, each of which have organized elements and structure, is the treatment
we give the message. It is in the treatment of a message that we use attention-getting
devices, a few of which are loud colors, unique phrases, and key wordsSale, Free,
Take One, etc.

Some people have become widely known through special treatments they give their
messages. When one hears the tune "Thanks for the Memories," he will more than likely
think of Bob Hope.

CHANNEL

In communication, the channel can be considered the vehicle that is used to carry the
message from sender to receiver. The sender-source-encoder must decide how he will
channel his message so his receiver-destination-decoder can decode it. In decoding, the
receiver must do one or more of the following activities: see, hear, touch, taste, or.smell
the message. In short, we define the communication channel as the senses through which
the receiver decodes a message that has been encoded by the sender.

When choosing a channel, the sender of a message must decide which of the five
senses he must use to obtain the most effective and desired response from his intended
receiver. We should be aware of the fact that in most cases the more senses that can be
involved in interpreting a message, the greater are the chances that the message will
have its desired effect upon the receiver. This means that a combination of seeing and
hearing is preferred over seeing or hearing alone. Seeing, hearing, and smelling would
be preferred over seeing and hearing, etc.

FEEDBACK

For communication to be effective, the receiver must be active. He becomes active
by answering, questioning, or performing, mentally or physically, to the message. This
creates a return or response loop of the communication cycle, from receiver to sender.
With the completion of the circuit between sender (source) and receiver (destination),
there is an increase in the accuracy of the informatipn (message) transmitted. This com-
pletion of the circuit is termed feedback. Feedback enables the originator to correct
emissions, errors, and possible misunderstandings in the transmitted message, to improve
the encoding and transmission process, or even to assist the recipient in decoding the
message.

An example of feedback occurs when a number of people in the audience become
drowsy or go to sleep while the speaker is talking.. Seeing these people acting like this
lets the speaker (sender) know that he is not communicating effectively to the entire
audience. He knows that he must make some adjustments to interest or motivate these
people in what he is saying. On the other hand, when the audience as a whole responds to
the message as the speaker had hoped they would, this response is the feedback that lets
him know he is communicating effectively.

INTERFERENCE
In almost every communication there exists a strong possibility of something being

present that will prevent the message from reaching. the receiver or being interpreted
properly. This "something" is termed interference. Inteiference is any disturbance that
obstructs or distorts transmission of the message. The element of interference can have
serious impact on the success of failure of a communication. A hot room can be con-
sidered "interference" when people are trying to listen to someone speak. The use of
ambiguous words by the speaker will create "interference" with the audience because
they do not understand what is being said. A loud noise or static on a radio broadcast is
an example of inte (ence. Ambiguous or misleading material in a motion picture canif
be deemed interfe encf. Past experiences by the receiver that conflict with the message
being sent can cieVnternal interference on his part.
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In summary, we have briefly touched upon the many parts of an elementary model of
the communication process. While a great deal of information has been introduced to you,the reader, most of it is not new but has been and will continue to be used by everyonewho has reason to communicate with someone else. What I have done is to analyze andplace in its proper context each element that makes up the entire communication process.An important point to keep in mind is that communication is a process of putting all ofthe ingredientssender, message, receiver, feedback, and interferencetogether withcareful planning and thought, before there exists the possibility of effective communica-tion or the beginning of understanding.

No matter what methods or materials a communicator may use, he or she mustanswer the key questions: Did the audience (receiver) interpret the message as he meantfor it to? Did they react as he desired? The answers to each of these questions will bedetermihed.;by how well the communicator understood each concept of communicationand how Well he applied them in his communication.
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Idea Communication in Drafting
Joe W. Walker

The primary function of engineering drafting skills is the communication of ideas
through graphic representation. Standardized symbols, notes, views, and arrangements
ate used to convey a description of the most simple, as well as the most complicated,
component of every production item from the abstract thoughts of its designer to the
skilled hands of its maker. A basic understanding of the drafting skills used in this
medium of instruction is necessary before an idea may be fully transmitted or received
through the use of drawings.

If the purpose of attaining drafting skills is to be able to produce a drawing that trans-
mits an idea, then the teaching of such skills should be organized to constantly reflect
this purpose. The teaching of the manipulative skills of drafting has been widely accepted
and perpetuated as a separate entity, irrespective of the purpose of drafting as a whole.
The "typical" course in engineering drafting is divided into units of study, with a working
drawing assigned near the end of the semester to provide application of previously learned
skills. The literature provides numerous ideas for methods of teaching within the frame-
work of the unit approach, but guidelines for restructuring the approach are conspicu-
ously absent.

In a survey of course content for college drafting, Blum1 indicates that beginning
drafting courses in the 142 institutions contacted identified eleven specific units cf study
which comprise the content. They are Drawing Equipment and Materials, Sketching,
Lettering, Applied Geometry, Orthographic Projection, Dimensioning, Sections and Con-
ventions, Revolutions, Auxiliary Views, Screw Threads and Fasteners, and Pictorial
Drawing. The implication is that these units were being taught as separate entities, which
could be combined for practical application. This survey would indicate that the typical
college-level course in drafting is taught by the unit approach.

Several writers attack the approaches used in many drafting courses and offer their
suggestions for change. Auer2 and Rowlett3 condemn meaningless repetition in drafting
assignments, and Wright suggests that problem-solving techniques would more closely
emulate industrial practices than "copying line work exercise from the nearest book on
engineering drawing."4 Tischler5 proposes that a conceptual approach should replace
comprehensive study of engineering drafting.

If drawings are used to communicate, and if what they communicate is ideas, then
the logical approach to teaching drafting should be one that teaches the communication of
ideas. The approach should be directed solely toward learning to communicate through
graphic representation, rather than learning the many aspects of graphic representation?.
first, then applying a few of the skills to produce one or two working drawings.

Complete working di awings are the standards by which the student's knowledge and
understanding of drafting should be judged. If every technical aspect of a drawing is
perfect, and it fails to get the message across to the person who is to use the drawing,
it is worthless.

The major objective of drafting course should be to develop within the student the
ability to communicate an idea through graphic representation. All other objectives and
activities of the course should be directed toward the attainment of this goal,

With respect to the implementation of idea communication, the term must be analyzed
for its component parts any then instructional procedure developed to fit the analysis.
This is the same procedure which resulted in our present typical drafting course; however,
the primary objective dealt with the component parts of what constitutes a drawing. It is
easy to see that a drawing is comprised of lines, geometric construction, orthographic
projection, pictorial views, section views, etc.
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If we analyze idea communication, the first thing we recognize is working drawings.1:ach working drawing is unique and therefore presents its own problems. A problem-solving approach, which analyzes each object to be drawn with respect to what does thisobject do and what features need to be described in detail, structures the drawing.It is obvious that a beginning student would not be capable of asking these two ques-tions and then producing a working drawing of an automobile carburetor. His firstassignment might be an oilstone, a spacer block, or any very simple object. As he in-spects an oilstone, he can see that its shape, size, and composition are all that is neces-sary for a complete description. 11is first attempts at illustrating this rectangular objectmay be directed or non-directed, dependingon the teacher's preference. In the discussionof the drawing with the class, the use of orthographic projection, pictorial views, anddimensioning are real and useful, rather than units of study separated by long periods oftime interspaced with examinations, Christmas holidays, and a new girl friend. Thesucceeding assignments should be carefully selected to necessitate the acquisition ofadditional drafting skills.
In a recent study on the Southwest Texas State University campus, a study comparedthe acquisition of general drafting knowledgeof a group of students who were taught by thetraditional unit approach with another group who were taught by an approach utilizing aseries of working drawings. Both groups were given a short introduction to the use ofdrafting equipment. The control group followed the traditional approach of units of appliedgeometry, orthographic projection, pictorial drawing, dimensioning, screw threads andfasteners, sections, and auxiliary views. Theexperimental group made working drawingsof an oilstone, a cold chisel, a lathe face plate, a file, a wrench, a picture frame jig,a bench rammer, a wall plaque, a bird house, a motor mount, and the shaft assembly ofan automobile water pump. Both groups then made a working drawing of an automobileconnecting rod, which was scored by an independent jury. The group which was taught witha series of working drawings performed slightly better on the final assignment than didthe group which followed the traditional approach. Mean gain scores from pre-post testsindicated that the experimental group also gained as much general drafting knowledge asthe group taught by the traditional unit approach.

This study is reported only as a means of removing some of the fears that draftingknowledge must be sacrificed in order to employ the idea communication approach. ifwe are going to teach students to make drawings that communicate, then we should struc-ture the drafting courses around that goal and attack the problem head-on.
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Air Brushing in High School Drafting
w. P. Favor

What is air brush illustration? Where does it come from? How is it used? To whatextent can high school students master the use of an air brush?
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These are a few of the questions that we will try to answer. First let us look at some
samples of air brush work. Now let us look at sonic air brush work by an outstanding
illustrator. (Samples were shown andan explanadonof the steps taken from the engineer-
ing drawing to pictorial to air brush drawing and finally to the printed copy.)

Figure 1. Some examples of professional air brush work.

Next let us look at Lome student work. (Samples of illustrations by 9, 10, 11, and
12th grade students from Cy-Fair Iligh School were shown.)



Now let's find out how the air brush works. (A demonstration by Geral Fauss, drift-ing teacher, Cy-Fair High School.)

Figure 3. William Foyer explains the procedure while Gerc. Fauss
dem000ratcs the use of the air brush.

Interested persons attending the session were shown how to use an air brush and givena chance to try their hand at the art.
The professional illustrations shown were by L. G. Whitfield, Houston, lbxas. Stu-dent work was by the following students from Cy-Fair High School: Becky Norris, PennyFusilier, Ricky Nickerson, Mike Koester, Freddie Cantu, Buddy Hays, Mike Chase, andRickie Albers.
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Working Industrial Education Classrooms
in the United States

Russell P. Kellogg

A sabbatical leave was granted to me for the year 1968-69 to travel the United Statesvisiting between 30 and 50 schools. After my correspondence with the people whosenames appear later in the report, I found that I would plan to visit about 70 schools. Itturned out that a few that I had planned to visit did not get visited, but others were sug-gested along the way so that when the journey was over, I had accomplished what I setout to doI had visited 70 schools.
The purpose in visiting these schools was four-fold, namely:
(1) to see what new types of industrial arts were being taught and how we could im-prove our curriculum by either adding to or deleting from it.(2) to find the newest types and various kinds of building for elementary, junior high,and senior high school buildings, thinking how we could incorporate them in our buildingprogram.
(3) to study the middle school concept as it was being used in the east.(4) to visit various schools using individualized instruction, ungraded, continuousprogress education, or individualized prescribed instruction, however calledand howeverused.
In presenting this paper, I would like to take you folks on an imaginary airplane flightacross the country, back and forth from north to south, so you can visit with me someof the schools that I had the opportunity to see. The first school that 1 would like to talkal:knit is the one and only school that I saw mat had industrial education in the elementarygrades. It was in the Nova Elementary School, Blanch Forman School, at Dort Lauder-dale, Florida. This is one of the schools in the Nova Complex. They have one room wherethe classes come to do the things that they would like to do. They have wood workingequipment, equipment that they can bake with; anything concerning the World of Industry,the world of living is taught there in this one room by one man who has the classes cometo him.
Two middle schools will interest you. One that is a little different is the Brady MiddleSchool at Cleveland, Ohio. liere, the graders spend part of their day with oneteacher and move as a class toart, music, library science, and health-physical education.The seventh grade students spend the majorpartof the day with the math-science teacherand language-social studies teacher. The balance is departmentalized. The eighth gradestudent follows a completely departmentalized program. The aim here is that the studentgradually shifts from the'childzcentered

program of the elementary school to the subjectsof the high school.
Don Smith was the instructor of the Brady Middle School industrial arts section whenI visited. Two major concerns in the curriculum planning brought about the developmentof this restructured industrial arts program in the Brady Middle School: to offer a seriesof courses that were truly a study of our industrial society and to meet the needs of themiddle school age student. Other considerations were also used in developing this pro-gram:
1. to develop a course suited to all =cleats, regardless of a specific talent.2. to make courses as interesting and exciting as possible,
3. to stimulate and strengthen creative thinking and problem solving at all times.4. to develop a flexible enough framework to allow for industrial and class needswhile maintaining a consistency in the program.
5. to maintain a maximum of class time devoted to practical use of tools, machines,materials, and ideas,
6. maintain a program which will fit into the existing school organization and demandno more than its fair share in scheduling, finances student preparation, time etc,Mr. Smith set up six objectives for this course which were similar to the objectivesof other courses: the 'vulture objective, the technical objective, consumer objectives,recreational objectives, the occupational objectives, and the social function.In the seventh grade, there was a brief study of orthographic and pictorial drawings,then an orientation exercise intheuseof hand tools and machines. Then about eight weekswere spent in the historical study of technology, where they studied tools, machines, power,



weapons, construction, transportation, and communication. They took different items
from one of these areas to study in depth, including a research paper, a written report,
an oral report, and the construction of a model. In the last seven weeks they used indus-
trial materials and processes such as wood; metals, plastics, ceramics, and the graphic
arts.

In the 8th grade, Mr. Smith had a curriculum which used roughly 9 weeks of mass
production, followed by industrial design for 9 weeks. In this, each student was required
to design or to invent something which would solve a problem, pose a new product or
concept, or exercise his inventive ability in a mechanical way.

There were three forms that these projects could take: an experiment, a scale
model, or a prototype. Mr. Smith found that he could add a fourthsmall mass produc-
tion, and that is exactly what he did. Ile tried to hold his program as set up so that each
student could work according to his ability after the fundamentals were covered. The
three w :eks of introduction were fairly rigid, but the historical study of technology and
industn. it materials and processes was more flexible. In the making of the models, the
stude; learned the safety rules of the industrial arts program, tools, safety first, etc.
They were allowed to use practically all the power tools in the shop in the developing of
their models. When the models weredisplayed, the research papers were displayt.d also,
showing step by step what the student had done and what he had learned from making his
model.

In this program, the sessions were almost equally divided between mass production
and industrial design; if one was a little longer or shorter, they came out balanced pretty
well at the end. Some of the students' products were salt and pepper shakers, plastic
candlestick holders, book ends out of wood and plastic, plastic plaques, and plastic salad
tongs.

After nine weeks of mass production, they moved into the design area. This is an
advance over what they did in the 7th grade, when the student solves a particular problem.

The principal of the Brady Middle School said that their records showed that 88 to
92% of their students were geared for college educatien.

The plan of the Fox Lane Middle School of Mt. Kisco, New York, is widespread.
There art. three academic houses, the East, South, and the West. The center facility
consists of a three-story building, the entire top floor of which holds the unified arts
program. On the second floor, half is for music, a little theater, and practice rooms;
the other half is a carpeted library with 11,000 books. The lower floor has administration
and health areas and an educational media center.

The Unified Arts Program in this school is a striking departure from conventional
practices. Its goal is to bring each student to an understanding of the interrelationship
of design, technic, and materials. All students, boys and girls, work in an open studio
containing equipment appropriate for work in textiles, ceramics, foods, wood, graphics,
metal, design, and crafts. This building is octagonal in shape, and the whole top floor in
this Unified Arts Program has no divisions except for two stairways and a place set aside
for the office planning for the five teachers who teach in this area. They meet every day
to talk with each other concerning the program that is going on for each student. It is a
wonderful school to visit. If you have the opportunity, be sure to do soMt. Kisco, New
York.

Another very interesting middle school is to be found at the Tower Heights School at
Centerville, Ohio. It is planned so that most of the students going from one area to the
other walk through the library area so that they are constantly in touch with books as they
go from one area to another.

The middle school facilities here were designed specifically for the changes which
the unknown educational future will bring. An atmosphere is created which encourages
teachers to be flexible, to adapt, and to make use of worthwhile educational innovations.
Instead of arranging the students to fit an inflexible building, they can continually rearrange
the building to suit the needs of the students. The teachers work together in teaching
teams with individualization of instruction for each student as their goal.

In this school, 1 was informed that the instructor did all of the work on the large
power tools, Somewhere in their philosophy, they decided that students at this age were
not ready for them yet.

In visiting the junior high schools across the country, you might like to investigate
the Maryland Plan introduced by Dr. Maley, the American Industry Plan, and the Indus-
trial Arts Curriculum Project from Ohio.

The school using the Maryland Plan which I visited was the Rolling Crest Junior High
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School in West Hyattsville, Maryland. When I visited, this high school was under thedirection of Dena ILI A. Kiah, principal, with W. Marley Smith as leader of industrial arts.They are putting together a very good program with the Maryland Plan.
In this plan, the emphasis is on the psychological and the sociological needs of theindividual as well as his resourcefulness and capabilities. In developing this program,Mr. Smith used the unit approach.
Three units were considered: Tools and Machinery, Power and Energy, and Trans-portation and Communication. He used a similar type of orientation to his classes. Eachstudent contracted to explore and to study elements of the unit. In reporting to the classas a whole, each student gave one progress report, then a final report. Evaluation sheetswere kept on these reports. During the year, notebooks which were kept were dividedinto five sections: drawings, notes, reports, lessons which were handed out by theteacher, and a bibliography. As in many classes, some notebooks were better and fullerthan others, but it was evident that Mr. Smith had a chance to use a pretty good individual-ized approach to the subject matter.
The 8th graders took on a contemporary study of the industry. This included an in-depth study of raw materials, processing, industry, and an in-depth study of high-volume-production industries. lieused a group progress approach here also. The students organ-ized a company to form a group-produced project. In 1967 and 1968 they had a paper corn,pany and a petroleum company. The models of those companies that they had built wereout in the main entryway to the building. They were excellent.
In the 9th grade there was an increased depth study of modern industry and contem-porary technology. This was more personal, selected according to the student needsand informational objectives. They used contemporary units, research and experimenta-tion, group projects, line production, and technical developments. This can he eitherindividual or in group.
Now, go with me to the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project in Austin, Texas, whereMr. Lloyd Goldberg teaches in the 0 Henry Junior High School.

first course set up for upper 7th graders is called The World of Construction.In the 8th grado, it is the Worldof Manufacturing. The first year that The World of Manu-facturing was used was 1968-69, the year of my trip. In going through some of the schools,I found that they were getting a little slow start, but they were sure that it would reallygo by the time they got into it.
In visiting the school at Austin, I was interested to read the comments of one of thecontractors there in their paper, The Constructor: "Construction industry may get somefuture tradesmen or foremen as a result of this program. We may even get a contractoror two, but this isn't really important. What we will definitely get are citizens with justa little better understanding of the construction industry and the contractor's problems,citizens who may someday need a contractor."
When I arrived in Austin, they were just completing the unit and were wondering whatto do with the models that the boys had made. It ended up that the parents had becomeinterested, and the fathers had decided to purchase them the following Saturday.
When I visited the Cecil DeMille Junior High School in Long Beach, California, theywere reviewing manufacturingthe production of rubbermaking rtibberhalloons. Theywere doing a good job, and I found it very interesting.
From my observation of 1ACP, I found the thing that was handicapping the schoolswas the lack of space to do the work that they would like to do in the program. Theyhope that in thefuture theywill be able to overcome that by putting more boys on a project.While visiting the Nova High School, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, I spent some timewith Mr.Lawson who was teachingtheAmericanIndustry Program there. In this program,if you will recall, the 14 major concepts of industry that they have identified are com-munications, transportation, public interest, finance, physical facilities, research, pur-chasing, industrial relations, marketing, management, production, materials, processes,and energy. Mr. Lawson said that, in their programming, the major concepts have beenbroken down to show a substructure of minor concepts. They believe that this conceptualteaching of American Industry will provide a firmer basis for a dynamic curriculum.Mr. Lawson was working with three classes in American industry; one class was makingname plates for teachers, pupils, etc., to place on the desks. Another class was makingmodern psychedelic posters, and one was assembling and selling the Nova High Schoolcalendars that the graphic arts department had made. These classes were working as anindustry under administration, production, and marketing. These concepts were brokendown into patio, and the students were playing their respective roles very well. They
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were enthusi]stic about the role as president, superintendent, foreman, worker, etc.
They sometimes had more than one role to fill.

The instructors in this type of program must of necessity have a large resource
supply from which to draw. Students do not make project:: to take home. Because of
this, it takes a good instructor to challenge and maintain a high interest level in the class.
Mere must also be more flexibility on the part of the teacher. Ile has to introduce more
variety in this type of teaching than has been typical in most industrial arts classes.

1 have picked a few junior high schools across the country to give you some typical
examples. One is the PennJunior HighSchool in Bloomington, Minnesota, south of Minne-
apolis. This is a very interesting junior high school with unit labs in electricity, wood-
working, metal working, machinery, metal lab.

They if we jump over andstartdownthe east coast, we look into Stratford High School
in Stratford, Connecticut. They have a graphic arts program, a good machine shop, lots
of tools in it, different machinery. .1 liked the fact that there is enough space to have
armed chairs for the lecture time. They have another unit shop of woodworking, quite
large, where the students are able to make a number of things. Then, in their vocational
section, in their mechanics, they have an excellent lab with good modern equipment and
a few drafting machincs, but most of them are just drafting tables.

The woodworking projects that are made in the Bunnell High School at Stratford are
all quite similar. Practically all the students have to make the same three items before
they can make the next three. They have to do with furniture making. They then have a
section of the metal class that makes barbeque tools and equipment.

There is much storage space for their completed projects.
When 1 visited there, they had no electricity, though they wished to get it. The trend

was to the side of vocations rather than industrial arts.
In Danbury, C:onnecticut, I found an interesting school. The industrial arts lab was

quite small, not very large classes. It contained a couple of lathes, the regular tools
usually found in an industrial arts lab, but the program was not very large for industrial
arts. They were using pine, with furniture-making as their background for the students.
1 saw little individual designing. There was a metal shop, and here they did have elec-
tricity; not a very large lab, but pretty well equipped. In the drafting room there was one
drafting tool. There was a good section in graphic arts with printing presses, one of the
largest sections that I saw in Connecticut.

Moving over to Philadelphia, 1 take you to North East High School, a very large
school. The vocational teachers were recruited from industry, and very few were certi-
fied teachers, but they ere taking college courses to certify themselves. Furniture-
making is important in the area, also.

A novel portable ool holder on each table at North East had four block planes, try-
squares, marking gauge' set in the center of the table for easy access, but removable
when they wanted to use the whole table.

The graphic arts section was quite large and handled a class of 30 or 35. In the
machinery area, 1 saw many lathes. In the auto mechanics area, I saw three cars lined
up in stalls with the students working industriously on them. All the familiar tools were
on the walls in the woodworking section.

The second school visited in Philadelphia was the George Washington School. Here
again, they had a very excellent machine shop, excellent graphic arts section, woodwork-
ing, etc.

Down the coast, I went to Cocoa, Florida, another place where vocational education
was being used to advantage. I went to a class in distributive education which was just
getting ready to co out in the afternoon to work. The teacher was instructing the class to
go out. Here, they had a man who was interested in masonry out of industry. They were
building the walls for the student center, and when it was completed, the school was going
to put the roof on for them.

Now on to Nova High School at Fort Lauderdale, Florida, a campus-type school. It
had a good electrical section, with an excellent man there who was working on organs
as well as other basic electrical problems. He had several organs there for the students
to work on.

In the graphic arts section, several technicians were on duty besides the instructor.
There were three drafting rooms together or, if they took the dividers from the three
rooms, they had one large one.

In the testing area, they had a small testing room for metals, but it had some very
nice equipment in it. Here again, we find little industrial arts but fine vocational interest.
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In choosing the high schools down through thecenter of the United States, I would liketo use a chart to tell about them, comparing them with each other.

Draft. Elec. Wood Metol Machines
Esconobe, Mich. good good goodWoupoco, Wisc.

Fond-du-loc, Wisc.

good small

good

small

good
Milwoukee, Wisc. good good good good goodJohn F. Kennedy, good good good good goodMinn.
Osseo, Minn. good good good good goodWhite Bear, Minn.
McPherson, Kans.

good
good

good good good
good

good

Andrews, Texas good good good goodSohuorito, Ariz. smoll extra
good

good

Mesa, Ariz. good good good good
Westwood

Tucson, Ariz. good good good good goodPolo Verde
Phoenix, Ariz. good good extra

good
good good

Graphic
Arts Auto Mech.

good

good
good good
good

good
good

good

good

good

good good

good good

The storage cabinets in the wood labof the Alhambra High School in Phoenix, Arizonawere excellent. Tools were right where you needed them. There was a revolving holderon the lathes, and a completecabinetunder the extension of the saw table. A large 4-sidedcabinet around a center post held all the small electric tools, spoke shaves, try squares,routers, skill saws, etc. The labs in electricity, metal, etc., had storage spaces com-parable to the wood lab.
Our trip would not be complete unless we visited the Northwest. The OccupationalVersatility Program is making a fine impression in the Highline and Renton School Dis-stricts. This program is in the junior high school area. Complt.te individual instructionis the keynote herean excellent set-up for individual work with all the latest media:loops, pictures, tapes, etc., at the students' disposal.
The Juanita High School in Kirkland, Washington, is a very unique set-up all by itself.It is open-concept in its design, with an area as large as six football fields. The appliedarts (industrial arts and art) are separated from the open area by glass walls, but theyare open to students from other classes who need to use the facilities. It is too new toevaluate yet, but an exciting place to teach. We hope you will visit it in 1974.

Mr. Kellogg is a member of the Redmond Junior High School faculty, instructor in industrial orts, Red-mond, Washington.

Developing Technical Competency Standards
L. Dean McClellan and Robert Hanson

The critical shortage of teachers prepared to accept vocational positions is rathersignificant. However, measuring the product (the student) of many vocational coursesagainst the needed entry level competencies for various occupations is an atrocity thatshould give those of us associated with vocational education little pride. The teacher inmany cases is not the only individual who is to blame. Advisory committees are of somehelp to the teacher in reflecting the needs of a particular occupation c,r cluster of occu-pations. But what form of guidance is provided state-wide for teachers whc wouldlike to teach up-to-date tasks that represent various occupations?



The individual states have an obligation to provide curriculum guides that identify
truly representative tasks of those occupations that have needs for entry level employees.
l' repo ration of curriculum guides cannot and should not be the responsibility of the teacher.
The teacher, it is true, must remain current with technological change and the effects
this change has upon occupations he is instructing. However, his time is at a premium,
and many occupation-related decisions can effectively be made for him through carefully
developed state curriculum guides. Lack of articulation state-wide is not surprising,
since similarities between school offerings arc coincidental and often arc not the result
of uniform guidelines.

Nebraska, as an example, has lacked coordinated curricula throughout its vocational
offerings. It has never provided curriculum guides to aid the teacher in his selection of
the competencies needed by Nebraska business and industry. Research to determine the
levels of technical competency necessary for entry level employment in Nebraska became
a reality in 1971 with the funding of a research study initiated at Kearney State College.

The "Technical Competency Standards" project for Nebraska has identified the fol-
lowing major objectives:

1. Identify competencies upon which Nebraska can base a coordinated state voca-
tional T&1 curriculum.

2. Develop curriculum guides for T &l related occupations.
3. Conduct workshops to aid implementation of curriculum guides.
4. Develop credit transfer (articulation) between high schools, post-secondary schools,

and four-year institutions.
5. Develop competency tests and procedures for evaluating technical competency.
6. Develop teacher education curricula for priority T &l occupations.
7. Field test and evaluate curriculum guides.
8. Develop media to compliment curriculum guides.
The initial stages of development in the research effort called for identification of

the most pressing employment needs of Nebraska, insofar as T&1 was concerned. A re-
search effort over the past three years sponsored by the Nebraska Research Coordinat-
ing Unit to identify the employment needs of Nebraska provided data to select those voca-
tional trade and industrial occupations that were found to have the most critical need.
A report entitled "Occupations Outlook Handbook" (in Nebraska) has been printed for the
years 1969-71 which compiles the results of those studies.

The developmental efforts began by selecting 24 trade and industrial occupations for
this research effort. The staffselectcd onecluster of occupations entitled Building Trades
as the model. The development of procedures for data collections, interviewing, curricu-
lum guide format, and evaluation used in development of the model have become the blue-
print for the generation of all subsequent clusters. One occupation within the building
trades cluster, carpentry, was selected as the "model" within the model. Carpentry,
then, became thepilotoccupation which was developed to the completion of a state curricu-
lum guide. The pattern of development used to generate this curriculum guide has been
followed on each of the building trades occupations and will be repeated throughout the
development of each remaining curriculum guide.

Since articulation was one of the major objectives of this project, a meeting of repre-
sentatives from each four-year institution, vocational-technical college, and several high
schools in Nebraska was held at Kearney State College to inform these educators of the
tentative plans and procedures that were to be used in this study and to solicit their sug-
gestions from the outset. This meeting was held before one month had elapsed on this
project so that input from these school representatives might actually provide guidance
for this developmental effort. This group was asked to provide the researchers with names
of outstanding trades people throughout thestate with recognized expertise in the identified
priority occupations. This list of tradesmen was used to randomly select those individuals
that have become jurors.

The jurors for a particular occupation were maileda "laundry list" of competencies
compiled from other curriculum guides, text books, and research studies. They were
asked to check each competency found in the list as to whether it was or was not a com-
petency needed by an entry level worker. They were also instructed to add those com-
petencies that did not appear on that list. Three jurors participated for each occupation.

Analysis of each laundry list receivedfrom the jurors was completed and a card deck
WAS developed with one competency typed on an individual card. These cards were used
in personal interviews with three individual respondents with the intention of verifying
the tasks identified by the jurors. The respondents' group was made up of a tradesman,
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a foreman, and a teacher (when one could be found who instructed in that occupation).These individuals were asked to sort the cards into two piles, necessary or unnecessary,concerning entry level tasks for workers in that trade. The results of these card sortsprovided the competencies or tasks around which the curriculum guides were developed.The tasks found in the curriculum guides represent only the cognitive and psycho-motor domains of learning. This in no way.should con-eey the notion that the affectivedomain does not have a place in a vocational course. Each guide has directions placingthe responsibility for selection of appropriate affective content upon the teacher. Thus,content that deals with attitudes, work habits, and guidance, for example, will be deter-mined and effected by the instructor.
Curriculum guides contain a listing of reprints available from the U.S. Department ofLabor taken from the "Occupational Outlook Handbook" which describes individual occu-pations for guidance purposes. An up-to-date bibliography is also included within eachguide. The guide's usefulness has further been enhanced by the inclusion of a samplelesson plan which reflects a competency found within that specific guide.
This summer, a two-week EPDA institute has been planned which will instruct car-pentry teachers in the use of the Nebraska Carpentry G.iide. The purpose of this instituteis to insure proper guide utilization during the first year. Evaluation by teachers usingthis guide will be carried out during the first semester of the 1972-73 school year.Teachers who have participated in this institute will provide feedback as to the relativeeffect and value of this prepared material. Institutes of a similar 2,e proposedfor all curriculum guides as they are needed.
Close cooperation with the Nebraska State Departmentof Education has been a realitythroughoit this developmental effort. Curriculum guides generated as a result of thisproject will unify vocational education on a state-wide basis. State Department personnel

can then evaluate and fund those courses which include the competencies found within theguides.
A proposal for project continuation has been submitted for funding beginning June 1,1972. The following Occupational Area Clusters will be completed during.Phase II:Metals Occupations, Automotive Occupations, Electronics Occupations, Electricity Occu-pations, Drafting Occupations, and Graphic Atts Occupations.
The third phase of the project, planned for the 1973-74 school year, will include thedevelopment of the last Occupational Area Cluster entitledService Occupations. An over-all evaluation of the research project is also planned for Phase III.

Dr. McClellan and Dr. Hanson ore on the faculty of Keamey State College, Kearney, Nebraska.

Statewide Implementation of
Contemporary Curriculum

William H. Kemp

During the past decade, a great amc. , curriculum research was conducted in thefield of industrial arts. Many innovative progrants were developed, and as a result ourfield has taken on an exciting, interesting new look. Unfortunately, the majority of ourelementary and secondary school industrial arts programs--not to mention teacher-education programshave shown little evidence to reflect that they are even slightlyaware of these developments. Our problem seems to be to determine how we can effectcurriculum change at all levels of insti-iction and on a broad bads.
My colleagues on the panel will discuss initiating change in specific secondary schoolsystems, and I will discuss initiating change at the secondary level on a statewide basisand the implementation of curriculum research at the college level. My interest in thesetwo aspects of my presentation stems from two events which have taken place in Minnesota

recently and with which I have been closely affiliated. The first is concerned with the re-vision of our state curriculum guide, and the second is the restructuring of St. CloudState College's inc'ustrial arts teacher-education program. I should like to discuss eachof these with you in the context o!'ztewide implementation of contemporary curriculum.
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In December of 1069, a committee %us formed to revise the seven-year-old A Guide
for Instruction in Industrial Arts,; which was already felt to be outdated. I was appointed
to be a member of this committee. For more than two years, study and work has pro-
gressed to provide a curriculum guide for the industrial arts teachers of our state which
will incorporate the best of that has been discovered by the researchers of our field.

With this background information provided, the purposeof this presentation can more
specifically be stated as being two-fold First, to present to you what we have included
in our forthcoming state curriculum guide for K-12, and second, to show you what our
college has done to tool up for this change so as to prepare future mac-filers who must
implement the content of this guide.

One of the things the curriculum revision committee did in preparing the guide was
to call in several leaders in thefield who had been doing research on curriculum. We had
gentlemen such as Willis Ray, Paul DeVore, and Les Cochran come to our state to speak
to us about their research projects. At one of our meetings, Les Cochran reviewed his
hook, Innovative Programs in Industrial Education2 and others spoke about the subject of
contemporary programs in industrial arts. Following these presentations, several of
the heads of teache education programs in Minnesota and Wisconsin were asked to ex-
plain what they %% going at the college level to prepare teachers to implement these
changes that were ik lig place. The feeling expressed seemed to be, "All right, colleges,
this is what's going an in industrial arts throughout the country: now what are you doing
about it to prepare teachers for these types of programs?" Some of the colleges were
definitely doing things that were in line with the new type of industrial arts, whereas others
had done nothing, but were waiting for the teachers in the field to come to them to tell them
what they wanted. Whenever one of our teachers in the field comes to me and asks me
what is going to be contained in our new curriculum guide, the main thing that they're
concerned about is the section that deals with content. I realize that this is the most im-
portant part to most people, and that things such as history, standards, and teacher's
responsibilities seem rather insignificant in comparison. However, I am sure that they
realize, as do all of you, that the sections that deal with philosophy, or basic premises,
and the objectives are very important, as these parts give direction for the selection of
content. We have divided the section on basic premises into four parts which express
our philosophy regarding content, concepts, learning, and activities. This is followed by
the objectives and a section which deals with implications. We feel this is important be-
cause it more or less summarizes our beliefs and suggests that if thus and so are true,
then this should follow.

I must admit that we have leaned very heavily in our philosophy and objectives sec-
tion of the Minnesota guide on the /WA publicazion, A Guide to Improvimlnstruction in
Industrial Arts.t Many of the ideas that have been expressed in our basic premises sec-
tion have come from this guide, and although four obje.:tives have been established for the
Minnesota guide, they very closely coincide with the five objectives that are contained in
this AVA guide. Actually, it is possible that these four objectives could be condensed into
three objectives which deal with industrial literacy, careerliteracy, and technical literacy.
Consideration has been given tothis possiblechange, and it may be that before the bulletin
is finally published there will be only three objectives, dealing with these three types of
literacy. In addition to the general objectives for industrial arts that will be contained
in the new Minnesota guide, there will also he a section dealing with objectives at the
various operational levels.

Earlier I referred to the section on instructional content, which seems to be of most
interest to most people. The new concepts in content that are of concern to industrial
arts are specifically aimed at closing the gap between industry and what is being taught
in our schools. The new industrial arts curriculum for Minnesota will evolve from four
industrial clusters. They are: construction, manufacturing, graphic communications,
and energy systems. A fifth area is under consideration which may be added to the bulletin
at a later date, the area of transportation.

Upon analyzing the industrial structu a of our country, it becomes feasible to separate
curriculum content into these four equally-important clusters. The selection of these
clusters was prompted by man's industrial activities. All courses, subjects, and content
are to reflect and draw from these clusters. To give you an idea of what these industrial
clusters will look like in our forthcoming curriculum guide, Ulustration No. 1 shows a
brief outline of sample concepts which are to be contained in the area of construction.
Illustration No. 2 gives a brief outline for the industrial cluster of manufacturing. Similar
outlines are provided for the other two clusters of graphic communications and energy
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CONSTRUCTION

Design

Architectu ral
Civil

Land Development

Site preparation
Utilities

Contractinq

Materials procurement
Estimating and bidding
Scheduling
Inspection

Fabrication and Installation

Fou ndation
Superstructure
Utility systems
Crafts wood, metal, masonry and decorating

Interior
Degign
Decoration
Furnishing

Landscaping

Maintenance

ILLUSTRATION NO. 1

MANUFACTURING

Research and Development

Product
Process
Marketing

Design
Product
Process
Equipment

Procurement

Materials
Processing characteristics
Storage
Waste output

Production
Scheduling
Plant engineering
Processing operations
Quality control

Distribution
Packaging
Marketing
Sales promotion
Warehousing

ILLUSTRATION NO. 2

systems. All courses, subjects, and content are to reflect the draw from these clusters.Three levels of experiences, activities, and knowledges are recommended for theK-12 system. The first is the elementarylevel, which deals with industrial implications.This level provides an introductory overview or study of technology and industry. It pro-vides an insight into modern industry and related occupations. It mast portray the rolethat technology plays in society as it satisfies man's industrial needs and interests. Thesecond level is the junior high school level and deals with industrial functions. This levelwill provide for exploratory experiences in all essential functions of industry. Here iswhere the four areas of construction, manufacturing, graphic communications, and energysystems in their broad context are covered. The third level is the senior high schoollevel, and this deals with industrial development. This level will provide realistic experi-ences inherent to all phases of industrial production and servicing. A wide variety ofcourses may be selected from any of the four clusters. This content is to be organizedinto quarter or semester courses of study. These courses can be specialized to includeparticular occupations (such as carpentry), particular materials, or a more specializedstudy of one of the cluster areas.
The remainder of the Minnesota Industrial Arts Curriculum Guide contains sectionsdealing with programs of technology and industrial education, standards for industrialarts departments, and teacher's responsibilities.
In the beginning of this presentation, I indicated that we have had abundant research
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in industrial arts curriculum. But, how is this implemented at the grass roots level?
I have tried to indicate in my remarks thus far that one of the ways is to get states to
revise their curriculum guides. Minnesota has done this. However, this is not enough,
for if the prospective teacher/ now being prepared in our colleges and universities are
not introduced to this new type curriculum, it rill never be implemented. We all know
that we teach as we have been taught, but we also teach what we have been taught. There-
fore, the colleges must revised their teacher-education programs.

At St. Cloud State College wehavedevelopeda new model for industrial arts teacher-
education, and in the remaining moments that I have I should like to give you a brief
overview of this program. In the past we have had two majors in industrial arts; one
was a sixty-hour major which required a minor, and the second was an eighty-four-hour
major. We have doneaway with bothof these majors, and substituted an eighty-hour major
in their place. In Illustration No. 3, you will note at the top of the outer ring that the four
areas of our new Minnesota Indu.1.ial Arts Curriculum Guide are contained. Within the
bold circle you find the core. This contains courses that are required by all majors, no

INDUSTRIAL ARTS MAJOR

WITH 8 CONCENTRATIONS (80 Q.H. TOTAL)

S CERTIFICNI%
ILLUSTRATION NO. 3

matter what their area of concentration may be. The very center of the core, called the
inner core, contains professional and inter-area courses: history and philosophy, course
construction, methods, and laboratory planning and safety, as well as a design course and
a technical math course. In the outer ring of the core, where you see the four eights,
courses in each of the four industrial clusters are required for all types of majors. These
are very important courses, because this is where the greatest deviation from the old
traditional program takes place. Here is where we emphasize the broad industrial clus-
ters and merge the heretofore segregatedareas. For example, in graphic communications,
the areas of drafting, graphic arts, and photography are brought together to show how
they are truly related in the total graphic communications concept.

A person can preparehimself tobecomecertlfiedto teach industrial arts at either the
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junior or senior high school levels, or a combination of both, by taking a concentration ina specific industrial cluster and by judiciously selecting credits within the middle core,where you find the eight industrialelectives. Certain courses are required for the variouslevels of teaching, such as innovative programs at the junior high school level.At the bottom of the model you will find our special programs, which can be selectedas twenty-four-hour options to combine with the fifty-six-hour core. The two dealingwith math and physics and/or chemistry, and institutional therapy are not new to our pro-gram, and the one dealing with secondary vocational-technical teacher education is inits second year. However, the special education option is brand new. We have found thatthere is a great need in our statefor industrial arts teachers with special education quali-fications, and more and more of our students are coming each day asking to get involvedin this type of program. Originally, we had intended to include a concentration in elemen-tary education. ilowever, after consulting with elementary leaders at the state and col-lege levels, it was determined that rather than having an industrial arts major with anelementary concentration, to be certified in our state a person must have an elementaryeducation major with a minor in industrial arts. We have had a minor in industrial artsfor elementary education majors, and this minor has been retained to provide the neces-sary combination for those persons who wish to become elementary school industrialarts specialists.
In my presentation today, I have tried to show how the curriculum research that haserupted in the past decade or so can be implemented at the grass roots level. I helievethat it takes cooperation between leaders at all levels of education, from elementarythrough college and the State Department of Education. With this type of cooperation andleadership, curriculum change will surely take place.

FOOTNOTES

(1) A Guide to Improving Instruction in Industrial Arts, Revised Edition. Washington,D.C.: American Vocational Association, Inc., L°68.(2) Cochran, Leslie Ii. Innovative Programs in Industrial Education. Bloomington,Illinois: McKnight and McKnight Publishing Company, 1970.(3) Minnesota Curriculum Bulletin Number 13, Revised. A Guide for Instruction inIndustrial Arts. St. Paul: Department of Education, 1962.

Dr. Kemp is Chairman of the Deportment of Industrial Education, St. Cloud State College, St. Cloud,Minnesota 56301.

An Interdisciplinary Approach to
Curriculum Improvement

John R. Ballard

During the past decade, numerous leaders of our discipline have proposed and triedout a variety of innovative ideas relative to improving the industrial arts curriculum.We should be proud of this group because they are making significant contributions to ourbody of knowledge, which will eventually terminate in a more viable curriculum for ourdiscipline. If we can continue to refine our mission in schools and to get programs andpractices more consistent with our philosophyasmanyof the research projects are seek-ing to do, we will be making more positive contributions to the learners in our laboratories.

ORIGIN OF PROBLEM

In the late 1950s, the state department of education in Texas, known as the ThxasEducation Agency (TEA), initiated a study of the total school curriculum and invited thenewly-formed Thxas Industrial Arts Association (TIAA) to assume a leadership role inupdating the industrial arts curriculum. The association accepted the challenge; the
204
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energies expended over the ensuing three years by members of this group, which con-
sisted primarily of classroom teachers, in planning strategies, conducting workshops,
and writing curriculum materials knitted this young organization into a cohesive whole
that has resulted in a vigorous professional organization well respected by the educational
community in this state.

Three years of curriculum study resulted in the elimination of many needless indus-
trial arts course titles, state adoption of textbooks for industrial arts courses, and cur-
riculum monographs describing the nature of all industrial arts courses. Rut the most
significant outcome of this professional experience was the contribution of the classroom
teacher ir bringing about these changes. He realized that due to his involvement in the
study he was assisting in any impending change; consequently, he was most eager to sup-
port these changes in the classroom.

In June 1966, TIAA received another request from the TEA to provide the leadership
to revise materials previously produced in the curriculum study during the 1950s and
likewise to generate a set of guidelines useful for planning and constructing industrial
arts physical facilities. This challenge was willingly accepted by the association, and
after a thoughtful analysis of the problem by the executive committee it was decided that
a new approach to the problem was more defensible than just revising the previous ten
years' work. Consequently, the following criteria were agreed upon to guide the associa-
tion in this curriculum venture:

I. Because of the dynamic nature of society, technology, and the learner, use an
interdisciplinary approach to the problem. Sever the past and take a fresh look at what
industrial arts should be for the 1970s and 1980s. Utilize contemporary research done
in our field and dialogue with people outside our discipline.

2. Appoint two people (co-directors) to generate a plan to update the curriculum and
write a proposal seeking funds to implement the plan.

3. Actively involve the classroom teacher in any plan adopted.
4. Make the co-directors directly responsible to the TIAA Board of Directors.

ORGANIZING FOR THE PROBLEM

A plan to update the curriculum was developed. To fulfill this plan, the study is
organized as Illustrated in Figure I.

The policy coordinating committee (PCC) establishes policy and consequently is the
governing body for the study. It consists of eleven members: two co-directors; chair-
man of each of the fhe working committees; a study analyst (the trouble shooter); the
industrial arts consultant from the TEA; a permanent representative from TIAA; and the
president of TIAA during his term of office.

The interdisciplinary committee is composed of non-industrial arts personnel to
provide input into the study void of industrial arts biases. To provide input relative to
industrial arts, especially from the national level, there is a committee of industrial arts
leaders.

fhe five working committees are called rationale, curriculum, instructional materials
and facilities, evaluation, and research. Each of these four-member committees will
provide leadership and guie.ance to evolve the new curriculum for industrial arts.

Input from classroom teachers is provided by a representative from each of the 19
regional industrial arts associations. These regional associations are geographically
located to assure complete teacher representation from over the state. Also providing
input, but of non-industrial arts flavor, are the coordinators from each of the six Tbxas
consortia, or super regions, which also geographically portray the state.

The exemplary programs are the remaining facet of the study's organization. After
the curriculum committee produces a conceptualized curriculum, appropriate personnel
will design and develop courses, instructional materials, and facilities specifically for
the exemplary programs in selected public schools. An evaluation will be made to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the new versus the traditional program.

CURRICULUM STRATEGY

With a plan conceived and an organizational structure developed to implement the
plan, there still remained the problem of deciding upon a strategy to follow in deriving a
curriculum.

The curriculum model decided upon and used to determine goals is quite similar to
the Tyler Rationale.' Value judgments used in formulating goals for schools are greatly
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influenced by the nature of the learner, society, and subject matter (technology). To estab-lish which of these value judgments are worthy of adoption by schools, they are filteredthrough one's educational philosophy. Those values surviving the filtering process aredeemed worthy educational objectives.

With educational objectives established, content is then derived from a discipline to focili-tate their attainment. This content provides the source From which experiences are selected todevelop desired knowledge, skills, end attitudes in the learner. The efficiency of content toalter the behavior of the learner is evaluated by learning theoriesor what we know abouthow people learn. These learning experiences, which have been screened through learningtheories, constitute "The Plan" to change learning behavior. This becomes our curriculum.2

After the curriculum has been identified, an instructional system based upon con-temporary educational technology will be employed to alter the behavior of the learner toaccomplish the curriculum plan. This entails much thought and planning in organizingpersonnel, schools, facilities, classes, and subject matter.

IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN

To follow the curriculum strategy of considering the nature of society, the learner,and technology (subject matter) in developing value bases for this study obviously requiresthat these same three elements ultimately be analyzed.
The procedural design for carrying out the study is divided into six phases. Thefirst phase is called "Orientation and Planning." To ascertain the degree of influencethis study might have on teacher attitudes, a validated instrument will be used as a pre-test with every industrial arts teacher in the state before any study activities commence.The same instrument will be repeated later in phase two as a post-test at the conclusionof regional workshops.
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Because 18 of the 59 people directly connected with the curriculum study are non-
industrial arts people, the first phase is addressed principally to them. To accomplish
the goals of this phase, all 59 members of the curriculum study will attend a one-day
workshop. The goals of this workshop are to present a historical resume of industrial
arts, to assess the status of industrial arts, to portray the relevance of studying tech-
nology, to delineate significant social changes taking place in society, and to explain the
nature of the curriculum study.

Five members of the interdisciplinary committee attending this workshop will be
asked to present position papers at a subsequent workshop in phase two. The five mem-
bers to present papers are an educational philosopher, sociologist, business economist,
industrialist, and a vocational educator.

The second phase is concerned with developing a rationale for industrial arts. The
primary goal for this phase is a printed document showing Justification for studying
industrial arts in Texas schools upon which a curriculum can be developed that is con-
sistent with the rationale and the recommendations of the Report of the Governor's Com-
mittee on Public School Education (August 1968).3 This Governor's Report is the most
comprehensive study ever made on education in lbxas at a cost exceeding one million
dollars.

This phase will be initiated with a two-day workshop designed to assist the rationale
committee in their assigned task of developing a base upon which to build a new curricu-
lum. To provide the rationale committee with an interdisciplinary input in order to gain
current insights into the various facets of the learner, schools, society, and technology,
experts previously mentioned outside our field will present their position papers wherein
they discuss problems which, in their Judgment, the rationale committee should evaluate
as they develop the rationale.

After the proposed document is developed and printed, dissemination teams will visit
each regional association over the state to conduct all-day workshops relative to the pro-
posed rationale. These workshops not only make provision for teacher interaction, but
they are also designed to solicit additional teacher input regarding the rationale.

Teacher input collected from the 19 workshops over the state will be fused into a re-
vised edition of the rationale and then be returned to the field for another round of teacher
interaction in the six consortia workshops. Phase two will be terminated when the final
edition of the rationale is published.

Phase three. is concerned with structuring the curriculum and deriving content and
teaching procedures.

In this portion of the study, the curriculum committee will hove the responsibility for iden-
tifying the body of knowledge to which industrial arts should address itself. Then criteria for
selecting content from this body or knowledge and For determining texhing procedures will be
developed. Obviously, this committee will utilize many resources, including current curricu-
lum projects such as the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project, American Industry, and the Mary-
land Plan.

The remaining three phases, Four, Five, and Six, pertain, in order, to planning, to conduct-
ing, and to evaluating the exemplary programs. In this we will be demonstrating the new cur-
riculum plan under controlled conditions to ascertain how well it accomplished its stated objec-
tives.4

TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS

An undertaking of this scope should accrue many benefits to all who participated in
the study, to those for whom it was conceivedthe learnersand to the educational com-
munity as a whole. Perhaps the conclusions enumerated in the study proposal succinctly
describe some of the more worthwhileoutcomes of this study: new standards for accredit-
ing courses and certifying teachers of industrial arts; new course description and content
outlines; revised curriculum monographs for each course; standards for facilities for
use by administrators, teachers, and architects in remodelingor designing new facilities;
public relations and guidance brochures for use by teachers, counselors, and adminis-
trators describing the contributions of industrial arts in the general education of youth;
guidelines for teacher educators to follow in the revision of requirements for the prep-
aration of industrial arts teachers; and guidelines for selecting and utilizing appropriate
educational technology so that the new curriculum reflects American industry?

Other conclusions are emerging, however, thatseem quite significant to those working
closely with this study. These conclusions are not listed in any sequence of importance
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and are enumerated only for one's perusal. No doubt as the study progresses we can addadditional conclusions. A state industrial arts association can be a dynamic vehicle forproviding opportunities for curriculum dialogue. A majority of industrial arts teachersin Texas want to improve theircontribution to the education of youth. A significant number(statistically speaking) of industrial arts teachers' attitudes can be favorably altered ifgiven an opportunity to be involved in an interaction format with their peers dealing withrelevant curriculum issues. An inzerdisciplinary approach to curriculum upgradingstrengthens one's philosophical posture in the educational arena and, furthermore, gainsfavorable support from the non-industrial arts community. Two major hinderances tomore effective implementation of this study in a state of this geographic size have beenthe inability to establish desirable communication channels with the classroom teacherbecause of inadequate mailing addresses and the lackof foresight by not initiating dialoguein the early phases of the study with school administrators via their state association.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

(1) Tyler, Ralph W., Basic Principles of Curriculum and instruction, Chicago: The Uni-versity of Chicago Press, 1950.
(2) Ballard, John R., and M. D. Williamson, "lexas Industrial Arts Curriculum Study,"narration for a 2x2 slide sequence, Denton: lbxas Industrial Arts Association,September 1971, p. 5.
(3) The Challenge and the Chance: Reportof the Governor's Committee on Public SchoolEducation, Austin: August 31, 1968.
(4) Ballard and Williamson, op. cit., p. 8.(5) Ballard, John R., and M. D. Williamson, Texas Industrial Arts Curriculum Study (TheProposal), Denton: Texas Industrial Arts Association, p. 53.
Dr. Ballard is a member of the faculty at Southwest Texas State University, Sun Marcos, Texas,

Researching Curriculum Change
William E. Studyrin

How to effect change in the industrial arts curriculumthe first step is to recognizethat a change and/or imp. ..ement needs tooccur. This, of course, will be an assumptionand may even become doubtful in the mind of the "recognizer" prior to any significantchange.
In conjunction with the recognition thatperhapspartof the industrial arts curriculum,regarding the concepts and knowledge beingpresented, needs improvement, it is inevitablethat there is a certain amount of apprehension as ao whether this will ever happen. Alsoin conjunction with content, the manner in which the curriculum is being presented mayalso need attention.
Industrial arts experiences should present concepts of industrial practices and pro-cedures happening now and those that project into the future.
After a careful review of the present curriculum, a discrepancyor a void may existrelating to the information and activities that make up the program and what you think itshould be. Now is the time for a realistic, objective evaluation. A study of all existingresearch projects should be explored. Along with the study of new emerging programs,study the present practices of industrial activities, as many as possible, and then somemore. From this information, a realistic background of activities and information shouldbe apparent.
The community can be an extremely valuable source of information, assistance, andsupport. You must get your community involved.
At this stage, the person involved, the "recognizer," will recognize that curriculumchanges, new concepts, new and/or better ways of doing things will not just happen.After review and analysis, recognition that change and improvements are, in fact,needed, the climate for this change must beset in motion. The climate will be defined as
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the total environment, including attitudes, necessary for change and adaptability. This
can be done by informative reports to the board of education, the superinteadent, and all
administrative staff members. Theymust know whatproposals are being planned in order
to provide needed support.

The community must be involved at this stage also. This may be accomplished by
communicating ideas through civic groups, etc. You will discover that some community
group will be meeting each morning at 7:00 a.m., and you can be with them. Not only can
you be with them, but they will be extremely happy to have you.

In addition to the support f.om the administration, the board of education, and the
community, support must be gained from the staff and students.

One method of staff involvement in the area of research may be graduate courses.
This was accomplished in a cooperative effort with a local college and staff. A course
was designed, research projects studied, and the present curriculum was evaluated in

regard to industrial concepts. Placing all this information in its proper perspective,
plan the next graduate course. In this course, new concepts may be analyzed, and cur-
riculum that will present the new concepts written.

Additional curriculum may be accomplished through summer workshops that involve
teacher participation. They must be involved in curriculum. The teachers must be re-
imbursed financially for this work. This approach will be limits.!. because of the financial
problems involved.

In order to speed up the work at this point, another method can be used, such as a
funded project. In this manner, additional teachers can be involved, and the changing
concepts can proceed at a more rapid rate.

Through all the processes, the students should be involved in this matter of curricu-
lum. This can be done either directly, indirectly, or both. If the curriculum ha.: support
from the school system, community, parents, and students, you will discover that from
this point additiunal improvements will be less frustrating.

During the process, as feasible ideas present themselves, ACT. We can research,
talk about, discover, compare, but without action, this really will not be extremely bene-
ficial to the student and teacher, so plan action. Keep in mind that we are working for
ideas to be placed into the actual learning situation. Get it there!

Mr. Studyvin is the Director of Practical Arts and Vocational Education for the Shownee Mission Public
Schools, Shownee Mission, Kansas.

Researching Curriculum Change/Curriculum
Development in the Secondary Exploration

of Technology Project
Harvey Dean

Research is nothing more than an open, welcoming attitude toward change. Research
is looking for change rather than waiting for it to happen.' Each individual present has
completed research activities in the past. But to develop and apply that research is
another entity.

The term 'develop' connotes the movement from a point X (usually not a totally de-
sirable point) to a more desirablepoint Y. Curriculum development involves change from
a less desirable situation to a more desirable situation, program, activity, unit, lesson,
etc. The parameters of curriculum development are generally noted in objective form,
be they performance, behavioral or process objectives.

In the development of any curriculum, a basic structure or rationale for the body of
knowledge to be dealt with must first be delineated. The delineation of a basic rationale
is a developmental process in itself. And yet its import is second to none if effective
curriculum development is to occur. NormanCousins substantiates this logic in a simple
statement"Man's difficulty has never been in doing things; it has been in choosing what
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to do."2 Such has been thecase for conscientious industrial arts teachers. The choosingof 'what to do' to attain goals and objectives has remained a historical paradigm; i.e.,since Woodward, the coffee table and the cedar chest have provided untold thousands ofindustrial arts teachers and teacher educators with a purported medium to convey theindustrial world to their students- -at any age level.While this erroneous assumption has been cultivatedand even immortalized byteachers and teacher educatorsthe industrial society of America has continued to be-come greater and more complex. Fortunately, the dictum "teach as taught" is now beingchallenged. Industrial arts teachers and teacher educators are evaluating what has beenand is being done in the laboratories of America. This is partially a result of the impactof such federally-funded research projects as the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project,The American Industry Project, The Maryland Plan, our own Secondary Exploration ofThchnology Project, and numerous others.
In all of these curriculum development efforts, there have been impediments tochange. Arthur Schlesinger alludes to this in his commnt, "The past is always doggingour heels, striving ceaselessly to banish the present." Enumerated below are severalobstacles which should be recognized by those involved in curricular development.'!First, there is a lack of clear, shared understanding of educational objectives bythose directly responsible for the complete developmental process. I submit that at noplace in the college and public school curriculum is there a greater lack of clear, sharedunderstanding of objectives, goals, and scope than in the industrial arts area.A second barrier to change is the failure of those involved in curriculum develop-ment to evaluate proposed innovation in light of educational objectives. The goals of theSecondary Exploration of lbchnology Project from the outset have been to:I. Identify concepts from industry and technology that may be used to develop sec-ondary school curriculum.

2. Design and operate in-service training for teachers to enhance their ability toteach new concepts of industry and technology.3. Develop learning experiences that will enable students to differentiate betweenoccupational areas and contrast the social and technological difference betweenthose areas.
4. Allow staff and teachers to write, review, and rewrite an instructional programin industrial arts that will be adopted by other school districts.5The above goals are in addition to and subservient to the goals and objectives gen-erally held by industrial arts since Wilbur.
A third impediment to change is the unevenness of acceptance of new ideas resultingfrom inadequate communication. Possibly the most prolific new industrial arts curricu-lum today is the 1ACP as developed by Ohio State and the University of Illinois. Thisproject's acceptance by many school systems is indicative of adequate communication.It would be presumptuous of me tobelieve that a majority of the industrial arts teach-ers and industrial arts educators have actually given a good deal of thought to their par-ticular programs in light of industrial arts research findings. Possibly the greatestsingle contribution for relevant, educationally-defensible industrial arts programswill bethe coming of educational accountability. For too long, accumulated equipment has beenthe criterion for evaluating an industrial arts program's wortheven greater the casefor vocational education. The real state of the art may be exposed when teachers andteacher educators are required to prove the value of their niche in the total school cur-riculum. Equipment certainly cannot be construed as an indicator of program qualityor accountabilitythat lot can only fall upon the teacher. A realization of these pointsshould motivate teacher educators and classroom teachers to study trends of the time sothat impediments may be circumvented and progress may be made. College industrialeducation programs must become cognizant of and tooled up for curriculum capable oftraining a total teaching corea total industrial/career/occupational/education clien-tele. This core effort must come from institutions everywhere and matriculate through-out the total educational program.

The following overlay contains the total core elements (Figure 1). Note particularlythe system element. Foryears industrial arts teachers have taught the components, whileobjectives have contended that we teach the system. Development is imperative in thesystems area. Within any of thesethe system, the units, or the componentsthepsychomotor, the cognitive, and the affective areas are omnipresent. To be a gen-eralist, I think that industrial arts has touched upon all of these areas and has done afairly decent job, but I believe thatwe have failed miserably in the teaching of "industry,"
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the system which we have contended since 1934 that we were teaching.
The foregoing paragraphs typify some of the reasoning behind curriculum develop-

ment in industrial arts.
A summary of the previous paragraphs indicate that effecting curricular change

involves internalized curriculum development, research of curricula to date, delineation
of a rationale to serve as a base, awareness of impediments to change, and realization of
the necessity for'or development in industrial arts, i.e., system approach rather than com-
ponents approach.

The second segment of my speech deals with curriculum research involved in the
Secondary Exploration of Technology Project.

The project was begun in May 1971 in Kansas. It includes three school districts
(Figure 2): a very small district, a medium-sized district, and a large school district.
Dr. F. Victor Sullivan is the director of the project. Much credit goes to Dr. Sullivan
for the preliminary project research and groundwork. A hand-me-down curriculum de-
veloped in the ivory towers of the educational institutions was not the project director's
vision.

The ten teachers involved in the S.E.T. Project attended a six-week pre-service
workshop in the summer of 1971 held at Kansas State College. During the six weeks, the
teachers were required to research and review all of the industrial arts funded projects
which had been completed throughout the United States and Canada. The conceptual ap-
proach to teaching was presented, as well as many other psychological principles Involved
in the education of students. The teachers seemed to accept the psychological principles
readily, possibly due to the fact that they had been in the classroom and the particular
principles seemed more relevant now than when they first heard them In undergraduate
school.
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One of the major tasks of the group early in the summer was the delineation of arationale of industry. The participants studied approximately 30 innovative approaches.They concluded that they could build a program from the Structure and Rationale of Indus-try as delineated by the IACP. This is not to say that they disagreed with previous de-
velopments from that rational, but that the rationale was workable as a base for a total7-12 industrial arts curriculum.

The summer 1971 session was devoted to the development of trial curriculum for theseventh and eighth grade programs in the various school districts. Defense of existingprograms, lack of understanding of industrial arts objectives, desire for elaborate equip-
ment, and communication were but a few of the impediments faced by the staff. Road-blocks to change were very vivid during the first two weeks of the summer workshop.A core effort within the project did eventually evolve. The core involved ten teachersdevoted to trial curriculum efforts. Curricula attempts were also proposed in severalhigh school areas.

The attempts at the seventh and eighth grades have been varied. Material which theteachers are currently using includes the World of Construction curriculum and the Worldof Manufacturing curriculum, segments of American Industry, The Maryland Plan, andother of the contemporary approaches. However varied the particular activities may be,the basic approach among all the teachers is to teach the concepts of the industrial sys-tem. The coming in-service workshop for teachers during the months of June and July(1972) should provide curricula which hopefully can be disseminated (by October 1972)throughout the United States. Plans are to write alternative activities and design a sys-tems approach to teaching a one-semester seventh grade course, a one-semester eighthgrade course, or a one-year seventh grade :ourse, or a one-year eighth grade course.We hope to provide an alternative to the 1ACP material based upon the same rationaleand structurealternatives which may be more appropriate to the small rural school,At the ninth and tenth grade levels, very little has been done, and nothing has beendone to which we can attach objective data. However, I would like to discuss with youbriefly some attempts which will be made this coming summer in the areas of Materialsand Process, Visual Communications, Power Transmission and Conversion, and Produc-
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Figure Ill

Lion Control Systems. Figure 3 represents our tentative proposed model for the senior
high level students.

We hope to offer in each of the school districts a course called Visual Communica-
dons. Within this area we hope to incorporate photography, printing, technical writing,
use of audio visual tape, layout and design, drafting, sketching, etc. Students in small
team groups could develop a prototype product, proceeding through each of the areas
delineated in Figure 4. This would then give the student the concept of how industry pro-
ceeds through the design and presentation of a prospectus of a particular product. We
will attempt a similar systems approach in the areas of Power and Materials/Processes.

Figure IV
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Possibly industrial arts' role in the career education plan as discussed by Commis-sioner Mar land will be the conceptual approach to teaching in grades 7-10 with alternativesin the eleventh and twelfth grades for students not interested i t vocational education orliberal arts education. Whatever its role, we feel that the Project will have animpact upon these areas.
In conclusion, I would like to leave with you a thought that has permeated the discus-sions of the S.E.T. participants. "If you give a student a set of instructions, he will havea product: if however, you give a student a picture of the total system, he will have anunderstanding from which he may build many products."
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Mr. Dean is curriculum director of the Secondary Exploration u. -technology Project located in Kansas
with offices of Kansas State College, Pittsburg, Kansas.

Concerns of Teacher Education
Ross C. Hilton

Today we've had men walkingand riding around on the moon. -technology has developed
many new and helpful articles and processes for the betterment of our living, yet our stu-dents are doing and learning the same things as we did 20 or more years ago. What wesee is a result of how we teach and what we teach. Are you satisfied with what you see?Are you as up-to-date and as innovative as you can be in your teaching? Are your pro-grams changing as new m aterials and processes are developed? What is our responsibilityin making the changes that are needed today to make education of the 70's relevant forall youth? We must start in our own classrooms to put these changes into practice. We
must provide an effective program to study the industrial technology which is essentialnot only for today but for the foreseeable future.

The total industrial arts program, from K-12, must help prepare all youth to meettomorrow's work demands. Do you know that approximately one-half of the children borntoday will be going into industries that do not currently exist?
We need more foresight and not so much hindsight. We must be model teachers.Dr. Ernest Minelli told us in Portland last December that the new breed of teachersmust be:

Mature, intelligent, insightful, and ingeniousa universal man possessing a professional,
liberal, and specialized education.

Student-oriented--must know the student's needs and be able to bring about changes in his
behavior.

An instructional specialist, familiar with the latest instructional media, able to perform with ahigh degree of efficiency, employing instructional techniques with great precision.
A versatile person able to functinn effectively under a variety of circumstances and in a can -
stantiy- chonging instructional setting.

Skilled in the identification and development of specifically measurable objectives that reflect
student needs in the cognitive, effective, and psychomotor domains.
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Skilled in designing appropriate learning experiences and evaluating student progress and teach-
ing effectiveness.

Capable of working cooperatively with others as a team planner and teacher.

A super realist with up-to-date knowledge of the world of work.

How do you measure up to such qualifications? is anyone teaching this way? Yes, a
few, but what about the majority? Let's look in on some typical situations and see.

1 visited one industrial arts lab and foundboys doing the same and similar wood joint
exercises that their fathers had done 30 to 40 years previous. 1 asked the instructor what
projects of industrial-type experiences the students were exposed to, and he answered,
"Well, we just don't have the time for anything after they get the exercises done."

1 visited another class that was working in advanced drafting; all I saw was copy work
from old textbooks.

One school 1 visited taught Jr. High Woods and Sr. High Woods; I've heard such pro-
grams called bedroom 1, 2, and 3. 1 asked the instructor what else he taught, and his
answer was, "Well, they draw a little of their own plans if they can't find some already
made or can't borrow some." 1 asked about the other areas of metals, graphics, elec-
tricity- electronics, power, plastics, etc.; his reply was, "We've always had a good wood
program, so why fight a good thing?"

What was the type of instruction that these three instructors received? How were
they teaching? Was it a class in industrial arts or just a hobby class? How prepared
were their students to meet the world of work? Are you teaching as you were taught?

1 visited a junior high laboratory in beginning woods and found core projects of the
broomholder and bread board that were old 20 years ago, using the old drawings and
patterns and the models the instructor had for display. Pm sure he had been using the
same unit for many years. He wasn't teaching; he was just a dittohe was in the old rut
(a grave without ends). I can imagine a seventh grader coming into his class and saying,
"Do we have to make a broomholder this year? Mom has four of them that my older
brothers made."

In another school I visited a general shop class that had a unit in manufacturing and
found a well-organized group of students working on a well-planned mass production unit
building creepers for sale to automotive mechanics, students, teachers, etc. The class
was busy, everyone doing his assigned job in the total organization; there was enthusiasm
and interest expressed by the actions of the students. 1 asked one student what he was
doing; his answer was, "l'm a quality control inspector, 1 check to see if these parts are
the correct size so that they will all fit when we start the assembly line." What will you
do then, 1 asked. "Ohl 1'11 be putting the casters in place on one corner as they come to
me from the one in front of me." There 1 witnessed students not only doing one job, but
two or more in order to role-play and work through the various positions in the mass-
assembly production unit.

Another school 1 visited was busily engaged in making archery equipment, bows,
arrows, strings, quivers, etc. All 1 could see was bow-making equipment all over the
lab. The instructor informed me that the boys had made 38 bows so far that year and that
some of the students who couldn't ordidn't take shop were coming in after school to make
one for themselves. Maybe 1 judged too quickly, but 1 couldn't see any evidence of any-
thing but bow-making being taught in that small high school lab. I ask you, is this all
there is to the industrial arts program?

I've also visited many unit shops in which there were both good programs and poor
programs. From my visits, I concluded that the instructor is the key to whether a pro-
gram is good or poor. He, in the main, selects and outlines the total industrial arts
curriculum, and it is his proficiency and enthusiasm that carries the program to his
students.

Now, why did these teachers teach in the manner that I observed? Were they teaching
as they were taught?

How can we expect the students of today to work in the technology of tomorrow unless
we teach it to them? We, as teachers, must reach each individual student, find his wants
and needs, and try to direct him so that he can realize them. We must up-date and change
our typical programs to include the industrial techniques, methods, and materials of
today.

What new things should we include? Some I could list are as follows:
Should we include the processes, materials, and products made from the new and
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changing industries? Do we as consumers handle or use anything made of plastics eachday? We do; very many products contain some plastic. We really must include a unit,at least, on industrial plastics concerning new uses in industry, medicine, home, foodpreparation, etc.
What can we include from the spectrum of power? Besides the usual small gas en-gines, do students understand fuel cells? Do they know of practical applications of theiruse, their high efficiency, their reliability, size, etc.? The space program can give youmuch information relating to fuel cells.
How about bio-cells? We can furnish power enough for whole cities from a bio-cellfarm in our oceans. Yes, it is possible. What type of bacteria can live off of one anotherand produce electrical power that might be used for propulsion along our highways? Whatother uses are there for these cells?
How much do our students know about solar energy and its power? Could we evenharness some of it for travel power? Can we store its energy for future use?Can atomic power be used to replace the engines of today? What implications canwe teach regarding atomic power that apply today and will also apply tomorrow?In the new and ever-growing fieldof electronics, we must include some instructionon solid-state components and on integrated circuits. With industry and the military usingcircuitry so rugged and so small, we must surely need instruction on their repair andmaintenance at least, let alone the instruction that is needed for design and operation.We could also give instruction on the processes of having future 3-D color TV by theuse of holography. Imagine being able to see a 3-0 color TV program projected on yourwall so real that as you walk from one side of the room to the other you actually see adifferent side of the objects or persons on the screen. impossible( No, it is today aresearch laboratory reality. Industry is using holography as a means of photographicallywatching and monitoring parts manufacture. It also has a peculiar property of photo-graphically recording great quantities of information on a single sheet of film. Kits areactually available for experimentation in holography.
Shouldn't some instruction be given regarding the propagation and use of laser lightin such fields as communication, medicine, the cutting of metals and of other substances,their use in guidance systems, etc.?
What should be included from the computer field? There are so many uses of com-puters, their operation, the languages, etc., that the basic understanding should be taughtto all students.
New drafting processes, procedures, skills, new techniques, and appIicatioi:s all havea place in the curriculum if they are not now included.
A study of ceramics with its uses and properties such as a new dimension in cuttingtools, bonding to metals, heat shields, etc., as well as everyday consumer use are allimportant for the student. Are we able to teach. any of these?
The area of adhesives is so new that very little is ever considered important enoughto be included as instructional material. We give some instruction about a few adhesivesused in woodwork and let that suffice. There are adhesive agents available today to makebonds between metals, synthetics, wood, textiles, ceramics, etc., that are cheaper,stronger, more elastic, quicker, and easier to apply than any other known method of bond-ing these materials. Why not include this information as important to be taught? Someof you traveled here in planes held together by adhesives.
New automotive power plants that have sealed units, having no lubrication or coolingproblems, are being tested today. New electronic guidance and control systems to aidtraffic control, development of practical steam engines, electric propulsion, etc., arechallenges that technology is working diligently to perfect for consumer use. Should thisbe taught to our junior high and high school students?
Information about new paints and finishes, new methods of application, pre-finishing,fire-proof and fire-resistant finishes, treatment of metals to prevent corrosion, etc., isavailable for instruction. is this important enough for curriculum inclusion?
There are other areas we could possibly explore such as food packaging, reprocess-ing, preparation, etc., that may be possible in the next 20-50 years. We might be eatingsoybean meal or plankton processed for consumption. Right here in Ibitas is a plant todevelop proteins from hydrocarbon and nitrogen. There is also a plant in France that isusing petroleum protein. Imagine driving up to a service station and saying, "10 gallonsof gas and 2 large petroburgers, to go, please."
How much do you teach about solarenergy and solar heat, solar ovens, solar engines?This is a totally untapped source of energy. A man in Denver is working on heating his
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home with solar energy. Does it have implications for instruction in industrial arts?
Bell Laboratories recently came out with a little cubic inch of crystal that contained

over a million complete radio circuits. Fantastic? Yes; are you up-to-date on things like
this? Should we teach something about a new memory core for computers that uses mag-
netic wire instead of theolder magnetic rings? Could we also include some new structural
approaches in using various materials? Examples could be corregated cardboard lami-
nated into walls and partitions for building construction, crushable honeycomb used in,
automobile bumpers, etc., plasticized coverings of many materials, reinforced fiberglass
products, reinforced and pre-stressed concrete for buildings, bridges,

The list could go onand on. Even as we sit here today, new industrial processes, new
materials, new uses of products, new employmentneeds, new training requirements are in
the process of becoming realities. Do we have any obligation to keep abreast of these
things? YES, we do. As professional educators, we must advance to survive or coast
and be replaced.

How are you as a teacher measured for success? is it by the number of students you
can attract to your classes? Is it by the type of employment you enjoy? Is it by the size
of your home, your car, or your worldly possessions? Or could it possibly be that your
success is a direct result of the products you producestudents equipped to meet the
world of tomorrow? Are these products, your students, progressive and successful them-
selves, are they good citizens helping to build a better community in which to live?

You know, if we take three eggs, a hen's egg, a turtle egg, and an alligator egg, and
put them in a dark room, it is quite hard to tell the difference between them; we can't see
the differences. But, if we provide a method of hatching each one, we can quickly see that
the end product is quite different. We could put three people in a dark room and likewise
find it hard to tell differences, but if we have each one do a particular job or perform a
skill, their performances show us the differences that they have. Could we say that be-
ginning teachers might be somewhat alike (in the dark room before they start to teach)
and that as they teach they manifest the differences in their abilities and interests? Are
their end results the same?

What are your end results like? How do you measure up to the challenges and re-
sponsibilities of an industrial arts teacher? Are you proud of your products? Are you a
success?

Here are nine personality requirements listed by educators as a measuring stick for
a successful teacher.

A successful teacher must be committed
to democracy os our basic form of government.
to educotion os o major force in shaping and reconstructing our society.
to vocational educotion os on important phase of the educational process.
to teaching os o first choice of jobs.
to his tradethe subject of his primary interest.
to his school or institution.
to his immediate supervisor and/or colleagues.
to his students.

A successful teacher must be professional
by joining professional orgonizirions and actively participating.
by developing or by continuing to develop professional and technical competence.
by assuming new forms of profc:%*onal and social behavior.
by living by a set of professiods. ethics a code of standards.

A successful teacher must be compassionate
by comprehending the dignity :nd worth of the individual.
by understanding that people differ significantly.
by his interest in guiding and directing learning experiences.
by being sensitive to his responsibilities os o professional educator.
by being patient.

A successful teacher must be systematic
as demonstrated by an ability to organize himself to accomplish o given task.
os demonstrated by his ability to organize learning experiences in a logical and sys-

tematic fashion leading to effective and efficient learning.
as demonstrated by his ability to maintain his classroom and/or laboratory in a busi-

ness -like manner.
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A successful teacher must be gregarious
as he likes peopleespecially the age group he pions to teach.
as he is outgoing.
as he is easy to get to know.
as he is a salesman.
as he demonstrates self-confidence.

A successful teacher must be articulate
in order to use the language properly.
in order to be understood.
in order to select appropriate examples and illustrations.
in order to communicate complex ideas readily.

A successful teacher must be flexible
for he is conscious of o changing environment.
for he is sensitive to the impact of technology upon education.
for he is adoptable to changes in content within his subject.
for he is receptive to changes in methodology.
for he is willing to accept onother's point of view.

In matters controversial
My attitude is fine;

always see two points of view
The one that's wrong and mine.

A successful teacher must be zealous
for enthusiasm is contagious in the learning process.
far he is devoted to his task.
for he is edger to serve os o member of on educational team.
for he has o desire to make o contribution to his community and to his fellowman.

A successful teacher must be religious
os evidenced by his church membership.
as evidenced by his stability.
as evidenced by the security of his personal convictions.
as evidenced by his own actions.
as evidenced by his faith in God.

SUMMARY

We have discussed nine selected personality traits that may be valid indicators of the
successful trade teacher. We have described quite a person. Recognizing that no mortalman is perfect, one should not expect to find prospective faculty that possess all of thequalifications described. As an administrator, one hopes to find teachers who possessmany such qualifications and who have the potential to develop other qualities. We mustremember that personality traits are independentof each other, and as such, there is little
way for an exceptionally strong trait to make up for a void or a weakness.

To exemplify the theme assigned me today, 1 have brought three potato friends with
me. Each one could represent a particular teacher or situation that we might be familiarwith. As I explain each friend, you see if he exemplifies you and your teaching or some-one you know.

No. 1 is called the Anticipatator. He is the teacher who anticipates that only a fewof his students will be interested at all in what he teaches, so he thinks, "Why knock my-self out trying to get all these dumb kids to learn; they won't really use any of this stuffanyway." He thinks most studentsare therebecause of state laws, parental pressure, andto visit with each other and keep warm. New ideas and courses are too hard for him toteach anyway; he is too busy to take any evening or summer classes, and besides, that
costs money. No. 1 is content to growl at the students who don't like what he teaches and
at those who disagree with him. He waits for one payday after another and hates the kids,the work, and the school. He isn't happy, nor is he very productive as a teacher. Do youever have any of his feelings or traits? Do you know someone who has?

My No. 2 friend is named the Spectapatator. This teacher is all eyes for anything and
everything to teach. He is so busy with his ideas that he hasn't time to organize and really
teach; he just flits from one idea to another, leaving confusion and uncertainty behind him.
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He means well, but just can't concentrateon one subject long enough to cover it adequately
for student understanding. He tries to teach all things to all students. Is he exemplifying
your "theory," your "thing"?

Next I will introduce my friend No. 3, Participatator. He is the ideal teacher by the
student's standards. lie is always friendlyand willing to help them, yet he commands their
respect because of the skill in and knowledge of his subject matter areas. He is up-to-
date in all he teaches and constantly challenges his students with new information. lie is
professionally active in his local, state, and national associations and is constantly eager
and willing to spend some of his summers and/or evenings in special classes to keep
abreast of current industrial trends. He also reads the professional journals and books
he obtains. In snort, this friend of mine is the teacher I'd hope to be.

Well; how do you personally rate up to these three tato friends? Are you most like
No. 1, No. 2, or No. 3? May I challenge each and every one of you to strive to be more
like No. 3.

In conclusion, I would exhort each of you to look careft,lly at your teaching methods
and curriculum. Are they as modern and up-to-date as you can make them? Will they
produce an end product that will be what you and others see as the teacher or student of
tomorrow?

What you get is what you produce.

Dr. Hilton teaches at Southern Utah State College, Cedar City, Utah.

Middle School Industrial Arts Curriculum Study
Raymond Bemabei

INTRODUCTION

Every youngster has the right and responsibility to develop his own self-concept of
life. This can be accomplished by providingthe individual with opportunities to develop his
intellectual curiosity, creativity, critical thinking, aesthetic judgment, structured study
habits, and the beneficial use of his leisure time.

A youngster needs many opportunities to learn whyand how society has been affected
by continuous development of materials, tools, machines, and productivity through the
entire industrial complex. He neeis toknowof the complex technological-oriented society
in which he lives, works, and plays.

The Bucks County Public Schools' Industrial Arts Curriculum Committee reviewed
programs in our schools to ascertain what constitutes the basis for these programs. The
committee was looking for the special needs of young boys and girls at the junior high
level. With the emerging middle school reachingfull bloom, there exists a need for direc-
tion to develop a program designed to the special characteristics of pre-adolescents.

The committee has researched the chief characteristics of pre-adolescents, reviewed
the modern theories of learning and related literature, and attempted to set these findings
into a fundamental philosophy for learning at the middle school level.

Beginning with Pennsylvania's Goals of Quality Education adopted in 1965, the com-
mittee accepted the challenge to review and interpret these goals as they relate to the
middle school industrial arts curriculum. These relationships were then written as narra-
tive descriptions of behaviors inherent in industrial arts.

The purpose of the committee was to design a far-reaching program for the middle
school which will permit manyof thestudent's learning activities to evolve from the indus-
trial arts center.

A review of the model structure will give the reader an insight into the committee's
desire to create experiences in terms of goals and domains relevant to life adjustment
career behaviors.
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PHILOSOPHY

The middle school can be a dynamic learning environment, providing the philosophyunique to the individual pupil is meaningful and realistic. Since the success of a programis dependent upon the beliefs of individuals, the philosophical premises upon which thisstudy is based are as follows: Emphasis must be nn learner characteristics. Personal-ized learning experiences should comprise the majorpartof the curriculum. The emerg-ing adolescent learns best from the concrete to the abstract. Curriculum must be variedand flexible. Learning experiences should be patterned for learner success. Middleschool environment is best suited for the learner to attain the major developmental tasksof emerging adolescence. Consideration must be given to career awareness activities.

RELATED RESEARCH AND LITERATURE
Historical Background

The middle school emerged in the early and mid-1960's because of a dissatisfactionwith the accepted patterns, practices, and curriculum of the junior high school. The juniorhigh school curriculum, represented by elected subjects, special class projects, and extra-curricular activities, tends to pressure the pre- and early adolescent to excel physicallyand socially. This pressure may present emotional danger for youngsters because of thespread in maturation levels. The junior high school foisted an organization on the "in-between-ager" of senior-high-mimicked
extra-curricular offerings and the demands ofsubject matter-oriented high school programs.

The middle school will provide greater stimuli tothe developing interests of childrebthrough encouraging independent learning, educational guidance, and differentiated instruc-tion. The middle school must offer a program planned for a range of older children toearly adolescents that builds upon the elementary school program for earlier childhood andin turn is built upon by the high school's program for adolescence.During the time the students are in the middle school (grades 5-8 or 6-8), they aregoing through a very difficult period of adjustment. The onset of puberty creates tensionsand changes in attitudes which make it very important to the learner to be accepted andrespected by his peer group, to be understood by his teachers as well as his parents, andto have a feeling of self-accomplishment and worth.

Emerging Needs
The middle school curriculum must focus on the learner and his individual attitudes,needs, and learning characteristics. The middle school must be child-centered. Flexiblescheduling with a team approach allowing teachers to work as specialists in their areasof strength is a departure from the self-containedelementary classroom. The curriculumalso must be varied and flexible. Emphasis should be on child development related toperceptual-motor activities, cognitive and affective skills, and understandings conduciveto goal-oriented behavior rather than a set rigid amount of curriculum content.

Learner Characteristics
The trend of thought today is that children are maturing earlier, therefore, sixthgraders fit into a program with seventh and eighth graders. The students' needs are spe-cial at this age, and they require special knowledge and understanding. The middle schoolstudent is experiencing puberty and a sudden orientation toward adult values. Studentsreaching puberty do not want to be considered "little children." Human growth is con-tinuous, and the middle school offers many advantages for a smoother transition intoadolescence. The children do not change uniformly but according to each youngster'sown timetable.
The emerging adolescent-learner has an increasing awareness of the world, himself,and his own identity within the social structure. He is concerned about his own personaldevelopment and his relations to peer groups. The age grouping of youngsters in themiddle school makes for a more homogeneous group in terms of their needs and develop-ment. Without the influence of older or younger children, the middle school can bettermeet the needs of the students through a child-centered program.The middle school program should allow for human variance in the development ofcommunication skills, cognitive processes, concept formulation, creativity, attitudes, andindividuality. The child's mind should be regarded as an instrument for learning ratherthan a warehouse for knowledge.
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Summary
The middle school can be a dynamic program of education for transescents providing

educators have a valid philosophy, unique course of action, resourceful staff, and an
appropriate plant in which all of these ingredients can be properly mixed. The key to the
success at the middle school lies in the philosophy which guides the implementation of a
program that understands the complexities of this age group.

STATED ASSUMPTIONS

When devising a school curriculum, one begins with a basic beliefa philosophy.
This philosophy is often derived from values predicated upon assumptions. In consider-
ing a middle school curriculum, which has as its base, a discipline including concrete
experiences related tc the needs of the middle school pupil, three categories of assump-
tions evolve. The following assumptions are statements of principles unique to the de-
velopment of a model curricular program to be tested empirically.

General Assumptions:
1. All children are different: learning at varying rates, using different styles, and

applying varying modes.
2. Task-related opportunities, preferences and choices leading to successful achieve-

ment give rise to positive personal values and aspirations of the individual.
3. Successful school experiences provide the individual with self-reliance which

enables him to solve new problems and adjust to new situations throughout life.

Career Assumptions:
1. Clusters of career skills are derived from (certain) psychological constructs.
2. There are behaviors common to all curricular subject areas providing for related

change of career choice.
3. Related exposure of the concrete to the abstract in learning experiences permits

more flexibility in career decisions, thus avoiding the typical curricular track system.
4. Data generated from a model structure would provide empirical evidence of skills

and behaviors relevant for success in a variety of careers.
5. Data generated from a model structure couldbe used in describing more precisely

relevant life-adjustment behaviors.
6. A model could provide the framework for identifying and integrating common

behaviors of learning within the school curriculum.

Curriculum Assumptions:
1. A curriculum is derived from stated goals.
2. A curriculum may be defined in terms of its psychological parts (Process

Domains), its inherent behaviors (Content Objectives), and the goals of education (Product
Aims).

3. The functions of experiences within a curriculum (from concrete to abstract) are
related to the degree of transfer of learning.

4. A functional model provides for relating behavioral objectives to process-product-
oriented constructs.

5. A model provides a basis for describing life-adjustment behaviors related to
careers.

PROCEDURES

Progress in 1970-71
Late October 1970, a concerned group of industrial arts teachers attended a meeting

with the Bucks County Assistant Superintendent of SThools and representatives from the
Industrial Arts Division of the Department of Education. The major purpose for the meet-
ing was to determine if a need existed for a fresh look at the role of industrial arts in the
middle school.

As a result of this initial meeting, it was decided to conduct additional sessions for
researching the problem. Upon review of the related research and literature, the com-
mittee concluded that there was a need for constructing a theoretical curriculum model
for middle school pupils. Several assumptions were made at this time as a result of
group interaction.
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First, the middle school program should consist of educational activities which areconcrete, tangible, and real for the emerging adolescent. Therefore, the industrial artsprogram can serve as the core for the total middle school curriculum.second, the learning experiences to be implemented in the middle schnel industrialarts program should consist of the higher-level cognitive processes. The don, indus-trial arts middle school programs can be recognized as a functional discipline within thelevels of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.
The same must be stated for the affective and perceptual motor learning domains.Industrial arts operates in the highest levels within the three domains when the programis evaluated in light of the learner and the learning process.
To facilitate an objective approach to our goal of developing a Model Middle SchoolIndustrial Arts Curriculum based on the educational needs of the emerging adolescent,the committee decided to work under no constraints or limitations (i.e., building, facility,financing, staff, present and past curricular programs).
Our initial task was to collect relevant information about the learner. His interests,needs, developmental tasks, and abilities were a few of the areas researched.Descriptive statements (Glatthorn, 1970) relating to what we know about the needs,interests, and characteristics of the middle school learner are1. There are significant individual differences in every major aspect of growth anddevelopment.
2. The middle school years aremarked by rapid physiological change, fatigue, hyper-mobility.
3. There is strong but often covert interest in the significant sex changes taking place.4. There is much emotional stress that shows itself in aggressiveness or moodiness.Much of the worrying focuses on scuool.
5. There are strong signs of developing interests in college and specific careerchoices.
6. There are ambivalent feelings about the opposite sex, with best work often donein sex-segregated groups.
7. There are strong interests in sports, competition, all physical activities, individualhobbies.
8. There is a developing sense of conscience, a concern with fairness, an attempt toadhere to moral principles, although there is a special sensitivity to deviant influences.9. There are very strong socializationneeds, with high responsiveness to peer valuesand peer pressures.

10. The middle school learner seems to prefer a teacher who sets reasonable limits,can enforce them with a sense of fairness, and has a sense of humor.11. There is a developing sense of independence and nascent desire to be free ofadult authority, although there is still a need for adult direction. There is a strong needto develop the skills of self-directed learning.
12. There is a short attention span in his learning, although some interest in long-range projects begins to develop in a few.
13. There is a strong interest in such school elective areas as art, music, home eco-nomics, industrial arts.
14. There are some signs that the middle school years may be marked by a decliningrate of intellectual growth.
15. In the early years of the middle school period, the learner moves into the stageof formal operations, as identified by Piaget.
16. The middle school learner prefers physical activity in his learning; he wants tobuild, explore, experiment, play, test.
17. The middle school learner is very ready to imitate the older adolescent and learnsreadily from him.
18. The middle school learner has an exaggerated sense of idealism and tends todichotomize.
19. The middle school learner dislikes passive listening and viewing as a member ofa large audience.
20. The personal interaction and relationships with the teacher are highly importantto the middle school learner.
21. The middle school learner needs an opportunity to think flexibly in a "conversa-tional dialectic"in a non-judgmental atmosphere.
22. The middle school learner needs an opportunity to try out various roles and identi-ties.
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23. The middle school learner needs to discover significant ideas and modes of thought
that transcend curriculum boundaries.

24. The middle school learner needs much opportunity to explore, without too much
threat of failing, new ways of learning; new interests; new drives.

25. "The young adolescent needs a psycho-social respite, a moratorium from social
pressure, in whicl he can explore new behaviorpatterns without fear of social embarrass-
ment." (Erikson 1964)

Coals of Quality Education
After the learner characteristics were adopted, the committee focused on the educa-

tional gods of the middle school. Pennsylvania's Ten Goals of Quality Education emerged
as our base. It then became apparent that the "What, Why, and Bow " questions related
to the goals were to be answered and understood by the committee.

The Quality Education Program Study (QEPS, 1970) was proposed in response to
Act 299 passed by the General Assembly of Pennsylvania in 1963. This Act calls for the
development of procedures which will provide school personnel with relevant data with
which they can strengthen their educational programs. The Educational 'testing Service
of Princeton, New Jersey, recommended the Ten Goals of Quality Education for the Com-
monwealth.

The Pennsylvania State Board of Education adopted the following Ten Goals in 1%5:

I. Self-Understanding
II. Understanding Others
III. Basic Skills
IV. Interest in School and Learning
V. Good Citizenship

VI. Good Health Habits
VII. Creativity

VIII. Vocational Development
IX. Understanding Human Accomplishment
X. Preparation for a Changing World

In an effort to further increase the utility of the Goals to the practitioner and the
evaluator, the Quality Education Program Study was designed to review, define, and clarify
the Ten Goals. The Critical Incident Technique, developed by John C. Flanagan, was used
as a major research tool to collect empirical data to define the goals.

The resulting descriptions or definitions for each of the Ten Goals include: (1) Stu-
dent behaviors, (2) Rationale, and (3) Teacher Strategies. Also, for each Goal, QEPS has
developed needs assessment instruments to provide a mechanism to systematically gather
information to assess its needs and assign priorities to those needs.

Throughout the three phases of the project, participants and other members of the
educational community were informed of QEPS activities by county newsletters, press
releases, and personal contacts. In addition, a slide-tape presentation describing the
history, structure, and progress of QEPS was made available to interested groups.

Using the statements provided by the Pennsylvania Department of Education explain-
ing each Goal of Quality Education, the committee decided to write narratives explaining
implications of each goal related to the middle school industrial arts curriculum. As a
result of this analysis, the following narratives were approved and adopted by the com-

mittee.
GOAL II: SELF-UNDERSTANDING

Industrial arts provides concrete tangible experiences which enable each student,
independently and as a group member, to explore, discover, and develop his interests,
values, intellect, and motor skills. The student, in attaining his degree of success through
these experiences, develops a realistic understanding and attitude of his own self-actual-
ization process. This will enable him to choose a way of life rewarding to himself and
society.
GOAL /2: UNDERSTANDING OTHERS

Industrial arts activities will expose the student to different social, cultural, and
ethnic groups. Through interaction, students help each other to attain a mutually accept-
able goal. This action-oriented setting will enable him to adjust, accept, and understand
his peers and develop a better appreciation of others' problems.
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GOAL "3: BASIC SKILLS

Industrial arts (content and experiences) enable each student to acquire and use thebasic skills to read, listen, communicate verbally and visually, to manipulate math con-cepts, and make logical decisions.

GOAL "4: INTEREST IN SCHOOL AND LEARNING
Industrial arts provides each student with opportunities to utilize his interests andabilities while solving problems. These opportunities will help each student to acquirepositive attitudes towards school and the learning process.

GOAL "5: GOOD CITIZENSHIP
Activities in the industrial arts afford students the opportunity to become effectiveleaders or responsible followers. A student working within a group, a team, or as anindividual will perceive his rights and responsibilities by developing positive attitudestowards human, technological, and natural resources within his society.

GOAL "6: GOOD HEALTH HABITS
The student is made aware of and is afforded the opportunity to experience realisticsafety procedures. The student becomes aware of the potential hazards that exist in theenvironment and the possible results of negative behavior.

GOAL "7: CREATIVITY
Industrial arts experiences encourage and provide opportunities forcreativity. Givenfreedom of expression, the student can experiment, explore, and carry out ideas with avariety of tools, materials, and processes.

GOAL "8: VOCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Industrial arts affords the opportunity(ies) for each student to develop his self-interests and to experience individual success. Understanding the opportunity(ies) avail-able to him in preparing for a productive life, the student can make independent decisionsrelated to his future education and career.
GOAL °9: UNDERSTANDING

HUMAN ACCOMPLISHMENTThe student in industrial arts will be made aware of man's
interrelationship with thechanging world of science and technology through new materials and processes. He willbecome familiar with the principles of good design, production techniques, and develop asense of values to critique and appreciate the products of nature and society.

GOAL RIO: PREPARATION FOR A CHANGING WORLD
Society continues to change with resultant technical, environmental, social, and cul-tural problems. Industrial arts will develop a student to be a thinking, problem-solvingindividual capable of adapting to or coping with a changing society.
A portion of a two-day in-service workshop was reserved for the purpose of analyzingthe work to date and disseminating the results. The intention to use the workshop was notonly to disseminate information, but also to provide the workshop participants an oppor-tunity to critique the narratives developed by the Bucks County Public Schools' MiddleSchool Industrial Arts Curriculum Committee.The final phase of the first year's activity of the Committee was to develop a cur-riculum model matrix which established the lbn Goals of Quality Education as its base.

Model Structure
Education lacks a true relationship between goals, objectives, and domains of learn-ing. A test of this is when asked to relate subject-area content in this way, one is hard-pressed to achieve this end. Because of this, a group of interested industrial arts edu-cators have been meeting to cope with this problem.
This technique should provide means whereby the goals, domains of learning, andcontent would have a level of precision to judge more adequately the curriculum bestsuited for middle school children.
Traditionally, industrial arts has been consideredas a "dumping ground" for studentsnot able to cope with academic

subjects. It has also been said that the industria! arts isnot a discipline-oriented field; that skills in doingsomething far over-shadow tne intellec-tual and feeling processes pupils achieve in their schooling. One will evci find the
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industrial arts located in the basement or "attached" to an end of the building. Much of
what went on in the past was probably done in good faith towards meeting the needs of
pupils.

While it might be fair to say that the industrial arts formerly related to remedial
programs for retraining individuals in adjusting to life-skills, the major trend today is to
conceptualize educational programs in industrial arts by emphasizing changes related to
goal-oriented behaviors. It is our belief that as a student in an industrial arts program
develops a degree of skill, he progresses in the intellectual and feeling processes as
well. There is an abundance of research evidence indicating that the pre- and early
adolescent needs concrete experiences before presenting him with abstractions. Under
this premise, it is necessary to befamiliar with the details of the several taxonomies and
goals of quality education. These dimensions could be used as guides in identifying rele-
vant psychological constructs in the Industrial arts for a middle school curriculum.

The taxonomies and goals also provide the curriculum worker with a conceptual
framework for categorizing significant behaviors of learning, as well as a guide within
which test items might be constructed. Once a program begins to be implemented, then
its assessment of intended behaviors is essential. It should be recognized that behavioral
changes not intendcd sometimes occur. Evidence of this nature should be used in devising
more precise learning activities and test items related to those behaviors. In this way,
a program may be evaluated m readily in terms of the designated behaviors expected
of middle school children.

In developing a curriculum for the middle school, the Bucks County Public Schools'
Industrial Arts Curriculum Committee decided to look into the problem of co-existing
curricular behaviors or patterns. That is, are there common behaviors in science,
math, and industrial arts? Are there psychological constructs in science, math, and in-
dusirial arts common to the goals of quality education? This prompted the committee to
investigate the proper procedure in initiating some action. After much thought, the dis-
cussions led the committee to believe that thenecessary first step was to design a model.
After reviewing and evaluating the more prominent curricular models available, it was
decided that none completely answered our premises. Therefore, a three-dimensional
paradigm (Figure 1.) was constructed to include three psychological domains of learning,
Pennsylvania's Ten Goals of Quality Education, and the content objectives for an Industrial
Arts Middle School Curriculum.

Figure 1. Middle school curriculum model structure.
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The paradigm is considered as a potential model for organizing educational objec-tives in terms of functions (Goals) and identifying processes (Domains) that are relevantto life-adjustment career behaviors. This approach was selected over the conventionalmethod of identifying and listing subject-matter skill behaviors to cover in a course.For the first objective, the committee decided to put meaning into each goal of qualityeducation. The Goals of Quality Education were selected as the first dimension to themodel in response to Act 299 passed in 1963 by the General Assembly of Pennsylvania.In addition, the 1971 Pennsylvania Department of Education's Standards for Approvalof Secondary Programs states that, "There shall be a written body of objectives for theschool which are consistent with the Ten Goals of Quality Education adopted by the StateBoard of Education."
Using the broadly-conceived description of eachgoal, the committee wrote narrativesexplaining the implications of each goal as it related to the industrial arts for the middleschool. Content validity for each narrative was attempted during the summer of 1971.Ten groups consisting offive industrial arts educators in each group analyzed the narrativestatements devised by the committee. Using the following criteria: meaningfulness,feasibility, relatedness to the learner, attainability, and practicality, each group checkedthe goal description for its content validity applicable to a middle school curriculum.All goals except number ten were accepted as devised by the committee. Goal Ten wasrevised to reflect the analysis submitted by the workshop participants. Thus, the firstdimension of the model, product, or goals to be achieved was considered as the initialstep in the development procedure.

The domains of learning (process) are psychological constructs deemed important ina school setting and thus form the second dimension of the model. Each domain is con-sidered in its broadest sense.
The third dimension reflects the need for conceptualizing objectives of industrialarts in behavioral terms. Conceptualization would then provide the educator with a meansof focusing his attention on non-cognitive domains of behavior as well as the cognitivebehaviors. Such a system will provide our committee with an overview of subject mattercontent which might be compared and analyzed with respect to the domains in which theypurport to modify behaviors as \veil as the goals expected to reach quality education.

SUMMARY

Before the emergence of the middle school, the junior high school was organized forthe purpose of making a smoother transition from elementary to high school. Unfor-tunately, the junior high school often served as a mini-high school. This situation failedto help the pre- and early adolescent find himself in his new school situation.For a long time, the term "middle school" has, for all intents and purposes, beena term within the educational realm. Many people have tried to give their views of themiddle school. Some have simply changed the junior high school concept, while othershave provided greater stimuli to developing interests of children by encouraging indepen-dent learning, educational guidance, and differentiated instruction.The primary purpose of the middle school is to provide learning experiences thatwill produce the maximum development of each youth. Every middle school should pro-vide varied opportunities for boys and girls to interact with the tools and materials whichare a basic part of our technology.
To do this, the curriculum must be varied and flexible, with emphasis on child de-velopment related to perceptual- motor activities, cognitive and affective skills, and under-standings conducive to goal-oriented behavior, rather than a set rigid amount of curricu-lum content. It must be considered that every adolescent learner is unique unto himselfand that a set curriculum will not fit everyone. A child's mind should be regarded as aninstrument for learning, rather than a warehouse for knowledge.With the preceding in mind, the committee concluded there was a need for construct-ing a theoretical curriculum modcl f:?' middle school pupils. It was the consensus of thegroup that the industrial arts program could serve as the core for the total middle schoolcurriculum.
To facilitate the development of a Model Middle School Industrial Arts Curriculumbased on the educational needs of the emerging adolescent, the committee decided to workunder no constraints or limitations; i.e., building, facility, financing, staff, present andpast curricular program.
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The first task that was ahead of the committee was to collect relevant information
about the learner and from this develop a list of learner characteristics. The second task
was that of revising Pennsylvania's Ten Coals of Quality Education to meet our own needs.
The final phase was to develop a curriculum model matrix which established the Ten
Coals of Quality Education as its base.

While it might be fair to say that industrial arts related formerly to remedial pro-
grams for retraining individuals in adjusting to life-skills, the major trend today is to
conceptualize educational programs in industrial arts by emphasizing changes related to
goal-oriented behavior. As a student in an industrial arts program develops a degree of
motor skill, he progresses in the intellectual and feeling processes as well.

The task of developing units for instruction relating the learning process (domains)
to the product expected now (Coals of Quality Education) lies ahead for the committee.

Dr. Bemabei is the Assistant County Superintendent, Bucks County Schools, Doylestown, Pennsylvania.

.--The Role of the Student in the
Industrial Arts Environment

John Lavender

Occupational Versatility is a Title Ill, E.S.E.A. project designed to advance creativity
within industrial arts education. It has been funded under public law 89-10 since August
1969 and is now in its third year of operation, with pilot programs in three western
Washington school districts.

The Metropolitan Area of Seattle Industrial Arts Consultants is the sponsoring organ-
ization. More widely known as MAIAC, this organization includes 46 school districts
within King, Pierce, Snohomish, and Kitsap counties. These counties are located in the
Puget Sound region, the most densely populated area in Washington State. The Ilighline
School District in suburban Seattle serves as the local educational agency (L.E.A.).

The first year of operation, the planning period, was used to design the systems for
the pilot programs and to prepare participating teachers and their laboratory facilities
for testing the systems. The second year, the initial pilot period, was used to test the
program and to modify and revise as was needed. The third year, 1971-72, is now in
operation, with the major emphasis being measurementof the program's educational value
for students.

To illustrate the Occupational Versatility program, four developmental categories
will be described. The first is a student needs assessment as determined by the Occu-
pational Versatility staff, teachers, and the MAIAC group. This is followed by the student
objectives that were derived from these needs. Third will be the procedures which are
being used to meet the objectives, and fourth is the evaluation of the program's effective-
ness.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Occupational Versatility developed, as do many innovative projects, from the frustra-
tions experienced by industrial arts teachers. The conventional methods were not seen
by the teachers as doing a satisfactory job for the students.

It was suggested that if attention were focused on both the learner and the ways in
which he learned, It might be possible to find better ways to teach. The major objective,
then, should be to help students learn in the industrial arts environment and not to teach
industrial arts to students.

With this focus as a design base, the next step was to identify "what teachers should
know about the learners when they enter the program, and what changes in behavior are
desired upon exit." Such exit behaviorsattitudes and abilitiesare what the student
objectives were designed to meet.
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"Occupational Versatility" was the term selected to identify the sum of the charac-teristics the student would exhibit by the time he completed the program. To be occupa-tionally versatile, a student would:
be able to work independently in the industrial arts facility, utilizing those re-sources available to him;
develop a mode of operation that best suits his desires and abilities;
be responsible to himself and to the society in which he works;
become confident in his abilities, satisfied with his accomplishments, willing to bechallenged, and capable of changing;
be able to give consideration to his future and to use available information in mak-ing decisions.

This, then,became the challengedesigning an educational environment in ..ndustrialarts laboratories whereby students could develop these attitudes and abilities which wouldenable them to be occupationally versatile.

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective for the student is to "find his role in the industrial arts en-vironment and have the opportunity to develop the abilities of self-sufficiency, produc-tivity, and adaptability."
To accomplish this objective, the student is encouraged to:
1. Select the area in which he wants to work, elect the project he wishes to produce,make the project, and evaluate the results;
2. Manage his activities in the shop. (This includes being responsible for attendanceand time utilization, material purchases, project planning, performance records, andfacility maintenance);
3. Instruct himself in planning procedures, material changing processes, and tooland equipment usage;
4. Investigate career opportunities and make judgments about these with considera-tion to his own abilities and interests.
These experiences occur under the guidance of an instructorbut not by the directionof an instructor. The instructor is the facilitator of the learning, while the student is thedirector. The instructor is a resource for the student to call upon for assistance andcounseling; the student is the manager of his activities. These roles are different thanthey were before, but are considered to beessential to facilitate the desired student growthand development.

PROCEDURES

The personalization of the program, with each student entering the shop as an in-dividual, setting his own goals, and working toward them at his own pace, was determinedas the key to meeting the student objectives. To permit students to work independently ontheir own interests necessitated six other methodological changes. These changesoccurred in the following areas:

Facility Design
The separate unit labs for wood, metal, and drawing were remodeled into a large,single-room, general shop. Three teachers were teamed together as instructors inChinook and Keithley Junior Highs and two in McKnight Middle School. Activity areas wereexpanded so the program could offer experiences in woods; plastics; power; electricityand electronics; bench, sheet, art, and machine metals; forge and foundry; arc and gaswelding; graphics; planning and drafting; general industries including construction, manu-facturing, masonry, glass, tile, etc.; crafts; and career guidance.
Each area is self-contained and is organized with open storage, making all tools,supplies, instructional materials, and project samples readily available to the students.Planning areas and necessary power equipment are easily accessible.
All areas are color-coded for easy maintenance, and all tools and materials arelabeled to make them readily identifiable. Machines are also color-coded, to nationalstandards, to facilitate improved operational learning.

Student Management System
When the student enters the shop, he picks out his notebook; which is numbered andcolor-coded to the period in which he is enrolled. The office girl takes attendance by
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checking the notebook book case; notebooks remaining in the bookcase indicate the student
is absent that period.

The student takes the notebook to his work area, which insures that it is always near
at hand for his use and for student-teacher conferences. This is an essential feature of
the program in facilitating student-teacher relationship.

Within the notebook, the student maintains his attendance record, materials purchased
record, performance record, and power equipment usage record on the forms provided.
He also keeps all his plans and procedure records in the notebook.

This system serves as a catalyst between the student and the industrial arts facility.
It helps to provide much of the guidance necessary for independent student action.

Self-Instructional System
The student is charged with the responsibility for instructing himself in any process,

procedure, or tool or machine operation he needs or desires to learn. He may call upon
a wide variety of information resources to assist him. These resources include loop
films, cassette tapes, film strips, charts, instruction sheets, and other students.

The teacher's role, as an information resource, is to be the last resort if all else
fails. The teacher also checks efficiency of students' self-instruction, such as on power
machines, to see if learning is thorough and accurate. Finally, he is also an observer,
who may offer suggestions as needed or requested.
Non-Graded and Ungraded

Students from all grade levels (7, 8 & 9 or 6, 7 & 8), boys and girls, beginners and
industrial arts veterans, are mixed together to form a heterogeneous class. This makes
for an excellent cooperative learning situation among students.

The students receive course credit, but no grades. They maintain a performance
record which they use in the program, take home as a reporting instrument, and carry
on into their high school industrial arts programs.

Teaming Activities
Students are encouraged both to work independently and to team together. They may

set up assembly lines and mass produce, they may pursue construction activities, or
they may focus on individual projects and learning experiences which are of interest to
them.

Systems have been developed to assist the students in their teaming activities, al-
though the students themselves must determine the number on a team and the operations
which each will perform; the system provides them with guidance and general structure.

Career Guidance
All activity areas in the lab, includingcareer guidance, are self-instructional. These

areas generally are needed or desired by the student before he performs in them.
The guidance area has two large boards with over 300 careers listed on them. These

boards are an easy-to-use directory to books, catalogs, films, and tapes which can pro-
vide the student with information on careers.

The student, it is hoped, will become interested in gaining information about careers
or future employment related to areas in whichhe has worked. At this time he may come
to the career guidance area to gain this information regarding the careers of his choice.

EVALUATION

Evaluations were conducted during the pilot year to determine if the system was
functional and if students, teachers, parents, and administrators were satisfied with the
change. The data was positive in regard to both of these aspects. Students can and will
manage their affairs and can and will instruct themselves. Their efficiency in both these
areas was better than 90%. The teachers were called on only 11% of the time for instruc-
tion in Occupational Versatility, as opposed to 68% in conventional industrial arts pro-
grams.

The teachers in the program believe in its methods, and 87% of the visiting educators
were positive in their evaluation. Parents and administrators were almost 100% positive
in their acclaim. But most important were the students; 117 out of 123 professed a strong
desire to continue the program.

Jack Starr, a doctoral candidate at Oregon State University, conducted a study on the
problem-solving attitudes and problem-solving abilities of the Occupational Versatility
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students at Chinook and two control schools with conventional industrial arts programs.Both groups were equal in early September, but by June, the Chinook students evidencedsignificantly superior problem-solving abilities and somewhat more self-confidence.This study is being replicated, and seven other studies are being conducted this yearto determine if this pattern continues and if the other aspects of student performance andattitude show positive growth. These studies will be completed by July 1972. At thistime, a manual will have been prepared for teachers wishing to incorporate part or allof the system into theft' industrial arts programs.
The Project staff and teachers wish to reserve final judgment until all studies arecomplete. At that time we hope to be able to say "we know this is a better way" and notjust "we think this is a better way."

Mr. Lovender is the director of Project Occupational Versatility, Highline School District, Seattle, Wash-ington, 98168.

Student-Oriented Industrial Arts
Clarence L. Heyel

The concept of student-oriented curriculums is not really new. However, during thepast several years industrial educators have been taking a hard look at student needs,learning methods, and a variety of approaches to teaching industrial arts. The traditionalapproaches requiring every student to produce predetermined exercises and projects isgiving way to such concepts as problem solving, open space classroom arrangements,brain-storming, systems approaches, learning packets, independent studies, and contractmethods. Students at various levels are experiencingseminars, group activities, leader-ship roles, and decision making along with the accomplishments of technical and psycho-motor skills. The so-called "ing" curriculums such as metalworking, drafting, printing,and woodworking, etc., are succumbing to the concentrated efforts of study of industryand technology to include communications, manufacturing, production, and transportation.Dr. John Dewey in 1899 wrote in theSchool and Society of the need for student orienta-tion in the study of occupations. He stated:

In an informal but all the more perversive way the school life organizes itself on a socialbasis.

Within this organization is found the principle of school discipline or order. Of course,order is simply a thing that is relative to an end. If you have the end in view of 40 or 50 chil-dren learning certain set lessons to be recited to a teacher, your discipline must be devoted tosecuring that result. But if the end in view is the development of a spirit of social cooperationand community life, discipline must grow out of and be relative to such a name. There is littleof one sort of order where things ore in process of construction. There is o certain disorder in
any busy workshop, there is not silence. Persons ore not engaged in maintaining the certain
fixed physical postures. Their arms are not folded, they are not holding their books thus, theyare doing a variety of things and there is no confusion or bustle which results from activity.
But out of the occupation, out of doing things that ore to produce results, and out of doing thesein a social and positive way there is botha discipline of its own kind and type. Our whole con-ception of school discipline changes when we get this point of view. In critical moments, weall realize that the only discipline which stands by us, the only training that becomes intuitive,is that received through life itself. That we learn from experience and from books and through
the sayings of others only as they are related to experience are not mere phrases. The schoolhas been so set apart, so isolated from the ordinary conditions and motives of life that the placewhere children are sent for discipline is the one place in the world where it is most difficult toget experience, the Mother of all discipline worth the name.

Experience has its geographical aspect. Its artistic and its literary, its scientific and itshistorical sides, all studies arise from aspects of the one earth and one life lived upon it. Wedo not have a series of stratified earths, one of which is mathematical, another physical, another
historical, and so on the problem is to unify, to organize education to bring all its various
factors together through putting it as a whole to organic union with everyday life.
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This seems to indicate that 73 years ago John Dewey made an attempt to make the
school a part of the society in which the students lived and to permit the student to gain
experience in solving some of the everyday problems. On the back cover of the December
1971 "Phi Delta Kappan," the following letter submitted by William C. Miller, Deputy
Superintendent, Wayne County Intermediate School District, Detroit, Michigan, was pub-
lished. It was supposedly from Edsel Memorial High School and dated August 1, 1971.
It read:

Deur Parents of Our Graduates:

As you are aware, one of your offspring was graduated from our high school this June. Since
that time it hos been brought to our attention that certain insufficiencies ore present in our
graduates, so we ore recalling all students for further education.

We have learned that in the process of the instruction we provided, we forgot to install one
or more of the following:

at least one salable skill;
a comprehensive and utilitarian set of values;
a readiness for and understanding of the
responsibilities of citizenship.

A recent consumer study consisting of follow-up of our graduates hos revealed that many of
them hove been released with defective ports. Racism and materialism ore serious flows, and we
hove discovered they are a port of the makeup of almost all our products. These defects hove
been determined to be of such magnitude that the model produced in June is considered highly
dangerous and should be removed from circulation as a hazard to the notion.

Some of the equipment which was in the past classified as optional has been reclassified as
standard and should be a port of every product of our school. Therefore we plan to equip each
graduate with:

a desire to continue to learn;
o dedication to solving problems of local, nationol,

and international concern;
several productive ways to use leisure time;

a commitment to the democratic woy of life;
extensive contoct with the world outside the school;

experience in making decisions.

In addition, we found we had inadvertently removed from your child his interest, enthusiasm,

motivation, trust, and joy. We are sorry to report thot these items hove been mislaid and hove

not been tamed in of the school Lost and Found Department. If you will inform us as to the
volue you place on these quolities, we will reimburse you promptly by check or cash.

As you con see, it is to your interest, and vitally necessary for your safety and the welfare

of all, that graduates be returned so that these errors and oversights can be corrected. We admit
thot it would hove been more effective and less costly in time and money to have produced the
product correctly in the first place, but we hope you will forgive our error and continue to re-
spect and support your public schools.

Sincerely,

P. Dontic, Principal

While this letter was based on the paradigm that many faulty automobiles are produced
and individuals frequently receive communications from the factory asking to return the
vehicle to the dealer so that the defects can be corrected, the school system does not
operate in such a manner. We must institute new teaching strategies to affect individual
thinking, problem solving, decision making, and the social efforts.

Some of the professors at Glassboro State College and individuals in the nearby
school districts are attempting to institute such programs. 1 would like to discuss several
of these with you at this time.

The creative problem solving approach to industrial arts is emphasized through the
use of structured, yet open-ended problems. Mr. C. Samuel Micklus, an industrial de-
signer on the staff in the Department of Industrial Education and technology, has used
this approach since he started teaching at this college four years ago. While he has
designed numerous problems for the students to solve, several seem to stand out. One
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required the student to execute a half-mile course on a lake not far from the campus. Theexpenditure limit was set at 55.00 or less. Student motivation wa high, and time spenton solving the problem meant little to those engaged in the under iking. MI necessaryprecautions were taken, including safety jackets and a safety patrol.The result was that one student designed what 1 believe to be a salable product. Itwas a snap-together cardboard boat. This heaccomplished after much research, experi-mentation, and trial. Another student designed a one-man craft powered by a 12-voltgenerator. Others attempted to walk on polystyrene shoes, According to a recent newsrelease in the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, a Naval officer has perfected this technique.Needless to say, this course, which is open to all students, has no trouble filling. Weoffer four sections of this course each semester and turn students away.Students in this class interactwithone another, assist each other in solving individualproblems, are faced with designfunctions, andare introliced to the use of tools, machines,and equipment.
Another problem designed to use industrial materials and processes involves theuse of aluminum castings. The design is made by the student out of styrofoam. Girls aswell as boys pour the castings in our metals laboratory. The styrofoam is replaced bythe aluminum as those of you who teach metals readily realize. There is no one designpreference, and students and professor discuss the pros and cons of their castings in aseminar session. One of the latest problems designed by Mr. li.licklus which is used tocreate student motivation and enhance career activity and enthusiasm is the constructionof a device to execute a predetermined course. The device would have to carry your ownweight. The vehicle cannot have traditional wheels, and the person's body cannot comein contact with the ground. Whilethe results are not yet completed, I have seen some odd-looking devices being constructed as students weld metal frames, design and constructcylinders, and discuss the so-called solutions.
Another problem solving situation is one used by Mr. Leigh Weiss, power mechanicsinstructor on our staff. It is designed to involve the community and assist those who arcworking with handicapped individuals. Students in this class work with a Cerebral PalsyCenter, They must study the individualprobletn of a particular student and design devicesso that these children can effectively exercise, use their limbs, ride kiddie cars, andeven eat a sandwich. Motivation in this class has been high, and the rewards have beenphenomenal. We have received calls from other similar institutions in the communityserved'by Glassboro State College for assistance in this particular program.The open space concept which I would like to discuss briefly with you is one which isused in many schools in New Jersey. As you may recall, Miss Elizabeth hunt institutedthe lbchnology for Children Program in New Jersey several years ago. This particularoffering is for individuals from kindergarten through the 6th grade. At this time, Dr.Fred Dreves is the director of the Technology for Children Program in the State Depart-ment of Education in Trenton. Through the cooperation of the colleges in New Jersey,he has been able to offer this program to at least 580 teachers in the state. The programis based on the open classroom concept and permits the children in these grade levelsto experience various episodes evolving out of a series of learning centers in the class-room. For instance, students might have a learning center revolving around food proc-essing, photography, language arts, mathematics, science, to name a few. We have hireda number of co-adjunct staff to assist us in implementing this particular program innumerous schools in the South Jersey community.Students in this program may use tools and materials for constructing devices oftheir interest. They may also use closed circuit television, printing presses, plasticmolding devices, silk-screen printing techniques, cameras, calculators, typewriters,etc., as they experience the use of the technological devices in our society.In talking with one teacher who has used this approach in one of the schools, he foundthat rather than having a predetermined amount of time which each student would spendin a particular area, it was more feasible to permit each student to work at his own rateand attention span. lamsure thatthere was some bustling, confusion, and disorganizationwhich the average observer would see. However, the student motivation and interest levelseemed to be quite high. Those of you who received issues of Life magazine perhapsread about the use of theopen classroom as a concept in elementary education. 1 observedone workshop for the lbchnology for Children Program where one teacher presented theidea of using a Dremmel saw so the students might cut their crossword puzzles fromcardboard or thin veneer stock. They would then take the pieces and place them in anarrangement which would assist the student in developingmathematical concepts. Another
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teacher in the same seminar presented the idea of learning new technical terminology
regarding aircraft and the study of flight. Students, however, were challenged to design
and construct their own aircraft while they studied the terminology and experimented
with the idea of lift, drag, and pitch.

Mr. Adam Pfeffer, an industrial arts teacher at Beck Middle School in Cherry 11111,
New Jersey, has been using learning packets and independent study with a high degree of
success, I visited this school to observe some of the activities which were taking place.
I witnessed a study of the food processing industry which involved the Art Department,
Home Economics Department, and Industrial Arts Department. Students in this program
mass-produced candy in quantity, devised their own packaging designs, and packed their
own candy while using the community as a resource center to study the opportunities
and careers in the retail food industry.

Another approach used at the same school required the students to design a modern,
contemporary package for shipping eggs. Each student was to design a package which
could be dropped from a predetermined height and not create sufficient shock to break
the eggs. Needless to say, not all students were successful in their approaches. How-
ever, we know that success is not permanent, and the same is also true for failure.

While the contract method is not new to industrial educators at the higher education
level, this approach does not seem to be used as frequently in the elementary, middle,
or high schools. However, I have had an opportunity to review the records which were
kept by individuals in an independent study or contract method approach which was used
at the same middle school. From what I was able to gather from the records kept by in-
dividuals and the reports of the teachers, the majority of individuals in this program were
successful. Out of approximately 25 reviews which I read, it seems that only 1 or 2 did
not complete the contracts as specified initially. This approach was used regardless of
learning level and student ability. Again, motivation and self-direction along with decision
making appeared to be the prime factors, and students completed their work with a high
degree of success. One industrial arts student producea a sequential rocket firing device
which he himself designed and constructed. The device permitted 7 rockets to be fired
sinultaneously or in sequence. Students, therefore, not only experienced the contract
method but also became involved in research and experimentation.

We at Glassboro State College are just beginning to experiment with the brainstorming
technique and the use of learning packets. We have had independent study offerings since
the department was instituted 6 years ago. This semester we carry approximately 32
students in independent study problems. Not only are these in the area of curriculum
design, but they permit the student to gain technical expertise in the particular area of
his choice. Again, the contractmethod is used so the student and the professor agree that
a certain amount of work will be accomplished for a predetermined number of credits.

The brainstorming technique has been used to supplement the professor's class
syllabus. The structure of a brainstorm session requires that a predetermined length of
time be established, such as 5 to 10 minutes, so that students may elicit responses to
particular questions. For instance, the questions mightbe: what are some of the aspects
that you would like to study or gain from this particular class? The responses arc not
evaluated or discussed during this particular time. Once the time limit has been reached,
the class and the professor agree onthe elements which may be included or removed from
the class content. Students then volunteer to accomplish research and report to the class
their findings. At this point, it appears to be quite successful, since it permits the stu-
dents to become active in part of the class and determine some of their own goals, input,
and activities.

Systems approaches and learning packets have also been used to introduce students
to this particular concept. A number of learning packets have been produced by graduate
students and they, too, have produced a series of learning systems. The use of a system
includes the areas of micro-teaching, verbal and non-verbal communication, and video-
taped and programmed instruction. However, it cannot be limited to these particular
areas. Some graduate students have produced learning packets where the student may
receive information at his own rate while studying his particular topic. Others have pro-
duced a hands-on learning device which permits students to calculate the use of board
feet while following preprinted instructions and assembling and disassembling various
boards which were precut so that students could visualize the various techniques of cal-
culating board feet. Other learning systems were used so that students might become
familiar with ohms, amps, resistance, and the meters necessary to read these directly.
A console was designed, and preprinted instructions for measurement and adjustment*
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were also included. These seem lobe quite effective when used with students at the juniorand senior high school levels.
From the type of instruction and learning strategies that we have become familiarwith, it seems that one should follow the advice of Ralph Waldo Emerson when he said"the secret of education lies in respecting the pupil."

Dr. Heyel is the Chairman of the Department of Industrial Education and Technology at Glassboro State
College, Glassboro, N ..1 .

ABLE Model Program
Walter Wemick

Our mission is to develop an instructionalmodel, a theory of practice for elementaryschool teachers.
We want teachers to think of The World of Work as an Organizing Center for theCurriculum of the Elementary School. That's the title of our project proposal, and itexpresses the centripetal thrust of our energies. We want teachers to think of adult livesas vehicles for their regular instructional program.
Which adult lives? Why, the person-in-the-occupation, of coursel We want teachersto imagine occupations as starting places for instruction. We want teachers to think ofauthentic peoplealive, relating to themselves. their work stations and their communities.Our modest proposal is that a working human being can be an organizing center for in-struction of many of the usual academic skills. In this way our organizing center con-tributes to career development. We believe that once teachers think of personalizedoccupational information as significant, legitimate content, they can and will organizeplans around people.
We've seen that once teachers think of developing attitudes toward life careers as animportant goal, they can arrange activities whereinchildren can uncover and discuss theirneeds, interests and abilities in expressive, sharing activities.
Also, once teachers think of particular performance skills for children, such as learn-ing to interview adults about the work they do, they can plan so their children become

more independent. lbachers know that inquiring from primary sources in their own com-munities gives children the advantage of role identification directly within their contem-porary culture.
In essence, our main focus is in working with, through, and for the imagination ofthe elementary school teacher. We set up the design of our project so input and outputare researched within one primary elementthe decision-making professional teacher.

THE WORLD OF WORK AS AN ORGANIZING CENTER

About 50 teachers have been thinking with us since July 1, 1970, when we began.Some are soaring on the wings on an individual progression philosophy. Some are teamteaching. Some are in multi-age cluster groupings. Some are in open schools builtaround learning centers, and some are in self-contained traditional classrooms.
For all teachers within this spectrum, we're providing a focus for their energiestheir thinking energies and their performance energies. We're working within an imagi-native form that is becoming common to all. The World of Work as an Organizing Centerfor the Curriculum of the Elementary School is enabling communication and criticism

among probationary teachers and old pros, collegepeople and public school peopleevenlay advisory committees and children have been contributing to our model, tool
Our form encourages communication about what teachers are able to do. It also sug-gests management techniques that increase the effectiveness of instructional efforts.

Separate lessons and units e :,-`11 no longer isolated from each other. They're becomingintegrated with life. Througi:''Qle-centered activities, knowledge is being made relevantand usable. lbachers can acs. and use hierarchies and priorities where before they feltused and abused by schedules and subjects.
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Teachers appreciate this clear call for a basic look at life. 1Ve've noted many com-
ments such as, "The thing I like is how much I'm learning while the kids are learning!"

Our teachers are motivatedand the children benefit from the added energy and
expertise they bring. With direct experiencing and quick, responsive feedback of learning
progress, teachers say they're more productive.

Could the organizing center concept be focusing their thinking and helping them to be
more effective? We think so. Let's look at this concept of an organizing center to see
what it's doing for us and how we suggest it work for teachers.

A FORM FOR THE ORGANIZING CENTER

The concept of an organizing center is not entirely new. However, combining it with
Authentic, Basic, Life-Centered Education brings process and content together to fashion
a powerful teaching instrument for the 1970's. As we see it, this instrument, the organiz-
ing center, has three dimensions of thinking emanating from one central point.

Anything can be used as the point. You can start with anything to begin thinking about
teachingan idea, a skill, an activity, a thinganythingas long as you and your students
have a common place to stand, a common beginning, an interest to be shared and explored
together.

Our strategy is to use the idea of an organizing center as a point to begin. Then we
suggest the person-in-the-occupation, the living adult, as a viable nucleus. If this begin-
ning is accepted as reasonable and positive, and it is by classroom teachers in a wide
variety of teaching environments, we can build out from there.

We start and go with people-centered activities. We feel concrete, direct experi-
ences have to build the base until the logical progression of abstract subject matter be-
comes infused with the active life of the child.

What of children's interests and the traditional, established disciplines of knowledge?
They mix in our emerging curriculum, of course, but only after real, tangible experiences
have been set with and for the child. All throughout this process of cooperative planning,
the teacher is the guide, the manager, and, most important, the responsible agent of the
people-centered organizing center. The humanizing element of teaching has to be kept
in focus.

For a practical example, let's imagine were planning for a group of children about
nine or ten years old. Through our systematic parent communication program, an integral
feature of our total plan, we have an inventory of parents' hobbies, travels and occupations
in a ready file. By frequent, overt communications, we've invited the parents to join with
us in increasing the community resources and talent available to the class. Our last effort
was to send a letter home explaining goals and describing activities we are about to follow.

Let's use a bank employee as the nucleus for our form and think like a teacher. In
imagining what we may do in our classrooms, well employ the same dimensions of think-
ing participating teachers in ABLE Model Program have been able to test and refine.

Our first question is, "What materials and services are available to the children?"
In exploring resources, we have to think of time, places, people, and space for activities.
In other words, our inquiry is to find "what will be within my teaching domain for imput?"
In this example, because of local resources, were starting with a person working within
a bank and going on to other significant elements from there.

We call this dimension of thinking accessibility. What is accessible for the teacher
and child? Surely, every classroom teacher has thought this way. Our research and
development efforts are shaping this thinking into a clear, communicable form.

The second dimension of our "new" form is a corollary of the first. Here, we ask,
"What do we want our children to do?" We want overt behavioral goalsperformance
visible activities. We want to see and share, and we want children, parents, and the public
to see the products of learning, too.

Learning by doing is an old song. We want to play it with teaching instruments so
the music is loud and clear. We want oral and written reports, role-playing, murals,
class newspapers, interviewing, tapes, letters, movies, slidesall open and auditable.

Our provision for accountability is not just because of program budgeting. It's be-
cause children need to see visible progress to keep on learning. Classroom teachers
know successful performances fuel further generative efforts.

Passive learning activities cut down learning power and turn real life into inert
matter. This second dimension of thinking about what to do as a teacher, we call it
accomplishment, helps to identify and evaluate performance. In this case, children
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should be able to express their learning about money, credit, loans, and other relevantcontemporary banking proceduresin proper terminology, language, and pictures thatdisplay understanding of the development of the technology of banking.
Children should be able to perceive the dutiesof various bank employees and describehow these people see their work as it relates to themselves, their families, and theircommunities.
Oral or written evidence of a student's respect for people can be easily obtained;that is, if such a behavioral objective is planned by the teacher.
A third dimension grows naturally from our previous thinking and begins to technifywhat should be taught. Elements within this area of professional concern are usually con-sidered as knowledge, skills, and attitudes.
The selection of what should be taught (content)has often been left to those who writecurriculum guides or those who juggle subjects and time schedules. Our strategy is tohighlight this important function by putting the teacher's judgment right in the middle ofthe plan. Our approach requires the teacher to juggle ideas.
We advise teachers to follow an idea and see where it leads them. We're not afraidof ideas which jump into vigorous relationships with other ideas. In fact, to heighten theinherent activity of ideas, we've labeled this dimension of thinking mobility. Thus, ac-cessibility, accomplishment and mobility make up the three basic elements of our organiz-ing center.
Children need content that is active. To work with active learners, teachers needideas that move. Since the person-in-the-occupation has great generative powers,Authentic, Basic, Life-Centered Education has built-in motivation, built-in mobility, andbuilt-in management.
Those who manage ideas by pigeonholing them within isolated subjects think little ofour teaching powers. As teachers, weneed room for thinking, freedom to teach. We needto be free to follow responsible ideas and direct responsible activities. Our organizingcenter, a life in process, provides not only the focus, but also the free space to plan.

THE CONTENT OF OCCUPATIONS IS LIFE
Studying the person-in-the-occupation moves ideas naturally and relatedly throughseveral areas rich in content. In our planning, history, geography, technology, language,and human relationships are not cut up and covered in the traditional sense of scope andsequence. Rather, these fields of knowledge are used as a background grid, as bench-marksnot as a fact sheet to be spun out by a computer and spit back by a compliantchild. Studying the lives of people leads to serious inquiry into how people act like humanbeingsor should.
We are blessed with a magnificent start. Our young, everywhere, are actively seek-ing life. Let's get them together with authentic adult roles. Let's help them to feel theevocative pull of people in real-life occupations and activities. Let's feed their passionswith positive experiences of what they can expect and do.
Our research shows that childrencan find out how other people's occupations influencethe activities of their lives. In doing so, they find out what work is and how the World ofWork might shape their thoughts, abilities, attitudes, interests, and future. In a very realsense, they're finding out about themselves as people.
People! The process of becoming! Transforming budding ideas and direct experi-ences into quality learning activities, Within the dimensions of a teacher's imagination,if these life-centered elements can be perceived, they can be organized and made opera-tional right away.
By managing the dimensions ofaccessibility, accomplishment, and mobility, a teachercan influence a child's inherent drive to become. As the teacher widens a child'skaleidoscope of potential interests, that great instrument of human development, the self-fulfilling prophecy works to build a positive self-image for the child. What content is ofmore profound worth than that?
Those of us developing ABLE Model Program believe the World of Work Can Be AnEffective Organizing Center for The Imagination of The Thacher in The Elementary School.We think the imagination of the teacher is the curriculum of the elementary school.What do you think?

Dr. Wemick is Project Director; he is on the faculty of Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois.
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Specifying Objectives for Industrial Arts
in the Secondary School

M. Duane Mongerson

In the past few years, efforts by curriculum developers to improve instructional
programs have been directed toward the stating of objectives in behavioral terms (Alex-
ander, 1971). A number of educators including Mager (1962), Tyler (1970), and Popham
(1971) have advocated the utilization of a behavioral base in the assessing of student
progress. However, some educators such as Ebel (1970) have been critical of these
efforts.

Recognizing the divergent views expressed by educators in terms of behavioral
objectives, two studies of the effectiveness of behavioral objectives in monitoring instruc-
tion in secondary school industrial arts courses were undertaken.

ANALYSIS OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

Forty-two students, including boys and girls at the State University College at
Buffalo's Campus School, were selected to participate in the study of the effectiveness
of using behavioral (instructional) objectives in the teaching of a unit on quality control.
For the study, the 42 students were randomly divided into three groups.

Experimental Group I was given a list of behavioral objectives and presented with a
lesson on quality control in thL productionof a product. Experimental Group 11 was taught
the same lesson; however, they did not receive the list of behavioral objectives. The
Control Group was not taught the lesson on quality control, nor did they receive the list
of behavioral objectives. In Figure I, a unit instructional monitoring system is presented.
Figure I represen:s the procedures utilized for Experimental Group I. Even though the
treatment varied among the groups, each group was administered a Pre-Post test.

astor ramL(s)
rOR UNIT

FIGURE I

UjilI IUSTRUCTIOAAL MONITORHIG SYSTEII

IDENTIFY
CONTENT

DEVELOP 4 TO 10
BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

DEVELOP 13 TO 30
TEST ITEMS

PRE-
TEST

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

POST-
TEST

0

EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE

RESULTS

When the three groups were compared by DePue (1971), only Experimental Group 1,
which was comprised of students who received the list of instructional objectives, was
significant (at the 0.05 level of confidence). An analysis of covariance was used to
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determine the difference among the groups. The mean scores for each of the groups arelisted in Table 1.

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL DATA FOR AN INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

Number of
Test Students Mean

Experimental I

Experimental II

Control I

Pre 14 11.07
Post 14 13.64
Pre

12 10.00Post
12 12.17

Pre 14 10.29
Post 14 10.14

*40.05

ANALYSIS OF A SEMESTER COURSE

In Study II, the effectiveness of behavioral objectives was analyzed on the basis of asemester's work in an industrial arts course. A total of 38 seventh grade male studentsparticipated in the study. Two experimental groups and one control group of studentswere selected. A brief description of the groups is as follows:
Experimental Group I consisted of 11 students from the State University College atBuffalo's Campus School. These students were presented with a list of 40 instructional(behavioral) objectives and were subjected to a simulated production experience in whichthey had the opportunity to participate in role playing activities in organizing a managerialstructure to design and produce marketable products. Plastics and woods were the pri-mary material areas used in the production of two different products. In Figure II, theinstructional system design which was utilized during the semester is presented.

FIGURE 11

DESIGN
COURSE
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Experimental Group 11 consisted of 14 students from West Hertel Middle School in
Buffalo. The primary focus of Group 11 was upon custom manufacturing in the material
areas of woods, plastics, and ceramics; however, a unit of study was devoted to the mass
production of a product. Group 11 did not receive the list of instructional objectives.

The C:ontrol Group consisted of 11 students from the State University College at
Buffalo's Campus School. This group did not receive the list of 40 instructional objec-
tives, nor were they exposed to an industrial arts course.

RE SU LTS

An analysis of covariance was used to measure the results of the Pre-Post test
scores (see Table 11). When each of the groups was compared with one another, only the
Experimental Group I which was presented with a list of 40 instructional objectives
significantly (at 0.001 level of confidence) out-performed the Control Group and the
Experimental Group II.

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL DATA FOR A SEMESTER COURSE

Number of
Test Students Mean

Experimental I

Experimental II

Control I

*<.001

Pre 11

Post 11

11.82
25.09*

Pre 15

Post 14
12.27
13.35

Pre 12
Post 11

11.00
11.45

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the stating of instructional objectives in behavioral terms can be viewed as
a time-consuming task, it is an imperative evil if one is to be objective in assessing a
daily, a unit, or semester instructional plan of learning experiences. Too frequently,
only a subjective assessment of a learning activity is made by the educator or laymen.
The utilization of the instructional objective in the planning, implementing, and evaluating
of a program of instruction reflects the trend toward accountability in educational sys-
tems. Fortunately, it is early in the behavioral game, so each of us still has an oppor-
tunity to take a good hard look at the potential of the instructional objective.
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Implementation of a Middle School
Industrial Arts Program

Charles E. Campbell

If one is to implement a program at any level, there are a great many questionswhich need to be considered. In the area of technology, what has been the history of thetechnological movement in education? What has been and is now the charge of educationand educators? What have been some significant social influences on educatinV Whatare some of the distinct characteristics of the learner? What are the directions thateducation should consider, particularly in technology at the middle school, to preparestudents for the future?
Industrial education has a past which has been sparsely populated with so-callededucational innovators and/or leaders. Of these few, still fewer are likely to be recalledbecause of their contributions to education. We find the list narrowing significantly whenwe speak of technology and education.
Technology has been defined as "systematic knowledge and action, usually of indus-trial processes but applicable to any recurrent activity" (12, p. 401). 1 prefer to definetechnology as the empirical use of knowledge.
Technology, in the past, has often been described as the accepted way of doing, other-wise known as technique. Due to the near lack of communications, new and improvedtechniques suffered immeasurably from localization. lthas been because of this localiza-tion that today we are beginningto realize many of the problems created by "technology."Our early scholars and researchers in education, Francis Bacon, John Locke, andJohn Pestalozzi, did not concern themselves with technology as we know it today. Thesemen were interested in involving children in real experiences, what they termed the"Manual Arts."
Fellenburg was the first to really varyhis pedagogy from his predecessors, inasmuchas he seriously considered the environment of which the child was a member.We have been introduced to many significant movements in our field, such as the"Russian System of the Mechanical Arts" and the unit shop. This soon gave way to theSloyd of Scandinavia. Sloyd was differentfrom the Russian System in that it was designedfor every child as a part of general education. The Russian System can only be describedas the training of skillful and intelligent mechanics. This might be compared to today'sdilemma that exists between vocationalor special education and industrial arts and studiesin technology in general education. Sloyd was an individual system for learning, not amass-production system of general education.
In 1880, the St. Louis Manual Training School was established at the secondary level.This was the first time that industrial education had ever been formally recognized in aspecial school in America. This type of school was to become accepted and eventuallyprovide a better-prepared individual to enter into society. This filled an educational needin a developing country.
In 1900, few cities or towns had these shools. The United States was still a countrywithout a network of reliable, passable roads, The Wright Brothers were experimentingand finally flew 120 feet at Kitty Hawk. Jerome Kern and the theater were just becomingpopular. Theaters were being built across the land. Until then, entertainment had beenlimited to the box social and the local dance hall belles. Light opera was beginning.Literature was also beginning to have an effect on the society, with such works as UptonSinclair's writings on the meat packing houses in Chicago in The Jungle. TheodoreDresser's Sister Carrie brought out the importance of the needs and desires of the timesto escape from poverty and improve living standards.
The one-room "Little Red School House" was built of necessity in the back country.It was designed to provide only the academics, as the homestead provided the mechanics.About 1920, the one-room school began to be vacated, and the student went to town toschool. This was the result of Henry Ford and his magnificent Model-T. With the Model-Tthe demands for more and better roads were satisfied. Scientific management methodswere beginning to make known some directions of management. Conveyance of work toand from the worker was accepted as a necessary element of production. The theory wasadopted that to increase productivity all that was necessary was to divide the work andmultiply the output. Mechanization was to become accepted practice in industry.
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The 1920's came roaring in as a result of all of the preceding plus the fact that World
War 1 was really over. The working man, for the first time in history, had more money
than he needed to feed, shelter, and clothe himself and his family. His life was easier,
and he had a new romancethe Model-T. There was also time for one to enjoy some of
the finer things in life such as the works produced by Jerome Kern and Cole Porter.
People were reading works by Hemmingway, Steinbeck, and Sandberg, in addition to Scott
Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby, all of which were questioning and weighing American
values.

We saw the birth of many new universities during this time, also as a result of 'better
roads and communications. There was indeed a new demand for a broader, more qualified
person in leadership roles in this country.

The 1930's were ushered in with a depression which made all stop and take note.
From this chaos a new awareness developed into an intense study and interpretation of
the entire social structure of the country. It was unfortunate, but schools were not able
to meet the challenge; thus, there was very little change in education. The only real
change was that there was a little more emphasis put on special or vocational education.

In music we saw the influence of George Gershwin and his Porgy and Bess, as well
as the beginning of Walt Disney's works, both of which were interpretations of problems
of the times.

Literature reflected this through Henry Miller's Tropic of Cancer, James Farrell's
Studs Lanigan, and Erskine Caldwell's God's Little Acre. All of these reflected the times
and the hardships they brought. There can also be found subtle signs of a desire to return
to the "good old days."

The 1940's brought another war and some spectacular advancements in production
methods. Automation was introduced and mechanization was on its way out. Jet planes
were coming inpropellers were on their way out. A new awareness again gripped the
nation. Going to college was no longer a luxury befitting only the rich. It was becoming
a necessity if one was to "get ahead." The effects of technology were truly making them-
selves felt in a big way.

The theater was expanding with more elaborate productions due to better lighting,
more modern props, and drama schobls which more could attend. The seriousness of
war was over. A lighter mood prevailed. This was evident in such works as Rogers and
Hammerstein's productions of Oklahoma and South Pacific. Both of these productions
were light in mood. However, they were loaded with implications that were a direct re-
sult of our expansion of technology and its effects on humanity.

The message in literature was similar, as can be observed from Thornton Wilder's
By the Skin of Our Teeth and Richard Wright's Native Son.

The 1950's produced another conflict of giganticproportion. This, in turn, stimulated
methods and a slight recession until 1959 and Sputnik. The pressure was on schools to
produce. Science programs were evaluated and replaced with "new approaches" almost
overnight. Math programs were replaced with the "new math." Educators were charged
with providing quality education which prepared students for college. This was also sup-
posed to better prepare them to take more responsible roles in society. The challenge
was accepted, and students went to college in numbers as never before. However, after
only ten short years, we find society unable to accept the results of a better-educated
younger generation. This new generation is not satisfied or content with the answer,
"because it has always been done this way." They are not satisfied with the status-quo
or what is. They are more inclined to ask why. They are very concerned with what
ought to be rather than what will be. This generation might possibly be classified as
modern-day romantics because they are willing to stake everything on their beliefs and/or
hypotheses.

What appears to be having a more devastating effect is that society is beginning to
address itself to some of the issues that are being questioned by youths. The results are
devastating, because society is finding that these challengers just might be a little bit
right.

We see music again illustrating some of the moods of society. The protest was
against violence in West Side Story. As a result of the existing violence, kids carried
more knives to school so that the adult establishment would say, "No, you cannot do
this." Eventually, we adults got the message. Americans began examining their values,
as was reflected in J. D. Salinger's work, The Catcher in the Rye, and Ralph Ellison's
The Invisible Man.

The 1960's brought unparalleled prosperity and change. Man landed on the moon.
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lie soon was able to communicate almost instantaneously around the world, not just withtelegraph or telephone, but with television. He is now able to circle the planet Earth ina few hours.
Medicine has taken gigantic steps; we are now able to transplant veins, kidneys,hearts, cut off bones and turn them around. We are even able, in some circumstances,to completely replace with artificial replicas vital parts of the human anatomy. We cankeep brains alive indefinitely. The list of accomplishments appears almost endless.The musicals of the '60's are reflective of this fantastic rate of change. We see arevival of a longingfor a bygone, simpler day with Oliver, Fiddler on the Roof, and CharlieBrown. Again in literature we find an awareness with Franny Zooey by J. D. Salinger.John Dos Passos' Mid-Century was examiningsociety and its values with a hint of religion.The late 60's ushered in a new morality. Questions were being asked, such as, dowe have the right to take lives not yet born? Do we have the right to let a sick personexpire when we have the means to keep him breathing for literally an indefinite periodof time? Do we have the right to tell others what they can or cannot do with their bodiesor how they dress?
Youth's reaction to these questions was Hair, and to really make us sit up and takenotice, Jesus Christ Super Star and Godspell.
We are now able to fly airplanes 231 feet in length coast to coast. We are able to flyto the moon and beyond and dream of interplanetary space travel. We must preparestudents to face the increasing amountof symbolism that is being generated by our rapidlychanging world. Society is beginning to debate the issue of ecology. Are we going to beable to meet the challenge and do something about these problems? The "establishment"is acknowledging the problem. Youth is very concerned about it. As yet, neither group isreally taking it to task. The establishment is more concerned about the price tag of anewer version of the Model-T and whether or not it should carry its own garbage to thestreet for pick-up. Youth is seemingly more inclined to use the idea as a rallying pointthan as a problem that they want to seriously pursue and eliminate. In short, society ismore concerned with now and what is than with what ought to be.
Let us now turn to the adolescent and his widely-varied facets. How does he arrive?Where and how does he formulate his attitudes, views, and/or values? This is the,de-velopment stage of a child's life style. The adolescent is developing his fundamental lifeurges, moral conscience, and selfotherwise identified as id, super-ego, and the ego(7, p.25).
Th& middle school student is an adolescent plagued with many difficult problems.lie is faced with the many confounding physical changes which automatically come withadolescence. His growth rate is extremely rapid, and it may come earlier or later thanhis peers. He is physically awkward as a result of the sudden growth. He usually doesnot have the necessary advanced motor skills needed for handling small objects skill-fully. There is a tremendous need for physical activity to eliminate pent-up emotionsand to develop self-confidence in doing types of activities.
The middle school student .is undergoing many processes, not the least of which isfinding meaning and direction in life. He wants to assert his individuality, yet conform.He longs to be independent, yet protected. He also has a tremendous drive to venture intothe new and unknown. He generally dislikes school, but enjoys learning.
The adolescent is deeply concerned with many aspects of himself such as self-per-ception, attitudes that are concerned with pride or shame, inferiority, self-esteem, orself-reproach. He is deeply concerned with his ideal self and how others assess him.All adolescents have one desire in commonthat is, to be liked.
Peer relationships existing between two adolescents resulting in a close relationship

are very complex and usually not well understoodby teachers. When two adolescents areable-to share one another's company as equals, they are able to feel free and share theirinnermost thoughts and feelings with each other. In a relationship such as this, there istrust between both parties. The relationship is effortless. Through a relationship suchas this, an adolescent often discovers himself.
The middle school years are very important to the adolescent, since this is the timewhen he establishes his value standards. In other words, how does he compare withothers? How do others perceive him? Does he meet or conform to the acceptable peergroup standards and mores?
With the preceding in mind, it is also important to note that the concept of self isformed through identification, role playing, and the various life experiences that onevicariously encounters. These are the bases for eventual determination of vocationalchoices.
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It is hoped that the preceding has provided the opportunity for one to put into per-
spective the factors which should influence the design of a contemporary program in
technology, a program which will not only educate students with what is but what will be
or may be encountered in their future life experiences.

We can no longer be interested in dwellingon past experiences, but in preparing youth
for the future and what ought to be.

Let us turn now to the design of a contemporary program which studies technology
with the foregoing in mind. The major area is production. It must be student-oriented
and teacher-directed, not teacher-oriented. The student must be placed at the center of
the curriculum and be considered as the product, using the processes of production as the
method of education. The content must be composed of those life experiences which can
be found in the contemporary American and world society.

The program that I advocate provides many opportunities for students to explore
problems together as a class, individually, and/or in small groups (refer to Figure I).
They thus learn the interaction of working with others productively and yet remain an
individual.

CONSUMER
CONSC i OUSNE SS

FIGURE I

The student is able to evaluate his own work habits as compared to his peers. He is
also able to learn through thosevicarious experiences which unexpectedly arise from time
to time. The student must be able to encounter situations which are indicative of real
lifelike roles.

A program should provide maximum psychomotor activities for the student to develop
motor skills and realize personal limitations. The program should also challenge the
student's cognitive faculties and provide a harmonious balance of success and/or failures.
A student must have theopportunity to occasionally venture into the unknown. The instruc-
tor must realize that there is more to education than just passing or failing. It is of vital
importance that the adolescent understand this concept also. In other words, there is more
to life than just winning or losing.

From the preceding overview of issues, 1 feel that a rationale for a.program of tech-
nology of general education should be centered around production activities which best
represent the four basic components of American education which Wingo has described
as being "Nationalism, Capitalism, Democracy, and Science" (14, p. 35).

Many programs are reflective of only motor-type activities. There are some which
have been designed to appeal to the intuitive and cognitive processes of the mind, as well
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as motor activities. These are definitely in the minority.
A program must offer the most flexible structure possible if it is to truly represent

technology in a contemporary world. The program must lend itself to the understanding
of American and world technology.

A program of production technology in the curriculum of general education should
significantly relate to all other aspects of the curriculum. A relevant program should
provide immediate knowledge and understanding of its significance to the learner (referto Figure 2). This is only reasonable if indeed technology is to be considered a part of

HUMl1N I ES

TRANSPORTATION
4

PRODUCTION COMMUNICATIONS

TOOLS MATERIALS PROCESSES

MAN

FINISHED PRODUCT

INCREASED IN VALUE

FIGURE 2.

general education. All too often, technology-oriented programs want to be recognized by
general education but do not want to be a part of general education. Americans do not
work English, history, science, mathematics, foreign language, or technology; they do,
however, make use of all in their life experiences. Americans' lives are so diversified
that we could not choose one specific area of specialization which will prepare students
for entry into the future other than a curriculum structured around the concept of pro-
duction. Such a curriculum mustbe identifiable with general education (refer to Figure 3).

The production segment of American technology was chosen because it is best able
to organize the tremendous diversification of our technologies and intellectual disciplines
together into a specific, logical, rational unit of study. This approach lends itself to the
democratic ideal which our society has adopted. The economic theory of capitalism is
easily structured to this concept. Using the combined knowledge of the humanities,
science, and technology, a student has the opportunity to participate in many experiences
that can only be found in a general education approach. The student is provided the oppor-
tunity to realistically examine those experiences that he has heretofore only had the
opportunity to contemplate because "it was good for him."

In this program, the student will participate in an actual corporate organization that
he had a part in organizing from the conception of the idea to the final production of a
product. A product is manufactured on a student-designed production line under student
management, yet teacher direction (refer to Figure 4).

To advocate this, one must adhere to the fact that the mind is prior. Each student
must be provided with the opportunity to use his ability to reason at his own level.
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Figure 3

One must not be too concerned with the resulting physical product. While this is
important to the student, the real product is the results of the cognitive and affective
processes that have taken place in the mind of the individual.

After an experience in this method of study, an individual will be better prepared to
work with the individual differences of his peers and yet perform as an individual. A
student will be able to transfer knowledge from different types of experiences to com-
pletely different situations, acquire a degree of occupational understanding for a variety
of occupations, and have an idea of the responsibilities of the various roles involved in
life. This is an experience in which a student attains a degree of self-realization about
himself and the culture to which he belongs.

The following is a broad general outline of the basic structure of the program recom-
mended (refer to Figures 5 & 6).

I. TECHNOLOGY ORIENTATION
A. What is it?
B. Why study it?
C. How can we learn the mast from it?

II. PRODUCTION METHODS
A. Quantity Production
B. Quality Production

III. MASS PRODUCTION
A. Definition
B. Applications
C. Historical Background

IV. SAFETY
A. Discussion af Issues
B. Evaluation af Laboratory
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STRUCTURE OF A PRODUCTION SYSTEM

'DESIGN SKETCHES--WORKING ORAWINGS--FIRST MODEL'

'REVISED MODEL'

PRODUCTION DRAWINGS

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS PROCESS AND/OR TOOL
SELECTION AND DESIGN

PRODUCTION PLANNING PROCESS AND/OR TOOL
CONSTRUCTION

TOOLING INSTALLATION
AND/OR PROCESS CHECKING

PRODUCTION

1 DAY ORIENTATION

FIGURE 4.

8TH GRADE

ONE 18 WEEK SEMESTER

60 MINUTES EACH DAY
6 DAYS PROCESS PROJECTS

T
1 WEEK DESIGN

1 WEEK FIRST MODEL CONSTRUCTION

1 WEEK PLANNING AND WORKING DRAWINGS

8 WEEKS LABORATORY PRODUCTION PREPARATION

4 WEEKS FUTURISTIC RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND MODELS

9 DAYS REPORTING, FIELD TRIPS AND RESOURCE SPEAKERS

A i 4 4wEiKs+ 4 4 10 i1 12

r
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C. personnel Evaluation
D. Progrom

V. DESIGN
A. Discussion of what is good design
B. Design and Moteriols
C. Design and Color
D. Design and Limitations

VI. IDEATION
A. Discussion of what is o good product
B. Broinstorm
C. Presentotions
D. Evaluotion

VII. PRODUCT SELECTION
A. Discussion of why this one
B. Evaluotion of selection

VIII.LIMITATIONS
A. Discussion of limiting factors
B. Exomine alternatives

IX. PRELIMINARY MODELS
A. Building preliminary in smolt groups

with time limit
B. Discussion of problems
C. Establish a tangible reference

X. MATERIAL SELECTION
A. Discussion of type of moterial
B. Selection of material

XI. MATERIAL COSTS
A. Calculating moteriol casts
B. Preliminory purchasing procedures

XII. COMPANY ORGANIZATION
A. Discussion of various types
B. Corporote Financing

Arictlit limt

XIII.PERSONNEL STRUCTURE
A. Positions of monogement structure
B. Orgonizing positions in a company
C. Student Roles

XIV.MACHINE PROCESSES
A. Machine Introduction
B. Student Participation

XV. MANIPULATIVE PROCESSES
A. Student introduction to specialty

processes
B. Student Involvement

XVI.PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
A. Production
B. Research and Development
C. Marketing
D. Finance and Control
E. Personnel and Administrotian
F. Communications

G. Control

SUMMARY

Education has been expanded to the world community through a sophisticated com-
munications network. Mankind has come a long way from the Model-T and Kitty Hawk
to observing the planet Mars close up in 1972. There is no comparison between the
player piano and the quadraphonic sound systems of today. We are discussing in public
issues which thirty, twenty, and even ten years ago were considered to be unfit or im-
proper for serious educated consideration.

While there have been many good things in our history, we must not let our heritage
prohibit our progress to more relevant methods of education for all students.

We must be more interested in process rather than projects, more concerned with
method than content. Our programs must be more future-oriented than reflective of the
past. Last but not least, the student, no matter what age, must be considered as the
product, with the blueprints for his education carefully drawn to prepare him for the
future.
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Innovation Begins at Home
Daniel L Householder

The classroom teacher operates at the focal point of educational innovation. Theteacher may either accelerate or retard change; he may create his own unique industrialarts program. New approaches arise frequentlyin the local schools, but few practitionershave an opportunity to learn much about their colleagues' activities. Since so manyimprovements are made quietly at the local level, many of the most exciting innovationsin industrial arts have not yet received widespread recognition.
Two major categories of program innovation dominate local curriculum improvementefforts at the present. Probably the most widespread is the methodological variationwhich organizes a class as a corporation. One or more products are manufactured, fre-quently for sale in the school or community. Indeed, this approach has become so commonthat it hardly seems newsworthy, yet its adoption in many settings would still be highly

innovative. Details for the operation of a manufacturing activity in the classroom settingare readily available. Still, the implementation of the manufacturing approach in theindustrial arts classroom is dependent upon the effectiveness and adaptability of theindustrial arta teacher. Almost endless variations are possible with the basic manufac-turing theme; most of them are in successful operation in at least one community.
A second major area of local innovation is in the broad area of career/occupational/vocational education. Industrial arts has long espoused goals and endorsed activitiesrelated to occupational competence. Many classroom activities in traditional programsdo indeed have some occupational values. However, there has been a significant increasein the number of locally-developed innovative programs with career-oriented objectives.Specific organizational patterns vary widely. Some programs emphasize long-term,career-centered activities; others feature exploration followed by more intensive, yetgeneralized preparatory work.
There is no generally-accepted, nationally-disseminated "model" for either of theseinnovations. Rather, theyhave been "grass-roots" developments which have grown throughthe years. The factthatthey are so generally recognized and readily accepted is evidenceof the power of local innovation working in areas of recognized need.
On the other hand, a high percentage of recent curriculum change in industrial artsis attributable to curriculum developments of national and international note. Curriculumworkers, teacher educators, specialists in other disciplines, and classroom industrialarts teachers have cooperated to provide leadershipin many aspects of program improve-ment. However, even these efforts cannot be fruitful without the enthusiastic cooperation
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and support of the teachers, supervisors, and administrators in the local schools.
Curriculum improvement requires a willingness to change, to accept new ideas, to

cast aside time-worn beliefs, habits, and patterns of teaching. The industrial arts teacher
is many things: innovator; stimulator; creator; doer. He stands at the "gate" in the
literal as well as the figurative sense. Only those procedures, strategies, purposes,
activities, and concepts which he permits in the classroom have an opportunity to blossom
in the school. Thus, even major curriculum projects have a chance for success only as
they identify and recruit classroom teachers who are sympathetic to the "cause" and
capable of implementing the innovations effectively.

Furthermore, most teachers exert their professional prerogatives in accepting cur-
riculum change. Few are willing to accept a program developed outside their milieu
without including at least a few of their own adaptations to adjust the standard approach
to their own unique setting. Even the most highly structured programs are significantly
altered in their applications by teachers across the country.

In a very real sense, when one examines the nature of educational change, he can only
conclude that the classroom teacher plays the critical role in all of education. Curriculum
improvement is only possible when he is in control, encouraging innovation and stimulat-
ing necessary change.

Dr. Householder is on the faculty of Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.

Materials and Processes: A Conceptual Course
in Industrial Arts

Donald E. Moon

Schools reflect the society they serve. The rapid advances of industrial technology
have had and will continue to have an overwhelming influence on education and society.
A technological culture has been created with the development of practical applications,
science principles, artistic and applied design principles, and techniques of production.
Industrial arts is that part of the educational program which concerns itself largely with
preparing individuals to live in a technological culture. This is supposedly achieved
through a study of industry by providing first-hand manufacturing and service-type ex-
periences in the use of tools, materials, and processes. I contend that industrial arts as
a whole does not achieve this goal under the present structure of industrial arts courses.
To fulfill this goal, industrial arts courses must be reorganized with an emphasis on the
concepts common to all industries.

Materials and processes is a conceptual area or study that more nearly typifies
modern technology than courses now being offered.

Industrial arts has and should continue to derive its subject matter from industry.
Industrial arts programs operate in laboratories or shops equipped with the basic indus-
trial materials, machines, andenergies of industrial technology. A modern and up-to-date
industrial arts program must have laboratory facilities that not only provide a techno-
logical environment representative of modern industry but be truly reflective of modern
technology. Provisions must be made for the industrial arts program and supporting
facilities to be flexible enough to accommodate the constantly changing industrial tech-
nology.

A review of literature reveals that much concern has been expressed by educators
as to what the industrial arts programs in a modern high school are and should be like
in the future.

Dr. James E. Russell, in 1909, made the following statement when discussing the
emphasis placed on manual training. "In fact, manual training today is little more than
applied design." If I may paraphrase Dr. Russell's statement: "In fact, industrial arts
today is little more than applied design." When discussing what ought to be taught, Dr.
Russell said: "The study of industries (should be) for the sake of a better perspective
of man's achievements in controlling the production, distribution, and consumption of the
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things which constitute his material wealth" (7, p. 6). In 1963, Delmar Olson wrote,"We know that woodworking is typical of today's industrial arts, that hand-tool processingis the accepted pattern. With wood, then, as the material and hand-tools, muscle-powered
for the processing, today's industrial arts fits technologically into the Crafts Age. Sucha placing may not be altogether proper, but it may be more so than we care to admit"(5, pp. 88-9). John L. Feirer gave emphasis to the problem when he wrote, "Some idea
of what is happening to our industrial education programs at the senior high school levelcan be gained by studying present-day building reports, which show the school facilitiesto be built in the next two or three years. In studying these building reports, we find thatmost high schools are planning for three areasdrafting, metals, and wood. These arethe only three being provided for in many new high schools. Only a few new high schoolswill have space and equipment for electricity-electronics; even fewer will have suchareas as power mechanics, graphic arts, and industrial crafts. The high schoolsplanned today will not be equipped to offer a complete program of industrial education(3, p. 31). Marshall L. Schmitt, Specialist for Industrial Arts in the U.S. Department ofilealth, Education, and Welfare, reported in 1966 that, "...there are over 202,000 classes
in industrial arts education in the public secondary schools. !however, only four industrialarts courses have a large number of classes: General industrial arts, 56,050 classes or27.6%; general woods, 44,238 classes or 21.8%; drafting, 39,573 classes or 19.4%; andgeneral metals, 28,911 classes or 14.2%. Very few classes are reported in graphic arts,power mechanics, and electricity/electronics, even though these courses are designed
to develop an understanding of man's technological achievements in communications andtransportationtwo of our country's major industrial groups" (6, p. 22). These state-ments would support my contention that industrial arts programs, for the most part, arenot reflective of modern industrial concepts. They are as materials-oriented today asthey were in 1909 when Dean Russell first made his comments on the status of manualtraining.

American technology, through advances in automation, is marked by constant change.With the subject matterfor industrial arts being derived from industry, this subject matteris in a state of continual change. Industrial arts programs and supporting facilities should
be so flexible that they can easily adapt to the changes. Subject matter and facilities ac-cepted as proper and adequate for industrial arts at the turn of the century are nowoutmoded. Olson (5) refers to a "technological lag in industrial arts" as being evidencedby today's typical industrial arts programs which have been built largely around materialsprocessing.

Interpreting American industry involves selecting those elements of technology whichare keys to change and growth. Analysis of industry, in the form of process operations,is necessary to ascertainthose components which determine the degree to which industrialarts can be more representative of American technology.
The materials of wood, metal, plastic, leather, paper, etc., are not treated by industryas entities unto themselves, but as industrial materials. They seek to develop the mate-rials with the right combination ofproperties to meet their service and economic require-ments. Generally speaking, they are unconcernedwhether the chosen materials are wood,plastic, or metal. 'This would suggestthat all of the industrial materials can be integratedinto a course with a conceptual framework, oriented to the commonality of the principal

process operations'perforrned with the industrial materials. Mr. H. R. Clauser, publisherand editor of Materials Engineering, wrote, "Like so many important advances in tech-nology, the source of our modern materials concepts can be traced back to basic science.Thus, over the last two decades or so, the probing of the solid state scientists into thenature of matter has led to the seemingly self-evident finding that the properties or per-formance of every kind of engineering material depends upon its internal structure or'architecture."' And also, ... according to the structural concept, what marks onematerial from another is not the stuff of which it is made, but rather the difference inform or pattern, in organization, and in interaction of the basic units (whatever thoseunits may be)" (1, p. 38), Therefore, in industrial arts education, we must not look upona material as the substance of our courses. We must look at all materials of industry ascontent, with emphasis upon the choosing of the right material to solve the technologicalproblem at hand.
I would like to use an illustration thatMr. Clauser (1) uses in his article pertaining tomodern materials concepts. He takes the reader through an imaginary example in orderto compare the traditional design approach to the modern method of designing a composite.For our example, we will use a fluid container or tank.- In the traditional approach, we
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would select a material to meet mechanical requirements, then add cooling or heating
pipes to the interior of the wall by means of hangers or fasteners. The corrosion problem
inside and outside would probably be solved by applyin3 a coating or coatings. It is quite
likely that each of these service requirements would bit considered separately and, also,
that the choice of materials would be based largely on Nast experience.

If we used the material design approach, outlineo by Mr. Clauser (1) previously, we
would not attack the problems piecemeal, but, rather, would direct our thinking towards
finding or developing a materials system that would fulfill the multiple requirement of the
application. Thus, the material sought would provide the combined functions of enclosing
the liquid, resisting corrosion, and maintaining the desired liquid temperature. At the
present state of materials technology, the solution would probably involve the development.
of a laminar gradient composite.

The pleavire boat industry has not only replaced wood with reinforced plastic lami-
nates, but structural components traditionally made of wood. Polyurethanes of varying
densities are now.used. They notonly meet the structural requirements of the component,
but have decreased its weight, increased its buoyancy, and eliminated the age-old problem
of wood deterioration through rot and insects.

The combination chess-checker-coffee table that was displayed in a state convention
recently was definitely not an example of the application of the systems approach in
choosing appropriate materials for the design problem. Not only did it violate principles
of good design with its heavy (5 inches in diameter) ornately turned column and spread
legs, but the material chosen for these components was eibnnessee red cedar, a material
well known for its structural weaknesses. The playing surface was laid out in walnut and
Tennessee red cedar and finished with linseed oil. It would not only be difficult for the
players to know if they were playing their pieces in their proper patterns because of the
lack of contrast in the pattern, but the finish employed would continue to bleed on the cloth-
ing of the players.

What I have been presenting are examples of modern systems theory. The systems
approach involves looking at the whole as an assembly of interrelated parts that produces
a given output for a given input. According to the systems concept, a composite is a
material system consisting of two or more interacting constituents designed to provide
the desired performance when subjected to a given set of service conditions.

would now like to extend the systems idea to include the processes used to convert
and shape materials into end-products. From a systems viewpoint, therefore, the end-
products can also he thought of as material-process systems.

Mr. Clauser (1), whom I referred to earlier in this presentation, wrote the following
in reference to the material-process systems. "The practicality and usefulness of the,
material-process system approach is demonstrated in the establishment, organization,
and operation of materials engineering departments. (Reference being made to a rather
recently-accepted concept in industry.) Their function encompasses not only the selection
or development of materials to meetgiven service requirements, but also the selection or
development of the materials processing and fabricating methods.

"At one large aircraft company, a new laboratory has been planned that physically
epitomizes the material-process system concept. Its organization, layout, and facilities
represent all phases of the evolution of a material-process system from idea to produc-
tion. The result is. an integrated effort in which the selection or the development of mate-
rials and the development of forming, processing, and testing methods proceed at one
and the same time."

This example from industry would suggest that industrial arts courses and their
facilities can and should be organized with the material-process system in mind.

In the Industrial Education Review, a publication of Stout State University, an article
appeared which discussed the unification of materials in curricular planning. In part,
the article stated, "The principal reason for the increased attention to all industrial
materials is that there is a strong movement in the direction of a unified materials fieid
and discipline. The traditional boundaries between different families of materials are
being swept away. Using the systems approach, the manufacturing industries now con-
sider all materials for their products. They seek or develop the materials with the right
combination of properties to meet their service and economic requirements, and they
are unconcerned whether the chosen material is metal, plastic, or green cheese. Today's
workers, technicians, and engineers should be familiar with the properties and fabrication
of all the many materials now available to industry" (2, p. 5).

A recent study (4) ofmanufacturingindustries, selected from the industrial classifica-
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tions as listed by the U.S. Bureau of the Budget in its Standard Industrial ClassificationManual, established that all the principal process operations performed by the manufac-turing industries could be grouped into five conceptual areas. The study made no attemptto associate the industries with any particular industrial material. These conceptualareas are forming, casting and molding, shaping by cutting, assembly, and auxiliary.The study (4) further identifies the principal process operations of the manufacturingindustries that should be considered as curricular components in each concept area. Inaddition, it determined elements of commonality that existed between the industrialclassifications in the performance of the process operations.
The conceptual area of FORMING contained 43 principal process operations, all ofwhich were performed by the manufacturing industries studied. In addition, some degreeof commonality does exist in the methods employed to perform the process operation.Examples of process operations are cold bending, hot bending, forging, punching, rolling,flanging, die pressing, piercing, and blanking.
The conceptual area of CASTING and MOLDING listed 23 principal process opera-tions. Examples of these operations are sand casting, permanent mold casting, shellmold casting, plastic molding, injection molding, and contact layup.
The SHAPING by CUTTING concept was the most active, in terms of the processoperations listed and being performed by the manufacturing industries. The only opera-tion that was performed by hand methods, to any great extent, was filing. All 29 opera-tions listed under this concept were performed by machine methods. Turning, drilling,counter boring, countersinking, sawing, milling, shaping, planing, sanding, and threadingare examples of the process operations listed under this concept area.
Twenty-three operations were listed in the concept area of ASSEMI3LY. Two cate-gories of assembly operationswere established, permanent joining and mechanical assem-bly. Examples in the permanent joining category were such operations as oxygen-acety-lene welding, soft and hard soldering, and brazing. These were also among those mostoften performed by machine methods. In the mechanical assembly category, such opera-tions as riveting, fastening with screws (self-tapping), machine screws, wood screws, andnails were very much in evidence. A large percentage of the manufacturers surveyedindicated that they did many of the operations using machines, some of which were auto-mated,
The AUXILIARY concept included those processes operations which were not directlyrelated to the basic construction of the product, but were necessary to the completion ofthe product. This concept area included such process operations as welding, straighten-ing, washing, degreasing, deburring, stress relieving, tempering, normalizing, andpainting.
Although we live in an age when automation seems to be replacing men and women inthe factory, a great number of the process operations are still being performed by handmethods. This appears to be more true in the concept areas of assembly and auxiliary.Although automated machines were predominantly used in the forming and shaping bycutting areas, they were reported as being used in all of the other areas as well. Thisinformation would be important when identifying the method of performing the operationin the laboratory.
This study proves without a doubt that there is an organized body ofknowledge to befound in industry to assist in the development of the materials and processes area ofstudy. The conceptual areas identified in this study can not only form the foundation forthe development of the curriculum for a course in materials and processes, but givedirection to the planning of industrial arts facilities needed to implement the curriculum.The process operations mentioned in the various concept areas are only a few ofthose that are regularly performed by manufacturing industries. An analysis of theaccumulated data, reported in the study, indicated those process operations that should beincluded as curricular components of the MATERIALS and PROCESSES area.The individual who studies and experiences a variety of process operations performedin much the same manner as in industry, along with the application of the underlyingfundamentals of the concept, should be able to apply the concept and choose the correctprocess operation and appropriate equipment to perform the task on the industrial mate-rial with which he must work.
The structuring of a coursetitled "MATERIALS & PROCESSES" is a logical approachto the conceptual study of the principal process operations and the industrial materialsin the manner in which industry utilizes them to satisfy their needs. Such a course couldreplace the traditional materials-oriented industrial arts courses. It is also possible
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that such a course could serve to reinforce and enhance the materials-orientcd courses
in the curriculum. In either case, it would provide an opportunity for students to study the
concepts of materials and processes, as applied to the solution of industrial problems.

Thus far, 1 have been presenting a case for materials and processes as a curricular
area in industrial arts. The support for the curriculum has been developed from a study
of industry and the research. In addition to this support are the many innovative programs
and curricular organizations that advocate such a reorganization, programs like The
American Industry Program, the lndustriology Project, the Galaxy Plan, and the more
recent Function-Concept Based Program of Oregon State University; all advocate a
realignment of the curriculum to better reflect technology.

Concept teaching has been mentioned from time to time during this discussion. 1

would be amiss if 1 did not take time to e.nhasize its importance to the success of the
materials and process curriculum.

Concept teaching is not a new educational gimmick. It has been used by educators
for many years, some more successfully than others. All of us have done concept teach-
ing to a greater or lesser degree. However, the proper utilization of concept teaching,
as a method of presentation, can aid us in teaching certain technological concepts to
students at any level of their schooling. Many basic concepts of industry that we hold
back from the students at the elementary or junior high level can be brought into the cur-
riculum earlier through concept teaching. We have deferred the teaching of certain con-
cepts to later years because we think of them as too difficult for beginners. Evidence
from other areas of education seems to indicate that the problem is not so much whether
the concepts can be taughtas how theycan be phrased in terms appropriate to the develop-
ment of the student and separated from the extremely technical details of their applica-
tions to complex situations.

I would like to repeat an illustration that Dr. Robert Swanson used in a presentation
in Iowa several years ago. To illustrate the concept teaching idea, he chose the concept
of precision. He says,

If there is any one complaint teachers seem to have generally, it is that students cannot
read a rule. We often think of precision in terms of fitness of measure. A precise measurement
is expressed in fine graduations. A measurement expressed in thousandths is more accurate than
one expressed in eighths. As they proceed through the advanced levels of shopwork, students
learn to use instruments of greater and greater accuracy and to read finer and finer graduations.
In terms of the accuracy of work that a student is able to do, perhaps it is all right to have him
read to a quarter of an inch in the seventh grade and a thousandth in the twelfth grade. Of
course, an understanding of the basis for the fractional division of a unit renders it just as easy
to read eights as quarters.

But I would ask, "Is the concept of precision tied solely or even largely to accuracy of
measurement?" One reason that we do tend to emphasize this view of precision is because it
is a practical necessity for the manner in which we provide activity. If we are to teach accurate
work habits, we must provide a means of measuring the accuracy of the work.

What are other, broader, aspects of the concept of precision? Another facet to the concept
of precision is the principle of variation in mass production and the interpretation of the mean-
ing of error. In the custom fabrication of a product, error is interpreted to mean a mistake by
the craftsman. We are all well aware that in mass production, even with an automatic machine,
using the same set-up, the some materials, and seemingly the sane conditions, there will be
variation in the producterror. But this is an entirely different concept of error; it is random
error, not a mistake. The concept of precision as a specification of the percentage of products
that will fall within given tolerance limits is an important interpretation of precision in indus-
try (8, pp. 5,6).

We can teach this and other important aspects of industry in our study of industrial
arts through a variety of methods. 1 do hot believe that there is any one method that will
be more satisfactory than another in concept teaching. Because of the variety of styles
of teaching, each appropriate to the individual industrial arts teacher, concept teaching
will be as effective as the instnlctor wishes it to be. Ingenuity of the industrial arts
teacher is well known, and I am sure that if he sets his mind to it he will become an effi-
cient and effective concept teacher.

Industrial arts students live in a dynamic, ever-changing industrial-technological
society. Preparation for their place, now and in the future, in this society places multi-
tudinous demands upon us as industrial arts teachers. The numerous changes occurring
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in industrial technology alone are placing heavy demands on industrial arts teachers, ifthey make any kind of an attempt to keep abreast of them. It is simply not enough to trainstudents to live in a constantly changing world; it is also necessary to transmit to thestudent a sense of values and the worth of participation in the technological process whichis such a vital part of our society. Industrial arts, through a materials and processescurriculum, can pros ide opportunities for individual fulfillment, individual achievement,and individual freedom.
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Industrial Arts Curriculum Project
Past, Present, and Future

James J. Buffer, Jr.

From June 1965 to August 1971, the initials IACP identified the Industrial Arts Cur-riculum Project, a curriculum development effort headquartered at The Ohio State Uni-versity. The IACP evolved from the need to provide more relevant educational experi-
ences regarding the technological practices used by man to provide for his material needsand desires. The project was headquartered at The Ohlo State University, funded by theUSOE, and administered by the OSU Research Foundation. Staff from the University ofIllinois and numerous public school systems assisted with the research, development,
evaluation, and dissemination of the instructional system. Representatives from business,industry, and substantive specialists from the academic community also provided pro-fessional and financial assistance.

Today, now that the funded project has beenofficially terminated for several months,
we have found that the IACP label has remained at OSU and is now prevalent in over 1/3of the colleges and universities which prepare industrial arts teachers. Of more impor-
tance, however, is that IACP has become known and accepted by educators, students,
parents, and industrialists as an innovative instructional system which provides broad
concepts and principles of contemporary industrial technology and is viewed as a viableprogram to help today's youth better understand their man-made world.

My presentation today was not prepared to provide information which would beneeded by school personnel to install the IACP instructional system. Rather, it is myunderstanding that this Special Interest Session was initiated to give spokesmen for two
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curriculum projects in our field (American Industry Project and the IACP) an opportunity
to share with the profession a status report of project activities. To help us accomplish
this task, our program chairman has suggested that our reports deal with the three time
dimensions of "Past, Present, and Future."

PAST

Past accomplishments of the IACP are a matter of historical record. Numerous
articles have appeared in the professional literature of education and industry describing
the 1ACP. Of particular interest to the educator who is seeking a review of the develop-
mental efforts and outcomes of the project might be three documents produced by the
1ACP staff: (1) The November-December 1969 issue of The Journal of Industrial Arts
Education; (2) The Rationale and Structure for Industrial Arts Subject Matter (1966); and
(3) the IACP Final Evaluation Report (1971). The latter two are available through ERIC
Document Reproduction System. Additional descriptive information plus the instructional
materials may be obtained from McKnight and McKnight Publishing Company, the USOE-
assigned publisher of the IACP instructional System.

The Purpose of the IACP
The general purpose of the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project was to effect curricu-

lum change in industrial arts education. To accomplish this, six tasks were undertaken
by the project staff. This section will list the major objectives and briefly review the
evidence that supports their successful completion.

Oblective No. 1: Conceptualization of a Structure of Knowledge in the Field of Indus-
trial Arts. A comprehensive analysis of the literature and preparation of an annotated
bibliography served as the initial step. This was followed by the development of a set of
criteria for determining a structure. Criteria dealing with scope, limitations, and sequence
were initiated, and a working paper on the structure of content was drafted. Consultants
from various academic disciplines together with those from industrial management, labor,
and business assisted in these tasks.

The formulation of Task Force working groups was the next input. Members of these
groups were drawn from selected substantive areas of industry. These groups met and
further identified the concepts and principles within the structure.

The project staff nextprepared a revised manuscript and submitted it to approximately
100 leaders in education for their reactions. Their input was utilized to prepare the final
copy of the rationale for the 1ACP.

The major outcome of this objective was the 382-page volume entitled A Rationale
and Structure of Industrial Arts Subject Matter (Towers, Lux, and Ray, 1966). The docu-
ment stands as the only comprehensive undertaking of this kind in the field of industrial
arts education.

Objective No. 2: Development of a Syllabus for Industrial Arts. In order to complete
this objective, it was first necessary to identify the criteria to be used in developing the

syllabus. Guidelines focused on six factors: the structure of the body of knowledge,
desired behavioral changes, nature of the learner, school facilities and materials, in-
structional procedures and materials, and measurement and evaluation.

Under these criteria, a conference group was organized to develop general objec-
tives of the program. The criteria and objectives served as a referent for structuring
the teaching-learning components for a two-year curriculum sequence. As sections of
the program were completed, over an 18-month period, they were submitted to the Na-
tional Advisory Committee and modified.

The next step consisted of a series of conferences which resulted in a detailed outline
of the reading assignments. Throughout this process, numerous consultants were used
from the substantive areas of construction, manufacturing, and educational methodology.

The successful achievement of this objective served as the basis for the following
objective.

Oblective No. 3: Production of a Package of Thaching Materials. The initial effort
toward the achievement of this objective was a preliminary pilot study. "Interchange-
ability of Parts" was the concept selected. Based on this concept, curriculum materials
and an instructional system package were invented, field tested, and evaluated. From
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this, insight was gained into the problems and procedures for generating instructionalmaterials and managing activities in test centers. Estimates were made as to costs, timerequirements, personnel requirements, materials, and procedures.Based on this information, a PERT analysis was developed for the period fromDecember 1966 through August 1971. A major thrust of this time period was the develop-ment of an instructional system.
Utilizing the knowledge base established through the development of the rationaleand structure of industrial technology, The World of Construction was invented, designed,constructed, and assembled in the period from January 1967 through November 1967.Also, the initial development of The World of Manufacturing was begun, and the firstedition of the manufacturing instructional system was completed by November 1968.These two instructional programs were the major input to the completion of the fol-lowing objective.

Objective No. 4: Field lbsting and Revision of lbaching Materials. Following thethe initial development of the instructional system, a field-testing program, based on twoquestions, was planned and made operational:
1. What information is needed by the curriculum decision-makers in order to makeintelligent decisions regarding program revisions?
2. How can the required information be obtained?
As a next step, a strategy was identified with which toevaluate the instructional sys-tem (textbook, laboratory manuals, teacher's guide, hardware, instructional format,teaching methods, laboratory activities, evaluation procedures, etc.).
1. Formative Evaluation. The quality control plan for the program elements duringtheir initial development and subsequent revisions.
2. Summative valuation. The determination of whether the program elements pro-vided a valid solution to the attainment of the educational specifications.
3. lntraschool Evaluation. The collection and analysis of data and procedures to aideducational decision-makers regarding the adequacy of the instructional programfor local adoption.
A network of Field Evaluation Centers was next established across the United Statesfor the field testing. For the 1968-69 school year, this network totaled six Field Evalua-tion Centers consisting of 24 schools, 48 teachers, and approximately 5,000 students.The outcome of the three-year field testing and revision cycle, based on the rationale,syllabus, and program development, was an instructional system consisting of softwareand hardware entitled The World of Construction and The World of Manufacturing. Thesematerials are currently available in a fourth edition (first commercial edition).

Objective No. 5: Dissemination and Field Promotion of Thaching Materials. To createa widespread awareness of the research and development progress efforts of the IACP,several lines of communication were used. Included were articles in periodicals, pres-entations for interested publics, conferences, brochures and pamphlets, newsletters, andpersonal correspondence.
In addition, Field Demonstration Centers were established to use and evaluate the1ACP materials, in third edition, one year prior to commercial availability. These pro-grams provided an opportunity to determine how schools adopt and adapt the IACP pro-gram to meet local educational and social needs, without the restrictions imposed uponthe Field Evaluation Center programs. Also,demonstrationprograms provided additionalprepublication dissemination concerning the IACP as well as external evaluation data.The dissemination of the first commercially-available IACP product, The World ofConstruction software and hardware, was undertaken In December 1969 as a combinedeffort of the IACP staff and the McKnight and McKnight Publishing Company, upon theaward of a limited five-year copyright contract. The copyright is held by the OSU Re-search Foundation, and all royalty earned through the sale of IACP software is returnedto the USOE and Ohio State University Research Foundation for use in furthecurriculum

development and teacher education, as approved by the U.S. Commissioner of Education.
Since that date, about 160 additional school systems have adopted the program, increasingthe enrollment in The World of Construction to approximately 45,000 students, in 540laboratories in school systems in nearly every state (August 1971 data). The enrollment
projected by the McKnight and McKnight PublishingCompany in The World of Constructionand The World of Manufacturing by the 1974-75 school year will be nearly a million boysand girls. This figure accounts for approximately one-third of the existing enrollment.
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Objective No. 6: Development of 'leacher Education Programs. An undergraduate
program to prepare teachers of industrial technology was begun at The Ohio State Univer-
sity in the autumn of 1968. Some of the students in this program were supported by a
scholarship program established by a national labor-management organization. A new
undergraduate curriculum was designed to provide teachers with a background of knowl-
edge in modern construction and manufacturing technology.

The McKnight and McKnight Publishing Company, in cooperation with IACP staff,
established a geographic network of teacher education workshops in 16 educational institu-
tions to prepare more than 500 construction teachers during the summer of 1970. This
network of teacher education workshops experienced phenomenal growth during the 1971
summer school period, with 45 colleges and universities offering 72 workshops in con-
struction and manufacturing. The 1071 workshop groups were functioning in industrial
arts teacher education institutions in 28 states and in Canada, with an estimated 1,900
participants. The geographical spread of these institutions was from Florida State Uni-
versity in Tallahassee to the University of Alaska in Fairbanks, and from the University
of New Brunswick, in Canada, to California State College at Long Beach. At the time this
report was prepared, 78 colleges and universities were planning to conduct 127 workshops
during the summer of 1972, in 41 states plus Canada and Washington, D.C.

The Products
By accomplishing the six major objectives, the IACP has been successful in effecting

desirable curriculum change in industrial arts, a change from the fragmented and amor-
phous activities of conventional industrial arts to an articulated program of study based
on a structured body of knowledge and on meaningful patterns of experience. As a result,
students,_now have an opportunity to develop an understanding of their man-made world
and to enjoy the benefits of their insights and knowledge in enlightened citizenship, edu-
cational-occupational guidance, and personal integration with their technological culture
and the world of work.

The major accomplishment of the project was an instructional system based on a
logically-derived rationale and body of knowledge that was field tested, revised, and.dis-
seminated to qualified industrial arts teachers for adoption, or adaptation, throughout the
United States. The two-year sequence of The World of Construction and The World of
Manufacturing and related professional programs, e.g., teacher preparation, were the
result of this research, development, evaluation, and dissemination effort. Substantive
elements of the program were principally authored and continuously reviewed by numer-
ous practitioners from industry (including both labor and management) and education. In
addition, all curriculum materials were developed and tested by over 40 IACP headquar-
ters staff and 84 field staff in 53 schools in 25 cities in 13 states before the materials
were made available commercially. Over 20,000 students covering a complete range of
socio-economic and academic ability levels successfully completed the program during
field testing. The entire program is thought to have the potential for improving the junior
high school industrial arts curriculum by providing relevant and exciting learning experi-
ences of the man-made world, much as science provides knowledgeof the natural world.

The foregoing commentary is substantiated by documentation showing that all of the
overarching goals were achieved. The reader is referred to the Final Evaluation Report
(Buffer, Lux, and Ray, 1971) which summarizes the problems and accomplishments of
the 1ACP from its inception on June 1, 1965, to the termination of the project on August
31, 1971.

PRESENT

Although the 1ACP is officially "ended," the project staff has found itself continuing
to function in several kinds of activities related to the 1ACP. Dissemination and promo-
tion have become our most time-consuming activities. Dissemination activities include
the preparation of articles, speeches, planning and conducting teacher preparation work-
shops, and assisting secondary school personnel in adopting and installing the instruc-
tional program.

The staff at OSU has as oneof its major responsibilities the planning and coordination
of pre- and in-service teacher workshops for the summer session and regular school
year. These activities have been conducted primarily through teacher education institu-
tions, although the staff clearly appreciates the need and value of working cooperatively
with school supervisors. As a result, weare in the initial stages of planning strategy for
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continued cooperative activities with supervisors and local educational agencies. A num-ber of successful programs have already been conducted by supervisors and experiencedIACP teachers in several school systems inCalifornia, Ohio, Texas, Nevada, and Florida,for example.
Former field staff who have completed 3-5 years of successful teaching experiencein the IACP program are playing an active role in dissemination activities. Most haveassisted with teacher preparation by team-teaching with industrial arts teacher educatorsin IACP workshops at colleges and universities. In addition, field staff continue to provideprofessional asAistance to school systems in their immediate areas by serving as resourcestaff to those seeking information about the instructional system and assistance with pro-gram installation.
Of particular significance has been the continual and expanding support of industryand business to help nurture the growth and expansion of the IACP. One would havedifficulty attempting to identify other educational programs which have had the benefit ofsuch broad and extensive non-school support from the private business-industry sectorof the community. Not only did major industrial societies such as the Associated GeneralContractors, the Society of Manufacturing Engineers, the American Society of Civil Engi-neers, and several international Unions of the AFL -CIO provide advisory assistance andsubstantial support during the developmentof the instructional system, but these and othergroups are continuing to promote the adoption Ind installation of 1ACP in secondary andcollegiate programs. This has been accomplished, in part, by sponsoring joint confer-ences between industrial and educational leaders to "inform" them of the rationale forthe instructional system and its function and value. In addition, industrial groups have"adopted" individual schools, and in some cases complete educational systems, and areproviding generous contribution of materials, supplies, and professional resources toserve as a catalyst to initiate new programs.
Industrial groups have also supported the preparation of industrial arts teachers forThe World of Construction and The World of Manufacturing. In addition to a scholarshipfund initiated at OSU by the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and NationalElectrical Contractors Association (IBEW-NECA) jointly to support the pre-service prep-aration of construction teachers, other groups are supporting the operation of teacherworkshops in local school systems as well as in colleges and universities. Representativeactivities include: (1) the Detroit chapter of AGC provided the leadership for organizingand is sponsoring, inpart, a Demonstration Center in the Pontiac (Michigan) public schools;(2) the Building Trades Employers' Association (BTEA) of Cleveland, Ohio, budgeted afive-year appropriation to sponsor teacher preparation workshops complete with stipendsfor industrial arts teachers, and also support the construction program in ten Clevelandarea schools; (3) three 'Tennessee SME Chapters are cooperatively promoting the programin Central Thnnessee; (4) the Florida West Coast chapter of AGC is assisting schools inHillsborough, Polk, and Pinellas counties to adopt the program and is supporting teacherpreparation; (5) the sponsoring of scholarships for 60 industrial arts teachers by AGC inColorado to attend teacher workshops; (6) the sponsorship of a retraining workshop forindustrial arts teachers in the Indianapolis public schools and the support of IACP pro-grams by the SME Chapter of Indianapolis; and (7) the funding of a teacher workshop atPenn State University by the ASCE. These are only a few examples representative of thenumerous activities underway by industrial groups to help promote the IACP and educa-tional changes in our public schools.

Publisher
The IACP administrative staff took the position that widespread and successfuladoption of the instructional materials could best be accomplished through the efforts ofa major textbook publisher experienced in the publication and promotion of secondaryschool curriculum materials. The McKnightPublishingCompany of Bloomington, Illinois,has already exceeded the expectations of the IACP Advisory Board and staff in achievingthis goal. McKnight personnel have worked cooperatively with IACP headquarters andfield staff to disseminate information and promote the instructional system through aseries of conferences and orientation sessions with educational administrators, super-visors, and industrial arts teachers throughout the United States. Well over 150 of thesemeetings and conferences have beenconducted to date to promote the program. In addition,McKnight has found it necessary to expand their advertising at different levels andexhibit at conventions for school administrators, curriculum personnel, and school boardmembers at associations such as the ASCD, AASA, NASSP, and NSBA. It was recognized
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that the support of educational decision-makers and change agents must be achieved, in
addition to that of Industrial arts educators, if the schools would be able and willing to
adopt and install the IACP instructional system.

McKnight has also prepared and printed numerous brochures and circulars describ-
ing the educational specifications of the IACP programs, and providing information needed
by educators to determine installation costs, equipment needs, teacher-training oppor-
tunities, and other information necessary to make judgments regarding the appropriate-
ness of the program for local adoption. Similar descriptive literature was prepared for
industrial personnel who might be willing to help disseminate information and promote
the IACP program.

The publisher and IACI' staff have cooperatively planned and coordinated the estab-
lishment of teacher education workshops. Royalty monies from the sale of The World of
Construction and The World of Manufacturing software are now being used to support
these activities. The publisher is also continuing to provide assistance in helping to
organize and support workshops and in-service teacher preparation apart from summer
collegiate programs. In addition, McKnight has been very active and successful in help-
ing school systems to obtain financial support and material assistance from local indus-
try, business, and other sources.

The publisher has assumed the role of assisting project staff with slight modification
of the instructional software to improve its use and to correct errors which would inter-
fere with the educational value of the program. The publisher is also working cooper-
atively with IACP staff to monitor the design, development, and distribution of the IACP
hardware which is being developed and manufactured by Damon Engineering, Inc., cur-
rently the official educational hardware supplier for seven major curriculum projects.

It is apparent that the efforts of the USOE, IACP staff, publisher, and the numerous
professional educational and industrial groups and resource people who assisted with the
development of the IACP industrial system have been somewhat successful. It is pro-
jected that the program will be taught in all of the 40 largest metropolitan areas of the
country during the coming school year, as well as in nearly every state of the union,
Canada, Puerto Rico, and in the Department of Defense schools in Germany and Italy.
The publisher has reported that current enrollments are right on target according to
their 1970 projected enrollment figures listed previously in this report, thus providing
some credibility to the instructional system and the cooperative efforts of the IACI' team.

FUTURE

The IACP is officially terminated, although "project" activities continue to flourish.
The future of the IACI' instructional system will have to be judged on its continued accept-
ance by the profession.

The headquarters and field staff will most likely continue to work with local educa-
tional agencies and industrial groups tohelppromote the IACI' instructional system and to
provide professional assistance with the installation of programs. A related task is the
preparation of teachers. We assume that the 78 colleges and universities who will be
offering 127 workshops this summer for over 3,000 industrial arts teachers will also give
some consideration to the modification of their pre-service undergraduate programs to
reflect the concept of industrial technology and rationale of the IACP. We have received
reports from several leading institutions who have already begun to implement such cur-
riculum change.

Since the adoption of IACI' has continued to increase steadily since it was made
commercially available, it is probably safe to assume that other educational publishers
will develop and distribute similar educational systems when the copyrights on The World
of Construction terminates in December 1975 and The World of Manufacturing in Decem-
ber 1976. Projectstaff are restricted by the USOE copyright laws to engage in any modifi-
cations of the program for personal gain during these copyright periods. However, it is
recognized that former project staff have the talent and experience to undertake such
tasks, if they desire, when the copyright period has terminated.

In closing, I would like to call your attention to the massive emphasis being placed
on "career education" today. It is interesting that the IACP preceeded the career educa-
tion concept by several years. ln fact, Dr. Sidney Marland, U.S. Commissioner of Educa-
tion, has identified The World of Construction and The World of Manufacturing as two
developed packages which meet the educational needs of career education and also sug-
gested that the IACP system be used as referent for the development of future career
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education materials. The Industrial 'technology Education staff at OSU is currently work-
ing with the Center for Vocational and 'Technical Education at OSLI on the development of
the Model One, School-I3ased Career Educational materials.

Finally, a need exists for the upward and downward extension of relevant industrial
arts curricula which may be based onthelACP rationale. The staff sees as its responsi-
bility working cooperatively with our colleagues in education, business, industry, and
government to continue and expand efforts in curriculum research, development, evalua-tion, and dissemination. Through the concerted and cooperative efforts of interested
educationists, we can expect to foster educational change and witness the "fruits" of the
professional growth of industrial arts education.
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Learning Experiences in TechnologyProject LET
Paul Kuwik

The Learning Experiences in 'Technology Project has been developed jointly by the
School District of Royal Oak, Michigan, Eastern Michigan University, and Oakland Inter-
mediate School District. The project is an innovative model elementary school program
designed to familiarize students with the concepts of technology and the elements of
career exploration inherent within the concepts. The project is financially supported by
the Michigan Department of Education for a three-year implementation period.

The following learning assumptions have formed the basis for the development ofthe project:
Children are innately curious; they like to explore and are creative;
Children learn best when anxiety levels are low;
Verbal abstractions should follow direct experience with objects and ideas;
If an individual is involved in and having fun with an activity, learning is taking
place;

Children learn from other children as well as adults;
Active exploration, offering a wide array of manipulative materials, will facilitate
children's learning; and

Confidence in self is highly related to capacity for learning.
The project formally began in the summer of 1971 with a pre-school workshop forall participants, From a population of 18 elementary schools within the school districtof Royal Oak, Michigan, seven schools were randomly sampled to serve as the pilot

schools for the first year of the project. These schools represent all ranges of social
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and economic strata within the school district. From within the seven selected schools,
20 teachers represent all grades, one through six. Following summer in-service educa-
tion, the teachers in the project utilize the tools, materials, and processes of technology
in relating traditional studies in a more concrete manner around a career awareness
theme. The project is not intended to be an additional subject, but, rather, a method of
implementing all instruction in the elementary school curriculum. The project enables
teachers to provide an active learning environment for over 600 children. 13i-weekly
in-service sessions throughout the school year allow the teachers involved to update their
knowledge of the concept of the project. "Learning by doing" is the theme of I'roject
LET. Teaching by telling is minimized. The teacher is therefore a diagnostician and a
facilitator of learning, working as a team leader with resource teachers, parents, com-
munity resources, and teacher aids.

The following general objectives serve as parameters for the Project. As a result
of his or her experience, each child should understand his or her role in our changing
technological society, recognize the rewards of work, appreciate the necessity for career
exploration, explore a wide range of man's technologies, and understand man's environ-
ment through relating a wide variety of school experiences to the world of technology.

Project "LET" has both a content and methodological base. The content base for
the project is spiral and additive in nature, specifically designed to present concepts of
technology, focusing on career awareness. Technology, as defined for use by the project,
is the knowledge of practice; the knowledge of the way man does things. Utilizing the 15
occupational clusters of the U.S.O.E. as a content parameter, concepts have been identified
within the primary (1-2), intermediate (3-4) and upper (5-6) grade level groupings. Re-
lating the concepts of technology within a specific scope of environment taught at each
grade grouping, the concepts are constantly reinforced as they are covered in greater
depth. Examples of the concepts within grade level groupings are listed below:

Primary (1-2) Grouping

Concepts Scope of Environment

People and their occupational roles; Families, schools, communities.
what people do, where they work, why
they work, occupational characteristics,
responsibilities, etc.

Intermediate (3-4) Grouping

Conce is Scope of Environment

People and their job roles that relote Families, schools, cities, stotes,
to management, production, and servicing. national

Upper (5-6) Grouping

To spiral through 1-4 concepts and include in greater depth:

Concepts Scope of Environment

People and their job roles that relate to Families, schools, cities, states,
management, production, servicing, national, internationol, and
personnel. interplanetary.

The preceding groupings, for purposes of implementation, have been ordered to
greater specificity for the development of operational practices of classroom content.

The methodology employed by the project to implement the concepts previously dis-
cussed is the Integrated lbaching Unit. The teaching units are evolutionary in nature,
as they are developed by the classroom teachers who understand the concepts of the
project. After a unit is developed by a classroom teacher within in-service sessions,
it is implemented within a classroom and revised before it is shared with other teachers
in the school district. Each unit involves the following components: has hands-on activi-
ties, correlates with academic subjects, includes information about technology, involves
resource people in presenting information about their occupations, incorporates role
playing, has parental involvement, and includes field trips.

The success of this project is enjoyed because of the direct.involvement of the
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elementary classroom teacher in the planning and implementation of the curriculum. Aspreviously mentioned, Eastern Michigan University personnel directed a pre-school two-week summer workshop to familiarize the teachers with the content and methodologyoftechnology for the elementary child. Following this workshop, teachers are involved ina bi-weekly half-day in-service program throughout the school year. Under the directionof Eastern Michigan University, teachers develop integrated teacher units, exchange ideas,and further develop an understanding of the content of technology for career awareness.The entire development of the project is in the process of on-going evaluation by thestaff of the Oakland Intermediate School District. The evaluation being developed, withthe "PACER" model, could serve other districts in evaluating similar programs.
Dr. Kuwik teaches in the Department of Industrial Education, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti,Michigan.

Conceptual Organization of Content
for Industrial Arts Production

James F. Fates

As clearly evidenced by current innovative industrial arts curriculum efforts, thereis a definite trend toward the placement of emphasis on concepts, with less emphasis onperfecting skills. The following material is offered in the hope that those teaching inthe various traditional fields of industrial arts might be able to adopt some of the cur-ricular innovations recently established. The writerproposes that the following organiza-tion of subject matter content will provide for continuity to the student taking successive
years of industrial arts during his years in the secondary school.All too frequently, for example, a student in one industrial arts course learns aspecific method for separating a specific material. The same student, taking another
industrial arts course at a later date, learns other methods for cutting other materials.Is it possible to have the student understand that specific practices, regardless of mate-rial, belong to common categories of production processes? What is being proposed isan organization of content that would provide a conceptual framework to be taught in allindustrial arts courses and to be used as a basis upon which to build additional subject
matter while insuring that the student understands the commonality of all productionpractices, regardless of material.

Some products have many components, some have only one. All materials are madeinto components by either a forming or separating process, sometimes by both. Theproducer of components considers the material properties, the quantities wanted, thesurfaces and tolerances needed to determine the most economical way to make componentparts. The components are then combined to make subassemblies and assemblies.
Forming usually means changing the shape ofapiece of material. A forming processstarts with a single piece of solid material, or with a given amount of liquid or powder.At the end of the forming process, there is still the same amount of materials in thepiece, but some change has taken place. All the forming processes can be put into oneof three groups: casting or molding, compressing and stretching, and conditioning.
Casting or molding usually involves pouring orforcingof a material into a mold. Themold contains a cavity of the size and shape wanted in some part. The =meal may beliquid or a powder. Casting or molding consists of one-shot molding processes and per-manent mold processes. in a one-shot molding process, the molding is destroyed aftera single use. Some of the major one-shot molding processes are: sand casting, shellmold casting, and investment casting. The on-site placing of concrete is also a one-shotmolding process. The major permanent mold processes are permanent mold casting,die casting, injection molding, centrifugal casting, and slush casting. In a permanentmold process, the mold may be opened to remove the molded part. The mold can thenbe closed and used again. In some cases, the mold is made so the molded part can dropout.
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Figu e I

The major categories of compressing and stretching processes are: forging, com-
pression molding, roiling, bending, and drawing. Forging, rolling, and compression
molding processes use compressive forces for shaping the component. Both compress-
ing and stretching occur when components are formed by bending and drawing processes.
Stretching or tension forces are used for forming the component in drawing processes
such as vacuum forming, stretch forming, and blow molding. Drawing usually involves
stretching a material over a die to give it a certain shape. Drawing is sometimes called
stamping.

In forming by conditioning, a material usually changes in its internal structure or
form. Usually there is no visible, external effect. Conditioning processes are performed
primarily for one of two reasons: to make the material easier to work during processing
or to give the final product a particular quality or desired characteristic.

The major categories of conditioning processes are thermal conditioning, chemical
reaction, and physical or mechanical deformation processes. Thermal conditioning re-
quires the addition and the withdrawal of heat in various amounts, sequences, and lengths
of time. Heat treating processes are the most common types of thermal conditioning.
A chemical reaction rearranges the material's atoms so that a chemically different sub-
stance is formed. Sometimes heat is requiredto aid the process. Physical or mechanical
deformation dur:ng the working of the material will affect its internal structure.

There are three ways of separating materials: by shearing, by chip removing, or
by other processes. Shearing is basically a way of separating or dividing material with
no loss of material for the purpose of dividing or imparting shape. By means of a me-
chanical advantage, usually a machine, a large force can be concentrated at a specific
location along a sharp edge or blade. If the material is softer or weaker than the cutting
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Figure 2

edge, the material will fail, or separate along the cutting line. After the material hasbeen sheared, the combined length of the two pieces produced will match in length theoriginal, unsheared piece. In a shearing operation, no material is lost along the cuttingline. Stock can be sheared to various shapes; the edges are not always straight lines.A punch and die can be used to shear circular holes in a piece of stock. The die is sta-tionary and is used to provide a mating surface for the punch; force applied to the punchwill shear stock to shape, over the cavity in the die.
The chip removing processes for separating materials involve removing unwantedmaterial in the form of chips, sawdust, or other fine bits, using pressure on one or morecutting edges. The tool is harder and tougher than the material. It will remove chips ofthe material to divide or impart shape to the stock. Some material is lost along the.part-ing line. When material is separated to size by chip removing, the piece or pieoeslhatremain are smaller than the original piece of stock because of the lost chips or fragments.Advances in technology have placed unusual demands on the material separatingindustries. New processes of separating materials have been developed to supply thesedemands. Many of these separating processes use nonmechanical energy sources, suchas chemical, electrical, or thermal energy. These processes may be broken into fourgroups or categories: thermal erosion, chemical separating, electrochemical, and in-duced fracture separating. Examples of thermal erosion include flame cutting and theuse of vaporization by laser beam. Examples of chemical separating would include etch-ing and chemical milling.
A third category of new processes is electrochemical separating. The important
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Figu e 3

process in this category is electrical dischargemachining. Electrical discharge machin-
ing uses a tool connected to the negative terminal of a direct current power source. The
material to be separated is mounted close to the tool and is connected to the positive
terminal of the power source. Both the tool and the workpiece are submerged in a
dielectric liquid, such as kerosene. This liquid cools the workpiece and carries away
the particles removed during machining. When the direct current is turned on, sparks
from the tool will remove or erode material away from the workpiece. When the electric
discharge machining process has been completed, the hole or pattern in the workpiece
will be exactly like the shape of the tool. Electrochemical machining is also included,
in this category.

The last category of processes that falls into the classification of separating by other
processes is induced fracture separating. Either a stress line is produced in a material
or a stress line was built into the material at the time it was formed. The material is
separated along this line by applying force. Glass can be separated to size by induced
fracture. A glass cutter is first used to make a stress line in the glass. Once this has
been done, pressure along this line, either by tapping or pressing the line against a table
edge, will cause the glass to separate,

Once components have been formed and/or separated from standard stock, they are
combined with other components to form assemblies. There are four ways of combining:
mixing, coating, bonding, and mechanical fastening.

Mixing is the movement of particles of twoor more components until they are evenly
distributed. These particles might be molecules that are too small to be seen, or they
might be large, visible particles. The particles may be solids, liquids, or gasses.
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Coating means applying one material over another. Often a thin layer of one com-ponent is spread over the surface of a second component. It is a physical coating ifthe two components do not mix. The evenness and thickness of the coating layer arecontrolled by the process of application. Some components are coated chemically. Thecoating components mix or combine chemically with the coated component.There are two ways to bond components. One group of processes is called adhesivebonding or adhesion. For adhesive bonding, an adhesive material such as paste, glue,or solder is applied. It creates a surface bond between the two components. The mole-cules of the adhesive attach to the molecules on the surface of each component. Harden-ing or curing usually causes the bond between molecules to grow stronger. Fusionbonding means that molecules from each component are mixed together at the joint orinterface. The components are placed close together; heat and/or pressure is applied;the surfaces become liquid, and the molecules of one component mix with the moleculesof the other component. When the heat and/or pressure is removed, the mixed mole-cules become solid and form one material.
Mechanical fastening uses friction or mechanical force to hold components together,either permanently or temporarily. Bolts, screws, and studs are classified as threadedfasteners. Thread, lace, rope, wire, rivets, nails, and keys are examples of nonthreadedmechanical fasteners. Most mechanical fasteners permit the assembly to be taken aparteasily.
It can be seen from the foregoing material that a conceptual framework is possiblefor industrial arts production courses. In order to apply this classification of industrialproduction practices to some of our industrial arts courses, let us relate our everydayin-class activities to these categories. Figures 1 through 5 indicate how we can relateour laboratory activities to this conceptual framework.
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An. Environmental Resource Recovery Project
for Industrial Arts

Delmar W. Olson

Industrial arts is being offered an invitation to participate in and contribute to the
very critical national problem of environmental resource recovery. As we sense the
importance of the preservation of the planet, we can easily see industrial arts as being
necessarily involved, especially if the school itself accepts its environmental responsi-
bilities. Technology in a very real sense is man consuming, altering, and even destroying
his planet. Industrial arts, if it will function as interpreter of the technology for the
American school, must be concerned with the impact and consequences of technological
advance not only for man himself, but for the survival of the planet on which he depends
for existence.

The environmental resource recovery to which we refer herein is essentially the
re-utilization of solid wastes. These are the materials composing the eight pounds of
solid wastes generated daily per American. They commonly include paper, metals, glass,
plastics, rubber, wood, textiles, and garbage. We are advised that if we continue to con-
sume the planet at the existing rate, certain of Its natural resources will be depleted in
a matter of a new years. For example, we have zinc enough for only 20 years, tin and
petroleum for 30, and natural gas for 13. As Americans, we have but 6% of the planet's
population, but we consume 30% of the world's energy.

The tremendous production of material goods, their consumption, and then discard
must be a matter of personal as well as national concern. We are the world's greatest
producers of junk, and until recently, we sensed little difficulty in its disposal except
that it was becoming increasingly expensive. Dumping, burying, and burning have been
the standard practices since man began to discard what was no longer useful to him.
The problem facing our cities, urban, and rural areas is not how to more efficiently dump,
bury, or burn solid wastes, but rather, how increasing amounts of these wastes can be
recovered and reused. On the one hand,our primitive methods of disposal cause extensive
pollution of the air, water, and land; on the other hand, we can make use of them as
America's "new material resource." This is where industrial arts comes in.

OBJECTIVES OF THE RESOURCE RECOVERY PROJECT

The resource recovery project has several specific objectives, all of which are
operable within the general functions of industrial arts, and because of this, the project
can be seen as a vehicle for the implementation of the functions.

The project is intended to acquaint the student with:

1. Solid waste as the "new resource": material composition and identification,
energy capability, and economic value.

2. The nature and extent of the accumulating problems and issues caused by solid
waste disposal: societal, personal, cultural, environmental, health, safety, sur-
vival, economic, technical, planet.depledon.

3. The state of the technology of traditional methods of solid waste disposal: types,
limitations, methods, costs, pollution, space consumption.

4. The new technology of solid waste recovery: principles, systems, operation,
limitations, applications.

5. And finally, to involve the student in the search for better ways of solid waste
disposal, minimization, recovery, recycling, and reuse, through study, research,
experiment, design, and development of pertinent ideas.

CONCEPTS TO ANALYZE

To stimulate awareness and increase student sensitivities to the problems of solid
waste disposal as well as of resource recovery, the following ten concepts can be used
for study, discussion, field trips, research, and the like. Within each there are many
issues, questions, and other concepts. These are revealed as penetration progresses.
Some typical questions are included here.
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I. The quantity of the planet's natural
resources is fixed, limited, and can be depleted.

Questions: What natural resources does the planet provide? What are the knownlimits of their supply? What will happen when some of them are depleted?
2. Inorganic materials are not replaceable in nature, as are the organic.

Questions: What arc inorganic materials? Why are they not replaceable? Can or-ganic materials replace the inorganic?

3. Those nations with the greatest technological development are the heaviest consumers of the planet'sresources.

Questions: What does the technology have to do with the consumption of these re-sources? What is this thing called "technology"? Which man-made products con-sume the most materials?

4. The need for materials and energies increases with population increase and with the rise in the indi-vidual's level of consumption.

Questions: Does the planet have enough materials to supply an unlimited population?What will likely be the consequences to the planet of a continuing population explosion?To make room for more people, what might we have to give up?
5. America's greatest national production is junk and waste.

Questions: Can we be proud of this distinction? What problems does this productioncause? Is it feasible to recover the materials in a discarded automobile?
6. Solutions to the problems involved

in the preservation of the planet may require new applications ofscience and technology.

Questions: What is this called the "new technology"? How is this different from theold technology? Is it really new?

7. The consumption and depletion of the irreplaceable materials of the planet can be slowed and con-.. trolled.
Questions: What methods are feasible for slowing their consumption? Will controlsbe necessary? What kinds of controls?

8. Solid wastes are man's new material and energy resources. Trash can become treasure.
Questions: What does recycling mean? What products and materials are not bio-degradable? What are the successful systems of resource recovery?

9. Acceptance of solid wastes as a new materials resource requires a change of attitude by the con-sumer.

Questions: Is the old adage, "You can't make a silk purse out of a sow's ear," stilltrue? What does it imply for resource recovery? Can you design an item from junkwhich will not be junk when completed?

10. When industrial arts uses recovered resources in its student projects, new kinds of projects requiringnew kinds of tools and machines may be necessary as well as appropriate.

Questions: Industrial arts itself is a producer of solid wastes from project construc-tion. Should we use only materials which are recyclable? Can we recycle any ofthese materials ourselves?

SOLID WASTES AS MATERIAL RESOURCES FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS
The content of solid wastes typically includes suchmaterials as metals, glass, wood,plastics, textiles, leather, paper, rubber, as well as quantities of other materials. Inaddition, there are items such as furniture, large and small appliances, toys, sportingequipment, bicycles, vehicles, electrical and electronic gear, musical instruments,machines, and other consumer items. There is also the scrap from manufacturing
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industries and discarded items used in business, institutions, and the military. These
materials and products can be divided into five groups for use in industrial arts. These
we shall refer to as the 5 R's in resource recovery.
I. Reusing Materials

Reusable materials are discarded manufactured materials in usable form which can
be converted to uses ,other than those for which they were originally intended. They
appear as short lengthS, factory rejects, scrap, and parts of products. They may be ex-
pected to include: ,

Metalssheet, rod, bar, tube, angles, pipe, wire, steel, iron, copper, brass, and
aluminum are most common.

Woodslumber, veneers, laminates, slabs, ends, particle board, remnants.
Papersheet, card, boxboard, tube.
Plasticssheet, film, block, rod, tube.
Textilesfibers, rags, yarn, thread, cord.
Fastenersbolts, nuts, screws, washers.

2. Restoring Original Products
Discarded, broken, or worn manufactured products can at times be economically

reclaimed, renovated, renewed to their original condition for further use as originally
designed. The list includes such items as furniture, toys, machines, tools, utensils, small
and large appliances, radios, sporting goods, and antiques.

3. Redesigning Products
Discarded items may be converted to uses other than those originally intended by

combining, adapting, and modifying parts and assemblies. This is a fertile field for young
inventors and gadgeteers. Consider these possibilities and add to the list: home work-
shop machines and equipment designed from parts of automobiles, appliances, farm ma-
chinery; wood lathe, jig saw, grinder, disc sander, and potters wheel; new toys created
from parts of discarded toys; "psychological" playground equipment from boxes and
containers; new ideas in furniture from discarded pieces and from items not originally
used as furniture; electrical, electronic and mechanical learning aids, models, mockups
from discarded parts and components; play vehicles from old tricycles, bicycles; kinder-
garten and primary school learning aids; classroom equipment such as pet cages, ter-
rariums, bird feeders-from odds and ends.

4. Recycling Materials
Original materials in products and scrap can be converted into usable materials for

remanufacturing in the industrial arts laboratory; for example: Old paper can be made
into new paper; old metals can be melted into ingots, depending on the available heat; old
textiles materials may be reduced to yarn, thread, fibers; old plastics solids might he
converted into liquids, for-casting; old glass can be crushed into aggregate for cement,
concrete, glazes; old rags an'd fibers canbe converted Into paper; wood chips and shavings
may be made into new materihls with the aid of liquid plastics.

S. Remanufacturing
The recycled materials are remanufactured into usable items as aluminum, brass,

bronze ingots into castings, glass cullet into glass and ceramic glazes, liquid plastics
into castings and sheets. Yarns and thread may be woven into new textiles materials.
The new paper can be used in graphic arts, as well as material for new types of construc-
tion, replacing wood and metals.

ABOUT SOLID WASTES
To determine what your studentsknow or do not know about solid wastes and resource

recovery, try some of these questions on them. They open up fields for study, explora-
tion, and activity, and suggest ideas for projects. You can start with any of the topics
listed here. Use movies and field trips to stimulate thinking.

1. What are solid wastes? Of what materials are they composed? is litter solid
waste? Has the nature of solid wastechanged in recent years? What are the major types
of solid wastes?

2. What are the sources of solid wastes? What part does the home contribute? What
are those produced by industry? Does farming produce any? Are there other sources?
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3. What is the nature of the solid waste problem? What has caused the problem?Is it a modern problem, or is it an old one? What are the dimensions of today's prob-lems? flow does the local problem relate to the national? Do solid wastes pose dangers?How do Solid wastes relate to the environment? Arc solid wastes related u, pollution?What is there to get "bugged" about?
4. How do we get rid of solid waste? What are the traditional methods? how doesyour community dispose of it? What does it cost to dispose of it? What are open dumps?What is a sanitary landfill? What is incineration?5. Are there better ways for disposal? What is the difference between disposal rindrecovery? Why must the traditional methods he replaced?G. What new forms of disposal and recovery are being used? How are the differentmaterials sorted out? How is trash collected? What does recycling mean? Pyrolysis?What materials are presently being recycled? What are the new industries involved?What jobs are included?
7. How can solid wastes be considered man's new resource?

EDUCATIONAL (VALUES AND OUTCOMES
IN THE RESOURCE RECOVERY PROJECT

The student participant in the Resource Recovery Project can be expected to gainessentially the same values and outcomes from his work here as in a regular course orprogram of industrial arts. Because of the nature of the project, with its high priorityin national attention, however, the participant is likely to be motivated by a strong senseof civic responsibility. As a result, the values and outcomes are likely to be intensivelyreal, meaningful, and timely, possibly more so than those in a regular course of indus-trial arts.
The values and outcomes for industrial arts are identified in six blocks or categories:technical, occupational, consumer, recreational, cultural, and personal-social. The fol-lowing are anticipated values and outcomes in each:

The Technical
A degree of mastery of materials, tools, machines, and processes can be expectedfrom participation in the project, just as in a regular course. In addition, the followingcan be realized in the way of knowledges, appreciations, sensitivities, and skills involvedin:

1. Understanding the physical and chemical nature of materials in solid wastes:identification, characteristics, uses.
2. Understanding the nature, uses, limitations of industrial products discarded assolid wastes: appliances, toys, machines, etc.3. Understanding the principles and applications of industrial processes used in themanufacture of materials and products as common in solid wastes: glass andglass products, paper and paper products, etc.4. Engineering principles and applications in resource recoveryprocesses currentlyin operation in cities and industries.5. Research, experiment, drawing, design, development as applicable to materialsrecovery, products restoration and redesign, and waste disposal applications forthe home.

The Occupational

Development of the technology of resource recovery is expected to be accompaniedby the-development of totally new industries, as well as new types of jobs. The designand manufacture of the new types of equipment and systems needed in disposal and re-covery are expected to provide jobs notbefore existent. It is conceivable that the industryof disposal and resource recovery may employ as many persons as do the manufacturingindustries.
The classifications of occupations included in waste disposal and resource recoverywill likely include engineers, chemists, designers, systems analysts, technicians,machine operators, maintenance men, truck drivers, and thelike, along with managementand office personnel common to all industry. Since the project brings the student intoactual contact with people at work, he will get a first-handacquaintance with the occupa-tions. The student's involvement in the project gives him actual tryout experience inmany kinds of occupations.
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The Consumer
Participation in the project will likely add a significant diversion to the consumer

function of industrial arts. I:or example, it can be expected that the student will become
more aware of and sensitive to the role of the consumer in the problems of solid wastes.
Ile will likely add disposability and degradability to his list of guides for the selection
of consumer products, Ile may be moved to change his order of priorities for the selec-
tion of consumer products. l:or instance, if he sees the need for minimizing solid waste,
he may be inclined to add weight to durability and longevity in consumer product selection.
It is known that children play an increasing part in the family decision-making on auto-
mobiles, recreational gear, clothing, furniture, and such.

The Cultural
Values and outcomes of a cultural nature represent knowledge, understanding, sensi-

tivities, appreciations, and concerns for the world of man-made things. This includes
technological achievements, techniques, processes, standards for excellence, comparative
design, leaders, inventors. The study of the relationships of man and technology, tech-
nology and environment, and man and environment bring the world of man-made things
into reality. The student is introduced to a logic and philosophy respectful of man, nature,
the planet, and technology.

The Recreational
The impact of his participation in the Resource Recovery Project can be expected to

show in the student's recreational activity when it includes working with materials, tools,
and machines as in a home workshop. The challenge to create and to produce with dis-
carded materials can he as great as from purchases of new materials. The opportunities
for worthwhile activity in restoring, renewing, and redesigning items will be unlimited.
The design and development of workshop tools and equipment from discarded items will
attract the inventive type of person.

Personal-Social Growth
The discovery and dcelopnent of self, including the release and realization of that

self by means of experience, expression, and achievement within an environment which
is both technological and social, represents the human concerns of industrial arts, In
the Resource Recovery Project, it is assumed that this goal is fully functional. It is ex-
pected, however, that with the student participating in the search for solutions to problems
of solid waste disposal, he will sense the urgency, the reality, the necessity for his par-
ticipation. Such involvement through industrial arts must add maturity, meaning, and
seriousness to his experience. Perhaps with this, he becomes a more responsible citizen
and human.

CONDUCTING A RESOURCE RECOVERY PROJECT
IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION

There are two basic types of instructional organization for any program of industrial
arts. There are also various degrees of combination of these two types. The first is the
customary teacher-structured, sequential schedule of problems, exercises, projects, or
units. The second is the research and development plan. This is student-centered and
structured and involves him in meeting challenges to come up with new and/or better
ideas for dealing with technological problems. This takes him into study, research, de-
sign, experiment, invention, development, construction, test, and evaluation using a
variety of resources and resource persons. The great differences in these two types of
organization lie in the role and objectives of both teacher and student. Either is appro-
priate and functional. Teachers and students are generally more comfortable in one than

in the other.

The Teacher-Designed Program
Among the 5 R's of resource recovery, a teacher can design a course of study around

any or all of the R's. The student activity in project development can progress from easy
to difficult through a series of teacher-designed or suggested constructions. The degree
of teacher-design in a course can be expected to vary with the achievement potential of
the students. This plan is easily oriented to the development of projects of a take-home
nature. The teacher can place much or little emphasis on student creativity in the
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development of the ideas. Most of the project activity here is likely to be found in thefirst two It's: reusing materials and restoring original products.
The Research and Development Plan

The teacher who employs the research and development method as the means to dis-covering and developing new or better ideas assumes that his students have the necessaryintellectual capability and drive to explore intelligently and systematically. They arecapable of creating, designing, inventing, and are not easily defeated or deterred. A singlestudent or an entire class can function as ideators, experimenters,
and developers. Actionbegins with the recognition of a problem triggering the imagination. It takes the studentto the library and to resource persons, such as engineers in the community. lie mayvisit industries or correspond by letter and telephone. His teacher becomes his chiefresource person and consultant in the search for ideas, solutions, and aids. Experimen-tation leads to the construction of a model or simulation of his proposal along with thenecessary engineering-type report. lest and evaluation of the proposal may indicate thefeasibility or lack of it. With the teacher's counsel, the student decides the next steps.Information retrieval is a key part of the research by the student. He accumulatesa bibliography as he goes. When students work in groups on the same project, one ortwo of them can serve as the readers and retrievers for the others.The It and D approach knows no formal structure. It is loose, open-ended, and free-wheeling as it recognizes problems, seeks out solutions, and dreams up proposals. Itappeals particularly to the student who is most comfortable when he is creating ideas.The last three R's especially invite this student and his teacher: redesigning products,recycling materials, and remanufacturing.

SOME STUDENT AND TEACHER AIDS

Publications by the National Industrial Pollution Control Council, Washington, D.C.20230. These arc available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. G.P.O., Washing-ton, D.C. 20402.

1. The Disposal of Major Appliances. Sub-Council Report, June 1971. 250.2. Glass Containers. Sub-Council Report, February 1971. 250.3. Junk Can Disposal. Sub-Council Report, March 1971. 400.4. Paper. Sub-Council Report, March 1971. 400.5. Plastics in Solid Wastes.
Sub-Council Report, March 1971. 250.-6. Rubber. Sub-Council Report, October 1971. 200.

7. Wood Products. Sub-Council Report, February 1971. 250.The Council on Environmental Quality. Second Annual Report, August 1971.Environmental Quality.
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. G.P.O., Washington, D.C. 20402, $2.00, No. 4111-0005.
Glass Container Manufacturers Institute, Inc., 330 Madison Ave., New York, New.York 10017

1. The Litter Fact Book
2. The Solid Waste Fact Book

National Center for Resource Recovery, 1211 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washing-ton, D.C. 20036
Information Kit

Dr. Olson is a professor and coordinator of graduate stv industrial arts education, North Carolina StateUniversity, Raleigh, NC.
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Technology and the Environment in Interface:
Imperatives for Industrial Arts

E. Allen Dame

EcologyEnvironmentPollution. Ville past several years these have become
household words, as concern for the condition of the environment has grown to world-
wide proportions. This appears to be not another fad or fleeting fancy of the times but a
genuine concern of long duration. Of course, the "doomsday prophets" would have us
believe that all is lost and we have only to wait for the grim reaper to appear in a cloud
of air pollution. At the same time, there are the optimists who profess the belief that
all is well, and soon all our problems will be solved by that great, though nebulous, thing
we call technology. Neither of these views appears to be realistic, for each implies an
attitude of "sit back and wait for what is bound to happen." To do nothing is to lose the
battle.

In an attempt to get some light through the maze of symptoms that seems to surround
the issue of environmental illness, a study is now in progress at North Carolina State
University in Industrial Arts Education to explore what we are calling the Technology-
Environment Interface, that area of commonality between technology and the environment.
This is aimed at the identification of concepts inherent in the interface which will be used
as a foundation for further development of educational programs. An integral part of
this is the identification and clarification of the role of industrial arts in environmental
education.

Several concepts arc emerging from the study that appear to be vital to an under-
standing of the technology-environment interface. The first of these is the idea that man
is a part of nature. Ferkiss calls this the "new naturalism" which asserts that man is
not outside of nature but an integral part of it. It is rather apparent that man also holds
the highest position in nature. The structure of his hand and the complexity of his brain
put him in this position.

Related to this is the realization that everything in nature is interconnected, includ-
ing man, which Ferkiss calls the "new holism." In this view, all men are linked with
each other and with their social and physical environments. Man is a part of the eco-
logical community of the Earth and must function within that community. Man is depend-
Olt upon other elements of nature: the plants, animals, the earth. In this view of holism,
all of man's technological decisions must be made within this community, for nothing
is isolated.

The new naturalism and the new holism demand a new way of viewing lifean eco-
logical view. Commoner suggests that we can no longer rely exclusively on the scientific
method of investigation to solve our problems. In line with the holistic view, he states
that the ecosystem cannot be divided into manageable parts, for its properties reside in
the whole, in the connections between the parts. He also states that the fault of technology
appears to come from the fragmented nature of its scientific base. This reductionist
methodology does not seem to be an effective means of analyzing the vast natural systems
that are threatened by degradation, The holistic view of technology seriously questions
the scientific method of investigation, long the primary procedure for man's study of his
environment.

If man is a part of nature, as this concept asserts, then it is imperative that he main-
tain a positive. position in the environment where he is a contributor rather than a de-
tractor from it. lie must insert himself, through his technology, into the environment and
its natural ways rather than attempt to stand outside as a controller or master. An eco-
logical perspective must be developed, for no decisions can be made outside of nature.
Every technological act is made within nature.

Out of this grows the concept of technology as man using nature. Forbes states that
technology may be considered, from the biologists' point of view, as the instrument with
which man seeks to gain an increasingly firm grip on his own evolution. It is the product
of interaction between man and environment and has guided man in his conquest of nature.
Technology has always been the extension and improvement of the material culture by the
observation and use of nature.

This concept of technology using nature also becomes rather obvious with only
limited investigation into the historical development of man and his technology. Civiliza-
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tion, as we know it today, began with man's first attempts to convert the materials hefound in nature into articles that would allow him to better cope with the environment inwhich he found himself. Possibly the firstman- made environment was created when fireswere built or taken into caves for cooking and warmth. This unnatural environmentallowed stone-age man to live a bit easier and to become more firmly entrenched onthis earth.
When man uses nature, he is limited by what nature will allow him to do. This sug-gests a third concept: nature limiting technologynature having ultimate control overman.
For the greater part of his history, technologicalman has been confined within rathernarrow limits by nature. Stone-age man was limited to life in the temperate zones ofthe earth until he learned to harness and control fire to be used for heat and to make acovering for his body to hold in the natural body heat. his food supply was limited towhat could be gathered from nature until Neolithic man domesticated plants and animalsto be used for food. These same factors limited the numbers of man that could live onthis earth.
Most contemporary technological achievements are based on a logical array ofscientifically measured and checked data and factsall determined within the laws ofnature. Technology, then, does not in any ultimate way free man from the limitations of

nature. Nature is the seed from which all technological developments grow.
In many ways, man, through his technology, is coming increasingly under the controlof nature, for in using nature we place ourselves in a position of dependence. Our travel

in airplanes, for example, is dependent upon the natural laws of aerodynamics. With ourincreasing reliance on this mode of transportation, we become increasingly dependent onthe laws of nature applied in the design of the airplane. To design in such a manner asto defy these laws would, of course, be an exercise in.futility.
Thchnology, as man using nature, changes the environment. This fourth concept inthe technology-environment interface is very evident today and is a topic of seeminglyendless discussion. Man as a part of nature and his technology as a force using nature

have touched virtually every part of thenatural environment. There is now serious ques-tion as to the availability of water and air in the pure, natural state. Air, water, and foodthe three natural resources necessary for the survival of all animals, including manare affected by man and supposedly in very grave condition.
This changing of the environment by technology has brought about serious pollution.There is considerable evidence that many of the new technologies now in use in advanced

countries such as ours arein conflict with the ecosystem, therefore degrading the environ-ment. Commoner points out that this degradation has come about since World War IIthrough the increased use of synthetics. Natural organic materials have been displaced by
unnatural synthetic ones. Once produced, these generatea greater impact on the environ-ment than their natural counterparts.

The concept of technology changing the environment also Las a positive side. Man's
vista has certainly been expanded by tezhnological progress; there has unquestionablybeen an enrichment of everyday living through technology. The natural and artificial
environments have been merged with the purpose of developing a more pleasing andcomfortable existence for man. There isalso control, or at least modification, of natural
acts such as erosion, wind, and temperature damage to crops, and the improvement and
development of plants and animals for use as food fur man. In this way, technology can
be viewed as directly and indirectly improving the natural environment.

Closely allied with this is the concept of technology changing nature. This pre-supposes the separation of nature and the natural environment of man. Though seemingly
counter to the holistic view presented earlier, this separation does seem plausible whenconsideration is given the fact that there is ample record of the elimination of elementsof nature with no appreciable change in man's environment. Certainly, the demise of thegreat mastodons made the life of prehistoric man a bit easier. But the environmental
effect on more modern man of the extinction of the passenger pigeon was certainly mini-mal, while there was a measurable change in nature. Each change, be it natural or man-made, has an effect on naturethere is a disturbance of the fragile natural equilibrium.

Man seems to be exploitative and his technology extractive. Minerals are extractedfrom the earth, processed into a new form, and eventually discarded and returned tonature. The form in which they are returned to nature is considerably less concentrated
than when originally found. In this, there is a definite change in nature.

Man's domestication of plants and animals has caused a shift from the natural
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ecological diversity, often quite varied and complex, to the simplified ecology of food-
producing man. Man has substituted a few domesticated species for the hundreds of plants
and animals found naturally. Over-grazing and plowing year after year lead to loss of
plants and to erosion, leaving a virtual desert where there was once lush growth. Salt
deposits from intensive irrigation can make further agriculture impossible. Strip mining
changes mountains into areas of virtual sterility.

In making the world over, man not only causes modifications in the environment and
nature, but he also changes himself. This is a sixth concept thatgrowsout of this interface
between technology and the environment. There seems to be an imperative in the fact
that technological change and its products have become a way of life. We have grown
accustomed and possibly conditioned to accept technological innovation as a continuing
way of life. The feeling by many that technology is the only solution to an environmental
crisis is an example of this.

There is the possibility that man can adapt to present levels of environmental pollu-
tion to the point that it becomes a natural environment for him. This is suggested by the
many species of insects that have developed a resistance to DDT. On the human side,
the Northern Europeans seemingly have adapted both physiologically and culturally to the
polluted air and damp cold of winter. They appear to cheerfully accept the environment,
even though it appears unbearable to outsiders. This also occurs in other heavily indus-
trialized areas where population seems to function effectively despite constant exposure
to irritating substances in the air. In a related example, Ellul states that in the "human
technique," man becomes the object of technology in forms ranging all the way from
medicine and genetics to propaganda. In this view, as with that of McLuhan n seen
as adapting to surroundings that he has made. Man is making himself. Ile is dete fin-
ing his own evolution.

A seventh concept seems to be emerging from this study that suggests a technology
environmentsocial relationship. The use of the term sociotechnological is suggested,
for the interface is certainly not limited to the technical and material alone. It is a cul-
tural, social, and psychological process as well. Attitudes, thoughts, values, beliefs, and
the behavior of people are affected, though perhaps in a subtle way. Though technology
is not usually considered a social science, the meaning of the processes and objects of
technology lie in the social sciences, and therein lies the sociotechnological relationship.

In this relationship, the threats that are perceived in our environmental crisis are
directly related to our social well-being. Historically, man's progress has been depend-
ent on his technological progress. The condition of our natural resources and of our
social well-being go hand-in-hand. It seems, then, that the technology-environment inter-
face must go beyond mere scientific boundaries and into the realm of sociology.

At this point one can ask, and very honestly, "So what?" What does all this mean to
environmental education, especially to the role of industrial arts in it? If industrial arts
is to reflect technology in the American school, it is imperative that the technology-
environment interface be included in its sphere of work. This is not to say that this con-
cern is the exclusive territory of industrial arts, for just the opposite is true. These
concepts make it clear that the view of the new holism must be adopted and put into prac-
tice by all of the disciplines, industrial arts included. Only an interdisciplinary effort
will give proper representation to the studyof the environment. Any fragmented approach
will be incomplete. Industrial arts cannot do any better job of environmental education
than any other single discipline. We can certainly teach some aspects of it better, but ve
cannot do it all.

The contribution that industrial arts makes to any interdisciplinary effort in environ-
mental education must go beyond our present emphasis on industry. Though many of our
pollution problems originate here, there are facets of this problem that lead into the very
important realm of sociology that is now being overlooked by the limited industrial ap-
proach. We must look beyond this one aspect of technology and begin exploring, reflect-
ing, and teaching the whole of technology.

In a recent issue of the "School Shop" magazine, there appeared an article that
espoused this interdisciplinary approach to environmental education. It was concluded
with the statement that the prerequisite for effective action is education. I would like to
amend this slightly to say that the imperative for effective action is an interdisciplinary
education. Anything less will overlook the sociotechnological relationships that exist ir.
our world.

As a sidelight to this discussion and more a personal conviction than results from
our study, there is one other imperative that must be mentioned. If industrial arts does
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not accept and then carry out this environmental education task, then someone else willdo it, leaving us deeper in the position of saying we are a part of general education butdoing nothing about it. Of this 1 am convinced. For me, the question is not what will bedone, nor. so much when it will be done, but who will do it. Will we accept the challengeor lose by default? The choice is ours to make. Now is the time to make it.
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-An Outdoor Experience in Environmental
Education for Industrial Arts Students

John J. Humbert HI

We at Glassboro State College have been taking our students to an outdoor experienceat Stokes State Park in New Jersey for the past several years. All the education majors,as a part of their practicum experience, study water samples, soil strata, wild life, andare given lectures on ecology by the park staff. The students' comments concerning thisactivity suggest that this is one of the highlights of their college career. Other outdoorexperiences that have been conducted by the faculty and staff are field study trips toFlorida, the Smoky Mountains, and many local areas in New Jersey.
Another activity that is popular is OutwardBound. This experience not only combinesthe challenging activities associated with Outward Bound, but can be incorporated into astudy of the environment in which it is conducted. The Outward Bound activity conductedin this manner would interest most senior high and college industrial arts students, asevidenced by several one-day Outward Bound experiences that were conducted at Stokes.Other environmental activities being conducted in the New Jersey at the elementarylevel include the concept of "the home environment." The activity would involve takingelementary students on tours

the
established communities of all socio-economic levelsand to building sites. Part of the discussion, after returning to the classroom, might beconcerned with "How do we keep the home clean?", "What can we do to improve theneighborhood?", or "Let's clean the small trash from the streets in our neighborhood."Activities that could be used are growing plants in several environments; demonstratingsoil erosion, water pollution, land use and care; talks by leading ecologists; and fieldtrips to study each of these areas. A cooperative field trip with an older group, such aselementary education majors as guides for the elementary students, could last severaldays and could be conducted in a state or national park as part of the educational experi-ences required by both groups.

The outdoor environmental experience to be discussed in detail can be used for thejunior and senior high school students. In this case,. juniors in college were the onesparticipating.
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Several student:4 who were taking the l' racticum in Industrial Arts last year asked if
they could plan their own practicum that would he a parallel experience with the usual
activity at Stokes. They scheduled a meeting with the staff and discussed their ideas con-
cerning an environmental education experience. They proposeda broadening activity that
would take them to other parts of the country involving their own planning and direction.

Some of the advantages of this type of experience are: it takes the student to areas
of the country where he hag not been before; it requires group planning, which may be
either teacher-guided or student-directed, depending on the capabilities of the students
involved; it requires group living activities, which many students have not had before;
and it provides a different emphasis on environmental study which cannot be obtained
in the local area.

Several problems that might be encountered in planning for this activity are: parental
permission for the outdoor activity; mixed groups of both boys and girls, and a racially
mixed group: the expense incurred in the experience; finding accommodations for the
group at the site of the environmental experience; and transportation. These and other
problems were encountered by the college group ag they planned for their practicum ex-
perience.

. The group met informally, beginning in early September, to discuss methods of
selecting other group members, possible activities and procedures necessary to secure
permission to plan the outdoor environmental experience. The student leaders determined
the size of the group, which was limited because of transportation and accommodations.
The other members of the group were selected by writing a short paper stating their
views concerning the environment and what they could offer the group by their participa-
tion. The paper was to be accompanied with a deposit or earnest money which would
cover part of the expenses that would be incurred. Seven students were chosen to go on
this Outdoor Experience. Two faculty members were added to bring the full complement
to nine group members.

The members of the group were given various duties, such as planning the itinerary;
accommodations; transportation; contacting parks, industries, and schools to be visited;
and menus planned for each day so that enough provisiong could be obtained. One orthe
very interesting aspects of the whole activity was that the group did an excellent job of
planning. Each day was fully planned and, at the end of the week, there were very few, if
any, problems that were not foreseen.

We left Glassboro State College the middle of May, 1971, to travel to Maine. We
arrived late in the evening, organized camp, and discussed the activity for the following
day. At this point, we needed to be somewhat flexible, as some of the planned activities
depended on the weather. One of the first activities the following day was to get the in-
dividuals to act like a group. Several activities ware suggested that required group co-
operation. After these activities were conducted, the group was much more cohesive and
really began to function. Even the advisors were accepted as part of the group and were
included in all the activities thereafter.

The activities for the week included fishing, photography, hiking, lectures by the park
naturalist, a complete tour of the pulpwood operation from tree to paper, nature study,
and a fly-in fishing trip in which we not only fished, but got an excellent overview of the
conservation and ecology of the area. Other activities that were planned, but lacked time
to complete, were timber cruising, soil study, and a visit to the University of Maine.

An interesting contrast was recognized between the pulpwood association and the state
pad:. The pulpwood association's view of conservation was planned use of the land. They
planned to cut every twenty to thirty years. This they considered excellent conservation
and use of their land. On the other hand, the state park was more concerned with leaving
nature as it was. They said this land was for nature study, and that nature would take
tare of its own.

In summary, an outdoor environmental experience of this nature could include many
different activities that were not discussed. This was purposely done, as much of the
planning is left to the students. The advisor's function is one of guiding and coordination
to see that nothing is overlooked concerning all aspects of the experience. If you let the
students plan, they will probably do a better job and be more creative than the teacher
or advisor.

Dr. Humbert is a member of the faculty at Glassboro State College, Glassboro, New Jersey.
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Industrial Arts and Pollution
G. E. Baker

Environmental protection is a major topic today, with industry as a whole receivingthe brunt of the criticism. Politicians, industrialists, scientists, students, housewives,government officials, and almost everyone views with concern the problems of pollution.Traffic cops in Tokyo must return to the station every few hours for oxygen treatment,Dutch tulip growers are reimbursed by steel mills when their crops are damaged bysmokestack effluents, and in the Soviet Union controversy rages between conservationistsand industrial developers around Lake Baykal, where wood pulp factories are beingconstructed.
There are several factors that contribute to these growing dangers. First of all,during the past few decades, the world population has doubled. Secondly, coupled withthe increased population, a rapid increase in the quality of living has used more resourcesand energy per person. For example, the world usage of paper and paper products shouldgrow from 80 pounds per person to over 110 pounds per person in 1980.
Conservationists estimate that the world's resources can comfortably support themore than 3 billion people in the world today. However, if the population doubles againbefore the turn of the century, the sewage alone from just a primitive culture would besufficient to pollute the earth's rivers and streams.
Many people criticize industry because it uses products and raw materials andappears to be the major pollution source. Others criticize industry because. it does notimmediately provide pollution controls. Although history shows that people and industryhave had a callous disregard for our environment, both people and industry today appearto realize the need for controls and are attempting to develop controls. Ayn Rand, thenoted novelist, philosopher, and environmentalist, considers the anti-industrial environ-mentalist as being sinister. She states that man's greatest benefactor is technology, andto denounce it is not to love mankind but to kill it. This implies that the solution to a safeenvironment in a populous industrial society lies in man's ability to control his environ-ment and his processes and to make them work for his best good.
Man's industry is apparently as essential to his large population as his environment.D. C. Burnham, the chairman of Westinghouse Electric Corp., cites three segments ofsociety which must act together in the solution of our large environmental problems.The first segment is the educational institution, which should teach facts and change atti-tudes; the second segment is government, which should coordinate efforts andenforce rulesrequired by the society; and the third segment is industry.
Richard Madden, the president of Potlatch Forests, Inc., declares that the dominantreason for the existence of an industry is to earn a profit. He also maintains that it ispossible for industry to make a profit and not be detrimental to the welfare of the people.

PROGRESS BY INDUSTRY

Industry's good intentions are more than words. Great amounts of money, time, andfacilities are made available for the study of environmental problems and to support re-search and education. Cleaning the world's air and water and getting rid of its solidwastes is an expensive proposition. Not only is it expensive, but it is an industry andbusiness in itself. Approximately 750 billion dollars was spent in 1971 on pollution con-trol equipment.
The Xerox Corp. annually gives leaves of absence at full pay and benefits for em-ployees with special abilities to work insocial services and research on social problems.RCA gives annual awards to plants who contribute the most for environmental protectionin their own community. This is noteworthy, because plants which manufacture electroniccomponents are not considered to be contributingelements to pollution; they are regardedas "clean" plants.

WOOD

Environmental problems in the woods and woodproducts industry center around threeareas: air, water, and forests. The first major problem is the reduction.of particulatematter in exhausts into the air. For example, sawdust was previously considered a waste
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product and was frequently burned. This sawdust is now used for several types of new
products, such as compressed sawdust logs for use in fireplaces and for reduction
chemically into paper products. Where it is still burned, the heat from the burning is
used to provide energy to run the plant itself. When burned, the particulate solids are
removed from the smoke and reclaimed. The recovered carbon particles from the smoke
are used in filters or may be processed and sold as charcoal briquettes.

Particulates are being removed from air by three processes: "scrubbers" which
wash the particles from the air, "precipitators" which electronically remove the particles
from the air, and large "filters." In filters, the air is forced through tiny holes which
allow the air to escape but which trap the particles.

However, another problem remains in cleaning the air, and that is dealing with odors.
Both the Weyerhauser Corp. and Potlatch Forest use vaposheres to condense the odorous
and corrosive gases into distillates and to recycle these distillates back into the manu-
facturing process.

The second major area of pollution in woodworking industries is water pollution.
Holding ponds are used to soak andsoften logs before they are sliced into plywood. Water
is used for cooling factories and machinery and to flush away residual wastes from paper -.

making. Special holding ponds are now used to soak logs so that solids and chemicals
do not drain into regular watershed areas. Coolant waters are being recycled and are
not discharged into rivers and streams after they have been used and contaminated, and
the residues from the papermaking process are now recycled back into the papermaking
process as much as possible. The remaining residue is put through a process where the
residueg are made environmentally safe before they are discharged. This process re-
quired clarifiers, an aeration basin, and a holding pond where the effluent is purified
before discharging. This process is similar to the process used in the treatment of raw
sewage from cities and towns. The Westvaco Paper Co. recently guaranteed the financing
for treating the combined wastes from its papermaking mill and the sewage from nearby
communities in the state of Maryland.

The third area forenvironmental control in the wood products industries is the proper
management of our forests. Improper harvesting can ruin the watersheds, cause erosion,
reduce rainfall, and deplete our forest supply. Proper management can prevent these.
Several large forest industries report that they can grow more trees than they cut and
not disarrange the watershed cycle. The Scott Paper Co. typifies this position of the
forest industries by stating, "The continual regeneration of our woodland resources is
essential to the existence of our business, and it is on this basis that we manage them."

METAL

In the metal industries, problems exist in acquiring the raw materials, in processing
the materials for use, and in themakingof the final product. Strip mining, an economical
method of mining, has been heavily criticized because it removes vegetation and leaves
gaping holes. However, new strip mining techniques have enabled mining companies to
remove fertile top soil and vegetation and store it while the minerals are being removed
for use. After the minerals are removed, inert landfill materials are used to fill the holes
and the cover vegetation is replaced. The inert landfill is now being made from municipal
garbage and wastes.

The metals industry has also been a contributor to the pollution of air and water. The
steel industry, with marginal profits, is reported tohave already spent 500 million dollars
on environmental controls in the lastfiveyears. However, in order to completely modern-
ize, it faces an additional expense of two billion dollars within the next five years. The
Republic Steel Corp. reports that it has spent over 36 million dollars over the past two
years to combat air and water pollution in New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio.

To produce steel, coal must be baked to form coke. The baking process emits toxic
gases. The coke is also later burned as fuel, which gives off other toxic gases. These
gases include iron oxide, fly ash, and sulphur-oxygen compounds. The sulphur-oxygen
compounds can combine with water to form sulphuric acid, which is harmful to all forms
of life. Precipitators are being successfully usedto reduce particulates from the smoke.

Great quantities of water are used to form the steel into usable pieces. In Cleveland,
Republic Steel is constructing a waste water treatment plant. This facility will treat the
waste water used to quench the coke and to cool the steel during the forming stages so
that no pollutant materials are usedor contained in the discharges into the near-by rivers.
Nine million dollars was also spent to increase the flow rate of the Buffalo River near
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Buffalo, New York, so that natural and man-made waste materials will not build up andchoke the river bed. Five million dollars was spent to construct cooling towers for anelectric furnace system so that the water could be recycled and not discharged directly
into near-by rivers or streams. Other types of action include reclaiming units to recover,
regenerate, and reuse the hydrochloric acid used in cleaning steel products so that noacids will be discharged into public waterways.

ELECTRONICS

Electronics is playing its role in the control of man's environment as well. Elec-tronic devices are used to precipitate solid particles from the air, and electronic sensing
and metering devices are used in the construction of control equipment and automaticwaste treatment devices. However, most electronic manufacturers are "clean" in thatthe manufacturing processes are not considered great polluting problems.

The greatest polluting factor in electronics is the generation of electrical poweritself. Most electrical generating plants in this country operate steam turbines to runthe generators. However, the steam is generated by burning fossil fuels such as coal,fuel oil, or natural gas. These fuels, the same as the fuels used in the steel industry,emit smoke from solid particles and the sulphur-oxygen compounds when they are burned.
Power companies have developed a new coal-refining process to help eliminate the

problems from these smoke emissions. The coal, which is the most abundant basic fuel,
is refined by grinding it, dissolving it, filtering out the ash and sulfur, and reconstituting
the coal in the format either a hot liquid or solid pellets. The refined fuel is far superior
to raw coal in heating efficiency, and it burns much cleaner. Several major oil com-panies have also developed processes to remove the sulphur from crude oil before it isrefined. However, these are not ultimate solutions because the world's supply of fossilfuel is not infinite. New methods must be found to generate electrical power.

Nuclear plants are being developed to generate electricity. It would appear that thesaving of the fossil fuels normally burned to make steam to operate the generators is
substantialand it is. However, an unknown factor developed when scientists found thatplants require large amounts of water for cooling the nuclear reactor. The heated waterwas discharged into streams and rivers and caused great changes in the suitability cf
these streams for fish and plant life.

Westinghouse is working on improved versions of these nuclear reactors. However,it has also developed an experimental fast-breeder reactor that does not require greatamounts of water. Fusion of atomic materials rather than present fission processeswould produce less heat and chemical pollution. Fusion is in a basic experimental stageand will not be operationally developed for some period of time, perhaps not before theturn of the century. However, it appears to be the ultimate source of power by today's
standards. Almost any material may be usedas fuel in the fusion process, which converts
matter directly into energy. Thus, common sea water would provide an almost inexhaust-
able supply of atomic fuel for fusion processes.

Another experimental generating process requires the use of plasma. Plasma is thealmost "pure energy" fourth state of matter. One process involves passing plasma
through a magnetic field to generate the electricity. The plasma must be heated to some5,000 degrees Fahrenheit, however, and gives off large quantities of nitrogen-oxygen
compounds which are very harmful in the same fashion as the sulphur-oxygen com-pounds.

A second plasma process may ultimately derive more power, but requires tempera-
tures of over 16,000,000 degrees Centigrade. The only experimental process which cancontain the plasma at these temperatures is by suspending the plasma within magneticfields. However, these great temperatures and magnetic fields make it only a "theoret-ical" possibility to tap off efficient generated electrical energy.

TRANSPORTATION

Transportation is also a source of pollution. You may recall the controversy gen-erated by the .FST project. Scientists first brought many of our environmental problems
to the attention of the world by the "hot house effect" theory based upon covering muchof the world's surface with vapor trails from jet airplanes. However, it is still not knownfor certain if these conditions would have a cooling or a heating effect upon the world'sclimate.
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However, the main pollutant is the exhaust emission from internal combustion en-
gines. The emissions from these engines produce lead, various oxides, nitrides, and
other noxious and harmful compounds. Two other forms of pollution associated with
transportation include noise and scrap automobile bodies.

Steadily increasing traffic volume coupled with the sprad of urban areas has made
the need imperative for public transportation facilities capable of handling masses of
people. Individual transportation, such as private automobiles and airplanes, is becom-
ing both increasingly hazardous and a greater pollutantsource. The transit system being
developed for the Bay Area of San Francisco is one example of the public transportation
systems being developed. Developments in this system include Westinghouse-designed,
computer...controlled, rubber-tired, electric cars moving on tracks. Similar transit
systems are planned or in use in Tampa, Pittsburgh, New York, and Boston.

Noise comes from traffic, industrial machines, service trucks, lawn mowers, chain
saws, factories, and many other sources. It is known that with an increase in population
density, an increase in the level of sound occurs, and that intense sound levels have
adverse health effects. Noise abatement and control features the use of mufflers, the
use of rubber tires for railroad and similar equipment, and the use of electric motors
in as many sources as possible instead of the internal combustion type of engine. Other
types of noise abatement in transportation include the use of baffles around airport and
highway systems to break up intense sound waves generated by loud noises.

RECYCLING

Recycling and recovery processes hold great hope for solvitig many problems. The
recovery of waste products includes the salvage of metal and glass from garbage, and
the use of combustible garbage such as coffee grounds, paper, and similar materials
for fuel. Other recycling processes include the recycling of paper products into new
paper and products, and the recycling of sewage and industrial effluents into drinkable
water. Drinking water alone becomes a problem for large urban areas.

One garbage re-use system developed by Monsanto separates metal from garbage
and converts the garbage into inert landfill materials. Another new process is the hydra-
pulping process which takes garbage, mixes it with water, and by settling and centrifugal
force separates metals, glass, and other solids. The remaining liquid mixtures are
processed to recover usable wood fibers from paper products. The system used by the
St. Regis Paper Co. can recover up to half the paper in the garbage.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS

The problem of reworking old factories to meet modern standards is seldom eco-
nomically feasible in any industry. The old plants, many of which date back to the mid-
1800's, were built at a time when there was little concern for environmental controls.
Vast areas were unsettled, unpopulated, and unused, and nature was still able to cover
up the misuse of man. However, as the nation expanded, population grew, and industrial
output increased, this ability of nature to replenish itself was diminished.

The old plants pose sociological problems as well. Communities, towns, and even
cities have grown around the plants so that eliminating older plants can increase the
social problems of unemployment, increased crime rates, slums, and low school income.
These same communities contribute to pollution themselves.

The lack of information and knowledge about pollution and pollution controls is par-
ticularly distressing. Little is known about our environmental cycles. An example of
this has been posed in the-recent problem with phosphate detergents. Initially, detergent
manufacturers were ordered to stop production of detergents with high phosphate con-
tent. However, other substances then used in the detergent manufacture were more
directly harmful to people than the effects of the phosphates were harmful to the environ-
ment.

Another example of lack of knowledge is in the construction of lakes for generation of
electricity and for flood control. At first appearance, the increased storage of water
appears good. However, few people stop to realize the weight of the water in a lake
upon the geographical structure of the earth's crust. lr has been found that the increased
weight of almost all lakes results in resettling of the earth's crust in the form of earth-
quakes. Unknown factors relating to jet airplanes and nuclear generators have already
been mentioned.
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THE ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS

The role of industrial arts in the primary and secondary schools consists of twomajor functions: developing positive attitudes about pollution control and presentingbackground information as common knowledge so that people may be effective consumersand users of our resources. The development of these attitudes and concepts is part ofthe role of a school in the society.
A favorable attitude toward the proper utilization of our environment is necessaryfor people in all walks of life, whether they are engineers, scientists, equipment oper-ators, plant managers, housewives, or engage mother occupations. Further, the attitudesof today's students will form the basic philosophy about social responsibilities for to-morrow's leaders in government and industry. Their attitudes will determine theirreceptiveness to including environmental controls as a port of industrial processes andin the consumption of industrial products.
Broad general concepts of problems and processes alsoserve to help orient studentsfor careers in pollution control and environmental technology. The White House predictsmore than a two-fold increase in the need for ecological workers by 1980. For this fieldto increase to over 1.2 million workers, labor shortages in environmental careers willoccur.
There are two basic approaches for including the environmental studies in industrialeducation classes. The first is to include environmental subjects as related informationin traditional unit (or subject matter) shops and laboratories. For example, a woodwork-ing class might study the problems andprocesses in environmental control ss they relateto the woodworking industries.
The second approach is to include environmental technology as a separate field tostudy. In this approach, environmental control would include units on air pollution,water pollution, ecological planning, land reclamation and utilization, recycling and re-processing products, waste disposal techniques, and techniques for investigating bothpollution sources and methods of ending pollution. This approach would not relate pollu-tion to a specific area suchas metals or woods, but would relate pollution factors to typesof pollution such as air, water, resources, noise, and so forth. Each unit would be multi-disciplinary in scope and could easily relate to both physical and life sciences.
In either case, certain ideas remain as key elements. First, industrial arts h::always been interesting to students because of its "hands-on" approach. Secondly,the topic of our environment is not unique, some unique aspects should be coverindustrial arts that do not duplicate topics covered in science or other subjects.
For example, a woodworking class might develop ways of using its own waste productssuch as short pieces and sawdust. Sawdust could he combined with bonding agents andmolded into products. Small mass production projects may he developed from smallwooden pieces.
Other ideas would include studying the effects of wood wastes on water, the effectsof polluted water on seedling tree growth, and experiments in paper making using oldnewspapers and such.
Activities appropriate for industrial arts laboratories would include making and test-ing devices to detect temperature changes, light penetration (for testing clearness) inboth air and water, changes in acidityor salinity of water, photography for detectionparticularly through use of infrared spectrum, experiments in recycling, redesign ofproducts and efficient use .of raw materials, and the testing of industrial products.Ideas will have to be developed and shared.
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Creative Learning Environments:
Some Contributing Factors

John M. Shemick

We have been hearing a great deal about environment these days. For the purposes
of this discussion, let us define environment as "the aggregate of all external conditions
and influences affecting the life and development of an organism;" not just temperature,
light, and ventilation. In analyzing what might be the factors in the aggregate of all ex-
ternal conditions which might influence creative 161irning, at least four major ones come
to mind; namely, physical, human, managerial, and instructional factors,

PHYSICAL FACTORS

Flexibility
First, let's look at the physical factors influencing a creative environment. Although

modern sc:;:).ols tend to provide more opportunity for flexibility, an important component
of a creative environment, it was not always true. Fm example, when John Dewey was
organizing his experimental school in Chicago in the 1890's, he searched for appropriate
furniture to supply the kind of environment he desi red for an active working class. A per-
ceptive salesman is said to have told him that he was seeking equipment that encouraged

working, while all conventional school furniture was designed to encourage listening.')

Availability .
These days we often hear about individualized learning and independent study. What

sort of physical environment is necessary to carry out and/or encourage such student
activity? Not too long ago, I recall that when an industrial arts supervisor was evaluating
the use of some 8mm film-loop projectors purchased by the school district, he saw very
few in use. In due course he asked a teacher why the students made so little use of the

projectors. The teacher replied, "Search meall they have to do is ask for one and I

will get it out for them." As you know, the unique value of the film-loop projector is its
ready availability to students. However, the teacher's desire to protect his new equip-

ment actually made it less available to students which, in the end, was counter productive
to promoting independent study.

Attitudes
Robert Campbell,3 in his doctoral dissertation study of pupil attitude toward indus-

trial arts, found that despite very modestand even threadbare physical conditions of some
laboratories, students were still very interested in industridl arts. In contrast, from my
experience as a visiting supervisor, I have noticed that student morale was low when their
laboratory equipment was not operative. In retrospect, I believe that in the first case,
although the students saw little equipment, they could also see that the teacher was doing
the best he could for them; in the second case, the students felt that the use of equipment
was being denied them because of the ineffectiveness of their teacher.

flow extensive need the physical environment be to promote creative behavior? While
some sort of minimum core of facilities is necessary, the instructor who constantly la-
ments because he does not have thatspecial piece of equipment which would make his work
"so much easier" would seem to meto be promoting the "alibi Ike" attitude. Our litera-
ture is replete with articles describing unique solutions in overcoming the lack of special
facilities. This, it would seem, represents problem solving and "creativity," if you will,
of the highest order. In the final analysis then, although flexibility and availability are
important, creating a creative environment falls heavily on the teacher and how well he
interacts with his students. Let's focus now on the human factors in the creativity equa-

tion.

HUMAN FACTORS

Schutz's Model
Perhaps the most useful theoretical model that I have encountered recently, which

helps me in answering some of those unanswered questions that have been lurking in my
professional subconsciousness, is Schutz's Three-Dimensional Theory of Interpersonal
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Relations.13 This theory holds that all interpersonal relations can be described in termsof inclusion, control, or affection behavior. According to Schutz, behaviors in these threeareas of interpersonal relations can be further typed into three general patterns: overor excessive behavior, ideal behavior, and underordeficient behavior. The model incor-porates each of these types of behavior with relevance to teacher and students. Let'stake a closer look at each of Schutz's types.

SCHUTZ'S THEORY OF GENERAL BEHAVIOR PATTERNS

Inclusion Types

1.23/Over-social A person who cannot function well by himself due to onbehavior: excessive need to be with other people.
Sociol (Ideal) A person who is comfortable with others but who can bebehavior: independent of others when necessary.

Under-social A person who ovoids contact and interactions with
behavior: othersa recluse.

Autocratic A person who, to on excessive degree, seeks to dominate
behavior the behaviors of others.

Control Types Democratic A person who con either lend and control or who can take(Ideal) behovior: dir,ctions from others and follow them as need be.
Abdicratic
behavior:

A person who ovoids dominating others and is happiest
with others in control.

Over-personal A person who is too close and personal in his relationsbehavior: with others, o smothering type of personality.
Personal (Ideal) A person who con be comfortable in close and personalAffection Types behavior: situations, but who can also function without such rela-

tionships.

Under-personal A person who is incapable of warm, close, and personalbehavior: behaviors toward others and who does not desire to re-
ceive such behaviors.

Inclusion Behavior
In the Inclusion category, being overly-social In the case of a teacher means that he isunable to maintain the appropriate social distance required of him as a teacher. Such ateacher will find that his students fail to respect him as an adult because of his concernwith being a buddy or a pal to his students; he does not demand and secure the order re-quired for effective teaching. At the other end of the continuum, the teacher who remainsaloof from his students typifies under-social behavior, and a wall develops between himand his students. Such a teacher, who avoids personal interaction with his students in andout of class, may cause hostile behaviors in his students because they feel alienated bythe teacher's distance.
Another aspect of the inclusion factor is that of matching teacher needs and behaviorwith that of his students. For example, an under-social teacher might find instructing agroup of youngsters with high needs for inclusiona very frustrating experience. This canarise when significant numbers of students in a class are from broken homes or single-parent families, as is the case with many disadvantaged students. It is even possible thatthe teacher's inclusion-behavior may influence his choice of learning experiences forhis class. Typically, the under-social teacher chooses fewer learning activities whichrequire him to interact with his students in group or team work. This may answer, atleast in part, why a particular teaching strategy may be successful for one teacher, butnot nearly so with another teacher.

Control
Control as a category in the model pvovIdes an explanation for the type of classorganization one finds in a laboratory. An autocratic teacher is usually less willing toemploy teaching strategies that involve disagreement, debate, or the questioaag of expertauthorities. Such strategies are an integral part of problem solving, critical thinking,and other creative activities.
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Affection
Affection is often the cause for teachers' failing to establish the order necessary

for effective instruction to take pl e. Typically, teachers who need to be. loved by their
students permit almost anytl long as their students offer gestures of affection.
On the other hand, teachers i e of close and warm relationships create problems
for themselves because snide v them as cold and impersonal. Both forms of ex-
treme affection are counter prG because they produce conduct that blocks effective
learning. Perhaps the best rule the thumb is that if a teacher is to be an effective
agent in the learning process, he should . eck to gain the respect of his students before
he seeks popularity or affection.

Peer Pressure
Perhaps a word should b..% said about recognizing the popularity structure among the

students of a class. Ited113 has noted that classes of students tend to establish dominance
systems or pecking orders. Ile contends that at least some behavior problems are the
product of the teacher's violation of that order. I:or example, when a boy who enjoys a
high status with his group is overlooked or ignored by the teacher in assigning jobs in the
laboratory personnel plan, malbehavior can result. Thepecking order can also affect the
interaction the teacher might have with any student in his class because the student may
have to react according to the code of the group.

MANAGERIAL FACTORS

Advanced Organizer
How a teacher organizes and structures the operation of his classroom-laboratory

affects the performance of his students. Ausubell found that when students were provided
an overview, an advance organizer, to instructional content before it was presented, they
learned much more than when they were not so proviaed. This is consistent with the suc-
cessful whole-then-part approach to teaching reported by Palmer in Cronbach.' Johnson
and Johnson9 have incorporated this concept into theirprocedures for organizing Learning
Activity Packages (LAPS), They have refined Ausubel's idea into three parts, namely,
1) Advance Organizer "... provides the learner with a cognitive structure or set...,"
2) Perceived Purpose ".. , helps the learner to perceivethe importance of the instruction
to follow," and 3) Elicitors "... a series of questions or statements designed to produce
intended learner responses ... which lead to the response specified in the objective."

Webster's Phases
Opening Phase

The advance organizer idea relates well with Websterh13 three phases of classroom
instruction routine. The first of these is the Opening Phase of class which is quite
critical because, "A poorly structured start to class period or learning activity can
destroy all that a teacher tries to do during the other two phases."

Instructional Phase
The second phase or Main Instructional Phase should encompass an operational rou-

tine that provides a framework within which students can operate. Most of the research
shows that while a rigid inflexible type class structure stiffles creativity, no structure
or complete permissiveness results in non-productive activity.

Instructional goals are necessary whether established by the teacher, the group, or
as a joint effort between students and teacher. Lockette,10 in his study on aspirational
level, demonstrated that realistic goals result in higher levels of achievement in the long
run than do the short-lived successes which result from unrealistic goals.

Closing Phase
The third or Closing Phase, according to Webster, is just as important as the Opening

Phase of the instructional period. Obviously, this is where an effective pupil-personnel
laboratory organization can play an important part. Here again, the organization should
stimulate intrinsic motivation rather than an autocratic "by the numbers" type of or-
ganization.
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I 1ST RUCTIONA L FACTORS

igvalopmental Level
When one reviews the research in our field, there are seemingly contradictory re-sults coming out of the studies reported. For example, Londonti found that with 7thgraders job sheet:: were better, in terms of achievement, than operation sheets. Avery2found, with 7th graders again, that process models were better than operation sheets.Fcwier6 found, with college students, that operation sheets were better than processmodels. This may appear confusing, until one notices the difference in the ages of thesubjects used in the studies. From what we know about developmental psychology, withyounger students the more concrete process model would be more effective than the moreabstract mode of printed instructions. On the other hand, college students have been ad-mitted to college, to a large degree, upon their comprehension of the written word; there-fore, written instruction, in the form of operation sheets, might logically be most appro-priate for them. However, the process model implies uniform student activities or afairly rigidly structured instructional program.

Motivation
According to Jack Frymier,8 "The amount of structure in a classroom should varydirectly with the degree of student motivation; the higher the movitation, the less thestructure." lie goes on to say, "Motivations are closer to learning even than ability, asfar as teaching methods are concerned." Frymier reflects Schutz's Theory of GeneralBehavior Pattern when he says: "Teachers must be fitted to students whose motivationallevels demand the kind of teaching style which is most appropriate for them. Many teach-ers feel more at ease using one kind of structure than another.... The best teachers arethose who are most flexible, most able to build a structure which corresponds to theirstudents' needs."

Physical Maturation Level
In terms of maturation, John Fuzak7 carried out a study to determine what partphysical maturation plays in success or failure in industrial arts. After employinganumber of manipulative tests, the only one that was shown significant was strength ofgrip. A student with gripping power below 24 kilograms (approx. 53 lbs.) was unable tocarry out the typical activities found in industrial arts Inboratories and required specialattention. An interesting correlate to this finding was that quite often below averagestrength-of-grip students were somewhat chronologically younger than their classmates;although they were intellectually equal to their classmates, physically they were notequal. In contrast, students who had beenheld back a grade because of academic reasonswere physically much more advanced and enjoyed greater success in industrial art.The net resultwas that the myth that the academically talented cannot succeed in industrialarts continues to be perpetuated.

Individualizing Instruction
Perhaps one of the most promising educational innovations upon which we shouldfocus our attention is that of the Continuous Progress Program of individualized instruc-tion.12 Unlike the old instruction sheets which provided instruction to individuals on aself-paced basis, individualized instruction attempts to adjust the instructional processand sequance to the learner. The Learning Activity Package is probably the form beingused the most, currently.
Perhaps what is unique about the Continuous Progress concept is that each learningunit, or package, must be mastered before proceeding to the next in the sequence. Andtoo, if the learning activity package

pre-test indicates that the student has already mas-tered the objectives of the package, he may move on and by-pass that package. He ulti-mately may by-pass any number of learningunits or packages. On the other hand, he mayhave to work through a given package or unit several times before he can move on to thenext one.
Secondly, the student may choose the mode of instruction, within the package, thatbest fits his learning style. Of course, this requires an enormous amount of planning andpreparation on the part of the teacher. However, if well done, the teacher's investmentin time and energy should pay great dividends in the satisfaction of seeing his students gofarther and faster than ever before.
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SUMMARY

In terms of physical factors, the teacher should strive for flexibility and availability
of facilities, and should display a positive attitude toward them before his students.
Second was the human factor of interpersonal relations, wherein the teacher might well
analyze himself and his students in terms of Schutz's theoretical model. Class manage-
ment and organization constituted the third factor in which the aspects of knowledge of
purpose and raalistic goals were related to the three phases of class operations. Finally,
the instructional factors of developmental level, motivation, and physical maturation were
discussed with the idea that the Continuous Progress Program of individualized instruc-
tion may possens the answer to meeting the challenge.
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Creativity, Definition and Theory
T. B. Young

Creativity is one of the basic objectives of industrial arts, if this quality of the in-
dividual is considered as a talent which may be discovered and developed. If we consider
the consequence, it is possible that this isthe most important single goal of the industrial
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arts program. Those who contribute most to progress are generally classified as "cre-ative" individuals. It is not enough, however, to claim to contribute to the developmentof creativity in the individual unless we can identify those who are gifted in this respect.Further, it is useless to identify these unless there is sufficient knowledge of the opera-tional theory of the creative act to provide guidance to those who propose to promotecreativity.
It is the purpose of this paper to provide some insight into the theories which have todo with creativity and to provide some guidance to the identification of those who arecreative.

DEFINITION

Creativity has been defined in several ways which drpend primarily upon the view-point of the definer. First, creativity has be. ..n defined in terms of the product. Theproduct (of the creative act) must be novel and useful; i.e., an idea which is rare or infre-quent but is sustained to (tuition. Some of the definers define the utility of the object withrespect to the individual, while others insist that the product must be useful to society.Secondly, creativity can be defined as an underlying process. The process is diver-gent, yet fruitful. Even though this definition places the focus on the act as the creativeelement, it does not materially alter the identification of the creative person.Thirdly, creativity may be defined as an experience. This experience is inspiredand immanent; i.e.,, the basic issue is not the "inspired product." but the "inspiredmoment."
Fourthly, creativity has been defined by Torrance as:
the process of becoming sensitive to problems, deficiencies, gaps in knowledge, missing ele-ments, disharmonies, and so on: identifying the difficulty; searching for solutions, makingguesses, or formulating hypotheses about deficiencies;

testing and retesting these hypothesesand possibly modifying and retesting them; and finally, communicating the result.

THEORY

While the definitions seem to agree to the extent that novelty with utility, unconven-tional thinking, high motivation, and a certain amount of vagueness or ambiguity is involvedin creativity, the theories of how creativity operates in the human mind have morevariety. Perhaps the most familiar theory to industrial arts personnel is based upon therational approach stated by John Dewey in his logical steps in thinking. (A felt difficulty,its definition, suggestion toward a solution, reasoning of its bearing toward the solution,and observation and experiment leading to its acceptance or rejection). The adaptationof these steps as an organizational pattern not only tar thinking, but as a pattern for manytypes of logical presentations is evident throughout the literature of education and the tech,-nologies. However, if later theories are considered, there remains considerable doubtas to the completeness of this approach to understanding creative mental processes. Ifthe means by which hypotheses are formed follows later theories, it may be inferred thatDewey's five steps constitute a pattern which has considerable consistency with othertheories.
Thorndyke considered creativity as zn act of association and that a novel solutionarises as a function of the rearrangement of the associative elements drawn from pastexperience. Wertheimer considers this and Dewey's theory as an inadequate explanation.lie sees creativity as a reorganization of the gestalten resulting from the strains createdby the problem situation. While this takes a different psychological base, it is somewhatcomparable to Dewey's "felt need."
The foregoing theories are concerned more with problem solving than with thosederived from "the divergent act" as a function of the subconscious mind, and apply prin-cipally to the conscious or rational mind. Theories derived from psychoanalysis ascribea vital role to the conscious in the development of the divergent or the intuitional actassociated with creativity. The act of insight is considered as arising in the unconscious,or primary process, and to be developed in the ego-controlled, or secondary process ofthe mind. The facility for the creativity is made functional as ego control can be preventedfrom interfering with regression to the primary or unconscious process. Those who arenot able to regress are rigid in their thinking, since their thought process is controlledby preconceived ideas of reality. The unconscious mind is thought to be able to deal with
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a great deal more confusion and ambiguity than the conscious mind. As a consequence,
combinations are possible at this level which are virtually impossible for the conscious
mind. Under this theory, those who can call into action the unconscious are creative
thinkers; those who cannot are not creative. This theory may explain the experience of
those who awaken w!th the key to the solution of a problem or those who have a sudden
flash of insight when they are not concerned consciously with the problem solution, since
in these states the defense or the ego is less active. It has also been postulated that the
"flash of insight" or the "eurekaphenomenon" arises in the unconscious and is allowed
to come to the level of consciousness without detail of refinement. It then becomes the
function of the secondary processes to test and refine the original key to determine whether
the unconscious has provided a true or a false clue to the solution of the prohlem.

Some of the research indicates that creativity is further conditioned by intelligence.
This does not imply that there is a correlation between intelligence and creativity, but
rather that there is a point in intelligence where a high degree of creatirity seems to
become possible or operative. Above this threshold level there is little or increase in
creativity as measured by presently available tests. The threshold suggested by research
is at about 120 I.Q.

If these theories are compared to the observed characteristics of those who can be
identified as creative, it appears that the theories from depth psychology provide certain
insights as to the nature of the deviant response while those from rational logic are the
tools for refining, extending, and testing the intuitional. Taking the definition of Torrence
seems to avoid the problems encountered in theories from depth psychology in that sensi-
tivities appear to be in the conscious or rational rather than in the subconscious.

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
The definition we accept determines both the number of students who may be con-

sidered creative and the approach used in development of these abilities. If the rational
definitions are accepted, it follows that all who have the power of reasoning may be con-
sidered as creative. However, if we accept the idea that creativity is a function of the
subconscious and the accompanying 1.Q. theory, the number is reduced considerably, and
the practices which can be used to promote growth in creativity become very difficult
to define. This may have broad implications for industrial arts educators, in that in
situations where assignment of students is often from the non-college-bound group, them
would be very few students who could meet the threshold level and yet fewer who could
meet the criterion conditions of being creative. It is conceivable that those who might be
expected to fall within this group under these conditions would possibly consist of less
than 1% of this population. Where industrial arts is required, the percentage would be
expected to be 2% or less. In the typical school situation which is based upon conformity,
it is highly probable that the average teacher will be able to identify very few of his stu-
dents as being creative since they will have been conditic:.ed to conformity rather than to
being divergent in action.

Even though the expectations are rather poor that industrial arts classes will contain
many of those identified as highly creative, it is possible that creativity may exist in
degree and that there are those with sufficient ability to profit from an environment con-
ducive to the development of the degree of creativity which does exist. It a'iso may be
postulated that creativity may exist which cannot be positively identified because of the
lack of more refined techniques.

If the theories which are based upon the logical thinking pattern are accepted, there
appears to be a much higher potential for developing appropriate techniques to enhance
the power of creativity through practice and attitudinal changes in the individual. The
population will also be such thata significantproportion of those in industrial arts classes
may be able to participate in the more creative processes. The probable proportion
would be about two-thirds if the subject is required and about one-third if assigned from
the non-college group. Under this theoretical base, the values to be realized in providing
for the development of creative talent are far greater than those possible under the depth
psychology theories, in that the population would be much larger.

Since industrial arts personnel generally arc not professionals in the area of testing,
it is perhaps more appropriate to omit testing techniques as a basic means of identifying
the creative individual. There are certain observable characteristics which may serve
as guides to identification. These areparts of a profile description, and certain elements
may appear in degree or even not at all in certain cases. The greater the presence of
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these elements of the profile, the greater is the assurance that creativity exists. How-ever, absence of one or more of the observable traits does not eliminate the possibilitythat the individual does possess the general faculty for creativity.
The following list of traits is stated by Marshall Hahn: The creative individual isthought to be acceptive of disorder, adventurous, always baffled by something, defiant ofconventions of health, disruptive of organization, energetic, full of curiosity, independentin thinking and judgment, intuitive and original, odd in habits, persistent, self assertive,self confident, not interested in small details, and stubborn.It is worth noting that this list contains many of the same phrases which are used todescribe the problem child in the school. it is highly possible that our present insistenceupon conformity for the sake of group instruction is the most wasteful practice possiblefor the development of the creative individual to his highest potential.

SUMMARY
To summarize, it appears that creativity differs in both definition and in theory.The approach to creativity depends upon the choice of definition, in that both populationand educational practice depend upon the choices. The logical-conscious base yields alarger population and a more realizable set of goals. The theories based in depth psy-chology yield a very meager population and present problems in both research and edu-cational practice. Analysis of the characteristics of those who have been identified ascreative provides a base by which others with creative characteristics can be identified.
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Every Student Is Important
Rollin Williams Ill

Recently the parents of a girl in college received a letter; it went something like

Dear Mom and Dad,

I thought I should write before you receive the bill from the hospital so you will not be tooalarmed. Let me say first that I did manage to escape with only minor burns and a few fractureswhen my dormitory burned to the ground last week. And having nowhere to live, I know youwill understand why I on now rooming with this very attractive and
interesting student who sogenerously offered his quarters tome. While he is not exactly a Communist (I'd call him moreof a practicing Marxist) and is from one of the more rebellious and

underdeveloped nations, Iknow you won't be too bothered about these facts, remembering those perfectly splendid liberalviews of yours on politics and human relations. Yet I must face the possibility that it may upsetyou to hear that by the time I cane home for the holidays I will have become a mother.

Lave,

Betsy
P.S. None of these things happened, but I did get a "0" minus in Political Science and I flunkedMath. I lust wanted you to get these grades in proper perspective.

n'r Phl
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Let's attempt to get our educational concepts in proper perspective.
1. Why are we in teaching?
2. Are we dedicated to of r profession?
3. What are our goals in life?
4. What are we doing with our lives?
5. What can we do to improve our industrial arts teaching'

Now let us discuss industrial arts, dedication, and teaching. Several months ago, I
found a large Ry -Crisp box that contained some rather personal letters written during
the two-year period 1 was in the service. Also thrown in the box were some letters from
individuals received while 1 was doing graduate study in industrial arts. A number of the
letters were from my grandparents telling of their years as educational missionaries
in China.

As I read the letters, I thought of a story my grandfather told me. One year there
was a great famine in the northern part of China. A number of Chinese would stop by the
compound gate as they came down from the north to ask for food. Among this group was
a couple. Grandfather was impressed with them, and when they asked for work he indi-
cated the need for a gatekeeper. This man and Irs wife lived in the compound area where
he served as gatekeeper for a number of years.

In the late 1920's, groups of soldier bandits were common in this p:.rticular area of
China. During one period they would come to the compound and demand money by saying,
"Your money or your life." When one group came, Grandfather told them that he was
sorry but he had given all the money he had to the group that had just left. The soldiers
put him up against the wall and prepared to execute him by firing squad. Just es thoy
were ready to shoot, the gatekeeper placed himself in front of Grandfather and ;riled to
his wile to get their savings. His wife went immediately to their bed, cut open the mat-
tress, and removed what little money they had saved over the past four years. She gave
this money to the soldiFrs and they released my Grandfather, who was placed in a cistern
by the gatekeeperand his wife. Ile hid there for several days. I thought of this gatekeeper;
and I thought about dedication.

These letters expressed the Joy of teaching and the loneliness of being separated for
long periods of time. The letters to,d of Grandfather's teaching in a small Christian
college during the twilight years of his life and collecting material for a book he was
writing.

The box also contained several letters from former teachers. 1 thought of their
influence on me in my vocation and philosophy of life.

As I thought of those teachers, I remembered one with whom I had come in contact,
Art Combs, at the University of Florida. Ile told a story one day which was relayed to
him by an elementary supervisor. The supervisor stated that school had just started,
and on the third day she was waiting in the hall. Suddenly, she saw a small boy who was
crying. The supervisor asked him what was the matter. The child couldn't find his
teacher.

His teacher, by the way, was a youngfirst grade teacher who normally wore her hair
in a long pony tail that went half-way down her back. On that particular day the teacher,
as young teachers many times do, rolled her hair up and put it on top of her head. Little
Johnny walked into his classroom, but didn't recognize his teacher. Ile wert out into the
hall trying to find where he was supposed to be. The supervisor found him and said,
"1'11 help you, Johnny: let's see if we can find your teacher. What's your teacher's
name?"

Johnny said, "1 don't know."
Then she asked, "What is your room number?"
Johnny replied, "1 don't know.'
She asked what grade he was in and he replied,"The first grade." So she went down

the hall to one first grade class, knocked at the door, looked in, and Johnny said, "No, that
is not my teacher." They went to the next first grade class. Ile looked in and said, 3,

this is not my teacher." Finally, they opened the door to the next room and he saw his
teacher. She said, "Oh, Johnny! We have missed you so. We wondered if something had
happened to you, if you were sick, we Just didn't know where you were. We're so glad
you are here with us now."

The supervisor observed this incident and later talked about it with Dr. Combs. The
first grade teacher could have said, if she were supervisor-oriented, "Oh, Miss Johnson,
please sit down, we are so glad to have you visit our class." If she were overly concerned
with the supervisor, she would have emphasized the supervisor, Or if she had been
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concerned with discipline, then she would have said, "My goodness, Johnny, you're late.You know you are supposed toga to the office and pick up a pass, Don't ever do that again.You will have to stay after school five or ten minutes because you're late." Or if theteacher were subject matter oriented, she would have said, "My goodness, where haveyou been, Johnny, we have been studying words for 10 minutes and you have missed themost important part. I don't know how sou are going to learn anything about words ifyou don't come to class on time." No, the teaciter, Dr. Combs went on, didn't say this:you see, she knew what really was importantlittle boys are important.
The old Ry -Crisp box also produced a number of letters written to my wife while 1was in the Navy. As I read those letters that had heen written a number of sears ago,I discovered several things concerning one's life work. One letter told of the PestrolorSULLIVAN'S which we replenished while at sea. I had written of how it was named a!tefive brothers who went down on the ship during World War II.In another letter, I told my wife about a Destroyer we replenished that was minedKENNEDY after the brother of the junior senator from Massachusetts, John Kenno%Ly.Another senator from New York, Robert Kennedy, served on this ship. I thought of thedeaths of these two men and of dedication.
One letter was from an industrial arts teacher in Now Jersey who me aboct aproblem- solving approach he used in his industrial aita class in the elementary s,'hool.Ile said, "Recently a boy came to me holding a two-pourd coffee can and said, 'I want t.',2build a mechanical robot.' lie explained that his eleineotary classroom teacher thoughtit was too much far him. She couldn't see how a coffee can plus a pound or so of me,a1erector sec thrt or so magnetic motors, and several yards of wire could becomea mechanical robot. Saveral weeks later, a robot swinging its aluminum arms walkedout of the shop, blinker: its eyes, turned right and left, backed up to avoid a menacing,:foot of a passerby, and laughed with its buzzer voiceall at the switch command itsbeaming creator. My contribution was providing the time, materials, tool instruction,facilities, and very few early suggestions and encouragements. The product, includingthe cam action for the arms, was entirely the brainchild of this sixth grade boy,"In California, another teacher told me about a playhouse his junior high school grc.upmade. The teacher said, "I outlined the various jobs to he done 'n construction. ihestudents took inventory of their particular abilities, arittV.e el:;t4s ptcsblent made assign-ments for individual responsibilities.

Some students di..zide-: to lay the linoleum, paint,decorate the interior, make curtains, and paper the walls. "i'he more experienced car-penters in the group did the construction work. Others gatherce- materials such as lum-ber, nails, tools, shingles, and so forth. Several of the boys in the group were delightedto paint the exterior of the house. When the class completed the project in two months,they all went (including myself) on an enjoyable trip to Disneyland."An industrial arts teacher in Shreveport, Louisiana, stated in his letter, "The studentsdecided upon and designed a product to put on the market. They identified the economicprinciples involved, such as capital, natural resources, labor, and market. After theproduct was approved, management obtained workers and set up for mass assembly lineproduction. The product was inspected as it came off the assembly line and was trans-ferred for distribution. After the product was sold, the problem.a.what to do with themoney was solved by the class."
In another letter from California, a junior high industrial arts teacher said he over-heard the following remark: "My parents always hide the presents I make for them inthe closet." The instructor went on to say, "This prompted me to make a series of verysimple jigs and fixtures to be used in construction with some machines and hand tools.These jigs were designed to reduce to a minimum points of error and inaccuracy in agift project. Several years of Industrial experience helped me do this. The jigs upgradeda particular project to a point well beyond the ability level of the junior high students.We were careful to try to parallel industry. After we did this, 1 did not hear any moreremarks about presents being hidden in closets."
One New York teacher wrote me about the unique feature of the elementary Industrialarts program where he taught. He said that it was designed to aid, in addition to the pri-mary functions, other special areas. The psychologists and the industrial arts consultantworked together in determining certain activities that would be beneficial to emotionallydisturbed children. This association of areas went beyond just discussing problems,Several psychological activities were arranged and carried through to complete success,An example of one activity was the following: Boys wir. effeminate characteristics invarious fourth and fifth grr:ies were selected by the school psychologist to work with the
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industrial arts consultant in the shop. The aim was to see whether physical male type
activitiessawing, hammering, cleaning up, and so forthcould be successfully trans-
mitted to the students. Gradually, changes in mannerisms, gestures, language, and
conversations in eight out of 11 children proved that this was an area of experience that
should be further explored. The main point here is that there are probably untold num-
bers of areas in regard to psychological services that could be successfully explored in
the industrial arts program.

A letter from a Bloomfield, New Jersey, teacher stated, "My class of mentally re-
tarded pupils mass produced counting bars for classrooms in the school. The counting
bars were made from plastic spools, wooden dowels, wooden beads, and coat hangers.
The Job was set up on an assembly line basis, with the instructor carefully supervising
the activities. For example, the student who drew the pattern on the base was the layout
man; the pupils who operated the sander or jigsaw were called operators. When it was
necessary to smooth sharp edges, the classed referred to it as breaking off sharp edges.
The counting bars were assembled instead of put together. The students who did the in-
specting were called quality control men."

One general shop instructor in Clear Lake, Washington, stated, "While studying a
unit on forests and forest products, my students made piper from pulp secured from a
nearby mill. On the paper they printed linoleum block prints for book plates and Christ-
mas cards. In some Instances, the pulp was made from old rags or Kleenex.

In one letter that I wrote to my wife, I found the following statement: "I tell you,
being in the service has made me want to make something of myself. I hope wherever
we end up we will be doing something that will influence people. You must feel like you
want to do some good. There are so many people who are Just existing in their output."

At the time I was in service, my wife was a third grade teacher in a rather poor
section of a town in Florida. She left this school in mid-year so that she could be with
me while I was stationed ashore. The school shaped much of the community life in the
area where it was located and was a dynamic influence. The following letters received
after my wife left the school were also found in the box. I think they showed the Joys and
responsibilities of teaching. Maybe the letters also indicate something about dedication
and kids.

This is a letter from an average fourth grade student:

Dear Teacher,

How is the cold weather? The weather is hot here. I have a calf. I want you to cone

back will you? I like the teacher we have. I have C on reading. I have C on language, I

have D on spelling. I have C on handwriting. I have C on arithmetic. I have D on social

studies. I have S on health and physical education. I made C on individual.

Your friend,

The parents of the child who wrote the next letter were very interested in the child,
and my wife visited their home. It was a neat, clean home filled with love between
parents and children.

Dear Mrs, Williams,

I hope you are felling well. Mrs Sanders had to leav us and now Mrs. Hill is ore teacher
now. She is very nice like you. You are lots nicer ther her and I love you much. The teacher
h naming all of us for instance like floor, who's is the one to pick up the paper. I'm the
messinger and I had a terroble time and connie is door we can only be it a week and now I
have to say good-by. I love you much.

Love,

Jane

p.s. I see Jane made a few errors but she is improving, came up in two of her wbjects, and

stayed the same in the rest. We have all been real well and enjoying beautiful warm weather.

Got faint smell of orange blossoms the other day. Do hope you are well and enjoying your
selves. Lovingly,

Mrs. Jones
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Another letter was received:

Dear Teacher,

I hope you fell well, I do, I paste the 5th grade. Joe has past to the third grade. Joyce
my sister is going to be in the 1st grade, so there will be three of us in school. Mrs. Williams,
I saved not to long ago. Joe was saved to. My Uncle and aunt were separated but their bocktogether she is 16 and he is 22. When I got your letter I was so suprise that I almost forgot toopen it. 1 might get a bedroom suit if I do I'll get two lamps, a bed, a dresser o chester draw-
ers, and a book shelf at the head of my bed.

Sincerely,

Miss Mary Smith

This next letter, which means a lot toboth of us, was from a handsome boy. lie neverwore shoes to school and was a very poor reader and student.

Dear Teacher,

I hope you like the snow up thair.
We're in the Swingingwheel Readers.
I om improving in some of my work.
Our teacher is Mrs. Hill.
I miss you very much.
I loves you.

Yours truely,

One of the letters I found in the box was written to my wife while she was with herstudents; it said:

Dear Teacher,

Your a nice Teacher and we all love you very much. We hope your birthday is the hap-
piest you ever had. If we ever have provoked you we will try to do better. May be we havebeen bad and have gotten punished for it, but still we think you are the necest Teacher in theworld.

Sincerely,

Your class

As I looked at that old Ry-Crisp box and held in my hand the program of this confer-ence, I noted the conference topic was "Industrial Arts in a Changing Society." Then Ithought of the questions that I asked:
Why are we in teaching?
Are we dedicated to our professions?
What are our goals in life?
What are we going to do with our lives?
What can we do to improve our industrial arts teaching as concerned with a changingsociety? Then I thought of my curriculum studies and a basic curriculum concept. Theconcept is that ultimate goals of education must point the way for the more specific im-mediate goals framed by the classroom teacher. Then my response to the statement,"Excellence in instruction in our changing society," is that old Ry-Crisp box. Maybesome of these letters indicate what a well-planned program should consist of. It boilsdown to this, an excellent program in industrial arts rests solely on the shoulders of theindustrial arts teacher and his dedication to the profession.
As I looked at that Ry-Crisp box and the theme of this meeting, I thought of the uniqueobjectives of industrial arts: study of industry, study of tools, materials, processes, andproducts of industry, and use of science and math to solve technical problems. Theseletters gave some indication of how some people are meeting these unique objectives.What else should we do for youth to provide excellence in instruction? What otherthings did the letters indicate? Tool skills, avocational or hobby skills, and social de-velopment of the child. Maybe the letters indicated the teacher should show respect tothe student, understanding, dedication, interest, concern, YES, and maybe even LOVE.Next, I thought of a January 1971speechbefore the National Association of Secondary
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School Principals, made by Dr. Sidney P. Mar land, Jr., United States Commissioner of
Education, when he quoted the following statement from Grant Venn's book, Man, Education,
and Manpower: "If we want an educational system designed to serve each individual and
to develop his creative potential in a self-directing way, then we have work to do and
attitudes to change." Marland continued in his own words: "The first attitude that we
should change, I suggest, is our own."

\s a boy, I remember a story my father told me about his youth in China. It went
something like this:

When my father was a boy in 1920, there was a hill near his home called Beh-Gee-Go.
On this hill was a cannon which had been fired at noon each day since the 1850's as a time
signal. My father decided one dny t.iat it would be interesting to walk up the hill and see
the old cannon. This he did .ri! 0- .31 noticed a nearby pagoda. lie walked into the pagoda
and saw a bell reming in a wooden frame. The top of the bell was roped to a wooden
arm, and there were designs in the casting. It was a large bell, some eight feet high. My
father noticed an old Chinese gentleman near the bell and asked him who had made it.
The old Coinese gentleman told the following:

Emperor Ming of China wanted a bell that was the largest and best-sounding bell in
China. He heard that there was a craftsman who lived in the Yangtze River area who
could fashion and work with brass effectively. By the order of Emperor Ming, this crafts-
man was commanded to come before him and was told to make the largest and best-
sounding bell in China. The metal worker told the Emperor that this could not be done
because the largest bell had already been made and it was impossible to cast a larger
bell with the methods that were available at that time. The Emperor was irritated with
the response and gave the craftsman one year to make the bell or be put to death. Of
course, the metal worker was concerned with the ultimatum. lie prepared a pattern for
sand mold, and three months before the deadline made a casting which had a flaw. The
brass did not flow into one of the sections of the bell. The bellmaker was extremely dis-
turbed because he had little time to prepare another mold. So the artisan went to a sooth-
sayer and asked him what to do. The soothsayer said that it would take human sacrifice,
that life had to be put into the bell for the sweetest sound. The artisan told his family,
which consisted of his wife and two beautiful daughters, what the soothsayer said, but that
he, himself, did not know what he meant. Time passed and the ardsan made another sand
mold, and before long he melted the brass down. When it was at the right temperature
for molding and had the proper color, thecraftsman's older daughter suddenly threw her-
self into the molten metal and was immediately consumed. The artisan, extremely heavy
in heart, wondered what he could do now, but there was nothing to do but continue. lie
therefore poured the molten metal into the sand casting. When the bell cooled and was put
into its proper holding device, it was perfect in molding, in fusion, and in tone.

My father went on totell that as you might expect of an eleven-year-old boy, he looked
around for a stick or something to hit the bell. Dad said the tone was deep and mellow.
As he went on to talk to the old Chinese gentleman, the man said that from upstairs he
could see the carvings of the two sisters, the mother, and the father, and panicularly
the image of the daughter who was so devoted to her parents. The old man went on to tell
how those children and the bell had become a symbol in China of the devotion of children
to their parents and the need for individuals to dedicate their complete selves to what
they are doing.

Let me rephrase what the old Chinese man said. Are we as teachers willing to put
our all into our profession? If our profession is to continue to be a great profession, it
will be necessary for us to dedicate ourselves fully to it. Can we do it? Will we do it?
Gentlemen, I think we can. I pray that you and I will.

Dr. Williams is chairman of the Industrial Education Deportment, East Tennessee Store University, Johnson
City, Tennessee.
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The "Learning Activities Packages" Concept
in Basic Electronics

Robert G. Groth

A year ago when I attelded the national convention at Miami Beach, two special
interest sessions aroused my curiosity. In the program schedule, the term "individualized
instruction" attracted my attention. For a long time, I had been seeking ways to individ-
ualize the instruction in basic electricity-electronics, a course which I had been teaching
for several years. This prompted me to attend these particular sessions in an effort to
discover ways to introduce a more student-centered approach to the subject.

As I listened to the speakers and watched their illustrations, it became evident that
they were describing a "LAP" method of instructionan approach which was completely
unfamiliar to me as well as to the district in which I teach. I learned that "L.A.P." stands
for "Learning Activity Packages." This approach seemed to be a departure from the
usual "instruction sheet" type of assist which is so prevalent in industrial arts today.
I have also since discovered that LAP programs are in use throughout the country, thinly
scattered, but operating in a wide variety of subject areas. Although the basic idea of the
learning packet is common to all of them, there seems to be a very wide range of differ-
ences in their applications to their various situations. So, using only the basic concept
of the activity package and without any further research into the method, I proceeded to
tailor a program in an effort to develop the individualization 1 was looking for.

THE LAP-PACK
Strangely, the LAP-Pack itself is NOT the major instructional instrument of the

program. It is merely a folder (in my case) containing the framework and the direction
a student follows in his study of a given unit of work. It includes a list of objectives, a
pre-test, and a list of selected activities. The heart of the program is the wide variety
of resources on the activity list.

The subject matter content consists of 34 LAP-Packs covering the usual sequence of
topics in basic electricity. The student proceeds through these units in sequential order
and at his own rate, thereby, to a large extent, assuming the responsibility for his own
learning.

THE OBJECTIVES AND PRE-TEST
When a student begins his work with a particular LAP-Pack, he first sees a list of

objectives expressed as things he will be able to DO upon successful completion of the
pack. Next, he turns to the pre-test which, together with the objectives, indicates the
nature and scope of the topic to be covered. This set of questions and problems may be
used in any way the student chooses. Since the answers are readily available to the stu-
dent, he may use the pre-test questions and answers as a practice test, as a series of
problems to solve while researching, or in any other way he feels will help to learn and
understand the concepts. Hovever the pre-test is used, it is indicative of what the student
should know before taking the //nal (mastery) test.

The pre-test problems, unlike those of the mastery test, are, for the most part,
subjective. This is the means used to induce students to organize thoughts in their own
way and to express them in their own words. In many instances, this leads to meaningful
dialogue between teacher and student, particularly when there is difficulty in conceptual
understanding.

THE ACTIVITIES
The list of activities includes those particular assignments which will help the stu-

dent to attain the objectives of the LAP-Pack. The total of these resources consists of
several textbooks and pamphlets, experiments, projects, film loops, strips, motion picture
films, demonstration (model) packs, practice problems, programmed learning units, and
prepared overhead transparencies. One of the most effective resources is the teacher
himself. Circulating about the room, he is able to deal with individuals by assisting,
explaining, and encouraging students with their research.
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Not ALL LAP-Packs offer ALL resources as studyaids. Only appropriate referencesare selected and listed for each LAP-Pack; from this list, the student chooses the oneswhich appeal to him. Some prefer to rely on texts and other reading matter, while othersmay favor the use of projected materials as their means of attaining the objectives.
Although most students tend to do all of the listed activities, the choice is theirs, and theysoon determine for themselves which of the materials are best for them.

THE MASTERY TEST

Having satisfied himself that his research is complete and that he has reached theobjectives of the LAP-Pack, the student then requests a copy of the mastery test. Thisexamination is taken without the use of notes or consultation of any kind, since it servesto evaluate the degree to which the student has mastered the work. If the student issatisfied with his score, it is recorded, and his work on the next LAP-Pack may begin.If the student does not achieve a high score on the mastery test, it becomes obviousto him that he has not done enough research. In this case, he is encouraged to return tothe resources to continue his study until such time as he feels ready to take the masterytest again. This procedur.e..may be repeated as often as necessary until the mastery ofconcepts is evident to both the\student and the teacher. Since the final grade on the LAP-Pack is the average of all the mastery test attempts, the student soon realizes that he hasmore to gain, grade-wise, if he delays taking the mastery test until he is certain that con-cepts IIAVE been mastered.

GRADING

In most individualized study programs, the assignment of grades is ant to be a prob-lem. No matter what system of gradinga school uses, it is usually structured to comparestudents with each other or to a particular standard. If the teacher is to adopt the philos-ophy that a student should be taught and graded relative only to his own ability, how canthis be made consistent with an A-I3-C-D system, a percentage structure, or any otherstandardized method of grading which a school may demand?
The grading of students enrolled in a LAP program is based on a formula reflectingthe number of LAP-Packs completed and their scores. This method allows the studentto earn his grade through high quality work OR by rapid advancement. Although manystudents earn thigh report card grades by excelling in both of these elements, most otherscan achieve reasonably good grades through a strength in only one of them. Some studentswho earn high LAP-Pack scores may not progress rapidly, while for others the oppositemay be true.
For the present, at least, this approach to grading students appears to satisfy mostof them, especially since they are fully aware of their ability to control at least one ofthe grading factors.
The method, although not strictly an individualized one, is a compromise between anindividualized plan and one which satisfies the requirement of submitting standardizedgrades to the school office.

CONCLUSIONS

This is a linear type of program. Although there are occasional opportunities forstudents to work in special interest areas, all students progress essentially on a singletrack. LAP programs in some subject areas are especially conducive to a branching typeof structure in which students, by design, are directed to their various areas of interest.However, since the study of basic electricity-electronics is a sequential one, a linearprogram was selected as a means of assuring that the students learn concepts in theirproper order. As this program develops further, it is expected that more branchingopportunities will be offered and, at the same time, the linear nature will be retained.The LAP program described is in its first year of operation at Valley Regional HighSchool. Although it is difficult to appraise a course before a year's end, it appears atthis time that the learning atmosphere is vastly more effective than that of the previousyear's traditional approach. For this reason, itis expected that, after careful revision ofsome of the details, the program will be continued next year.

Mr. Grath is chairman of the industrial arts deportment at Volley Regional High School in Deep River,Connecticut.
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Individualizing Projects in Electronics
Larry Heath

The title assigned for this presentation may be a little misleading. A more appro-
priate title would be, "An Individualized Curriculum for Electronics." I would like to
share with you a project on which wehave been working in Oregon for the past two years.
The project is culled "I.C.E." These letters stand for "Individualized Curriculum for
Electronics." I would like to begin by giving you a brief overview of the Individualized
Curriculum for Electronics project. Secondly, I would like to share with you a little
philosophy about individualized instruction and then conclude with the reactions and re-
sults of the Individualized Curriculum for Electronics project. At the conclusion of my
report, I would like to have questions so that we may get into some of the details in which
you will be interested.

The major purpose of the researchproject was to prepare instructional materials for
the first-year technical electronics curriculum that wouldallowstudents to enter the pro-
gram, based on their knowledge; enter any time during the year; and progress in the
program at their own pace.

Several Oregon community colleges, Oregon Technical Institute, and Oregon State
University cooperated in the writing, implementation, and evaluation of the materials.

In April of 1970, the Individualized Curriculum for Electronics project was funded by
the Oregon Educational Coordinating Council. Prior to the actual funding, all community
colleges in the state of Oregon had been contacted concerning the proposed program. All
had committed themselves in support of the program and had furnished the name of an
electronics instructor who would assist in the actual writing of the learning packages.
Upon notification of the funding, arrangements were completed at Lane Community Col-
lege, which was joint sponsor of the project with Oregon State University, for the physical
spaces and secretarial assistance.

The electronics instructors who were to participate in the project met at Oregon
State University on May 22. The concept of individualized learning and individual learn-
ing packages was discussed. An expert from the Northwest Regional Educational Labora-
tory made a presentation. The instructors were given information outlining the format of
the learning packages and wrote some sample behavioral objectives.

On June 5 and 6, a two-day workshop was held at Lane Community College. The
group made decisions finalizing the format of the learning packages, determining exactly
what areas of the electronics curriculum would be covered and which of the writers would
take each area. Each writer was then directed to break his area down to specific be-
havioral objectives prior to the actual starting date of the project on June 22. Ten areas
of study common to six occupations in the electrical-electronics technologies were
selected. These included: Occupations; Terminology; Instruments; Schematics; Devices;
Basic Theory; Circuits; Diagnosis; Construction; and Mathematics. Research conducted
with Oregon State University and federal, state, and local employment services indicated
that students who were skilled in the following occupations were most likely to find em-
ployment, if not in their local area, then in the State of Oregon: Electronics Engineering
Technician; Electronics Assembler; Industrial Electronics 'Technician; Electronics Service
Technician; Electronics Mechanics; and Electrical Appliance Serviceman. Task analyses
were obtained foreachof theoccupations and used as a basis for finalizing those behavioral
objectives that would be most valuable for the students. Sample behavioral objectives
were again written and critiqued by the group.

The writing of the materials occurred at Lane Community College between June 22,
1970, and August 1, 1970. The writers developed 138 learning packages that encompassed
the first year of the technical program. The writers were sent from each of the schools
that planned to use the materials. Lane Community College printed 500 copies of the
instructional materials (a total of 1.5 million pages).

Prior to the opening of school in September 1970, all the colleges had received their
learning packages and were ready to start the program. Visitations were made to each
school to assist in the actual functional procedures in the electronics laboratories.

Three meetings with the electronics instructors whowereteaching the program were
held. Problems and experiences were shared. Methods for revising the instruction and
for motivating the students were exchanged and, for the most part, became standard
operating procedure.
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After the first year, funds were obtained to rewrite all e the materials. The writingstaff was expanded to a total of 25. It was also decided to t the program to includethe second year of the community college programs and two years (eleventh and twelfthgrades) of the high school program. This revised Individualized Curriculum for Elec-tronics program allows a student to otirt in high school and to continue studying elec-tronics on a continuous growth progre th..ough to employment. This can be done whetherthe employment is after high scho A, after one year of college, or after four years ofcollege.
There are currently approximately 700 students in the following 1.6 schools who arepresently utilizing the Individualized Curriculum for Electronics program.
High Schools

Cascade Union High School
Route 1

Turner, Oregon 97392

Crook County High School
East First Street
Prineville, Oregon 97754

Estacado Union High School
350 Northeast Seventh
Estacado, Oregon 97023

North Bend Senior High School
Fourteenth and Pacific
North Bend, Oregon 97459

Occupational Skills Center
14211 Sautheost Johnson Rood
Milwoukie, Oregon 97222

South Eugene High School
400 East 19th Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97401

Washington High School
531 Southeast 14th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97214

Wilson High School
1151 Southwest Vermont Street
Portland, Oregon 97219

Benson Polytechnic High Schuol
546 Northeost Twelfth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97232

David Douglas Senior High School
1500 Southeast 130th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97233

Community Colleges

Central Oregon Community College
College Way
Bend, Oregon 97701

Chemeketo Community College
4389 Sorter Drive, Northeast
Salem, Oregon 97303

Clackamas Community College
19600 South Molallo Avenue
Oregon City, Oregon 97045

Clotsop Community College
Sixteenth and Jerome
Astoria, Oregon 97103

Oregon State University
Deportment of Industrial Education
Corvallis, Oregon 97331

Southwestern Oregon Community College
Coos Boy
Oregon 97420

INDIVIDUALIZED CURRICULUM FOR ELECTRONICS PACKAGES
The learning packages are written with the following format:

Learning Package System
Basic Format
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1. TITLE AND/OR PACKAGE NUMBER

Nome

Dote Started

Dote to be Completed

Concept: This should be a specific statement of the idea, skill, or attitude to be learned.
One sentence is usuolly sufficient.

Purpose: This is the rationale, in the student's terms, indicating why he should learn the
contents of this package. One paragraph should be enough.

2. PRE-TEST

All of the tests For each package should be of equivalent form of the some test. The pre-test should be mode available separate from
the learning package and should be token
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before the student starts on the package. If the student scores of the criterion' level, he
should skip the package. He may elect to use the package to learn the pans of the pre-
test that he did not perform at level on, ar he may elect to da the entire package. All of
the tests should reflect exactly the contents of the package.

3. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The learning objectives should be stated in behavioral terms and contain three basic ele-
ments:

(I) The performance expected of the learner.
(2) The conditions under which the performance will be measured.
(3) The proficiency level expected of the learner.

4. LEARNING ACTIVITIES

A. This is a listing of the activities a student may engage in to learn the above-stated
objective(s). The activities should be as diversified as possible and provide for a
broad range of interest and ability levels.

B. Reosons, in student terms, for each learning octivity should be clearly stated. This
helps the student decide exoctly which leorning activities he will da.

Areos to consider far A and B:

Sources Reasons

Moterials: Textbooks, periodicals, pam-
phlets, laboratory experiments, worksheets,
information sheets, exercises, charts,
projects, etc.

Media: Films, filmstrips, records, tape re-
cordings, film loops, video topes, pictures,
etc.

Clearly summorize exactly what i3 pre-
sented in each octivity. See sample below.

Methods: Large groups for medio, small
Lroups for discussions, teacher-pupil con-
ference, individual .'search in resource
center, etc.

Sample

Grob: Applications of Electronics, pages This gives a generol description of how o
33-35. tronsistor amplifier circuit processes the

signal.

5. SELF TEST
This should be constructed as described under pre-test. Be sure to moke the pre-, past-,
and self-tests os equivalent forms of the some test. The self-test should be a regulor part
of the learning package.

6. POST-TEST
See pre-test and self-test. For each item an the post-test, there should be instructions far
odditionol information, ar what to do to re -learn, if the question is missed.

OPTIONAL

I. A pre-test might be given for the following unit to see if the person may hove picked
up additional infarmotion to skip the next package. This can be done for systems thot
ore designed on the linear model.

2. For parallel-designed leoming systems, the student should be given a list of choices
for which he is quolified at the conclusion of each pockoge.

The criterion level moy be set by the individual teocher. In some cores, levels of 80% ore
sufficient; other times, 100% may be required.
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You probably have experience as a teacher and are listening to me today as a resultof your own professional curiosity.
Individualized instruction concepts have been devel-oped to help solve sonic of the frustrations of traditional teaching.

The rewards in education come from the success of your students. As an experiencedteacher, you have felt the grief of some of your students not being as successful as Jouthought they might have been. This curriculum is designed to help you have the time toget to know each student, to help him identify his goals, and to help him learn how toreach his own goals.
With an individualized program, your students will have greater opportunity to workat their own pace and toward their own goals. But there is one thing that needs to bestressed from the very beginning. Individualized instruction is not each student going toa learning carrell and being programmed with audiovisual and other hardware. All ofthese techniques may be open to the student. But the central process of individualizedinstruction (or personalized, or any other name) is that it allows and encourages the stu-dent to interact more with other people. The time that the student usually spends passivelylistening (or not listening) to lectures and other group activity is now spent talking toother students, questioning the teacher, growing, probing, learning.
Most teachers will agree that motivation is the key to helping a student learn. IfJohnny really wants to learn something, just get out of his way. Rut what if he doesn't?That becomes the battle.
Individualized instruction is designed to put the student's interest at the very heartof the educational process. If the teacher can help the student identify his own interestsand then build a program by helping the student broaden his interests, the teacher and thestudent have both increased their chances of success.
Being faced with 20 to 30 students per class period, four, five, or even six hours perday, usually precludes the teacher's remotest dream of getting to know his students verywell, let alone helping them identify interests and then having each student follow his in-dividualized interests.
With these kinds of loads, even the mostorganized teacher must give demonstrationsto large groups, lecture whenever he wants to convey information, and always aim for thatmythical mile of the groupJohnny Average.
Many students like large group instruction very well. They hide in the crowd. Aslong as they are quiet and make some reasonable effort to do what the teacher asks, theydo very well. Students can actually get along very well in school and never have to think!Educational thought in the past five years has focused on the importance of helpingthe student learn to learn and become a self-reliant perst;t1 who can make effective deci-sions when faced with alternatives. Since we know that people learn what they do, it seemsimportant that schools allow, no, demand that students learn to make decisions. Thismust be done in the normal classroom, every day.
With these thoughts as an introduction, let us look at a summary of the unique featuresof individualized instruction.

MAJOR FEATURES OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
FROM THE STUDENT'S POINT OF VIEW

Self-paced: The student progresses at the pace best suited to his learning. Ile isallowed to go fast or to take the time to study in depth.
Open entry, open exit: The student may start learning any day of the year.Performance placement: The student is given credit for what he may already knowso that he always starts learning something new. The challenge is always presented.

MAJOR FEATURES OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
FROM THE TEACHER'S POINT OF VIEW

lie can now spend more time witheach individual student. Less time is spent in largegroup lectures and demonstrations.
Emphasis can be placed on motivation. The teacher concentrates his energies onproviding different ways students can learn, ratherthan dictating THE way all must learn.Grading is removed. The student keeps the records of what he has learned; he isthen given credit for what he has accomplished.
More creativity time. With the basic instruction process carefully defined, the teacherhas time to design activities that will reflect his unique abilities.
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MAJOR FEATURES OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR'S POINT OF VIEW

What the students are learning is defined. This can be easily communicated to the
parents and the public.

More flexibility in scheduling students, As students come to and leave the school,
they can be enrolled in classes they are interested in, with confidence that they will "fit
in" and be able to profit from the work.

Articulation is accomplished, Students go from one level of school to another (high
school to community college, etc.) with a written record of exactly what they know and can
do. They can continue to learn on a continuous path at the new leveL

MAJOR FEATURES OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
FROM THE COUNSELOR'S POINT OF VIEW

Students have choices of learning styh s and pace. They are confident they will be
able to be successful,

Course content is defined. Students don't have to sign up for courses "blind". Ex-
pectations are clearly laid out and the student can make choices.

Student interests can be pursued. Careerchoices, avocational interests, and curiosi-
ties may be investigated by the students. They have some say in what and how they will
learn,

If all of the above sounds dreamy, or considerably different from your school, I hope
you will consider the points seriously. In this package, I hope to show exactly how you can
accomplish the above in your school.

A picture of a school thatwas fully individualized would look very much like a modern
shopping center. Great emphasis is placed on student (customer) choice and interests.
Time and care is taken to make the school (shopping center) an attractive, interesting
place to be. Involvement on the part of the student is emphasized. Functional design
would be fully considered. The total school would reflect the administration's clear con-
cept of what should occur in the school, and all conveniences would be submitted to the
test of their contribution to the accomplishment of the goals.

1 have attempted to present an honest picture, in capsule, of what individualized in-
struction is, what it leads to, and the foundation upon which it is based. The underlying
philosophy of individualized instruction is that students can only learn to be, ome self-
actualizing, self-directed people by being given an opportunity to do so.

If, at this time, you feel that students cannot make decisions that are valid, that they
must be directed in every detail of their work by an expert, then I would suggest that you
should carefully re-examine any intention to try individualizing your instruction.

MAJOR CHANGES

To take full advantage of theconceptsof individualized instruction, there are two sig-
nificant functions the instructor must be aware of. First, he must abandon the group lec-
ture, laboratory sequence. He becomes a source of information or consultant to the
individual student or group of students who are faced with specific problems, In doing
this, the instructor recognizes that each student learns at a different rate and often by
different methods. He also recognizes that there is a wide range of individual differ-
ences, and he must deal separately with each one to foster the spirit of inquiry. The key
is to heighten interest or motivation. The student has selected this subject for a reason,
and the instructor's role is to enhance the student's interest in many ways. By treating
each student as an individual, helping him evaluate his potential, and directing him into
areas where he can find successful experiences, the teacher will help the student's moti-
vation to continue.

Second, if students are given advanced placement for prior e,:pctience, the results
will be a class in which the rangeof placement will be wide. The instructor must be pre-
pared to give students information which varies trom the very basic concepts to the more
advanced during the same class period. Students have been very adamant about the fact
that they need assistance about the particular learning package they are using at the time
they are doing it. The inference for the instructor is that he needs a firm grasp of the
full range of concepts covered in the course at hand. Immediate feedback has proven to
be of great value in helping students learn. The instructor needs to supply the immediate
feedback where the information is not in the package or in the referenced material.
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What follows are same suggestions and possible guides to help make individualizedinstruction a successful experience for both the student and instructor. Individualized
instruction has as its basis three philosophical concepts. These are: each student learns
at a rate best suited to his individual needs: the student is given credit for previous ex-perience and education: the student may enter the program at any time during the schoolyear.

Ideally, then, the student can enter the program any time, to the depth for which his
experience has prepared him, and can move through the instructional materials at hisown best speed.

In many schools, this is not practical. The Instructor has pressure on him to give
grades for a specified amount of work done by each student. This results in having torequire each student to go through a certain number of learning packages before he canget a grade. The students who are sharp may feel held back, while the slow ones have to
pass up opportunities to better understand the materials because they do not have timeto spend with it. Many times, the experiments arc skipped because there is not enoughtime to do them and, consequently, the student loses valuable experience.

If the student is required to do a prescribed amount of learning packages within time
limitations, the underlying concept of individualized instruction is lost. The process ends
up being substituted for lectures.

Students have reacted strongly to this direct substitution of learning packages forlecture method. It has resulted in a good deal of frustration for them, in that they feel
they are not getting anything better. They only find it more difficult to see the instructorfor help with their problems.

To have a really successful individualized instructional program, the instructor mustwork out a way to let the students progress as nearly at their own rate as possible. There
must be certain guidelines, but they should take the form of an agreement between theinstructor and the student. Both have expectations. The student wants to achieve to acertain level, and the instructor should be very careful to understand what the student
wants and help him be realistic and at the same time supply as much motivation as pos-sible.

If the instructor and tilt' student cancome to a tacit agreement about where the student
should be after a certain time in the program, then they both have the same expectations,
which will allow the student to move along while getting the most he possibly can fromthe program.

In dealing with the student, the teacher needs to use a combination of face-to-face
conversations, small group discussions, and total class seminars. This encourages the
students to communicate with the teacher in several different ways. It also encouragesstudent-to-student communication.

Successful introduction of an operating individualized instruction program requires
that the instructor revise some of the methods that are now in uce. Some of the changes
that are already apparent will he:

The doily class lecture is no longer necessary. The instructor's role should become that of
a consultant. A variety of methods should be used, such as individual help, small group demon-
strations and seminars.

It is necessary to give information to students concerning concepts scattered over much of
the program. The instructor hos to be prepared to answer, at any time, questions ranging From
bosic to advanced theory.

The learning packages 4onstitute more paperwork. Methods need to be worked out to take
core of the extra work, such os grading pre- and post-tests. Students should be encouraged tohelp with this wherever possible.

Techniques must be instituted to ensure that the student spends enough time in the labora-
tory or classroom to achieve his goals. Required attendance is recommended.

Student progress needs to be evaluated on a continuing basis. New procedures and methods
become necessary to do this satisfactorily. Students should be involved in maintaining these
records.

A wide variety of resource materials must be easily available to the student; a system which
will allow students full utilization of these materials, yet allow them to circulate freely if
necessary.

The range of experiments being conducted by the students will be wide. The necessary
components for these experiments must be readily accessible.
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Projects and repair activities should be used extensively to help the studerd apply his tech-
nical knowledge.

Laboratory facilities will remain much the same. The change here must be in the hours
that the laboratory and the instructor are available to the student. Laboratory time for the
student is very important, yet must fit his schedule.

Individualized instruction is superior to the lecture method, according to the majority of
the students who hove experienced it. The fact remains, however, that its success depends
largely on the instructor. Each instructor must adopt the program to his individual laboratory
and classroan situation. He must make it work.

Problems: The major problems teachers and students have had with individualized
instruction include the following:

Grades: A mastery, no-credit system is ideal far individualized instruction. Other alternatives
include pass-fail, variable credits, and simply giving "A" credit for the w.ak a student com-
pletes. Regardless of the system, it should encourage the student to learn, not to memorize.

Motivation: Some teachers hove thought individualized instruction should be operated like
independent study. Nothing is further from the truth. The teacher needs to start the students
as a group (the way the students were previously begun) and then help each student set goals
and identify ways to learn. As a result, after the student gains experience, he will be able to
function largely on his awn. The teacher should continually encourage student-to-student in-
struction and teacher-student conversations. The total purpose of individualized instruction is
to increase the amount of time the instructor has to help the students.

Papers, tests, etc.: The teacher has to get things organized so he, is not spending all
his time grading papers. Ile can have the students do it themselveshave advanced
students helpor take them home at night. But he should not hide behind a large stack
of papers during classtime. Ile has to be helping the students!

Multiple learning methods: Students should use many resources for learning. These
can include projects, experiments, many reference books, field trips, guest speakers,
even the teacher. Audio-visual materials such as film loops, audio tapes, and tape-slide
sequences should be used wherever possible.

Advantages: Many people feel individualized instruction is better than the traditional
lecture-laboratory way we have been teaching. The major advantages include the follow-
ing:

pace of learning: Students con learn at their awn pace. They are not held up or pushed by a
group. They are able to learn content and ore not competing far grades.

Personalization: The teacher is there to help the student learn, rather than punish because of
student Failure. The total process is success-oriented. Teachers and students are working to-
gether to find new ways to learn, rather than inventing new punishments For failure.

Responsibility (Involvement): The student gets to make some decisions that count. He is able
to help decide what he will learn and how he will learn it. This gets him involved! Thus,
motivated! By coring what the student thinks and wants, the teacher is able to communicate
with the student and help him. As the student learns, he demonstrates to himself that he is
responsible and can learn.

Communication: What is to be learned and what has been learned is defined (master package
list, etc.); therefore, people con talk about it. Articulation with advanced training schools
(community colleges, industrial, etc.) is possible. Other subjects (English, math, science, etc.)
con relate to what each student is learning at any point in time. Interdisciplinary studies are
mode possible because the subject matter is defined. (It is not locked up in the teacher's mind
and kept secret from all unwashed people!)

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTIONS

As of this date, the success of the Individualized Curriculum in Electronics project
is being measured in student enthusiasm and teacher acceptance. Some unsolicited com-
ments from students include:

"I hove to work weird hours. IF it weren't for I.C.E., I couldn't stay in school."
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"I would have had to wait until no.t fall before I could get into a program. It has saved mesix months of waiting because I can get into it now."
"I like to work independently. If I can take my time, I understand the material much better."
"All the time I put into I.C.E. is productive. There is no busy work. I find I get out of it whatI put into it."

"This is great! If this is the way education is going, I'm for it."

The college presidents of Oregon's community colleges met recently and designatedthe Individualized Curriculum for Electronics project as the Number One priority forfurther development.
The Individualized Curriculum for Electronics is servingas the model for curriculummaterials development in the areas of automotives, metals, and several other technicalsubjects.
The Individualized Curriculum for Electronics materials will be edited and added tothis year. The third edition will be available to any high school program in Oregon.Ten pilot schools are being selected to try the Individualized Curriculum for Elec-tronics program on a national basis.
In conclusion, the Individualized Curriculum for Electronics program seems to behelr3ng teachers establish a flexible, dynamic relationship with their students,
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Grading



Mastery Evaluation
Lee H. Smalley

Mastery evaluation is a relatively new concept in education. Most people were firstintroduced to it in 1968 with an article by Benjamin Bloom. This is a most importantconcept at this time for we have the quantity, all of the children of all of the people nototherwise institutionalized, in school (at least to a much greater degree than any othercountry) and so now should work on the quality of instruction. Also, because of the morecomplex nature of our technological democracy, our society demands more of its citizens,which puts a greater degree of responsibility on the schools to prepare people to functionand contribute to such a society.

GOAL OF TEACHING

A. To teach 90% of the selected content to 90% of the students you have in class.13. To select content, ask three questions:
1. Why do 1 want them to learn it?
2. Once they have learned it, what will they do with it?
3. Once they have learned it, how long should they remember itsC. To teach for mastery:
1, leachers must use any means to get students to master the objectives.
2. Do not keep time constant for all learners.
3. Evaluate the objectives.
4. Give treatment until objectives are mastered.

PROBLEMS WITH TYPICAL EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
A. Common mocedures:

1. Process the majority regardless of learning.
2. Teacher presents content, regardless of learning.
3. Equate high standards to per cent of failure.
4. Students have to guess *that they are being evaluated for.B. The "Normal" Curve
1. The theoretical normal curve is based on chance and sample.
2. Good teaching should beby design,not chance, and the results should not approxi-mate a normal curve.
3. It is based on the assumption that students would fall into slots, and the job ofthe teacher is to select students for one of the slots.
4. Norm-based evaluation thus placed the accusing finger of non-learning on thestudent and absolved the teacher from poor teaching.
5. We proceed in our teaching as though only a minority of our students should beable to learn what we have to teach.

SEQUENCE FOR MASTERY EVALUATION
A. Develop student behavioral objectives with specified performance criteria.B. Develop test items from the objectives.
C. Determine the entry level behavior needed.
D. Assess where the learner is before instruction takes place.E. Learning takes place continuously.
F. Self tests or practice for the student to see if he can achieve the objectives.G. Mastery test for the teacher to see if the student achieves the objectives.

METHOD OF GRADING

A. Grades should only be recorded as A, B, or inc. (C may be used if content is notcritical.)
B. B is when a student has successfully mastered the performance criteria as indicatedin the objectives.
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C. A is when a student achieves a 13 grade, plus successfully completes additional
projects relating to the class, which are initiated by the student.

D. An incomplete is given when the student does not achieve the performance criteria
indicated.

REMEMBER

A. Student errors are opportunities for teachers to teach.
B. Learners need to learn how to learn, not just what to learn.
C. Creative teaching should be defined as creative ways of getting more students to

learn more.
D. Tbachers should be evaluated on the basis of student learning.

CONCLUSION

No longer is it necessary to "play games" with students. If the ter .ter prepares
behavioral objectives with the intent, conditions, and performance criteria included and
gives these to thestudentson the first day of class, the evaluation should not be a secretive
thing. The student will know before the teacher does when he has successfully mastered
the objectives.

Another advantage of mastery evaluation is that every teacher can initiate this in
his own instruction, without asking anyone else. You just go ahead and do itl

Not since the development of audio-visual aids has there been a concept that holds
greater promise for improving instruction.

Dr. Smalley is a professor of Industrial Teacher Education at the University of WisconsinStout,
Menomonie, Wisconsin, 54751.

What Is a Grade?
Charles E. Earhart

There are as many different interpretations of a grade as systems of grading. About
eight years ago, my fellow teachers and 1 decided it was time to do something about uni-
formity in a grade. Our first approach was contacting industries to learn what is ex-
pected from our graduates. Were they finding serious weaknesses in our industrial arts
graduates? The results of this survey were very helpful in determining "What is a
Grade?" The young people we have in class every day are the future wage earners in
industry and products of our own teaching.

Personnel directors informed us they prefer applicants with a proper attitude about
work, one who can take instructions, constructive criticism, and be able to get along with
his fellow workers.

It was Clement Stone who said: "There is a very little difference in people, but that
little difference makes a big difference. The little difference is attitude. The big differ-
ence is whether it is positive or negative."

Knowing how to work safely with materials and machines is just as important as
working safely around other people. Accidents don't just happen; they are caused. An
unsafe corker has no place in industry now or in the future. The safety habits students
are taught in our classes or permitted to practice very day become a part of their attitude
toward safety. Enforcement of proper safety methods is the best insurance.

Proper work habits should be taught and practiced in a school lab with the introduc-
tion of each new machine or area of study. The old saying "we teach as we were taught"
can be revised to read: "Workers work as they are taught." So, if we practice what we
teach, then follow up on each student in the development of his work habits, the remainder
is up to the individual.

Cooperation in the learning process is not only a "must" among students, but between
students and teachers. This is also necessary for parents, teachers, and the administra-
tion. Learning to live and work with others is a basic fundamental of an industrial society.
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Initiative, according to Webster, is "serving to initiate, or begin." After students
have been properly instructed as to what is expected of them, are they ready to start
working without further delay? Do they have a set routine in starting to work every day?Do they visit a while, get a drink, go to the rest room, or just plain kill time until every-one else is busy? A few lost minutes every day can run into many hours a month withnothing to show for their lost initiative. Don't let our young people get the habit of aretired worker's comment: "My get up and gogot up and went."

Written work is an unfortunate necessity in school, and many teachers place too muchemphasis on test results. A student can memorize the correct answers, but may not beable to apply them on the job. A written test can also reflect whether the teacher hastaught. When this prospective worker gets a job, who knows whether he received an "A"
or "D" in a certain subject? The important thing is whether he can prepare or producewhat is expected by an employer. I.earningto think, making decisions, and knowing where
to find the correct answers are just as important as being a straight "A" student on paper.

Punctuality may not seem a very importantfactor as far as a grade is concerned,but the first class in the morning can be a disaster if students are permitted to arrive
without some uniform starting time. One of the most serious problems of industry todayis being late for work.

The attendance record of a former student is one of the first questions asked when
a prospective employer calls about a jobapplicant. We insist on a good attendance record
in our evaluation of a student. One who sets a pattern of taking Mondays or Fridays off isreminded of this early in his high school career. When the student is absent, he is notlearning, and when he misses work, his employer will be looking for a replacement.
Absenteeism increases the cost of a product in many industries.

The progress a student makes can be quickly observed by the kind or type of a workproject he selects. This is especially true with students coming into our classes for asecond or third year. Some will want to make or do a problem that is almost a repeat ofwork for beginners. Others will strive to get as many new experiences as possible intheir daily work.
Our senior class is usually building some piece of equipment for other departmentsof the school system. This provides an excellent opportunity to observe the suggestions

and ideas from different students. We usually get the class, or those available, to look
at the situation and analyze the problem. It is always refreshing to hear a student's re-
marks; otherwise, we would never know his thinking. The informal atmosphere in anindustrial arts class provides our profession the opportunity to evaluate the student as awhole better than most other classrooms.

Conduct is another area that will result in an immediate dismissal from the job if itis not controlled. Fighting is probably one of the most common problems in school.Smoking in class or in the rest room can be serious, and the dangers should be stressed
continually. There are flammable materials and gases in many of our labs, and smoking
could cause extensive damage. One of the best ways found to keep conduct on a positivebasis is to try to keep them busy. Idle hands and minds can be a real hazard in a class,
so it's up to the teacher to keep it a safe place for learning and working.

In summarizing, a grade should reflect the student's attitude toward safe working
conditions, willingness to take constructive criticism, and ability to get along with fellowworkers, rather than an "A", "B", or "C". Last, but not least, be able to THINK!

Mr. Earhart is a metals teacher at Newark High School, Newark, Ohio.

What Is a Grade?
Sara L Stengel

What is a grade?
What should a grade be?
An accurate mark given on a report of progress denoting an average score on work

in a particular course based on a specific grading scale.
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This is not what a grade really is.. It is not an average on work: test scores, con-
duct, absences, and the teacher's personal opinion of the student.

It is not a report on progress. Test scores are averaged together: if the student
makes zood progress but does not raise his grade number-wise, he gets no credit for
his progress.

There is no specific grade scale. Different teachers use different scales. Students
with easier teachers make better grades than those with hard teachers, but aren't neces-
sarily better students.

So a grade is actually a mark given by a teacher denoting whathe feels the student
should make based on his own grading system and according to his personal opinion of
the student.

This is bad for the student because his grade is lowered if the teacher doesn't like
him. Ills grade average is hurt if he has a harder teacheronce you are in "honors,"
it is almost impossible to get out. This discourages students who might otherwise make
good grades. Parents usually think the first definition is how it is and pressure students.

Three types of students result with this grading system. Dropouts are discouraged
students who either finally convinced themselves that they were dumb or got so shot down
they developed insensitivity and Just didn't care. Often, to keep grades, students resort
to cheatingeven good students who get stuck with hard or bad teachers. There are a
few LUCKY onesteacher's pets and those who have above average grades anyway.

Some administrators have realized that grades aren't what they should be and have
tried several other ways, but these haven't worked. lbacher comments actually mean
that most teachers have 3 comments on rubber stamps, Progress reports have been
tried, but teachers are told if the students completed the minimum required work, give
them the highest mark.

What can be done? One grading system could be designed for use by all teachers.
Review of all teachers would weed out bad ones and those who refuse to use the grade
scale. Review of courses and dividing each course into levels depending on student ability
might help. Aptitude tests for placement should be given each semester. Tests in voca-
tional subjects and courses in vocational fields shouldbe offered; not everyone was meant
for a general college degree.

Sara Stengel is a senior at Sunset High School, Dallas, Texas.
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Teaching the Functions of Industry to the
Educable Mentally Retarded Student

Rick Veteto

The purpose of my preseaLation is to illustrate methods in which the "Functions of
Industry' approach to manufacturing may be related to the educable mentally retarded
(EMR) student.

Before we investigate some of these methods, letus look at some general character-
istics of the EMR student that affect his ability or inability to learn within our present
educational systems.

The EMR student has an 1.Q. rangeof 50-80 and experiences much difficulty in learn-
ing through abstractions. He lacks interest in most school subjects because of constant
failures and refuses to cooperate with teachers and peers on an individual or group basis.
He seeks attention and advice' constantly from parents, teachers, and peers, since he
cannot accept responsibility for his own actions and criticism. He makes unrealistic
vocational choices and is 3-5 years behind his peers in vocational maturity, being ex-
tremely selective concerning interests. He is socially and emotionally less mature than
his "average" peers and has a very poor self-concept.

With these characteristics in mind, let us look now at the technologies or functions
of industry whereby man changes raw materials into finished products and investigate
these concepts as they relate to the slow learner.

The functions of industry as outlined in the "Common Body of Knowledge for Manage-.
ment Consultants," written by the Association of ConsultingManagement Engineers, Inc.,
are: organization, research and development, personnel administration, finance and con-
trol, secretarial and legal, production, marketing, and external relations.

With these functions as a base and the characteristics of the educable mentally re-
tarded still fresh in our minds, let us investigate further a model which may be used to
teach, motivate, and introduce this student to the world of work around him.

One of the most identifiable characteristics of the slow learner is his inability to
deal satisfactorily with abstractions. lnorder to effect a successful transfer of knowledge
and understanding of concepts in the EMR learner, the following model has been used in
my program to relate the "Functions of Industry" to the EMR student in a realistic and
concrete manner.

IConcepts I

Introduction I

Multi-Media
Reinforcement

1,

Individual Activity
Small Group
Role Playing

Class or
Large Group

Activity

Example

Research and Development

Reinforcement
Math, Science, Language Arts

Pictures, Drawings, Diagrams,
Sketches, Films, Video Tape,
Filmstrips

Concrete, real terms and items

Group I Group II,
Mass Individual

Production Crafted
Product

To observe this model in action, it is helpful to see concrete examples of the func-
tions of industry taking place in the classroom or laboratory.
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Course Outline for a Study of Manufacturing
Using the "Functions of Industry" Approach

Unit I. Orientation
A. Pre-Test
B. Introduction to Machines
C. Safety Operations
D. Organization of Manufacturing Industries
E. Teacher-Planned Mass Production of Product
F. Job Applications

G. Tooling-up for Production
H. Production of Product

Unit II. Research and Development
A. Pure Research
B. Applied Research
C. Partial Design Process
D. Two GroupsProduct Research

1. Individual Product
2. Mass Production Product

Unit Ill. Product Engineering
A. Student-Prepared Designs
B. Sales Analysis

1. Consumer Survey
2. Photography of Student Prototypes

Unit IV. Product Development
A. Patent System
B. Copyrights

Unit V. Organization of Manufacturing Enterprises
A. Types of Manufacturing

1. Custom
2. Job Lot
3. Mass

B. Forming a Manufacturing Company
C. Types of Companies
D. Company Structure
E. Elements of Production
F. Economics of Industry

Unit VI. Personnel Administration
A. Manpower Procurement
B. Wages and Salaries
C. Organization Planning and Development
D. Organization Planning

Unit VII. Finance and Control
A. Financing
B. Control

Unit VIII. Secretarial and Legal
A. Secretarial

1. Board of Directors
2. Stockholders

B. Legal
I. Employee Affairs
2. Patents Affairs

Unit IX. Production
A. Plant Engineering
B. Industrial Engineering

C. Purchasing
D. Production Planning and Control
E. Manufacturing
F. Quality Control

Unit X. Marketing
A. Market Research
B. Advertising

C. Sales Promotion
D. Sales Planning
E. Sales Operations
F. Product Distribution

Unit XI. External Relations
A. Opinion Appraisal
B. Employee Infonnation
C. Investor Communication

In conclusion, these brief concepts are designed to illustrate a systematic approachto the introduction of manufacturing to the educable mentally retarded student. The studentneeds much more than concepts. He needs a dedicated and motivating teacher, positiveinteraction with his environment, and a successful educational experience such as thatprovided in an activity-based conceptual approach to manufacturing, "The Functions ofIndustry."
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A Program to Teach Manipulative Concepts
to Culturally-Deprived Students

Jerry D. Grover

One needs no special agility in perception to notice two characteristics of contem-
porary American education. Most people involved in it don't like it much, and everyone
wants to individualize it. These attitudes are real enough, but fake. One thing is clear
though; in the classroom, a genuine riftexists between teachers and the students. Educa-
tion is supposed to be facilitated by the relation between teachers and students. This is
what teachers are for. But what transpires when there is a breach between teacher and
students? Mistrust, resentment, misunderstanding, fear, gamesmanship, one-upmanship,
failure, mutual avoidance, and preciouslittle education. Students see school as unpleasant
and irrelevant because in general that is what it is. 'leachers thus see students as stub-
born, immature, and cheeky. When the bell rings, everybody splits to find someone
pleasant to be with and something worthwhile to do.1

Ralph Calhagton in the 19 ACIATE Yearbook made this statement: "The greatest
deterrent to school interest is the curriculum and its disregard for students' needs, in-
terests, aptitudes, and capacities."2 lam sure that we are all aware that these conditions
exist in many schools throughout the nation, and because of these conditions, we have de-
fined a segment of our students as being culturally deprived or disadvantaged students.
I believe that cultural deprivation and disadvantaged students basically may be broken
into two categories. There are those who are deprived and disadvantaged because of
their economic and social standings. This could be considered a circumstantial depriva-
tion. There is also, perhaps more important in many respects, a developmental dis-
advantaged, such as students who began their program of schooling and got left behind
somewhere along the line. They didn't gain the cognitive concepts that were essential for
them to progress with their peers. These same students were likely to have fallen behind
in their development of manipulative concepts as well. These two types of conditions go
hand in hand, but often we look onlyat the economic and the social as the main sources of
being deprived or disadvantaged. Actually, the cultural deprivation, or disadvantage, is
reinforced because the teachers of the schools do not teach the students at a basic enough
level of concept. If the students are unable to perform at a predetermined level of ex-
pectation, they are threatened with failure and are more threatened by their peer groups.

There have been many articles written, and much discussion, as to the reasons a
student is deprived or culturally inadequate. Some reason that the students come from
educationally depressed areas, or perhaps small rural schools. They may have been
raised in a poor social and economic situation. They mar have had poor schools and/or
poor teachers. These students may have been counseled in subject matter that was com-
pletely unrelated to the students' lifestyle. These are all contributing factors to a child
who becomes a potential disadvantaged student, a potential dropout, and a potential prob-
lem in society. The purpose of our discussion this afternoon is not to delve into the
causes of deprivation but perhaps how we, as educators, and more particularly industrial
arts educators, might be able to help thestudents overcome this deprivation, particularly
in our subject field.

I am impressed by the curriculum model that has come out from the National Office
of Education. The National Office proposes that our schools be geared and oriented to
career education. A soundplan would focus career education in grades K-6 on awareness.
Grades 7-9 would include orientation, and grades 10-14 would concentrate on preparation.
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If our schools were truly dedicated to the concept of career education, the students (ourchildren) at the end of the twelfth or fourteenth year of schooling would be ready to moveinto society and not have to experience the frustration of not being adequate to the peergroup or to the society in which they choose to live.
Today I would like to develop some ideas that we as educators might utilize to makeour schools more effective. Our schools have utilized various ways to find the depriva-tion areas of a student. Traditionally, the schools have kept accumulative files on stu-dents. These files contain their grades and their progress in relation to the age and thenorm of the group in which they associate and national norms. The level of achievementis further determined by a file of various test scores. It may also contain a writtenassessment by the teacher or counselor. These are all traditional ways that are stillbeing utilized to try to tell us, as teachers, what a student's strengths and weaknessesmight be. Many teachers are beginning to ny pre-tests to see how much a student knowswhen he comes into the course and how much he knows when he concludes the course.Is it possible to define more clearly a student's deficiencies and then provide a sys-tem whereby he could start out and work at his own level of understanding and progressas rapidly as he can through the subject material? The attraction of the school itselfcould be a very effective force in motivating the child if it was operating well. The schoolwould draw students to it because of its interesting and motivating curricular programs.If it was functioning well, it would have programs which would bring the child's life intoa direct relationship to the learning experiences of school. School must be an effectiveforce in the disadvantaged youth's life and must be a more positive one than it has everbeen before. 1 believe that one of the most severe problems in the school systems inAmerica today is the assumption by the teacher and the school that a student already hasa set of conceptual and manipulative concepts on which we attempt to build. Do I need toemphasize the fallacy of this assumption? Somehow, someway we need to identify theconceptual level of a student as he enters into the elementary school, as he comes intothe junior high school, as he comes into the high school, or as he comes into post-secondary school. It is important that we build upon the concepts that he has alreadyestablished. If we assume that the student has a set of concepts, and if we assume in-correctly, then we are going to be reinforcers and additive factors to the disadvantagedstudent's negative concept of himself and to his negative outlook on school and society,and we will be perpetuators of negativism and reinforcers of the school dropout.One of our challenges is to be able to identify the concepts that a student brings intoour programs. The approach and taxonomy of our industrial arts programs is extremelyimportant to meeting theneeds of youth, and we have many of these programs in existence.Many new ideas and concepts are being experimented with throughout the country. Weare doing a pretty good Job in this respect. Perhaps more important than all of these newprograms is having a tested means of taking a student from where he is in his manipula-tive skills and conceptual concepts to a goal set up by the school or the teacher. Schoolsare doing a good job of setting up goals, but doing a very poor job of assessing where astudent is or providing all students with meaningful experiences to reach the establishedgoal. We must often require that a student repeat concepts that he has already masteredand hold him to a predetermined structured course. I think this type of education canonly frustrate the highly motivated student because we are not adding sufficient challenge.We also frustrate the so-called deprived student because, in setting up the course goals,we do not take into consideration his lack of background and experience.The effect of traditional unit courses with goals set for the average student means thatif the student comes into the course handicapped, or disadvantaged, by previous experi-ences, he is more likely to become more handicapped and negative. The bright studentwill loaf along without much challenge and perhaps develop negative attitudes towardsthe school. Every time we over-challenge a student to a point of discouragement, orunder-challenge a student, we reinforce his negative concepts, and we provoke futurefailures. Why not devise a program that challenges each student to the same degree? 1propose that we do a better job of identifying all the concepts, manipulative and cognitive,in each discipline. A program could then be developed to allow students to challengeany of these concepts and begin study hi earnest where his level of ability lies. Ile couldprogress as rapidly and as far as he desires. The teacher would have to set minimumstandards for credit in the course. This could be done in various ways. We could developa flexible unit system. Instead of taking Woodworking 1 for one unit of credit, let thestudent enroll in Woodworking 1 for as much credit as he is able to perform in a certainperiod of time. A student would receive credit for that portion of the course which he
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performs well. Instead of giving a student a D for the full course, perhaps he has only
reached the performance level of half the course, but he has done that portion of the course
well. Why not give him an A or 13 credit for a half unit instead of a D for one unit? By
using this type of a system, 1 believe that we would remove the stigma grades have for
many of the students and give them, for the first time, a feeling of success as they achieve
to their level of ability. In this type of concept, a teacher's role would be to determine
the level of competence for a particular course or subject area. It would be his task to
divide the course, or subject area, into units and tasks. lie would develop his performance
tasks in a particular course by assuming that a student was illiterate in that particular
area. The tasks would then progress to the most complex that would be required for
credit in that particular course. As complementary units are developed, we would deter-
mine which units may require prerequisite concepts to be learned. We should always
have available the prerequisite material for the student to review as he attempts to pro-
gress through the course. After we have identified the individual units and concepts that
are essential for the course, then the most difficult and the most important task is to
develop a step-by-step procedure to accomplish the manipulative or cognitive task. At
Brigham Young University, we have been experimenting with a program using black and
white pictures and either a written or a taped instructional script which are organized
into instructional packets that the student can work through at his own pace. After this
type of program has been developed, the teacher needs to reorient himself and his role
as a teacher. He now becomes a resource person.

I have been indirectly involved with a project designed to train some of the Navajo
Indians of Southern Utah to become productive citizens in the state. The objective was
to take adult Navajo Indians and make qualified, skill-oriented persons out of them. The
part of the pro ject I became involved in called for a full-time teacher of automotive trades.
One was selected to teach these Indians the skills involved in the automotive trades. After
only a few months, however, the teacher became very discouraged because he was unable
to teach concepts at the Navajo level of understanding. The project was unable, or failed
to produce skilled automotive personnel.

In contemplating the nature of the problems, 1 felt an extreme need to reach down to
the cultural level of these Navajo people and present concepts at a level that would bring
them to a step-by-step usable level of skill that would assist them in becoming self -
sustaining.

At that same time, Dr. Dale Nish, a member of the industrial arts faculty at Brigham
Young University, became involved in developing instructional materials of a basic nature
for the Navajo Indians. Dr. Nish became engrossed in this project and conceived a pro-
gram which would enable him to teach certain skills to these deprived people. We worked
on the assumption that each individual should be allowed to reap maximum benefits from
his working skills and knowledge as he enters into his planned course of study. We wanted
each student to become involved in a quality intensive instructional program depending
primarily on media and the initiative of the student. This meant that the program should
be so designed as to allow students to progress at their own rate and achieve to the level
mutually agreed upon by the teacher and student upon his entry into the probram.

One aim was to avoid penalizingthe student who had achieved some akin and cognitive
concepts before entering into the course; therefore, it was necessary to have a program
that would permit a student to attain the same level of competency in less time than under
the traditional program.

We desired to minimize overlap of instruction between courses (both informational
and operational), and hoped to utilize some of our more advanced students as teaching
assistants and give them the opportunity to be directly involved in the planning and pro-
duction of an individualized type of instructional program. We wanted a program that
would place the responsibility of learning on the student and would free the instructor to
function more as a resource person and as a disseminator of information.

My first assignment was to identify the task required for the performance level a
student would need to complete a unit of workwhether it be a unit of woodworking, a
unit of automotive and power, or a unit of metalworking.

It was necessary to determine what was required for a person to be successful and
able to utilize the units of the course and program they had chosen. As the units were
identified, they were broken down into the various tasks that the student wuuld have to
master.

Following the identification of the tasks, the next step was to determine the level of
performance required for each task. We thenproceeded to develop step-by-step instruc-
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Lions using black and white still pictures to illustrate each step of the task to be performed.Included in the instructions was a written script, or tape, explaining the processes onemust go through to complete each step. This was the heart of the whole program, becauseit required the instructor to completely analyze each instructional unit of the subjectmatter and break it down into minute tasks that fully explained each step to a studentcoming into the course, who, it was presumed, had no previous experience, background,or association with this particular unit of work. With each unit or task, a criterion testwas developed to check on the performance level of the individual as he progressed throughthe program. The performance test was requested by the student as he felt he was readyto pass it. No undue pressure was exerted by the instructor other than the minimumrequirements for the course. When a student entered into a course, he would be giventhe requirements he would need to receive full credit for the course, and possibly therequirements for the entire unit of coursework, which would include more than one unit.A student would then make a basic contract with the teacher as to what his level ofaccomplishment would he. The teacher would have a performance criterion to be met andpassed by each student for a particular task. if the student failed to perform at the re-quired level, he would return to the task and work until he felt he could challenge thetest again.
As the student began his coursework, he would be permitted to start in any area thathe desired as long as he passed the performance examinations on any prerequisite tasks.If he wanted to challenge a course, he would be able to start out and pass off those per-formance tests which were prepared for the performance tasks in a particular unit andmove through the course with minimum delay. The student could challenge a criteriontest whenever he felt that he had mastered the task, or if he already had acquired theskill before entering the course, and move through the course as rapidly as his ability ormotivation warranted. If he didn't meet the performance criterion, he would then have towork on the task until he reached the required performance level.As a student completed eachbasic tasksequence, he would demonstrate his knowledgeand skill through the criterion test for each task. The program would progress in thedifficulty of tasks and the exactness of the performance levels to be achieved. When aparticular task was judged essential to a future task, it would then be placed as a pre-requisite task which had to bemastered before the more advanced task could be attempted.A student entering this type of a program could start with the basic performancetasks and advance progressively to a higher level of task without the frustration of mis-understanding or the feeling that he is expected to have a knowledge and skill which hemay not have, even though his school records may indicate that he has passed a coursewhere this knowledge and skill was supposed to have been achieved.To resolve many existing problems and make the learning experience more meaning-ful, I think that we have to develop instruction of task and cognitive concepts on a lowerlevel in all subject matter. This could create an improved atmosphere for a positiverelationship between the student and teacher.

A complete program in an area of industrial arts begins in junior high by identifyingbasic, minimal sequences leading to the future occupaion. These programs continue indifficulty through high school and the junior college or trade school, until a student hasgained sufficient skill and knowledge to live successfully in society,As a student enters a college training program, particularly a teacher educationprogram, a programmed series of this type would allow a student who had an excellentbackground development in his secondary school experience to take advantage of thatbackground. He would not be required to repeat the performance tasks that he learnedprevious to his college career. He would only be required to demonstrate his skill andknowledge on the performance check sheets. A student could possibly get through two orthree courses in a particular subject area in a fraction of the time normally required.We would have to change our present system of granting credit for a certain number ofclock hours for lab and lecture.
In the words of Mr. DeLayand Mr. Nyberg, "We, too, want to individualize education,but even more we want to personalize it. We refuse to deal with 'the learning organism orhuman material;' we deal with little people and big people who care about each other andabout learning. We trust that people will learn unless they are prevented from doing so.A child with a normal, healthybody cannotkeep himself from learning to walk if the adultsaround have sense enough not to hobble him. From this point, we assume that a childwill learn other new things naturally, by himself, asking the questions he needs. True, anadult should help show him the way and then get out of it. The aim of a good teacher is to
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become unnecessary. Not many of u3 can stand that kind of ego torpedo. That is one
reason not many of us are good teachers...3

Let's organize ourselves to the point that we can act as resource people and be able
to impart ourknowledgeand personal self to our students. Let us also assume all students
to be culturally deprived, but allow them the chance to progress as rapidly as we can
motivate their desire for more knowledge and skill.

FOOTNOTES

(1) Donald H. DeLay and David Nyberg, "If Your School Stinks, Crain lt," l'hi nelta
Kappan, LI (February 1970), p. 310.

(2) Ralph Gallington, The Disadvantaged Youth," Industrial Arts for Disadvantaged
Youth, Nineteenth Yearbook of the American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher
Education (Bloomington, III.: McKnight & McKnight Publishing Company, 1969),

p. 14.
(3) DeLay, Phi Delta Kappan, p. 11.

Dr. Graver is a member of the faculty of Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.
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Humanism and Industrial Arts
Howard S. Decker

The topic to be discussed here this morning is fundamental to human life in our demo-
cratic society. It revolves around the problems of living together in a social order with
the least friction and the richest possible conservationand development of human powers.
The industrial democracy in which we live is not the ultimate but is a means to that end.
Our democratic society is true then not because it reflects some inviolate order of things
but because of its practical results. however, a little less than 200 years after the estab-
lishment of this democracy, we, as a nation, appear to be on the verge of a complete social
breakdown. To paraphrase a recent article in MAN/SOCIETY/TECIINOLOGY, the journal
of this association:

In spite of a quasi-successful quest for material gain, Americans hove failed to demonstrate

that they con create a humane social order. Technological woste poisons the environment, sen-
sibilities ore violated by the visual ugliness and emptiness of our communities. Racist hatreds
erupt into social conflict and bitter differences over the extent of our involvement in unproduc-
tive foreign wars alienate our youth from their elders and from the society in general. Our
drop-out rote is such that about half of all secondary students still choose to leave before
completing high school. Dissatisfaction hos spread beyond the inner-city, and in the suburbs

there is a questioning of the middle class life styles; a for too great percentage of our young
people are turning to escape through the drug culture and through other less obvious escape
mechanisms in order to deny the values which we have set up for them. The question is being

asked by many people in varying positions: "Can a technological democracy survive unless

the human living in that democracy is able to achieve a sense of responsible participation and

a degree of personal meaning under the conditions of this democratic society?" Many of our
intellectuals have reached the conclusion that in order to make our present society more viable,
a reordering of priorities is most essential.

In order to fully understand the magnitude of this proposition, let us take a few
moments to examine the nature of the common man as he is represented in the American
democratic tradition. Now the averageman in Americaand incidentally, he's the parent
of most of the students which we have in our schoolshas a philosophy of life that con-
sists for the most part of conventional principles that are provided by his church, his
political party, his colleagues in business and industry, and his neighbors. On the whole,
he's mighty suspicious of ideas, especially if they are new. To him, thinking is irksome
and largely unnecessary, since he finds that a judicious regard for what "they" say will
solve most of his problems. The political demagogue and the professional reformer, in
whose interest it is to study his idiosyncrasies, find that a skillful appeal to his prejudice
or to his fixed ideas never fails to bring about a favorable response. On the whole, he
prefers orthodoxy, loyalty to party, and the preservation of the profitable aspects of the
status quo rather than the sacrifices necessary forsocial, religious, or economic better-
ment of his community. He's not without some redeeming qualities, however; he has
simple but socially valuable virtues of honesty, patriotism, and sympathy. if he can't be
depended on to start a reform, he at least can be organized to carry out that reform. He's
a powerful figure in our culture and the final arbitor in literature, art, morals, and, of
course, in education. In our field, the educational profession, he's the person who passes
or doesn't pass the bond issue so necessary for our existence, who passes or doesn't
pass the salary increase that provides us with our daily bread.

He's the person, in the final analysis, who is presenting us with the problems of
teacher evaluation, planning, budgeting, and systems of constraints on what we would like
to do with the public's money. Recently, the American judicial system has moved into
territory normally reserved for thecommon man, and you can bet your life that the higher
courts in the United States are about to be challenged on this presumption of power.

At present, we are undergoing a recurrence of the age-old problem of reconciling
liberty and law, authority and freedom. ln the field of education, this conflict has taken the
form of a battle between the prescribers of educational doctrine for the good of the "stu-
dent" or the disciplinary approach to subject matter and the more humanistic tradition
of the common man and his children who are seeking something quite different from our
public school program. The common man would very much like to return to the old order
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of things when children were sent to school to learn and to return to the home relativelyhappy, uncontaminated by either drugs or ideas. He'd like to return to an educationalsystem where someone in the system takes a real interest in the development of his childand where the conditions in the classes produced an enthusiastic student not particularlyinterested in dropping out or, even worse, in attacking the system in which the parent hassuch a great stake.
I think it is equally evident that another value system in human terms exists con-currently in our nation. This value system is supported by intellectuals in law, juris-prudence, and education, as well as by the liberal press, and is generally abscribed toby our multitudinous social reformers and by our militant student and ethnic groups.This dichotomy has existed since the turn of the century and was probably best describedby Harold Rugg over thirty years ago (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. HAROLD RUGG'S GREAT DICHOTOMY'

The Thing People
The Force People

Define the world in terms of substancethe
Define the world in terms of functionthe re-Thing.
lotions between things.

Deny change, insist on status quo.

Are oriented in the historical past; force the
present into its matrix.

See the living creature as additive mechanism.

Express the surface shapes and contours of the
things themselves. This is mechanism in
human science; representation and photo-
graphic reproduction in the arts; memory,
obedience, and giving-back-what-was-set-
out-to-be-learned in education.

Think by comparing with nonnsthe overages
of frequenciesin terms of rank order of
size.

Psychology, sociology, esthetics, and ethics
all mechanistic, additive.

Find causes of behavior in neural connections,
associations.

Accept the concept of change as fact; let
their minds conclude what the facts of
change conclude.

Are oriented in the present situation, interpret
the present as the product of the past.

See the living creature as integrated organism.

Express the forces, tensions, push-and-pull in
the world; in painting, poetry, dance,
theater, education, as well as in science
and technology, these are relationships.

Think in terms of thorough study of integration
of forces in an actual situation.

Psychology, sociology, esthetics, and ethics
all organic, integrative.

Find causes of behavior in psychic forces,
energies.

One of the best formulations of an educational system designed for the uncommonman was placed on paper over a quarter century ago at Oswego State 'leachers College,Oswego, New York, and is stated as follows.

THE LEARNING PROCESS2

1. In most schoolroom situations, the chief motive of the children's behavior and learning istheir need for self-esteem and a feeling of personal adequacy,
2. Activities and techniques which result in success and an increased feeling of self-esteemwill be repeated; activities which result in failure or humiliation are avoided.
3. When children are confronted with a situation where the old techniques for satisfying theirneed for self-respect or security are not appropriate they will, if ready, learn new tech-niques for mastering the situation and, if unready, will use or discover methods for escap-ing from it.

(Rugg, Harold, Foundations for American Education, World Book Company, 1947, p. 69.2Adapted from "A Tentative Social Studies Program," Campus Elementary School, Oswego State TeachersCollege, Oswego, N.Y., 1945 (207).
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4. Any child is ready to learn new techniques in situations which ore not markedly different

from situations he has olreody mastered. Any child is unready for situations which call for
solutions quite unlike those he has olreody used and understood.

5. Attempts to tench children before they are ready are not only o waste of time but, by

building up attitudes of avoidance, interfere with toter learning.

6. Habit is not o cause of behavior. Acts and techniques ore repeated only if they satisfy

need. Habit is not the result of repetition but the result of success.

7. Repetition is not o cause of learning. It is true that some situations, such as those calling
for the development of a new motor skill or a technique of solution completely new to the

child, ore ordinarily not solved of the first trial. In such circumstances, most children
must find themselves in the problem situation many times before they con find on adequate

method of dealing with it. However, :epetition sought by the child because he wishes to

solve the problem has o very different effect from repetition forced upon him by the

teacher. If repetition is imposed by the teacher in such a manner that the child is unable

to notice progress or feels that he is foiling, the result is invariably the discovery of a

technique of avoidance.

8. Since the purpose of the schools is to develop each child to maximum capacity os a pro-
ductive and happy member of society, the real test of their success is not the degree to

which the pupils con talk about desirable techniques or even the degree to which they

ore able to use them in school at the command of the leacher, but the degree to which
they voluntarily use them in their doily life outside of school. In other words, the atti-
tudes which ore required along with subject matter may be even more important than the

subject molter itself.

9. The learning of any skill or item of subject matter is accompanied by the formation of
attitudes by the pupil toward the subject, toward school, toward his teachers in general,

toward adults; toward scciety, and toward himself which may be desirable or undesirable.
As o result, how subject matter is taught may be even more important than what is taught.

10. Skills ore better retained and more often used if they ore learned under conditions similar
to those in which they will be used.

11. Subject molter must be presented in such a way that each child shell secure a feeling of
pride and satisfaction through its mastery. This involves on awareness of individual dif-
ferences among children, not only in ability but in post experiences and present person-
ality. It involves pacing the work for the individual child, and it involves a wide and
varied program of experiences in school so that eoch child will hove on opportunity to

feel successful in his work.

12. Since cooperation with others is a necessary feature of the work of all members of our

society, it seems desirable to provide many experiences where success con be obtained

only as the result of the joint efforts of a group of specialized individuals.

13. The ideal program would be one in which the pacing of experiences is so appropriate that
no experience ever needs to be repeated. It is not likely that this ideal will ever be
attained, but it is fair to assume that a program which requires large amounts of repetitive
work is out of step with the normal development of the children and will result in tech-
niques of avoidance rather than mastery. If a child foils to develop the desired attitude
or skill as a result of on experience, it should be assumed that what is required is a dif-

ferent experience.

Perhaps one of the last to discover the diChotoiny and the problems inherent in it was
Alvin Toffler, who states the problem as:

Our psychologists and politicians alike are puzzled by the seemingly irrational resistance to
change exhibited by certain individuals and groups. The corporation head who wants to re-
organize a department, the educator who wants to introduce a new teaching method, the mayor
who wants to achieve peaceful integration of the races in his city all, at one time or another,

face this blind resistance: Yet we know little about its sources. By the some token, why do
some men hunger, even rage for change, doing all in their power to create it, while others
flee from it? I not only found no ready answers to such questions, but discovered that we lack
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even an adequate theory of odoptotion, without which it is extremely unlikely that we willever find the answers)

I trust that by this time I have adequately documented the problem in the dichotomyin human value systems within our society, and I ask that we turn our attention to theproblems of industrial arts education as they reflect this basic dichotomy. 1 think it goeswithout saying that most of our college and university writers in the literature of indus-trial education have already chosen their role. Most are on the side of change; however,as industrial arts educators, we are continually faced with varying arguments as to themanner in which the change shall take place. Per Imps our subject area's most discern-ing change agentthe person who has pushed for clyna m ic change within our professionhas been llon Maley, and his most recent writings indicate a most sensitive analysis ofthe dimensions of this problem in industrial arts. Simply stated, his position can be sum-marizedtby the following quotation:

Any program in education that is worth its inclusion must first be dedicated to the human com-ponent and the processes through which the organism grows, develops, and aspires to newgrowth and development. Fundamental to this proposition is the process of learning to learn,the constant stimulation of curiosity, and the strengthening of a positive self-concept, thebroadening of experiences, and the development within each individual in those ways in whichhe may relate, os well as contribute to the world in which he lives.2

Much of our professionalism and the professionals who operate within it are muchmore conservative and have advanced by deed, if not by the verbalization of philosophy,a much more restricted view of the educational process in industrial arts education.As a generalization, I would class most industrial arts practitioners on the "thing" sideof the dichotomy.
We have been much more concerned with our past and have made every attempt toadapt the present into our historical matrix. We have been conservative in our method-ology; we have sought to develop normative behavior in our profession and, most assuredly,we have defined the world in terms of substance, the thing, the machine, the shop, andthe way a thing is physically set up rather than in the way that it functions. We havecatered to, and appeased, that segment of the dichotomy which is basically conservativeor reactionary, and many of us have taken great pride in this. We like to feel as practi-tioners that we are on the side of "industry" and the middle class mores of our com-munitythat we value conformity in the behavior of the working man and have laid greatstress on punctuality and the personnel concept of the human cndeavor. We cringe justa bit when we read material such as the following quotation from Paul Goodman:

The jab gives no identity at all; and finally even the class, "being a workingman," gives nosolidarityone might as well be paid for featherbedding or unemployment. Typically, ittakes six weeks to break in on average worker, three weeks if the plant is highly autornoted,and this is on the basis of no prior training or schooling. And getting the job, especially foro poor youth who cannot look around, is not a matter of taste, choice, ar background, butsimply of making a living.
Nevertheless, there is a great noise about the need for long years of schooling in order tofit into the economy. Youth are warm J not to drop out of high school or they will not hovethe skills required for employment. I am afraid that for most poor youth and the jobs they willget, this is a hoax. The evident purpose of the schooling is baby-sitting and policing, duringo period of excessive urbanization and youth

unemployment. The only relevant skill that istaught in school is to be personnel: punctual and well-behoved. The "functional illiteracy"that is so much talked about has no relation to reading for truth, beauty, or citizenship, butis entirely training to read directions and be personnel. When there is no industry in whichto be personnel, one becomes client-personnel
of the professional- personnel .3 (That meansyou're an welfare!)

1Toffler, Alvin, 'Future Shock", Bantam Books, Inc., N.Y., 1971 (p. 3).2lndustriol Arts and Space Age Technology, American Industrial Arts Association, 1971 (p. 59).3Goodmgn, Poul, People or Personnel and Like a Conquered Province, Random House, Inc., N.Y., 1963(p. 132).
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And it is in this manner that the industrial arts profession has been for many years
torn between the change-motivated ideals of its college-based writers and the secondary
school-based teacher, and supervisors who hold quite different views of what is a humane
education and a quitedifferent definition of what is humanism. If that, then, is the problem
and the expression of the great dichotomy as it relates to our profession, then if i ant to
be of service to you this morning, 1 must offer some way out of the apparent dilemma.
The remainder of this discourse will be concerned with the alleviation and, hopefully, at
some future date, the elimination of the philosophic dichotomy which has largely im-
mobilized the innovative function within the industrial arts profession. In talking about
resolving these differences, it would seem logical to take a look at the two views of what
education could be and draw from them common elements that are acceptable to both
positions. And if I be honest, I must say that the list is neither long nor limited to our
particular line of work. I believe that there are three educational principles upon which
all segments of the American community can agree, regardless of whether one is a banker
or a working man, a taxpayer or a welfare recipient, or a hippy or red-neck; these broad
fundamentals of an educational system can provide the synthesizing basis for both a
relevant school system and a relevant industrial arts program. They are:

I. The school and each classroom in It can help to provide each of the pupils enrolled
in that school with a wide variety of experiences and the physical resources that will
make it possible for teachers and students working together to discover relevant and
effective solutions to present problems.

2. The school and, of course, the teachers involved in that school can help to provide
an atmosphere of acceptance to the unique value system of each student so that he is
ready to explore his local, regional, state, national, and international environment with-
out undue fear and humiliation because of his economic background, ethnic group, racial
inheritance, etc.

3. The school can act through its teacher representatives and invited guests to the
school system as a respected representative of the adult society in which the student
must eventually take his place; they shall represent that society in an honest and straight-
forward manner without guile and without hidden agendas that often antagonize significant
groups of parents.

Let us take a few moments to examine each of the criteria in terms of our particular
set of values within the industrial arts profession. First, the industrial arts laboratory
is a rich source of visual, tactile, auditory, and olfactory experiences and an elaborate
physical environment which can be used by each student in the school for the solution of
his problems of development. The varied program of the convention which we are now
attending provides a rich store of suggestions as to the kind of current problems to which
this environment should be addressing itself, We have sections currently discussing such
matters as the problems of pollution, of housing and transportation, of the depletion of
natural resources, etc. These arc very real problems to the youth of America, and if
you've talked to your children recently, you know that they are quite concerned about
these and other matters and are ready to work hard in the research and development of
solutions to some of these problems at their present level of participation in our society.
Not all students, however, are concerned about such earth-shattering, cosmic ideas;
others have problems much more mundane and much more personal. The industrial arts
laboratory is a rich source of solutions to these problems, also, ranging from improving
status in the family 'nit to making a present for the latest girlfriend. Full utilization of
our industrial arts facilities for the solution of the present and pressing problems of
young people cannot be over-emphasized.

Second, the industrial arts laboratory, for many students, is the only place in our
entire school system where some modicum of success can be achieved by large segments
of our school population. We offer, for example, to the large bulk of our student popula-
tion an area in which the non-reader can succeed, the marginal reader can excel'. To
remove this from the industrial arts environment would be courting disaster in terms of
the self-esteem of these students. Nor is the atmosphere of acceptance and success
limited to Just the non-intellectual segment; because of the nature of the work possible
in an industrial arts laboratory, any level of abstraction can be absorbed into the general
curriculum matrix. Industrial arts can be taught to one group of students, be it a class or
a section of a class, at a highlytheoretical abstract level, while at the same time accom-
modation can be made for those not versed in the mystique of the cognitive domain.

On our third prescription for the humanist school, the industrial arts teacher has
almost an unlimited opportunity to present to his students a persuasive human model of
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the adult world. I would repeat here statements which I have made at other timesthatin speaking of the underprivileged, one of the duties of every school subject is to presentunderprivileged youth with success models drawn from the adult world which have to dowith legal socially responsible activities rather than the activity of an anti-social orillegal composition which make up the world of the street. If we cannot provide thisstudent with an cceptable, relevant social model, then he is confronted with the conceptof success r ,,valified by the big car, the flashy girls, and the $150 alligator shoes ofthe pimp, tht ;her, and the other assorted hustlers which make up the success modelof the ghetto. In a like manner, the industrial arts laboratory can provide, both throughthe teacher and through an array of visitors from our industrial-business community, areal challenge to the exceptional student who wishes to climb the success ladder to thevery top of a profession. The industrial
arts laboratory, with its admittedly rather vaguecooperation with the industrial environment, is uniquely capable of providing such liaisons.This is, in a very general way, the parameter under which the industrial arts teachercan humanize his curriculum area. However, let's not stop with these rather vaguelyworded generalities about our field; let's examine some specific facts which will tend tohumanize the industrial arts curriculum. And here I shall list a succession of steps whichI feel are important in this context.

1. The industrial arts teachermust
become moreconscious of human values beginningwith the tools and machines which make up the industrial arts environment. When youleave this convention, I would appreciate it if each of you would take in hand each of thetools which you ask your students to use in the everyday construction activities in thelaboratories. And if we're to be honest, we must say that many of these tools will feelboth unfamiliar and uncomfortable in our hand. Let's take the lowly block plane, forexample; if you look at it closely, you will see that the parallelism in the angularity be-tween the bottom and sides of the plane has been generated by a machine tool which createsa relatively sharp edge at the top. Place it in your hand and think for a moment of thekids who are asked to use this tool day after day. Would it be more human, and wouldwe not be adapting a machine

to human needs better if these edges were rounded off? Takea file and round off the top edge of the block plane. Now again, place it in your hand.reel better? Sure itdoes. A little grinding and polishing will improve the feel even more.Walk over to your tool paneland I assume that in most laboratories such a tool panelis located in a central placepick
up the tool, go back to your work station. Need anothertool? Walk back to the tool panel, and then ask yourself the following questions: Is allthe walking necessary? Da you think that if you were a student taking woodworking, orwhatever the subject matterhappens to be, would you feel any human, personal, individual-istic concern over the tools so located on the central panel? Such tools become anony-mously dull and unuseable. Would it be better, perhaps more human, to assign at least afew tools to each student and let him develop some sort of an affinity for that tool, amotivation to keep it rust free, sharp, etc. And even consider for just a moment whetheror not it was more human in this sense when the tools were hung on each individual benchin the days of manual training. Humanizing the physical environment in industrial artsis to consider each of the things we ask our pupils to du in light of the human factorinvolved.

By prescribing an atmosphere of acceptance and success, I do not necessarily meanthat the child never fails in an industrial arts class. However, I am suggesting that per-haps in the industrial arts class diverse groups drawn from all segments of our schoolpopulation can come together with some reasonable certainty that failure will not be partof the structure program of the classthat opportunity for success will be present foreveryone, whether he be building a project or exploring the world of manufacturing orengaged in a research and developmentproject; thatwithin the confines of this curriculumarea there is room for the diverse talent of all sorts of postures, philosophic and other-wise, within the school community; that as much as possible the true consequences of thestudent's behavior will be self-evaluating and will risefrom the nature of the work ratherthan from some arbitrary evaluation system prescribed by the teacher; that every effortwill be made to so structure the classroomenvironment that the normative behavior whichbinds and blinds the more academic portions of our secondary school curriculum will bebroadened to make allowances for varied background of the students coming to the area.There is also the implication that, regardless of the sequential background of the student,there is a place for him to begin his industrial arts work without undue penalty. This hasbeen part of a long tradition in our subject areaone which demands to be preserved.1 am saying here, also, that as a male figure the industrial arts teacher has a unique
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opportunity to In a friendly open representative of the adult society and that he has a
unique opportunity to create an environment where students can relate to an adult male
nn a different and more human basis than is possible in the ordinary lecture-oriented
classroom. As the industrial arts teacher moves about the classroom or laboratory, and
as he works individually with his students on their problems, he becomes a catalyst; his
course provides the opportunity to let students meet face to face with successful occupa-
tional models that ire within the capability of the students to achieve, In other classes,
various segments of; the community a re invited in; however, for most students, the persons
invited are so far auove their level of expectation that these visitors are treated as mere
curiosities. The industrial arts teacher has the opportunity to provide a balance in the
visitors to the school. Most of the guests who speak to students are drawn from a very
narrow band of professional and business people who represent only a tiny fracticn of the
world of work.

I could name many other practices which deserve your scrutiny, including the "let's
beat the kids out of the parking lot" syndrome, which really has to do with the human act
of giving, and the spin the %%heel "personnel" system, which places more value on chance
than on human virtue.

To this point, I have avoided mentioning any particular industrial arts curriculum,
for it is not my purpose here to present to you any unique computation of subject matter
that seems to be more or less important at this time in the history of our profession.
Rather, I have attempted to show you a positive step that any industrial teacher, regard-
less of whether he is teaching the very latest innovative curriculum or the traditional
approach to industrial arts, can achieve tomorrow, next week, or next year in making
his curriculum acceptable to all segments of our society by providing for those human
values which are valued by both extremesthe conservative and liberal positions for our
communities. If I am successful in my logic, then I think it would be possible for the in-
dustrial arts teacher to be acclaimed by all of the parents of any school. When parents
receive positive feedback and when parents see their son's or daughter's greater degree
of self-esteem, then they can endorse any type of curriculum structure within the indus-
trial arts laboratory. My basic point of view is that parents and students are not somuch
concerned with what is taught in industrial arts as with how industrial arts is taught, and
how industrial arts is taught has to do with the feelings of each of the punils as they re-
late to the teacher, the physical environment, andthe social environment within the indus-
trial arts classroom. If industrial arts is to attract even greater numbers in the future,
it will do so not through violent change in curriculum goals but in the manner in which
young people are treated in the industrial arts laboratory. How they are treated is con-
cerned with the opportunities for self-enhancement that are present in that laboratory.
I sincerely believe that the humanization of the industrial arts curriculum and the indus-
trial arts laboratory is essential if we are to survive the increasing reluctance of the
American taxpayer-parent to support an educational system whichhe feels has become so
depersonalized that no longer is there anything in it for his kid.

Dr. Decker is Chairman of the Industrial Studies Deportment, San Jose State College, San Jose, Cali-

fornia 95114,
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Instructional Technology



Instruction with the Audio-Tutorial System
Maurice D. Ingram

The audio-tutorial instructional system is a unique method of providing individualkled
instruction by utilizing audio tape. It was developed by Dr. Samuel Postlethwait at Purdue
University to teach botany. Dr. Postiethwait originally used taped lessons in an effort
to help students with weak educational backgrounds. Progressive steps in development
led to the use of self-contained lab sessions centered around the tape system supported
by visual, written, and experimental materials.

The audio-tutorial system can be used to teach a variety of subjects. This report is
based on personal experience, as a lab instructor, using the audio-tutorial system to
teach basic electronics at Tbxas A&M University. In this lab, the audio-tutorial recorder
and all required test equipment such as meters, generators, power supplies, etc., are
mounted in the walls of a study booth. They are conveniently located with respect to the
work space and the student. All instructional supplies are located in drawers within each
booth.

Students arrive at the lab at their scheduled time They pick up lab assignment sheets
and headphones and proceed to their assigned booth. The student is dependent on the re-
corder for instructions and information needed to completchis experiments. It is obvious
that the success and quality of instruction is solely dependent on the planning and effort
incorporated into the tape and accompanying materials.

The recorder used with the audio-tutorial system has all the features of regular re-
corders, plus a "pause" control and two "backspace" controls. The "pause" control
makes it convenient for the student to stop and start the tape for short periods of time
while completing his experiment. The "backspace" control makes it easy for tine student
to repeat portions of the lesson. An auxilliary knee switch is also provided for back-
spacing.

It is recommended that the tapes be recorded by the same person teaching the lecture
portion of the course. Recorded tapes often start with a statement of objectives for the
lesson, followed by a brief review of the previous lesson. Step-by-step instructions are
given to the student, accompanied with supplementary information. It is desirable that
all of the students' procedural questions are answered by the tape. Summarizing at the
end of the tape is advisable. A lab instructor should he available to provide extra help
when necessary.

Designing effective laboratory experiences and accompanying tapes is a full-time
job. Improvements can be made each time a course is taught. It is advisable to devote
some time each week to obtaining feedback from students about the previous lab session.

It has been stated that the audio-tutorial system is an impersonal method of teaching.
Students spend three hours per week in the classroom with the instructor and hear his
voice on the tape. Students can seek additional assistance from the instructor or the lab
assistant.

Does the audio-tutorial lab cost more than the conventional lab? The only additional
equipment required is the recorder. Fewer lab positions are required as a result of
flexible scheduling with the audio-tutorial system. With the increased efficiency gained
by the audio-tutorial system, it may very well be less expensive.

There are a number of advantages associated with the audio-tutorial system. Flexi-
bility in scheduling allows the student more freedom in selecting his lab time and make-
up time. Old lab sessions may be reviewed conveniently. A student may progress at his
own rate of learning. The isolation afforded by individualized booths allows maximum
concentration, while placing the burden of learning directly on the student. Individual
help can be given without holding back the class. Students are less dependent on the
"buddy system," as compared to the conventional lab.

How does the audio-tutorial system compare with the conventional method of lab
instruction? Dr. James Boone, who installed the audio-tutorial system at ibxas A&M
University, has stated: "The electronics students have achieved higher grades and have
progressed through the course material faster than during the previous year when con-
ventional methods were used. Furthermore, each student has become skilled in the use
of electronic measuring instruments...."

Mr. Ingram teaches in the El Paso Public Schools, El Paso, Texas.
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Simulation vs. Autotutorial
Instructional Systems

James Bensen

Industrial arts education has been actively involved in both of these learning activitiesfor a long time. If we accept the definition of autotutorial as being "self-instructional,"then learning via the "book approach" would fit this description. The utilization, how-ever, of sophisticated audio-visual hardware along with the appropriate software putsus just on the threshold of unlimited possibilities in learning.Simulation, too, in its broad sense would fitthe description of almost all of the light-weight machines and equipment in our industrial arts laboratory.In the arena of basic learning in the cognitive and psychomotor domains of educa-tional objectives, it would appear that the autotutorial systems approach would be ex-tremely effective.
Though presently the autotutorial system is a very rigid and highly structured ap-proach to learning, it does not necessarily need to remain in this posture. We find thatthe behavioristic sequence based upon the Skinner principles produces outcomes fromthe learning environment that are quite predictable and accurate.The simulation approach has many applications in the contemporary industrial artslaboratory. A high percentage of our shaping and forming machines are actually simu-lators or light-weight versions of the heavy-duty machineryfound in industry. As industrybecomes more and snore sophisticated, we will find ourselves involved in increasinglynumerous new simulation activities.
If we examine the three domains of educational objectives within the context of auto-nuorial systems and the simulation approach, we find that learning can very appropriatelytake place in both approaches.

Cognitive Psychomotor Affective
Autotutorial VI i I
Simulation

1111E
The shaded areas in the above matrix would indicate, however, that simulation hasmore potential impact in the behavioral changes of the affective nature.Further examination in the cognitive domain would lead us to draw more conclusionsas to the possible selection of one system over another to meet various needs.

K C Ap An S E

Autotutorial Ines, ii
Simulotion I I I

Outcomes of these ratios would especially be true if we took into account the heavyinvolvement in executive levels of management inindustry. An offshoot of this is indicatedin the booming de velopment of educational games to teach people to function at the decision-making level.
As we look to the future, we can expect vast improvements in both of these educationalendeavors.
With the development of new and exciting software, coupled with creative applicationsand mixes of hardware, we will make the current scene look like the little red schoolhouse when compared to today's state of the art.
We have the technology, but we muet find improvement in the retrieval and manage-ment systems that will aid us in utilization. There are exciting times ahead, and we arefortunate to be able to participate in it.

Mr. Bensen teaches at Stout State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin.
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Developing Inexpensive Audio-Visuals
for Industrial Arts Programs

Lee Carter

The senses are the "highways" into the mind, and efficient teaching depends upon
the use of these senses. A recent survey indicated that the students we presently have
graduating from our schools of secondary learning view approximately 18,000 hours of
television before high school graduation, yetmany times we put them in a room or labora-
tory with four bare walls and wonder why they are not interested. A great deal of instruc-
tion in classrooms, as well as industrial arts laboratories, is carried on verbally with-
out any attempt at using the other senses which constitute major entrances into the mind.
The use of instructional aids can do much to develop interest and motivation within an
industrial arts program.

The following percentages have been determined regarding how much a student re-
members in relationship to the techniques of learning applied.

Students will remember about 10% of what they read.
Students will remember about 20% of what they hear.
Students will remember about 30% of what they see.
Students will remember about 50% of what they see and hear.
Students will remember about 70% of what they say as they see.
Students will remember about 90% of what they say as they dol

A teaching aid is a device or material that also aids an instructor in his presentation
of a subject or a specific lesson. A teaching aid can assist an instructor in helping him
transmit his ideas or concepts more effectively than a verbal presentation only. In indus-
trial arts, teaching aids can be a very valuable asset to an instructor in his instructional
program.

An instructional aid should be a means to an end, but not the end itself. Sometimes
an instructor will rely on an aid so much that he misses the main thought or theme of his
presentation due to getting so involved with the teaching aid. Any type of teaching aid
should only be used to enhance or help clarify a concept, technique, etc.

Audio-visual materials are tools to increase the effectiveness of learning. They
help the pupils to assimilate and communicate ideas in a more meaningful way. They
provide a systematic growth of knowledge and skills, attitudes and appreciations that lead
to the development of well-rounded, well-coordinated, and enriched personalities. The
proper use of audio-visual materials will help to reach these objectives when the instruc-
tor selects the right aid for a particular need, plans for definite knowledge and attitudes
to be gained from the use of the selected aids, and provides for sufficient pupil partici-
pation to make the use of the aid valuable to the pupil.

Visual aids should include all types thatcan be used in the teaching professions. They
need not be costly to have value as teaching aids. Surprisingly, many of our most effec-
tive aids to learning are inexpensive and free. Aids of some type or classification are
available to every school, regardless of its location or the wealth of the community.

lbaching aids can generally be divided into four broad categories. They are:

a. Synthetic or 3-Dimensional leaching Aids which appeal to the touch. Models (en-
larged or miniature, working or stationary), actual objects, cutaways, mock-ups,
dioramas, and display boards are only a few A-V aids that would fall into this
category.

b. Visual teaching aids which appeal mainly to sight include such aids as posters,
chalkboards, felt boards, bulletin boards, hook-loop board, filmstrips, diagrams,
graphs, charts, flat pictures, the overhead projector, slides, demonstrations,
and magnetic boards.

c. Audio-visual teaching aids appeal to both the sight and hearing. Motion pictures,
field trips, dramatizations, and puppets are excellent examples of this area.

d. Auditory teaching aids which consist generally of tape, records, and radio pro-
grams appeal to the hearing sense.
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Once the instructor has. determined the best possihle type of A-V aid to use which willmeet the desired objectives in terms of students' needs, interests, and abilities, he shoulddevelop the instructional aid to include as many of the following characteristics as pos-sible:

Aid should be appropriate and geared to the students' educational level.
Aid should be easy to use and simple in construction, so no loss of time is required in setting itup or taking it down.

Aid should be kept current, attractive, and useful at all times.
Aid must be accurate, so it presents a clear and concise impression.

Aid should express simplicity and project only one main idea or concept at a time.
Aid should involve color and texture which will odd greatly to the quality and appearance ofthe teaching device.

Aid should be readily adaptable for change at will. Many times it is necessary to modify,change, or update on aid, thus requiring flexibility in design.

For my presentation today, I would like to confine my remarks and demonstrationsto the two basic A-V aid categories of 3-dimensional teaching aids and visual teachingaids. Many very effective aids can be constructed by any industrial arts instructor whichwill encompass one or both of these categories. 1 would like to divide the rest of my timeinto the following areas: "Making Inexpensive Color Overhead Transparencies," "Sim-plified Method of Finding Magazines and Booklets," "Unique Techniques for BulletinBoards and Constructing 3-D Bulletin Board Letters," "Inexpensive Classroom DisplayRacks and Other Devices," and "Unusual Methods for Mounting Flat Pictures, Charts,Graphs, Etc."

COLOR-LIFT TRANSPARENCIES

The color-lift process of making transparencies involves the actual transferringof a picture, color or black and white, from a printed page to a transparent medium suit-able for projecting on an overhead projector. These lifts may also be mounted for displayon windows, light boxes, lamp shades, and other back-lighted media.Several methods may be used in producing a lift transparency; they differ from oneanother primarily in the method of laminating a transparent film to the ink of a picture.The steps which follow the lamination process are basically the same for all methods.The process described here involves the use of Con-Tact Brand Transparent Shelv-ing Paper readily available in hardware, houseware, and variety stores. It is available inrolls 18 inches wide and sells for about fifty cents per yard, making the cost of an 3 x 10inch lift approximately six cents. The backingpaper is ruled along the edges and markedin square inches, which facilitates handling and cutting. The transparent material ap-pears to be a mylar film with a matt-type surface and backed with a strong contact'Adhesive. It is an excellent medium to use in laminating pictures, book covers, cards,and other flat materials for which protection and preservation is desired. Because ofthe nature of the adhesive backing on the Con-Tact film, the time-consuming procedureof drying the wet film in the usual lift process can be entirely eliminated.Before making a lift transparency from a picture, it would be well to consider theparticular objectives that this picture will serve. Perhaps it would be more advantageousto dry mount the picture for displaying and student handling. Perhaps it should be left inits context in the magazine and projected for class viewing with an opaque projector.Perhaps a 2 x 2 slide reproduction would be more desirable. Whatever the medium ofutilizing the picture, one should be aware of any copyright restrictions involved. The"Fair-Use" clause in copyright legislation should permit the making and using of a lifttransparency in an instructional situation.
It would be well to keep in mind that the lift process is a pass or fail procedure, andif the transfer is not successful, the picture cannot be salvaged for a second attempt.In becoming familiar with the techniques involved, it might be wise to experiment withdispensable pictures.
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Testing for Suitability
The lift process is restricted to printing appearing on clay-coated papers. The clay

coating may be detected by briskly rubbing a moistened finger over an unprinted area of
the paper. A white, chalky residue appearingon the finger tip is indication that the paper
has a clay coating and is suitable for a transfer. Among the magazines from which suc-
cessful picture transfers have been made are: BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS, LIFE,
LOOK, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, NEWSWEEK, TIME, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED,SUNSET,
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY, and other magazines of similar paper quality. A glossy
finish on a paper is usually an indication of a clay coating. The more recent the printing
of a picture, the easier it is to separate the ink from the paper. A magazine several
years old may require considerably more soaking and rubbing to separate the ink from
the paper.

Laminating Film to Picture
Cut a section of the Con-Tact film the same size or slightly larger than the picture

that you wish to transfer. Make sure that the picture is in good condition, as dirt,
wrinkles, and creases will cause inferior quality transparencies. It is usually advan-
tageous to remove the page from the magazine without trimming the picture and to place
it upon a smooth, soft surface such as on top of a magazine.

Carefully peel back about an inch of Con-Tact film from its backing paper and apply
it to the appropriate edge of the picture. Before exposing any more adhesive, exert pres-
sure with a finger along theedge that has cortacted the picture, making sure that wrinkles
are removed anda firm contacthas beenmade. NYith one hand, slowly peel off the remain-
ing backing paper, allowing the adhesive to contact the picture simultaneously. The other
hand should be exerting slight back pressure to the picture, taking care to keep it smooth

and flat. For small pictures, the Con-Tact film can be completely removed from its
backing paper before applying the adhesive to the picture. A tool such as a small roller,
a small glass jar, or the back of a comb may now be used to smooth the film, working
from the center out. By careful rubbing, most air bubbles will disappear, but if you find
it impossible to remove an air bubble, try pricking it with a pin from the reverse side

of the paper. A warm iron, about 200° F., applied with firm pressure over a clean slip
sheet will greatly enhance a thorough lamination. lf, under close examination, dull spots
are visible under the Con-Tact film, additional ironing is necessary. When the lamination
is complete, the picture may be trimmed to desired size. A picture on the reverse side
of the sheet of paper may also be laminated for a lift transparency at this time.

Separating Paper from Ink
Submerge the laminated picture in warm water until the paper is thoroughly soaked

and the laminated ink can be peeled off. This soaking time will vary from a few seconds
to several minutes, depending upon the thickness and consistency of the paper stock.
The cover of the magazine will take considerably longer than a thin page. A little detergent
added to the water may hasten the procedure. After the paper has been removed, a clay
residue will remain on the picture which must be removed by rubbing with your fingers,
a soft sponge or wet cotton. This residue may be almost invisible when wet, so be sure
to rub all areas of the picture. After rinsing in clear water, inspect the lift carefully
under strong light to see if any clay residue remains. if any residue remains, continue
rubbing until the lift is clear. Care should be taken in rubbing, so that the ink is not
scratched by fingernails or abrasive materials.

Clearing the Transparency
Although the transfer may appear quite translucent when wet, it will become dull upon

drying because of the porosity of the ink and the adhesive. This porous surface must be
transparentized or cleared for the most effective projection. Usually it is recommended
to thoroughly dry the transparency and then apply a clear spray or coat with a waxy film
such as with the applicator which is usedon black and white Poloroid film. A more effec-
tive and less time-consuming method possible with the Con-Tact film is to apply the ad-
hesive side of the lift while as wet as possible to a sheet of clear acetate film. Most
types of inexpensive acetate film may be used, as long as it is clean and free of any oil
coating. The adhesive action of the Con-Tactfilm is neutralized while wet, and the trans-
fer film may bepeeledbackand re-applied if necessary after it contacts the clear acetate.
After positioning on the clear acetate, the lift should be smoothed with a sponge, paper
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toweling, or a cloth in order to remove as much water as possible between the layers.A roller may also be used at this time to assist in bonding and to remove remaining water.Good projection is possible immediately, but the transparency will usually improve afterseveral hours because minute particles of water still remain, creating a fog that willclear when dried.
Lift transparencies are adaptable for a variety of purposes and limited only by the

resourcefulness and imagination of the user. One interesting technique with black andwhite lifts is to use them as diazo masters for producing excellent tonal quality trans-parencies in various colors. Remember that a transparency cal be no better than theoriginal. Making top quality lift transparencies will take practice and requires clean andcareful work. The color-lift process has its limitations, but it can be a valuable andrewarding medium.

SIMPLIFIED TECHNIQUE FOR BINDING MAGAZINES,
BOOKLETS, PAMPHLETS, ETC.

Every industrial arts instructor at the elementary, junior, or senior high school levelgenerally is a subscriber to a number of professional and non-professional periodicals,magazines, and booklets of various types which he uses in his industrial arts programmany times throughout the school year. To prevent undue wear, many instructors havebound their magazines together by the year, volume, or quarter, thus providing theirstudents and fellow faculty members with a readily-condensed reference source that willlast for many years to come.
There are many different methods used today for binding printed material. Some ofthese methods include saddle stitch, binding post, loose-leaf, case bound, mechanicalplastic binding, and ring binder loose-leaf. The method described below is a combinationof padding and case binding.

Tools and Materials
1. A set of parallel clamps 6. File folder

(can easily be made at home) 7. Masking tape
2. Small roll of cord or heavy twine 8. Stapler
3. "Book-Saver" adhesive 9. Magazines
4. Roll of 3-inch Mystic Tape 10. Sharp knife
5. Hand or power saw

Procedure for Binding Magazines
1. Select desired magazines to be bound and clamp them in set of parallel clamps.Be sure all magazines are flush on edge being bound.
2. Using either a circular saw or hand saw, make sufficient number of cuts 1/8 inchin depth and spaced approximately 2 inches apart on the bound edge of the maga-zines.
3. While magazines are still clamped, cut required number of pieces of cord toproper length and glue in each saw kerf with "Book-Saver" adhesive. If desired,the adhesive can be applied the entire length of the bound magazines.
4. IMPORTANT: Allow bound volume to dry while still in the clamps. Trim off anypieces of cord that extend beyond edge of the magazines with a sharp knife.

Procedure for Binding Individual Articles
1. Select magazine article to be bound and trim to selected size. If article is goingto receive rather heavy use, it is desirable to seal-laminate the article beforeproceeding to bind it.
2. Obtain a standard 11 pt. manila filefolder, letter size, and insert magazine articlein folder as it would be if being permanently filed.
3. With article properly inserted in folder, staple in three places along folded edgeof the manila folder.
4. Using 3/4-inch masking tape, cover the entire length of the stapled edge of thefile folder, allowing 3/8-inch of the tape on front and back side of the folder. Besure all staples are sealed by the masking tape, thus preventing the staples fromsnagging other material.
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Figure 1

Figure 1 is a drawing of a magazine binding jig that was designed, drawn, and con-
structed by Mr. Hubert Ludden, industrial arts instructor from Glenns Ferry, Idaho. I

believe you will find this to be a very practical and useful binding jig. Note the adjustable
shelf that will adjust easily to various sizes of magazines.

Bill of Materials

No. Port Name Size Type of Stock

4 Wing Nuts 1/4" Mild Steel
4 Eye Bolts 1/4" x 3" Mild Steel
4 Cut Washers 5/16" Mild Steel
2 Cut Washers 1/2" Mild Steel
1 Back Brace 1/8" x 1" x I" Angle Iron 16" long

(Brace may also be screwed to bock - Brace is optional)
1 Shelf Back 3/8" x 3-1/2" x 16" Fir Plywood

Shelf 3/4" x 3" x 16" Fir Plywood
Cross Clamp 3/4" x 2" x 16" Birch or Hardwood
Back 1/2" x 14" x 16" Fir Plywood
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The following are the step-by-step procedures for construction of the binding jig.
1. Cut back out of 3/4 inch plywood to size 3/4 x 14 x 16 inch fir plywood (if 1/2 inchplywood is used for back angle, iron brace 1/8 x 1 x 1 inch should be used).
2. Lay out, drill, and cut slots 5/16 inch wide in back.
3. Cut and assemble shelf and shelf back. Glue and nail shelf assembly together.4. Drill 5/16 inch hole in shelf assembly as indicated on drawing.
5. Lay out and cut cross clamp to required size. (Due to the pressure this clampwill receive, it is recommended it be made from a hardwood.)
6. I)rill 5/16 inch hole in cross clamp.
7. If one desires, the top of the cross brace may be marked with guides for ease ofspacing saw cuts in backs of magazines.
8. Guide lines on the face of the plywood back can also be laid out so the shelf canbe aligned readily.
9. If one desires, any suitable finish can be applied to the magazine binding vise.

UNIQUE TECHNIQUES FOR CONSTRUCTING
3-DIMENSIONAL BULLETIN BOARD LETTERING

A bulletin board can be a very effective teaching tool if the material is displayed welland rotated often. To make an unusual and striking bulletin board, 34) lettering can beused to emphasize the main message and add much to the over-all display.
The following types of lettering can be made very inexpensively in an industrial artslaboratory with the very minimum amount of tools and equipment.
Demonstrations of each of the following processes will be given.--Pin Back Metal Lettersmade from type metal.
--Water-Soluble Liquid Polyester Casting Plastic.
--Waterblown Urethane Foam Letters.
--Other 3-D LetteringStyrofoam, Leather,,Cardboard. Note sample display board.

WATER-SOLUBLE LIQUID POLYESTER CASTING PLASTIC LETTERS
Tools and Materials

1. "Water-Mix" Casting Plastic
2. Catalyst
3. Mold (letter mold, etc.)
4. 1/4-inch Electric Drill
5. Paint mixing rod or part of an electric beater
6. Water
7. Measuring cups
8. My lar
9. Mixing containers-3 (such as rubber or plastic bucket)

Procedure
A. Determining the amount of plastic needed.

1. Determine the amount of plastic required to fill your mold. One easy way ofdoing this is to fill the mold with water and empty contents into a graduate or
measuring glass. This will give you the volume of liquid needed.

2. Take the same volume of casting plastic.
B. Mixing the water-mix casting plastic.

1. After determining the total ounces of emulsion(mixtureof wonder cast and water)
needed, measure out half this total in casting plastic and half of this total inwater. Do this in separate containers.

2. Pre-measure the catalyst needed and set it to one side. Measure out 9 drops ofcatalyst for each ounce of "water-mix" casting plastic you will use.3. For the best results, the mixing should be done with a paint mixing rod attached
to a 1/4-inch high speed drill. A regular hand egg beater may be used, but this
requires two persons and will not always give the best results.C. Preparing the mold

1. Before the mixed casting plastic can be poured into the mold, be sure the moldis clean of dirt, wax, grease, etc.
2. Slowly (a few drops at a time) add the water to the "water-mix" casting plastic

while using the mixer.
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3. As the water is completely absorbed, more may be added. THE RATE OF
ADDITION IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. Do not add water faster than it can
be absorbed into the mixture.

4. When mixture is complete (it should form a creamy solution about like pancake
batter), add the catalyst. Be sure that the catalyst is thoroughly mixed into the
emulsion.

D. Pouring the plastic into the mold
1. Pour mixture very carefully into mold. Avoid "lapping" the mixture, as this

will tend to trap air.
2. When pouring is completed, gently vibrate mold to bring air pockets to the surface.

E. Hardening and removing the casting from the mold
1. For best results, the casting should be removed from the mold as soon as it has

jelled.
2. The casting in its jelled state should be placed on a sheet of Mytar to dry.

F. Sanding and finishing the casting
1. Once the casting has hardened, it may be filed, sanded, carved, etc.
2. Surface differences of color will appear due to the nature of the emulsion. This

does not affect the quality or decorative ability of the casting.
3. For best results, use paints, Rub-N-.Buff, and stains to decorate the surface of

the casting.

INEXPENSIVE CLASSROOM DISPLAY RACKS AND DEVICES

Slanting Lecture Stand and Rack
Unique Type of EaselsLarge, Medium, and Small
Wire Display StandsVarious Styles
Collapsible Book Rack
Portable "L" Shaped RackVariations
Chart Rack
Portable Accordion Portfolio and Permanent Portfolio
Series of Pull Shades with Charts Mounted on these

MOUNTING PICTURES, CHARTS, ETC.

Mounting with hand iron and dry mount paper
Mounting with rubber cementone side temporary, two sides permanent
Mounting with Spray Deft or spray lacquer
Mounting with dry mount press paper and applying seal
Sealing picture with contact paper
Mounting with wallpaper paste
Mounting with spray adhesive

Scotch Spray 88
Scotch Spray 77
Repositioning Spray
Styrofoam Spray

Gummed Tab Hangers
Bulletin BoardDry Stik Wax
Mystic Tape Hinge
Double Back Tape
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Auto-Tutorial Instructional Systems
Alvin E. Rudisill

The auw-tutorial instructional systems described in this article are unique becausethey were developed by undergraduate industrial technology students at the University ofNorth Dakota during the spring semesterof the 1970-71 academic year. The thirty under-graduate students were divided into six research and development teams working closelywith educational psychologists, instructional system specialists, university faculty spe-cialists in the various areas of technology, two junior high school instructors, and eighteenjunior high school students.
The total project from design, development, testing, and system evaluation lasted16 weeks. Six students devoted full time to the protect during the 16 weeks while the other24 students devoted approximately one-fourth of their academic load and efforts towardthe project. Regularly scheduled meetings of the total project team were held daily, butthe majority of student efforts were devoted to five-man research teams which werecharged with developing the individualized learning modules making up the total system.During the first formal class period, the 30 students were given the responsibilityof developing a six-week or 30-hour junior high school instructional system designed tocover the area of industrial energy systems. The following guidelines and/or limitationswere placed on the project:

1. Total project design and developmentmustbecompletedduring the first ten weeksof the semester, with testing of the system in the public junior high school sched-uled for the last six weeks.
2. The components of the system must be completely auto-tutorial, since the juniorhigh school system was on a flexible modular schedule.
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Figure I. The Industrial Heat Energy Systen module included experiments on a thereto -elec-
tric generator, spot welding. heat engines, steam engines, the green house effect and measure-
ment of heat energy with a thermocouple.

3. Each component of the system must be a self-contained unit complete with soft-
ware and hardware.

4. The content in each component of the system shall be based on appropriate be-
havioral objectives, and these objectives must relate directly to the evaluative
instruments.

5. The content in each component of the system must be competency-based and self-
pacing.

6. A programmed learning format with small frames of information, active respond-
ing, and immediate feedback must be utilized.

7. Each instructional module in the system must be portable, self-contained, and
able to be secured by locking.

8. All laboratory experiments must have both written and pictorial instructions.
9. All laboratory equipment must be mounted in appropri'te hangers and both the

equipment and hanger labeled.
10. A supply of all consumable materials must be maintained in each module.
11. The project budget is to be limited to 5800 in actual expenditure but students

should not consider donations of materials or equipment as an expenditure.
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Figure 2. One of the most exciting units in the Industrial Chemical Energy System modulewas the static testing of a solid fuel rocket engine.

The primary purpose of the project was to provide undergraduate students with aknowledge of all the various aspects of instructional systems through direct involvementin system design, development, and testing. The student involvement with educationalpsychologists, junior high school students and teachers, and instructional system special-ists during the design, development, and testing stages of the project made valuable con-tributions to the learning experience.
The development of the project evolved from the early frustrations of organizationalmeetings, through early inexperienced efforts at selection of content structure, emotionaldiscussions relating to module design, late-night and week-end efforts to meet projectdeadlines, research team excitement during initial testing of programs and experimentswith individual junior high school students, and finally, the pride and sense of accomplish-ment of each undergraduate student when educators, psychologists, junior high schoolstudents, and members of the school board praised the professional results achieved insuch a short span of time.
The research and development teams complied with all the guidelines and/or limita-tions imposed on them atthestart of the project. The actual value of the materials, equip-ment and supplies utilized in the project was 51,500, with 5700 worth of equipment andmaterials donated by industry, educational organizations, and civil defense units.The project team selected the following major areas of content within the total themeof "Industrial Energy Systems":

1. Industrial Electrical Energy Systems
2. Industrial Chemical Energy Systems
3. Industrial Mechanical Energy Systems
4. Industrial Nuclear Energy Systems
5. Industrial Heat Energy Systems
6. Industrial Light Energy Systems
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Figure 3. The Industrial Nuclear Energy System module involved students with measuring
radioactivity with a Geiger counter donated by the local Civil Dufense unit.

Each major area of content became the central focus in individualized module develop-
ment. Instruction in each module was to average five hours of actual student effort. In
actual practice, the instructional time varied from three to eight hours because each unit
was competency-based and self-pacing.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL ENERGY SYSTEMS

Content in this module is focused on the development, distribution, and utilization of
electrical energy. Units included are electron theory, magnetism, electromagnetism,
electrical measurement, electrical circuits, electric current control, and electric power
systems.

Laboratory activities included are: static electricity experiments with glass, steel,
plastic, rubber rods, pith balls, silk cloth, and fur; magnetite; magnetic field experi-
ments with bar magnets and iron filings; electro- magnetic field experiment with battery,
compass, switch, and single wire; magnetism as the link between mechanical and elec-
trical energyequipment includes coil of wire, permanent magnet, and galvanometer;
DC generator; AC generator; shunt-wound electric motors; series-wound electric motors;
two-pole and three-pole armatures; universal motors; DC ammeter; DC voltmeter; AC
voltmeters; step-up and step-down transformers; series and parallel circuits; series and
parallel connection of cells; rectifiers; variable resistors; and energy conversion from
electrical to mechanical, electrical to light, and mechanical to electrical.
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INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL ENERGY SYSTEMS

Emphasis in this unit focuses on the sources of chemical energy and the conversionof these chemical energy forms intoother energy forms. Industrial applications of chem-ical energy are covered in both laboratory experiments and 35-mm slides correlated withthe programmed information in the text.
Laboratory activities include: making a primary dry cell; testing of cells; assem-bling a secondary storage cell; testingthe secondary storage cell; construction and testingof fuel cell; static testing of solid propellant engines; and petroleum experiment involvingthe cracking of oil to produce gas.

INDUSTRIAL MECHANICAL ENERGY SYSTEMS

Basic fundamentals and industrial utilization of mechanical energy are emphasizedin this module. Major units include mechanical theory, measurement of mechanicalenergy, simple machines, mechanical transmission of energy, fluid transmission ofenergy, and mechanical energy in industry.
Laboratory activities include: fixed and double pulleys; inclined plane applicationsin internal combustion engines; direction, rotation, and ratios of meshed gears; gearratios in automobile transmissions; gear relationships in automobile transmissions; andcomplete automobile hydraulic brake systems.

INDUSTRIAL NUCLEAR ENERGY SYSTEMS

Major units in this module are nuclear theory, nuclear elements, production of nu-clear energy, uses of nuclear energy, detection of nuclear energy, dangers from nuclearenergy, and carters in nuclear energy. The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission supplied anumber of excellent .;ides which show theutilizationof nuclear energy in modern industry.Laboratory activities include: detecting radioactivity in radioactive material;assembling an atom; assembling of a nuclear reactor; detection and measurement withGeiger counter; radioactive shielding; detection of gamma rays with the radiologicalsurvey meter; and measuring radioactive exposure with the dosimeter.

INDUSTRIAL HEAT ENERGY SYSTEMS

Major units included with this module are heat theory, heat energy from electricalenergy, heat energy from light energy, heat energy from chemical energy, heat energyto mechanical energy, heat energy from nuclear energy. Empasis in all units is on theindustrial applications of heat energy and the processes involved in transforming heatenergy to other energy forms.
Laboratory activities included are: transfer of heat by conduction and radiation;

spot welding; steam engine; green house effect; thermo-electric generator; heat engines;and measurement of heat energy.

INDUSTRIAL LIGHT ENERGY SYSTEMS

Content in this module placed emphasis on the utilization of light energy in industryand on the potential uses of the laser or optical maser. Major units included are lighttheory, light sources, light measurement, light characteristics, solar energy, and co-herent light.
Laboratory activities included are; measurementoflightwith a light meter; measur-ing the intensity of radiantenergy with the radiometer; proving the basic law of reflection;measuring reflectance; refraction; double convex and concave-convex lenses; calcitecrystals; polarizing lenses; photocells; solar cells; effects of color filters on laser beam;scattering the laser beam; polarization of laser light; holograms with the laser beam;and determining if the laser beam is collimated.

Dr. Rudisill is currently Head of the Department of Industrial Arts and Technology at the University ofNorthern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa.
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Demonstration of How Audio-Tutorial
Materials Are Prepared

A .0. Brown, III

Before starting into an audio-tutorial program, I believe there are several pre-
requisites. First, you must be convinced that self-instruction has a place in the educa-
tional system, that it is a supplement to the methods that you have at your disposal to
assist your students in the learning process.

Secondly, you must be convinced that learning belongs to the learner. This system
puts learning into the hands of the learner, allowing him to progress at his own rate.
With these prerequisites in mind, let me show you how audio-tutorial methods have been
used In our laboratory and how the results have improved our students' learning situa-
tion. I believe that 1 can illustrate this by an examination of the advantages and dis-
advantages found in our application.

First, we will examine the advantages of audio-tutorial instruction. 1 believe that the
major advantage is that it is one-to-one instruction. The student is sitting at an instruc-
tional or laboratory position, often referred to as an instructional carrel, receiving his
instruction by taped audio lesson. The instruction is presented to him by the instructor
via the tape recorder. The student has control of the tape recorder, and thus control of
the flow of information. This is essentially one-to-one instruction that is carried on by
the individual learner and his teacher. The student is not competing directly with other
students; therefore, he is participating in a non-threatening method of instruction. If
the student finds that he doesn't understand some part of the lesson, all he has to do is
to back up the tape recorder and listen to that portion again.

Another advantage is that it frees the instructor to work with individual student
problems in learning. The routine instruction is carried on by the audio lessons, and
when a student has a real tough problem, one that he cannot solve by use of the audio
material, then that student can come to the instructor and receive individual, personal,
instruction to help solve his problem. This doesn't mean that the instructor can escape
the instructional scene. In fact, 1 think you will find if you use this technique that it will
require more of your time than was necessary when using some other instructional
method. However, 1 have found in using this method that our students progress faster
through the material and instructional time is conserved both for the student and the
teacher. We use the time gained to cover more material.

Now we must examine the disadvantages of the system. First, you must have avail-
able, or be prepared to purchase, tape recording and playing equipment. The equipment
that you will need to prepare lessons for the learners must include recording capability.
The tape-playing equipment required for the learner is not very expensive, but it is neces-
sary to have multiple installations. These tape players do not have to be very elabCzate.

Our particular system cost us more time than money, because we were able to secure
the tape recording and playing equipment from a language laboratory that was being
scrapped in favor of a newer system. Using the equipment and student booths that were
designed for the language laboratory installation, we devised our own system. This does
require some outlay of funds for equipment, but not much.

A second disadvantage is the amount of time necessary to prepare the instructional
material. The materials require a great deal of time in preparation. 1 believe you will
see why this is true when 1 go through the steps that are necessary to prepare this type
of material. I would estimate that during our original project it took somewhere near
100 hours of preparation time per hour of instructional material produced. This 100
hours would include my time, the photographer's time, time for setup and evaluation,
time for typists, and so on. Therefore, 1 would recommend to you that you request that
time be allocated to you do do this work if you intend to take it on. This type of materials
preparation is too time-consuming to do during your spare time. My first A-T course
was done almost entirely on my own time. 1 spent most of my evenings, weekends, and
vacations for nearly two years in the preparation of one course. For this reason, I
would recommend requesting that time be allocated from your work schedule to do this
rather than trying to do it on the side. However, if you can't do it any other way, 1 be-
lieve it is worth the time. These are the major advantages and disadvantages that we
have been able to observe with our system.
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Now let's turn to the preparation of materials for an audio system. The first thingthat must be done is to set up the goals for the particular lesson that you are working on.That is, write out what you hope to achieve by presentation of this lesson to your students.As a second step, you must write the objectives for the lesson. Include in each objec-tive the following characteristics; (1) Identifying the behavioral act that you wish to tritethe student participate in. (2) Define any condition or conditions under which this type ofbehavior will occur, and (3) tell him what is acceptable in terms of the performancethat he must demonstrate before he can complete this particularobjective. If you havenot studied one or more of the booksavailable on preparing behavioral objectives, I wouldrecommend this type of reading to you. I believe you will find that writing your objectivesis a very important part of preparing any lesson.
You may wish to break the objectives down into a number of specific process objec-tives for particular parts of the lesson. In doing this, you may discover, as I often do, .that you have too much material for one audio lesson and therefore decide that you willwant to break it into more than one lesson.
After you have written your objectives, the third step is to outline material that youwish to cover in complete detail. From the outline, separate the material into theoryand experimental components. In our program, we use the audio to discuss the theory.In this technique, the material that underpins the laboratory lesson is presented first.We proceed to back up the theory with the experimental procedures that demonstrate thevarious principles. Since theory and experimental proof are all tied together on one tape,the student can back up on the tape and listen to the theory again at any point during hisexperiment. Thus, he can reinforce anything that he finds that he does not understandduring the experimental procedure.
After making the detailed breakdown of theory and experimental parts, the fourthstep is to take 35-mm slides of each part of the experiment. If it is to some advantageto have slides such as graphs or illustrations of the type that might appear in text mate-rial, I would insert these at this point to back up the theoretical material.In preparing your 35-mm slides you will often shoot many more slides than you willactually need for the lesson. I find that it is an advantage to shoot every possible step inthe procedure and every typical result that can be found during the process of operatingthe experiment. Since it takes time for the slides to be processed, you should do thisprevious to the time you plan to tape your instruction. In this way, you will have theslides back at that time you are ready for scripting.
The fifth part of the preparation procedure involves making the instructional tape,which is the heart of the system. The 35-mm slides, as I use them in most cases, are afeedback mechanism to show the student where he has progressed correctly throughoutthe experiment or where he may have made an error. I find that slides are better for thestudent to compare his results with than audio-taped results. However, the audio-tapedinstruction is still the heart of the lesson.
I understand that many people proceed to do this next part of the lesson in differentways. I will relate my own technique to you. This is .a procedure that I have developedover several years of working with preparation of audio material. First, I prepare mydetailed outline and my slides. Then I run through the experiment step by step so that Iknow every part of the experiment and have the details in mind. Then I sit down with theoutline and I tape the theory as if I were sitting in a chair facing an individual studentand trying to explain to him the importance of, and the best possible way to understand,this material. After this material has been taped, I do the experimental instructions asif I were conversing with a student over his laboratory setup. I take the tape and have asecretary prepare a typed script with double double spacing; that is, four spaces betweeneach line. Since the script is a conversational tone, all I have to do is correct errors ingrammar and interpretation.
These are areas where a student mightwrongly interpret what you said at some pointin the presentation. After correcting the script, I have a second double spaced scriptyped. Then I mark on this script the position of the cues for slides and for other mate-rials that will be presented during the audio lesson.
While I am going through the audio preparation process, I have been viewing the35-mm slides so that they become an integrated part of the instructional material. Afterthe script has been prepared, !make a taped master copy of the script with the slides thatare designed to accompany it and then have several students try this material out. Theywill tell me where they have difficulty in understanding the material. After receivingthe student comments, I go back over the audio tape script and edit it to remove anything
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that is unnecessary and to add additional explanation where needed. I may also need to
add a slide or two, or I may find that I can take out a few slides.

I then prepare the final script, audio-tape the final form, and correlate it with the
slides. At this point, you are ready to have your slides duplicated so that you have a
number of slide sets ready. I might mention that if you don't want to use slides you could
possibly use black and white pictures or drawings assembled into a booklet that goes with
the tapes. Some persons have tried this and found it to be a very successful technique.
I personally like the versatility of slides, along with the color, which I think adds some-
thing to the learning situation.

After the final tape and slides are prepared, they are placed in the instructional
carrels for the students to use in a regular course. Following the first full usage of the
material, I review it again, correcting andpreparingnew materials that may be necessary
to make it completely useable, and then place it into full service.

I have found several things that might be of particular interest to those of you antici-
pating the use of this type of material. I presently use reel-to-reel tape. I believe it
would be better to use cartridges to save wear on tapes. I inherited my system and didn't
choose the original tape machines. I did, however, choose the Kodak carousel slide pro-
jectors, and I have found that you need the remote control type of projector with a short
projection length lens. The minimum configuration that Kodak markets that will do this
is the 650 Carousel. This is not an expensive projector, but it is more expensive than
the 600 which is the minimum-priced model. Another thing that we found out is that the
bulbs that are used in the Carousel are extremely expensive. I wrote to Kodak about this
and found that there are long-life bulbs available that are priced for a very small amount
over the original bulbs; these will last ten to twenty times longer than the original bulbs.

One point I haven't spoken about is evaluation. Evaluation can be carried on during
the instructional process by asking questions or putting small quizzes in the material, or
it can be carried on as a pre-test post-test situation. At present, we are investigating
some new IBM punch card type testing devices for our program. I have nothing to report
on this method yet.

Brown is o Professor of Industrial Arts Education at Kansas State College, Pittsburg, Kansas 66762.
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The Relationship Between Industrial Arts
and Junior College Technical Education

L. Day le Yeager

A relationship between industrial arts and junior college technical education may or
may not exist. The nature of association between the two, whether effective or ineffec-
tive, depends upon personal and professional philosophies, vantage points, and an ac-
countability of theory and practice. Therefore, a relationship can be established or
rebutted.

AN ESTABLISHED RELATIONSHIP
There is little doubt concerning a relationship, for the two areas are, or could be,

closely united. Both share mutual associations and similar goals, as demonstrated by

the following: As stated or implied by their definitions, each is concerned with industry
and the world of work. Industrial arts is that part of general education concerned with
the study of industry and its tools, materials, products, processes, and occupations.
Technical education is concerned with that body of knowledge organized in a planned
sequence of classroom and laboratory experience to prepare students for a cluster of job
opportunities in a specialized field of technology.1

Each is associated with industrial education as it is defined as "a generic term which
broadly defines that part of education which includes technical education, industrial arts,
and vocational-industrial education."2

There are similarities between their general objectives, whichare as follows: Indus-
trial arts seeks to provide general education experiences pertaining to industry that con-
tribute toward total education, or educating the "whole" child. Technical education seeks
to provide occupational experiences needed to develop specialized technical personnel
for the world of work.

Certain characteristics common to junior college technical programs and industrial
arts programs suggest a relationship. Among such characteristics are the following:

'Both curriculums are designed for full-time day students. Both curriculums emphasize
laboratory learning experiences rather than "straight theory" reflected by traditionally
academic subjects or heavy production activities associated with vocational-industrial
education. Both curriculums stress practical problem solving. Both curriculums rely
heavily upon theoretical and technical information, as compared to manipulative skill
attainment.

A definite relationship is implied by the curriculum areas of each. For example,
traditional industrial arts offerings include woods, drafting, metals, power mechanics,
electricity-electronics, graphic arts, and crafts. Counterparts in technical education
(to name a few) are the following: WoodsBuilding Materials or Construction Tech-
nology; DraftingDesign and Drafting or Architectural Drafting Technology; Metals
Machine Tool Technology; Power MechanicsAutomotive Technology; Electricity-Elec-
tronicsElectricity or Electronics Technology; Graphic ArtsCommercial Art, Offset
Duplicating, or Printing Technology; CrattsPlastics Technology.

Regardless of the grade placement of these offerings in the, industrial arts continuum,
certain contributions toward technical education should be realizedthus establishing a
more efficient relationship between the two. Among these contributions are the purported
"unique" objectives of industrial arts:3 todevelop an insight and understanding of indus-
try and its place in our culture; to discover and develop talents, aptitudes, interests, and
potentials of individuals for technical pursuits and applied science; to develop an under-
standing of industrial processes and practical application of scientific principles; to de-
velop basic skills in the proper use of common industrial tools; to develop problem-
solving and creative abilities involving the materials, processes,and products of industry.

The Western Michigan study, as reported in the September 1971 issue of IAVE, indi-
cates a definite and increasing relationship between technical education and industrial
arts.4 Among the points made were the following: Content of many vocational-industrial
and technical courses at the two-year institutions was the same as was offered in indus-
trial education teacher preparation courses at senior institutions. Seventy per cent of
the students majoring in industrial education were transfers from junior colleges.
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Articulation is needed between junior institutions and universities preparing industrialeducation teachers.

A REBUTTED RELATIONSHIP

If a relationship exists, it must be effective. Otherwise it is not effective and, there-fore, becomes non-existent. The success of a relationship between industrial arts andtechnical education depends upon their articulation, where articulation is defined as theefficient and successful combining of courses and curriculums to complete a successfuleducational experience. Articulation requires that the nature and scope of each contribut-ing party be clearly established.
The nature and scope of technical education is definite, while the nature and scopeof industrial arts tends to be nebulous, thus hampering an effective relationship betweenthe two. Witness to this are the phases that industrial arts has entered:Phase I. Industrial arts originated as manual training in the late 1870's and early1880's. Its originalpurpose was to teach engineering students how to use hand tools. Soonafterwards, it was relocated at the secondary level to train students in handwork, whichwas largely vocational.
Phase II. Industrial arts then shifted from manual training to manual arts in the1890's. The objectives were similar except for one addition: To improve the design andbeauty of projects made in manual training shops.
Phase III. Industrial arts became an outgrowth of manual arts in the early 1900's,with the term being commonly accepted by 1917. At this point, industrial arts announcedthat as a part of general education, it would stress industrybut not on a vocational level.Phase IV. Industrial arts, from 1917 to the early 1960's, struggled for so-called"academic respectability." It tried different approaches reflecting "do-it-yourself"values, consumer education values, a better way for teaching math, science, and socialstudies, creativity, and experimentation.
Phase V. The fifth and present phase reflects a critical period of development. Indus-trial arts accountability and relevancy are being challenged from not only outside of theprofession but also from within the profession. Progressive educators are calling for areappraisal and perhaps a redirection of industrial arts' purposes, objectives, subjectmatter, and grade placement. The following, expressed as viewpoints, are typical cur-rent conditions.
Viewpoint 1. Innovative programs, which may change industrial arts and its role ineducation, exist throughout industrial education. Twenty such programs are describedin Cochran's book entitled Innovative Programs in Industrial Education.5 According toCochran, each of these reflect one of four basic approaches, which are as follows:
A. Integrative programs. This approach strives to unify educational experiencesthat have previously been unrelated or self-contained. Particular emphasis isplaced upon correlational and inter-disciplinary endeavors involving severalsubject matter areas. Reasons for such programs are primarily pre-vocationaland vocational.
13. Interpretation of industrial programs. This approach provides experiences "toadjust socially and occupationally to the conditions of industrial society."6 Indus-try's entire structure, including marketing, production, materials, research anddesign, servicing, and its organizational patterns, is stressed. The reason forsuch programs is the absence of this aspectof society in present curriculum areas.C. Occupational family programs. This approach provides a broad base for occupa-tional experiences. Reasons for such programs are "based on the premise thatyouth should be knowledgeable about and should develop competencies utilizedin broad occupational areas."7 Beginning courses provide exploratory experi-ences, while advanced courses are aimed toward developing salable skills thatare applicable to related occupations.
D. Thchnology-oriented programs. This approach provides a study of technology andits influence on society. Reasons for these programs are based on currentindustrial-curriculum areas being too narrow, and thus not presenting the fullramifications of technology. Emphasis is placed on a technological orientationinvolving the history of technology and its impact on society, automation, tech-nical developments, scientific management, product demands, and the role nf theindividual in society.8
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It is difficult to speculate whether these programswill supplement, supplant, or other-
wise affect industrial arts or its relationship with technical education. I lowever, many of
these programs do reflect the following trends: de-emphasizing manipulative activities
while facilitating more scientific and technical activities, thus producing a stronger
alliance between the two instructional endeavors; moving toward integrated and inter-
disciplinary activities and away from traditional shops, thus increasing exploratory
experiences having technical education implications; incorporating vocational rather than
avocational interests; thus creating similar objectives; emphasizing a broader spectrum
of technology, thus reorienting the industrial arts curriculum to technical education's
world of work.

Viewpoint 2. Innovative programs have generated much scrutiny within the industrial
arts profession. The assessments range from loyal devotion to steadfast opposition, with
a "wait-and-see" segment separating the two. To some educators, innovation is typical
of the profession, since it has continually redirected its educational thinking. For others,
current innovations pose a serious threat to the profession.

Dr. Ditlow, past-president of the A1AA, states that current curriculum projects are
not neglecting the basic objectives of industrial arts." lie further asserts that the differ-
ence is the actual methods chosen to accomplish the objectives. 1lowever, within the same
article is the following sentence: "The real problem seems to be that the profession is
somewhat fragmented in its structure and therefore interprets these objectives (as enun-
ciated by the A1AA and the USOE) differently."

Dr. Nelson, while addressing the American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Edu-
cation in 1968, stated that "... in our search for respectability, industrial arts has gone
completely ivory tower in its orientation and, consequently, in its curriculum thinking
and development processes."10 A past president of the ACIATE, he further asserts that
industrial arts has eroded many of its unique features and substituted artificial exercises
while pursuing the following endeavors: industrial arts should be a vehicle for learning
more science and math. Industrial arts should be a vehicle for enhancing creativity.

Dr. Nelson, while referring to a dozen or so curriculum projects, made the follow-
ing statement: "Every one which I have read could become an excellent social-studies
supplement, but in no sense a substitute for the kind of industrial arts which is needed
today." Perhaps the industrial arts being envisioned by Dr. Nelson is partially reflected
by the following summation points presented toward the end of his address: IA should
become involved with the national commitment to educate everybody who can profit from
formal instruction. IA should come down out of the ivory tower and face the critical
instructional problems. IA should inaugurate an official dialogue with vocational educators
concerning new educational challenges. IA should reassess its objectives and current
position with respect to general versus specialized education. IA teacher institutions
should develop competence among their graduates for conducting pre-vocational or occu-
pational education. IA should call its present junior-high programs industrial arts, its
senior-high programs pre-vocational or occupational education, and all the rest general
education.

Dr. Lux, an instrumental proponent of lACP, apparently opposes a stronger alliance
with occupational education.11 In the February (1971) issue of School Shop, he strongly
urges IA teachers to "think twice about jumping aboard the vocational-education band-
wagon." He further asserts that "antiquated vocational education limits the concept (of
education) to a narrowly-conceived range of occupational studies," while "industrial arts
is a body of knowledge which may be used for any educational purpose, including an occu-
pational one." Apparently Dr. Lux believes that this article was mistreated. In a letter
to the School Shop editor, he attempted to clarify the title and perhaps its message.12
He wrote, "The title which was placed on the article misses the most important point,
i.e., there are a number of purposes for studying industrial arts which are equally as
important as an occupational one."

Mr. Bradley, while responding to Drs,Nelson andLux, suggests that the student rather
than the profession should be the issue.13

Considering the personal philosophies presented within this viewpoint, one can only
guess as to the relationship between industrial arts and technical education. It may be
accepted or denounced.

Viewpoint 3. Industrial arts has continually broadened its perspective until it now
reflects a state of flux and fragmentation. IA teachers currently are interpreting profes-
sional aims and purposes differently through varied approaches and techniques. For
many teachers, a lack of direction within the profession is troublesome. The conscientious
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and dedicated wish to move away from the traditional if it truly is antiquated. This samegroup wishes to continue into innovative programs if their expectations can be realized.Dr. Richards of North Thxas State University recently surveyed public secondaryschool IA teachers in 7exas.14 Ile concluded that "the problems with which industrialarts teachers had the greatest difficulty were staying abreast of national trends in indus-trial arts, providing research and experimentation activities for students, and teachingmodern industrial techniques and practices." Therefore, what is the IA teacher to do?Several choices are possible, according to Cochran in a School Shop article.la IA teachersmay simply do nothing and hope for the best, personally go forth and pursue individualexplorations for the one best plan, or strive toward a national curriculum.Cochran does not support these choices for they would direct the profession towardeither aimlessness or a single, regimented pattern. Isis choice is a multi-phase programthat offers several possibilities for the student. The following are sub-divisions inCochran's plan:
Industrial implications. Beginning at the elementary level, this initial phase pro-vides an introductory overview of the world of work through a coordinated approach.Industrial Functions. "To provide exploratory experiences in the essential functionsof industry" is the goal of this phase, which is located at the junior high level. Althoughclasses are taught in self-contained laboratories, traditional areas of instruction are for-saken for the origin of industry, industrial organization, research and development, plan-ning for production, production, distribution, and servicing. These programs are activity-oriented and correlated with social sciences, math, English, and physical sciences to alesser degree.

Industrial Development. This phase assumes that phase two has been successful.Understanding the physical development of industrial facilities is the goal, which is basedon realistic experiences and correlation. The realistic experiences center around life-like activities such as surveying, pouring footings, etc.Industrial Custers. The final phase affords a high degree of flexibility for the stu-dent. Ile may explore industrial
occupations, independently study industrial problems,specialize in specific areas, gain practical work experience, or combine those best suitedto his needs. Although this plan appears different and complex, Cochran contends that itsrationale stems from recognized programs and principles currently being used.Little relationship between industrial arts and technical education can be imaginedfrom this viewpoint, except possibly for Cochran's proposal.Viewpoint 4. The fourth and final viewpoint reflects "traditional" industrial arts.Within this continuum, industrial arts extends from grade K to college with objectivesbeing similar, but emphasized differently. IA in grades K through 6 prevails as a servicearea for other subject-matter areas. Primary objectives are to provide supplementaryexperiences integrated with other courses and to introduce industry or technology in itssimplest forms.

IA is first seen as a separate area in grades 7, 8, and 9. Predominant objectives areto provide exploratory experiences and to develop pre-vocational interests. Beginning atthis level, specialized classes in drafting, wood, metal, and electricity are frequentlyextended into grades 10, 11, and 12. The unique objectives presented earlier representIA goals at this level.
Industrial arts teacher education terminates the continuum. The aim is to developteachers having desired teaching skills, a broad understanding of industry, and technicalcompetencies.
For many teachers, this viewpoint is the tried and proven approach. Its biggestshortcoming is the profession's reluctance to leave static areas and introduce modern,dynamic areas. To many, the strongest relationship between industrial arts and technicaleducation is implied by this viewpoint.

CONCLUSION

A relationship can exist between industrial arts and junior college technical educationbecause of their educational and philosophical similarities. However, the relationshiptends to be indescribable, or perhaps ineffective, until industrial arts clearly delineatesand unifies its role and scope. The profession must address itself to the following issues:If IA becomes relevant to other subject matter areas, it must exist for their benefit whiledemonstrating definite contributions which cannot be reputed by teachers and students.If IA becomes relevant to industry as an institution, it must adopt a curriculum totally
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reflective of industry and thus reorient many of its present endeavors. If IA becomes
relevant to the student's life pursuits, it must concentrate on developing social and occu-
pational traits that are fostered through specialized education, having pre-vocational and
occupational objectives. if IA becomes relevant to the fundamental process of education,
its traditional offerings must be either abandoned or upgraded and reoriented. if lA
becomes relevant to other educational structures, it must unify its professional thinking
and endeavors, regardless of whether these concentrated efforts favor innovational or
traditional offerings. If IA becomes relevant to the student, it must culminate this cen-
tury's search and struggle for professional integrity and concentrate on the student, his
future, and his needs. if IA teacher education becomes relevant, it must assume leader-
ship within the profession and be aware of the profession's realistic needs in developing
and upgrading qualified teachers.

Industrial arts must move forward and satisfy the needs of today's students, but at
the same time not forsake the benefit of the past. The following quotations are from an
industrial arts book that has long been out-of-print.16

Correlation is but another nome for association, and what has been said of association and
the law of association applies equally to correlation. ...The more specific and direct the con-
nections or the correlation, the more certain are we that such connections will be made again
under similar circumstances. The more general the instruction and the wider the possibilities
for applicotion, the weaker are the connections likely to be.

If school life is to be devoted exclusively to generalities, to abstractions, and "mental
capacity depends upon the concrete data with which it works," need we be surprised to find
indecision when the product of the school is brought face to face with the realities, with the
necessity for dealing with concretes? "To learn by doing is to learn with the best aids psy-
chology and science have been oble to discover." The remedy for a race afflicted with inde-
cision is a liberal introduction of subject matter which will give children plenty of specific
experiences with such concretes as may be found in the practical subjects. If such school ex-
perience should do no more than continue the respect, interest, and pleasure which little
children have in the manipulation of concrete materials, it would have better served the 95%
who must make their living by such manipulations than to have made them feel that theirs was
a life of enforced drudgery.
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Visual Concepts of Mathematical Equations
Andrew C. Boggs

Elementary children using the modern math texts are presented with and asked tounderstand abstract ideas of numbers and their manipulation. What used to be calledarithmetic is now presented as groups, concepts, numbers, and functions of numbers.Each idea is accompanied by its appropriate symbol, such as: N=f(n), a concept of N asnumber and f(n) as the function of the number. The child is shown that the function of Nwill produce different answers when the value of N is changed, lie is also shown that dif-ferent results will occur when the function is changed. Primary grade children, as wellas those of the intermediate grades, play arithmetic games with this idea using a conceptmachine. It can be called an adder, a subtractor, multiplier, divider, or combiner, asdesired. The terminology depends on the skill being developed. The degree of difficultydepends on the ability of the child to cope with that particular skill.
Arithmetically speaking, then, each N=f(n) is graphically plotable. Given sufficientvalues (minimum of 3) for N, every equation N=f(n) is an expression of a line. Each childcan thus produce on a graph a visual illustration of the equation he has arithmeticallyresolved. Several pictorial Variations of functions can be combined in a way childrenfind informative and interesting, as well as decorative.
Industrial arts can add meaning to this abstract concept, particularly with the visual-ization of equations and the geometric developments that are introduced. The math in-structor provides the theoretical instruction and directs the arithmetic computations.

Each child developed and solved 12 to 36 equations for N=f(n). These were used to pro-duce sufficient lines to form the background or skeleton of the desired geometric shape.
Industrial arts provided a challenging medium for the visual picturization of the computedequations. The child could do something with them.

Each basic line was plotted on graph paper. Auxiliarylines were added to give color,interest, and depth to the design. Illustrations were used to show that the auxiliary lines
were also representations of N=f(n) and could be individually computed if desired.On a large sheet of paper, the skeleton figure was drawn to the full size the studentdesired, The child's design is only used once; each is individually unique. The auxiliarylines are drawn in color and position to add interest and detail. The type of wall hanging,the background material, the color, to frame or not to frame, each of these questions aredecided by the student at this time.

Students were given the choice of three types of backing material. They were; 3/4-inch pine, 5/8-inch grooved fir paneling, and one-ply corrugated cardboard. As a cover-ing for the cardboard, and for decorative effectson the other backing, loose-woven burlapwas used which could be painted to produce the background color desired. Other mate-rials such as felt, leathers, and other woven fabrics could be used if desired.
With the type, size, and shape of the background backing material chosen, the colorapplied, and the fabric fastened to the backing, the student is ready to make the geometricdesign. The full-sized pattern is fastened to the background and holes, in the case of thecardboard backing material, are punched in the cardboard with a fine-tapered awl. Alarge-eyed darning needle is used to sew the colored rug warp through the holes to pro-duce the picture. Simple card sewing, similar to this procedure, can be done in the pri-mary and intermediate grades. This will produce an effective, tangible result of thearithmetic efforts if the teacher does not want to get so involved with the larger devicesand their corresponding preparatory work. The frame is made by the student if he
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desires to use it. It is a secondary effort, but adds very much to the finished product.
The three-dimensional nail lift with the wood background presents more of the tradi-

tional industrial arts manipulative skills, The wood backing must be finished first with
whatever wood finishing techniques you employ. We used a clear urethane varnish.
Some children stained the background or burned it with a blowtorch for a Spanish effect.
Wire brushed, it is very effective. In every case, some guidance is necessary to achieve
balance and proportion, as well as proper development.

Various sized nails were used to develop differentelevations and depth. The colored
rug warp is wound around the nails following the paper pattern, each warp thread repre-
senting a previously-drawn line on the original geometric development.

Combining the abstract ideas taught in modern math with the freedom of industrial
arts expression can produce a visually understandable and decorative geometric concept.
The resultant wall hanging is a meaningful presentationof understood mathematical sym-
bolism as expressed by the student through the medium of his industrial arts abilities.
The product produced has parent appeal, student satisfaction, and individual beauty. It
makes a pleasing addition to any room or hall of a home. It is one of which a parent
might say to his child, "You tried it, I like it" and mean it.

Mr. Boggs teaches at Wasatch School, Provo, Utah.

Project SIAM: Simulated Science
Industrial ArtsMathematics

Ernest G. Berger

With the speed of technological change in our productive society, it is essential that
we continue to look for new and perhaps better methods of presenting industrial concepts
to our students. One such method might be simulation techniques for industrial arts.

By definition, simulation is an operational model of a process that is designed for
research, education, and training. It provides a student with a real-life problem and
gives him the experience of making decisiOns on a miniature scale of the more compli-
cated problem.

Simulation techniques, designed and used as a teaching tool, is a rather interesting
concept for industrial arts in the public schools. The quality that distinguishes this from
other pedagogical techniques is that it is often the only means available to duplicate ex-
pensive new equipment and processes that could neverbe purchased in its true-life form.

Simulation techniques are often used by government, business, and industry in their
education and training programs. It is especially useful when the risk of studying new
techniques and processes in real time is often so great that it is not feasible to try it with
living organisms. One example is the astronauts, who were first placed in a simulated
environment, exposed to emergencies, and taught to respond correctly before they ever
left the earth's friendly environment.

Other examples are the "flight simulators" used by the armed forces and the com-
mercial airlines to train their pilots and crews. The early Link-trainer is an example of
this type of simulation. One airline recently announced its successful training of a com-
mercial airline pilot before he ever set foot in an aircraft.

The SST had an operational simulator and was ready to train pilots even before the
first mockup of the aircraft was built. Driver education teachers in some of our public
schools use simulators to expose the students to the hazards of highway traffic even be-
fore they set foot in an automobile.

There are many other examples of the use of simulation in the space program. The
Mercury Simulator trained astronauts to fly their spacecraft long before it was actually
built. The 1/6-gravity simulator at Langley Research Center taught man how to operate
in the lunar environment before he ever landedon the moon. In the rendezvous and dock-
ing simulator, man learned that it was necessary to "slow down" in order to "catch up"
to another orbiting spacecraftfor docking. The Lunar Module and Apollo Command Module
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simulators at Kennedy Space Center are other examples of the more complex type offlight simulators. Even the Lunar Rover had a simulator counterpart for astronauttraining.
At the moment, many new NASA simulators are being developed for future spaceventures. One such device is the "solar storm simulator" (for Skylab crew training) atMarshall Space Flight Center as well as the Space Shuttle Orbitor (for pilot training) atMcDonnel-Douglas Corporation in California.
How might the principles of simulation be applied to industrial arts programs in thepublic schools?
One such project was successfully developed to test this new technique, In this learn-ing project (Project SIAM) the students become deeply involved in creating their ownlearning situation and then solve the technical problems they discover. The design prob-lem was to design, instrument, and testfly a space laboratory simulator much like Skylab.The project suggested a series of technical investigations for which answers are notalways found in textbooks or from the instructor. Therefore, learning the art of technicalinvestigation became one of themain activities of this applied research project. Learnerswere encouraged to obtain information from many outside sources, such as technicalexperts in local industries. They wrote letters to different private and government spaceagencies which disseminate information relating to simulator construction. Brainstorm-ing and sketchstorming sessions were incorporated to help the teams crystallize theirthinking on the best possible solutions to the basic design problem. A NASA "Space-mobile" team was used as an additional resource team, and also became actively involvedwith the learners' project. Selected technical films gave the students a visual idea ofwhat has taken place in space colonization and technology to date. Books relative tospace stations and space travel were readily available and used extensively by the stu-dents as they contemplated solutions to the problem.
While student-designed simulations such as Project SIAM may not always turn out tobe perfect, it does involve the student designers in a dual learning situation similar toexperimental researchers as they apply imagination, inquiries, and discovery in the solu-tion of similar problems.
Students are bound to make mistakes; learning by failure sometimes becomes theprinciple value in certain types of classroom simulations.
The learning that takes place from simulations often differs qualitatively from theoutput of the regular teaching methods. These differences arise out of the structure ofsimulations and the atmosphere generated among participants.
Advantages of the simulation technique are as follows: By their nature, simulationspromote a high degree of student involvement. The consequences of one's moves andfordecisions are immediately observed. They are self-judging. Simulations alter behaviorpatterns rather than verbal intentions. It teaches students to think critically in terms oftheir own skills, knowledge, and experiences. They convey the essential elements of anew systems concept or processes they replicate. It involves the students in a dynamicsituation, bringing to life what might otherwise have been very vague abstractions. It isoften an interdisciplinary experience much like life itself.
A well-designed simulation definitely will stimulate many avenues of thought whichcan be followed up for future study.

Dr. Berger is an associate professor at Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida.
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A Comparative Study of Scandinavian
Technology (Denmark, Sweden, Norway)

in Industry and Education
Eckhart A. Jacobsen

In the quest for possible solutions to the contemporary concerns in industrial educa-tion, a somewhat anthropological approach was taken to the study of technology and cul-tural developments in the old world countries found in Europe. An attempt was made.toward viewing education in its totality, continually alert to industrial education's impli-cations held for larger cultural problems facing ourcountry and the world with referenceto philosophical, social, economic, political, ecological, and occupationally related needs.
PARAMETER OF STUDY

The parameters of this study are condensed into the four following characterizations.The study provided four months of continuous interviews, meetings, written reports, ob-servations with industrialists, educators, scientists, governmental officials, labor andmanagement consultants, as well as professional organizations as a selected population.Each interview centered around the following conceptHow does technology, its genera-tion, and its potential, interface with education and industry; and how and to what degreeis there conscious cultural evaluation,1 control, and ultimate use made of technology?Visitations (traveling over 6000 miles) to researchlaboratories, schools and universities,industries, numerous offices of officialdom, and may homes of indigenous population bychance invitation. Countries visited: England, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany,Austria, Switzerland, Netherland, Belgium, and France. This paper will confine its atten-tion to Denmark, Sweden, and Norway.

COMPARISON OF CULTURAL DEVELOPMENTS
Why make the effort to compare the cultural and consequently the educational effortsof one continent with another? Rather, would it not be better to analyze the cultural needsand resources of a single nation and provide operational answers by professionals? Whilehaving some merit, this inbred approach to cultural problem solving leaves much to bedesired in terms of introspection, projected and innovative thinking and planning.The intent of this comparative study is therefore to describe educational solutions ofsocietal needs practiced in other countries. These practices offer potential options forimproved educational solutions to needs in the United States. Parochial preoccupationwith our own provincial educational scene has often obScured the needed scope of ourinternational cultural overlap, Unfortunately, the vast majority of professional educatorsare not aware that such international resources (opportunities) exist, let alone willing toacknowledge and examine the practices of others as possible solutions to their own ever-changing social needs. Also, operational phenomena for cultural problem solving toooften is limited to isolated problem recognition and planning without the essential stepsof implementation and action. Thus, how European countries solve problems and imple-ment solutions may have relevance to our own needs in the United States (often the mostimitated country on the surface of the earth).

DENMARK

There is in Denmark an arm of the ministry of education (established after WorldWar II) known as the Danish Government Research and lbchnical Services Council con-cerned with the needs of government and science. It has an empathy for things industrial.The council is approximately 12 years old and serves three functions: providing financial
lCultural evaluation and control as:

1. PhilosOphical innovation in terms of national needs and resources
2. Social interaction toward richer societal goals
3. Political decision-making and governmental choice
4. Economic commitment and industrial implementation.
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support to industry for research in the technical science areas, serving as a secretariat
for loan funding, a confidential practice protecting the recipient and the research purpose
of the loan, and providing governmental scientific funding for universities in their effort
to do advanced research work.

The funding to industry is made repayable if the research is successful. If not suc-
cessful, repayment is not always essential. Universities do not repay the funding. Does
domination exist on the part of government with reference to the university? The univer-
sity does not feel this in any way impairs their effectiveness. The council in reality is
a unique resource to which the university can relate for support that otherwise might not
be available. Industry, however, is concerned about governmental support and possible
domination.

Industry is concerned that many students are not occupationally or professionally
oriented at levels comparable to our high schools and colleges.

Information distribution as well as retrieval is considered a most important problem.
One unique concern is locating knowledge known to exist in one form or another at various
locations. The library concept, as related to the rapid developing and handling of knowl-
edge in the technologies, no longer is operationally practical. Book making and shelving
is considered an antiquated approach to knowledge dissemination that is the essential
dialogue necessary from the technological content and theory to actual practice in industry.

ln contrast to the practice in the United States, there is essentially no military re-
search practiced at the Danish universities. Stress was laid on programmed research,
where possible, used in problem solving areas rather than developing knowledge for the
sake of knowledge. Concern is held for avoiding what was termed "useless research."
Industry, institutes, and universities could improve their research and other relation-
ships with the public schools. Cost factors were sighted as one reason for the limited
relationship.

Relating technological advance to the educational establishment is difficult at best.
Outmoded programs and teaching practices where students find themselves as observers
rather than participants in a dialogue constituting part of the learning experience caused
unrest and protest. Students are finding a greater voice in the educative process. There
are those who hold that the effective teacher is also a participant in research, whose re-
search experiences provide significant substance to the quality of teaching. Research is
costly in time, effort, and money. Fixed-target research was repeatedly stressed.
Classical aimlessness sometimes identified with research is to be avoided. Disciplined
use of the resources of time, effort, and money are viewed as essential and to be pursued.

A large percentage of the intellectually capable found an interest in and a desire to
relate to the technologies. Those who find fault with the technologies are often found in
the social sciences pursuing negative values rather than dealing with the social gestalt
in terms of the total spectrum of cultural needs. Social need is relative in terms of cause
and effect, in terms of process; truths are variable, rather than regurgitating old canons
staring fixedly into the past as society hurtles pell-mell into the future.

The thought of "applied science" is once again fashionable in Denmark and other
countries of Europe. For Denmark andEurope to survive and progress, they must recog-
nize The character of cultural transiency, modifying its economic approach from an
agrarian to a technologically-based society. ln Denmark there is the feeling of need to
be ahead of its competitors in the world market place. Craft and technological develop-
ment (furniture, electronics, etc.) has placed Denmark on a rather high plane when com-
pared to other nations. The concern of "thinking Danes" is the world characterization
of them as passive, easy-going, and exceptionally tolerant people and the influence that
foreign monies have on the economic control of their nation.

Social-democracy seems to best characterize theirform of government, finding com-
patability in their economy, social structure, and the political patterns of the country.
Some estimate that as high as 50% of the Danes "think slightly left ofcenter."

Welfarism is a constant concern in Denmark. The union movement is relatively
strong, playing an important role in determining living standards and influencing educa-
tional and political attitudes. Unemployment is relatively low, near 2.6. Unfortunately,
the institudons within Danish society that deal with social concerns do not often work with
the technological arm of society. Social institutions seem to be oriented toward the
political left. There is a significant concern for the concept of freedom, but not free
enterprise.

Government sponsors meetings with industries, farming, communities, business, and
education in study groups where social, economic, and political plans are discussed. The
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resulting findings were that some educators are not doing enough for themselves, areseeking privileges without the willingness to accept responsibility. In an effort at in-creased student involvement, their view was that there was too much discussion with in-sufficient content, at best relating to the historical past or present with little concernfor the future.
Schools find it difficult to relate to industry, educators knowing little of everydayindustry. Visitation programs are offered by the Federation of Danish Industries, anopen house program for students and lay people.
As elsewhere, there seems to be difficulty in educating and training skilled workers.A form of apprenticeship is being attempted in the technical schools at the post-graduatelevel. Also there is an effort on the part of industry toward developing programs withinthe company structure, similar to the "vestibule" approach to training in American indus-try. There are cooperative efforts between unions and industry that provide industrialor production engineering programs for foremen.
The relatively new campus of the 'Ibchnical Universityof Denmark at Lingby (foundedin early 1800's) has a modern program with contemporary facilities. Close working rela-tionships exist between the various technological areas. Faculty development programsare successful, with some danger of inbreeding being present that sometimes blocksintellectual cross-fertilization so desirable when faculty are obtained from differentschools. Equipment miniaturization solves space problems as well as serving future in-dustrial needs. Denmark, a small country not having unlimited financial resources,feels the need to have a technical university that can provide a level of intellectual com-petitiveness that supports industrial export and relates successfully to economic stability.Innovative learning experiences seemed to be the rule, utilizing a cross-disciplinary ap-proach to learning solutions to technological problems. Hence, students are generallywell prepared in two or three peripheral areas related to their technological specialty.The relationship of practical experience being the end result of theory is very much theconcern at this university. In addition, students are developing in a program that dealswith frontier ideas and needs, taught by frontier faculty, thus producing frontier graduates.A rather unusual method of learning provided rather dramatic results. The approachfollowed these three concerns; attitude, conceptualization, and method of implementation.Attitude. Here the concern is for developing a transcient attitude that is flexible andinquiring. Regardless of the age of the learner, the field which the learner representsis a changeable one. Attitudes include "fiasco parameters," recognizing failure and suc-cess as the two sides of the coin of technological frontier experience, theoretical orapplied.

Conceptualization. In addition to being a specialist in an area, the student must alsobe a generalist in two or three other related areas for a more potentially successfulapproach to problem solving. Miniaturization plays an important role as relating tocosts, time, applications, and facilities (space) available.
Implementation. The relationship of scientific and technological development toindustrial and other cultural applications plays a very important role in the thinking andlearning process that even reaches into the economic and political spheres of Danish life.Examples include a human treadmill, including instrumentation, used for analyzing theambulatory difficulties of patients in a hospital; another, a hydraulic compression ma-chine for studying the plasticity of different kinds of materials. In each case, the educa-tional experience was designed around a budgeted time, money, and need concept wherethe hope was that the leanings and the developing equipment or processes that resultedwould be directly related to economic, industrial, medicine, or whatever improvementDanish life required. Here learning seemed to be almost an R and D approach to Danishcultural need, where the educative process kept pace with technological development.Pure non-directional research has a low acceptability ranking. Some of the elec-tronics technology education was directly related to industrial need and support. A highlevel of communication between education and industry is essential. All the work done forindustry is on a contractual basis, including time and cost schedules. Research includedadvanced stages of solid state and microwave electronics.

The practicing relationship of professors to the industrial setting is viewed as highlyimportant to their professional competency. Professorial rank is not a life-time position;rather, it continues only as long as an individual merits this kind of rating. Faculty areencouraged to seek government and industrial funding, an element considered in successfuluniversity operation.
An idea that has a counterpart in theUnited States was the desirability of an institute
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which combined the resources of five to eight different kinds of laboratories in order to
take a more comprehensive approach to the more complex technological problem-solving
learning experiences that evolve on the educational as well as the industrial scene. In
projected programs, new institutes are being added.

A concern held by some was the obsolescence of content and the implied obsolescence
of the student upon graduation. Inasmuch as need can be characterized as reflecting the
future, the view was held that instruction should be increasingly oriented in the setting
of research and investigation reflecting the "interests" of student and teacher. The
essentiality of translating principle into practice was always present. Of much interest
was the idea of "open" or "closed" design approaches to problem-prevention and prob-
lem-solving learning experiences. The open approach would include non-predetermined
components to learning strategy development. Closed design included predetermined
components to learning where the replication of ideas, principles, and developments are
already establisheda rather classical characterization of learning historically practiced.

Progress in education was viewed by some as essentially a political/cultural situa-
tiona rather astute observation. The political aspect in cultural totality appeared to
continually permeate most lines of thought, either consciously or unconsciously. Sig-
nificant education must be willing not only to have its share of successes, but also must
be willing (and be permitted by society)to make its mistakes. This is somewhat different
than the approach to education in the United States. Because of the newness of the tech-
nology, it was felt that there were few traditions of cooperation between government and
industry in behalf of education.

There was hope for greater use of radio and television resources in the total educa-
tional effort in Denmark. The concern for export and foreign trade exerts strong pres-
sures on Denmark to produce highly-qualified industrial personnel.

As to availing themselves of educational or informational resources, Danish educa-
tion subscribes to library systems and publication organizations wherever possible in
order to obtain published technological content. Denmark resists what might be termed
"controlled technological genetics" in terms of future development. Some of the negative
views held are the results of historical and ancestral background which are essentially
farming and fishing. Because of this aspect of cultural development and lack of communi-
cations, technology today is viewed and is considered as being somewhat outside of the
current culture. Technology is moving faster than biological man is capable of doing.

In Denmark a controlled free enterprise system was in effect, that work was either
accomplished by force or by motivation, and that in terms of positive motivation, work
was fun and enjoyable. The idea of intrinsic motivation of a positive character, where work
is equated to fun and enjoyment, was something different than I had met elsewhere in this
country. A "techno-structure" image needed tobedeveloped, and in terms of the popula-
tion, some form of political-economic-educational pattern should be developed where there
would be a concern for the care and provisions made for all people. The extent to which
socialism has grasped the thinking of responsible people in Denmark, and how controlled
and planned societies are being accepted as a way of life in the Scandinavian countries is
significant.

From the point of view of management engineering, industry has substantial difficulty
where new installations cannot be manned by knowledgeable personsiel or specialists.
Hence, it is one thing to make an effort to commit to the newer technologies and it is
another matter to acquire the necessary skilled and specialized personnel to man this
equipment.

There are limited technical specialists in Danish industry today, especially in the
area of numerical control and other similar computer-supported technologies. However,
the adoption of the newer technologies is one of the unique means by which industrial
capacity and, hence, economic well-being can be achieved. New ways are also needed in
Danish educational technology today.

SWEDEN

In a discussion with the rector or president of the Royal Institute of Thchnology in
Stockholm, I learned that certain aspects of the institute were working, as an enterprise,
with industry on specific problems. There were special courses offered to students in
their programs through graduate work as well as similar courses in different institutes.

Mining technology is a university concern in Sweden; hence, they have become one of
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the international leaders in this area, serving not only Sweden, but many countries, in-cluding the United States.
Item, as in Denmark, the concern for scientific research and development was em-phasized in terms of practical results. Financial support for such departments as theone in mining are as follows: 25% of the cost comes from industry (work done relatesdirectly to services provided to industry), l 5-2K of the funds come from the researchcouncil of the Swedish government, 107 comes from Swedish mineral industries, and anadditional 25-30% of the operating budget comes from foreign industry such as Italy,Germany, Australia, America, and Canada, and the remainder from incidental sources.There is a conscious avoidance of military money in the Swedish University set-up. Theirinstitutes have what they call advisorycommittees which are essentially contact organiza-tions, providing the necessary relationship between industry and education, combiningtheory and practice to educational experience.
Any new developments that mature as a result of the research and development be-tween the industrial and scientific communities are documented in papers and used inuniversity classes and in the gymnasium (the equivalent of our high school) in simplifiedform.
The combination of the industrial, the economic, and the social aspects of this ap-proach seem to be tied up to societal goals. These goals are concerned with enjoymentof life and life's activities, whether they be recreational or responsible for earning aliving. Also, much of the thought is politically oriented, representing a totality conceptof social thinking.
The Swedish government spends about 80 million kroner for technological research(about $16,000,000). As was the case in Denmark, Sweden is a small country, and hence,costs are a continuous major concern in any technological research venture.There is a continuing and increased need for oral-visual programmed instruction.The traditional teacher personality is viewed as being in conflict with the newer tech-nological developments in programmed learning, not only in terms of the equipment andthe program, but also in its development and its use in the classroom.One way in which teachers are updated in Sweden is by having engineers or tech-nologists from various industries prepareand present the newer developments in the tech-nologies to teachers in summer sessions.
interestingly, there are increasing numbers of women entering technologies. InFinland, there are more women than men in chemical technology. Currently in Swedenthere is almost 50% women in chemical technology, as well as in architecture. Televisionand home mechanics influence learning and learning attitudes. Home mechanics wouldinclude the different kinds of mechanics necessary in home maintenance, construction,motorcycles, bicycles, and household accessories.
Education in general, as well as highereducation, is largely a government function inSweden. School programs and organization are largely comprehensive in nature. Socio-logically as well as psychologically, there is a strong feeling of need for equality inSwedish society. Education has been reasonably successful in providing technologicalcontent, though there is a growing concern for technological people to be more sociallyand humanly prepared and informed. This classic dichotomy between the technologiesand humanism apparently is historically stronger andperhaps less freely dealt with in theScandinavian countries than it has been in the United States.
The social-political relationship in the cultural developmentof Sweden has progressedto an advanced level. Because of the increasing role of the political facet of cultural de-velopment in Sweden, a larger number of organizations are becoming either related to,or totally affiliated with, government. This suggests a left-of-center form of governmentand cultural development. It was not fully apparent whether the Swedish people aretotally alerted to the process by which this is taking place and whether in the end the proc-ess may lessen individual freedom when the primary goal is to bring all people closerto a common denominator.
The older generations do not take the eccentricities of the younger generations inSweden too seriously. The traditional values of older generations are not the real con-cern of the younger generation, as represented by young people in colleges and universi-ties. Younger people are more nature-oriented, more humanistic-oriented, notwith-standing the fact that technology provides the economic substance and base for a politicaland social culture of their own choosing. Human fulfillment, in terms of the joys thatone should have in life, seems to be a primary concern. How this fulfillment is imple-mented is another question that hasn't, at leastto my own observation, been fully answered.
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The Royal Academy of Engineering Sciences has beenable to draw up a set of opera-
tional rules with governmental representatives for making technical decisions relating
to the cultural development of Sweden. This was felt necessary, inasmuch as many gov-
ernmental representatives who are ultimately charged with governmental decisions had
minimal technological backgrounds. Important here is the fact that a relationship has
been established between the technological arm of Swedish society and the governmental
arm of Sweden.

There is increased use of mass media in Sweden in exposing various problems of
technology and science as it relates to cultural development. The number of TV channels
possible in comparison to the States is extremely limited. Denmark and Norway borrow
heavily on Swedish programming. These channels of public communication are controlled
careftilly by the government. Concern has been shown for communicating the new knowl-
edges to lay people in Sweden, therefore Swedish society is developing an increased
sensitivity toward technology. Data processing, especially as it relates to human engi-
neering, is started to a limited degree in the public schools by the sixth grade. Pollution
is the concern of education in the grade school and carries up to and including the United
Nations, where the Swedish government has asked for a consideration of pollution on an
international basis.

The responsibility for a prognosis on the future by technology and science is largely
assigned by the government to the Royal Institute of Technology. This indicates again the
governmental and socialistic hierarchy that influences the Swedish society and the fact
that they do assign this kind of a responsibility to a specific group. The probability of
guessing right by such a group is very important to the future cultural development of
Sweden. This process needs continuous study, from the point of view of adequacy as well
as to whom such a responsibility is assigned. It also suggests that where such a respon-
sibility is so specifically assigned, a similar concern is less likely in other quarters of
the society and, hence, total involvement may not be necessary in terms of their concern
for equality. The question of how technological content newly acquired and developed
reaches the population through its schools and through other communication media is
considered extremely important. Cultural commitment is considered very important in
this over-all consideration of educational programs and the development of society.

We know that the environmental crisis is often the result of success and of doing too
much too well with the right sort of thing. To overcome the problems, we ought to draw
up a list of priorities. Clean water, for example, is a world-wide problem. We don't know
all the answers, but we do have the technological competence to take care of it. If we have
a concentration of effort, within ten years we should have slowed the massive pollution
of our inland waters and of the oceans, especially in waters near coastal cities. Aware-
ness of risks by itself is not enough. We need rigorous analysis, united effort, and hard
work throughout each country in the whole world.

NORWAY

In Norway, the communication of technological content between the university and
industry is arranged through societies such as the Norwegian Association for Engineers.
Complete dialogue and communication between industry and the scientists is a problem
not yet totally solved in Norway, and the Norwegian Productivity Institute is attempting to
bring together the two, especially from the point of view of the scientists from the univer-
sity visiting and relating personally to industry. There is a Norwegian research center
(NTNF) which is funded by the Norwegian government. It serves three functions: gen-
eral research (such as social and medical research), technological research, and agricul-
tural research.

The Norwegian Productivity Institute is seeking to relate computer companies and
resources to small industry. This has met with variable success and perhaps is not too
dissimilar in terms of success to our own efforts at Northern Illinois University with
reference to computer-supported numerically-controlled production planning and control
and its appropriateness to small industrial activity in Northern Illinois. Studies are being
Made on how industries in Norway are obtaining information. The population in general
have a limited exposure, knowledge, understanding, and appreciation of what might be
termed technology. This technological limitation by andlarge also applies to professional
people (science excepted); hence, there seems to be a real social problem of education
with reference to the nature of technology and how to relate it to the cultural development
of Norway. At the present time, industrial research is rather limited in Norway, almost
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non-existent. There is very little military research. On occasions, industry contractsfor research and development with other companies for specific research, which suggeststhat industry does recognize that competencies are necessary for this kind of activity.There is also very little communication between industry and education. To discussindustrial and technological developments at the high school level in Norway is not toocommon. An effort is being made to establish industrial university seminars where theopportunities of industrial application of university education can be further explored.While the planning of the Norwegian Productivity Institute includes different politicalpoints of view that may exist within the cultural structure of Norway, the Norwegian Pro-ductivity Institute does not take or hold any political position. One of their functions isencouraging continuous dialogue between labor and the manufacturingarm of the economy,i.e., management.
Industry is privately owned and managed, although there is an influen.. exerted uponmanagement to be politically and socially alert to the total cultural needs of Norwegiansociety.
The institute was originally financed by Marshall Plan funds from the United States.The Marshall Plan provided for financing these productivity institutes in various coun-tries, not only the Scandinavian countries, but in many countries in Europe includingEngland, the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, and France.The Norwegian Productivity Institute encourages the councils on labor and manage-ment to ask questions as to how their decisions relate to the totality of social need andsecurity in Norway. An example would be More productivity means "what" to socialwelfare, the economic welfare, common social values, and the reduction of class differ-ences in Norwegian society. Contrary to massive production goals that we often hold inthe United States, the goal in Norway, and perhaps in all of the Scandinavian countries,is not necessarily one of maximum production, but rather identified with reference togoals as related to people's needs. The feeling is that increased production does notnecessarily equate to an improved standard of living. There is a form of social welfarewhere the concern forothers, the status of others, and the equality of others is the seriousconcern, rather than for over-materialism.

One of the projects of the institute is called the life-long education or "after educa-tion" program, a form of continuing adult education for the rest of a person's effectivelife. Working documents are prepared in the form ofarticles, written by specialists.Conferences with representation of student groups, university groups, labor groups, andmanagement groups identify where there is concensus as well as differences. Then theseare discussed, debated, and finally put into a published document which is then distributedto social, political, or industrial organizations. Social researchers are showing concernwith reference to newer approaches to the cultural developments in Norway, including so-cial, political, and economic institutions of the culture. There is a trend toward socialism.The industry division of the university of Oslo has initiated a series of courses inbusiness economics, administration, organization, and scientific management which areoffered primarily to students in the area of applied science and whose aim is employmentin industry and business upon completion of their education.
A second function of this division is to inform business and industry about programsat the university and at the central research institutes. It also provides conferences fortechnological forecasting and holds board of industry seminars for university personneland representatives from the federation of Norwegian industries. Graduate students aregiven problems that are related to technology, industry, and their educational relation-ships. Hand-picked high school and college students are provided exposure to advancedresearch that takes place in the research institutes and are expected to respond, as a re-sult of this exposure, to suggest applications and uses of this research as they might viewit. Obviously, industry is interested in this type of student and absorbs them as soon asthey are qualified.
Within the adult education program, there are teacher programs for the purpose oftechnological upgrading. By and large, the university is identified with basic research,whereas the institutes devote only 20%to basic research and 80% toward applied research.. The research institutes are the central focus of the research program in Norway andrelate directly to industrial education. This directly influences the economic statue of thenation. One percent of the gross national product in Norway is set aside for basic re-search. This is approximately the equivalentof eight billion dollars. Specific efforts arebeing made to shorten the lines of communications between research, business, industry,and education.
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There appeared to be no racial differences, and there are minimal social differences.
There are, however, political differences present. While Denmark could be considered

slightly left of center, Norway perhaps is slightly right of center. Notwithstanding
negativism expressed by some people in all three countries discussed, there were many
complimentary remarks about the United States "moon shot." We are well respected for
our forthrightness and openness in our technological efforts and developments. There is
far more science content in the United States news media than in the Scandinavian news
media. However, there is slow improvementand steady progress in Norway in this direc-
tion. An effort is being made to train technical writers for this very purpose.

The Scandinavian countries are spending and living very close to the maximum of
their resources. Sweden and Denmark are very likely living up to and perhaps a little
beyond their resources. Norway, on the other hand, probably is living somewhat just

below the point of difference between wise expenditures and excesses as far as their re-
sources are cancelled.

There is a successful concerted effort_to raise the economic level of the working
class, and there are very few if any people in Norway hiving /arge fortunes. Inasmuch
as the standard of living will be increasingly tied to the re ults of the education that a
person has, this poses a problem to many, and to the nation as well, inasmuch as they
feel that they only need, and can use, a limited number in any technological, professional,
or laboring area. This apparently is one of the planning problems that the government in

its quasi-social approach to problem solving will have to face.
Norway is a sea-goingnation. lts shipping's equal to all the other industry in Norway,

the third largest maritime nation in the world, which suggests that Norway has a very
large interest in shipping and a great deal at stake in terms of the success or failures
related to shipping.

After World War II, there was established a technical research council to advise the
Norwegian government and industry on research developments. There are few research
laboratories. Industry often relies upon equipment suppliers for technical data. Diffi-
culty in keeping up with technological developments often influences economic and indus-
trial advancement. Also, technological advances are peculiar to the Norwegian natural
resources. Any developmental effort requires significant governmental and research
support in Norway. Industrial history in Norway often is anchored to the past, which

makes for slow progress.
The concept of happiness and purpose in life is described by a story told me by a

Norwegian. "There was a fisherman who had a small boat and a small net and went out
fishing, catching a quantity of fish commensurate with the size of the net and the capacity
of the boat. An American came by and asked the fisherman why he did not have a bigger
net and a bigger boat, so thathe could catch more fish. The fisherman raised the question
as to whether he would be any happier catching more fish in a bigger net and bigger boat
than he is happy now, still filling his nets and still filling his smaller boat." This story
characterizes the Scandinavian philosophy of life. Norway needs a plan for an over-all
program of utilizing the educated people of Norway, whether of universities or otherwise,
but especially in higher education so that there would not be either an over-supply or an
under-supply of needed individuals in specific areas. This would relate to economic needs
as well as social welfare and personal well beinghappiness, success, etc. This all
smacks of a highly-planned cultural approach to total living and possibly socialism. I

feel that in a planned cultural approach to supplying man's needs by government, man
will ultimately suffer in the loss of his own freedom.

ln summary, Americans are often annoyed by their own limitations when compared
to European successes in education, recreation, transportation, social services, and other
societal needs. These European successes are supported by tax rates that would stagger
the American taxpayer. ln general, Europeans pay from 60 to 90% more taxes than Amer-
icans for these services. High-level spending for public services is the greatest in

Scandinavia, with Sweden the leading spender in the percentage of its gross national
product, currently causing a severe strain on its economic posture. Taxation is approach-
ing the point of diminishing returns thatcould retard economic growth and hence diminish
tax revenues and public services. While Swedish and Scandinavian social programs are
praiseworthy, it is very unlikely that it would be wise for us to imitate such an approach
toward solving our own social problems.
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Industrial Arts Leads to Quality Use of
Leisure Do -It- Yourself Activities

Lyndall L Lundy

Affluent Americans arc rapidly becoming the most leisure-oriented society in theworld. Every year billions of dollars are spent on leisure-time activities. Some yearsthe spending for the "World of Leisure" has topped outlays for our national defense. TheU.S. News and World Report indicates thatin 1969, 83 billion dollars were spent on activi-ties made available by this nation's "leisure industries" (1, p. 58). .Leisure industries fall basically into two categories: those which make mechanical
recreational type devices such as boats, engines, motorcycles, snowmobiles, campingequipment, and the like, and those which sell principally services such as resorts,marinas, campgrounds, golf courses, and trailer courts.

Economists and sociologists predict that at the turn of the century an overwhelming
majority of the labor force will work in service industries.

Coupled with the mushrooming demand for outdoor recreation is an insatiable desireby Americans to ovm two homes, two or more automobiles, and numerous home appliances.Most homes are graced with televisions, stereos, tape recorders, dish washers, garbagecompactors, and other electro-mechanical contrivances, all of which require adjustment,repair, and periodic maintenance.
According to news media, spending this past Christmas in one major American city

was largely oriented toward the purchaseof skis, cameras, televisions, and similar items.
Shoppers bought things that give a person joy in his relaxation.

People in business and industry are keenly aware of this explosive trend in con-sumer spending and are scrambling tomeet the demand. Literally hundreds of businesses
have sprung up across the country to supply and make a profit on pleasure-seeking affluentAmericans. Charles Gates, Jr., of Gates Rubber, believes the big field today is theleisure market. He says, "The greatest opportunities will come to those who can helpman apply his growing leisure in a satisfying fashionpviding for recreation is oneof the most significant tasks we Americans are presently confronted with" (7, p. 188).

HOW AMERICANS SPEND FREE TIME

Engstrom and MacKenzie indicate that the average American citizen spends his 70years in the following ways: twenty-four years sleeping, fourteen years working, sixyears eating, three years learning, three years recuperating, four years talking, five yearstraveling, and eight years in leisure (2, p. 37).
As for leisure, others have estimated that a young man of today will have 22 yearsmore leisure-time than did his great grandfather.
Evidence of leisure time is clearly manifested in the shortened work-week and govif

ernment legislation placing holiday observances on Mondays, This work-week will likelybecome even shorter. O'Brien predicts, "The average work-week is due to fall to about31 hours by 2000, and to 26 or even 20 by 2022" (4, p. 65). In other parts of the world,such as France and Russia, free time is mandated by government decree. French workersreceive one month of paid vacation. Russian office and factory workers have a 41-hourwork-week.
Americans have not always agreed with the concept of free or leisure time. Therev ss a period when men like E. H. Gary of U.S. Steel believed the five-day week was im-p:actical and that it violated thecommandment, "Six days shalt thou labor." This attitude

has obviously changed. At any rate, as machine processes continue to replace hand labor,more and more Americans will have an increasing amount of leisure time.
In the recent past, most wage earners were paid for the number of hours they workedor number of pieces they produced; their income ceased wheritheystopped working forany reason. This is changing. The practice of paying workers for holidays and time offfor personal reasons has been increasing in recent years. Futthermore, most workersnow receive pay for their annual vacation. Moore and Hedges state that paid vacationshave spread rapidly since 1960. They say, in 1968, two-thirds of all workers in the non-farm economy received a paid vacation. Of the remainder, many were newly hired em-ployees, and the restworkedinfirmsthatmade no provision for paid vacation (3, pp. 4-5).
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In 1946, vacation time in the United States amounted to 34.4 million weeks for all
workers. In 1971, this free time was estimated to be 95 million weeksa rise of 176%
(8, p. 43).

Lumps of time off can make for health and happiness, or the result can be inherent
restlessness. It isn't difficult to spot discontented vacationers among visitors and tour-
ists. People say, "I'd give everything I possess to have some time off." And then when
they get free time, they declare, "What I wouldn't give to have something interesting
to dot"

Therefore, the gnawing questions are: "What will be done with the increasing amount
of free time?" and "How will this revolution in work and leisure affect society?" Some
worthwhile substitute must replace the fading 40-hour work-week, as these blocks of
spare time unfilled lead to waste and frustration. Thus, providing for wholesome use of
leisure time has taken on a great and new dimension.

Leisure time can be either a blessing or a curse, depending upon whether individuals
are prepared to fill this time in a worthwhile fashion. Since it appears that greater num-
bers of people will be working less and less, it becomes increasingly important that they
be prepared to live successfully in a leisure-oriented society.

DO-IT-YOURSELF ACTIVITIES

There are hundreds of different ways to spend leisure time, but perhaps the most
profitable, the most enjoyable, and the most rewarding is the time spent on do-it-your-
self activities.

Across the country there is an obvious resurgence of "use your own hinds to make
it yourself." Pollock says, "In an age of automation, of push-button automobiles, flip-
top bottle caps, and assembly-line fashions, more and more people are making things by
hand" (6, p. 1). O'Brien thinks that as Americans gain more free time, they will no doubt
want to direct their leisure to useful, rewarding secondary activities such as making
things with their hands (4, p. 65).

Along with enjoyment derived from making things by hand is the fact that a consider-
able saving is possible if people undertake build-it-themselves and fix-it-themselves
projects. Then, too, in this era of increased leisure is run-away inflation and rising
costs; consequently, a renewed interest is evident in fix-it-yourself. Most household
malfunctions, along with minor adjustments and repairs on numerous electro-mechanical
devices that surround us, need not be a crisis that requires summoning a costly and many
times incompetent repairman. Instead, most around-the-home maintenance problems
can be solved by an enterprising member Of the family.

The popularity of "do-it-yourself," to a large extent, represents a substitution of
unpaid labor for the earning of income. Instead of taking a second job, the worker per-
forms a variety of skilled jobs in his own home, such as television and radio repair,
painting, wallpapering, and carpentry.

Most people find money a hard-iarned commodity; therefore, the do-it-yourself
concept is very appealing to the typical American. It is attractive not only for the mone-
tary saving involved, but, as was pointed out before, also for the personal satisfaction
gained. It makes little sense to pay for services that individuals can accomplish and
enjoy in their off -the-job time.

Some of the projects taken up by employees of lbxas Instruments in Dallas, lbxas,
include rock polishing, jewelry making, antique car rebuilding, and assembly of short-
wave radio equipment. Texas Instruments, as over 50,000 other United States companies,
offers spare time activities as a by-product of employment, thus prompting the help to
engage in leisure-time do-it-yourself activities (5, p. 27).

Another indicator of emphasis and popularity in doing-it-yourself is the number of
books and magazines available that show the "cook book" approach on how to construct,
assemble, and repair most anything. Along with the how-to-do information are numerous
catalogs and advertising materials which list tools and machines, unfinished furniture,
repair parts, kits, and othersimilar items. The do-it-yourself principle provides a wider
selection of leisure-time activities, thus increasing the utility of free time.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS LEADS TO QUALITY LEISURE

In spite of all the books, magazines, and guides for doing it yourself, there is no sub-
stitute for in-the-classroom experiences gained through a well-equipped and well-taught
industrial arts program.
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Although the content and teaching methodology for industrial arts are being questionedand changed, it seems paramount that its recreational and avocational aspects must notbe lost in the transition.
Recently, an NBC television star indicated his high school industrial arts experiencesparked his interest in puttering around the house, building, and repairing in his sparetime. Among other things, he now wants to build his own house. Similar experienceshave no doubt led to the development of numerous other home workshops, and it is likelythat the American home will be increasingly graced by tool-machine-oriented activitycenters.
Industrial arts can provide the kind ofbackground that will lead to leisure do-it-your-self activities. Among the more common educational benefits derived from courses inmetals, woods, plastics, electricity-electronics, crafts, power, and drafting arc the fol-lowing! hand-eye coordination, understanding and knowledge of various materials,methods used in fastening materials together, processes used in changing the shape ofmaterials, safe work habits, appreciation for quality workmanship, skill in the use oftools, machines, and equipment, methods of finishing, understanding of scientific prin-ciples, understanding of electro-mechanical devices, understanding of the internal com-bustion engine and other powd sources, development of problem-solving abilities, de-velopment of creativity, and development of skill in describing things with drawings.In view of the distinct advantages acquired from taking industrial arts courses,coupled with the definite trend toward leisure time do-it-yourself pursuits, it seems ob-vious that industrial arts must maintain if not give prominence to preparation for qualityuse of leisure time. Preparation for leisure time and do-it-yourself could be the coreobjective of industrial arts, but certainly must be more than a by-product.

There is no doubt that boys and girls are better prepared to live the "Good Life" inan industrial, technological, and leisure-oriented society if industrial arts has been apart of their educational experience.
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Leisure Time and Industrial Arts
Wendell E. Jordan

Undoubtedly, no other subject matter in any school system has so much relevant and
necessary knowledge to offer all students as has industrial arts. This subject matter has
been included in writings from the beginning of recorded history.

Perhaps the two most important purposes in the educational life of man have been"how to earn a living" and "how to effectively utilize leisure time." Of course, beforethe dawn of history, man's life dealtprincipally with diversified occupations: How to hunt,
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how to fight, and how to till the soil. At this point of man's development, he had very
little time left to devote solely to his leisure. Ilowever, as man advanced through the ages
of antiquity, one of his leisure time crafts, cave painting, has been duly noted by modern
archeologists.

Industrial arts pre-dates academic education by several thousands of years and has
always been directed at the welfare of the common man. The slowness associated with
the evolving of industrial arts into the formal school curriculum was due in part to the
fact that planned education was not for the masses but for the sons of princes, lords, and
wealthy landowners.

Today, we have those skilled with their hands in the past to thank for what we com-
monly term as "our historical culture." Likewise, the culture of the future lies in the
handiwork of those of the present who are skilled in the arts and crafts. The technical
teachings and leisure time guidance received by ..tudents in today's industrial arts class-
rooms will help determine tomorrow's henry Fords, Thomas Edisons, Wilbur Wrights,
and others.

Philosophers have always argued convincingly for training in handiwork leading to
worthy use of leisure time. So much so that in 1918, the United States Office of Education
included the "worthy use of leisure" as one of the seven basic cardinal principles of
education. Herein is the exact statement as issued:

Worthy use of leisureEducation should equip the individual to secure from his leisure the
re-creation of body, mind, and spirit, and the enrichment and enlargement of his personality.

This objective calls for the ability to utilize the common means of enjoyment, such as
music, art, literature, drama, and social intercourse, together with the fostering in each indi-
vidual of one or more special °vocational interests.

Heretofore the high school has given little conscious attention to this objective. It has so
exclusively sought intellectual discipline that it has seldom treated literature, art, and music
so as to ev-Ae right emotional response and produce enjoyment. Its presentation of science

should aim, in part, to arouse a genuine appreciation of nature.
The school has failed also to organize and direct the social activities of young people as

it should. One of the surest ways in which to prepare pupils worthily to utilize leisure in adult
life is by guiding and directing their use of leisure in youth. The school should, therefore, see

that adequate recreation is provided both within the school and by other proper agencies in
the conmunit/. The school, however, has a unique opportunity in this field because it includes
in its membership representatives from all classes of society and consequently is able through
social relationships to establish bands of friendship and common understanding that cannot be
fumished by other agencies. Moreover, the school can so organize recreational activit.es that
they will contribute simultaneously to other ends of education, as in the case of the school
pageant or festival.1

Some two hundred odd years before the U.S. Office of Education forwarded its state-
ment, John Locke saw the worthy use of leisure as an important value in handwork. He

substantiated this in his intention that learning manual trades were important "because
they provide diversions or recreatimis"2 for free time. Near the beginning of the nine-
t"enth century, Frank Rowell opened a whittling school in Boston. The chief value of the
instruction was not in the amount of skill gained by the boys but in the direction it gave to
their leisure hours. Regardless of the era, past, present, or future, the math objective of
a leisure time education plan is to habituate youth to the worthy use of their leisure.

During modern times, the sheer volume of leisure for the mass population has risen
to gigantic proportions when compared to time spent working. For instance, in 1844;
weavers worked at their trade 84 hours per week or the average of 12 hours per day,
seven days a week. Shoemakers in 1855 worked 72 hours a week.i Farmers of the past
worked from sunup to sundown, six days every week. These long hours of work and toil
caused tremendous physical fatigue within the laborers, leaving no desire for leisure
time activities.

However, between 1890 and 1913, the average work week was shortened to a total of
53 hours. By 1926, the manufacturing industries had shortened their work week to only
50 hours.4 Today, the work week has stabilized at an average 40 hours. Even so, many
modern jobs require 30 or less hours per week for completion. With the continual de-
crease in time spent at work, a renewed interest is being shown in worthy use of leisure.

Increased leisure time for all persons has createdthe world's biggest boom in travel,
outdoor sports, spectator sports, and adult education. As a result of the multiplication of
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leisure time, related goods and services, manufacturing employment, and a need for newresorts have occurred all over the globe. Thousands of family-owned businesses andneighborhood stores have opened in suburban shopping centers to act as providers ofcustom furniture, quick appliance service, pick-up and chlivery, etc.
Consumer demand for leisure time goodshasproportionately increased as technologyhas expanded. With more available leisure time, persons can devote their "free" mo-ments to creating various goods and services of personal interest that will satisfy theneeds of themselves and/or other people. Just as industrialization has made increasedleisure available, so has leisure made increased industrialization necessary.
As more leisure time becomes available, itno longer remains an individual problem.It becomes a family problem, a community problem, a school problem, even a state,national, and world-wide problem due to the gigantic number of peciple involved. Publiceducation needs to accept a giant responsibility in directing leisure time interests of itsstudents. Leisure time is not only for fun, but also for public works and self-actualiza-tion. The therapeutic values that come to those who work with tools, machines, and

materials during their leisure hours need to bestrongly emphasized in the industrial artsprograms of the schools.
Industrial arts prepares persons to deal with the problems that relate to planning forthe development and maintenance of various activities of pleasure encountered throughoutlife. ,During the course of a well-planned industrial arts program, the learning of toolfunctions and uses by the student will develop tool skills which in turn will probably leadto hobbies and other types of creative activities.
Problem solving and, most importantly, creativity have been the foundations on whichstudents have built an interest leading to the fulfillment of leisure time activities. Thesehave always been an intricate part of the industrial arts curriculum. However, until re-cently when educational researchers have produced evidence of the fact that creativityhas a profound effect on achievement, learning climate, personality, and other traits ofhuman behavior, creative activities have been held to a minimum in other disciplines.Industrial arts is truly the melting pot for all interdisciplinary functions of thevarious facets of the school program. Physical activity, math, history, English, eco-nomics, science, physics, language; you name it, it is involved in industrial arts.The relevancy of industrial arts for the students in real-life situations keeps themcoming backfor more. This is one course that they can actually relate to leisure time andlabor time activities, It gives the students a relief from monotony and boredom by sup-plying an outlet for in- and out-of-class creative abilities. Industrial arts allows anexpression of imagination and skills, thus providing a sense of satisfaction through self-realization. "No approach to a school subject is more appealing to boys and girls that)one relating to their hobbies, interest, or the things they do just because they want to."Work and leisure are two interdependentpartsof one and the same thing: an interest-ing and useful life. Those who donot work lose one of the greatest of life's satisfactions,and those who have no adequate leisure and no knowledge of how to use that leisure aredeprived of life's greatest enjoyments.

FOOTNOTES
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Leather Craft in the Elementary Curriculum
Leon T. Homey.

Based on the elementary school curriculum today, there is little wonder that many
students are bewildered as to why they are in school. We have in recent years heard
much about relevance and accountability. Still, little change has taken place in any corner
to help youth understand or to help them have a successful experience with concrete
activities.

The need for a strong foundation in fundamental learning skills is still the objective
of education K through 6, but why must all the resources be paper and pencil activities?
The main reason most of these materials are paper and pencil is that they have been
published by a large well-recognized publisher for elementary materials. Now don't get
me wrong. I approve of these materials when they have been tested on the widest cross-
section of the school population and exhibit empirical data to support their worth.

Traditionally, curriculum developers have focused their attention solely on the intent,
content, and methodologies of an instructional package, to the exclusion of the audience.
If awareness of an audience is shown, it is usually geared first to the teachers and then
to the students, and expressed in terms of "what is best for them," not "what they are
thinking, feeling, demanding."

The audience must be heard, and input from these sources must be considered in the
final curriculum package. The developer cannot follow all the suggestions made by all
audiences. Consideration should be made of possible suggestions and demands, and the
developer must determine the consequences of not attending to a particular suggestion
or group.

The most difficult question to be resolved is how we integrate leather activities into
the curriculum K to 6, keeping them relevant. and accountable to teachers and parents.
Teachers, for the most part, are activities-oriented and with some guidance are quite
eager to try new materials. The task then becomes one of showing this group ways of
integrating the leather activities into language arts, social studies, mathematics, science,
art, music, and at the same time meeting the demands of our primary audience, the stu-
dent. This is our most difficult task: applying scientific theory and principles to the
student's environment while at the same time meeting and developing his aesthetic and
utilitarian needs. We as teachers can become so engrossed in materials, tools, and proc-
esses that the application of the concrete experiences to meet curriculum objectives gets
lost among the trivia. Knowledge does not exist just as knowledge, but to be applied by
the individual to meet his problems and those of his neighbors whom we call society.
Activities with leather becom e our vehicle in the elementary curriculum to expose children
to a clean and useful material. It provides the stage for interaction, exploration, experi-
mentation, and problem solving.

Work with children in the elementary classroom is best done in small groups or on an
individual basis. The main objective should be set down before the group, and then each
individual child should be given an opportunity to reach a solution. The process by which
the student attacks the problem may be a simple approach to the scientific method or
the "Design Approach," where they state the problem as they see it, but this should be
a correlated activity.

In social studies, we have many possible activities as we look at the task. There
also seems to be need for clusters of materials such as K-I, 2-3; 4, 5, 6, and activities
for special children. Leather was used for clothing, housing, and transportation of our
forefathers. It also figured heavily in the economics of the country. as groups trapped
and hunted on the far western frontiers.

The sciences also can utilize leather as a study of the chemistry of tanning. With
the aid of a small jig and a torque wrench, the strength of leather can be determined.
The principles of physics are also easily shown with a handkerchief and weighted leather
jumper. All kinds of other experiments and many dioramas can be put togther, utilizing
scientific principles and leather as the main vehicle to get across the ideas. The complete
conservation of natural resources is very evident to students who study about the leather
industry, for very little is wasted.

Language arts is also a subject area where the student can relate to an adventure,
the study of early Indian and hunting expeditions. The use of mass production can require
the writing of ads to sell your product, another very worthwhile learning experience.
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Teaching aids for drill in spelling, sentence structure, or the use of prefixes and suffixesalso provide meaningful opportunities.
Many worthwhile activities are also available for use of mathematics for problemsolving, estimating materials, ordering supplies, and costing the finished products.Much has been done in recent years to broaden the design concepts from the westernnature-oriented design to the whole range of aesthetic understanding. Much can be donewith leather in pure creative adventures. It is limited only by the imagination of theperson using the material.
Improvement in eye-hand coordination results from the use of tools to make design.The strength of hands and digits is also increased and improved. Many activities can bederived to implement basic motor skills and coordination.
The current problems of today can be brought to the front of the group, in that drugabuse information can be thought up to utilize leather in creative ways. The use ofleisure time for constructive activities and the development of safe work habits can beimportant products of the study of leather.
These are but a few of the many ways that ledther can be used to broaden and createnew excitement for the elementary curricUlum.

Dr. Harney is on associate professor of Industry and Technology at East Texas State University, Commerce,Texas.

How to Start Leatherwork in the
Elementary School Classroom

Wayne A. Wonacott

Among the artifacts uncovered from ancient civilizations are products of humanworkmanship made from the skins and hides of animals. No doubt the abundance ofanimals and the need for clothing andshelter forced men to develop methods of curing andthe tanning of hides.
, Leather has been an important basic commodity in the lives of practically all menright up to the present day. Science and technology have not produced synthetics thatmatch the beauty, strength, and characteristics of "genuine" leather.Leatherwork has been found in various levels of education under the heading of art,crafts, occupational and physical therapy, industrial education, and recreation.Contemporary elementary school industrial arts textbooks all devote sections toleatherwork and its applications to the industrial arts program.
FILM CONTENT

This film on leatherwork was taken in three elementary school classrooms, and thechildren were in grades four, five, andsix. The schools are located in different economicareas of the city.
The opening scenes show the fourth grade class organizing the tools and materialsfor work in the classroom. Tools, mallets, and tooling boards are distributed. Eachchild has his own mallet and tooling board, but he shares a set of five leather carving andstamping tools with three other children. The five leather tools are kept in a holder andare usually sufficient in number to keep all four children busy. For a class of 36 chil-dren, nine sets of tools are needed.
During the first work period, the children work with scrap leather, getting the feelof the leather stamps and the swivel knife. They are encouraged to create original de-signs. Then a simple project is made to tage home; a rounder or leather medallion is agood product.
The work periods continue day by day with the children making key cases, combcases, and small purses, learning the various skills necessary to complete the work.However, in between the work periods, the teacher begins to correlate the leather-work with other subjects. The fourth grade class learns how important hides were to
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the explorers who were bmiking for goods and trade routes. chISS Mack up :1 bulletin
hoard showing the explorers with their ships.

Leather was an important coin !nudity during the mission and rancho days of California.
The children constructed dioramas of a mission and rancho complex telling the story of
life during these periods.

The older boys and girls continue work, making more difficult projects including
head bands, belts, and visors. Virtually everyone successfully completes several useful
products.

The last scenes of the film show leather consultants or experts assisting the teachers
in starting leather work in the classroom. None of the teachers has had any previous
experience.

The consultant demonstrates the tool skills to both the class and the teacher. Ile
plans the room organization for maximum efficiency, working cooperatively with the
children, Ile gradually works the teacher into the position of leadership. Two or three
classroom visits usually get a class started and under the guidance of the teacher.

Consultant services are necessary for the implementation of a leather program in a
school district. The consultants shown in the film are experts from the Tandy Leather
Company's retail stores of Los Angeles, and they made themselves available for class-
room demonstrations at no charge except for the cost of supplies, For information con-
cerning consultant services, write the Tandy Leather Company, 1001 Koch, Fort Worth,
Texas 76107, in care of Mr. Carson Thompson.

With further refiiements, this film will be made available to schools through the
Media Library of the American Industrial Arts Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street, North-
west, Washington, D.C. 20036.

Other films now available from the Media Library are: 'llow to Convert the Elemen-
tary Clas:aroom into an Industrial Arts Liooratory, "l low to Start Construction in an
Elementary School Classroom," and "flow to Construct Miniature Scenery."

Mr. Wonocott is supervisor of elementary school industrial arts, Los Angeles City Unified School District.

Plywood, A Material for the Future.
Paul H. MacLean

The American Plywood Association is a non-profit trade association representing
the manufacturers of softwood plywood. As such, the plywood association neither manu-
factures nor sells softwood plywood. In supporting its industry, the American Plywood
Association provides three basic functions: quality control, research and engineering,
and promotion of softwoci plywood.

Quality control has to do with grade marking, inspecting, and testing of plywood t
be sure that it meets minimum property standards as set forth by the U.S. Department of
Commerce Product Standard, PS 1-66. It is through the quality control function that the
Plywood Association assures the consumer of consistent good quality plywood.

The second function, research and engineering, is that of providing new products of
plywood, improving old products, as well as providing reliable engineering values for
engineers and other professional groups. To support this function, the Plywood Associa-
tion has in Tacoma, Washington, a million-dollar research center devoted to nothing but
basic plywood research. A staff of graduate engineers is available to provide technical
information and assistance to the public.

The third function of the American Plywood Association is promotion. As field
representative of the American Plywood Association, promotion is my job. 1 call on
architects, engineers, builders, industrial firms, farmers, and anyone who has potential
for using quantities of softwood plywood. In these personal calls, I try to pass on infor-
mation developed by the research and developmental operations and to aid people in cor-
rectly specifying and using softwood plywood. To help do this, the association has avail-
able more than 300 publications describing ways in which plywooU'can and should be used.
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In the remainder of our program today, we are going to try to explain to you whatplywood is, how it is used, and how it is made. We will also touch ,.ipon the grading rulesfor softwood plywood and plywood's properties.

THE FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY AND OUR ENVIRONMENT
I would like to sake a moment and get away from plywood as a finished product andlook at its source, our forests. To do this, I would like to divide mankind into threegroups. The first group will be those people who make things happen; presidents comefrom this group. These people are leaders, they are the outstanding people in the com-munity today. The second group of people are those who watch things happen; thesepeople are alert. They realize what is taking place when it is ilappening. They are ontop of developing situations and have a definite contribution to make. The final categoryof people is one in which most of us probably belong. These are the people who wonderwhat happened after the fact. This is what the situation is with our environment today.Most of us are sitting back and wondering what has happened to our environment. Weare wondering how come our skies have become so polluted that it is difficult to breathecomfortably in some areas. We wonder why our waters are rich with industrial wastes,so rich, in fact, that theCuyahoga Riverin Ohio actually caught fire and burned a railroadtrestle in the summer of 1969. We wonder how these situations developed. If we stop tothink for a second, we will realize that we are all contributing to this problem, whetherby driving our car, disposing of our trash, or taking care of our daily functions; we arepolluting.

Nature has developed many ways in which to help us take care of our pollution. Oneof the methods nature uses to purify the air we breathe is found in the forests of thiscountry. These forests are essential to us in the forest produtts industry because theyprovide our means of livelihood, -and without them, we would have no income. But theyare even more important to us because they are an important part of our ecological chainand psychological makeup, so it is necessary that we preserve our forests, protect ourwatersheds and the wildlife within them, But at the same time, we must harvest trees,because we as a people are very dependent on wood and wood fibers. These trees, ofcourse, are harvested and used for many things, like lumber and plywood for housing,paper, adhesives, and a myriad of other products that come from wood fibers. So inorder to provide for these functions and to perpetuate our forests, the wood products in-dustry has developed four basic methods of harvesting trees. Without going into thesemethods, itshouldbemadeclear thattheyprovide for future forests and, at the same time,provide man with necessary wood products.
Many people do not realize that the forests actually benefit from harvesting. If youstop and think about it, you will realize that forests have been harvested since the begin-ning of time, only nature's means are a little more violent than man's, for nature usesthings like disease, windstorms, and fire. Man is a little more considerate of the forestwhen he harvests it; he can use selective methods that will remove only diseased or insect-infested timber, thus making for a healthier forest. Man, in harvesting the forest, canprovide for revitalization of the forestfloor, providing a healthier growing place for trees.Other benefits that are derived from harvesting can be seen in logging roads; these roadsprovide access to remote areas of the forest, not only for sportsmen and conservation-ists, but also for firefighters. In this way, many thousands of acres are protected fromforest fire every year. So you see, harvesting a forest does provide definite benefits forthe forest as well as for man.
Let's assume for a moment that we don't harvest the forest; let's assume that theforest is allowed to go on in a virgin state. Eventually trees, which are living things,die. When these trees die, a process of decay and death take place in the forest. Thisprocess consumes oxygen; in fact, as much oxygen is Consumed by the decaying forestfloor as the green foliage above can produce. In a well-managed modern multi-use forest,enough oxygen is produced by one acre of vigorously growing trees to sustain the needsof eighteen people, but it alsoprovides for better trees. Today, through modern reforesta-tion, we are able to replant and recover areas of the forest in approximately one. quarterof the time needed to develop in the virgin forest. Whereas it might have taken 250 yearsto reach a mature cutting size in a virgin forest, a Douglas fir tree can be regrown in 60years.
But don't misunderstand; we in the forest products industry are vitally aware of ourneed for wilderness. We as a people need places for solitude, places to hunt, to fish, and
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to enjoy life. But at the same time, we must be careful not to lock up our forest lands
as strictly wilderness areas. We need our forests. We must remember that there are
millions of Americans in this country today who do not have a decent place to live and
are vitally in need of housing. Fully 80% of all housing produced in this country today is
of wood and plywood construction. In order to provide housing for these people, we need
even more wood than we are using today. Through careful multi-use forest management,
we can have our forests and use them, too. We can have forests providing lumber and
timber for many uses and at the same time providing recreational facilities and wilder-
ness areas for the enjoyment of all. %Vood is a renewable resource. The South today is
working on its third Southern pine forest. Most of the Douglas fir forests in the Pacific
Northwest have been harvested by clearcutting, and yet today they are more bountiful and
beautiful than ever; this is the result of man caring for his forests.

PLYWOODWHAT IT IS AND HOW IT IS MADE

The preceding has been off the subjectsomewhat. It is important that we take cart of
our forests, but let's get back to our subject, softwood plywood. Plywood is a layered
material made of wood veneers assembled with the grain of the wood of one layer laid at
right angles to that of adjacent layers. This process results in cross-lamination, and it
is cross-lamination, the bonding of wood veneers with grain directions at right angles to
one another, that gives plywood its unique properties.

The first step in the manufacture of plywood is to obtain wood veneer. Giant logs
re peeled or unwound into continuous ribbons of wood veneer using a rotary lathe, much

As you would unroll a roll of paper towels. After the log is peeled, the veneer is then cut
into smaller pieces (usually 4 x 8 feet in size) and sorted by grades into various bins.

.The next step, then, since the wood to this point is saturated with moisture, is to dry the
wood to less than 5% moisture content. This might be compared with kiln - dried lumber,
with a moisture content of around 15%.

After drying in hugeovens, the veneers are still not perfect. It is necessary to repair
these veneers, replacing the knotholes and other defects with patches of wood veneer.
After patching, the veneers are assembled into plywood. Adhesives are spread between
the layers of the veneer, and the panels are assembled with the face grain of one layer at
right angles to that of the next.

The assembled veneers are then moved to the press, the heart of the plywood opera-
tion. Placed between the plates of giant presses, heat and tremendous pressure are used
to bond the assembled veneers into a panel of softwood plywood. After bonding, the panels
are removed from the presses, trimmed, sanded, and inspected by the mill's own quality
control personnel. This inspection determines whether or not the plywood panel is of the
grade and type intended. Of course, the American Plywood Association also has a team
of inspectors who are in the mill to spot check production, to take samples, to be sure
that the plywood being manufactured is of the required quality. The inspector visits the
mills unannounced at various times of the day, looking into all aspects of plywood pro-
duction. As a result, the plywood produced by member mills of the American Plywood
Association is entitled to bear the DFPA grade trademark of the association. Prior to
1964, the Plywood Association was known as the Douglas Fir Plywood Association. Over
the years, plywood came to be manufactured of many more species than Douglas fir, and
therefore it was expedient to change the name to the American Plywood Association.
Customer acceptance of DFPA grade trademarks made it essential that these grademarks
be retained, and they are still in use today.

PLYWOOD TYPES

Plywood is a panel of cross-laminated construction, usually 4 x 8 feet in size. It
seems easy enough to understand, but there is more than that to plywood. The American
Plywood Association provides over 30 grade trademarks to identify softwood plywood
panels. Understanding these grademarks is the first step in understanding the plywood
panel. While this subject may seem complicated at first glance, it is not really difficult.
There is a set of grading rules for softwood plywood. These grading rules are entitled
PS 1-66, which is a U.S. Department of Commerce Product Standard for the production of
softwood plywood.

This standard divides plywood into two basic types. These are INTERIOR type ply-
wood and EXTERIOR type plywood. INTERIOR type plywood is moisture resistant but is
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not a ..ompletely waterproof panel. INTERIOR type should never be exposed permanentlyto water or weather. EXTERIOR panels, on the other hand, are completely waterproof.They are bonded with thermal setting resin adhesives that will withstand any degree ofexposure to water or weather. For this reason, panels marked EXTERIOR OITA arcyour assurance of permanent, good quality exterior plywood. Many people don't realizethat MARINE plywood is notning more than a top of the line EXTERIOR type rlywood. Itis manufactured with special procedures using only B Grade veneer or better and is in-tended primarily for use in high speed boats, such as hydroplanes. In cases where theplywood panel will be exposed only to weather, the use of MARINE plywood is not onlyunnecessary, but it is also wasteful, in that the customer is using a better grade of ply-wood.than he actually needs.
Many times people become confused by an INTERIOR type panel with the term"Exterior Glue" below the stamp. These panels are INTERIOR type because of the useof INTERIOR quality veneers in thepancl. 1.) Grade veneer is permitted only in INTERIORtype plywood. When I) Grade veneer is bonded with an exterior adhesive, the large voidspermitted in this veneer make possible localized veneer separation. For this reason,any panel containing 1.) veneer must be of INTERIOR type and should not be exposed toextreme moisture conditions. It is possible to have an INTERIOR type panel bonded withexterior type glue. This panel construction does make sense for construction applicationswhere you can expect a certain amount of delay between arrival on the jobsite and appli-cation to the finished building. However, it should not be confused with EXTERIOR typeplywood.

VENEER GRADES

Six different grades of wood veneer are used '.n assembling softwood plywood. Thelowest of these wood veneer grades is D quality veneer. D veneer is permitted only inINTERIOR type plywood. It allows occasional knotholes up to 3 inches across the grainand splits up to 1/2 the panel length by one inch in width. Structurally, D Grade veneeris sound, but it is obviously not an appearance grade.
The minimum grade veneer permitted in EXTERIOR typeplywood is C grade veneer,which limits the size of the knotholes to 1-1/2 inches measured across the grain and thesize of splits in the veneer to 1/2 inch in width.
C Plugged veneer is essentially an improved C Grade veneer. The big open holeshave been replaced with patches and splits have been limited to 1/8 of an inch in width.Small worm or open bore holes up to 1/2 x 1/4 inch are permitted. An application forC Plugged veneer would be as the surface veneer in plywood Underlayment to which car-peting or a thin finished flooring material would be directly applied.B Grade veneer is the minimum veneer grade permitted in MARINE grade plywood.B is a solid surface veneer, but it does permit sound tight knots and an unlimited numberof patches. It can be painted if necessary.

The best grade veneer normally available to the local lumber yard is A Veneer. AGrade veneer is a smooth paintable surface. The repairs in the veneer are limited to 18in a 4 x 8 foot piece of veneer. Patches are limited in type to what is commonly knownas a boat patch, router patch, or shim.
The utmost in veneer grades is N. The N stands for natural, as in "natural finish,"and that is the intent of this veneer. N is a special order only veneer, consisting of allhardwood or all sapwood with highly restricted repairs. N grade veneer is intended foruse in fine furniture or paneling, where the beauty of the natural wood is of utmost im-portance.

READING THE GRADE STAMP

Now, the time has come to assemble these veneer grades into a piece of plywood.The grade stamp on a piece of sofrwoodplywood will tell you what veneer grades are per-mitted in that panel. For example, Ina panel stamped A-C, the first letter "A" indicatesthat the panel has A veneer on its face, the second letter indicates C veneer on the backof the panel.
Immediately below the letter grade, a GROUP numher will be found. This GROUPnumber classifies the wood species from which the plywood panel has been made. ProductStandard PS 1-66 authorizes the us?. of over 50 species of wood.in soft-wood plywood.Within this range of species, there Is a natural variance in strength characteristics. For
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this reason, the species have been classified into five groups, depending upon strength.
GROUP 1 contains strongest wood, G1101'1' 5 is the weakest, It is not necessary for the

average consumer to try to learn the classification of all species, but he does need to
remember that the lower the group number (i.e., I is lower then 5) means a stronger
panel.

It was mentioned earlier that sanded grades are identified by the veneer grades used
for face and back veneers. I lowever, with other plywood panels, the intended use makes
it unnecessary to identify veneer grades. Such panels are identified by use. One common
use panel is STANDARD, the pananame used to identify the regular standard sheathing
grade of softwood plywood. The sTitticn 'RAI. panel has special engineering properties
that provide superior performance in high sheer applications, such as box beams,
trusses, and sheer diaphragms. These panels are usually assembled of C and I) quality
veneer grades. They are INTERIOR type panels which ran be manufactured with interior
or exterior adhesives, depending upon the specification of the customer.

Because these panels are intended for specific construction applications rather than
general use, identifying the species that go into the panel is unnecessary, but the strength
of the panel and its suitability for a particular application are of paramount importance.
For example, we find that STANI)ARI) panels are primarily for sheathing applications on
residential type construction, so rather than identify the species group from which the
panel comes, it is more expedient to identify the maximum safe span for this panel on
roof or floor supports. To do this, an identification index was devised. This is a set of
numbers which appear to the left and center of the grademark. The first number in the
identification index provides the maximum span permitted for that panel (Hi roof supports
in inches. The second number. provides the maximum span in inches permitted for the
same panel over floor supports. Let's assume, for example, that we have a STANDARD
sheathing grade panel. In place of the GROUP number on this use panel, we find an iden-
tification index of 32/16. The 32 then would indicate the maximum span in inctes per-
mitted for this panel on roof supports, while the 16 would indicate the maximum span in
inches permitted for the panel used as subflooring. If the species used in this panel were
GROUP 1 woods, the 32/16 would appear on a 1/2-inch-thick panel. However, if we were
to use a weaker species, perhaps a GROUP 2 wood, a thicker panel would be required to
do the same job. The identification index 32/16 would 'then appear on a 5/8-inch panel.
This identification index appears on all common sheathing grades of plywood. Every
grade stamp of every panel meeting the requirements of the Product. Standard will con-
tain, in the lower left hand corner of the stamp, the designation "I'S 1-66." These letters
are your assurance that the panel has been manufactured in conformance with the U.S.
Department of Commerce Products Standard for softwood plywood. Another number will
be found in the bottom center of the grade stamp. This number (which may be a 1 -, 2-.
or 3-digit number) identifies the manufacturerof that particular panel. Each plywood m RI
is assigned a permanent identification number; that number is never assigned toanother
mill. Therefore, by contacting one of the regional offices of the American Plywood Asso-
ciation with good reason, it is possible to obtain the identity of the manufacturer of the
plywood panel. Probably the most important feature of the American Plywood Association
grade mark is the DFPA Quality 'fisted circle on the right side of the trademark. This
DFPA grade-trademark is what provides the consumer assurance that he is obtaining
consistent good quality plywood with reliable engineering characteristics.

In review, we have identified two basic plywood types, INTERIOR and EXTERIOR,
the veneer grades, as well as sanded and sheathing grademarks. There are many, many
other specialty items in softwood plywood with special grademarks, but for the most part,
they carry the same essential information as those panels discussed. For further infor-
mation about grading softwood plywood, contact the American Plywood Association at
1119 A Street, Tacoma, Washington 98401.

PLYWOOD PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS
Plywood has very excellent characteristics and properties that make it an unusually

superb and useful product in building construction, as well as many other applications.
First, because plywood is a cross-laminated panel, it has strength in both directions.
Secondly, plywood is wood, and 'wood is one of the most versatile materials known in
terms of strength and workability. 'Combining these factors results in a superior panel.

Wood is a goad insulator, and so is plywood. Plywood provides thermal insulation
in buildings that is equalled by few *cther construction materials. An example of this
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insulation ability is the fact that 3/4 inches of Douglas fir plywood will provide the samethermal insulation as 7 inches of concrete, 4-1/2 inches of brick, or 80 inches of steel.What does this insulation value mean to you? When building a home that must be heatedor air conditioned, the plywood insulation is a definite benefit, ilthough it is, by itself,not adequate; additional insulation materials are necessary. Hovel/et., if an outbuildingsuch as a garage or barn is being constructed, then the plywood Insulation value may beall that is needed. It will keep the temperature in the building several degrees warmerin the winter and cooler in the summer with no additional insulation expense.A second important characteristic of plywood is its large panel size. Everyone takesfor granted that plywood comes in 4 x 8 foot panels. This is obvious. however, everytime a plywood panel is laid down on the job, it covers 32 square feet. This means thatlarge areas are covered rapidly,
minimizing construction time and, hence, constructioncosts. Along the same vein, plywood is also easy to fabricate. It doesn't require specialequipment or skills to work with plywood. Again, construction costs are minimized.In tests conducted by the U.S. Forests laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin, 1/4-inchplywood wall sheathing was compared with 1 x 8 inch diagonal wall sheathing. In thesetests, the Forest Products lab found that the 1/4-inch plywood was more than twice asstrong and twice as rigid as 1. x 8 inch sheathing when used on identically framed walls.Why is this important? Well, in California, many buildings are protected from earthquakeforces with plywood sheathing, because plywood strength can be of utmost importance inpreventing the collapse of a building during a violent tremor. Along the Gulf Coast andAtlantic seaboard, this same strength can provide excellent protection from hurricane-force winds. Again, the strength of plywood helps prevent the collapse of buildings, thusminimizing the damage resulting from nature's violence.

Plywood, because of its cross-laminated construction, is split-resistant. Wood tendsto split parallel to the direction of the grain. However, in plywood, the wood grain isoriented in both directions and laminated together. A piece of plywood simply will notsplit. This allows nailing close to the panel edges when fastening. This split resistancealso contributes to superior resistance to impact. This is why plywood is such a greatmaterial for siding a house, forkickboards in animal stalls, or for basketball backboards.Plywood is durable. ioftwood plywood will hold up indefinitely. This is proven yearafter year, time after time. In fact, if an EXTERIOR plywood panel delaminates for anyreason, it is evidence of mismanufacture.
It has been stressed that plywood is a cross-laminated panel. One might thereforeassume that the orientation ofwoodgrain in the panel face would not be important, becauseplywood has strength in both directions. Such an assumption would be incorrect. Plywoodacts much like an I-beam under load. That is to say, the forces governing panel stiffnessoccur in the extreme outer fibers of the panel. Thus, the stiffness of the plywood panelis dependent upon the face and back veneers, and the grain direction in these veneers isoriented in the long dimension. It is important, then, for maximum panel stiffness, thatthe face grain of plywood always be oriented at right angles to its supports. Also impor-tant to the stiffness of the plywood panel is the number of supports beneath the panel.Because plywood comes in 4 x 8 footsheets, It is always continuous across three or moresupports. This means that plywood is acting as a continuous beam would and, becauseof this continuous beam action, exhibits additional stiffness for a given thickness ofmaterial.

These are only some of plywood's properties. Many other properties and character-istics will become obvious as its uses are discussed.

PLYWOOD IS VERSATILE

Plywood is a very versatilematerial, one that can be used almost anywhere and foralmost any application. This is one of the reasons why softwood plywood production hasmore than doubled in the last ten years and is expected to continue its steady growth rateinto the future.
At home, plywood versatility might show up as a picnic box or a set of bunk beds forthe kids, or perhaps a bookcase, or in repaneling a garage. Whatever the handyman isdoing, he can make maximum use of plywood because the large panel size simplifies hiswork.
At work in industry, plywood is used for material handling devices, such as pallets.Plywood pallets, because of the smooth, solid top deck, provide maximum strength witha minimum of damage to the goods being transported. Plywood is also an excellent mate-
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rial for industrial crating. Its characteristics allow crates to be sealed more tightly,
quickly, using a minimum amount of labor to provide a superior crate. Plywood also
provides excellent shelving. The large panels provide adequate shelf strength; in fact,
pound for pound, plywood is stronger than steel.

Recent developments in technology have included methods of applying fiberglass to
plywood to make a fiberglass/plywood sandwich. This material has proven to be excellent
in the manufacture of intermodal shipping containers, either 20 or 40 feet in length, and
for truck bodies or truck trailer bodies. The material provides superior strength, post-

: free construction, and at the same time reduces maintenance costs.
Plywood signs have been around for years. 1 remember seeing an old photo, not

too long ago, of a plywoodsign in Washington State. A major bank in that area was adver-
tising 2% interest rates on Fivings accounts. Today's high interest rates pretty well
date that sign; it was built in the early 50's. Today, many states are using plastic-coated
plywood panels for interstate highway signs. These signs provide maximum performance
with minimum maintenance.

Of course, everyone has seen plywood boats. They can range in size from a small
dinghy to a WW 11 PT-boat or a houseboat. Plywood's versatility really shows up in boat
construction. Many boats do not show any evidence of plywood in their final form, and
yet it is one of the primary ingredients in the hull.

Then there is building construction, using the lion's share of the plywood industry's
production. When we see a new building goingup, the first thing that might be noticed
is that the construction fence is made of plywood. Behind that fence, even though there
may be little plywood in the finished building, it is plywood form work that allows the
contractor to make the beams, columns, and decks that make up the concrete building.

Plywood applications are also very important in residential construction. Plywood
floors are common in many parts of the country. Thicknesses of 5/8-inch will provide
superior single-layer floor construction if floor supports are spaced upon 16-inch cen-
ters. With thicker plywood, up to 1-1/8 inch, panels can spat, four feet in residential
floor construction.

Plywood wall sheathing is also important. As mentioned in our discussion of proper-
ties, plywood wall sheathing that adds strength to buildings and helps them resist nature's
violence. The Alaskan earthquake in 1964 proved that plywood-sheathed buildings were
among the best-performing structures in the area. More recently, California earthquakes
reiterated the same point. Properly-constructed buildings sheathed with plywood survive
earth tremors with a minimum amount of damage. Recent Gulf Coast hurricanesCelia
in Corpus Christi, Texas, in 1970, and Camille, which pummeled the Mississippi coast-
line in 1969bore out the importance of plywood construction. Plywood wall sheathing
can minimize damage to a building.

Tn some areas of the country, however, buildings are not subject to earthquake load-
ing or hurricane-force winds. In these areas, while plywood wall sheathing still provides
the same amount of strength, it is not essential to the integrity of the building; therefore,
many builders have used plywood simply to brace the corners of these buildings. Ply-
wood corner bracing takes the place of the traditional 1 x 4 inch let-in brace. It provides
strength and flexibility, while reducing the installation labor costs.

Another way to ack.eve strength in wall construction is through the use of textured
plywood sidings. Plywood sidings come in many patterns and textures designed to provide
beauty as well as structural strength totUebuilding. In residential construction, 3/8-inch
sidings can be applied directly to studs 16 inches on center, or 24-inch stud spacing can
be used with panels 1/2-inch thick and provide superior performance with a minimum
amount of cost.

Plywood roof sheathing has been in use for many years; in fact, over 90% of the roof
sheathing in this country is now plywood. Again, plywood provides superior strength
and flexibility. And one other thing, a solid plywood deck makes an excellent substrate
for wood shingles. Just use proper construction methods, good quality shingles, and you
will wind up with an excellent job.

Plywood's use in building construction is extensive, of course, and several common
uses have been mentioned, but there are many other ways of building with plywood. For
example, few people realize that there are plywood I-beams. Plywood I-beams take the
place of wood joists and simplify the construction process. Also available are plywood
components. Components are generally manufactured in a plant and shipped to the job-
site for erection, thus speeding up the building construction process. These components
include plywood box beams with lumber members carrying compression and tension
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forces, while the plywood provides resistance to sheer. A variation of the box beam is thefolded plate. By bending plywood over preformed ribs, we can manufacture plywoodcurved panels, or if you would prefer to flatten these panels, We have stress skin panels.All of these component forms are excellent ways to utilize plywood's versatility.In fact, plywood's flexibility, strength, and low cost make plywood one of the fore-most building materials in low-cost and industrialized housing today. In addition to con-ventional methods of construction, industrialized housing manufacturers are adapting newplywood systems because of the strength it provides. This strength minimizes over-the-road damage and provides a superior building for a minimum cost. Several housingmanufacturers are experimenting with the use of foam core plywood sandwich panels,using a polyurethane or polystyrene core, with plywood skins to carry the loads. Thesepanels perform beautifully and can be arranged into a very economical system.Before we leave the subject of plywoodapplications, I don't want to forget the farmer.Because plywood is wood, it is very corrosion-resistant. Plywood is an excellent materialfor handling fertilizers, manure, grains, vegetables, and many types of other farm pro-duce. Farm buildings made out of plywood provide better thermal insulation value, areresistant to damage from impact, and generally provide a much better atmosphere forthe animals.
We have only scratched the surface of potential plywood applications here, but un-doubtedly you get an idea of the versatility of this material. It is this versatility and thefact that wood is a renewable resourca which will keep plywood with us for years to come.

PLYWOOD AND THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER
Now, many of you may be saying. to yourself, "Plywood is an excellent material, butwhat does this do for me, the industrial arts teacher?" Well, at the beginning of the pro-gram, we introduced the American Plywood Association. The American Plywood Asso-ciation is interested in providing you with assistance in acquainting your students withplywood, but we can also be of benefit to you by providing appropriate literature to helpyou teach your students, and, where appropriate, we can even present educational pro-grams to your classes. Due to its limited staff, the American Plywood Association mustlimit such presentations to college-level courses or high school building trades programs,provided the building trades program is active and currently in the process of constructinga house or similar buildings outside of school property. While the American PlywoodAssociation would like to provide training meetings for all interested classes, at alllevels, time doe: not permit. Therefore, this criteria has been established for determin-ing where plywood meetings can be held. But if your class does not meet the criteria,this does not mean that the Ameri:an Plywood Association cannot help you. Over 300publications describing plywood and its use can assist the industrial arts teacher at anyletel. This information can be obtained by contacting the American Plywood Association,1119 A Street, Tacoma, Washington 98401.

Mr. MacLean is a Vield Services Representative for the American Plywood Association, Houston, Texos77055.

Plastics Education in the Public Schools
Clyde M. Hodder

Activity in tha area of industrial plastics can be found all across the country and atseveral levels in public education. A general over-view of the kind of activity that istaking place at levels such as vocational, technical institute, industrial arts teacher edu-cation, junior high, and senior high school programs is presented here.In addition to thene observations, some reactions are presented relating to what canbe .done in a school teaching environment in relationship to industrial plastics: tools,materials, and techniques.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Activity in vocational education is scattered, with no definite geographical pattern
appearing. A survey of state directors for vocational education conducted by one of my
students, Mr. Carl Metcalf, during the summer of 1971. revealed that six states were offer-
ing programs of instruction in the area of plastics. Generally speaking, these programs
offer instruction in areas that require a considerable degree of manipulative skill, as
would be required in the area of tat)l and die mlking. An example of a vocational program
that would not have appeared on our survey is the vocational program at Clearfield, Utah,
operated by the Thiokol Chemical Corporation under contract from the 0E0 (Office of
Economic Opportunity). This program is ..ctually a part of a Men's Job Corps Urban
Training Center established in 1966. The ceiiter and its programs must operate accord-
ing to the guidelines for a job corp center.

The Clearfield center includes instructional programs in job clusters such as auto-
motives, air conditioning, food services, agriculture, metals, medical, and vocational
plastics.

Instruction in vocational plastics is furth..:r divided into four major areas, which
originally included: molded plastics, which featured instruction in extrusion, injection
molding, and compression molding; thermoforming and fabricating, which involved
instruction in machine operation, trouble shooting, material characteristics, and,quality
control; instruction in the fabricating area included machining plastics and various
assembly techniques; reinforced plastics included basically hand and spray lay-up, pro-
cedures with different materials, and reinforcements; and pattern making for plastics
processing purposes with the instruction centering in the area of plaster, wood, and re-
inforced plastics as media.

It is my understanding that the center has since dropped the thermoforming-fabrica-
tion and the patternmaking part of the cluster and are now focusing attention on On mold-
ing program and the reinforced plastics program.

TECHNICAL INSTITUTE (ASSOC:ATE DEGREE)

There seems to be considerable activity at the technician development level. We
identified approximately three times as many programs, and I am confident that there

Jare considerably more. Mr. Robert.Ullery,Secre.tary to ;he Plastics Education Founda-
tion and former Education Director for the Foundation, recently indicated that more than
200 two-year educational institutions at the post-secondary level have made inquiry as to
the need for program development in the area of plasrirs.

Instructional programs at the technical institute ievel do not seem to be arranged
in any particular pattern in terms of geography. However, instruction does generally
center upon understandings in the general areas of electromechanical and power tech-
nology, blueprint reading ability, plastics processing techniques with in-depth study of
the processing variables, knowledge of materials (i.e., types and capabilities), and man-
agement skills.

In my judgment, programs at this level will continue to increase in numbers and grow
to fill a vital link in industry's trained manpower needs. The Plastics Education Com-
mittee (the forerunner to the Plastics Education Foundatiod) found in 1968, through an
industry-wide survey, that there is a serious shortage of trained plastics personnel in
the processing industries. The committee indicated that this shortage is not regional,
but nationwide, and it exists in direct proportion to geographical location of the present
processing companies of all sizes. On an industry-wide basis, the processing goes on
near where the plastic is actually consumed.

The survey also revealed that 97% of the respondents expect a continual shortage of
trained plastics personnel for at least five years following the survey, increasing in
direct proportion to the industry's growth.

One of the critical problems in this area, it seems to me, is the lack of trained in-
structional personnel to teach and administer programs of this type. If you employ prac-
ticing technical and engineering personnel for these jobs, they are usually lacking in
teaching skills and backgreimd, whereas a professionally-trained teacher more than likely
would be short on technical understanding and background.

INDUSTRIAL TEACHER EDUCATION
I have no evidence to indicate teacher education activity for the purpose of preparing

teachers in the area of plastics technologyfor the vocational schools nor for the technical
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institutes. There does, however, seem to be a great deal of interest and activity in thearea of industrial arts teacher educationi.e., preparing industrial arts teachers forthe junior and senior high schools.
Runna lls (1965) found that 61 of the 203 institutions having industrial arts teachereducation programs offered specific courses in plastics. Another 73 of the institutionsindicated that courses were offered which included instructional units in plastics. Amajority of the schools offering specific courses in plastics offered only one course.Only 14 or 22.9% of the schools required a course in plastics for their industrial artsteacher education majors.
He also found that those schools presenting courses in plastics used the NiodernPlastics Encyclopedia and technical manuals as the most frequent source of content.General Plastics by Raymond Cherry was used most frequently as a source of content byschools presenting only units of instruction in the area of plastics. This alone gives youconsiderable insight regarding the type of content transmitted in the respective situations.One additional finding was that the most common material used was acrylic. rathersuspect that this was the case because acrylic is plastic, and it is possible to make"individualutilitarian objects" otherwise known as projects by bending, twisting, screw-ing, gluing, buffing, fluffing, and tatooing.
1 would like to see a study, similar to Runnalls, conducted at this point in time. Forthis study, I would hypothesize that a greater proportionof the industrial arts teachereducation programs now offer one or more courses in the area of plastic, that the textbook sources are changing, and that the actual content is more representative of contem-porary industrial practices.
The Plastics Education Foundation listed 51 industrial arts teacher education pro-grams that taught summer courses in the area of industrial plastics during the summer of1971. This is only ten less than the number that was teaching during the regular year in1965.

JUNIOR HIGH AND SECONDARY IA PROGRAMS
Junior high and secondary programs in industrial arts generally reflect what is goingon in the teacher education institutions in practically all dimensions. That is, more andmore junior and senior high schools are offering plastics, either as units of instructionwithin courses or as unit courses with one or 1/2 unit of carnegie credit assigned to thearea. Ullery, in his report, indicated that twelve states have developed curriculum guidesfor the introduction of plasticscourses in industrial education. We can soon add one morestate curriculum guide in this area. Kentucky is now in the process of developing a cur-riculum bulletin for 11/3 carnegie units of credit in the area of industrial plastics. Ihave been recently contacting state directors for industrial arts, and many of those whodo not have curriculum guides in this area have expressed an interest and have Indicatedthat they are planning to develop a guide in the future..Ullery reports that in New YorkState, at the p esent time, nearly 45% of the Junior high schools offer plastic instructionand 10 to 12% of the senior high schools offer a half or full year course in industrialplastics. As the numbers Increase at the industrial arts teacher education level, so willthe junior high and senior high programs increase in numbers.A second major dimension is content. Although I think it is changing (evolution oftextbooks is a strong indicator of this change) from a craft orientation to an industrialorientation, there are still a great many programs out there at this level and in industrialarts teacher education that center their content around the physical manipulation ofacrylics.

A third dimension relates to pedagogical practices in industrial arts programs thatare based upon the manipulation of media as the organizational structure of the curricu-lum. The so-called "project method" as it is employed in industrial arts is a long wayfrom the classical project method envisioned by William Heard Kilpatric, and it is inmany cases inappropriate as a teaching method for industrial plastics. The individualproject construction technique seems to work in the area of wood working. However, Idon't believe that it is the most satisfactory method to use even here if your purposesare to develop understanding related to the contemporary wood industry.Think for a moment of those plastics products that are available that have been handcrafted from the acrylic. Sure, theycan be found, but they do not represent any economicimportance for the industry. Plastics processing in industry relies heavily upon ma-chines, dies, and molds rather than hand operations in the production of products. Theseproduction processes should be reflected in our programs of instruction.
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WHAT CAN BE DONE

1 have related my impressions of what is currently going on at various levels of edu-
cation across the country in the area of plastics. In my judgment, there is vast potential
for development at all levels in the area of plastics education.

What can be done in a school teaching environment? My general response to a ques-
tion like that is anything you want to do; that is, from the standpoint of developing under-
standings in the area of industrial plastics.

You simply say to yourself, I want my students to develop understanding about thus
and so, and then proceed to devise plans and procedures for getting the job done. Nlany
teachers get bogged in the implementation stage and assume that thus and so is impossible
or impractical to teach at the junior or senior high school level.

Let me give you an example. Teacher N decides that he wants his students to know
something about extrusion of plastics. Both teacher and students go into the laboratory
and find no extruder, so the teacher says flatly that they will just have to wait until next
year, when the extruder arrives. Next year the extruder is on board, but years of delay
are necessary to accumulate required auxiliary equipment such as cooling systems and a
variety of take-off systems. Finally they are ready, and realize that a die is necessary
in order to make a project. As you can envision, this takes even more time, and hundreds
of students have passed through the doors knowing nothing about extrusion of plastics.

I am of the opinion that an empirical experience with tools, machines, and materials
in a well-equipped laboratory contributes greatly'to a student's understanding of the sub-
matter under consideration. However, a well-equipped laboratory is not an absolute
requirement before learning can take place. A history teacher would be in a bad fix if
they took the position that a first-hand experience was absolutely necessary before the
student could develop an understandingof selected subjects in history. 1 could just see the
classroom atmosphere when studying about Pickett's charge on the third day of the Battle
at Gettysburg. It would -be impractical for the history teacher to recreate or simulate
more than a few of the historical events that may be studied and impossible to duplicate
any of them. However, teachers still try to develop understandings in the area of history,
and I'm sure they know full well that a teenager in 1972 could not develop the same kinds
of understandings about the Battle at Gettysburg as a teenager who participated and sur-
vived the actual battle.

The point is that a highly developed and sophisticated laboratory is not absolutely
necessary if you really want your students to learn about industrial plastics processes.

The second part of the example that I used related to a teaching methodologythat is,
a "project," or more specifically an individual project. I have no strong burning desire
to quarrel with those proponents who hold that the individual project is a suitable vehicle
of instruction until it gets to tho point that all instruction, in all areas, at all levels must
employ this teaching technique. The individual project simply does not fit in many cases
in industrial arts education. Because the project method is not a viable approach does
not negate the validity of the content, but merely calls for a different approach to the
situation.

There is an old saying: "Where there is a will, there is a way." You may not have
access to the best way, nor even a good way, but it can be done, even if you must resort
to the lecture technique,

Dr. Heckler is a member of the teaching faculty of Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Ken-
tucky.
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The Plastics Education Foundation Helps Bring
Plastics Instructional Programs

into the Classroom
' Maurice Keroack

In late 1967, a task force representing both The Society of Plastics Engineers andThe Society of the Plastics Industrycompleted a survey of United States plastics process-ing firms in an effort to determine theneed for plastics education programs. The resultsof this survey were summarized in a widely-distributed pamphlet entitled, "The Need forPlastics Education." A major recommendation of this study was that the Plastics Educa-tion Foundation be formed.
The Plastics Education Foundation was subsequently chartered in the State of Con-necticut and received its determination letter from the Internal Revenue Service indicatingthat the Foundation is exempt from federal income tax as an organization described inSection 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
Co-founders of the Plastics Education Foundation are The Society of the PlasticsIndustry, Inc., and The Society of Plastics Engineers, Inc. The Society of the PlasticsIndustry, founded in 1937, now has over1500 member companies. The Society of PlasticsEngineers, Inc., currently has an individual membership of approximately 17,000. ABoard of Directors representing both SP I and SP E governs the Plastics Education Founda-tion activities and programs. Approximately 50% of the resources of the Plastics Education Foundation are used for helping schools developprograms in plastics. This includesthe junior high school, senior high school, two-year technical college, and four-yearuniversity programs. The remainder of the time is devoted to'promoting in-plant trainingprograms for the industry itself.
This is enough about the Plastics Education Foundation to give you some backgroundand insight into the development and the goals of the organization.
The plastics industry recently observed its 100th birthday in America. Advances inthe chemistry and physics of plastics processing have resulted in a phenomenal growthpattern during the last several decades. While the Gross National Product has increasedan average of 4% per yearduring the recent past, the plastics industry production rate hasincreased by 15% per year subsequent to World War II. Applications of plastics productsnow permeate virtually every other industrial field of production, with largest tonnage inthe construction, transportation, and packaging industries.
The value added to plastics material through processing exceeds by many times thevalue added to other materials through manufacturing operations. The volume of plasticsmaterial exceeds that of all non-ferrous metals at the present time, and it is projectedthat the plastics volume will exceed that of iron and steel by 1980.The increased sophistication of plastics processing techniques makes imperativethe development of plastics education programs at the junior and senior high school level,as well as vocational and technical education at both the secondary and post-secondarylevels in the immediate future. The development of course offerings at the secondaryschool level is contingent upon the availability of teaching personnel with the capacity tooffer appropriate instruction. It is imperative, therefore, that consideration be given inthe immediate future to the addition of plastics course offerings in industrial teachereducation institutions across the country. A recent survey reveals that a substantialnumber of industrial arts teacher training institutions willoffer at least two- to six-weekprograms during the summer of 1972. Severalof these institutions and others have regu-lar course offerings in the field of industrial plastics. There remain, however, a signifi-cant number of industrial education institutions that fail to offer instruction in this vitalfield.

As previously mentioned, the Plastics Education Foundation was charged with thepurpose of aiding the development of plastics education opportunities at all levels. Withthis goal in mind, the Foundation has produced a variety of teaching materials appropriateto levels ranging from grade 7 through teacher education and also hiu available a listingof appropriate films, one of which is specifically geared to career orientation in theplastics area. Additional services of the Plastics Education Foundation include the co-ordination of available surplus industrial processing equipment appropriate to the needs
390
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of educational Institutions and 4, national awards program for students who excel in the.
study of plastics. As an additional service, the Plastics Education Foundation has pro-
duced a Plastics Education Guide. This publication consists of a variety of helpful infor-
mation, including equipment lists, teaching aids, bibliography, sources of industrial educa-
tion, free and inexpensive industrial literature, and other aids to assist educators. For
additional information on the services offeredby the Plastics Education Foundation, please
direct your requests to Four Lorna Lane, Loudonville, New York 122:1.

The widespread use of plastics by all of industry insures continued growth, both in
the industry and in its need for well-trained entry level employees. Plastics is a major
industry deeply rooted in almost every type of manufacturing. It has displaced old estab-
lished materials such as glass, metal, paper, and wood, but also has created entirely new
markets in new product applications neverbefore possible. Unlike many other industries,
the location of plastics processing plants need not be geared to the availability of natural
resources or to a large population cemr. The nature of the raw materials used in plas-
tics processing and the weight-to-volume ratir of both raw materials and finished products
are such as to make the location of plants lapsible in almost any part of the country. As
a consequence, many locations which ',Aare heretofore considered unlikely industrial
development localities have recently experienced the growth of the plastics industry and
the subsequent employment of inany hundreds of persons in nearby, congenial, modern
plants.

Plastics education is equally important to girls and boys at the early secont'fvy level.
No consumer will have been well prepared if he does not possess some knowledge of
synthetic fibers and other products of industry which may have been manufactured through
injection molding, blow molding, thermoforming, extrusion, compression molding, foam-
ing, calendering, and reinforced plasticS. The general education of anyone has been neg-
lected if this information has been missing from his total education program. In recog-
nition of this need for plastics education, the industrial arts program in all our public
schools should certainly have a segment of plastics in them. This could be used as an
introduction to processes and materials, and would certainly impart some consumer
knowledge in the area of plastics materials and products to the students. With this in
mind, I would like to devote the rest of the time to establishing a priority on how to estab-
lish a plastics program in a typical junior-senior high school siltation.

The first step for the would-be instructor of plastics is for him to become technically
competent. You would never think of settingup a metals program, a woods program, or a
ceramics program without first feeling umlfortable in the area to insure that the instruc-
tion you give is pertinent, correct: and that you are covered as completely as you could
be for the safety ramifications of the processing area. The sane thing applies, of course,
to the area of plastics. The two basic approaches to obtaining this technical competence
are either by self-teaching methods or by attending a university where teacher prepara-
tion segments also include technical cc!rses in plastics. Of the two methods, the self-
taught method, of course, is the hardest, I. itmany times it precipitates a top-quality pro-
gram because of the dedication that a person must have to follow this route to become
technically competent.

During the time spent on acquirin; competency or immediately after when you feel
comfortable in talking the particular language common to the plasticS industry, it is sug-
gested that you contact your local section of The Society of Plastics Engineers and talk
with the Education Chairman designated in that section to help emerging plastics pro-
grams. This is an invaluable source of personal contact that will contribute much to your
setting up of the program and the acquisition of free or inexpensive equipment mate-
rial. If you have not done so before, this would be a good time for you to contact the
Plastics Education Foundation and see of what service we can be and what literature we
have available to help you in your development. Another source of natural materials are
other teachers offering programs at the same level as you are. By sharing our curricu-
lum materials in a new and developing area, we can learn from one another to develop
programs that offer the best features of each.

It is suggested that the next step after proceeding this far would be to identify the
areas you feel appropriate to your situation,keepingin mind the amount of technical com-
petence you have acquired at this point, the amount of money that you haw to work with,
the amount of space available, the age level of the students, and the number of students
that you will be dealing with at one time. You should establish and identify the areas that
you are going to begin with, thosethatyou are going to grow with, and those that you would
like to include in order tohave a complete program at the end of your development period.



a

An invaluable source for this is the New York State t'xperimental Resource Unit in Plas-tics, which not only identifies the areas but gives sample lesson plans for demonstrationsat..i related information in each of the areas and also identifies the equipment and the freeor inexpensive literature available in each of the areas.
Once you have gone this far, if youhave not already been organized to the point whereymt are developing your courses on paper, this would be an ideal time to do so. Becauseof the multitude of materials and processes common to the plastics industry, it becomesimperative, especially for a new teacher, to developcourse outlines identifying the majortechnical concepts that he wants to present, the names and properties of plastic mnterialscommon to that process, and the development of the products to be manufacturati ex,emplify the product and the materials. This will also give the teacher an oppo:n-0::y tofurther develop reference materials for both the students' use and for his own develop-ment. If at this time you would like somebody to critique the course outlines that yoa havedeveloped, please forward them to the Plastics Education Foundation; we will be morethan glad to look them over and make appropriate comments.Only at this point are you ready to identify equipment that you will Need. So eltenindustrial arts courses the equipment comes fir; I, and then the program is geared tothe equipment that you happen to have. This is kind of putting a cart in front of a horse.It is imperative that materials, processes, and product: be identified before equipmentis selected. Equipment development in the past few years has been very favorable to thesmall school ;red. *; he Plastics Education Foundation now has available a catalogue ofsmall equipmt-an for each of the areas that a typical school program should cover. Thereare several used eqeirment reconditioning organizations that offer used equipment at areasonable price. This listing can be found in the Modern Plastics Encyclopedia. If youhave been fortunate in making contact with your local Society of Plastics Engineers sec-Vein, you might inquire of its membershipif there is small equipment available in theitnmediate area that is surplus to the, local industry and that they might he willing todonate or place on extended loan in your school; A word of caution here. Make sure thatyou inspect the equipment before buyint ivandAliat you are techweally competent i; thearea of machine selection, so that you will litly;thc 4-re typt that will best fit 'ion!program. The tendency here is to buy or to accept :ia:tatiewls from industry of too largeequipment, which creates all kinds of problems wheo it is time to make molds and to buymaterials to produce parts. After you have developed your specification for equipmentand would like someone to critique itto see ;f it is a reasonable request, please send yourequipment report to the Plastics Education Foundation; we will be more than pleased tolook it ovo; and make suggesuons as to its appropriate size and tradenames. Just as inthe automobile industry, there are Fords and there are Cadillacs in the plastics industryequipment; there are also some lemons. We will try to steer you where we know otherteachers have had good luck.

It is now time for you to beg, borrow, steal, or purchase the materials needed forthe equipment you have specified. If you deal with basic resin manufacturers and basicmaterials manufacturers, you will most likely be able to live for the. first year or two of-your.program on donations of raw materials from the industry. Your best source of infor-mation for leads to the companies who areprevalent in the plastics Indus. :y is the ModernPlastics Encyclopedia. By contacting companies listed in that publication, you will bewell on your way to receivingmaterials for your program. Materials for the plastics areaneed not be an expensive item in your budget if you plan well and are willing to sendletters: and make contacts with the proper companies.,
Develop one area at a time, with the molds, machines, and materials necessary tomake that area operational. This tends to work well in your own development, usuallyworks in well with budgetary requirements, and allows for a long-range planning programfor the dollars that are available to you. Many teachers have found this technique suc-cessful, especially if you include your students in the development of the program.Junior high school students are very imaginative and tend to identify with plastics productsrapidly. Although their manipulativeskills might notbe all that you require, they certainlycan help in the development of molds, reconditioning of equipment, and developing products.If you have developed and followed these last seven steps, you will now appreciatethe statement that you must be dedicated in order to develop a new program, but if youhave shown this dedication and have developed this program, the dedication should startpaying off now. Once you have established the program, or once you have set up one ortwo areas that are working well for you, let people know what you are doing. Writearticles for 'AVE, School Shop, and the rest of the other school publications. Send copies
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to the Plastics Education Foundation, and we will do our best to get the articles printed
in the trade magazines. These trade publications are always interested in news from
educators. Glossy prints to supplement your articles are always welcomed by editors.

The intention of this presentation is to try to set up a logical sequence developing
a program in the area of plastics education. Most teachers who have followed this
sequence and have made the commitment to develop a program have been successful. A
lot of the success was due in part by the case of the area to be learned. Them are a few
basic obstacles, such as terminology of some of the materials with long names, but once
this is overcome the fun of accomplishment, the ease of instruction, and the rapid accept-
ance of the students to this area make it all very worthwhile.

Mr. Keroack is Education Director of the Plastics Education Foundation, Loudonville, New York 12211.
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M/S/T Forum



A Consortium of Industry and Education for the
Improvement of Industrial Arts Education

C. Dale Lemons

Ecological imbalance, violence, production, depleting energy reserves, overpopula-
tion, unemployment, wasted human potential, cost of living increases, population mobility,
loss of identity, drug abuse, pollutionterms among many currently being used to express
dissatisfaction with technology and the use of technology in our society. An equal number
of terms could be given to express the benefits that we enjoy as a result of technological
development. In short, there appears to be strong conflict in opinions about the positive
and negative effects of technology on man and his society. You witness daily various
attempts to escape the super-industrial society in which we liveanti-materialist groups,
mystical cults, communes, reversion toby-gone eras inclothing, music, games, furniture,
etc. This nostalgia may appear to be only a fad, when in fact it represents an urge to
return to a simpler life.

Others attempt to function on a philosophy of nowness. Advertisements, songs, and
life styles exemplify the "now generation." The demand for immediate gratification has.
pervaded college campuses, high school campuses, politics, minority groups, and has
touched all segments of our society.

Neither identification with the past nor locking-in on the present are viable alterna-
tives. In this complex, super-industrial age, the only alternative is to control or apply
technology for the benefit of man. The forum project was founded on the premise of
converting problems of technology to benefits for man. That is, it was felt that to use
technology effectively it is necessary to develop what I shall refer to as technological
literacy.

Further, in compliance with accepted definitions of industrial arts, the development
of technological literacy is a concern of industrial arts. From Frederick Bonsor's defi-
nition, "a study of the changes made by man in the forms of materials to increase their
values and of the problems of life related to these changes,I to more contemporary
attempts to define our discipline, there is reflected in some manner a responsibility for
studying about the problems related to industrial and technological activity.

With varying degrees of success, we have given attention to the study of industry and
technology, but little in industrial arts has been done to examine the resultant problems.
Understanding the relationships between technology and society for the purpose of making
rational decisions about the use of our technical knowledge is what I am defining as tech-
nological literacy. Dr. John McKetta, in his presentation to the MAN/SOCIETY/TECH-
NOLOGY Mideast Forum, stated the charge in this manner: "All I ask is that you, be-
cause of your position and your ability and your knowledge in technical areas, provide
calm, honest intelligent information to your groups so that they can, when decisions are
made, make the intelligent decision. "2

In this presentation, he was referring in part to industrial arts educators developing
appropriate and correct concepts about technology in our society. It was with this pri-
mary focus that the MAN/SOCIETY/TECHNOLOGY Forum Project began.

PURPOSE OF THE FORUM

Many misconceptions about the M/S/T forum series have been aired across the
country. There are those who have criticized the project because they thought it to be
an attempt to start a new innovative program. Others judged the effort an attempt to
move toward a more "academic" study and away from an activity-centered study. in
both cases, as with other false notions about the purposes of the forum, these concepts
are in error. In fact, the purposes of the forum project were so simple and fundamental
that they were suspect.

The brochure which was sent to all AIAA members at the beginning of the forum series
spells out clearly the purposes of the forum. I would like to elaborate on these goals.

First, it was stated that the forum was to examine the promises and problems of
technology as related to man and his environment, with the focus on improvement of in-
dustrial arts programs and industrial arts teacher education. These promises and prob-
lems were not defined as being technical in nature but were broadly identified as social,
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cultural, economic, and environmental concerns. Improvement of industrial arts programswas the primary goal for the industrial arts educators, but it was recognized that theparticipants would each have primary goals different than those of the profession. There-fore, emphasis was focused upon the concern for man and his environmenta commonconcern for all participants.
Second, in order to accomplish the first goal, dialogue had to be initiated and de-veloped between industrial arts eduzatars and others in education, and they in turn withpersons from other segments of society. To be more specific, organized segments of oursociety were to be invited from the broad categories of government, labor, industry, andeducation. These groups were charged with analyzing the promises and problems of tech-nology to extract implications for education.
Third, each forum was asked to analyze critically the goals of industrial arts, toestablish more clearly and firmly the relationship of industrial arts and technology.This task actually was to accomplish two purposesthatof communicating to participantsthe objectives and ambitions of industrial arts education and that of soliciting criticalevaluation from the participants. For many participants, the first in-depth discussion ofour discipline to which they had been exposed occurred in the forum. The impact of thisexposure I will discuss later in this presentation.The fourth goal was to synthesize the promises and problems of technology with in-dustrial arts education. It was anticip atedthat the broad representative mix of leadershippersonnel interacting in the forums would challenge the profession with startling newconcepts about our role in the education of youth. However, I believe it would be fair tosay that many of the forward thinkers in our field have already surpassed the collectiverecommendations of the forums. This is not to minimize the value of the results of theforum project. As I will enumerate, many fine observations and recommendations weremademost of which were basic and fundamental; actions were called for to which wehave given lip service but little else.

In the accomplishing of these goals, certain outcomes were expected. All outcomesdid not result to the degree that was hoped for, but I feel that it is better to set high goaluand have to stretch than to set them too low and stoop. Among the outcomes expectedwere

1. To establish an interdisciplinary base of labor, industry, government, and educa-tion to work more effectively on the promises and problems of technology.2. To compile a list of resources to be utilized by faculty and students in industrialarts teacher education and the K-12 school program.3. To develop a plan for implementing in each state an educational partnership tocoordinate and utilize available resources effectively.4. To develop recommendations for improving industrial arts programs and teachingat the elementary, secondary, and collegiate levels.

These were realized in varying degrees of success. Although not all results can be re-ported here, a portion of this presentation will be devoted to results of the forum,To accomplish the ideals as presented, it is Imperative to have a plan that has a fairchance to succeed. Next I would like to review with you the design of the forum or, if youplease, the strategy.

STRATEGY

The strategy of the forum project is quite simplethat is, to identify and involveleadership personnel from many segments of society In an interactive situation, arounda topic of common interest, to expand thinking, create interpersonal relationships, andresult in improved educational programs. A model of this strategy might appear as anumber of overlapping circles where each circle would represent the world of concernand resources of a given segment of society. (Next page)
The amount of overlap represents areas of common interest and a basis for communi-cation and common effort. I realize that this model is inadequate to effectively illustrateall possible combinations of common interests; however, I hope the concept is clear.Although the premise of identifying and bringing together persons of high caliber,leaders in their field whether in industry, government, labor, or education is a simpleone to think and state, the accomplishment of the task is quite complex. There are manyfactors that affect the success of such an endeavor, of which planning is the most important.
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In this planning, the following are key points to which attention should be given.

I. ORGANIZATIONthe organizational structure of personnel to attend to the many

varied tasks of conducting a forum. in the series of regional forums, this organization

consisted of a Project Director, a Program Dire tor, eight Regional Coordinators, and

ninety-eight State Coordinators (two from each state). Each operational level had specific

duties which were important to the success of the venture.
Project Director. The Project Director had the responsibility for managing fiscal

matters and consulting with the Program Director.
Program Director. The Program Director was responsible for identifying Regional

and State Coordinators, informing them of their responsibilities, deadlines, goals, and

mechanics of operation. He also identifiedspeakers, locations, and other key individuals;

this was usually done in consultation with the Regional Coordinators. Continued com-

munications with all coordinators, preparation of program materials, invitational mate-

rials, and task assignments were all a part of this responsibility. Individual letters of

invitation to all recommended participants as well as follow-up correspondence was han-

dled through the office of the Program Director.
Regional Coordinator. The Regional Coordinator had a very difficult task. In addi-

tion to acting as a stimulator to State Coordinators in his region, his responsibilities in-

cluded making local arrangements with regard to housing, transportation, food, meeting

rooms, recording equipment, registration of participants, and whatever local favors or

information might be available. One of the most difficult tasks befalling the Regional

Coordinator was that of soliciting financial support from outside sources to help defray

participant costs, and I must say they did a fantastic job. The Regional Coordinator's

responsibility did not end with these arrangements, but also included summarizing the

forum proceedings and continuing to maintain communications and encouragement to his

State Coordinators.
State Coordinators. The State Coordinators were key individuals in the success of a

forum. It was their responsibility to identify the leaders in their state who would be

interested in this endeavor, have input for the forum, attend, and interact with others fur

his state and other states. As the forum concept was centered on interaction between

people, the type of individual involved was important. If you do not think that identifying

leadership quality people from many different segments of society is difficult, try com-

piling a list of 25 significant people equally distributed between government, labor, indus-

try, and education. The State Coordinators also functioned as discussion leaders and

recorders in the forums and were charged with continuing to serve as leaders in promot-

ing similar action within their respective states.
2. PROGRAMthe selection of the topic of concern to a broad spectrum of our so-

ciety is very important. A challenge must be exhibited to interest those who can be of

significant value. Also, the plan of operation within the program must provide variety

and at the same time opportunity for involvement of all participants.
3. PERSONNELthe speakers chosen and the content of their presentations can

focus the participants on the topicor divertthem in other directions. It is imperative that

speakers be chosen carefully and that they understand clearly their role within the pro-

gram. Speakers were chosen to stimulate thinking rather than provide answers.

4. LOCATIONthe site at which a forum is held and the physical arrangement of

the rooms can be conducive to interaction or can seriously impair the forum action.

Any site considered should be seriously examined with the strategy of the forum program

as the criteria for selection.
5. COMMUNICATIONSthroughout all stages of planning and conducting of a forum,
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it is imperative that communications be clear and continuous. At best, communicationsare difficult, but when communication must be made between persons with widely variedbackgrounds and different interests and concerns, the task of clearly transmitting con-cepts is multiplied significantly.
6. COMMITMENTall staff personnel involved in the forum must be committed tothe effort. Nothing generates action more than enthusiasm; therefore, it is imperativethat those in contact with participants radiate enthusiasm and optimism.To sum up the strategy, it starts with a goal, such as to gain support from othersegments of society, and then through careful planning create a program that will bringtogether creative people in an atmosphere conducive to constructive action.

IMPACT OF THE FORUM: PEOPLE
There were many benefits resulting from the forum series, the most important ofwhich I judge to be the new friends made for industrial arts. In one way or another, theforum touched many people. In the eight regions, 926 persons were actually invited toparticipate; however, numerous others were formally or informally contacted. Ananalysis of persons invited and participating show the following statistics.

Government 131 invited
Labor 68 invited
Industry 297 invited
Education 179 invited
Industrial Arts 178 invited
Students 28 invited
Others (PTA, Civic

Organizations) 45 invited

TOTAL 926

60 participated
17 participated
80 participated
71 participated

172 participated
22 participated

9 participated

431

Statistics, of course, only reveal quantitative data and do little to reflect the qualityof individuals and the degree of impact made upon them. Even those who did not, bychoice or because of conflicting schedules, participate in a regional forum were madeaware of the concern industrial arts has for technology and society. This contact initself can be significant.
To speak briefly about the quality of participant, let me give you a sampling of thetype of individuals from each category.
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Government
State Senator
Administrative Heads from State GovernmentMayor
Federal Agency Heads

Labor
Labor Commissioner
Union Officials, State Level
Union Officials, Local Level

Industry
Presidents of companies
Presidents or officers of industrial organizationsPersonnel Managers
Chamber of Commerce officials
Educational Supervisors of industry

Education
Superintendents of Public Instruction
Assistants to Chief School Administrator
University Professors of other disciplines
College Presidents
Local School Superintendents

Students
Students of industrial arts on high school, college, and graduate levelsStudents other than industrial artsthe qualityof whichl illustrate by an example.
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One young lady from a medium-sized high school who had been elected as presi-
dent of a state youth o rganization participated in one regional forum. !ler involve-
ment in the forum was so significant that at the final session she received a
standing ovation from all participants. You can believe that this young lady
will be a spokesman for industrial arts, although she had never taken a course.

Other
State and Local School Board members and chairmen
State and Local PTA officials

In addition to regular participants, many of thespeakers became thoroughly convinced
of the value of industrial arts. Among these, there were a few who deserve special
mention.

Dr. John McKetto, E. P. Schoch Professor,
The Texas University, who was the general
session speaker lost night.

Mr. Boardman Moore, Facilities Planner
Chevron Research Corporation
Richmond, California

Mr. Ivy Lee, Jr., Executive Vice-President
Northern California Industry-Education Council
Son Francisco, California

Mr. J. Lee Hamilton, Vice President
National Association of Manufacturers
New York, New York

Admiral (Retired) Charles Home, President
Industry-Education Councils of Americo
Pomona, California

In addition to these outstanding individuals, the Educational Programs Officers of
NASA centers should be recognized for their effort and tremendous support of the forum
project. Dr. Fred Tuttle, Director of Educational Programs, NASA, Washir.gton, D.C.,
provided leadership and support throughout the entire project and has become a strong
advocate of industrial arts. Time does not permit me to name all of the NASA personnel
involved in the project, but if you should desire to work out an educational program that
concerns current technology, do not fail to contact the nearest NASA center to ascertain
what input can be provided.

While I am recognizing the contributions of people, I must give recognition to some
of the companiesIthat supported the forum series, not only in personnel but also with
financing. Some of these are quite familiar names to you and have a record of supporting
our field.

Charles A. Bennett Companyfour Forums
Brodhead-Garrettall eight Forums
Scott Engineering Sciencesseven forums
Philco-Ford.--three forums
Rockwell Manufacturing Company
Cope Plastics, Inc.
Tandy Leather Company
Frank Paxton Lumber Company
Automobile Manufacturers Association
Associated General Contra-Aars
Fairchild Industries
Enterprise Machine Tools, Inc.
DeVry Industries, Inc.
Graves-Humphreys, Inc.
Electronic Aids, Inc.

There were others, largely local establishments, that provided favors and other
financial assistance. To all of these, our appreciation is deep.
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INPACT OF THE FORUM: ACTION AND IDEAS
Next I would liketo share with you a few significant outcomes of the forum in the formof ideas and actions. The ideas sometime take the form of challenges or charges to ourfield, and the actions are continuing efforts to establish consortiums for the improvementof industrial arts.
As the forum series progressed, it was soon learned that we were not unique in try-ing to promote cooperative and partnership efforts to improve education. A number ofindustry-education cooperation councils were discovered in operation, but industri it artseducators had not been involving themselves. A number of Community Resources Work-shops have been conducted in various parts of the United States in which industry andeducation cooperated to make education more relevant in today's world. But, again,industrial arts teachers had not involved themselves. This, to me, represents a majorchallenge. We profess to teach about industry and the technology of industry but do notavail ourselves of the opportunity to associate with the elementwhich we claim as asource of subject matter. As one participant of the forums stated it, the industrial artsteacher must get out of the lab occasionally and get involved in the community. This canaccomplish two things; he can find out whatis happening, and he can spread the good wordabout the contribution of industrial arts to the education of youth.Speaking of spreading the word, a recurring observation in all of the forums wasthat the public relations efforts of industrial arts teachers were very door if not nil. AsBoardman Moore put it, "You must tell the public what you are doing for their children."The need for an organized, effective, and active public relations effort was made vividlyclear in each forum. This is a challenge to every industrial arts teacher and morepointedly to state and local industrial arts organizations.

Perhaps the most often and universally agreed upon outcome of the entire series wasthe need for industry and education to cooperate to improve education. This was viewedas two-way proposition where each would support the other. Further implied was theneed for interdisciplinary studiesinterdisciplinary in the broad sense which would in-clude the community as well as academic disciplines.
At this time I would like to read to you a grocery list of statements made that haveimplications for, if not direct charges to, industrial arts. These statements are selectedfrom various forums and are intended to give you merely a sampling of the forum activity.

Provide for the exposure of technology to pre-school children and continueit throughout life.
Develop within the pupil a positive attitude towardchange and the acceptance
Energy sources and uses are not infinite, and technology can create an un-real or false sense of security.
Educational facilities must and can be used more effectively.
Pupils must understand the economics of our society.
What values and ethical goals could form the common denominator of a tech-nological society to provide all people with a quality of life?
Schools should develop curricula that place more emphasis on "doing"rather than abstraction.
Colleges must break the "for young people only" syndrome and becomecenters of continuing education for people throughout their lives.A study of technology must include not only the technical dimensions oftechnology, but also the role of man and his relationship to a highly technologicalsociety.
There is a crying need to eliminate waste and to use by-products moreeffectively.
Should we think in terms of large content areas with a more comprehensiveeducation rather than specialized content?
Education must cause young people to develop the ability to make intelligentjudgments concerning materialistic things.
Schools should prepare every child for leisure as well as for occupationalcompetency.
Educational technology, including multi-media and multi-activity instruction,must be used more effectively.
Industrial arts, like many areas of education, has taught courses in isolationfrom the public and even from other educators and disciplines.
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Place less emphasis on the subject name and image and greater emphasis
upon the results desired from the program.

These are but a few of the hundreds of concerns and recommendations expressed.
Where these represent the combined thinkingof people from many segments of our society,
I think it wise to give serious attention to the message.

The question might well be askedokay, it sounds fine, but how? .t few states have
already made attempts to find out. Arizona and Pennsylvania have held state forums to
touch base with local leaders and get them into the act. Several other states have devoted
their annual state association meetings to a MAN/SOCIETY/TECHNOLOGY discussion
and planning session. In other states, individuals and groups have begun to actively par-
ticipate in industry-education cooperation councils.

The possibilities are limited onlybytheimaginationand the willingness of individuals
and groups to work, which brings me to the last segment of this presentation.

WHERE TO FROM HERE

The question has. been repeatedly asked, "Of what benefit has the forum been to the
classroom teacher who must daily enter the laboratory to teach a group of students?" It
can be of significant value when the message of industrial arts is clearly communicated
to the public to gain support for improved programs. When a legislator, a school board
member, a city official, an industrial leader, a labor leader, or an interested citizen
knows what industrial arts can do to help people understand and cope with the techno-
logical society in which they live, an expensive program may appear much less expensive.

The Regional Coordinators and the Directors of the project met in Washington after
all eight forums were completed to evaluate the results and make recommendations for
further action. Several categories were identified to which attention should be given:
funding and legislation to promote the discipline; identification of outside resources;
organization of industrial arts personnel; planning of activities; and planning of instruc-
tional programs. While these may seem vagueat the time, reflection on them will reveal
that these are the areas where we have been weakest.

To help state and local industrial arts organizations, the AIAA will be printing guide-
lines to aid in the planning and operation of forum programs. Also, several articles and
publications are planned to bring to the membership/the results of the regional forums.

All in all, the Forum Project has been a successful venturemany new friends have
been made, and many of our practices have been challenged. I, personally, have bene-
fitted greatly from the experience and plan to continue working to promote a consortium
of industry and education. Let me end by saying, get involvedbut plan well and think
big. Don't just ask an aide for support; ask the Governor. the company president, or the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction. Be open, sinct..e, and willing to listen as well
as speak out.

FOOTNOTES

(1) Frederick Bonser and Lois Mossman, Industrial Arts for Elementary Schools (New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1942), p. 3.

(2) John McKetta, in an address ("lbchnologyPromises and Problems for Man and
His Environment") at the Goddard Spaceflight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland,
November 15, 1971.

Dr. Lemons is Professor and Chairman of the Department of Industrial Education, Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky.
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The Industrial Arts Graduate in Industry
Ted S. Jones

I am going to speak on myown experience as an industrial arts graduate, as a former
industrial arts teacher, and as a Director of Industrial Relations who travels to colleges
to recruit graduates of all disciplines. I can only speak for recruiting in Texas, and I
hope the other states have had better experiences. If I were not an IA graduate, people in
this major would not even be interviewed by my company. As a matter of fact the title
of my talk to the college group tomorrow is entitled "Industrial What?" This is not a
case of you people turning out a non-desirable product, but rather that our so-called
parent, industry, does not relate to thetitle industrial arts and is unaware of our existence
in most cases. I have been asked to cover several areas, and I will subject you to my
opinions of being a nonperson a little later.

The first question I will address myself to is, "What does industry expect of the IA
graduate?" in terms of several categories. First is the actual academic requirements.
I am speaking now of the college graduate who does not intend to teach, but who hopes to
enter industry of some kind and have thebackground to absorb the training and knowledge
that industry offers him. By having the IA knowledge, by applying himself, and by adding
the particular knowledge acquired through and required for that industry alone, he should
then theoretically advance up the management ladder. Before I vaguely throw a curricu-
lum at you, let me tell you I have IA people employed at Mosher Steel Company. I have
industrial technology and industrial education graduates also employed. Every one of
these people are performing duties formerly szafied by engineers, so the product you are
turning nut now is far from an undesirableone. The I:\ graduate can successfully perform
the basic functions of an engineer if he has basic engineering math, basic science (pre-
ferably physics), drafting, and the remainder of our present IA curriculum. I am not
excluding the degree requirements such as English, history, and so on. We want college
graduates, not tecimicians. The main thing I want to beg of you is do not, please do net,
exclude the actual lab courses in favor of engineering academics. A prime factor that
makes IA people valuable to industry is the practical, as well as academic, experience.
Teach them to work with wood, plastic, and, of course, steel. Instruct them in production
methods, and then let them try it.

My next requested topic was how compatible is the terminology of industrial arts with
that of industry. My answer is, it isn't. What I will now say has removed me from more
IA speaking lists than we have people in this room. To the personnel man, or recruiter,
or normal company executive, industrial arts means an artist. The word "crafts" means
a group of husky boys in a shop making billfolds. For that matter, using the word "shop"
removes the course completely from academia. Woodworking means lamp making, and
most of the executives of today remember when most of the shop students were the less
'ntelligent or undesirables. Industrial technology means a two-year course at a trade
school. Technical education implies an exotic trade school like electronics. In short, we
have a terrible communication gap. This is where you as a nonperson industrial arts
teacher must carry the ball. Get out into the community you live in and sell our concept.
Ask the local carpenters, plumbers, electricians, or merchants to come and talk to your
classes. They have probably never been asked before and will be flattered to be included
in education. While you have them there, give them an IA pitch, and explain that we are
teaching the basics of lifehow to earn a livelihood. They can identify with us much
better than the more academic departments. Speak at club functions if that's your bag.
"If the student hasn't learned, the teacher hasn't taught." If IA is not sold,.you haven't
been selling. Get out and meet industry. You'd be surprised how eager they are to help.

The last two items on my list I intend to skim. The question was asked, "What are
the prospects for employment of IA graduates in the next 10 years?" and the same ques-
tion regarding minorities with an IA degree. To the first I would say, that depends upon
you. If we can re-establish contact with industry, the opportunities are limitless. Re-
member, most engineering colleges have eliminated practical shop work. IA people are
desperately needed to bridge this gap. If we can re-establish contact, the opportunities
for minorities in the IA field are even better than non-minorities. Most firms have what
is called an Affirmative Action program. This program says that that company will go
out and affirmatively seek minorities for areas such as management or engineering, if
they are deficient. Minorities with IA degrees could expect to be besieged. All this
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depends on re-establishing contact with industry so they will know who we are and whatwe have to offer.
The second question I intend to skim was "Are industrial arts graduates given in-telligence, aptitude, or other tests upon entering industry?" I eln only answer for thesteel industry in Texas, and the answer is no. Pre-employment testing is pretty wellsquelched throughout industry because of the Supreme Court's decisions on Equal Em-ployment Opportunity. Actually, I consider them rather academic. If you had the per-severance to stick out college and the intelligence to graduate, industry needs you.In conclusion, let me beg one more item. Teach these students the attitude of honestwork. Only those who take pride in their work, show loyalty to their employer, and workhard will make it to the top. These people will make it because you will have taught themhow, in academic work, practical work, and by inspiration.

Mr. Jones is Director of Industrial Relations for Mother Steel Company of Texas and Louisiana.

The Place of the Industrial Arts Graduate in
Industry TodayAnd in the 21st Century

Billy J. Armstrong

Before one can properly assess what the natureof industry might be by the year 2000,he should consider what life will be like in 28 years. First, recall the state of affairs 28years ago (1944) and, knowing today's standards, assume an exponential growth of threeto four times the same progress. The following developments are thus forecast:
1. Transportation Individual computer-controlled local transportation modulesSuborbital distant transportation

Underground tubes bored by nuclear devices
Shuttle service to the moon

2. Communication Wrist watch communication with anyoneanywhere
Home computer module for billing, income tax, recoris, or infor-mation storage
Information banks for researching any subject instantly3. Food Ocean farming may supply 75% of foodstuffs4. Housing Plastic modules
Undersea living
Lunar residences under atmospheric domes5. Services The economic sector employing the greatest numb-r of workerswill feature:
A. Education- individualized computer learning techniques
B. Health- computerized diagnosis and prescriptionC. Energy management-nuclear, solar, oceanic thermal energy

conversion
D. Recycling- refuse separation and processing
E. Recreation-Packaged programs for additional leisure time,

vacation trips to the moon, jet-set visits to Mars6. The last area to be forecast, Industry, influences and will be influenced by the above.The following trends currently indicated in industry will be highly developeJ in 2000:A. Tape-controlled manufacturing processesautomatic operationsB. More plastic structures formed in place (cars will be 75% plastic: in 2000)D. Bonding- replacing mechanical fasteners and gasketsE. Recycling-more modular parts, designed to be discarded whenbad and recycledF. Toolin-extensive use of plastics, ceramics, investment castingG. Cutting-computer graphic milling machine-operator can cut metal with a lightpen on a screen
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H. Noise - better design of machin( s to reduce it
1. Controls -use of fluidics and ,:ontinued advancement of solid state devices for

higher reliability
J. Composites- high strength-to-weight materials using a wide variety of fibers

and mar:ices
K. Concr( tr - lighter, stronger, more widely used in all types of construction
L. Planning and production-decisions made by computers based on management

objectives- instant management status reports, resulting in higher productivity,
production monitored via closed circuit TV

What training will the industrial arts graduate need to be ready for these innovations?
He will need foundations in the following: electronics, computer science, control sys-
tems, design c riteria, plastics, composite technology, systems management, noise manage-
ment, refuse reclamation, and pollution control.

In summary, the industrial arts graduate coming into industry in the 21st century
must be more scientific/management oriented, and he must know a little about a lot of
things to be prepared for a place in industry.

WHERE ARE INDUSTRIAL ARTS GRADUATES
DISTRIBUTED IN INDUSTRY?

Most industrial arts departments conduct regular surveys to determine current job
assignments of graduates. I am sure that most of you professors know how many of yeur
graduates are in education and what percent are working in business and industry.

In all probability, most of you have found that many of your graduates have left
teaching or did not select that field when they graduated.

As a sample involvement in industry by the industrial arts graduate, 1 have selected
a iairly large aircraft company in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.

Recent Survey of Aircraft Industry
1. The company had 16,200 population.
2. This survey did not include vice presidents, directors, or managers; only professional

and supervisory level people.
3. 3,853 professional jobs in company.
4. 2,306 with Bachelor's degree. Unlike education, we have many fine employees who

have not completed their degree.
1235.

2 306
or 5.4% of all degree professionals were industrial arts graduates. Of this 123,

97 (79%) held professional-level jobs with an averageof 12 years' experience and were
making 514,300 average income. Another 26 (21%) were supervisors with an average
of 18-plus years' experience, making 519,200 average income.

The placement of the 123 by department was as follows:

Department Total Percent

Accounting 2

Engineering 53 43.1
Industrial Engineering and Facilities 10 8.1
Industrial relations 8 6.5
Manufacturing
Mcnufacturing Engineering 23 18.8
Manufacturing Controls
Materials 6 4.9
Progran Management 3 2.4
Soles

Field Services 18 14.6
Quality Assurance

Tatal 123

From this distribution of industrial arts graduates in industry, it is safe to state that
an industrial arts graduate would fit well intoany major department of any company. This
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survey indicates, however, that his education and personal interest might be more directlyrelated to jobs in the engineering and manufacturing departments. Specialization andadvancement will depend upon his attitude, continttingstudies, self-development, and appli-cation of all of these toward a specific goal.

WHAT EFFECT DOES JOB OBSOLESCENCE HAVE ON EMPLOYMENT, TRAINING,AND ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS GRADUATE?
Job obsolescence refers to a situation in which the individual's knowledge is insuffi-cient to perform the specific technical tasks that he is required to accomplish in his cur-rent job.
Professional obsolescence exists when an individual's viewpoints, theories, concepts,or techniques are less effective than others in his field of specialization.Some form of professional obsolescence is likely to exist in almost any individualwhat is important is the relative and comparative degree. Only comparisons betweenindividuals can be meaningful. Each of us is becoming obsolescent in some way eachdaysome more than others.
Now, let's look at obsolescence from a slightly different angle. According to NewsFront magazine, more than one-fourth of the nation is engaged in education, either as ateacher or student.
This "knowledge" industry accounts for nearly one-third of the entire economy andis growing twice as fast as the rest of the economy.
U.S. business spends 17 billion a year to educate personnel, or one-third as much asit spends on public and private schools.
We have all seen statistics about the dollar value of an education. r_hase ManhattanRank states that an income of those educated is equal to a return on investment of about10%; this means that an investment will nearly double itself every seven years.These facts not only show the importance and value of education, but also emphasizethat we must continue our education in order to protect our investment.For the first time since 1893, the United States may import more than it exports.For over 25 years we have been the technological giant of the free world; but within thepast few years, many of our industries have been forced to close because their productcould not compete with an import. In comparing products that we buy today, you willdiscover that much of your budget goes to imports. Products such as automobiles, cloth-ing, motorcycles, sewing machines, office equipment, sporting goods, and electronics arejust a few that are changing American industry.

It is easy for us in management to say, "It's all labor's fault; labor is too high," or"The union will put us out of business." This may be partially true, but management,labor, government, and education are all playing on the same team, and we're not winningvery many economic games today. One wonders what part, if any, of this "economicslippage" is due to professional obsolescence. Now the big question: "What can we doabout it?"
Here are a couple of ideas that we could try: specific technology groups could be"mass innoculated" with a "state-of-the-art" patent medicine. There is doubt if eventhat would cure all of us. The professionals could unionize and demand a full-paidsabatical, with tuition and fees for education and self- development purposes. But chancesare that neither of these plans would work too well.
In order to prevent obsolescence, wemust createan environment which will stimulateemployees to willingly learn and change. Rewards must be used to implement such aprogram. Some of the rewards would be: base salary increases on courses or programscompleted; make promotions based on job performance and improved self-development;provide opportunity to use newly acquired skills; provide time off to become involvedwith other experts; and increase one's sense of personal security within the organization.Extremely critical to any anti-obsolescence program is the fact that it must betailor-made for each individual. The man and his manager should be best qualified todesign his program. Some of the activities in which one might become involved that willhelp combat obsolescence are: on-the-job training, special assignment or projects, taskforce or committee membership, job enrichment with additional responsibilities, in-company training programsas student or instructor, university undergraduate and

*September 1971 Personnel Journal by N. J. Horgan and R. P. Floyd, Sun Oil Co., "An M80 Approach toPrevent Technical Obsolescence."
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graduate programs, active membership in professional societies, specialized courses
in new techniques and management skills, personal development courses such as listen-
ing, reading, writing, speaking, etc., and, in the language of our students, help each one
"find your own bag" and learn to "do your own thing" better. Make some personal goals
and strive to reach them.

Dr. Thomas Stelson, Head C.E. Dept., Carnegie Institute of Technology, provides
some good food for thought about obsolescence: He warns that a man out of college for
10 years must devote at least 10570 of his time to learning new things or he will be unable
to compete with more recent college graduates. Ile predicts that tomorrow's manager
will spend at least one day each week in full-time studyperhaps at home using an elec-
tronic console feeding him P.I. courses on videotape or other media. Most managers
will return to a university for one full year twice during their business career. lie fore-
sees that short courses and seminars will be innumerable.

Higher education should be planning to expand curricula to include seminars which
will help prevent obsolescence in graduates as well as in their faculty.

WHAT CAN THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS GRADUATE EXPECT FROM
INDUSTRY IN TERMS OF PAYMENT FOR ADDITIONAL TRAINING,
GRADUATE STUDY, OR EDUCATIONAL LEAVE-OF-ABSENCE?

This question was intentionally left until last. We have discussed the nature of indus-
try in 21st century, the distribution of industrial arts graduates in industry, and the effect
of job obsolescence on employment, training, and advancement. It leaves little to say about
the rewards industry will make for these previously mentioned "anti-obsolescence"
activities. However, most companies do make provisions for the training, education, and
development of their employees. It is these programs which we will attempt to describe.

At the presit time, the starting salary of a graduate with a master's degree will be
about 575 to 5100 more per month than one with a bachelor's degree. This does not mean,
however, that if an employee receives anadvanced degree while working full-time, he will
automatically receive a 5100 increase. This policy varies with companies. On the other
hand, an employee who receives a bachelor's degree while working full-time will probably
be reconsidered for another position, if he so desires,

Most companies provide and encourage their employees to enroll in undergraduate
and graduate programs at local universities. Normally, there are provisions for full or
partial tuition reimbursement. A company or facility will usually arrange time off for
professional people to go to school or will have the university provide courses on-site.
Undergraduate as well as graduate cooperative programs often serve this need. A co-
operative education program allows employees to attendschool and work alternate semes-
ters until graduation. There are many benefits to cooperative programs which our com-
pany has enjoyed some 40 years. 1 will be happy to provide you with information on this
program if you are interested.

Companies who require specialized skills, techniques, procedures, or special tech-
nical courses may provide them at no cost to the employee. The academic level of these
courses may range from vocational school through graduate. Certificate programs requir-
ing several courses are highly recognized by management.

N1any companies provide several types of programs that will allow an employee to do
graduate and undergraduate work. These programs may include part-time study, TV
courses on company time, evening courses on campus, full-time graduate scholarship
programs, and educational leave-of-absence programs. Doctoral fellowships may require
three to four years' leave-of-absence,

Technical and management development seminars of all types (and costs) are pro-
vided for select employees. These seminars may range from a four-hour program in-
plant to a 52-week program off-site. An employee selected for a White House fellowship
spends one year in Washington, D.C.

Prciessional employees are encouraged to be active in their respective professional
society. A company usually will pay for one membership in each professional organiza-
tion to which a number of employees belong. Most companies support financially and
technically the preparation and presentation of technical papers by their employees to
state, national, and international meetings. Engineers are encouraged to get the state
professional engineer's license and accountants to pass their C.P.A. exams.

A large number of companies provide four-, six-, or eight-month company orienta-
tion and familiarization through a job rotation program. This program helps a recent
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college graduate to learn about the company products, its policies, procedures, people,and organization in a relatively short period of time. This is an expensive, but verypractical program. My company now has many top officials who came up through thisprogram, including several vice presidents.
Many companies provide several award programs for ideas or improvements thatmake a safer operation or save the company money. Professional employees are con-stantly in demand to participate in the local and state education programs by being tech-nical advisors, lecturers, teachers, and acting as tour guides for educational groups.In summary, there is no end to the number and types of programs that companieswill make available to deserving employees.

Mr. Armstrong is supervisor of educotion operations, Vought Aeronautics Co., Dallas, Texas.

What Does Industry Expect of Industrial Arts?
W. A. Kistler, Jr.

I know that I am expected to say that industry expects the school system to turn outpeople with some saleable skill so that they could move directly into productive jobs. 1find this to be shortsighted, and it does not give recognition to the true long-term needs.I do not feel that short-term solutions are in the best interest of society; therefore, Ipropose to address my comments to longer-term needs in the hope that in time we canmeet both the long- and short-term requirements.
I think you will find mycomments in essential agreement with the Proposed Rationalefor Industrial Arts in lbxas. However, some of my thoughts on the ways to get there maybe considered revolutionary and radical. I will, therefore, try to stay away from "howto get there" aspects in my comments and confine my remarks to the desired results.I find that 1 am unable to separate industrial arts from our total school system. Imust address myself to the subject ofWhat Does Industry Expect of the Public School Sys-tem? In this way, maybe I can come back to the role that industrial arts can play in thetotal system.
Earl Nightingale, in this record The Strangest Secret, says: "Your job, regardlessof what it may be, holds within it the key to success and abundance." "You and you alonedetermine the degree of your success." "Man is what he believes he is." "Men mustnever forget that there is no substitute for self-reliance, individual striving, and thrift toprovide for their needs."
There are more scientists, engineers, and educators alive today than the total of allthat have lived before. Because of this, new knowledge is being developed faster thanever before, and some say that knowledge doubles every five years. The student whogoes to college and takes a five-year course under our present program is likely to beobsolete when he graduates and will have to be retrained in his selected field before hecan be productive.
We must recognize that education is not some final destination at which we arrivewhen we receive a certificate or diploma. Education is a continuous journey through life,and there is no end of the road. Each of us, however, is free to choose when to get offthe road and park and let the rest of the world pass us by. A diploma should only denotethat the student now has the basic learning skills to start this journey.
Each man and wcman entering the world of work today will have to be retrained infour new jobs or skills during his or her work life. New jobs and skills required by newtechnology are being defined every day. Today's youth must be prepared for change, fornew and undefined skills and technology that will become a factor of their future. A stu-dent fresh out of vocational school or high school with the basic manual and mental tech-niques may find a job and earn a living. However, ten years from graduation, when hisjob has been replaced or eliminated,what is he going to do? For example, look at the rail-roads. They are in serious trouble and almost out of business because firemen still wantto fire steam locomotives and telegraphers want to send data by Morse Code, when thesteam locomotives have been replaced by diesel electric engines and the teletype hasbeen replaced by computer-to-computer communication.
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To cope with our changing world, we need to direct our school curriculum to more
basic approaches to knowledge. We need to provide facilities that teach how to learn, how
to live, and how to communicate. A recent article in the January 1972 issue of the Con-
ference Board Record, titled "Reforming Public Education," defines needed redirection
to our school system. This article is based on a study of what business executives think
of the current system. The system, they say, should make a greater effort to keep pace
with a rapidly changing world, to take account of the basic needs of the world and espe-
cially the world of work, to strengthen vocational education, and to generally give greater
emphasis to basic educational skills, such as reading, writing, and simple mathematics.

The following passage is credited to "Deschooling Society" by Ivan Illich (New York,
Harper and Row, 1970).

Illich's major argument against schooling in general stems from the confusion he finds between
process and substonce. He believes that the student is "schooled to confuse teaching with
learning, grade advoncement with education, a diploma with competence, and fluency with
the ability to say something new. His imagination is schooled to accept service in place of
volue." This in turn causes the breokdown of essential services.

To further describe the direction that 1 believe is needed to prepare for the changes
of the future, I quote from an article by Dr. J. Kestin, titled "Creativity in Teaching and
Learning," from American Scientist May-June 1970.

When we think about the problems of higher education, we are too often carried away by the
frequent use of the active verb to teach." With very few exceptions, students are not taught
by their professors in any direct sense. Teaching is not the transfer of knowledge or understand-
ing from the brain of the instructor to a number of brains which belong to students. A higher
education must be acquired by learning. Achievement in teaming is the result of an intensive,
solitary struggle of each individual with himself.

Some of the most educated and most knowledgeable people 1 know never completed
the sixth grade, and I might add that some of the dumbest have a PhD. I don't mean this
to reflect the average or to be an indicator of how I think industrial arts can help industry.
1 only state these opinions to illustrate a point that skill and knowledge are an individual
accomplishment, not a product of our school system.

Our programs must be directed at the individual and prepare the individual to be self-
reliant. We must provide a proper attitude and motivate the individual to want to learn.

Why are so many of the youth today anti-industry, anti-business, when it is industry
and business that they look to for jobs, for taxes to support government and public institu-
tions/ Why is it so difficult to understand that the whole systembusiness, government,
schools, and societyare bound together, each supporting the other, and if any one fails,
they all suffer/

Could it be that the attitude of youth is a reflection of some of this frustration of our
school system/ Could it be that the realization that less than 30% of the current high
school output continues to collegethe specified goal of the current systemand that
70% of the product is considered failure by these standards/

In private business, if less than 30% of the output were successful in the market
place, the business would be a failure and eventually go bankrupt. Business must be
productive to be profitable and survive. Therefore, I propose that the public school must
also be productive to survive. The school must, like business, look long-range to the
future market for their product and not be caught making buggy whips when all the buggies
are in museums.

The public school system is now headed for bankruptcy because the prodUctivity is
at an unsatisfactory level. More money and more effort applied in the same direction
cannot change the inevitable result. We cannot solve our current problem by patching up
with better industrial arts curricula or better vocational training programs. We must
look at the very basic objective of the system and build on sound concepts to provide a
product that can survive in the changing times ahead.

We must provide learning facilities (not teaching) to give youth basic learning skills
to be self-dependent in the world outside. These facilities should be staffed with learning
coordinators, not teachers. Only by developing the individual student to be self-reliant
and self-dependent with a true image of himself and the world can we provide that individ-
ual with security.
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Curriculum studies may be good, but they get so involved with the design and contentand the promotionof a department that we forget the true objective for which the cur-riculum was intended. All math departments want to have a curriculum that includesmore math courses, and, therefore, make theirdepartrnents more impressive and impor-tant and require more math teachers. I could say the same thing for any other academicdepartment: industrial arts, vocational, agricultural, etc. I could also say the samething about government and bureaucracy, and include many private companies. We getso imbued with our own objective that we forget the true purpose that originally startedus on our journey. Since all school teachers went to college, we assume that everyoneshould go to college. And within each academic department, we think that all of the betterstudents should major in our selected field of study.
We must forget the self-service partisan approach and get back to basics. We muststop the departmental infighting, such as the one that rages between vocational educationand general education. What are we really trying to do in the public school system, andwhat is it all about?
One of the finest programs in public school systems that I have heard about wasdiscussed by Dr. John W. Letson, Superintendent of the Atlanta, Georgia, School System.In his talk to the llouston Chamber of Commerce in 1970, he stated that they had to throwout the curriculum study approach. After each study by the various school departments,they kept coming up with from 14to 27 years required to get in all of the courses requiredfor high school graduation. They now design the course to fit the requirement of thestudent and make the subject matter relevant to what the student wants to learn; theexistence of a textbook is not a prerequisite.
How many courses are there in our curriculum that cover learning (how to learn),study (how to study), listening (how to listen and gain knowledge), communication (how toimpart knowledge), or philosophy of life (What is success? What is happiness?)? Youknow that the man who wants, really wants, to be a service station attendant and is a goodattendant striving to be a better attendant is just as successful in life as the doctor whowants to be a doctor. There is no greater failure than the doctor who really wants to besomething else.
Industrial arts should provide full insight into the following areas: Jobsworkproductivity. How jobs are created? Why do we have jobs and places of work? How muchdoes it cost to create a new job, and where does this money come from? How to selectyour own personal goal in life?
Provide the background to condition the students to change, and be sure that theyexpect change. There are only three sure things in life, and they are Death, Taxes, andChange.
To summarize, I would like to quote Luker, in discussing the role of economics andtechnology in the industrial arts curriculum:

A crucial policy guideline for what the industrial arts program should do in this area is given
by the forces of technological change. Because of technological change, no curricular pro-
gram can hope to offer training which will guarantee necessary skills for a lifetime. Specific
skills which may become obsolete are no more predictable than the nature of future technolog-
ical change. In developing competency in the job market, then, the focus of the industrial
arts program should be to prepare the student for change. The economic content of this prep-aration involves a three-pronged program: It should provide insights into the forces underlying
the demand for workers; it should provide insights into the processes of changing supply and
demand and of changing job opportunities; and it should provide adequate and up-to-date sta-tistics on present and future job opportunities.

Beware of statistics. You know that statistics are like bikinis. What they reveal issuggestive, but what they conceal is vital.
Let's prepare people for life, not put them out in the world with a tag that says"Machinist, Class 1972" and in very small print: "Warranty free from defects in mate-rial and workmanship for 90 days. There is no guarantee expressed or implied relatedto the performance of this product if used in an environment or with equipment not spe-cifically defined during the time that this product was; being manufactured. Further, anyalteration or modification will make null and void all previously stated warrantees andguarantees."

Mr. Kistler is the Vice President of Manufacturing of Hughes Tool Company, Houston, Texas.
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What Does Industry Expect of Industrial Arts?
Ed C. Burris

The term "industrial arts" doubtless means different things to different people.
Webster's Dictionary says:

Industrial arts is a subject taught in elementary and secondary schools that aims at developing
a manual Skill, a familiarity with tools and machines, or an acquaintance with industrial proc-
esses and design.

So that we may be on common ground, I have determined to basically develop my re-
marks upon this definition, since more than 70% of our youth who enter school never
attend school beyond the high school level, and it's from this 70% that the majority of the
work force must come. I recognize that many of you teach at higher education levels on
a much broader, snore precise and technical basis, but I shall leave that for others to
discuss.

No one person can presume to speak for all industry throughout the nation. From the
narrow spectrum of my own experience with thebusiness leaders of this state, the subject
assigned could well have been, "What does industry expect of education," since industrial
arts is but a small part of the whole, and it's the impact of the total process that molds
the reactions, if not the character, of the child.

We in business think the main thrust of the whole educational process has been pointed
in the wrong direction for sonic time. It has been directed primarily toward preparation
for college, even though less than 30% of beginner students ever enter an institution of
higher learning and a muchsmaller percentage ever finish. As a result of these and other
related factors, many youngsters, aware of this truth, lose interest in school, drop out,
and become a burden instead of contributors to society. Recent satellite television from
the Republic of China revealed that occupational 'training in that nation begins at an early
age; thus, from a vocational point of view, their educational system appears far more
realistic than is ours. This lack of realism in our system has caused industry to expect
little, even though we desire much in the vocational education field.

To pursue this point, let us examine Texas as an example. The Texas Education
Agency, in an annual report entitled "Programs for the Disadvantaged" for the school
year 1970-71, revealed that the lbxas Public School system had 1,187 school districts
with a total enrollment of 2,803,771 students.

For the purpose of this special study, they selected 243 of the larger districts with
a combined enrollment of 1,438,820 students.

In these 243 districts, 72,978 graduated from the secondary school in that year, which
was approximately 65% of the average enrollment in the 12 grades. This indicated a sub-
stantial drop out, but no precise figures were given.

The agency made a follow-through study on the graduates of that year and found that
52.5% were attending college, another 5.9% were taking some sort of post-graduate train-
ing, 5.7% were in the armed forces, and 19.9% were employed, leaving 16% unaccounted
for.

Thirty-eight percent of the total graduating class took some form of vocational train-
ing at the secondary level. Of this number, 23.3% were employed, but only 8.9% were
employed in the area of theitc. training.

These data seem toindicatea need for vocational guidance and training at the elemen-
tary level, and better counseling as to vocation selected at the secondary level. The
same is probably true of every state and nation represented here.

We believe the major purpose of public school education should be to equip, through
proper training, the youth of the nation to earn a living and to concurrently teach them
that work, any productive work, is honorable andessential to progress, and that progress
is essential to survival. The student should also be taught that each person has a re-
sponsibility to support himself and his dependents through work. Or, more succinctly,
we believe that schools should teach skills and, while doing so, seek to instill the basics of
economic understanding and proper work attitudes to the maximum extent possible.

To develop and retain the proper attitude, a person must first have a basic knowledge
of the private competitive economic system and how it works. He needs to comprehend
the position of his employer within that system and the part he plays as an individual
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employee. It is difficult to appreciate and develop the proper attitude toward somethingone does not understand.
To provide proper instruction in this area, the teacher must first understand thesystem. Unfortunately, several surveys made in recent years reveal that most teachersdo not. The same is true of their product, the student, at every level of education, includ-ing college graduates.
To illustrate, let us review a few of the high spots in a recent study of the OpinionResearch Corporation as disclosed by Thomas W. Benham, its president, before the WhiteHouse Conference in Washington on February 7, 1972.
The survey revealed that 53% of those with college training believed that governmentcontrols were essential to keep prices at a fair level. Fifty-nine percent of high schoolgraduates shared that opinion, as did 69% of those who had not completed high school.More amazing is the fact that of those included in the study, the median of opinionwas that manufacturing profits after taxes equaled 28% of gross sales. in truth, as re-vealed by the Federal Trade Commission and the Security Exchange Commission, suchprofits were only 4% of sales. This disparity between opinion and fact has existed for along time, but the gap is increasing. The spread was 12.8% in 1945; it's 24% now.The survey also disclosed that 66% of those included believed that companies couldraise wages 10% without increasing prices. In fact, such an increase, without a sustain-ing increase in prices, would virtually wipe out all profits, and would soon destroy manyindustries and ultimately all. This is so because wages in the total production processconsumed 90% of corporate revenue and profits only 10%.
The study also disclosed that 37% of the public believed that workers must producemore if they are to increase their standard of living, while 34% think that all they needto do is get more of what the company makes.
This disparity between opinion and facts is not conducive to proper attitudes andforebodes a more difficult road for the "job maker"the employerand probably de-creases job opportunity. Such economic ignorance can only be overcome through an all-out effort in which you, the trainer of future workers, can most assuredly have a majorpart. But the total educational system must become involved if the effort is to succeed.This survey, or opinion poll, portrays that students need to be taught the importanceof productive effort and to understand that increased productivity is basic to any continuingincrease in real wages. This is so because all wages, at every level, in every occupation,must eventually be covered by the price of products. There simply is no other sourcefrom which real wages can be secured for a very long period of time.I emphasize the importance of understanding and attitudes because I realize as doyou that skills, irrespective of quality, are of little value unless the possessor thereof iswilling to use them in the interest of himself, his employer, his family, and tire public,and that with relatively fewexceptions, vocational training in school must be supplemented,probably several times, by on-the-job training by industry before the employ:a can befully equipped to effectively discharge his full responsibilities in a technical soci;Ity. Thisis also true because school shops are not equipped to totally train a person to meet thetechnical needs of the various potential employers in an ever-changing industrial complex.You in the schools can teach the basics essential to understanding which will ease histask, shorten his on-the-job training period, and make him more employable.There are literally thousands upon thousands of vocations in the varied and complexeconomy of this nation that require different and varying degrees of skill to perform.You cannot teach the simple basic rudiments of all, but each of you can teach the impor-tance of attitude, effort, and performance, Far too many of our school graduates today,at all levels of education, think the dirtiest four-letter word in the American vocabularyis WORK.

We as a people, as teachers, must change this attitude if the nation is to progressand hold its rightful place among the nations. The want ad section of the newspapers inmy town, and probably in most such papers of the nation, have column after column ofads seeking employees, not all of which require high skill; yet unemployment is allegedlyat a high level. Why? There must be something wrong.
More specifically, with respect to occupational or vocational training, industry wouldlike to see a more frequent updating of school programs so as to keep them in tune withemployer needs and job opportunity in our ever-changing economy. We also believe amore intensive effort should be made by school counselors and teachers to guide andpersuade students to acquire the employable basic skills needed at the time and in thearea where they live. This, I fear, is not now being done on a broad scale.
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Let me illustrate what I mean by the need for updating.
In 1970, there were 78,627,000 persons employed in the nation. Of this number, only

3,123,000 worked or the farm. lhave no nationwide information with respect to vocational
training, so must again resort to Texas data on the assumption that its experience will
be illustrative of the national picture as a whole.

In lbxas, agriculture as a source of employment has been on the decline for more
than 40 years, and the decline continues. During that period, non-agriculture employment
has moved steadily upward. Even so, the thrust of our vocational training programs has
been substantially the same.

In 1930, when this state had a population of 5,800,000, there were 744,000 people
employed on the farms. The population has doubled since that time, while the number
employed in agriculture has shrunk to an annual average of only 286,000. Included in
this average are 120,000 migrant workers who are employed during peak seasons, most
of whom would not be available or eligible for vocational training in this state. These
facts are mentioned as a background for your thinking when 1 say vocational training needs
updating.

In 1962, ten years ago, approximately 350,000 were employed on the farms. Texas
then had 1,135 teachers instructing 46,603 students how to be better farmers. By 1971,
the numbers employed on farms had shrunk to 286,000. Even so, in that year 1,203 teach-
ers were instructing 54,378 in the arts of the trade.

Now, let's look at the otherside of the coin. In doing so, let's eliminate homemaking,
not because it's unimportant, but for the reason that most such students are not taking
the course for the prime purpose of using their skill in the channels of commerce or
entering the employment market.

In 1962, non-agriculture employment in this state approximated 3,200,000. To meet
the needs in this field, there were 450 teachers instructing 18,312 students in the various
trades. By 1971, some 4,236,500were employedin non-farm vocations, and 2,703 teachers
were instructing 81,102 students in the arts of the various trades. Some improvement
yes; but infinitesimal as compared to the growing need. Quick calculation reveals the
program is still pro-agriculture and that the ratio of other training to non-agriculture
jobs available is not very realistic.

Figures are not available with respect to the various skills needed in manufacturing
and services trades. Should they exist, I am fearful they would be even more dismal.

Educationally, the nation is seemingly in a rut. A restudy needs to be made of the
total process. Non-essential subjects, of whichthere must be many, need to be discarded
so that funds would be available for the job that needs to be done in the vocational field.
This would be a painful and difficult task. There are too many professionals with vested
interest in out-dated subjects, but it will eventually have to be done. Curriculums cannot
forever continue to expand to meet the need and accommodate desires. There are not
enough funds available. An expansion in occupational or vocational training is a must. It
is of prime importance. It is essential if this nation is to keep its place in the sun.

In the vocational field, some reorientation is necessary as well. It is now, as 1 have
indicated, comparable to driving an ox cart in a jet propulsion age. It must be updated
to become more in tune with needs. This is what industry wants and, 1 believe, has a right
to expect.

That brinrq us back to the beginning. To be a good citizen, to enjoy living, one must
first be able and willing to earn a livelihood. Good citizenship should be our goal. You
as instructors in this field are doubtless pursuing this objective, but there are not enough
of you. 1 commend you for your effort, the contribution you are making, and hope that
your numbers will be greatly expanded in the years ahead.

Mr. Burris is president of the Texas Manufacturers Association with home office in Houston, Texas.
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The Energy, Power, Instrumentation, and
Control:Technology Component

Anthony .1. Palumbo

The purpose of this presentation is to define the technical component called EPIC
and to describe the typical student activities that evolve from EPIC study.

If you desire a comprehensive rationale for the study of Energy, Power, Instrumen-
tation, and Control in Industrial Education, see the 1970 AIA A Convention proceeding:
"EPICAn Important Segment of Instruction in Industrial Arts."

EPIC (ENERGY, POWER, INSTRUMENTATION, AND CONTROL) DEFINED

EPIC technology is the study of the anatomy of, the control of, and application of
machines. EPIC technology curriculum is an applied study of mechanization (the applica-
tion of a machine to do work) and cybernetics (the application of control systems to
machines).

When control is applied to a mechanism, the process is converted to automatic
operation, and the result is an automated machine. In essence, EPIC may be defined in
two words: "applied automation."

EPIC AS A TECHNICAL COMPONENT
EPIC becomes a relevant technical component when one realizes the dependency of

modern society on automated devices. Modern man is literally "hooked" on automation.
Consider an attempt to exist in your present environment without the assistance of EPIC

technology. This technical knowledge has made possible the advancements of our stand-
ards of living; i.e., from witchcraft to artificial organ transplants; from primitive Pete's
hammer to mammoth excavating machines; from the abacus to the electronic business
computers. Today, EPIC technology becomes even more important as we seek a remedy
for machine defecation (pollution). Only EPIC technology will find a solution for pollution.
It would appear that without a thorough understanding of this technical component, auto-
mation may overpower mankind.

THE EPIC CURRICULUMACTIVITY-CENTERED
Educationally, the study of automated systems as conceptualized in EPIC has relevancy

in the elementary, middle, junior high, high school, and post high school programs. We
believe a most successful program is operating in the Department of Industrial Education
and Technology at Bowling Green State University.

The EPIC curriculum offers an entry-level course derived from a unique concept
system that is designed to give all students an exploratory experience. This system
illustrates the basic machine anatomy. Student activity in this course is as varied as
their occupational, recreational, and exploration interests.

For example, a person interested in manufacturingsystems might automate a drilling
operation. A person interested in communications might experiment with a teletype or
a radar. A personinterested in solvingair pollution might experiment with LP gas engine
conversions. The common thread that allows for these activities is that all machines are
derived from the same anatomical system. Therefore, it does not matter with what
machine one works; they are all EPIC systems, and experience with any machine will
instill the basic principles needed to understand the concepts of mechanization and cyber-
netics.

For those students who desire to "major" in EPIC or who desire to learn more spe-
cific talents in an EPIC -based field, the curriculum offers the concentration-level courses.
Courses have been developed in the following concentrations: Electrical Power Trans-
mission, Fluid Power, Energy Converters, and Electronic Logic Systems for Computers;
courses can be developed in as many concentrations as demanded by the students. Such
concentrations might be: Instrumentation and Control, Mechanical Power Transmission,
Computer Interfacing, Radio Communications, and a host of others. The common goal
of these courses is to give students experience with performance analysis on specific
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systems. These courses are system-oriented and utilize the experimental approach tofacilitate learning.
Finally, those who specialize in EPIC technology are placed in synthesis courses,where they are required to apply newly-learned talents to real problems.In these courses, the EPIC students work with the manufacturing and design graphicstudents to solve real problems. These experiences normally result in the designing,construction, testing, and modifying of machines to accomplish a specific task. Synthesisstudies have been completed on injection molding, compression molding, competitionengine modifications, blow molding, miniature dune buggy, competition garden tractor,and many others.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this presentation was to define EPIC and to describe student activitiesin a new and emerging curriculum field. EPIC, the study of applied automation, is a tech-nical component vital to modern man.
The EPIC curriculum contains a unique concept system to give all students anexploratory experience, a specialized experimental concentration, and a developmentalsynthesis experience.
Considering EPIC technology is an all - encompassing field; it does not matter on whatmachine or field a student works. The EPIC curriculum will give the student the basicprinciples needed to understand the concepts of mechanization and cybernetics, the neces-sary talents to work with specific systems, and the practical experience necessary tosuccessfully "apply automation."

Mr. Palumbo is on Assistont Professor and Coordinator of EPIC progroms in the Deportment of IndustrialEducation and Technology of Bowling Green State University in Bowling Green, Ohio, 43403.

PowerPower Technology: Decisions, Decisions...
Thomas P. Olivo and Jay L. Webster

From blast-off to recovery, as millions viewed each lunar probe, each of us hasrecognized the awesome "power" of power to control man's destiny. On the seas, newvistas of exploration in man's quest for survival through hydrospace activities and newcargo-carrying capabilities reveal man's dependency on power. On land, the search fornew means of mass rapid transportation and, at the same time, the fight against airpollution has focused public attention upon new methods of developing, controlling, andusing power. Aside from these auspicious usesof power, the average citizen deals subtlywith the power that is harnessed in the design, tooling, production, and servicing of eachproduct or commodity. The average person, however, seems to have a modicum of under-standing of the forces defined as power.
The common knowledge which is basic to man's understanding of his environment andhis socio-economic survival is an intrinsic part of an industrial arts program. Power isbasic to all man's work, studies, and understandings about himselfon land, in outerspace, and in the depths of the oceans. Power is an inevitable part of an enlightenedindustrial arts program.
Recognizing the need and yet aware of current inadequacies in most instructionalprograms, this paper traces the historical concerns, positions, problems, and researchon power. Recommendations are formulated for a program of action.

HISTORICAL CONCERN FOR POWER INSTRUCTION
The first movements in the direction of power instruction occurred in the late 1930's.In his discussion of the Mississippi Valley Conference, Barlow reports the action of a1936 meeting of we Committee on the Six Fundamental Shop Courses: "The 32 members
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present voted for eight subjects to be recommended for the 7th, 8th, and 9th grades."'
"Power" was included in their list.

The first evidence of an organized research study in power was a master's thesis in
1937 by 13owers.2 Bowers proposed a course in "General Power Mechanics" for the
junior high school. This proposed course of study advocated an understanding of power
development and utilization as a significant factor in the progress of an Industrial society.

In the 1940's, industrial educators became interested in developing a new and broader
curriculum base for industrial arts. Attention to this approach was given in an article
by the American Industrial Arts Association in a statement of position concerning the
American program of industrial arts. The new definition for industrial arts is described
as:

Content, in the new industrial arts curriculum, is derived socio-economically from the
technology and not by job or trade analysis fran the commoner village trades such as those of
the carpenter, the blacksmith, the cabinet maker, and so on. Now the subject matter classifi-

cations are conceived of as including; (a) power (tidal, solar, atomic, electrical, muscular,
hydraulic, combustion); (b) construction (housing, public works, industrial, national defense,
...); (c) transportation (land, sea, air); (d) communication (graphic arts, electrical, other
media); and (e) manufacturing which includes the basic industrial methods of changing row
materials into finished products such as foods, textiles, ceramics, metals, woods, plastics, and
leathers, similarly but brooder in concept and application than the so-called "general" shop
of the post 30 years.3

The trend toward acceptance of power as an industrial arts subject field is indicated
in the bulletins published by the American Vocational Association. Prior to 1953, auto
mechanics was outlined as one of the 18 subject-matter fields which were the most com-
mon programs of industrial arts. General power mechanics was listed as one of the pos-
sible additional content fields.4 In the 1953 bulletin, auto mechanics was not included,
but the area of transportation and power was developed as one of the 12 general instuc-
tional areas recommended at that time.D

The present status of power is difficult to determine. Status studies on power have
concentrated mainly on the college level. The 1971-72 Industrial Teacher Education
Directory identifies 88 power programs at the college level. There are few comprehen-
sive status studies of power at the secondary school level. Most state departments
tabulate and report only enrollment levels.

PROBLEMS IN POWER

Research attention must be focused on several pressing problems which inhibit pro-
gram development. One problem centers upon a rationale for power instruction. When
asked, "Why study about power?" industrial educators have responded with a wide range
of answers. In 1934, Smith and Wittick0 advocated a power program aimed at providing
the student with consumer information. Rationale proposed by committees of the AMA/
and AVA8 stress the impact of power in the development of an industrial society. Still
another thrust is developed by Feirer9 and Itisher.lu These writers point to the impor-
tance of power as a program which can unify unrelated elements of industrial arts in-
struction.

A clear definition of terms is basic to any kind of program development. A great
deal of confusion exists over the terminology used in this area. Terms may be used inter-
changeably or may be used to identify varying approaches. What is power mechanics?
What is power technology? Where does transportation fit in? Is it a component of the
automotive curricula or a separate content area? In the 1963 AIAA publication of Indus-
trial Arts Education,11 the terms automotive and power are used interchangeably. A
statement formulated by the AVA declares that "Power Mechanics is the study of power,
motors, engines, and vehicles."I2 Other definitions are much more narrow, based upon
energy sources or the effects of power. Clearly, there is no precise, commonly agreed
upon definition for instruction about power.

Differences in definition and purpose naturally lead to differences in content. An
examination of course guides and syllabi leads one to the conclusion that there is great
diversity of practice in power instruction. If all the current practices are synthesized,
four practices are in evidence: courses organized around the small single-cylinder
piston engine with token consideration given to alternatepower sources; courses organized
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around types of engines ... piston, Jet, etc.: courses organized arotmd sources of power ...chemical, electrical, etv.: and courses based upon the nature of associated jobs in industry.

THE TIME FOR DECISION... SOME POSITIVE ACTIONS
Out of this accumulation of concern and knowledge, a number of obvious needs haveemerged. These could he resolved by considering the following program of action forfurther study, experimentation, and research:
A consortium of leaders representing the best thinking of "power experts" shouldmeet in a national forum to deal with major facets of power technology. The AmericanIndustrial Arts Association or the American Vocational Association should provide anatural vehicle and a central focus. The deliberations of the leaders should result inyardsticks for evaluation; defining of innovative activities; the development of guidelineson the relevance, scope, and place of power technology in industrial arts as an integralpart of the total educational program.
Workshops and clinics of the "Consortium" should resolve such issues as: account-ability of industrial arts for this important part of the total learning of all youth andadults; establishing purposes and anticipated outcomes in the contest of industrial arts'role in the common 'earnings; suggesting content and model courses where power tech-nology is one of the vital industrial arts learning areas; identifying added needs for plan-ning, development, and research.
Following the national convocation on power technology, smaller groups of leadersmay he organized to work in depth throughout the year on such major concerns as:a. The development of model courses of instruction at whatever levels of instructionthe content applies in the elementary, middle, and upper secondary grades;b. The planning and evaluation of instructional materials and "software";c, The preparation of educational

specifications to define the physical learning en-vironment of plant and "hardware" (for carrying on the shop/laboratory /field activities);d. The human resource aspects relating to students and student selection, occupationalexploration, and the services of guidance and counseling.
e. Finally, assessing all of these forces, another group would relate to industrialarts teacher education and the curriculum for teacher preparation which truly considersprogram totality and power technology as an inseparable part of industrial arts.Statewide and school district evaluation studies shouldbe designed, using the national"model" as a comparison. This study would provide program developers and especiallyteacher educators with the data to bring about needed changes.A study should be designed to measure the impact of available software (textbooks,films, lab manuals, etc.) on program development. The results of this study should pro-vide suggestions to publishers engaged in producing such materials.A study should be designed to measure the limitations hardware (tools, equipment,etc.) places on program development. This study should provide suggestions to equipmentmanufacturers regarding deficiencies in the field.
Articulation studies should be initiated atboth the college and secondary school level.These studies should determine the relationship ofpower instruction to the areas of auto-motive, science, and engineering.

THE WAY IS CLEAR

"Power ...Power Technology; Decisions, Decisions...." The time is NOW! Theresponsibility and contribution of industrial arts education to upgrading the socio-eco-nomic-citizenship capabilities of our people will be circumscribed only by our profes-sionalism to think big in the context of totality, to consider sound alternatives, and tomove decisively with all the daring at our professional commandl
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The Status of Power Mechanics in the 70's
Jay Webster

What is the status of power mechanics as we enter the 1970s? In order to find out,
a national study of power mechanics was conducted. Data were collected on a wide range
of topics from over 1,000 power mechanics teachers at the junior high, high school, and
college level in 47 states across the country. The study was aimed at providing the kind of
descriptive data required for sound program planning, determining if power mechanics is
in as great a state of confusion as the literature suggests, gaining some insight into needed
improvements in power mechanics teacher training, and identifying problems in the field
so that further effort may be directed toward their solution.

WHAT IS POWER MECHANICS?

Since the 1930s, a substantial portion of the industrial arts literature has been de-
voted to proposing and promoting curricula for power mechanics courses. During the
1960s, leaders in the movement have called for a broad survey approach to the study of
power, one which considers all types of power sources and their effects. The leaders
suggested that many courses called power mechanics were, in reality, a study of the
small single-cylinder spark ignition engine. Teachers were asked what definition of
power mechanics they favored in an effort to determine if differences in content are due
to differences in definition.

When the data were analyzed, it was clear that power mechanics teachers at all levels
define power mechanics in broad terms. Almost half of the teachers defined power
mechanics as a "study of energy sources and machines that convert energy into useful
work." Another broad definition, "A study of the development, transmission, and utiliza-
tion of power," was also favored heavily. More limited definitions such as: "A study
of the automobile powerplant," and "A study of land, sea, and air carriers" received a
very limited response.

WHAT ARE POWER MECHANICS TEACHERS TEACHING?

In order to determine what is being taught in courses called power mechanics,
teachers were asked to respond to a list of curriculum topics, to indicate the emphasis
they currently place on these topics, and also to report what emphasis they would desire
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to place on the topics in an "ideal" program. The junior high instructional program isessentially a small single-cylinder engine program. Only two other topics were at allpopular at this level, compression ignition engines and automotive engines. The highschool program is primarily centered upon the automotive engine. The single-cylinderengine is also important in the high school program. Two other topics, compressionignition engines and mechanical transmission of power, were also popular in high schoolprograms. The college-level program emphasizes a much broader approach than thesecondary levels. Automotive engines are also popular at this level, but topics such asheat energy and the mechanical transmission of power were emphasized nearly as much.Single-cylinder engines were not nearly as important at this level as at the high schoolor junior high level.
It is possible to infer from the data above that, in terms of content, there are reallythree different power mechanics programs, all operating under the same definition. Thejunior high level emphasizes the small gasoline engine, the high school level emphasizesthe automobile engine, and the college program is a broad survey approach to powersources.
The same list of topics was used to determine what the curricular emphasis shouldbe in an "ideal" power mechanics program. The desired program at all three levelswould be a good deal broader than the one currently offered. Jet engines, measurementof power, gas turbine engines, and compression ignition engines would be important inan "ideal" program. The small single-cylinder engine and the automotive engine wouldcontinue to be important, but would receive less emphasis in an "ideal" program.

THE MAJOR ISSUES IN POWER MECHANICS

Teachers were asked their opinions regardingthe major problems in power mechanics.When asked what should be included in an ideal program, the teachers overwhelminglyadvocated a much broader program than they are now presenting. The major reasons whythe programs are not what the teachers would like them to be are: there is a lack ofappropriate software, there is a lack of appropriate hardware, there is a confusion overobjectives, teacher-training programs need improvement, national professional organiza-tions have not provided needed leadership, new types of facilities are needed for power
mechanics instruction, there is a lack of information about course content, and there isa general resistance toward changing from a traditional automotive mechanics program.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?

The following are this writer's program suggestions for improvement of the powermechanics program.

1. Teacher-training programs should provide more coursework in power mechanics.The teachers voiced considerable dissatisfaction with their training. Over 75% of. the teachers reported that they were unsatisfied with their training. Over 60% ofthe respondents thought their training could have been improved by more courseworkin power mechanics.
2. Teacher-training programs should provide more coursework in science.

Power mechanics cannot be studied or taught apart from the scientific principlesinvolved in power, energy, force, etc. A substantial number of respondents reportedthat their teacher-training program could have been improved by additional course-work in science.
3. 1n-service programs on power mechanics need to be designed for teachers In the field.A very large number of power mechanics teachers had received no training at all inthe field of power mechanics. Mostofthe teachers were originally trained as metalsteachers. Large numbers at each level reportedthat they had never taken any formalcoursework in power mechanics.
4. Instructional content should be aligned with definitions.

Most of the power mechanics teachers define their area as a study of energy sourcesand machines that convert energy into useful work. The programs which are offered,however, bear little resemblance to the definition. If the course is centered on theautomobile, it should be called automotives, not power mechanics. If the course isaimed only at the small single-cylinder engine, it should be called a small enginescourse, not power mechanics. Many of the teachers suggested that their coursescould be given more descriptive titles.
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S. Vocational courses need to be developed and articulated with the power mechanics
program .

A good many courses such as small engine repair, electric motor repair, etc., are
natural feed-in courses from power mechanics courses. Vocational and industrial
arts educators should begin to think about what should occur in both programs so that
they might compliment each other.

6. Facilities should be designed for power mechanics instruction.
One of the major problems identified by this investigation was that new types of
facilities are needed for power mechanics. A facility which is designed for automotive
mechanics may not be appropriate for power mechanics. What kind of facility is
needed should be the subject of intensive study.

7. Packaged instructional units should be developed for power mechanics.
When the respondents were asked to design an "ideal" power mechanics program,
the instructional content in the "ideal" program was much broader than the one
currently offered. Themajor reasons for this situation, according to the respondents,
are a lack of appropriate hard and software. A system should be developed which
includes performance objectives, instructional equipment, laboratory equipment,
measuring devices, etc., for each of the power mechanics instructional topics.

Dr. Webster is Associate Professor of Industrial Arts at California State College, Long Beach.

Developing Instructional Systems for the
Power Laboratory

James A. Sullivan

My remarks are intended for the innovative teacher, the student in his classes, and
the educational manufacturer who supplies much of the equipment and learning material
for our power laboratories. These three groups participate together to determine the
quality of the learning experience in the formal educational setting of our schools.

RATIONALE

Modern power programs are designed from student-centered career objectives and
focus on the over-all goal of vocational maturation within the confines of a career plan.
This is in contrast to traditional program objectives which focus on academic attainment
within the confines of the body of knowledge, commonly referred to as a discipline. In
the first instance, the student samples tasks in the power laboratory which are vocation-
ally relevant. That is, the student purposefully engages the learning environment to find
out if the activity and subject matter can serve his career needs.

Developmental tasks cause the student to complete activities in different power-
related areas and at different levels of difficulty. These serve to develop expectations
about future work roles and requisite training requirements in power-related occupations.
Horizontal sampling widens the student's perspective of power-related occupations,
whereas vertical sampling raises in sophistication his level of performance (Figure 1-1).
Notice that unless occupational skills are specified, the student's behavior is exploratory
in nature, not vocational.

The areas that the student samples within the power laboratory develop or test pre-
conceived interests. Such areas as heat engines, turbine converters, and fluid, power
transmission systems develop and enlarge the psychological field against which the student
is evaluating future career possibilities and present decision alternatives (Figure 1-2).

Sample learning tasks develop some awareness of the behavior exhibited by people
who work at respective occupations andoffuture training to develop this level of perform-
ance in school prior to occupational entry. For those who wish to pursue vocational train-
ing, many typical tasks from severalprimary interestareas should be completed. Learn-
ing tasks from several areas at appropriate levels also should be provided for those who
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wish to pursue technical, professional, and scientific careers. It is expected that the
student's activities will tend to cluster in areas which are both challenging and commen-
surate with his capabilities and interests (Figure 1-3).

Developing instructional systems for the power laboratory requires the designer,
whether he is a teacher or educational specialist from an outside enterprise, to consider
the cumulative effects of instruction requisites and resources on the composition of the
instructional process. Instruction requisites include the learner, the purpose of the
activity, and the knowledge or subject matter available to the teacher. Instruction re-
sources include the equipment available, the written instructions which structure the
learning sequence, and the teacher-manager who sets the educational stage by determin-
ing the conditions of learning. The instruction process is composed of teacher manage-
ment and student learning components as the student engages in prescribed activities.

The tangible substance of the learning system is generally considered to be the com-
bination of equipment or hardware which demonstrates, simulates, or models some
phenomena or process, coupled with a written and visual format or set of directions which
structures and evaluates the performance of the student during the learning encounter.
It is also generally accepted that neither the hardware equipment nor the software written
and visual format alone can sustain the learning activity. Equipment hardware is supplied
as part of the activity to increase the probability that the student will become involved in
gathering first-hand experiences. Written software materials are supplied to set the
structure of the experience so that this student will learn prescribed skills, information,
and concepts in a predetermined sequence. It also enhances evaluation of student per-
formance by specifying criteria the student must meet.

The written software format, sometimes referred to as a learning experience guide
or learning activity package, also determines the level at which the student will be re-
quired to perform (Figures 1-1 and 1-2). This level of learning is usually independent
of the hardware .equipment, which may serve several levels of learning difficulty for a
wide range of student ability. For example, the student who has an interest in automotive
services occupations and commensurate vocational training may utilize a small gasoline
engine in the power laboratory to develop manipulative skills used in the repair, installa-
tion, adjustment, or over-haul of an automobile engine. Alternately, the same equipment
can be used to develop such concepts and principles as compression ratio, valve lift
and flow area, displacement, torque, speed, power, and efficiency for the student who
ultimately wishes to become an automotive technician or engineer. Note in the example
that each student functions at a different level of learning, but that both may use the same
apparatus in their study.

REQUISITES TO THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

Three requisites may be identified in designing instructional systems for the power
laboratory: the learner, his preference for the activity, and the knowledge or subject
matter.
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Parameters associa..ed with the learner include his age, maturation and educational-achievement level, interests, and educational needs. Educational needs refer to thosedevelopmental tasks in school which fit his career plan. The implication is that the stu-dent is made aware that his present actions and decisions affect, to a large extent, hisfuture alternatives and subsequent goals. Thestudent's age, maturation level, and educa-tional achievement level have a strong influence upon the level of the experience whichthe student can complete. Identified natural interests give an indication of which areasand activities will spark the student to become involved in the learning activity. Careergoals identify which activities have relevance to the student as developmental tasks inthe sequence which will bring him closer.to identified goals.
Learning activities are chosen to match the student's stated preference. The litera-ture en career choice suggests that stated preferences are valid indicators of careeraptitudes. The student may select activity by area and by level. Area refers to sub-divisions of power as a subject matterarea, such as heat engine converters'and hydraulictransmission systems. Level of application refers to the hierarchy of performancewhich can be related to vocational, technical, professional, and scientific occupations.Performances such as motorormanipulative are representativeof vocational occupations.Testing and analysis are representative of many technicaloccupations. Design and scien-tific investigations typify many professional engineering and scientific occupations.Students may select the area related to heat engines with the desire of becoming me-chanics or automotive engineers. What the potential mechanic does as developmentaltasks should be related to occupational activities such as repairing, adjusting, and tuningengines; whereas the potential engineer should be completing tasks which develop power-related concepts at the abstract level.

The subject matter must be related to the student's performance in the laboratory.This is to say that the student's performance in the laboratory is analyzed to determinethe knowledge structure given him in the classroom setting. Isolated information thatcannot be related to performance in the laboratory or that cannot be applied to a careergoal has little promise of having value to the learner. This implies that information suchas the history of power must be related to examples which have present meaning. Com-paring engines of the past with those of the present, for example, has meaning only ifcomparisons can be made and verified in the laboratory between such parameters asefficiency, specific fuel, power, etc. Studying isolated events or persons from historywithout relating this to present applications has little meaning, except in the liberal artsor sapid sense. Onelesson thatcareer planning has taught us is that the pursuit of knowl-edge for its own sake cannot be condoned as worthwhile educational activity, except forthe idle rich. It must be applicable.

RESOURCES FOR THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS
Resources for the instructional process include the hardware demonstrator, thepurpose of exercise, the software, and the teacher-manager who conducts the learningencounter by determining the conditions of learning.
The hardware or demonstrator is the actual equipment which presents the learnerwith the opportunity to become an operator. The student can engage the learning situationbecause there is something to do. He can collect, manipulate to develop psychomotorskills, verify the relationship of specific events, observe phenomena, and adjust condi-tions while monitoring the resultant reaction.
The software is the structuring device which communicates to the learner how heshould proceed during the learning encounter. It structures the process, as well as thecontent of the experience activity or experiment, by determining the acceptable level ofperformance. Typically, it is designed around student goals, reading ability, state ofeducational development, and should center upon subjects which are of natural interest tothe student. A standard format is used to present the student with consistent learningexperiences. The format to be used is determined by the purpose of the activity. Forexample, if the activity is to developa repair-related skill, the format takes on the appear-ance of a job sheet written much like those in repair and maintenance manuals. If theactivity is to develop concepts or promote the solving of problems for a student who hopesto become an engineer or technician, the formatis structured around a problem which re-quires performing procedures, gathering data, solving problems, and drawing conclusions.Frequently, specific career objectives cannot be established for a given student.Here level of activity assumes added importance. If a student is better suited to mechan-
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ical or maintenance-level occupations, then installation, repair, and adjustment tasks
should be engaged. If his capabilities conform to those of engineering or scientific-level
performance, tasks which require analysis and synthesis skills should be engaged.

The teacher manages the learning encounter between the student and the subject by
determining the conditions of learning for the student. He does this by providing equip-
ment and learning sequences which bring about thedesired performance on the part of the
student. Ile is not the central focus of the class. The learning encounter which elicits
student performance is the focus. If the desired student performance does not occur, the
teacher changes the conditions of learning. The teacher's problem, then, is one of deter-
mining conditions that are appropriate for specific learners, setting the stage for learn-
ing by setting up these conditions, which consist of the equipment and learning guides, and
adjusting the match between the student and the learning environment to bring about the
desired student performance. Frequently, the teacher demonstrates what constitutes
satisfactory performance and shows the student how to react with the learning environ-
ment. lie also has the responsibility for keeping Score, that is, determining how the stu-
dent is doing during the learning encounter.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS IN THE POWER LABORATORY

The sequence in which the learning is conductedor managed is made at the discretion
of the teacher. Certain parameters which go into this sequence, however, must be present.

First, the teacher-manager must communicate available objectives to the student
learner. The objectives tell the student the purpose of the activity, the behavior he will
be expected to exhibit, the level of difficulty or type of learning involved, the conditions
under which he will he expected to perform, and the method of evaluating his performance.

Second, the student selects which objectives he wishes to perform. Ile has examined
available objectives and the types and purposes of learning activities and is aware of the
purpose behind the learning experience. With this in mind, he chooses those which best
suit his immediate purposes and long-range goals.

Third, the teacher-manager sets the stage for learning by prescribing the conditions
of learning. He provides the equipment, the written and visual instructional material, a
student learning station, and the time necessary to complete the exercise.

Fourth, the student-learner encounters the stimulus. lie engages the activity pur-
posefully as an operant. lie determines his own learning exercise within the confines of
the learning environment and its objectives. The student operates equipment provided
by the teacher to develop skills or concepts defined by the objectives. Ile is active, not
passive, in the learning activity.

Finally, the teacher-manager becomes the student's assistant by helping to correct
minor deficiencies in the conditions of learning, clarifying for the student information or
psychomotor manipulations of equipment which make the substance of the exercise more
understandable. When the student has finished the learning experience, the teacher evalu-
ates performance predetermined by the objective by comparing what the student was able
to do with what was prescribed by the objectives of the activity.

SUMMARY
Those who would design learning systems forthe power laboratory must consider the

requisites of learning, the resources necessary to determine the conditions of learning,
and the instructional process. Components of requisites to the instruction process in-
clude: the learner-related variables, the purpose of the learning exercise, and the hier-
archy of knowledge which makes up the subject matter. Components of resources to the
instructional process include the equipment which provides physical demonstration for
the student, the written instructions which communicarz procedures to the student, and
the teacher-manager who conducts the learning encounter by determining the conditions
of learning. Finally, the instruction process requires the teacher-manager to communi-
cate available objectives to the student, the student to select those that are appropriate,
the teacher-manager to set the conditions of learning, the student-learner to encounter
the stimulus, and the teacher-manager to assist and evaluate the student by comparing
observed with expected outcomes.
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Potpourri (pa-pti-ii): A Mixture
James Bignell

The state publications in industrial arts range from one-page newsletters to news-papers to several-page newspapers to bulletins and magazines. The editors' problemsand solutions, if there are any, will be our concern.

CIRCULATION

In Florida, we send our Indu.,trial Arts Association publication to every industrialarts teacher, principal, and superintendent where there is an industrial arts program.We also send it to other interested people, such as legislators and industrial arts collegesall over the country.
The newsletter put out by the state department of education (Dr. Steeb's office) issent to every industrial arts teacher in the state, It is in mimeograph form and has nopictures. It usually has about 10 pages and comes out between issues of our associationbulletin.

MAILING PROCEDURE

We in Florida have no special mailing procedure. We stamp all of our mailing. Wehave no special permit, as many do. I have all the addresses mimeographed on stickersand just have a set for each issue. This mailing list keeps changing as people write inand tell me to put them on my list; as a result, I often get their names on the list twice.I don't put names of teachers on the list; I just send it to the industrial arts teacher andthe principal at a school. In large counties, 1 send them a package for their teachers andprincipals. They send them out in their inter-office mail, which requires no postage.About 2/3 of our publication goes out that way.

ADVERTISING

We get as many ads as we can-5175 for a full page ad for 4 issues of the quarterlybulletin. The newsletter has no advertising. Advertising pays about half the cost of thequarterly bulletin.

PRINTING SOURCES AND METHODS

The newsletter is mimeographed. The state association magazine is printed by offseton better paper by a commercial printer.

THE NEWSLETTER

The newsletter is usually smaller than a bulletin, and it is usually mimeographed orreproduced with an offset method of some type. Examples are State Department of Edu-cation Newsletter, County Newsletter, State Association Newsletter. Usually they have apre-printed heading. Clubs have newslettersour faculty Women's Club puts one out.They are less expensive to publish and serve the purpose of getting the news to the mem-bers. I send out an E.P.T. newsletter once a year to inform the members that theirdues are due and at the same time tell them of news of the department and the universityin general. Newsletters seldom have pictures, advertisements, or editorials; they aresimply news. They will usually have a volume number and issue number under the head-ing. This is good for filing back issues. Many organizations bind their newsletters to keepa historical record of the organization. Newsletters usually have bold headlines withsmall articles. Good breaks in the print or spaces between articles make it easy to read,and bold headings help the reader to spot the part that he is interested in. Newslettersare usually typewritten, while bulletins and pamphlets are usually set in type. When anewsletter is typed up on two or three columns to the page, the usual practice is to havethe spacing of words so arranged that all lines come out even at the end.
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THE BULLETIN OR MAGAZINE

Many state industrial arts publications are of this type.
They ordinarily have a front page with a design or format. Some, like our national

industrial arts magazine, have a picture along with their format. Color is a common
thing on cover pages. If theyare this type and not the conventional newsletter, the volume,
issue number, date, etc., willbeon the inside. We heve a full page in our Florida Bulletin
for this. Then we have a president's page. We have called it several things, depending
on the president's wishes. Right now we call it the President's Letter. Each issue in
most state publications of this type has some one thing featured, such as our national
"MAN /SOCIETY /TECHNOLOGY" has issues on learning packages, disadvantaged chil-
dren, etc., where the whole issue is devoted to the one thing. In state publications, you
will see more news and local items of interest in their publications. Pictures and names
help to make a publication more interesting and more attractive. Short, well-headed
articles will be read, while long sophisticated articles will seldom be read. Don't try
to impress your readers by using words they never heard. Look at the speeches Presi-
dent Roosevelt delivered; you will see large, complicated words crossed out and simple,
small words written in. lie was a wise man. PhD educators use this gimmick to make
themselves seem educated and above the average public. That's one thing wrong with
our national magazine, "MAN /SOCIETY / TECHNOLOGY." I go to sleep trying to read it.
Maybe it's that I'm ordinary and not up on the high level of intellectuals.

SIZE OF PUBLICATIONS

As a rule, the size is 8-1/2 x 11 inches. Our national magazine is a good example.
Ours is 6 x 9 inches. I guess it depends on the likes and dislikes of those doing it.

The size, shape, form, and general appearance should always be the same so that
you build up a reputation, and your readers know it at a glance. For example, "Life"
magazine wouldn't look right under a "Reader's Digest" cover.

It applies to one type of individual reader. I don't believe in trying to fool him by
making it look like something it is not. If it is industrial artssay industrial arts loud
and clear, not "MAN/SOCIETY/TECHNOLOGY" and then muffle in small print the
"Journal of Industrial Arts."

DATES OF PUBLICATION

Some have no set dates. They just send it out when they get around to it or whenever
they feel a need for it. This is the case with newsletters more thpn with bulletins or
magazines. Most of the magazines publish dates of publication and deadlines for copy.
1 find one of the most difficult things an editor has to do is to get copy on time to get the
publication out on time. It takes many long-distance telephone calls, and then the issue
comes out late if I can't get the printer to rush it through.

MEMBERSHIP

Most belong to the Educational Press Association of America. It costs $25 a year.
Some have written to me and asked what good this does, how does it help, and many other
questions which are hard to answer. I believe the one thing that memberships like this do
is add prestige to your publication. In the discussion to follow this presentation, I'd like
to hear from you folks about this membership situation.

THE EDITOR AND HIS EDITORIAL

An editor is a thinker, a writer, a reader, a reasoner, and one who puts it all together
into words, an editorial. He lays awake nights thinking about many complicated and be-
wildering things and wondering what and why of it all. He is a thinker. After writing,
re-writing; thinking, re-thinking; reading, re-reading, he comes up with words to put it
all together so that the rest of the world will benefit from it. He is the thinker with solu-
tions and non-solutions, whichever the case may be. He is an editor.

Whatever the subject, whether it be religion, education, politics, or just idle gossip,
it is the problems of theworldandthe people in it. To be a good editor, he must know the
whole thing. He must study his subjects from every angle. He must read everything
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written on the subject, listen to speeches, talk to people about it, see what the old philos-ophers had to say about it, and then put it all together into as few words as possible.Those few words must be so well chosen that it really and truly and completely conveysthe ideas that took hours, days, months, and years to think out. It must be a masterpiece.It must be his best. Nothing less will do.
The editor must be a dedicated person, not one to think lightly on any subject. If heis good, thousands of people will read his writing and be influenced by it. If he is a trueeditor, he realizes this and considers it when he writes. The world may be changed byhis editorial. The word editorial does not say it well. It is far, far more; it is reasoning,sound thinking, firm conclusions, and much more. It's the summation of all that has beensaid and thought; it is the meatof it all in a nutshell. That is an editorial, and what it willdo is stupendous when you think of it. If you can control the thinking of people, you willcontrol the world. This responsibility is on the editor. It is no little thing to be takenlightly. The editor is the one who puts ideas into words so the others will know. lie isthe one who creates, builds, and remodels ideas of present and past to form conclusionsthe world needs and is .asking for. The world depends upon him. He is the guide tobring hazy, dim, and confused ideas to light and put them all in their right perspectives.lie must think clearly and write wisely; he is dedicated to his cause because so muchdepends on it. His influence cannot and never will be measured in the good or harm hehas done to the world he lives in. Think before you leap, think before you write. Think,think, think, then think some more. The results are immeasurable.

EDITING

I do as little editing as possible. However, I do cut out all profanity and slang, as 1feel it cheapens my publication. As a rule, I print exactly what I get. With some long-winded articles, I cut out parts, and sometimes send them back to the writer to be short-ened. An example of this is in our last April issue. The editorial is another thing. Thereyou can say what you like. It's the editor's job. to get as much over-all coverage aspossible; do not let anyone dominate the whole show, It's the duty of the editor to writeletters requesting county supervisors and others to reporton industrial arts in their areato ensure full over-all coverage. Ha little caution is not used, the publication will becomenarrow and reflect only the wishes of the editor.

PAY FOR EDITORS

School publications seldom get paid. They do it for the good of the cause. Sometimesit is rewarding and sometimes thankless. In Florida, the Florida Industrial Arts Asso-ciation pays $100 to the editor to attend the national convention. That's all the pay I get,unless you consider the satisfaction of a job well done as pay. If 1 had more time, I'ddo more, but, as is the case with most editors, they are all busy men. The old sayingfits here: "If you want a fellow to do a job, ask a busy man, not an idle man."

TENURE OF THE EDITOR

Some organizations have a new editor every year. As a rule, this is not good, espe-cially if your publication is more than a one-page newsletter. It takes a new person sometime to get acquainted with it in order to do the job well. It's good to have a new editorwork with the oldeditor for a timebefore taking over the job. One caution 1 have for a neweditor is: Don't upset the applecart with the first several issues, because you may findout it was a pretty good applecart after all. Some of our best publications in this fieldkeep the editors for years and years. I feel that when you have a good thing going youshould keep it well oiled so it keeps on going. But if it's not good, get rid of it quick,before it gets to be a habit.

COSTS OF PUBLISHING

It costs us about $600 to $700 to publish each issue of about 2,000 to 2,500 copies.Advertising pays about half of this, and the association pays the rest. We send it out andhave a commercial printer print it.
Mailing is about $50 per issue. We do not use the special rate permits that many do.It is expensive, but we of the executive board of the Florida Industrial Arts Associa-tion feel that it must be good or not at all. It carries our image to the 2,000 places it
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goes. Industrial arts in Florida has prospered, and I like to think that our publication
had something to do with it. We send it to the legislators and everyone whom we feel
has anything to do with industrial arts.

We charge $175 for a full-page ad in all four issues for the school year. My univer-
sity pays for their ad on the back cover, the same as all the rest of the advertisers. I

like to think that this is one reason why industrial arts has prospered and expanded at
the University of Tampa while other college programs in the state have dried up and
dropped out altogether.

So far, I have only been able to get a half-page ad for one issue from any other col-
lege or university. I always print university news whenever I get it, but Florida State
in Tallahassee is about the only one that sends me anything and they send more than I
can print.

HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE

As editor, it is easy to get everyone mad at you. You don't print their stuff, or you
say the wrong thing. Everyone can pick on the editor, so it is good to find as many ways
to fend off all this as much as possible and yet do the job. A few of the ways 1 do this is
by answering every bit of news sent to me and telling them how glad I am to get it and that
it is real important, but I just don't have room this time. However, one full-page adver-
tiser took out a page, saying he didn't authorize it for this year and that the ad was old
and out of date, etc. I wrote to him in a little other tone telling him that those who do
business in Florida are those who advertise in the quarterly bulletin. Another thing 1
have been doing for years is to give the past president a bound copy of the quarterly

eulletins that were printed while he was -in office. They all have his picture and his
president's page in every issue. I also try:to print as many names as I can. People like
to see their name in print. They also like to have their picture in print, so I print as
many pictures as possible. However, I always see to it that everything has to do with
industrial arts. Don't try to make it look like anything else. You can be a friend or an
enemy by the way you do it.

Mr. Bignell is on the faculty of the University of Tampa, Tampa, Florida.

State Publications: Medium for Public Relations
Arvid Van Dyke

Most editors of state publications will, upon request, produce a number of reasons
why their state organizations prepare news publications. Along with the desire to provide
the membership a service, most editors consider that public relations is a primary
function.

In what ways can this be achieved?
First, the publication provides what might be called "internal Public Relations."

Related to this term is anothercommunication. The newsletter lets the membership
know what is happening. They read about the convention, the programseven speeches,
and they are better informed about themselves. Too often we assume that the left hand
knows what the right hand is doing. People need to communicate; likewise, our organize-
dons must communicate within themselves.

Internally, the publication provides continuity from year to year. The names of the
Executive Board and Officers can appear in each issue, along with key dates and com-
mittee reports. The editor may wish to publish a membership form for the convenience
of those who wish to join. Convention issues bring factual reports and records to the
attention of all concerned and thereby encourage continued effort toward strong planning
and programming.

Giving credit where credit is due may result when editors seek out unrecognized
programs and report on these efforts. Often these programs are new and innovative
what better way to encourage change than by recognizing those who are changing? leachers
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in many parts of the state will be much encouraged by reports which show other hard-working teachers pushing toward common professional goals.Secondly, state publications serve as external public relations mediums. Each statehas those individuals who should know more about our programs and services to theirchildren, The printed page is one of the most sophisticated forms of communication.Everyone recognizes the significance of a news item which has appeared in a local paper.The state publications convey this same prestige.
Editors should conoider the following groups of individuals as regular recipients ofthe state publication;

1. Principals and superintendents in schools which offer or do not offer industrialarts.
2. Personnel in the State Department of Education and Bureaus of Vocational Edu-cation.
3. Administrators in colleges and universities where industrial arts education isoff e red.
4. Legislators on state committees related to industrial arts education.5. Commercial exhibitors who are serving the membership through their displaysat annual conventions.
6. Groups serving the same Individuals as your organization serves. On this listwould be the American Industrial Arts Association, School Shop Magazine, Indus-trial Arts and Vocational Education, ERIC, and the U.S. Office of Education.Groups such as these refer often to our publications for information they canfurther relay through their publications.

As editors, the concern should be that more people are reading and talking about ourprograms in,industrial arts. As they look through our publications, they must see the new,the successful, the continuing programs that industrial arts provides across the state.Let the people know( When they know you, they support you. The printed page cantell our story.

Dr. Van Dyke is a member of the Industrial Education faculty at Western Kentucky University, BowlingGreen, Kentucky.
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Study of Industry



MACOThe Manufacturing and Construction
Technology Component

Richard A. Kruppa

The materials processing curriculum includes the studies of manufacturing and con-struction technology. The foundation of thesestudies is drawn strongly from the Rationaleand Structure for Industrial Arts Subject Matter derived in 1966 by the Industrial ArtsCurriculum l'roject at the Ohio State University. The rational asserts that industry re-sides in the economic institution.
The economic institution provides both material and non-material outputs (see Figure1).

Economic System

Genetic IIndustrial

Extroctive

!Manufacturing Construct ion

The Economy

Figure 1

Non-Material
Generating Activity

Adapted from a rationale
and structure for industriol
arts subject matter.

The material portion of the economic institution is made up of three sub-groups.Genetic production, the first of these, includes those material outputs which are biologicaland are harvested in nature. Examples include fish, trees, and potatoes. The secondsub-group, extractive production, is characterized by mining and includes one-timeremoval of solids, liquids, and gases from the earth and its atmosphere.
Industrial production, the third subgroup, differs from theothers in that a substantialchange in the form of the material is involved. In addition, the first two sub-groups makeup the inputs for industrial production.
Industrial production is made up of the manufacturing and construction technologies.Manufacturing production occurs in a factory and yields a product which will be con-sumed away from the point of manufacture, Clothing, furniture, and automobiles aremanufactured products.
Construction production occurs not in a factory but on a site and is utilized at thesite. Buildings, bridges, and dams are constructed works.

STRUCTURE OF THE CONTENT AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Undergraduate courses at Bowling Green are of two types. The core or lowerdivision courses are conceptual in nature. All students in the department enroll in thecore courses, in which the conceptual knowledge of construction and manufacturing ispresented.
Concentration courses follow those of the core. Various groups of these courses maybe selected by the student to benefit his professional development (see Figure 2).Segments of the conceptual structure are studied in detail within the concentrationcourses. For example, methods of combining materials as classes are structured andstudied in a core course. In a concentration course titled "welding," the student learnsin detail and practices one family of combining processes. The emphasis of this reportwill be the description of core courses which examine materials, processes, and manage-ment.
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Core Concentration

Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior

Materials Manufacturing Manufacturing Manufacturing
and 1 course 6 courses 6 courses &

Processes required elective independent
study, elective

2 courses Construction Construction Construction
required 1 course 3 courses 4 courses &

required elective independent
study, elective

Manufacturing and Construction Curriculum Sequence

Figure 2

CORE COURSES

All students enroll in two materials processing courses in the freshman year. Neither
of these is prerequisite for the other. The content of the course is similar, except that
one course deals with the industrial processing of metallic materials while the other
explores non-metallic industrial materials and their accompanying processes. The con-
tent structure of the courses is similar in certain aspects, as it relates to materials
and processes. The students explore the nature of metallic and non-metallic materials
with regard to their states or phases, atomic structure, bonding, properties, and means
by which the materials are processed.

Laboratory activities include, in part, conducting tests of physical and chemical
properties. For example, students conduct studies of mechanical and chemical moisture
loss in ceramic bodies, moisture contentof wood samples, burn and odor tests of plastics,
view the grain structure of metal samples that have been conditioned at various tempera-
tures, tensile strength test metal samples, and conduct a Rockwell hardness test.

The study of processes is facilitated by teaching the taxonomic divisions of separat-
ing, forming, and combining. These conceptual classes are studied to determine similari-
ties in processes, regardless of material or machine. For example, students learn that
principles of chip removal can be applied to many types of cutting devices and materials.

Casting, for example, is studied as being the same, conceptually, whether we are
dealing with hot metals or cold liquid plastics. All common industrial processing methods
are developed in a similar way. In this portion of the courses, students develop a limited
degree of skill along with the knowledge of safe and proper operation of machines.

Students in both courses investigate various processes that are not represented in
the laboratory and file reports. Such topics might include broaching, laser welding, or
robot transfer and assembly. In the laboratory, students construct simple devices that
demonstrate the processes and report to the class.

The two freshmen-level core courses establish a basis for two sophomore courses
manufacturing technology and construction technology. In the manufacturing technology
course, the students work in groups and establish managed production systems. The
production problems serve as vehicles to facilitate learning about industrial organization,
plant engineering, industrial engineering, purchasing, production planning and control,
manufacturing concepts of standard stock, component production and assembly, and quality
control. The content structure for the experience is drawn from both the IACI' Rationale
and Structure referred to above and the Common Body of Knowledge for Management
Consultants developed by the Association of Consulting Management Engineers. The
student groups proceed through each of these phases of the managed production system,
discovering and solving problems as they become manifest. The course concludes with
a comprehensive written report and presentation to the entire class. Manufactured
products have included such simple items as desk sets, key chains, plastic games, screw
jacks, jack stands, and flashlights, to name a few.

The core course in construction technology, as that of manufacturing, utilizes the
general knowledge of materiabrand proca,ses developed at the freshman level. Concepts
and skills unique to the construction industry are developed M this sophomore-level
course.
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The content of construction production is developed as students are provided withfirst-hand experiences clea ring the site, earth working, building sub- and super-structures,and finishing the project.
Construction management knowledge is imparted as students, in groups, conductfeasibility studies for real or simulated construction projects. These teams establishproject needs, study sites and plat maps, building codes, zoning legislation and othercity/county/state/federal legal aspects, financing, profit estimates (for revenue-produc-ing projects), design structures, and recommend to continue or cancel the project.Included in these studies is the production of a site and project model.
The feasibility studies have included actual projects, including a community recrea-tion facility for Oakwood, Ohio, and a mobile home park. Simulated projects have in-cluded, among others, an automobile speed complex, county airport, university parkingfacility, and golf course.

CONCENTRATION COURSES

The core courses described above are taken byall the department's students and areIntended to develop not only a fundamental knowledge of construction and manufacturingtechnology, but to provide a basis for career decision-making. As a result of the corecourses in manufacturing, for example, a student may decide that he wishes to furtherhis knowledge in the area, or to conclude it.
Concentration courses solve the function of developing in-depth knowledge of par-ticular, significant areas of manufacturing and construction. Students enroll in themduring their junior and senior years.
Current courses include: Manufacturing: Machine Tool Processing, Casting l'roc-esses, Plastics Technology, Sheet Metal Forming and Fabrication, Welding, IndustrialEnvironmental Control, Strength of Materials, and Ceramic and Wood Processing:Construction: Light Building Construction 1 and 11, Land Planning and Development, andCivil Construction. In addition, students have an opportunity to conduct advanced studiesin industrial laboratories and independent studies.
Student activity in the concentration courses consists mainly of individual advancedproblems and experiences culminating in the fabrication of equipment, manufacturingprocedures, or special tooling, and includes problems conducted cooperatively among theareas of GRACO, MACO, andEl'IC. Examples of such advanced work include a recently-completed extrusion blow molder for plastic bottle production. The machine was designedin one area, fabricated in another, powered and instrumented in a third. Other cooperativeprojects include a migrant worker housemade of plastic, a magnification device for over-head projectors, an extrudate take-off system for plastic extrusion, and an automobiledesigned to exceed future Departmentof Transportation specifications for passenger cars.

WORKSHOPS AND SPECIAL OFFERINGS

During the summer session, various one-time workshops, institutes, and specialofferings are made by the manufacturing and construction faculty. Some of these include:New Techniques in Welding, Destructive Testing, Non-Destructive Testing, 1ACP Worldof Manufacturing, IACP World of Construction, Plastics Processing Technology, TheAutomotive IndustryManufacturing Organization and Procedures, Programming Nu-merically-Controlled Machine Tools, and Ferro Cement Applications. These specialofferings are made for both graduates and undergraduates.

CONCLUSION

This report reflects curriculum development at a point in time. Our curriculumreflects the work of many faculty members and graduate assistants and is continuallyevolving. Under study is the reorganization of the core segment to include a high-levelsynthesis simulation and modification and expansion of the concentration offerings toinclude manufacturing systems analysis, production planning, tool design, metrology,materials handling, and other rides.

TEXT AND REFERENCE BOOKS (core courses)
Amrine, H. J., Ritchey, J. A., and Hulley,O. S. Manufacturing Organization and Manage-ment. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966.
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Association of Consulting Management Engineers, Inc. Common Body of Knowledge for
Management Consultants. New York: Association of Consulting Management Engi-
neers, 1957.

Baird, R. J. Industrial Plastics. South Rolland, Illinois: The Goodheart-Willcox Co.,
Inc., 1971.

*DeGarmo, P. E. Materials and Processes in Manufacturing. New York: 'Me MacMillan
Company, 1970.

Hackett, D. F., and Spielman, P. E. Modern Wood Technology. Milwaukee: The Bruce
Publishing Company, 1968.

Norton, F. II. Elements of Ceramics. Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Pub-
lishing Company, 1952.

*Patton, J. W. Materials in Industry. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1968.

*Peurifoy, R.. L. Construction Planning, Equipment and Methods. 2nd ed., New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970.

Towers, E. R., Lux, D. G., and Ray, W. E. A Rationale and Structure for Industrial Arts
Subject Matter. Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio state University, 1966.
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Dr. Kruppa is an Assistant Professor and Coordinator of Manufacturing Technology in the Department of
Industrial Education and Technology at Bowling Green Stole University in.Bowling Green, Ohio, 43403.

Teaching the Functions of Industry
in Industrial Arts

Charles E. Campbell

If one is to teach middle school students about the functions of industry, there are
many issues which need to be examined. Most important of these is the student and where
he is in his developmental processes. The community is very important when consider-
ing with which of the functions of industry the student will be able to identify. The facili-
ties and the limitations that they impose are not too important to an instructor interested
in using the enterprise approach to teaching students about American industry.

If one is to realistically consider teaching the functions of industry, he must look to
see where an industrial problem originates. This is the conceptual idea and design of a
product. This product must be one with which the students involved can identify. A suc-
cessful technique to develop such a product is the brainstorming session to get ideas.
From an original list of student ideas, all but a few are eliminated. Using color render-
ings, the students record ideas for products from these few remaining ideas. After sev-
eral design and elimination sessions, a product design is accepted and becomes the
product which the class will eventually produce.

A model is built, and if needbe, redesigned. This will then become the revised model
from which production drawings are made for future use.

The class decides on the materials to be used in the product. Specific specifications
are decided upon and special materials are ordered. From this decision, the industrial
engineering group is able to begin construction of jigs and fixtures.

Each eighth grade class is divided into fourdistinct divisions, with functions and sub-
functions. The four divisions are Research and. Development, Production, Marketing,
and Finance and Control.

In one semester of 90 hours, it is not only impractical but impossible to include all
of the functions and/or subfunctions of the above four activity areas. It is advisable that
one select only those functions and sub-functions that will provide a harmonious balance
between the cognitive and psychomotor, as well as provide the basis for the affective
domain to be shaped.
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In the area of It & I), the entire class is involved in the basic research for a productidea. The class is then broken into small groups, with some students choosing the It &area as a major area to explore. These students engage in the sub-functional areas ofnew product development and improvement, new process development and process im-provement, engineering testing, factory follow-up, and aid in sales assistance, althoughthe latter is usually grouped with the marketing area (refer to Figure 1).

RESEARCH-&-DEVELOPMENT
RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT PRODUCT ENGINEERING

BASIC RESEARCH
NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

ENGINEERINn TESTAND PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

APPLIED RESEARCH NEW PPOCESS DEVELOPMENT
FACTORY FOLLOW_UPAND PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

PRODUCT REDEVELOPMENT
FOR COST REDUCTION

The activity area of production attracts and accommodates the largest numbers ofstudents. Students in this area are subdivided into the six functions of the area, whichare: Plant Engineering, Industrial Engineering, Purchasing, Production Planning andControl, Manufacturing, and Quality Control.
The area of plant engineering has students working in the area of facility design andspecification and maintenance. Activities could include building conveyors, remodelingexisting conveyors, or providing maintenance on existing equipment that has been pur-chased from commercial sources.
Industrial engineering provides students with many opportunities in,the area of plantlayout, material handling process studies, construction of equipment, and constructionof jigs and fixtures. This group may find it necessary to combine with either the plantengineering department, the production planning and control department, or both duringsome parts of the experience.
The function of purchasing offers only limited experience for a few who are directlyinvolved with the purchasing research andthe actual buying and purchase records. Some-times it is advisable that this responsibility be turned over to those few students workingin the area of finance and control.
Production planning and control is usually a small department, but very active in thevarious sub-functions. These students are continually working on material procurement,operation scheduling, requisitioning of needed tools, jigs, and fixtures, as well as per-formance reporting on existing inter-company manufacturing accomplishments (refer toFigure 2).
Manufacturing is another area in which the entire class participates directly. Stu-dents are involved in the production of individual parts, the simple assembly of parts, andthe final assembly and packaging of products for consumer use. Another area which isestablished in all companies is reclamation or salvage of products not passed by qualitycontrol. This usually takes place as an outgrowth of the actual production line activities.Quality control is not as active during the tooling-up stages as it is during the actualproduction of the product. This is one area that does not reorganize during the actualproduction of the product. This is due to the extreme technical emphasis placed on thequality of the product.
Marketing is a large area, as it provides the student with many cognitive and psycho-motor activities. The function of advertising and sales promotion offers students theopportunity to plan a real advertising campaign. This is student-designed from thepreparation of the original copy, media selected, and the actual production of all materialsused in the advertising of the product.
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PRODUCTION

PLANT ENGINEERING
UTILITIES DESIGN AND OPERATION

FACILITIES DESIGN AND
SPECIVICATION

NAPITENANCE

PLANT EQUIPMENT CONTROL

PRODUCTION PLANNING
AND CONTROL

OPERATION SCHEDULING

TOOl. JIG. FIXTURE AND GAGE
PROCUREMENT

PRODUCTION
INSTRUCTION
DISTRIBUTION

I NDUSTR I L ENGINEERING
M MODS STUDY

P LAYOUT

MATERIALS HANDLING STUDY

TOOL. JIG, FIXTURE, AND PATTERN
MANUFACTURE AND REPAIR

PURCHASING
BUYING

PURCHASE RECORDS
AND FILES

PURCHASE RESEARCH

MANUFACTURING QUALITY CONTROL

PART MANUFACTURE

SUBASSEMBLY

FINAL ASSEMBLY

SERVICE AND REPAIR

CONTROL METHODS DEVELOPMENT

INSPECTION AND TEST

The sub-function of sales planning is a class activity. The entire class Is approached
to examine the cost of materials, the pricingof the product, and the hidden costs involved.
The acceptance in package design for the product is also a class activity. The design is
derived from students working in both HD and advertising.

Sales operations and physical distribution are usually worked together as one opera-
tion or process after the production run (refer to Figure 3).

MARKETING

MARKETING RESEARCH
PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS

DETERMINATION

SALES PLANNING
BUDGETING

PACKAnING

ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN PLANNING

COPY PREPARATION

MEDIA SELECTION

PRODUCTION

SALES OPERATIONS
ORDER SERVICE

SELLING

SALES PROMOTION
PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT

SALES AIDS

PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION
WAREHOUSING

SHIPPING

The last activity area, Finance and Control, is an important area, even though it is
best kept small in number of participating students. The activities that it performs are
the actual finding of methods to finance the company's operations. This is usually done
through the sale of stock certificates. All orders, bills, and receipts are handled and
filed through this area. This group also has the responsibility to return all stock divi-
dends and the original price of the stock certificates to the investors (refer to Figure 4).
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FINANCE- &- CONTRO

FINANCE CONTROL

FINANCIAL MANNING

CUSTODY OF FCEDS

SUMMARY

The preceding will give one a brief overview of the activities that students are in-volved in and exposed to in the teaching of the functions of industry. This is a method ofinstruction, not just so much subject matter about industry. The list of activities is notcomplete, but they are compatible withthe intellectual and physical maturity of the middleschool student. They will challenge him and prepare him for many of his future life ex-periences. The product is not the physical product produced, but is in fact the student.The cognitive and affective areas that develop within the student are indeed reflec-tive of those that are not often developed until a much later period in life. They arc alsoidentifiable with general education. It is one method of instruction which puts the studentat the center of the curriculum rather than the teacher (refer to Figure 5).
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Junior High Manufacturing with the
Functions of Industry

Clarence L Daughtry

Tbaching with the functions of industry can best be described as teaching with a total
industry concept. By total industry, we mean to include not only the actual production of
the product as course content, but also the related functions of industry that aid in pro-
duction. These related functions are as mucha part of industry as is production, and any
attempt to relate industry in an industrial arts class should include these supporting
functions.

These related functions include Research and Development, Finance and Control,
Secretarial and Legal, Organization, Personnel Administration, External Relations, and
Marketing. Under these functions can be included all the activities normally found in a
manufacturing industry. The original idea for these functions comes from the Common
Body of Knowledge for Management Consultants.1 From this source of information and
others, graduate students at Georgia Southern College in Statesboro, Georgia, have com-
piled an industrial arts curriculum guide called Industrie Arts for the Middle Grades
MANUFACTURING.2 This guide attempts toaid teachers in structuring their own courses
to teach with the functions of industry. Such a course allows the students many role-
playing experiences in which they have a chance to play the parts of people who perform
the functions of industry. Behavioral objectives are established in each of the functional
areas, and the students are assigned roles that provide for the attainment of these objec-
tives.

Another goal of a course of this type is career development. While developing a
knowledge and understanding of modern industry is a primary goal, the role-playing
experience also aids in career development. The student can learn to identifywith real
life situations in a controlled laboratory environment. Many of the pressures of real life
can be applied, and the situation can become very real for the students. When the total
industry concept is used, the student can gain insights into many different functions of
industry not normally covered in an introductory industrial arts class. Production is
usually emphasized, and the other functions neglected or only lightly touched.

1 teach seventh grade industrial arts to both boys and girls, and I have tried to adapt
this method of teaching to my own situation. This is my first year of involvement in such
a situation, and many of the problems are yet to be worked out.

The first step in my approach was to involve the students immediately in a con-
trolled laboratory experience. The only prior information furnished to them was a safety
briefing and the knowledge that they were going to produce a product that was useful to
them. The product, a small puzzle, wasproduced on power equipment using jigs and fix-
tures and massproductiontechniques. Thedevices were designed to be as safe as possible
and also to be nearly mistake-proof. Each student was assigned a job and given instruc-
tions as to how to perform his job. A puzzle for everyone was produced in only two class
periods, and interest was at a peak. After production was over, we discussed the produc-
tion of the product at length, and each of the supporting functions was brought in. The
students were shown how each of the functions worked to support the actual production of
the product.

After a period of study in which supporting material was introduced, the students
were allowed to select a product from a group of suggestions. After the product selec-
tion, a company was formed to produce the product and vice-presidents were chosen to
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represent each of the function areas of Industry. We then discussed the activities thateach function wound need to engage in to aid in the production and sale of the product.
At this point, each vice-president and his assistants set out to perform the activitiesthat were assigned to them.

The Research and Development group worked with ways to improve the product,methods of developing the product, tests of finishes and materials, research on similar
products, and other things related to the research and development function. One specificexercise was that of preparing samples of various finishes.

Finance and Control worked on a method of obtaining financial support for the com-pany. The method chosen was selling stock in the company. Stock certificates were de-signed and printed to be sold to the class. The persons working with control kept accuraterecords of all money and all transactions dealing with the money. This group also printed
checks to pay the company bills and setup a bank within the classroom structure. Another
activity in this area wat:: the developnientof a company payroll and the printing of "money"to pay the employees with. Deductions were made in a student's pay for absences andfailure to work up to expectations. Takes, insurance, and other usual deductions werealso taken out.

The Secretarial and Legal group dealt with the activities normally assigned to secre-taries and lawyers. The secretaries wrote letters, prepared records of all meetings and
other activities, kept files on employees and correspondence, and handled the orderingof supplies. The lawyers worked on obtaining a patent for the product, obtaining a com-pany charter, and did research on how to get a business permit and on what taxes anindustry has to pay.

In the area of Personnel Administration, job applications were prepared and filledout by all prospective employees. These prospects were then interviewed, tested, evalu-
ated, hired, and assigned to jobs for the actual production of the product. A puzzle-type
manual dexterity test was constructed, and each student was given a timed test on this.
The more skilled persons were assigned the more complex Jobs. Personnel also worked
with Finance and other areas to develop and administer the pay scale and other employeebenefits. During and after the actual production, evaluations were made of the effective-ness of the employees. At times, it was necessary to reassign the students to less dif-ficult or more complex jobs.

The organization group helped all the areas of the company to work together. They
developed an organizational chart for the industry and worked with management personnel
to insure that all related activities were leading to the same goal, which was the produc-tion and sale of the product at a profit.

Production had perhaps the biggest jebol all. They had to plan and execute the actual
production of the product. They were, however, able to call upon other members of thecompany to act as employees during the production phase. Their basic jobs consistedof the drawing of the product, the making of jigs and fixtures, making preparations forand operating a quality control system, arranging the lab facility for production, and
determining exactly what types of Jobs would be available during production. From thelist of jobs available, personnel wrote job descriptions and tried to fit each person in theJob for which he or she was best suited.

Even before production began, the Marketing group made plans for the packaging,
distribution, and sale of the product. A market research survey was taken to determinethe demand for the product. Orders were taken and production quotas were set. This
group also developed an advartising campaign consisting of posters, slogans, and tape-recorded advertisements meant for use on radio or television. A package was designedfor the product and produced during production. Guarantees were also developed andincluded in the package. The firstproducthad no need for a set of operation instructions,
so they were left out.

The last function, External Relations, worked to improve the image of industrial artsin the school and the community. Free samples of the product were given to the princi-
pal, superintendent, and other community leaders. A small company newspaper was also
published to lettheother students in the school know what we were doing in industrial arts.After the product was sold and all monies collected, all excess money above the costof production was distributed among the stockholders as profit. Each student was able
to make a 75-cent profit, as well as receiving one of the products. The first product pro-duced was a pencil-letter holder combination designed to hold six pencils and a numberof letters. They sold very well, and a group of about 100 students produced and soldover 200 of them at 75 cents each.
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After the completion of this first product, other related information was studied to
give the students a better over-all view of industry. Films and field trips were used in
certain situations. The development of tool skills was given very little consideration in
this course. It is felt that if a student develops an interest in the study of industry or a
particular industry, he will then be able to concentrate on developing the skills necessary
for this industry. This course is only an introdoction.

After this period of study, the students were allowed to select, develop, produce, and
market a product of their own choosing. With this and each product to follow, the teacher
does less and less of the work in preparation for production, and the students do more
and more.

The results of my work indicate to me that this is a very practical way to approach
the teaching of an introductory industrial arts course. The method is not without faults,
but neither is any other method. The students arc well motivated and greatly gratified
by the results of their efforts. The quality of the product. produced is often considerably
better than that of an individually-produced project. This method is also a little easier
on the teacher, in that he works on only one product at a time.

The student gains many insights into and understandings of modern industry, a knowl-
edge of the tools, materials, and processes of industry, and also is able to determine if
working in industry might be the occupation for him.
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Common Body of Knowledge for Management Consultants, Association of Consulting Man-
agement Engineers, Inc., September 1957.

Industrial Arts for the Middle Grades, Xlanufacturing, Georgia State Department of Edu-
cation, 1971.

Mr. Daughtry is a member of the faculty at Jenkins County Elementary School, Millen, Georgia.

Simulated Building Carpentry Program,
Spring Mountain Youth Camp

Robert R. Hildebrandt

Spring Mountain Youth Camp, one of Clark County's Juvenile detention facilities, is
located in the mountains about 50 miles from Las Vegas, Nevada. Many social scientists
have termed it one of the most successful institutions of its kind, with a recidivism rate
of 11.8%, compared to the national norm of 40% to 50%.

The Youth Camp atmosphere lends itself to creative and innovative curricular ap-
proaches by the school facility. Within this framework, the successful implementation of
the Simulated Building Carpentry Program was possible. The present school year (1971-
72) is the first detailed implementation of the building program developed at Texas A & M

University.
In looking at the program briefly, one would find a student-determined rationale of

logical progression. The drafting department developed the plans for the structure with
consultation by the Clark County Building Inspection Department. Most of the students
who participated in this program became involved in the actual plan development process.

With an idea of the structure to be built, the testing program was developed. Three
tests were used on a pre-test post-test evaluation. These included the Qualifying.Test
for Apprenticeship and Training Applicants, UnitedBrotherhoodofCarpenters and Joiners
of America, the Kuder Preference Record, Form C. Vocational, and a reactionaire infor-
mally evaluated by five to ten individuals working in the construction industry.

Two one-hour seminars were held following the testing program. These helped de-
scribe some procedures for plan reading and layout techniques.

To give the student a chance to practice some fundamental building procedures, a
scale model of frame construction was made by each student (scale 1 inch equals 1 foot).
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Soft wood in scale sizes fastened by tack nails was used in the model frame. Expertisein the scale building was one of the qualifications for the simulated roles in the "BuildingCarpentry Program."
In preparation for the actual building program, a seminar concerning occupationalinformation dealing with building trades was held. This was a supplement to an earlierminicourse concerning occupations and professions. Several consultants from localagencies voluntee;:ed to come to the camp to give their first-hand knowledge concerninglabor, apprenticeship, building codes, contracts, bid and wage considerations. Theseindividuals were enthusiastically accepted and almost universally quizzed.Another short seminar was held to introduce the roles and provisions of the simu-lation game. Along with the introduction, applications were filled out for the jobs orroles contained in the game. The jobs included: General Contractor, Auditor, Sub-Contracting CompanyBusiness Manager, Foreman, and Journeyman. The societalaspects of the game are also identified as: Taxes, Bankruptcy and Welfare (similartreatment), Judicial Action, SpendingIncomeInvestment and Expenses, and Evalua-tion (Status or Achievement).

As the game proceeds to a working society, the many necessary functions of its mem-bers is heavily dramatized. Employment is one of the first provisions necessary. Struc-tured into employer-employee
relationships, the actual work becomes a tool for a veryeffective learning experience in human dynamics. The technical information that is gainedby job experience is also a valuable lesson.

Strikes, collective bargaining, and mediation are also important considerations inmany avenues of employment. Teachings in all these areas are brought out by the dramaand intrigue of the game, a game which simulates occupational life in a realistic environ-ment.

Mr. Hildebrandt is industrial arts and occupational instructor, Spring Mountain Youth Camp, operated bythe Clark County School District and the Clark County Juvenile Court Services.

An Assessment of the American Industry
Project: Past, Present, and Future

Harry B. Olstad

In 1961, a group of staff members at Stout met to discuss the shortcomings of indus-trial artsespecially those programs being challenged by concerned educators whoclaimed that industrial arts was too narrow in scope and not meeting the needs of expand-ing secondary school curriculums.
Of the objectives commonly claimed by industrial arts, only a few were being fulfilledin an effective manner. The development of skills has traditionally been the strong domainof industrial arts, even though the philosophy of industrial arts had tended to down-playany emphasis on skills. Thediscovery anddevelopment of talents, interests, and aptitudeshad traditionally been achieved through exposure to a few materials such as woods andmetals or trades such as drafting and electricity. Problem solving was limited to projectsand technical activities rather than to industry. Activities and instruction leading to anunderstanding of industry were practically nen-existent or so limited in portraying thetotality of industry as to be valueless. From this rather discouraging evaluation of tradi-tional industrial arts programs came a determination to search for some means ofstrengthening industrial arts by redirecting its emphasis on skills to a new emphasis onunderstanding industry. Problem solving related to industry would serve well as anaccompanying emphasis, especially considering its implications for conceptual learningand the conceptual orientation desirable for the study of industry.
Following this initial assessment of industrial arts, several funding grants werearranged in order to review the implications of the study and to determine the feasibilityof continued research leading to a secondary school program providing for the study ofindustry. This led to a four-year grantfrom the USOE, during which the American Indus-try Project became a reality.
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Under the American Industry Project, industry was defined, given a conceptual struc-
ture based on 13 broad understandings called concepts, and content was organized for
each concept. The structuring of industry and organization of content was accomplished
through cooperation from industrial and labor leaders, educational consultants, secondary
school industrial arts teachers, and the staff at University of Wisconsin-Stout. This body
of knowledge was cons i de red appropriate for three secondary school courses called levels.

Instructor's Guides were developed for all three secondary school courses or levels.
Instructional media for the first two levels was developed and coordinated with the In-
structor's Guides. In addition, student booklets were written for the first level and also
coordinated with the Level 1 Instructor's Guide.

In order to provide teachers with the competencies necessary to teach this new pro-
gram, a four-year undergraduate program of studies leading to a Bachelor's degree in
American Industry was established at Stout.

Over a period of three years, the first and second level instructional materials were
field-tested in a number of secondary schools in Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Ohio.

In 1968, an NDEA institute was conductedfor the training of teams of secondary school
teachers. In 1969, an EPDA grant provided for a consortium with ten other universities
for training teacher educators in the program of American Industry.

PRESENT

The conclusion of funding produced a period of reorganizing, regrouping, and re-
establishing our goals within the limited resources of the university. During this time, it
became necessary to eva I ua teour position in theuniversity's total program. An additional
concern included an evaluation of American Industry's impact on schools in the state of
Wisconsin and the need for servicing those schools through a retraining program for
industrial arts teachers. Consequently, by means of off-campus extension classes, more
than 200 teachers in Wisconsin and Minnesota have been and are being retrained for
teaching American Industry.

American Industry is presently an established program of studies for the bacca-
laureate degree at Stout and is an emphasis within the Master's Degree in industrial edu-
cation.

The Level II Instructor's Guide has recently been revised and updated.
A limited program of publicity is being maintained through correspondence and through

a comprehensive feature article in the May-June 1971 issue of Man/Society/Technology.
Consortium workshops in American Industry are being assisted with instructional

materials and consultant services.
Two institutes have been conducted in Tokyo, Japan, by American Industry staff mem-

bers for Department of Defense Schools in the Pacific area. Here American Industry is
being introduced for its contribution to career development.

American Industry is presently exerting a strong influence on the reorganization of
the School of Industry and lbchnology at Stout, leading to a broader conceptual organiza-
tion of departments.

FUTURE
Today's future for American Industry is as challenging and exciting for me as it was

at the time I first became associated with the project about seven years ago; however,
that optimism is now established on a confidence in a rationale, structure, content, and
instructional materials that are meaningful to the secondary school industrial education
program.

One of the most interesting prospects in the future of American Industry results
from some of our field-testing experiences, combined with a strong national trend in
education.

During the time of the field-testing of the American Industry instructional materials,
the statement was made by school counsellors and administrators that American Industry
was providing a much broader and more meaningful exploratory opportunity than had ever
been experienced in the past. Students were now given a chance to explore management,
finance, production, procurement, and the other broad conceptual areas of American
Industry rather than the previous limited exposure to a few occupations and materials
made available through traditional industrial arts. Thisnewly-realized facet of American
Industry coordinated with the recent emphasis on career.development provides an exciting
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dimension to the school curriculum. Here we have a course which develops an under-standing of industry in a society that is highly industrialized. It is a course suitable forall students. In this course, students have an opportunity to encounter materials andprocesses of all types, to be a part of management, to use communication skills, to applyprinciples of finance, to experience relationships, to conduct research, and to be involvedin all the conceptual areas considered basic to a study of industry. Out of this may comethe discovery of interests and aptitudes related to all areas of the school curriculum.Through these experiences, the student is privileged to discover either academic or non-academic talents. Rather than a course which serves only a limited segment of the schoolpopulation, we now have a course, American Industry, which serves the career develop-ment needs of the total school curriculum. If career development is considered as a con-tinuum covering the world of work, career orientation, career exploration, and careerdetermination, American Industry provides the broad meaningful experiences essentialfor career orientation and exploration for all students. American Industry's future isfirmly tied to career development.
Our society's concern over the knowledge explosion is making it evident that educa-tion must be based on broad, useable understandings called concepts. Because the studyof industry through the American Industry program is concept-oriented, the place ofAmerican Industry in the evolving curriculums will bemore and more appropriate. Edu-cation is rapidly approaching the day when there will be little time for factual learningwhen only the involvements and experiences leading to conceptualization will be permittedin the classroom. Therefore, I anticipate the time when American Industry will not onlyprovide appropriate content for progressive industrial education programs, but will bean essential part of the school curriculum because of its conceptual orientation.In 1968, the American Vocational Association published a revision of the booklet,A Guide to Improving Instruction in Industrial Arts. In this booklet we find the statement"Today's demands require an approach aimed at organizing basic concepts common to,and drawn from, all disciplines or areas of knowledge related to the total institution ofindustry." In other words, content for industrial arts education should be derived fromthe social institution of industry. This statement provides a broad interpretation of indus-try as it is to bepresented in the secondary schools. Considering the restricted interpre-tation given industry in the past, this statement might even be considered quite extreme.As education recognizes the real meaning of "deriving content from the social institutionof industry," industrial education, especially industrial arts, will take on a totally newimage. American Industry, with its conceptual approach to understanding industry, willplay an extremely important part in industrial education'snew role. In fact, as one looksat the trend being set by other innovative programs, one can only conclude that developingan understanding of industry will be the bigemphasis of the near future. American Indus-try is ready to play a dominant role in that future.
In Arizona, we are seeing a unique use of the American Industry program in repre-senting one of this country's most cherished institutionsthe free enterprise system.The conceptual structure of the knowledges necessary to understand American Industryplaces the 13 basic concepts of industry in an environment of government, public interest,resources, private property, and competition. These environmental concepts, especiallycompetition, provide a unique opportunity to study and experience the free enterprisesystem in relation to industry.
One of the unusual aspects of AmericanIndustry is its capacity to be interdisciplinary.Just as the free enterprise system is an integral part of the study of industry, so aremost disciplines appropriately considered within the study of industry. Industry is ofteninterpreted in literature; history tells us how industry has evolved; the labor movementmoves hand in hand with industry; sciences provide many of the knowledges used in indus-try; arts, business education, communication skills, andmathematics are functional partsof industry; physical education andmusic atthe professional level fall within the definitionof industry.
Many practical reasons exist for American Industry to become the hub or focus offunctional school curriculums. Such a use of American Industry has been considered bya number of educators and has already been implemented in the workshop for the Depart-ment of Defense schools of the Pacific. The interplay between the study of industry andthe other disciplines of the school is one of the most promising and exciting aspects ofAmerican Industry. Consider the educational integration which occurs as other teachersbecome consultants to American Industry or when problems, activities, and situationswhich are utilized in American Industry are focused upon and expanded in other classes.
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I feel that through American Industry, industrial education must take its place at the
center of the school curriculum, thereby providing for meaningful integration of the cur-
riculum, providing a conceptual framework for broad learning experiences, and provid-
ing a comprehensive approach to careerdevelopment. This potential for American Indus-
try in the future is neither impractical nor unrealistic.

While the preceding expectations for the future of American Industry are of a some-
what philosophical nature, some changes which are occurring will be specific and measur-
able. In the fall of 1971, the School of Applied Science and Technology at University of
Wisconsin-Stout became the School of Industry and Technology. The change in name took
place because of the new emphasis being placed on the study of industry. In reflecting this
new emphasis on industry, departments of the school are now designated as Graphic Com-
munications, Materials and Processes, Energy and Transportation, and Industrial Man-
agement. This departmental reorganization better represents the conceptual structure
of the study of industry and provides a basis for a revision of the program of studies in
industrial education.

At this time, most of the groundwork has been established for a program of studies
in industrial education which will be based on fundamental courses related to industry.
Regardless of whether a student chooses to major in American Industry, industrial arts
education, vocational or technical education, he will have the background necessary to
teach an introductory secondary school course in American Industry.. In other words,
every industrial education graduate of Stout will have a background in American Industry.
In numbers, this will amount to about 300 industrial education graduates each year. In
another four years, industrial education graduates of Stout will be either specialists in
American Industry, generalists with a background in American Industry and an emphasis
in some area such as Energy and Transportation, Graphic Communications, or Materials
and Processes, or a specialist in some vocational or technical area based on a background
of American Industry.

Finally, as to my expectations for my own personal future in American Industry, I
look forward to submerging my American Industry responsibilities in the total study of
industrial education, continuing to work with those who make the study of industry an
integral part of industrial education, meeting the industrial arts objective of developing
an understanding of industry and problem solving related to industry, while other areas
of industrial education work to meet the objectives of developing skills and competencies.
At that time, those of us who have worked in the development of American Industry will
be confident that American Industry has provided the new direction necessary for indus-
trial education to effectively meet all of its unique objectives.

Mr. Olstad is American Industry Program Director, School of Industry and Technology, at University of
WisconsinStout, Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751.

Student Incentive from a Business that Starts
in an Industrial Arts Lab

Steve A. Walker

Individuals having a responsibility to teach, direct, or supervise the student may find
it worthwhile to devote a measure of thought to the key words within the title of this
presentation.

Student: a person who studies or investigates; a person who is enrolled in school.

The first definition of student, "one who studies or investigates," certainly describes
a more meaningful involvement than the latter, "person who is enrolled in school" It
is the educator's primary duty to create an atmosphere in the laboratory or classroom
that will promote study and investigation by the student. This involvement in study and
investigation will aid the student's developmentof mind, body, and spirit, and will result in
a self and group discipline required in any business, large or small.
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Incentive: Influence to oction,
encouroging, motivating, something that influences to action.

The need for student incentive is most evident and certainly widely recognized. Aseducators, we must provide the influence to encourage, motivate, and stimulate the stu-dent to action; therefore, instilling incentive within the student is a basis for continuingaccomplishment.

Business: One's work, occupation, profession.

In this discussion, "one's work" shall refer to the selling of a commodity and/orservice with a profit motive. Generally, the student will engage in the business of earninga living by selling his ability to provide the service and/or commodity for a profit; or atleast to "break even" and provide the necessities for himself and his family. To do sois an honorable endeavor, and a portion of our teaching should be directed toward estab-lishing this fact in the mind of the student.

Laboratory: o room or ploce for experimentation or reseorch.

The industrial arts lab must fully fit the definition, "a place for experimentationand research." Here the student canbe influenced to action in his work to the degree thatthe ultimate end shall be a desire, or incentive, to go about his business with confidence.The lab is probably dickey element inour title, for it is here that the separate ingredientsof a business are brought together for the first time. Here the student begins to mastermachines, tools, numbers, measurements, materials, and begins to see the results of hisefforts, lie begins to learn something about success and failure, trying again, improving,gaining "know how," and actually seeing what he has created. The lab must continuallybe improving to attain our title objective.
The student, by nature and habit, studies and investigates all phases of the environ-ment and life that surrounds him. Unfortunately, that environment may have already goneto some length to develop the "enrolled-at-school" type student. This is not an exclusivereference to the so-called "other side of the track boy." The condition is widespreadon both sides of the track. The student can so often be influenced by attitudes such as,"Who wants to really work; who wants to cut boards, bend metal, paint with a brush, orlay stone or brick ?" From what he has been told, he has deduced there is no future inthose types of work. What he needs to do is be an executive, go to the moon, fly a plane,be an engineer, or a pro athlete. That's where the money is; that's where the glory is.Miss these things, and you have "no business"you have "missed the boat." This isnot true. There is nothing wrong with these specialized businesses or professions, butthey're not for everybody. It is at this point we must influence the action, to motivate, tostimulate, to create the incentive for our investigating individual. He must be guided tocreate with his own hands, to think for himself, to improve upon his own ideas, and toproperly manage himself in relation to other humans and machines in an organized en-vironment. As a result, he may be one who is in demand in our society for what he cando in a business-like manner.
An incentive must be sparked at the start of a business. Without it, there is no busi-ness. With the proper incentive, a student can begin the business of dealing in a com-modity or service with a profit motive and can begin improving himself and accomplish-ing his goals in life. Can this concept produce results? Proof that it will work is revealedin the example of the "monkey business."
The monkey was introduced as a required project for seventh graders. This fellowand many like him were the results of a business that started in the Allan Junior HighSchool Industrial Arts Lab, Austin, Thxas. The business was a good one based on incen-tive and action. Profit was attained, and the partners in the business realized gain theyhad never expected.
For several years, the Allan Junior High Students have had an Industrial Arts StudentAssociation. The members pay dues, have officers, and select projects for the club. Eachmember has a vital part in the action of the club. In addition to being a required projectfor seventh graders, it was realized that the monkey could make money for the club. Thebuilding and selling of a number like him could put profit into the club account and couldprovide for a trip for the club members to Six Flags, a place that was beyond their reachas individuals. It has to be an individual effort combined into a club effort, How similarto a business this was; an individual effort combined into a group effort that provided a
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profit and livelihood for those involved. During the Monkey
Business, the studentg became familiar with piece work,
planning, and supervision, with each man doing his share.
Each realized he was a vital part of the manufacturing and
marketing of the product. The effort stimulated thought for
new projects and products, and also promoted a long-lasting
interest in production for profit. These ideas and exposures
to production, marketing, doing good work, and the value of
planning will stay with the students in later life.

Did only the student benefit? Certainly not. I3efore the
project was completed, little brothers, sisters, and parents
stopped at the lab to see the products. The long-range
benefits to thestudent, the school, the family, the community,
and the instructor was valuable. The Monkey Business
Project established one thing for certain. We need more
Monkey Business.

Over the last four years, there was also a fiberglass
canoe manufacturing endeavor. This began when a group of
boys consisting of Junior high industrial arts students and
senior high students (formerly from Allan Junior I ligh) asked
assistance in making wooden canoes. They formed a club
which eventually became an Explorer Post. After much dis-
cussion, it was finally decided to build a fiberglass rein-
forced plastic canoe due to the mass production capabilities.
Upon receiving donated materials from a large local boat
manufacturer, a "plug" the des i red shape of the future canoe
was made. The plug was constructed of wooden strips nailed
to frames; the whole was covered with fiberglass and sanded
very smoothly. A two-part mold, 15 feet 4 inches in length, was made from this plug.
The students learned from trips through the boat manufacturing plant that the plug must he
free of scratches. Everyscratch on the plug would show on the mold, and every part made
from the mold would have the same scratch in it.

The first three canoes were "layed up" with layers of scrap glass. The gunwales
and seats were assembled from white oak and plastic webbing. Stainless steel hardware
was used. Two of these canoes were sold to obtain finances for new materials for more
canoes. Using these materials, two canoes were manufactured during the 1968 Boy Scout
Scout-O-Rama held in Austin, Texas. Due to the response at the Scout-O-Rama, the stu-
dents talked of forming a company, andfinally a corporation, requiring three adults under
Texas law, was formed. The students selected three teachers who would assist them.

At this point, the joint efforts of a group of students became a business. Up to this
time, all work was done in the Junior high lab before and after school and on weekends.
After the corporation was formed, it was decided that more room was needed and that a
business should not operate with school equipment and space. After borrowing a thousand
dollars and searching for a location, the corporation went into business in a 3000-square-
foot rented building. Within a year of manufacturing during the summer and on weekends,
approximately 25 canoes with wooden fixtures were produced. It was then decided to use
aluminum gunwales, "pop" rivets, and fiberglass seats. A not quite as "classy" canoe
was produced, but it required less maintenance and less assembly time.

In 1969, the corporation entered the Austin Boat Show with a three-canoe booth dis-
play. During the three-day exhibition, five canoes were sold. It was at this point that the
students really had to meet the public and "sell" their product. From comments from
the public, they learned the value of their work and took pride and great satisfaction that
they participated in something unique.

Since any work with catalyzed plastics is done with a limited time factor, the mem-
bers soon learned that there must be a cooperative effort among the whole group or there
would be a loss in material and wasted time. Starting small, with a one-quart spray gun
and a homemade compressor, and growing to an air-less system spraying at approxi-
mately 1200 pounds/square inch gun pressure, the students eventually developed a
$5000.00 inventory. The members became familiar with a wide range of hand tools and
power equipment used in fiberglass. They also did repair work on fiberglass cars,
fertilizer tanks, marine equipment, and stock tanks.

Of the students who stayed with the corporation and have graduated from high school,
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several have jobs in the fiberglass industry. One is a 20-year-old foreman with a com-pany which manufactures waste and water purification systems, lie is responsible forthe design work and manufacturing of several $800,000 units which carry a five-year100% replacement guarantee. At the same time, he is setting up his own company to re-pair and build unusual car bodies.
Of the teachers assisting the corporation, two are still in teaching and one has leftthe profession to become the general manager for Laredo Cab and Camper of Laredo,'ibxas. This company manufactures fiberglass-reinforced plastic pick-up cabs andcampers.
In January 1972, the corporation was sold, all outstanding bills were paid, a smallprofit was gained, and each member received useful knowledge of our technical workworld.
In conclusion, these students have gone from boys to young men who are proud oftheir work and accomplishments. They have developed an attitude toward work whichenables them to succeed.

Mr. Walker is Director of the Career Awareness Program K-6 for the Austin Independent School District,Austin, Texas.

Teaching Manufacturing Using a
Multi-Media Approach

Richard Henok and Thomas Wright

In discussing the topic, "lbaching Manufacturing Using a Multi-Media Approach,"a two-prong approach is necessary. The first prong is an outline of the conceptual struc-ture of manufacturing. The second prong is the integration of the concepts through theuse of several instructional media. This discussion will be limited to these two phasesas they are used in several classes at Ball State University.

STRUCTURE OF MANUFACTURING

Manufacturing has two main elements: the process used to shape and form materialsinto useable products and the management practices used to integrate the processes sothat products can be produced in quantity. The courses at Ball State are specifically de-signed to place major emphasis on the management element of manufacturing.One approach to the study of management is through the study of the evolution of aproduct from an idea through profit. Five major areas of management activity are in-volved in the idea-to-profit path. These are Research and Development, Production,Marketing, Industrial Relations, and Finance. Figure 1 shows the interrelationshipsamong these five areas.
These five areas, with appropriate sub-concepts as shown in the content column ofFigure 2, comprise the structure of management.

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

In the title of this presentation-7baching Manufacturing Using a Multi-Media Ap-proachthe term multi-media needs clarification. Commonly, multi-media refers tosimultaneous or sequential use of a number of visual and or audio materials. The pro-gram may be manually or automatically controlled by cuing devices. Multi-media in thispresentation refers to the use of a large variety of media that is sequenced, but not se-quenced into a close-knit program. Extensive use of elaborate simultaneoud programsgive way to multi (variety of) media specifically selected or developed to convey selectedknowledge or skills in a variety of ways.
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Figure 1: Idea-to-Profit Path
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CONTENT INTRODUCTION PRESENTATION SUMMARY
(Immediate & Review)
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Figure 3

CONTENT APPLICATION EVALUATION
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I- STUDENT ENTERPRISE

I Plan and Organize Production
I 1. Design and construct tooling
1 2. Design plant layout
1 3. Design material handling
1 4. Design manufacturing methods

5. Routing and scheduling
6. Develop quality control

I 7. Design and build inspection
8. Supervise manufacture
9. Departmental budgeting

Etc.110.- _ - - - - - -
Develop and Implement Marketing Program:

I

I

1. Conduct a market survey
2. Develop a company and product promotion program)

I 3. Develop soles program
4. Select and train salesmen
5. Sell and distribute products

I 6. Maintain sales records
7. Develop department budgets
8. Etc.

I Develop and Implement a Finance Program:

1. Incorporate enterprise
I 2. Prepare prospectus

3. Raise capitol
I 4. Develop corporate budget

5. Develop and maintain financial records
6. Develop purchasing system
7. Secure necessary materials

I 8. Etc.
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CONTENT APPLICATION EVALUATION
VI.

A.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.
C.

VII.

(Develop and Implement an Industrial Relations 7
1 Program

I

I 1. Study and price jobs 1

2. Recruit and employ workersrs
II 3. Develop safety program
1I 4. Develop indoctrination and training program 1

5. Resist union organizing activities
I 6. Negotiate union contract I

7. Develop communication system
II 8.

I

I Notebook of
Materials
Developed
by Student
Managers

President's
Evaluation
of Student
Managers

Teacher
Observation

g
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I' Organize o Non-Union Plant and Barga:n for I
I Workers:

I
1. Organize workers1

II 2. Elect union officers
3. Negotiate contract

I
4. Handle grievances

II 5. Etc.
I

In 1967, when the course was first taught in the current format, the content was inthe process of being identified and structured. At this time, the 16-mm projector, film-strip projector, and tape recorder were used to present some commercially-preparedmedia. The overhead projector was used to present locally-developed and copied trans-parencies. Today, with the exception of two 16-mm films, the instructional media are allproduced locally and include bulletin boards, felt boards, slide series, transparencies,posters, games, line production activities, picture sets, SIPs, andThe reader may note in 1igttres 2 and 3 that the concepts comprising the courseoccupy the vertical axis of the matrix and that the instructional purposes occupy the hori-zontal axis.
All concepts receive an introduction, a presentation, a summary, and an evaluation.Application activities are assigned for those concepts that are directly related to thefunctions involved in the evolution of an idea into profit.

Dr. Heroic is an Assistant Professor at Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana. Dr. Wright is an Asso-ciate Professor at Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana.

Automation: Its Study and Inclusion in the
School Curriculum

Ronald Todd, Ray Shackleford, Chuck Campbell, and Georgn Samson

The major underlying assumptions of this topic are that automation can be taught inlabs and shops both at the conceptual and involvement levels, including the study of auto-mation in the curriculum need not be expensive, the study of automation can integrateand extend what students learn in other areas, and automation can provide in-depth experi-ence for students who have been involved in manufacturing as an area of study. All of theabove statements will hopefully become clearer through the specific comments and ex-amples that follow.
In order to provide specific hands-on experiences for students in the study of auto-mation, we must first understand the make-up or nature of automation. This means thatwe need adequate conceptual "handles" for dealing with this major idea, Once these"handles" have been defined, we should be betterable to provide specific learning experi-ences for students that are related to the concept. The conceptual "handles" that are
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described in this paper indicate the boundaries within which we are operating, the elements
comprising automation, and the relationship between those elements.

At the time that the initial mirk of James Durkin, Doug Stallsmith, and Ronald Todd
on the study of automation startedsonie ten years ago, only a few clearly developed treat-
ments of the subject were available. The ideas presented in the articles of Automation
magazine represented one of the best sources for this group. One conceptual overview
of automation presented in that magazine has proved useful and productive for nearly a
decade. That overview is shown in Figure 1.

The diagram in Figure 1 presents three dis-
tinct, yet related, elements of the concept of auto-
mation. Any instance of automation would include
each of the three elements. The process element
represents the operation(s) used to change mate-
rials, information, or energy. Ilandling includes
those operations for moving the materials, infor-
mation, or energy to, through, and from the process.
The control element represents those operations
that regulate the speed, intensity, and duration of
the process and the movement of whatever is being
handled.

All activities such as changing or converting materials will include all three of the
elements shown in the diagram above. Generating a hole by drilling a piece of materials
will include not only the process of drilling but also the related operation of feedings.
I Iandling would include placing of the material in position and ejecting it after the process.
Control would include the holding or clamping of the materials as well as the starting,
maintaining, and stopping of the feeding operation.

In this example of drilling a hole, however, the three elements of process, handling,
and control have remained relatively distinct and separate. If any degree of automation
is to be achieved, it will be necessary to bring the three elements into a relationship as
depicted in Figure 2. This closer relationship is shown graphically by a greater over-
lapping of the three circles. This signifies that the process and handling elements are
now controlled and integrated in such a manner as to
remove man as a needed component from the actual
operation. Man's role of positioning the material, decid-
ing when to start feeding, and when to end it has been
transferred to certain parts and sub-systems of the
machine.

Instead of relying on a person to do the feeding, it
is necessary to have the capability of feeding the drill
by some other form of energy. This may be done through
devices that are pneumatic, mechanical, or electrical.
The capability of automatic feed can be attainedby adding
one or more parts to a standarddrill press. An example
of such a device that is used in industry and is available
through industrial distribution is shown in Figure 3.This
device is comprised of an air cylinder or motor, a rack
and pinion gear, and a valve that can be switched to con- Figure 2. A Higher Level
trol when the air flows in one end of the air cylinder or of Automation
the other.

It is also possible to secure drill units with an automatic feeding function that is
already built in. Such drill units can be used along with other components to build up
simple automated devices. This approach may be more fruitful for some individuals,
since it allows for a great deal of inventiveness as well as for using devices that can be
secured from government surplus. The sophistication of the parts used and the machines
developed will be determined partly by the monies available to the teacher and partly by
the age and development of the students involved in the study of automation. An example
of fabricating and erecting an automatic drilling machine from component parts is shown
in the photograph in Figure 4.

The machine in Figure 4 was developed to simultaneously drill two holes in a wooden
block that was to serve as an axle for a toy truck. Most of the parts of the machine were
acquired inexpensively through surplus. The modular support components used in the
machine were secured from the Wesflex Manufacturing Company, Norwalk, Connecticut.

Figure I. The Elements of Automation

Process

Control
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Figure 3. Automatic Feeding Device

Figure 4. Student-Developed Twin-Automated Pneumatic Drilling Machine
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Figure 5. Shop'4uilt Press with Several Possible Operations

The introduction of control can also be done simply and relatively inexpensively.
Control of the feeding operation can be achieved through using microswitches or by using
handcrafted switches with contacts that close when a piece of material is moved into proper
place. If three switches of either type are used, fairly accurate control of positioning
can be achieved.

Handling of the parts to be drilled can also be made more automatic. We have found
in our work that students find considerable excitement and challenge in problems dealing
with material handling. Perhaps a part of this excitement emerges because it is readily
apparent to the students that they are doing something significantly different. Once stu-
dents have developed even a simple device forfeeding something like blocks of wood auto-
matically to be drilled, it is not necessary for the teacher to try to convince them that
they are studying manufacturing.

We have seen that in order to achieve even a simple instance of automation, it is
necessary to have certain capabilities. These capabilities are identifiable in Figure 5,
which shows a press that can be used for a variety of operations. This press was pat-
terned after one that was used to punch out automatically the holes in bottoms of clay
flower pots. The same machine could be used for operations such as placing lids on cans,
applying labels, stamping numbers, and a variety of other operations.

In all the possible uses of this press, the capabilities of controllable feeding, simple
logic for decision making, and work piece control are necessary if the machine is to be
automated. The feeding capability is provided by the air motors or cylinders. Automatic
feeding is also maintained by the gravity-fed roller conveyor that keeps the work available
at the proper feeding position. The logic capability is provided by the switches (2, 3, and
5) and the solenoids and valves (4 and 6). Work piece control is maintained by the clamp-
ing fixture that holds the work while the actual process of punching or stamping is com-
pleted.

This specific automated machine was presentednotonly because it included examples

AlCel-ell
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of all the elements of automation, but because the machine could be erected and operatedat minimum cost. It would be possible to fabricate parts for this set-up rather than tobuy all of the components from industrial distributors. As indicated earlier, parts suchas those used in this machine are often available through surplus. if the concern for costresides in the materials that would he consumed, this particular device makes use ofsimple materials that can be recycled any number of times. For example, coffee cansthat use plastic covers to insure freshness once the can is opened make good containersto be used with such an automatic machine.
Up to this point, we have looked at the conceptual elements of automation and at someof the specific automatic devices that could be set up in school labs. Although thesefacets of the study of automation may be interesting and exciting to students, the powerand potential of automation may well reside in its ability to pull together what studentslearn in other areas. What the students study in electricity and electronics can take onnew significance and sophistication as it relates to the concept of control. Many of theactivities normally included in lab workbook form can be translated into actual use. Thestudy and use of photocells, proximity switches, thermocouples, and logic devices canall be integrated with the study of automation.
Automation can perhaps best be viewed as a major theme through which a number ofspecific subjects can be introduced. Other areas of study such as pneumatics and me-chanics as well as hydraulics can also be integrated with automation. In this way, asingle teacher can have many students come into contact with these subjects and havesome students study one or more of the subjects in depth, yet he need not teach them allas separate subjects. The specific instances of automation serve to provide learningexperiences for students that require them to know something about pneumatics or elec-tronics and to apply that knowledge toward purposeful ends. Consequently the reality ofthe learning instance can be designed into the specific activity.
In summary, we would like to indicate openly that it would be unfair to expect allteachers to become knowledgeable in this new area of study on their own. A great dealof work, time, and effort on the part of a number of individuals has gone into developingthe study of automation to this initial level shared with you here. Based on the earlierwork of Jim Durkin, Doug Stallsmith, Dave McCrory, and Ron Todd, second generationusers such as Ray Shackleford, Chuck Campbell, George Samson, and others have shownthat automation can be a legitimate area of study. With this backlog of experience, thework of these individuals will be translated into forms useable for other teachers andstudents as a part of the Automation Study Project. This project, conceived in effortsstarting nearly a decade ago, has only recently been pledged funds to underwrite the firststeps in this documentation and sharing. We are quite hopeful that if these initial attemptsprove successful, additional funding, commensurate with the importance of the study ofautomation by students, will be forthcoming.

Dr. Todd is on the faculty of New York University, New York. Mr. Campbell teaches of Brady MiddleSchool, Orange Villoge, Ohio.

Student-Directed Organization in
Mass Production

Charles H. Wentz

Manufacturing technology at Ft. Walton Beach Junior/Senior High School is quitedifferent from traditional industrial arts, in that the program incorporates mass produc-tion with a student-directed organizational concept. Under this concept, as planned byC. G. VanDeventer, a number of responsibilities areassigned to the students as they per-form their work in the laboratory.
The purpose of this paper is to identify the duties and responsibilities of the officersand workers under this organizational scheme. The following chart will help in under-standing the names and positions of each officer:
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SUPERINTENDENT

ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT

TOOL FOREMAN CLERK

I A, .
FOREMAN .1 FOREMAN 12 FOREMAN ^3 FOREMAN .4

WORKERS WORKERS WORKERS WORKERS

The students may be initially assigned to the various positions by alphabetical order,
but this is not important. It is expected that all students will eventually serve in each
position as the year progresses. Each Friday means a new working assignment is to be
made, and the following Monday begins a new position and role for the students.

RESPONSIBILITIES

A thorough understanding of the duties and responsibilities of each office is manda-
tory. Under this system, the students are required to identify in writing these responsi-
bilities.

Superintendent
1. Arrive as soon as possible and unlock tool panels.
2. Check for missing tools and report findings to the instructor.
3. See that loose objects on the floor are removed.
4. Check student seating arrangements.
5. Determine if all foremen are present and appoint replacements if necessary. The

assistant superintendent may be used as a replacement when needed.
6. Count the number of students present and check the clerk's report for accuracy.

You are responsible for the accuracy of this report.
7. Submit report to the instructor and stand by for further instructions.
8. Take charge of class when directed by the instructor.
9. See that foremen take charge of their sections.

10. Maintain order at all times.
11. Check with each foreman at frequent intervals to insure that dudes are being per-

formed properly.
12. Alert the foremen when c is time for cleanup activities.
13. Collect daily grade slips from foremen, assign grades to those under you, and

report these grades to the clerk.
14. Check on cleanliness of he laboratory.

Assistant Superintendent
1. Take over in case of abs ence of superintendent.
2. If the superintendent is I. Ate, assume responsibility until he arrives.
3. Monitor the clerk and assist him with his responsibilities if necessary.
4. Take accurate and complete notes during the demonstration or lecture period.
5. Schedule retraining time for students who demonstrate a weakness in any area.
6. Help the superintendent keep track of the time. Notify the superintendent fifteen

minutes before the end of the period.
7. Attempt to remedy any unsafe condition in action.
8. Keep records on students who have been and desire to be checked out on power

machinery.

Tool Foreman
1. Inventory all hand tools.
2. Mark missing tools with a red tag.
3. Check each tool to determine satisfactory operating condition.
4. Report to your regular work area.
5. Observe tool condition when performing final tool check at end of period.
6. Report your findings verbally to the instructor before dismissal time.
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Clerk
1. Observe students as they hang their tags on the organizational wall chart.2. After the tardy bell, enter absentee names in attendance book.
3. Report to your regular work area.
4. Re-establish the organizational wall chart prior to the dilmissal bell.5. Enter grades on weekly grade sheet.

Foreman
1. Assume responsibility for conduct and productivity of workers in your area.2. Assume responsibilities in a businesslike manner so that your workers will per-haps follow your example.
3. See that workers have proper tools and equipment to do assigned tasks.4. Maintain safe working conditions in assigned sections.
5. Assume control of section and provide leadership for workers.
6. Assign work to those under you by showing them exactly what to do, how to do it,and by telling them the quality standard desired.
7. Consult with the superintendent and his assistant when problems arise.8. Submit daily grades to clerk.
9. Direct your workers to clean their area and to return all tools and equipment.10. Store material according to instructions from superintendent.

11. Keep workers at their stations until final bell and dismissal.

Some industrial arts teachers have attempted to organize their classes in a similarmanner as described here, but have neglected to follow up the scheme as new activitiesare undertaken. This type of leadership can cultivate negligence and indifference insteadof responsibility.

Dr. Wentz is an Assistant Professor at the University of West Florida, Pensacola, Florida.
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Strengths and Weaknesses of Supervision
Herbert Bell

I have been asked to contribute my thoughts on the strengths and weaknesses ofsupervision as seen from my point of view. I guess my major concerns are in realityindicators of weaknesses, not having sufficient training in order to obtain the tools andskills needed to do the job. Oneof the nation's management systems outlines the problemquite well using the following example:
Joe is a creative

super-operator. Ileexcels on his job. Ile does more than his share,turns out more production, and is highly motivated in his task. His major tool or resourceis himself. When looking for a new supervisor, management naturally looked at Joe.Joe becomes a supervisor, with a new task to supervise and improve production. Thetrouble is that Joe has the new job assignment, but he has not been given the new skillswith which to do it. Thus, he must rely on his old skills, the skills that made him acreative super-operator. Joe will be able to function quite successfully in this new rolefor about six months, at which time he becomes a detriment to his organization If he isnot supplied with the new skills needed to do the tasks confronting him. ,What he needs,as a supervisor, are the resources and skills referred to in Functions of Management asthe ability to plan, organize, and control within specialized leadership. if he has theseskills, he will have the respect and cooperation of those he works with. Without them,he is apt to find resentment and resistance. Ilow many times have we seen parallels ineducation? Probably too frequently to mention. Most educators have a multitude ofgeneral skills and are normally talented individuals, but they can lack the specializedtraining needed to do the job, training that would be of great assistance to them. Perhapsthe greatest need lies in the field of interpersonal
communications. True, interpersonalcommunications can smack of sensitivity training, but let me assure you that it differs,for it deals with the ahility to listen, to paraphrase, to read group feelings, to deal withnonverbal communication, to match behavior with intention, to listen for feedback, and tounderstand the strengths and weaknesses of one- and two-way communication. Anotherapproach to this training is RUPS, Research Utilizing Problem Solving, which is similarto 1PC. This training deals more spetifically with problem identification and solutions,while at the same time utilizing some of the techniques available in 1PC. It collects data,plans actions, and seeks alternatives by diagnosing classroom learning environments.Several years ago, another system was being advocated, but apparently has not gatheredtoo much national momentum. It is commonly referred to as the Havelock model. Thismodel again is a system that points to the need for large audiences and their forces, butdoes not overlook the single classroom. The newest and, in my opinion, the best so faris the system known as Instructional Development lnstituteor IDI. It is divided into threeparts, requiring defining, developing, and evaluating while makingallowances for assess-ing needs, developing objectives, and testing prototypes. At the same time, 1D1 allowsone to utilize skills developed through either 1PC or RUPS. You'll find yourself workingwith groups in this system, not as a teller but as a manager, a manager who assists thegroups as they identify their needs and objectives. Too often we find ourselves in the roleof tellers identifying strengths and weaknesses, which calls for no commitment on the partof the client. If they are in agreement or the climate is good, you are a hero. Too often,however, you find yourself in the role of a goat. Who does he think he is telling us that?The point 1 am trying to make is that without the needed training, you have to rely onwhat you knew as a super-teacher, and in many situations that is not enough.The second major problem faced by most supervisors is that they are being heldaccountable for tasks without being given the responsibility or authority to implement.Marshall Van Ostrom, a management consultant, calls this situation crucifixion. Most ofthe time you will findyourself with responsibility and accountability, but without authority,which differs from the first case since you now have two components of a task. VanOstrom refers to this situation as an assignmentan assignment of permanent trainingsince it again does not include the third component, authority, which is needed to qualifya task as a job. This modeof operation normally can trace its inception to school districtorganization with its reliance on public funds, which makes curriculums secondary tohousing kids, buying supplies, and keeping kids in school.Industrial arts, because of its basic body of industrial knowledge and its close rela-tionship to vocational education, tends at times to isolate itself from general curriculum
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and instruction improvement. Even the physical location of our facilities lends itself to
this isolation. This tendency, isolation, has harmed us, and emergency steps should be
taken to remedy this situation. ASCI), Association for Supervision and Curriculum D-
velopment, is an organization that devotes full time to probing, presenting, and discussing
new directions and innovations in instruction and methodology. The initials ASCI) should
as well known to you as AIAA. All too frequently, this is not the case. Very few indus-
trial educators belong to this organization, leaving us without the needed understandings
and background necessary to keepupwith educational technology. It also leaves them with
little knowledge about us and our contributions. Instead, we tend to concentrate on in-
breeding, and you know where that can lead one if you know anything about genetics
producing idiots. Perhaps one of the most meaningful words in educational technology
used today is "interdiscipline." What does general education tell us it means? Where
do we fit? What do your indicators tell you? Are we willing to outbreed and get where the
action is, or is this a case of others doing to us? It is essential that we know more about
general education, understand its directions, its needs, and that we attend, present, and
work with other-general educators and with ASCD'ers for the betterment of industrial arts.

At the state level, a supervisorhas theopportunity of working with many local super-
visors. He is in the position to assist these individuals in carrying out their tasks, build-
ing them into towers of strength, and at the same time accomplishing his own objectives.
The major problem faced by most state supervisors is the lack of local supervision
needed for the development of working relationships. In fact, in my state there are more
areas without local supervision than there are with. In these situations, you tend to work
with either superintendents or curriculum directors. It has only been in recent months
that I have taken time to reassess these working relationships and have made the discovery
that perhaps I have expended energies on the wrong people, or at least that I am not spend-
ing a sufficient amount of time with the building principals. Building principals perhaps
hold the key to curriculum change. Sometimes we refer to them in a derogatory manner
as "royalties in their. principalities," but we must recognize that they control buildings,
budgets, release time, travel commitments, and many other functions. Perhaps you also
need to look at how you organize your time to see if you are working with the right indi-
viduals.

Dr. Donald Thomas, Superintendent of Newark California United School District,
recently reported in an Educational Training Management Report that the real responsi-
bility of management in today's school system functions at the building principal's level.
It is the principal who is the chief management officer in any school system, and he goes
on to qualify that statement. The local building principals develop 'st rong building loyalties,
provide direct service to home andchild, are knowledgeable of the local school area prob-
lems and, added to this, they are the ones who are evaluated and take the responsibility
for what takes place in the neighborhood school. You can sec that decentralization has
always existed, but perhaps will take on added significance in the future. With ideas like
this prevalent in the minds of many, it is essential that we work with building principals
to develop in them the understandings and knowledges of our programs.

I would like to remind you as I close that edicts like state laws and rules are the
poorest method of getting commitment and acceptance, and normally bring about only
negative responses, Acceptancepositive acceptanceof any idea or movement starts
very close to home, normally in the hearts of individuals.
Mr. Bell is State Supervisor of Industrial Arts Programs for the Superintendent of Public Instruction, State
of Washington, at Olympia, Washington.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Cooperating
Teacher Supervision

Russell P. Kellogg

The type of supervision l am about to discuss is that supervision which pertains to the
cooperating teacher (term used for "cadet teacher" in the State of Washington).

lere. ...it y
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When I began thinking about ideas to present to you, I went to a number of formercooperating teachers I have had in my program at the Redmond Junior High School andasked them to give me criticism of the supervision they had.
Their biggest complaint was the shortness of time for the practice teachirg periodwhen they had only one quarter (university or college quarter) in which to observe andteach. If they taught in a winter quarter, they did not see the opening of school or theclosing of the class. In the industrial arts area, there is a very large inventory, manyrecords, ordering, etc., that they miss if they are not there in the spring quarter. Thisalone can he enough to discourage a first-year teacher or set him to wondering whetherit is worth all the time and effort.
One of my cooperating teachers asked for one year instead of a quarter and wasgranted this request. I thought you might he interested in hearing in part what he said:

Each cadet should hove one full year of cadet teaching. This is needed for severalreasons: to familiarize himself with how the school year is started, to see the student ariento-
tion and the organization that is required to make a class a smooth-running unit; to be able tosee progress up to the end of a smester, the grading, reporting, etc.; to see how the school isclosed, especially in industrial arts, where there usually is an extensive inventory to take andbooks to order for the coming year.

I believe that each cadet should have at least two to three different class preparations tomake. The cadet's school day should probably be shorter than the normal day. The cadetshould take some class work through his college or university at the some time. This couldconsist of methods courses in which he could prepare lesson plans to use directly in the class-
room. Classes directly related.to the teaching subjects would be helpful of this time. Any
classes not directly useful to the cadet teaching situotion would be irrelevant at this time.For the preceding to be successful, cadet supervision must be more than adequate. Cadetsupervisors seem to be spread out very thin at most colleges. Teaching of college creditcourses token by the cadet could be the responsibility of the supervisor.
The problems of supervision, as they presently exist in many di.stricts, revolvearound the training. of the supervising teacher, the training of the:cobr crating teacher,and the timing of the involvement of the practice teaching, internshio, or whatever itshould be called.
Many supervising teachers receive no training in how to supery se a cooperatingteacher. It presently is done with a lot of love and understanding and trial and error.No courses are offered, no seminars on anylevel, and no readily available information isoffered to prospective supervising teachers. It somewhat depends upon the subject beingtaught, but some supervising teachers either give the cooperating teacher too much free-dom to do as he pleasesor not enough to really give him the experience of running a class.Many times the cooperating teacher is not prepared to teach the subject to which hehas been assigned; for example, he may be a good draftsman, but have no electricity orshop training. When he comes into a school that teaches these subjects, he is held tosubject matter and unable to demonstrate. Thus, the supervising teacher has to becomehis instructor as well as his supervisor. This puts a hardship on both the cadet and theschool supervising teacher.
Many of the colleges do not offer courses that are applicable to the junior highschools; hence, many of the supervisors from the colleges or universities do not have asufficient background to do a good job of supervising. By the same token, the cooperat-ing teacher is not familiar with the subject matter, either.
The supervising teacher in a school system can do a better job if he has had manyyears of experience, yet is familiar with the new prdgrams, methods, etc. The super-vising teacher can do much to ease this teaching year for a cooperating teacher.1 would like to mention two positive approaches to this matter found in the areaaround Seattle.
First, consider the North Shore District's approach. The academic subjects thatare to be taught by the cooperating teacher are taken before the teaching begins. In thefall quarter, the student observes and teaches in the mornings. He receives 9 credithours. In the afternoons he takes his one required methods course or educational statis-tics course, a course in learning teaching strategies, or any courses needed to fill outthe college requirements. The second quarter he earns 1$ credits and teaches full-timeas soon as possible. He is now working with a provisional certificate, so the liabilityproblem is satisfied. At the end of the second quarter, the secondary cooperating teacherhas completed his "in the field" requirement.
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The second approach is in the i.ake Washington School District at the Rose Hill
Junior !Ugh School, Kirkland, Waahington. Following is an excerpt taken from the March
22 issue of the East Side Journal, Kirkland, Washington.

A new concept of teacher training in the State of Washington may be developed as a re-
sult of a pilot program being conducted at Rose Hill Junior High.

"No specific training for the junior high level is provided in most college curriculum to-
day, and this is badly needed," Al McCaffrey soid. We ore conducting a field work progrom
with Central Washington State College as o special project. Our teocher interns have actual
experience in the classroom for a year and also attend college classes to learn specifically
about the junior high oge student." McCoffery, a RHJH teocher, is project coordinator.

The five prospective teachers are on a federally-funded Education Professions Develop-
ment Act program and, after successfully completing the troining for one year, will be occepted
for certification in this state. The teacher trainees receive a stipend of $1200 under Title II of
the Higher Education Act of 1965.

"Our moin objectivC wos to offer an experience in team teaching and individualized in-
struction in o junior high school with a humanistic environment, which we feel this school hos
developed since it opened three years ago," he added.

Each intern works under a master teocher but learns techniques from all teachers in the
department. They also observeclasses in other elementary schools in the district. They will
do their practice teaching during the spring trimester of Rose Hill Junior High.

Working with instructors from Central Washington State College, the trainees attend a
series of all-day classes during the year for college credit. These classes hove olso been
available to the staff of Rose Hill Junior High for in-service training. The project oho in-
volved the training of eight pora- professional teacher aides at the junior high level for o
12-week period.

This project may serve as a test of the new certification low of the State of Washington
passed in July 1971, which will require one year of internship in the future.

The interns indicated that they felt much more confident of their ability to cope with a
junior high class after gaining experience over a full school year.

Even though there are weaknesses in the program, the cooperating teachers feel that
it is the most valuable methods course in their educational field.

Mr. Kellogg is° member of the Redmond Junior High School faculty, instructor in industrial arts, Red-
mond, Washington.

The Vision in Supervision
Homer B. Towns

I'll be the first to admit that there is indeed much discussion today about the question
of supervision in industrial and vocational education. But I am quite serious when 1 say
that the strengths and weaknesses of supervision are very important to me, especially
when I consider the rapidly changing educational requirements. There is a real need for
some serious, straight-forward examination of justexactly whatthe role of the supervisor
really is. The dictionary defines "vision" as the ability to anticipate and to make provi-
sion for future events, to have foresight and imagination. That is, I believe, pretty much
what the "vision" in supervision should be. That is, in fact, what I think it has to be.

We must recognize that educational theories and practices have changed drastically.
Commensurately, sb has the supervisor's role changed. There has been a dramatic shift
in the concept of supervision, from the rather vague ideas of the past to the sophisticated,
complex programs of today. The man that kept the wagon wheels rolling has no plate in
directing a rocket ship to the moon. The one-room-schoolhouse man has no plate in
today's multi-versity concept of schooling. I am not saying that the over-all purpose of
supervision has changed completely, because it has not. Today, as yesterday, the super-
visor's purpose is to takeprogressiveprograms andmake them work on a practical level.
But 1 am saying that the specific requirements and methods of supervision have changed.

I
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For us in industrial and vocational education, the main concern of supervision is tomake sure that the quality of instruction is constantly improving, because if the instruc-tion does not keep pace with the rapid changes which surround it, then the entire programwill fall far behind. Just how the supervisor is to insure this improvement is not an easyquestion to answer. There are today as many approaches to the problem of supervisionas there are educational theories: and this, I think, is pretty much as it should be. Eachparticular school system requires its own particular kindof supervision. This is broughtalxmt by the diversity and complexity of American society itselfa diversity and com-plexity which seems to increase daily. As society grows more complex, philosophies ofelementary and secondary education change in an effort to keep pace. Consequently, theorganizational and personnel patterns of our various school systems have become increas-ingly perplexing. No two areas or school systems can function under a carbon-copy pro-gram. A program that works beautifully in Chicago probably would not work at all inTulsa. Or one that sets records in New York City may fail miserably in Dallas.I do believe, however, that there are some general expectations that can be requiredof all supervisory programs, no matter where the programs are initiated. I say this eventhough I know that articulating a good, sound program of supervision is more difficulttoday than ever before. But then it is more important today than ever before.When we talk about supervision, we are actually talking about supervisorsindividualmen who must confront a very difficult job. Any program of supervision is only as goodas the supervisor himself. The supervisor must work with many different people at manydifferent levelsthe federal level, the state level, the local level, and, perhaps mostimportant, the personal level. Unless the supervisor himself functions well at each ofthese inter-personal levels, the entire supervisory program suffers. And the programas a whole must work well on all these various levels. Like the proverbial chain, anysupervisory program is only as strong as its weakest link. And the effectiveness of theentire program depends entirely upon how well the supervisor himself can perform oneach and every one of these levels.So, to generalize a bit, we may say that the importantno, the essentialstrength In supervision is the supervisor's ability to work efficientlyand effectively with other people.
More specifically, I believe that the work of the supervisor can best be done if herecognizes several requirements of his profession. These apply to any supervisor,whether he be working in administrative or curriculum capacities. If a supervisor canfulfill these requirements, he will be successful in working smoothly with the people withwhom he is involved, and his total program will be greatly improved.First and foremost is leadership. Leadership can be defined in many ways, but forindustrial and vocational education supervision, leadership means having initiative, set-ting meaningful goals, and stimulating the talents of his coworkers. It is supportingteachers when changes are made that may disrupttheir usual routines or methods, makingsure that the administration is properly informed about innovations, so that these innova-tions will be understood and accepted: No supervisor can expect his administration toaccept programs that he himself doeSnot fully understand or cannot intelligently explainand Justify. In short, thesupervisormust provide leadership in all ways. He must createinnovative programs. lie must convince the administration that those programs are worth-while. And he must see that his co-workers understand the program and achieve theestablished goals.

It is in leadership that weaknesses are most often seen. Supervision as a whole hasbeen weakened because we have not been as innovative as we should be, We have not hadthe vision, the foresight to anticipate and prepare for future events. This is true not somuch because of a lack of potentially good supervisors as because of a lack of money.Partirt.larly in some smaller schools, inventive programs have been absent. In contrast,many A' the larger schools have received federal grants which have made it possible toimplement creative and forward-looking programsprograms much better than wouldhave been possible without the federal money. 1 personally hope that more federal grantscan be made available to more schools so that they too will be able to re-evaluate theirpresent programs. It stands to reason that the schools with the most money for pro-gressive programs will get the best leadership, and only the best leadership can comeup with the innovative ideas needed to sustain the vital progress of our school systems.Coordination, another essential quality of the good supervisor, is really a part ofgood leadership, and it involves the total school system. The successful supervisor mustbe alert and resourceful, and he must engage in staff coordination and have a clear graspof the aims that he and the administration have set for the school system. Unless the
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supervisor can coordinate all areas of his program, he will soon find that the various
aims and people of the program are going off in different directions, and the entire pro-
gram will disorganize itself into uselessness. Just as an example, take a very basic
problem the material needed to ca rry out the va rious facets of the supervisory program.
The supervisor MUM at all times keep a check on the material and have it under control.
Ile must know where the resources areand make them readily available to the people who
need and want them. This is a very baaic requirement, but it is one of the biggest prop-
lems that a supervisor faces. And he must not only face it, but overcome it.

In speaking of resources, we must realize that the supervisor himself is a resource.
Ilk experiences and skills arc placed at the disposal of the entire system. And the pro-
gram he is trying to formulate is only as good as his store of knowledge and abilities. In
short, the supervisor must have some VxpertiAe in all the fields in which he is supposed
to be working. One -of the best ways for the supervisor to gain or expand his expertise
h by taking part in conventions and by visiting other school systems. It can also he
expanded simply by talking to other educators within the profession and by sharing ideas
and experiences. The supervisor who thinks he has learned all there is to learn about
his field is no supervisor at all. Ile must at all times compare his programs to the pro-
grams of other supervisor's and systems. And he must be resourceful enough to recog-
nize new concepts and methods when they are presented to him. MI the new ideas may
not work for his particular program, but he must nonetheless examine them all and adopt
those which he finds worthwhile.

One of the best ways for a supervisor to implement new ideas, and thereby insure
continued improvement of his program, is through in-service education. The real strength
of a supervisor can be measured in large part by the effectiveness of his in-service pro-
grams. if the supervisor fails in establishing good in-service programs, chances arc
he will fail in establishing any program at all. Through research, travel, and continual
re-evaluation of his over-all purposes, the supervisor can learn to sift away all the non-
essentials :Ind to bring to his teachers valuable information in its purest form. he must
present his teachers with this information through effective in-service programs, make
sure that the teachers clearly understand the information, and then see that they pass it
on. This is what in-service training is all about, and the supervisor must learn toliandle
it efficiently and expertly. .

Efficiency, of course, involves time, and any evaluation must take into account the
time factor. For thesupervisor there is never enough timeor at least there never
seems to be The typical supervisor spends about 507 of his time coordinating programs,
working with teachers, other supervisors, and the administration. Thirty percent of his
time is devoted to in-service or curriculum development. The remaining 20% of his time
is spent in public relations, travel, and general office activities. This may not be enough
time for each of the duties involved, but it is all there is. And sometimes, because he
feels the pressure of time, a supervisor tends to become a first-aid man. He spends
what time he has in doing a patch-work job on all problems and as a result never comes
up with a real solution to any one problem. Ile tries to accomplish with Band-Aids the
things that he would be fortunate to accomplish with a team of surgeons. To avoid this
haphazard approach, the supervisor must learn to make the most of the time he has. Ile
must evaluate every phase of his program and devote the proper amount of time to each.
Ile must evaluate quickly and intelligently a diversity of thingsfilms, books, instruc-
tional programs, material production. Ile must learn to allocate the material needed by
his instructors, keep track of how this material is being used, and then decide how much
progress is being made through the material's use. All this requires time, so the time
which the supervisor has must be used wisely. A supervisor must evaluate everything
and the thing which he should perhaps evaluate first is his time and how he uses it.

Fortunately, it appears that the administrative functions of the supervisor are being
reduced so that he may work more with his teachers and staff. This is a good trend, for
it makes the supervisor's relationship with his personnel much more effective, and it
gives him more time to judge the teachers' capabilities and interests. But even with less
time consumed by administrative duties, the supervisor will still find that time is a
scarce commodity, and he must be somewhat of an efficiency expert to employ his time.
productively.

The points 1 have mentioned are purposely general and apply only to the supervisor
in general. What must be done within each system is for the job of the supervisor to be
defined. The administration of each school system must formulate a fairly specific plan
that fits-that particular district. The administrationmust make it clear what the existing
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weaknesses and strengths of its system are. It must clearly define what goals a super-visor is expected to reach; and it must establish the exact conditions under which thesupervisor will be working. Only after this is done can the individual supervisor createhis own program to fulfill the over-all goals. We might compare the supervisor to aship's captain. The ship itself it owned by the Navy, controlledby the Navy, and theNavy tells it where to go and when to stop. But once at sea, the Captain is boss, and onlythrough his leadership or lack of leadership will the mission succeed or fail. If the shipis sunk before reaching its goal, then the captain is to blame. There arc a lot of differentships and a lot of different captains, but the goal of them all is the sameto reach adefinite destination and to deliver the goods, whatever they may happen to be.It is clear, then, that the supervisor's role is difficult and complex. More and morehe is finding his proper place in our complicated educational system. But in order tokeep pace, the supervisor must be a man with visiona man able to anticipate the futureand to map a clear-cut and practical way to get there. I do not claim to have presentedsolutions to the problems that confront supervisory programs, but I do hope that I havepresented the main points of identifying the strengths and weaknesses of supervisors.
Mr. Towns is Assistant Director of Industrial Arts, Vocational, and Technical Education, Tulsa PublicSchools, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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College Cooperative Work Experience
Albert R. Squibb

In 1906, Dean Herman Schneider of the University of Cincinnati managed to get 12local industries and the university to share in the education of a group of 27 young engi-neers.
First to follow Cincinnati in the adoption of cooperative education was the PolytechnicSchool of the YMCA Evening Institute in Boston. This school was the beginning of North-eastern University. Today Northeastern is the largest school in the country to operatelargely on mandatory cooperative education.
Following closely were such schools as the University of Pittsburgh, University ofDetroit, Georgia "lbch, Akron University, and MIT. By 1926, the Proceedings of the Societyfor the Promotion of Engineering Education listed 18 colleges and with co-opprograms.
Up to this time co -aping had been largely engineering in nature. however, in 1919,the University of Cincinnati made some first steps to expand co-oping into wider areas.The College of Commerce was merged with the College of Engineering, thus extendingcooperative education into the area of business administration.
The growth of cooperative education has been steady and not without problems. Forinstance, when a recession hits and industry has to lay-off, generally the co-ops are thefirst to go. Nevertheless, growth has taken place, and today about 250 institutions ofhigher learning have some kind of cooperative education program. It is predicted thatwithin 10 years, 700 colleges and universities will have programs with 500,000 activestudent participants.
Just as the number of institutions has grown, so have the numbers of major classifi-cations. We have already noted the early growth in engineering programs; as time passed,more areas were included, until today there areover 150 major classifications, everythingfrom accounting to education te industrial technology to upholstering to zoology.So much for the short historical view of cooperative education; let us now turn toan over-all picture.
Much of the information relevant to a complete picture of cooperative education maybe found in the pamphlet, "Guidelines for Colleges Considering the lniti xtion of CooperativePrograms ;" 1 have based this sectional my presentation on adaptatiois of that pamphlet.For some of you who may be in doubt as to what is encompassed by cooperative educa-tion, this definition may help. "Cooperative education is the integration of clast.roomtheory with practical experience under which students havespecific periods of attendanceat the college and specific periods of employment."
13y way of implementing the definition, the following should be adhered to as closelyas possible:
1. The student's work should be related to his field of study and individual interestwithin the field. For instance, inour industrial technology program, most of our studentswill co-op in such areas as line supervision or product engineering.2. The employment must be considered to be a regular, continuing, and essentialclement in the educational process. Also, some minimum amount of employment andminimum standard of performance must be included. We at Ohio University will notconsider just any type of job for co-op experience. We are aided in the minimum per-formance evaluation by the participating companies.
3. The working experience will ideally increase in difficulty and responsibility asthe student progresses through the academic curriculum.
It might be well to add in passing that what we have just discussed satisfies only oneof three different objectiVes given by some authorities. The objective that we have justdescribed is professional development; in this objective, programs are built around thestudent's major area for the purpose of giving him experience in his field.The second objective is personal growth. Here programs are built around areas otherthan the student's major for the purpose of broadening experiences. For example, a lan-guage major working as a store clerk.
The third objective is financial aid. In these programs, the student works to provideincome to finance his education. 1, personally, find this last one really stretches the defi-nition of co-op education.
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when I first encountered these three objectives, I thought them to be integral parts
of a good program of professional development. In other words, the student not only de-
velops professionally, but is aided financially and develops a degree of maturity.

I would like to continue by Pointing out some items that need to be considered in
establishing a co-op program. I will use examples from our successes and failures to
Illustrate some of the points.

CALENDAR

Will the program be operatedon the quarter, semester, or trimester basis? Actually,
we have had little trouble here. We started on the semester plan and then the university
switched to the quarter plan. Most of our employers are working under both plans, so
there was no problem here. probably our biggest problem was how to get the time into a
four-year block. Some schools require five years to complete.a degree if the student
co-ops. We felt that we would have very few takers if we required five years. I have
prepared a transparency that shows how we work the plan in four years. Obviously, our
granting academic credit helps.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS

Such things as housing contracts, athletic participation, and campus positions need
to be considered. At Ohio University, we run, I've heard, the fifth largest dormitory
system in the world. The upper administration likes to keep these dorms full to pay the
bonds and, therefore, are extremely reluctant to let students out of their contracts. So
far, we've had no particular problems. Likewise, we have had some students who play
football: this commitment means that the student must be on campus in the Fall and Spring
quarters. flow about the person aspiring to campus office? We've found this person re-
luctant to schedule co-op work. The same thing is true with the social life that is to be
found on campus.

FACULTY CONTRACTS

We have experienced some problems here. Ideally, the person responsible for co-op
students will be available when students are on the job; however, I'm only on a 9-month
contract and, generally, one summer term. We have solved this by having the depart-
mental chairman, who works summers, handle theload during this time. I can see further
problems here if our program should expand. One obvious solution is to have more people
working in the program. This leads very logically to the next point.

COORDINATORS

Currently we are running the program on apart-time, part-load basis. This probably
works out on a small number, optional-type program but as the students and, hopefully,
the university sees more good in such a program, the need for full-time coordinators
becomes apparent.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM

The three objectives have already been brieflydiscussed, but it will be necessary for
a new program to spell these out.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Under what conditions are students eligible? We try to get the student sometime in
the sophomore year, but they must have had some work with us prior to the first co-op
quarter so that we are aware of their capabilities.

How do 'we treat "failures!' on assignments? ls there an appeal procedure that a
student can use when he is not satisfied with a decision? ls the program flexible?

CONTACTS WITH EMPLOYERS

Knowing the feasibility and availability of jobs at an early date is of great importance.
Our initial contacts were with a company that employed a few of our graduates and had
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co-ops from other schools for many years. It was almost a "bootstrapping" operation,...
a word here, a lead there. We are now at the point that a few companies have contacted
us as to the availability of students for co- oiling.

CREDIT VS. NON-CREDIT

Will your program offer credit for off-campus work? I believe we could classifyour case as "even a hlind pig stumbles across an occasional acorn." fly this I mean, wesubmitted a proposal to the various curriculum committees as a new course offering withappropriate credit. After some questions concerning the policing of such an offering andgiving assurances that student reports, company, and departmental evaluation would be
given, we were permitted toadd this to our curriculum. 1 have since found out that schoolsthat grant credit for co-oping are the objectives of much envy of most non-credit pro-grams. 1, personally, believe that the credit given is generally more meaningful and
harder earned than some of our on-campus courses.

1 would now like to turn my attention to the cooperative education program in Indus-
trial Technology at Ohio University.

Basically, our program may operate in either of two areas, namely, our EngineeringOption and our Production Option. It is possible to get a maximum of 15 quarter hourscredit toward graduation.
This credit may, with certain exceptions, be gained under one of two plans. In Plan"A," the student gains his own employment; normally during the summertime, and islimited by the following specifications.
1. The job must be of such a nature that the participant will be directly associated

with hourly employees who are performing the productive work in manufacturing or con-struction which is the major activity of the company. Duration of employment must be atleast 8 weeks for credit to be awarded under this plan.
2. The organizational pattern within companies which will be considered for approval

under this program must include grouping of hourly employees under direct leadership
of salaried foremen or supervisors.

3. Each participant is expected to develop at least one suggestion on improvement of
work processes, tooling, or material. This is to be submitted to his employer, with copyto the Department of Industrial Technology. Forms may be obtained from the Departmental
Office when company forms for the suggestion program are not available.

4. Completion of the course 1NDT 260 is required prior to participation in this plan.
Application forms may be obtained from the Departmental Office, and these must be filed
after the position has definitely been obtained, but no later than 4 weeks prior to comple-
tion of experience on the job.

5. Credit is limited to a total of 3 quarter hours.
6. A written report is required early in the quarter following the experience.
7. Grading will be in the form of CR for credit.
Plan "B" is the more formal program, where selectivity and prior approval by boththe department and the company are necessary.
The main points of this program are as follows:
1. A definite program of training mustbe agreedupon prior to the starting of the workexperience.
2. Periodic (usually monthly) reports will be required during the experience.
3. A definite letter grade will be assigned through observations, review of reports,and consultation with the employer.
The Plan "B" student gets into the co-op stream by completing the application form.

As noted earlier, we want to know a little about the student before we send him out. We
have quite an array of courses listed; he need not have completed all of these courses,
but will probably nave completed most of them.

Next, we have the Work Experience Report thateach student on Plan "B" must com-
plete during his experience. Due dates for these reports are given to the student during
the first week of class. Generally, 2-3 reports are required per quarter.

Prior to the latest recession, we were sending out about 6 to 8 different students peryear to 7 different companies. This dropped sharply during the last 2 years, but now
seems to be on the rise. Within the last month, 2 companies have sent requests for Springand Summer placements.

The following are what 1 consider "probable directions" for cooperative education.More Federal Aid. I won't argue the point whether or not this is a valid use of the
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taxpayer's money. I will only make the statement that this is almost certainly going to
increase. A:cording to the Cooperative Education Association, in 1070-71, the actual
amount of money available under the Higher Education Act for cooperative education
grants was $1.5 M and for 1971-72 was $1.6 M. Rather small, I think you will agree,
by the usual federal standards; I understand that an appropriation of $10 M is now being
considered for the coming year. Anytime you see this much increase, you are bound to
see an increase in interest in the program.

Wider Faculty Participation. To date, there has been little done to involve faculty in
cooperative education; indeed, faculty members frequently view co-oping as second-rate.
Co-oping is seen as notof the calibcrof real "intellectual development." (Roughly trans-
lated"Not nearly as educational as my lectures.")

I believe there will be efforts made to realize that the classroom and the co-oping
experience can compliment each other. For instance, we at Ohio University require that
the student alternate quarters of campus activities with work experience so that the co-op
can put his new-found knowledge to use in the class with his peers; (i.e., new methods,
new machines, and new products will supplement the formal class instruction).

Employer Education. Employers are the lifeblood of a cooperative program, but to
date very little has been done to educate employers as to how to participate effectively.
If the student and the employer are to get the utmost benefit from the experience, then
more needs to be done along this line. Unfortunately, some employers look on this experi-
ence as a way to get cheap labor, or at best an easy recruiting gimmick. To me, there
should be more emphasis on a well-rounded, educational introduction to the industry.
I should hasten to add that several companies do this now.

Student Economic Considerations. We have found that many of our co-ops will earn
enough to almost pay for their next quarter on campus. I believe this facet of co-oping
will play an increasingly important part in college work as tuitions keep rising and avail-
able loan funds keep diminishing. Besides this, a co-oping experience generally makes
the student more saleable after graduation.

Expanding Role of Cooperative Education. Traditionally, cooperative education has
been heavily engineering-oriented. Earlier in this presentation, I mentioned the number
of major areas now engaged in co-aping. I look for the percentages of students in non-
engineering cooperative education to continue to grow. Getting closer to home, we at
Ohio University have tried, with little success, to have our industrial arts students gain
cooperative education experience. After all, who needs it more than those who will soon
be translating industry to our children? Incidentally, in 1970, Robert Shorb of Long Beach,
California, did a study concerning work experience for industrial arts teacher trainees.
His study showed that of 184 Institut:kens replying, 83% indicated work experience would be
valuable; however, out of these: 1,.:4 institutions, only 20 had work experience programs
available to prospective industrial arts teachers.

Also, how about cooperative education for educationally disadvantaged students? What
better way to break them into the rigors of education than by interspersing their class-
room concentration with time to absorb and reflect in a different atmosphere?

Obviously, from all that I've said, I see a great future for cooperative education. I

see it as more than justafinancia:cnitch, more than just a recruiting gimmick for indus-
try; I see it as a real, live, dynamic part of education. Which is, after all, why all of are
here in Dallas at this time.
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Keeping Up With Change in Teacher Education
Willis E. Ray

Most of us, during our early years, were raised in a relatively stable world. Manyof our thoughts and actions are deeply rooted in that past. Butfortunately or unfor-tunatelywe live in the present, and our professional efforts will affect generations tocome. The present is an exciting timea time influenced by change in all facets of oursociety. What the future holds for mankind is the subject for much conjecture. We havebeen told that "change" will be one of the most pervasive elements of our future.
What does all of this mean for undergraduate industrial arts teacher education? Ifwe agree that future teachers leave our colleges and universities and teach the way (andwhat) they were taught, then we had better take a long, hard look at our undergraduateofferings.
In the 20th Yearbook of the American Council on Industrial Arts "Iacher Education,published by McKnight and McKnight in the sp.:ag of 1971, Professor Jerry Streichlerand 1 (as co-editors and authors)attempted to point out that it is entirely possible for someof the pupils of some of our present "crop of teachers in training" to be citizens of the22nd century. Now, if teachers tend to teach the way they are taught, think of the effectof our professional efforts on future generations! We made a strong case for teachereducators to thoughtfully project new approaches to our technical contentindustrial

technology, or perhaps the technology in tato. Also we called for the profession to con-sider creative ways of studying and teaching the "methods of teaching." By improvingthe components of content and method now in our undergraduate programs, we will effectpositive change for many years to come.
In my opinion, one of the severe weaknesses of undergraduate education involves ourcontent or subject matter base. Our technical content is a reflection of the past in themirror of the present. We continue to organize and teach courses in drawing, woodwork-ing, and metalworking, not because they reflect contemporary industrial technology, butbecause our pastour historyhas guided us in this path. There is nothing inherentlywrong with drawing, woods, metals, graphic arts, plastics, etc., but they must be con-sidered for what they areparts of larger "systems." To better meet the demands ofthe, future, we should prepare our undergraduates to understand and be able to teachyouth the elements of a larger systemindustrial production. In addition, our under-graduates should be able to teach the elements of another companion systemindustrialmanagement.
For several years, now, I have been a part of a team that has developed instructional

materials (systems) for a study of industrial technologymanagement, personnel, andproduction elements of industryconstruction and manufacturing. These materials havebeen exceptionally successful in schools with children and teachers. Because of theirsuccess and effectiveness, many colleges and universities, including my ownOhio Statehave modified their program offerings to embrace, or at least partially embrace, theconcepts, principles, generalizations, and unifying themes that are a part of these 1ACPinstructional systems.
In addition to the technology of industry, other technologies, such as communicationand transportation, may be similarly conceived, developed, and tested in schools. Then,assuming success, collegiate programs should be developed to prepare our undergraduatesto teach these concepts and principles.
Another major weakness has been our so-called methods courses. These have beenmixtures of hints, hunches, and hearsay. But with the pending development of performance-based modules of the teaching act and related (supporting) teacher activities, the futurelooks brighter in this regard. Undera USOE grant to the Center for Vocational and lech-

nical Education (officed at Ohio State), in cooperation with the University of Missouri andOregon State University, such modules of instruction areunder development. When avail-able, preparation in so-called "methods" may be much stronger.
. Speaking of performance or proficiency modules, this raises the entire question ofour traditional organization of undergraduate programs into four years, eight semestersor twelve quarters, and a series of content and methods courses. Although there may besome logic in the present sequencing of most courses of content and method, exit fromany one course and entrance into any othercourse are not based upon performance in any
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precise sense, Hence, our undergraduates enroll in "courses" whether they need them
or not and move through them, over a four-year period, en masse instead of being allowed
progress at their own rate.

Up to this point, I may have sounded a bit negativestressing several weaknesses
in our undergraduate programs, There are, however many strengths in our programs.
Briefly, these include improved physical facilities, hir.teA.: prepared professional staff,
increased cooperation with business and industry, and del:eloping professional organiza-
tions. When increased effort is placed in curriculum (both content and method), we should
realize a true leap forward.

Now let me turn to some trends in education tharmay call for changes in the ways
we are conducting our undergraduate programs. Admittedly, the trends identified may
call for short-range rather than long-range planning and change, but they are no less
important than the curriculum questions discussed previously.

First, we appear to be on the threshold of an "instructional materials" revolution.
In the near future, more packaged instructional systems will be available to the teacher.
With such materials, many developed for self-paced instruction, the teacher will be set
free to become a true professionalone who has the opportunity to work with individuals
to diagnose and prescribe educational "treatments." In our teacher preparation programs
at the undergraduate level, we should provide opportunities for prospective teachers to
use, evaluate, create, and modify such instructional systems.

A second trend that will affectour undergraduate programs is the increasing emphasis
upon "bargaining" within the teaching profession. Not only will salaries and working
conditions be negotiated, but curriculum and program offerings in the schools will be
established by local education (or labor) groups. Surely this will have an effect on the
influence of college programs.

Third, we are entering a period where the relationship between supply and demand
will more nearly approach a balance when compared to the last two decades. Because
the supply will approach or exceed the demand in the next few years, according to many
authoritative predictions, teacher educators will need to more carefully select incoming
students. In addition, early field experiences will need to be used to identify those really
interested in teaching so that those who have made a poor choice will leave the program
for another career. With the volume of undergraduates reduced, more staff and program
time can devoted to improving graduate and in-service education.

The fourth and last trend that I will identify is that of so-called educational renewal
sites and renewal centers, If plans of the United States Office of Education are imple-
mented in the next year or so, monies will be provided to "sites" (areas with about ten
elementary and secondary schools serving 5,000 children) and to centers (now thought of
as state-level organizations) where teachers and other school employees will come to-
gether for in-service training and to exchange ideas and learn to use innovative programs.
The focus for all teacher education may change from the college or university to such
"educational cooperatives" or teacher renewal centers. What role will our colleges and
universities play, if any? Only time will tellbut this national planning by USOE will
force college professors to "shape up" their activities and programs.

These are exciting times. Change is occurring and will accelerate in the future.
Teacher education in industrial arts as wenowknow it, with all of its strengths and weak-
nesses, may take on a whole new look, if we are up to the task.
Dr. Ray is a Professor of Education at The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.

Industrial Teacher Education Curriculum (ITEC)
at Arizona State University

Joseph J. Liftrell

The community college movement has increased the problem of identifying and en-
couraging capable students to consider industrial arts teacher education. Yet it has gen-
erally improved the technical competence in the subject areas. Many community colleges
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have been able to develop very fine technical laboratories. W11-:re the two institutionshave been able to coordinate, it becomes the place of the four-year institution to give suchinstruction as advanced technical studies, instill a philosophy of and a drive for teaching,and to provide the teaching methodology.
Students enrolling for the first time in industrial arts teacher education at ArizonaState University are a conglomerate, as they vary from freshmen jiist out of high schoolto community college graduates who register as juniors. The ages of any entering classmay vary from 17 to 47. Work experience by individuals may be virtually none to that ofa practicing journeyman machinist. -
To cope with this heterogeneous group of students new to our institution, severalprofessors and graduate students met during the 1970-71 schdol year to examine conven-tional and innovative programs for industrial arts education. After much discussion,these men voiced their dissatisfaction with the then-existing program and put. together aplan which eventually was called ITEC, an acronym for Industrial Teacher Education Cur-riculum. IT is basically a plan to improve the preparation of industrial arts teachersfor the schools of Arizona today and for(the schools of Arizona in the future.The pattern for industrial arts courses in Arizona's secondary schools during the1960's was primarily based on classical areas of specialization. These are commonlyfound as courses in wood, electricity, plastics, metal crafts power, drafting, graphicarts, and transportation. This classical pattern has done its job well and will continueto be used for some time. Yet, it now appears that there are two major industrial artsthrusts, one for grades 7-10 and one for grades 11-12. The more advanced grades areperhaps best served by the in-depth study of the more classical approach.
However, the ASU planning group felt that preparing for the classical was not enoughto meet the current and future industrial arts teacher needs if ASU graduates were tocope with revised programs in schools. It is difficult to get away from "Now when Itook industrial arts in high school," but look to the future we must.
Future education systems will be unlike current ones; however, it was the ITEC plan-ning group's view that traditional and contemporary industrial arts objectives should beconsidered. These were accepted, but what was needed was a different approach, wherefuture industrial arts teachers could exercise their capa6ity to solve problems relatedto instruction in the classroom and laboratory.
After gaining sonic direction, the next part of the program planning was to try out aone-semester !TEC. plan. First, a 10-semester-hour block of industrial arts courseswas scheduled. h faculty members agreeing to participate on a trial basis. Four of therequired cour.. 're finally locked into a schedule for only 25 ITI:c students. Studentsreceived initial instruction in the five course areas of wood, metal, plastics, power, anddesign.
After about three weeks, every attempt was made to break down, lose, or forgetthese specific technical areas. This then became a transition period, with students freerto move between laboratories according to their needs. A full student schedule of 17semester hours was easily available, and students have had less problems:registering.The daily schedule offered a block of 18 periods per week available in ITEC. Thisgave greater flexibility for instruction, laboratory work, field trips, and less studentinterruptions in setting up and clean-up. hopefully, the ITEC has helped to bring aboutgreater "togetherness" and "esprit-de-corps," as well as a working relationship notpossible before. Problems have arisen, such as availability of laboratories and faculty,but it is hoped that these will improve with time.
During their subsequent semesters, ITEC students are expected to gain mastery ofskills and technical knowledge along with their professional education and general studiescourses. This ensures that they meet, compete with, and work with students of other
First semester of their senior year, 1TEC students enroll in special methods, cur-riculum, and a seminar on contemporary industrial arts with emphasis on the AmericanIndustry PrOject and 'ACP. The second semester requires one half day for studentteaching. ,.

With graduation, ITEC students receive a bachelor of arts degree with a major inindustrial arts education and a secondary education teaching certificate that enables themto teach grades 7-12 in the Arizona schools. It is expected that ITEC will not only pro-duce better teachers for Arizona's rapidly moving industrial arts needs, but at the sametime have a greater holding power to graduation for those in teacher preparation.
During the orientation period of the first semester, ITEC students are.given instruc-
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Lion in the use of a variety of tools and m.,chins, and an attempt i:; made to relate proc-
esses in such a manner that they may :le applied to any materials.

Safety instruction, use of equipmeut, and individua 1 instruction is given in the orienta-
tion period, but design and planning a IT really given special attention. students are pre-
sented with a design process and are c xpected to work with ideation to come up with solu-
tions. Problem solving is expected In groups and individually. Learning the processes
and learning to teach others go together for ITEC students.

PERT becomes part of the 1TEC student's vocabulary. Proposals for a project are
submitted, the project is approved, and carried through an enterprise experience with a
progress report, including Project Evaluation and Review "Ilcliniqucs (PERT chart).

The enterprise experience becomes a major emphasis for Aix weeks. The schedule
of 18 periods per week allows concentrated effort for ITEC students on the enterprise
study of management, production, marketing, finance, and labor.

The electronics industry and other "key" industries arc ,veil represented in the
Tempe-Phoenix metropolitan area, where ITEC students have an opportunity to visit such
companies as Nlotorola's Government Electronics Division or Honeywell General Elec-

. tric's Computer Plant. ITEC students are made aware of various facets of finance, such
as sources of funds, interest,16ans, stocks, dividends, and wages. Students face problems
in olitalaing capital to carry on an activity. Stocks may or may not be sold, but regardless,
records must be kept.

Producing a product is only part of enterprise. Is there a demand for it? How can
it best be marketed? An opportunity to get involved in marketing their own products pro-
vides 1TEC students with a simulation experience in distribution and sales.

Consultants are frequently called upon to talk to ITEC students about special subjects,
such as marketing. Stock brokers, motel owners, and economic educators are examples
of consultants used.

Labor and labor problems are studied with current events involving labor as a focal

study 'point. Although successful, an enterprise may still have labor problems. Manage-
ment's side is considered, and students are exposed to the structures and levels of re-
sponsibility in a company through-organizational charts and classdiscussions.

As students move into the production phase of enterprise, they prepare flow charts
prior to the culmintaion of production. This is where they verify their planning and prep-
aration. When completed, 1TEC students explain the production of their group's project
to each other. This includes whatever jigs and fixtures were needed as well as the design
and implementation of the product. In addition, a written portfolio is required of each
enterprise group, including a PERT chart, drawings, and descriptive material.

After the enterprise unit, 1TEC students are expected to carry on with individual work
for another six weeks. Although students are in 1TEC for 18 periods per week, most
request many additional hours of laboratory time. As part of their individual activities,
students are required to work with several kinds of tools and encouraged to gain as many
different experiences as time permits. Then, as the individual projects are completed,
time is set aside for oral reports. A follow-up evaluation of each other is an important
part of 1TEC.

The 1TEC faculty team includes several professors and senior students who arc
selected to join the faculty. This team meets for lunch once a week to evaluate the week's
work and plan for the next week. Individual instruction is provided when needed in order
to help the teaching intern, who receives credit for his experience. Future interns will
be selected from those who have been 1TEC students.

Since many graduates will find it necessary to obtain employment in such programs
as the American Industry Project, 1ACP, general laboratories, and with careereducation,
1TEC students look more closely at these contemporary programs during their senior
seminar and in summer workshops.

ITEC students discover that career education extends into the college level, too.
There are a variety of opportunities for industrial arts graduates. Examples arc: voca-
tional rehabilitation; Peace Corps; vocational evaluation; manual arts therapy; special
education; and education in industry, as well as with public. schools and colleges.

In summary: How is 1TEC different from the former industrial arts teacher educa-
tion program? For one thing, a student has a chance to start his program of studies with
a broader view of industrial arts education. Flexibility is an important word in the pro-
gram. But perhaps communication is an even more important factor, since 1TEC means
that professors, new students, and senior students plan together.

1TEC ensures that everyone has a chance to learn and to openly discuss problems
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and questions as a team approach. This is the first of the five ITEC goals. Student reten-
tion is expected to be better, as we hope that each of the first 25 stay to graduation. Thethird goal of a versatile teacher applies to the university faculty as well as our future
graduates. Fourth represents a look at the contemporary programs, and with each pass-
ing year there will hopefully be newer contemporary programs for industrial arts educa-tion. And last, there must be positive carry-over from the industrial teacher education
curriculum to the public schools of Arizona if we arc to succeed.

Dr. Littrell is Professor of Industrial Technical Education at Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona.

Strengths and Weaknesses
of the Undergraduate Program

in Industrial Arts Teacher Preparation
Louis .1. Bozzetta

Today much is being said and written about education, with the focus upon qualityeducation for all. Accountability, management by objectives, behavioral objectives,planning, programming, and budgeting systems, recertification based upon performance
objectives, individualization of instruction, increased costs of education, contracted in-
struction, and bonus plans are but a few items of concern to educators today. All thesehave implications for teacher preparationboth preservice and inservice. it is therefore
timely and appropriate that we spend this brief time in discussing the quality of teacher
preparation in industrial arts. It is a broad and complex topic and one that has many im-
plications that cannot be adequately covered in the time allotted on this panel.

Educational Management Systems suggest die formatin Figure 1 for making decisions.

Figure 1

In order to obtain the "information base" and "what is," catalogues were obtained from
more than 90 colleges and universities that grant a degree in industrial arts education.
Their offerings and requirements were reviewed. Briefly, these are some of the findings:
They require 125 to 142 units for a bachelor's degree. Twenty to as high as 48 units arerequired for a major. An extended major requires additional units up to 70. Most col-leges follow the common area approachwoods, electricity-electronics, metals, drafting,
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etc.while some follow a contemporary listingconstruction, visual communications,

transportation, etc. Most require a broad base in industrial arts and concentration in

one or two specific areas. Some catalogs stated that individualized instruction is available

to students, but in most cases this isnot mentioned in the industrial arts area. However,
some are conducting classes on "individualized instruction" basis.

In order to further obtain "information base" and "what is," supervisors and teach-
ers were contacted. These are some of their comments: They are complimentary on

the job being done by the colleges and universities in the industrial arts classes. How-
ever, some were critical of some of the education courses as being "theoretical." Stu-
dent teaching experiences were praised,

New teachers are generally enthusiastic and desire to do a good job. Teachers are
capable of designing appropriate learning experiences and evaluating student progress
and effectiveness of teaching. Most teachers are skilled in the use of specialized instruc-
tional media. Most teachers are willing to work with all areas of the instructional pro-
gram.

Although most supervisors and teachers complimented the job being done in prepar-
ing teachers of industrial arts, they also expressed some concerns, which include the fol-

lowing:
Knowledge on how to properly order instructional supplies and equipment and pre-

pare a budget is vitally important and insufficient. There is a need for additional Skills
and knowledge about preventive maintenance. Strong training is needed in how to cope
with increased class load usually caused by financial restraints; handle multiple activi-
ties in a general shop situation; and develop Learning Activity Packages to individualize
instruction.

There is a need for improvedcommunications with parents, students, and community,
and ways of explaining the role of industrial arts. There is too much stress on educational
verbiage---affective domain, psychomotor domain, and cognitive domainthat only edu-
cators understand and utilize the aFcepted A.S.K.attitudes, skills, and knowledge. Re-
duce repetition by careful evaluation of student's experiencesformal and informal.
Teacher training institutions shouldwzive parts or all of course requirements if a student
can meet the requirements on the liasis of experiences or demonstrated competence.
Students should have the right to challenge a course for credit. Closer cooperation with
community colleges on transfer courses is needed. Opportunity should be provided for
cadet teaching as an aide or as a para-professional before the senior year and also learn
to work with them. Since teachers tend to teach as they are taught, more courses should
he taught on individualized learning packages with definite performance objectives, and
these should be known to the students. More experience is needed in writing behavioral
objectives and performance based objectives. Just as new dimensions of performance
patterns are being required by theteachers, soshould these similar requirements of per-
formance be requested of teacher educators. Some states are considering legislation for
renewal of certificates based von competency performance objectives. Prospective
teachers should be prepared. Classes should specify clearly what it is that the student

is to learn and also what methods are going to be used for assessment. Adapt degree
programs to innovative programs (I.A.C.P., American Industry, etc.) and develop these
programs to extend into the high school level. Define the role of industrial arts teachers
in career education and the relationship of industrial arts to the 15 career clusters as
defined by the U.S. Office of Education, and develop curriculum materials. Provide ex-
periences in preparing P.P.B.S. (planning, programming, and budgeting systems). Under-
stand the importance, need for, and procedures of accreditation of high schools so that
they will be active, knowledgeable participants. Improve teaching methods and develop
instructional materials for the handicapped and the disadvantaged students.

I am sure that some of you in the audience would agree with the findings; others might
disagree, while somecould make further additions. However, it is not enough for educators
to acknowledge concerns. Action must result if progress is to be made.

Mr. Bazzetta is Director of Occupational Education for the Tucson Public Schools in Tucson, Arizona.
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FiGuat 2
between the ages of 16 and 24, which would cover the majority of students in our college
and university enrollments. These figures have been rounded off to allow easier assimila-
tion of the data, but all of the figures are factuaf. and represent our present population.If we look at the 16-year-old person in 1985, he is presently one year old and existingin today's society.5

The United States Department of Labor has supplied some additional data relating
to educational achievement of the persons over 25 years of age. If we look at the numberof people who have, or are projected to receive four or more years of college education,
we can begin to narrow down the field to those people with whom we are supposedly con-cerned in this meeting (Figure 2). The most significant fact that seems to be apparentin this chart is the vast number of people who will have or will be working towards anadvanced degree.3 Our society in 1985 will be very highly educated and existing in a
super-technological civilization. If we go at our present rate, the technological informa-
tion of today will be more than doubled in 1985.

The global look with which 'me started can now be narrowed to our area of interest,and we may be able to see ourselves from a better vantage point. In 1969, with the 8.7million people over age 25 with four or more years of college, we had approximately
757,000 people enrolled in either a Masters or Doctors degree program. The industrial
arts candidates in 1969 totaled 3,151.2 The data has been broken down in several cate-gories, as indicated by Figure 3. In 1970, the total jumped to 816,000 and the industrial
arts area expanded to 3,175.3
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Masters Degree people make up approximately 85Zof the total figure. These figures
do not indicate the actual graduates, but only those people enrolled in a program. The

data was compiled from 865 institution~ of higher education in the United States and out-

lying areas.

Figure 3

MASTERS AND DOCTORS DEGREE CANDIDATES IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS

1969 1970

Men - full time 609 688

- part time 2,477 2,435

Women - full time 28 12

- port time 37 40

Total 3,151 3,175

All of the statistics presented should give you an opportunity to make some of your

own projections in regard to the number of people we may be dealing with in the future.

Let us now establish a rationale for advanced degrees in industrial arts with some tech-
nical competence, rather than filling all of the hourly degree requirements with "profes-
sional courses."

Dr. Richard Barrow, Associate Professor in the School of Technology at Indiana

State University, has recently completed an institutional survey, with 54 schools of higher

education returning his questionnaire. The survey was directed toward collecting infor-

mation regarding staff members teaching technical subject matter.' When researching
data for the survey, over 1600 people were identified as either full time or part time
instructors in a technical field. Questions at this point are: Where did these people get

their expertise'? When did they have their last industrial contact in their technical area?

These questions are important because 1 wonder if these people are r:aching the same

material they were teaching tenyears ago,orhave they up-dated to present today's indus-

trial practices?
Most people realize that industrial arts today is taking on a slightly different look,

and this dictates, to a certain extent, that our graduates receive a broad background
which we think is necessary to teach today's innovative programs. l agree with this type

of program up to a point, and then it is felt that there are some individuals who still need

to have contact with the latest developments in their area of interest,
At this time; let me use an xample of what I think is a typical graduate of today's

industrial arts program. A friend of mine is presently seeking an industrial arts teaching

position. lle has a Ph.D. and has taught a few years in a secondary school system and
then in a university. He does not have a specialized area, though he is a very knowledge-

able individual in the area of "professional industrial arts subject matter." Every posi-

tion that he has applied for, with an institution of higher education, resulted in the same
questions being asked. "What is your strong area? What is your specialization?" When

he answered, "Industrial arts is my specialization," he would get a response of, "I'm
sorry but we need a specialist in manufacturing, metals, plastics, woods, servicing, etc.,
etc." Not everyone, is going to teach the history, philosophy, and methods courses. There
is a strong need for people to man the laboratory courses, no matter what method is used

for dividing the subject matter.
We, as teachers of teachers, are selling one bill of goods to our students and then

telling them later that they do not havethe qualifications to accept a position on our staff.

We had better take another look at the individual we are preparing to place out in the

market place.
Let me explain a little fu:ther what 1 mean by giving the individual more technical

competence. I am not suggesting that we add additional hours to a unit laboratory area
and let this graduate student cl) individual research with the university's equipment. This

is the last thing thaI I think should be done. What 1 am suggesting is that the individual

have flexibility in his program which will allow him to attend such things as industrial

schools, professional organization-sponsored classes or institutes, intensive industrial

courses or workshops, and even credit to travel to visit industries which would add to his

technical competence. He is not adding manipulative skill to his background, but he is
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getting up-to-the-minute information on what is going on in the industrial :+rea of hischoosing. Hopefully, he will carry on some of this activity after he finishes his degree,
and this will keep him on the cutting edge of our technological society.

1 was fortunate enough to have an extensive Industrial background before a masters
degree even came into my mind as a future objective. The first Experienced Teacher
Fellowship Program at Wayne State University in 1967-68 selected me as a member of
that program. The courses which we were able to take at Wayne State reflect the kind of
program 1 am suggesting to you. Part of the course work was scheduled at such places
as General Electric's Carboloy School, Bendix Industrial Control School, Vickers Hy-
draulics School, Miller Fluid l'owerSchool, and the Dctrclt Technical Institute, We realize
that Detroit has an advantage, with many of these types of programs in close proximity.Other schools are not as fortunate in this area, but if you want to exert the effort you
can find some very good sources which are not too far away.

Each day there are numerous times that I find myself using examples of things
encountered during the industrial schools I attended. There have been many comments by
students on course evaluations which indicated that use industrial examples used during
le:-ture sessions made the courses more meaniogful and interesting. Many of these illus-
trations would not have been possible without the opportunity of attending the industrial
schools and visiting the local industries.

A survey was. mentioned earlier in the presentation which Dr. Barrow at Indiana
State University I ad undertaken recently. This survey was not directed towards infor-
mation concernig a Masters Degree. There are some of us at 1.S.U. who feel that this
type of technical-oriented individual is so important to an institution of higher education
that we are endeavoring to get permission to offer a Doctorate Degree in this area. This
program would be for people who want to stay in a le, .story teaching position but must
get a doctorate degree to compete In the educational arena of a college or university.
I am sure all who have been involved on a college faculty understand the limitations an
individual faces when he does not have a Doctorate Degree.

I would like to say as a partingcomment that we should look closely at the candidates
coming into our graduate programs and allow the student flexibility to prepare for hisfuture. We need many kinds of people to teach in our industrial arts areas and a tech-
nically competent individual is as important as anyother. 1 feel that lately the university
administrators have forgotten about the fellow who may be teaching in the laboratories
of a university and are concerned with only preparing the "professional qualities" of thestudent. if the fellow in the lab is not up-to-date in his field, his professional career will
be in jeopardy as the students slowly laugh him out of the classroom.
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Strengths and Weaknesses
of the Master's Program

Wendell Roy

When considering the relative merits of any educational program, the evaluator is
well advised to review the general characteristics and needs of the person receiving the

program. In this instance, the Master's degree student is assumed to be a person of ex-
perience in some level of teaching or industry or is remaining at the degree-granting
in.irition to obtain the advanced degree immediately after completing the Bachelor's
degree. In any case, the general experiences of the B.S. degree are completed. The
stucl,Nit has usually had sufficient time to realize his needs and accordingly has set his
educational goals. Thus, he arrives at the advanced program with a. definite idea of that
he wants to obtain, what he must do to obtain the information, and what he can do with

the additional education after it is obtained. The merit o1 an advanced degree program
would then be to what degree the student can fulfill his educations! needs and even go

beyond his expectations.
The following paragraphs outline characteristics o' the advanced programs which

could denote strengths or weaknesses in meeting the objectives of the student.

FLEXIBILITY
The student must haw: it program which meetshis needs. If the existing requirements

for degrees are rigid and permit little if any experimentation, the student will possibly
be thwarted in his aims. Certain institutions specify a series of courses which must he
completed. After completing the courses, if an insufficient amount of time remains for
personal goals, a definite weakness is presented. An ideal program would have the char-
acteristic of specifying alternatives which permit flexibility in program construction for
the student and still maintain thehighlevel of professional requirements of the university,
departmental faculty, and accreditation standards. All wouldbe satisfied, the student has
obtained that which he needs, and the institution is satisfied that the degree is of an

advanced level.

APPLIED COURSES

An old problem of industrial arts is the :eluctance of certain institutions to permit
laboratory courses at the advanced degree level. Specified courses are "professional"
in nature, and a continuous series of lectures follow. Attempts to explain the need for
deep laboratory courses fell or have fallen on deaf ears in the higher councils in the uni-

versity. The charge by industrial arts teachers and administrators is that the sciences
enjoy applied or laboratory courses to the doctoral level. Why cannot we offer advanced
laboratory courses at the Master's and Doctoral level? Ideally, applied courses could be
obtained at the higher degree levels. Thes courses should be of sufficient content to be
easily recognized as advanced courses by all who partake of the course and those who
certify the offering. Fortunately, the !rend to offer applied courses at the advanced

degree level appears to be increasing.

LABORATORY FACILITIES
The laboratory facilities should be of such a nature as to permit a level of activities

beyond the Bachelor's degree level. Experimentation and innovation should be character-
istics of a Master's degree program. The equipment, supplies, and building design should
allow the advanced level of attainment.

FACULTY
The faculty member is the deciding factor in insuring the success of the Master's

degree program. From a positional strength in advanced programs, the faculty should be
recognized as competent in their areas of specialization, alert to all innovations in the
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Those of us who are in institutions which offe the doctoral gt;1 h a major ir
industrial arts teacher education have a great den of responsibility rho profes:don'f;

growth and development. In the
teachereducation c mponent of the profess' n, recipients

of the doctor's degree hold the maprityofleadershi positions, and I belie e that it could

be demonstrated that leadership positions at the sate vel and in lar school sys-

tems are being filled increasingly by individuals %sl-a; hold do s

I do not wish to he misunderstood on this pant, so I should clearly say that some of

the most significant contributions which have beer made to our profession and which are

currently being made are made by individuals who do not hold the doctor's degree.

Clearly, these individuals, through experience, professional commitment, and their own

professional development, have far exceeded the contributions made by many profes-

sionals who have had the advantages'ef advanced graduate study. Further, I would be re-

miss if i did net recognize the trend which places the recipient of the doctor's degree in

increasing leadership roles within ourprofession. Iris for this re.ason that those involved

in the doctoral program in industrial arts education must recognize that they have an

increasing professional responsibility. If this premise is accepted, then what are the

ingredients or components which contribute to professional development at the doctoral

level?

THE INSTITUTIONAL SETTING

One of the components or ingredients of an effective doctoral program is the total

institutional setting in which the doctoral program is cast. An appropriate institutiom.I
setting for a doctoral program would imply an institution with sufficient size to permit

the depth and variety of edecational experiences which support the development of pro-

fessionals with various kincis of sub-specialities related to the major field. This is to say

that a strong deparrmert fora shigleacademic major is not adequate for the total develop-

ment of a professional in any given fieid of education.

RESOURCES

Since, by its very nature, a doctoral program does not have a large number of stu-

dents, the institution must have sufficient resources to permit the relatively small num-

ber of doctoral students in industrial arts education to be integrated into other kinds of

course experiences which are provided by the institution at large. This concept supports

the idea that the total academic community has something of benefit for the professional

in any given speciality. lisrcially in education, it is itnportant that a professional be

well grounded in the behavioral sciences, as well as the technology related to his discipline.

CLIMATE
Another dimension of this environment relates to the organization, as well as the

attitude of the Institutional decision makers regarding the field of study, such as indus-

trial arts teacher education. If administrative support and academic status cannot be

secured for the program, then the roaCblocks to program development may be so great

as to prevent the achievement of an effective doctoral program.

PERSONNEL

A second component or ingredient involves the personnel directly responsible for the

doctoral program in the major. For an effective doctoral program to be developed, it is

important that faculty be assembled who are highly qualified from the standpoint of both

experience and specialized preparation. This is not only important for the direct contri-

bution which is made to doctoral candidates, but it is also important for the kind of accept-

ance which is necessary for the program within the institution. While it is important

for the faculty to be highly competent in terms of experience and training, it is also im-

portant that they be diversified in terms of their backgrounds. This is to say that doc-

toral programs must be national in scope ratherthan state or regional in nature. There-

fore, the faculty must have as broad a perspective as possible.
One of the competencies essential to doctoral-level faculty members is a thorough

under standing of research methodology and the application of statistical analysis to data.

The development of research competencies, not only for use within the doctoral program,
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Nlore than likely, when one 0. able to ,ienible a facult'. .u.M re'.: 4 it
in an institution %sharh hat: theorganii...itional and other favorable enviv.fl o. nt.,1 in4retherit-,
we might be inclined to say that the other factors %mild take car :
ever, we would be remiss if we did not indicate that another eamtial in-tdietit oh the
doctoral program is the nature of the education.il opportunities that are provided t)r frie
sradents and the strategies I)) which the snidents are brought into contact with
tional opportunities.

Formal Experience
First of .ill, this means the structuringof certain kinds of btrinal cour.a. experier;es

which are designed to assist the student to achieve certain career goals. Typically, the
doctoral candidate in industrial arts teacher LJJC,lti0:1 prepares himself for primaryrole as a teacher, researcher, administrator, or curriculum specialist. liouever,
r:2alistically, the professional develops other associated competencies permit himto shift professional roles or to operate in settings in which he moist carry out a varietyof roles. Therefore, it is probably not wise for an institution to conceive of Its pr(vram
in such a narrow fashion that the doctoral graduate would not be able to function outsideof or relatively narrow range of professional responsibilities, such as teacher educationonl, research only, administration and supervis:.on only, etc.

In addition to formal course work, it is impovant that adequate learning experiencesbe provided to develop competencies related to scientific investigation and the associatedcompetencies which relate to the analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of information and
the communication of this informat.on in aneffectivil manner. Further, the program mustencourage intellectual honesty and scholarly inquiry. it must assist a professional inhis thirst for knowledge and truth: not that he become a negative skeptic, but that hebecome a scholar with a genuine concern for solving the problems which beset the societyof which he is a part.

Unfortunately, it is true that loony persons pursue the doctor's degree because thisseems to be the only route for advaa, ernent that is open to individuals who seek positionsin four-year colleges. Increasingly, i% seems also to be a popular route for advancementto those who are in junior college and administrative positions at the local, state, andfederal level. In my view, this should be the case only because the advanced doctoral
study has provided an individual with additional competencies which earn him the right tobe in a leadership position as a researcher ar.d/or teacher and/or administrator and/or
curriculum developer. It is indeed .:riforturiate that some instinidons and individuals take
the "union card" approach as a first consideration, with professional development perhapsoccurring as an incidental matter.

To summarize this point, I would observe that professional development requires awell-planned structure for the educational developmeit of an Individual, but it also takes
a commitment on the part of Loth the institu'donal faculty and the professi,nal himself.
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Development Strategies
The strategies by which the doctoral candidates gain their educational experiences

is also an important consideration. Forexamplc, the research requirement can be looked
upon as a hurdle to be scaled by the candidate. Or, instead, the research requirement
can be looked upon as an important component wherein the professional gains research
competencies which are to be utilized throughouz his professional career. In this approach
to the development of research competence, the candidatehas more than a single research
experience. lie is assisted by he facultyand by his fellow doctoral candidates to develop
meaningful research proposala, he has opportunities to develop research instrumentation
which is adequately critiqued and piloted before application, and he has the benefit of a
faculty advisory committee which not only approves the research, but assists the candi-
dates in developing the research strategies and procedures essential to bring the research

to a successful conclusion.
Yet another component of professional development through doctoral study is the pro-

vision for supervised professional experience. By this I do not mean merely part-time
employment by the doctoral candidate, but instead I refer to supervised experiences of
teaching, resenrci!. curriculum development, or involvement with other types of profes-
sional development projects through which the individual gains valuable experience in the
application of more tsrinally acquired knowledge and skill.

CONCLUSION
Through this discussion, I have not attempted to address all of the problems, all of

the strengths, or all of the weaknesses of doctoral programs. I have, instead, elected to
focus upon those factors which I believe are most essential to the development of effective
professionals in industrial arts teacher education through doctoral study. If our chairman
had assigned me a different topic, then I might have emphasized different components.
However, these are the essential ingredients as I see them for professional development
of personnel in industrial arts teacher education through the doctoral program.

Dr. Miller is a Professor of Industrial Education at the University of Missouri-Columbia, Columbia,

Missouri.

The Function of Today's Doctoral Programs
Thomas R. Baldwin

What is the function of today's doctoral programs? Is it as the Council of Graduate
Schools in the United States (1968) would have us believe? "The Ph.D. program is designed
to prepare a graduate for a lifetimeof creative activity and research, often in association
with a career in teaching at a university or college." This definition seems oblivious to
the role of most doctoral graduates, as do many of the doctoral programs preparing these
graduates.

I would suggest that the definition should read: The Ph.D. program is designed to
prepare a graduate for a lifetime of creative activity and teaching, often in association
with a career in research at a university or college (Council of Graduate Schools in the
United States, 1n68). This more accurately describes the positions filled by doctoral
graduates upon completion of their programs.

The revision of this definition and the need for changes in the role of doctoral pro-
grams became evident in an examination of: what is now being done in doctoral programs
to prepare their graduates for college teaching positions; what has been done in the past;
and how the people involved in these programs as students and directors feel these pro-
grams might be made more beneficial to future candidates.

Department chairmen of departments offering the doctoral degree were asked to

explain their programs.
Information indicated that many programs serve multiple functions, including prepar-

ing researchers and college teachers. A numberof the responding departments obviously
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felt both teaching and research were concerns of their program, and that they were doing
a job of preparing people for both of these positions. If these departments are doing the
job they claim, how are these departments accomplishing this multiple task?

In search of this information, I asked the department chairmen how many of their
programs included preparation in teaching methods and found that 75.3.70 inchtled none.
If there are no teaching methods included, the question continued, how then i.re these
people to be prepared for the teaching function by your department? Teaching assistant-
ships were a solution indicated by 97.8T,. of the departments, but these offered teaching
opportunities to a limited number of teachers, and the supervision practices of these pro-
grams showed that most of them were of little value in preparing college teacher;.

Was the department then relying on the individual's personal preparation in earlier
programs to provide the expertise of a good teacher? To determine whether this might be
true, 450 graduates were asked about their personal backgrounds and the preparation they
received in their doctoral programs for the jobs they held upon graduation. Responses
indicated that 73.15; of them secured their first job upon grauuation from their doctoral
program in teaching. When asked if they had any teaching experience before entering
their doctoral program which might aid them in their college teaching, 31.55:, indicated
they had previous teaching experience, most having previously taught in elementary and
secondary schools. When asked if this preparation provided any valuable carry-over to
their college teaching, 43.6% said there was none, the others claiming varying degrees
of value.

Asked if they received any preparation in their doctoral programs to prepare them
to teach, 72.3% said their doctoral program includednone. Only 22 of the 353 respondents
had been involved in preparation for college teaching through an assistantship program,
and they didn't all agree on the merit of this experience.

The question might be raised at this time about the function the doctoral degree
actually serves. In questioning both department chairmen and graduates, over 80% said
that the doctoral degree was considered a "union card" for college teachers. It was also
an essential part of the requirements for the attainment of tenure for college faculty at
many institutions. If this is the case, it seems to indicate that administrators responsible
for hiring _college teachers, or someone someplace, feel that the degree signifies some
in-depth study of college teaching or a thorough knowledge of how a subject should be
taught. If, as I have pointed out, it does not indicate an in-depth study of college teaching,
it must he that the degree is an indication of subject matter competency. The graduates
of these programs tended to disagree with this assumption also, as 30, -. the graduates
said they gained no subject competence in their concentration during their doctoral pin-
gram, and another 337, felt it was only slightly enhanced.

What then is the function of the doctoral degree? It is time to closely examine this
question and then re-orient our doctoral programs to provide the preparation needed by
their graduates. If this preparation is, in fact, needed in the area of teacher preparation,
it is time to provide constructive and worthwhile courses to meet this end. If it is to pro-
vide subject matter competency, then this should be done. If providing researchers is
the job, then this needs to be done in a more organized and constructive fashion.

Dr. Baldwin is an Assistant Professor in the Energy and Transportation Department, University of Wiscon-
sin-Stout.

Does Quantity Affect Quality?
Leon G. Devlin

Today all educational systems are being influenced by the increased cost of providing
quality education. Doctoral programs are experiencing the effects as greatly if not more
than undergraduate programs. The public is questioning the need for more doctorates in
all fields now that there seems to be a surplus in some fields. In order to survive during
this time of crisis, administrators are attemptingto increase rather than stabilize or de-
crease enrollments. In many cases, this action has forced programs to continue operation
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in antiquated facilities geared for undergraduate curriculums. Funds are not available to

increase the faculty appropriately, therefore individuals who are overloaded will he re-

quired to take on additional responsibilities.
What effects will the foremeationed action have on the doctoral student? First of all,

the variations and number of courses offered during a semester will be limited because
"We only have so many people to teach." Therefore everyone must sign up for industrial
education 6th, "methods of creating chaos." Some may have already had the content of

the course while working on the master's degree, The title was a little different, but
nevertheless they need 12 hours, so they sign up. The professor assigned to teach the

course has three other classes, so if a student is errolled in any of those he will likely

get a douhle, triple, or maybe even a quadruple dosed the same thing.
When the student hegins to give some consideration to a research topic, being a typical

graduate student, unsure of himself, he must try it out on his committee chairman. After
spending consideraWe time in the library searching "the Dissertation Abstracts," cur-
rent periodicals, and maybe even chasing a few rainbows, he is ready to present his ideas

to the committee chairman. Several hours are spent attempting to arrange an office visit

with the chairman, during which time some appointments were canceled because the chair-

man was called to the dean's office, had to go out of town, was called upon to substitute

at someone else's committee meeting, or any of several other legitimate reasons, which
all sound illegitimate to the individual involved, Ile finally arrives at the office door,
wondering if it Is all worth it,

Upon presenting the idea to his chairman, he may expect to hear, "That's a great
idea: I'll call year committee members and arrange a meeting so you can get started."
More than likely, though, he will hear, "I doubt if that is doctoral-level research, better
try again," or "change that word to this word," or mayhe even "I'll procrastinate over
this for awhile; you a rrangeanappointment for next month." When the day finally arrives
for the proposal meeting, the student is no longerwondering if it's all worth it. Ile now

is positive that it isn't, but he has too much invested to quit at that stage. When the meet-
ing is over and all of the word changes have been made, the proposal no longer resembles

the original idea.

IS THE DOCTORATE A DETERRENT TO PROGRESS?

Most graduates of doctoral programs seek or return to employment in colleges or

universities. There was a time when almost all doctoral graduates moved directly or

advanced quickly into positions of administration such as chairman, coordinator, or head
of a department. This is not thecase today. New doctorates now spend most of their time

in teaching.
Recently, the competition for positions has become quite severe. Those of you who

had positions to fill last year or were seeking a position are well aware of this fact.
Most departments would prefer to fill a vacancy with a doctorate holder, but due to eco-
nomic pressure, many are forced to pass over those applicants with the degree and hire
someone who has not started or completed the doctorate. Many junior or community
college administrators are hesitant to hire a person with the doctorate because they see
little need for the degree, or they can not afford the salary, or they Just do not want to
hire someone who may become a threat to their position.

For the most part, those who hold the doctorate continue to earn advancements in

position, rank, and salary more quickly than those who do not have the degree. Some
departments have become "doctor heavy"; inotherwords, their staffs are made up largely
of persons with the doctorate. Advancement within a department such as this may be

rather difficult, and an individual may need to change positions to get the advancement he

desires, Although the doctorate holder may encounter some difficulties as the result of
having the degree, the rewards reaped should far outnumber those of the non-degree

person,

DO THE GRADUATES OF DOCTORAL PROGRAMS CONSIDER
THE INSTITUTIONS TO BE FULLY QUALIFIED?

This question may be answered by one word. Nol This may not be entirely fair to
those institutions who offer the doctorate, therefore it is necessary to elaborate slightly.
Ginther (1) conducted a study at the University of Missouri to determine in what way and

to what extent doctoral programs were providing for the development of technical,
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research, teaching, and administration competencies. Ile reported that the time utilized
in the development of specialized technical competencies appeared to be considerably
less than the time that the respondents believed should be devoted to that area.

One of my fellow panelists, Dr. Moreland, conducted a study at Northern Colorado
University to determine the effectiveness of that doctoral program in preparing the
graduates for the positions they assumed (2). The doctoral advisors were described as
beirg well qualified and competent, but their time for assisting students was too limited.

A study conducted at Texas A & M University (3) revealed that slightly over 50;:. of
the industrial education doctoral graduates believed their doctoralprograms to have been
"generally relevant" to subsequent professional duties. Only 5.6% of the graduates indi-
cated that their doctoral experiences had been "irrelevant" with respect to professional
assignments. According to the graduates, the program description which could be most
closely associated with that doctoral program was "flexible, allowing inter-disciplinarystudies." Another description, which ranked third in the group of 16 descriptions, was
"duplication of materials in ..everal courses."

An effort to evaluate the faculty yielded neutral results in most cases. The standard
deviations obtained approached normality, indicating a great deal of disagreement amongthe respondents. Most of the facilities at Texas A & M were considered to be excellent
or adequate to support a doctoral program. Exceptions to this case were "laboratories
for developing or conducting research and reproduction facilities."

WEAKNESSES VS. STRENGTHS

When a person contemplates whether he will or would again pursue the doctorate,
many things must be considered. Over 80% of the doctoral graduates from Texas A & M
indicated that they "would" again pursue the degree, whereas slightly over 8% reported
they "would not" work on a doctorate if they had it to do over. Almost 50% were "very
satisfied" with the degree in terms of their current earning power, prestige of the degree,etc., in return for the investment of time, effort, money, and sacrifices; 33% were
"satisfied"; 12.5% were "undecided"; while only 2.8% were "dissatisfied."

It is rather interesting that in the study at Northern Colorado and the similar study
at Texas A & M, the most valuable experience of the doctoral programs was the "associa-
tion with other doctoral students." The Texas A & M graduates identified the need for
more specialization in teaching, research, and administration in the fields of industrial
arts, vocational industrial education, and technical education. The graduates of Northern
Colorado believed that the philosophy of that program was somewhat limited to industrialarts.

Although the dissertation research does provide an opportunity for independent study,
in most programs this is the only means the student has to explore an unfamiliar area.
Pershing (4) recommended the inclusion of such courses as computer programing, data
processing, conference procedures, and materials of industry into the industrial education
curriculum rather than the traditional courses in philosophy and history of industrial
education. These are areas in which today's doctoral graduates will most certainly be-
come involved.

RETROSPECT

In my attempt to identify problems and weaknesses of doctoral programs, I did not
intend to maliciously reflect inadequacies of specific institutions or doctoral programs.
Institutions are concerned with the quality and effectiveness of their doctoral programs,
as evidenced by the recent studies at the University of Northern Colorado and Texas A & M
University. As the competition for the outstanding graduate students becomes more
critical, other programs will find it necessary to examine their curriculums and require-ments.
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Should Doctoral Programs Be Standardized?
Henry C. Moreland

When one mentions the term "standardize" with reference to educational programs,
the reaction seems to include a certain amount of skepticism and reluctance. This is
probably because we all immediately associate the term "standardize" with compromise,
inflexibility, and loss of our opportunities to individualize educational experiences. As
we consider standardization of doctoral programs in industrial education, we approach a

similar dilemma. All of higher education, and particularly graduate study, is closely

tied to centuries of tradition. Although industrial education is a relative newcomer to
doctoral study, we have already attached ourselves to many of the age-old traditions, as
well as established some traditions of our own. Therefore, if we are going to consider
standardizing doctoral study in industrial education, we need first to examine closely
our existing programs in light of present and future needs, with somewhat less concern

for traditions.
Regardless of our desireto break with tradition, to implement change, or to standard-

ize our programs, very realistically we realize that such endeavors are not arbitrary
decisions made by department heads or graduate faculty. As John Fairer wrote in an
1.A.V.E. editorial on doctoral programs:

Too often the decisions ore mode by some higher authority a dean or vice-president who locks
adequate knowledge of the needs of tht field or who is not sympathetic to the problems of in-

dustrial education (1:23).

Therefore, we, as industrial educators, should study carefully all aspects of our doctoral
programs with an eye for identifying those things within our control. We frequently find

that entrance requirements, transfer credit, comprehensive examinations, and disserta-
tion requirements are already specified for all doctoral programs within a particular
institution. While these aspects of the program should be of vital concern :o us, we should
concentrate our attention on those aspects we have predominant control over, such as
professional course requirements and their content, technical course , fferings and their
content, and the general scope and purpose of the educational experiences the student will

be exposed to in the course of the degree.
Perhaps, before we concern ourselves with either standardizing or changing these

aspects that we can control, we must first answer the question: "What is the purpose of
the doctorate in industrial education?" Some say it should prepare a person to be a

better teacher. Some feel it should prepare one to become an administrator. Others
consider it preparation for research and writing. I am sure the majority of us feel that
a person who haft earned the doctorate should have a reasonable degree of competency

in all of these areas. However, I think it appropriate for us to carefully examine these

aspects through reset rch that has been conducted, so that we might be able to weigh each

and establish the needed priorities.
One study which sampled holders of the doctorate in industrial education throughout

the nation reported. that 54% of the individuals surveyed were primarily teachers, while
an additional 30% reported their job entailed some degree of administrative responsibility.
By combining these percentages, we can readily see that in excess of 80% of these people

are either directly or indirectly associated with teaching students. This same study
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Automation of office work and services, leading to displacement of 25% of current work force.

Education becoming a respectable leisure pastime.

Widespread ate of sophisticated teaching machines.

Automatic libraries, looking up and reproducing copy.

Operation of a central data storage facility with wide access for general or specialized infor-
mation retrieval.

Widespread use of automatic decision-making at management level far industrial and national
planning.

Development of new synthetic materials for ultra-light construction.
Automated rapid rronsit.

1980-1990

Reformation of physical theory, eliminating confusion in quantum-relativity and simplifying
particle theory.

Automated interpretation of medical symptoms.

Construction on a production line of computers with motivation by "education."
Widespread use of robot services, for refuse collection, as household slaves, as sewers inspec-
tors, etc.

Widespread use of computers in tax collection with access to all business recordsautomatic
single tax deductions.

Widespread and socially widely accepted use of non-norcotic drugs (other than alcohol) for the
p.;rpose of producing specific changes in personality characteristics.

Stimulated emission ("lasers") in X and Gamma ray region of the spectrum,

Economically useful exploitation of the ocean bottom through mining (other than off-shore oil
dri I I ing).

1990-2000

Availability of a machine which comprehends standard I.Q. tests and scores above 150 (where
"comprehend" is to be interpreted behavioristically as the ability to respond to questions printed
in English and possibly accompanied by diagrams).

Feasibility of limited weather control, in the sense of substantially affecting regional weather
at acceptable cost.

Economic feasibility of commercial generation of synthetic protein for food.

2000

Three-day work week may be standard. In 1971, fou. firms per day rearrange their workweek
.chedule.

Labor force will be up 50% from 1971, which will increase the Co:IP to S3 trillion. At the
some time, we will have 20 million aged, 150 million automobiles, and natural resources neardepletion.

There will be 272 newly-planned communities in existence; 30% of our population growth will
live in these communities.

All major industries will be contrc ed by computers.

Output of multinational corporations to exceed 54.5 trillion, as compcned to SI trillion in 1980.

(This list has been token from The Futurist, 1969-1972)
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EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS FORECAST 1980
(Nation's Schools, Nlay 1971)

1. Preschool and post-graduate phases of education will substantially expand. In
addition, the relative amount of brmal.public education will decline as professional, tech-
nical, and educational recreation training increases.

2. In education technology, there will be a major shift in emphasis from hardware
and associated software to that might be called behavioral technics.

3. Informal education will become increasingly popular as an alternative to formal
education for both school-age youth and adults.

4. Education will be increasing!) tied into recreation, particularly on vacations. A

large number of educated, active, young and middle -aged people will seek to combine

brief and intensive re-educational experiences with their vacations.
5. Technical and professional training will enjoy the largest absolute and percentage

growth in investment, probably growing from the current level of approximately $18

billion in the U.S. to at least three times that figure by 1080. The forces driving this

enormous expansion are: the accelerated rate of technical change requiring retraining
in operations and applications; the increase in per capita productivity, yielding a greater
surplus for reinvestment in human capital development; the increasing competitiveness
of industries for high-quality, problem-solving personnel; and the increasing complexity

and rate of social and technical change of the society as a whole, which will require much

greater specialization and continuous upgrading of It & I), production, marketing, finance,

legal, and general management activities.
6. The still-strong "credentials" barrier will he gradually eroded by increasing

pressures for greater participation in education and educational decision-making by more

non-professional community groups and individuals.
7. A new type of educator will emergewho is specifically interested in the continuous

improvement, rather than the orderly maintenance of educational systems. This new

educator will have elements of the entrepreneur, the systems analyst, the behaviorist,
and the environmentalist.

8. The next decade will see a great disorder and fragmentation of education philos-

ophies and doctrines analogous to the ideological and socio-economical, generational, and

sexual polarizations of today.
This fragmentation may, hopefully, liberate the practical development of better in-

structional technics, materials, and educational environmental management from the
rigidity imposed by past doctrines.

This exercise (a modification of the Delphi technique) would soon reveal inconsis-
tencies in the programs of 1972. The radical critics of the day (Goodman, Friedenberg,
Henry, McLuhan, etc.) all start with such a process as they question all aspects of Amer-
ican education. Gross (p. 17) has stated:

The radical critics then lock at the schools. Whet they find in the classroom is suppression,

irrelevance, inhumanity, manipulation, and the systematic stultification of most of what is

promising in children and youth.... Whereas some of them score tne schools' failures to ac-

ccmplish what they set out to do or what the needs of society require them to do, the most

radical attack them for being entirely too successful in doing the wrong things ... They

would give not a cent to bolster education as it now proceeds, but would first require dis-

mantlement of the entire enterprise and its reconstitution along basically different lines.

Those who are not familiar with futures research or those who disclaim techniques
such as Delphi, will ask what can we learn from these predictions. Futures research
does not merely concentrate on providing advice to those engaged in policy-making, but

assists the policy maker in recognizing alternative futures, their consequences, and the

most logical course to follow. Shane (p. 2) has listed five distinctions which show the

difference between conventional planning and futures research. These are:

1. Futures-planning stresses future alternatives rather than linear projections; it is inherently

value-directed and action-oriented. It concentrates on identifying consistencies and rela-

tionships among future probabilities and their probable impact as a result of policy decisions.

2. Futures-planning opens up more possibilities than conventional linear planning; it endeavors

to point up possibilities that often are overlooked.
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3. Conventional planning tends to be based on the assumption that a "good" tomorrow is simply
a utopian versicn of the pre:ent with its problems removed. Futures research recognizes that
we may need to anticipate c, te different tomorrows with respect to resources, values, prac-
tices, and the attitudes which they reflect.

4. Futures research depends glare on the rational study of anticipated developmentsoften
long-range developments end their consequencesthan on statistical analyses and projec-
tions. Conventional vlann ng is often based on mathematical models. Futures research is
less "mathematics model-based" and more "personal simulation-based".

5. In Futures planning, the emphasis is not an the reform of the post but on creating a probobol-
istic environmental of alternative possibilities and consequences For careful study and choice.

CHILD OF THE FUTURE

Human life is still divided into three main periods: schooling, working, and retire-ment. However, a new society is develc "nng which requires changes in our educational
system. Janne (p. 81) has identified :hest: major developments:

1. The schooling of youth will be less and `ess a matter of acquiring knowledge and information,
but will be devoted to acquisition of methods, of thought, adoptive attitudes, critical reac-
tions, and disciplines which teach children how to learn. This will mean not only the end of
encyclopedism but the end of specialization of well. Contemporary activities will call For
polyvalent humans who con adopt easily it a brood Field.

2. The occupational period will be characterized by leisure rime For the absorption of culture,
but this leisure will hove to be more and more devoted to occupational adjustment and to
keeping abreast of new knowledge. A system of permanent education must be set up.

3. Retirement at the age of 65 will be o thing of the post each person will hove some re-
sponsible activities as well as some studying and some time for leisure.

Educators must never lose sight of the fact that they are preparing citizens of the
future. The first grader of 19i2willbe 34 years old in the 21st century. This is approxi-
mately the age of the average industrial arts teacher of today. Are we judging children
and curriculum patterns; in terms of our view of the occupational period or in terms oftheir view in 1990? Dr. Pierce, a psychiatrist, when speaking about Sesame Street in
1971, reminded us of the axiom accepted by both futurists and mental health workers.
Roughly stated, the axiom maintains that what causes someone to be mentally ill is the
discrepancy he finds between childhood expectations and adult reality.... It is the re-
sponsibility of the teacher to let the child know as nearly as possible what life will be
likeor could be likewhen the child becomesan adult. There are things that a teacher
can do to prepare a child so that he is in alignment with his future, yet flexible, adaptive,
and imaginative enough to shape the future so that he and his fellows can live with more
grandeur.

The child of the future will needtobe at home with science and technology and under-
stand the implications of all human activities that take place in the total system. He will
need to understand the interconnectedness of all aspects of his culture and be able to con-
sciously plan his future. From birth, the child has depended upon technology and will
continue to do so until death. This dt-lc not imply a state of complete isolation from cul-
ture but rather an immersion within it. The child must learn to control this culture and
alleviate the subordination of technology to those who do not understand its implications.

To many, the question that remains is, "Can we predict a breakthrough in technology,
education, or anything else?" A breakthrough, according to Webster, is: "a sensational
advance in scientific knowledge in which some bafflingmajor problem is solved." Martino
(p. 101) offers a less ambiguous definition. He says a breakthrough is "an advance in the
level of performance al some class of devicesor techniques, perhaps based on previously
unutilized principles, which significanily transcends the limits of prior devices or tech-
niques."

A strong case can be nude for the inevitability of discovery. For example, many
needs in our society mandate that certain discoveries must come about (e.g., cure for
cancer). If it is true then, that certain discoveries are inevitable, then the forecaster
need only ask whether it is time for the next step in his field. The history of technology
reveals that many events could have been predicted by knowledgeable people. Einstein
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announced his theory of relativity in 1905. However, it was not until. 1919 that t.1*^ first
artificially-induced nuclear reaction took place and 1942 before the first chain reaction
was produced. Patents issued in 1930 and 1939 arc recognized today as transistors. The
only reason these were not developed further was the lack of information in chemistry
which did not allow materials to be built of the required purity. But these patents could
have served as a warning.

The object of forecasting is to look for signals which might be precursors of impend-
ing innovations. Unfortunately, these are diffuse, that is, found in many places and at
different times. These signals are also buried by erroneous signals like the negative
signals of the 1920's regarding the practicability of atomic energy. Therefore, the fore-
caster must take an active role in identifying breakthroughs that he is interested in. Ile

must scan large amounts of material, identify implications, and confirm them. Once the
researcher has these confirmed, he must raise the question of, "What do we do with this
data?" And this is precisely the position from which we must move with the direction of
industrial arts in a technetronic age.

FUTURE OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Industrial arts programs of the past, like almost all curriculum areas, have mass-
produced students who turn out to be a commodity, replaceable and expendable. The new
student (the child of the future) must be unique, aware of his culture, capable of making
rational decisions 'within a technological environment, and unique as a person. This will
mandate a whole new structure of educational philosophy, content, and method. The frag-
mentation of disciplines will no longer suffice because they merely perpetuate the frag-
mentation of the students' perspectiveof the "real" world. Programs will need to become
multi-disciplinary, based upon the present and the best predictions of the future that we
can develop and allow for student participation. Maybe it is time that educators simply
"get out of the way" and let students show them what they mean by relevance. The writer
is convinced that the child of the future has learned an axiom that we adults should con-
sider, and that is: It is people that change technology, not some invisible, indestructible
monster that it has been made out to be.

With these ideas in mind, please allow the writer to do some predicting of his own.
These predictions arc written in two groups in order to separate two distinct possibilities:

Assuming the industrial arts profession, especially teacher education institutions,
continue to disregard the technical and socio-cultural data available about our techno-
logical culture:

1975
High school will begin to drop industrial arts from the curriculum.

1980
Teacher education institutions will begin to drop industrial arts from the university cur-
riculum due to diminishing numbers choosing such a major.

1985
Industrial arts will no longer be required at the junior high level in most states.

1990
Industrial arts will notbe requiredby any state in the country and will exist only as leisure
time activities for all age levels.

Assuming the industrial arts profession is willing to address itself consciously and
diligently to the data available about our technological culture and to make the changes
necessary for a relevant curriculum:

1973
The A1AA will develop a committee for the study of the future and begin recommending
changes needed for the study of technology.

1975
The study of industry, as a discipline base, will be rapidly declining in favor of the study
of technology as a discipline base.
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long as it appears that the "old wineskin" will hold our "new wine!" The label must stand
the test of wide acceptance and the test of definition with unvarying meanings if truly it
will be useful and will make a significant difference.

Career education is "on-stage," (runt and center; but looking beyond, there seems
to be yet another force of great potential for redirecting industrial arts and industrial
arts teacher education. The label of that force is "The Third Industrial Revolution." Ir
is important that we examine the concepts of the third industrial revolution to understand
it potential inEuence upon careereducation, as well as upon industrial arts and industrial
arts teacher education.

THE THIRD INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

The first industrial revolution followed the invention of the steam engine; the conse-
q,iences that followed its use include the development of the factory enterprise and the
great shift in po ?ulation from the countryside to the emerging industrial cities.

The second industrial revolution may be characterized by the concept of mass produc-
tion and the continuing developments toward automation. More and more of man's work
became unskilled, repetitive, and "button pushing... A major consequence of the second
industrial revolution was the creation of our affluent society.

The third industrial revolution is developingas a reaction to the dehumanizing effects
of fragmented work and meaningless work environments. Industry is again providing the
leadership, as :t did in the earlier industrial revolutions. Bell Telephone is a leader in
this area and description of early experimentation was reported by Marco Gilliam3 in
the Bell Telephone Magazine. Harold Rush7 wrote case studies of efforts of other indus-
tries, and these were summarized in The Conference Board, Inc. publication.

The publication includes reports of case studies by Arapahoe Chemicals, Boulder
Colorado; Texas. Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Texas; U.S. Internal Revenue Service; Weyer-
hauser Co., Tacoma, Washington; Monsanto Co., St. Louis, Mo.; and PPG Industries of
Lexington, N.C. Concept; of the third industrial revolution may be expressed in many
ways, but the cent r.1 concern is the recognition of man's creative nature as well as his
inheritorship. Sonie descriptive definitions of explanations are as follows: The redesign
of the work environment to maximize human fulfillment; redesign of the system to meet
man's needs rather than training and rewarding man to meet the technological require-
ments; designing the job to develop the man rather than training the man to fit the job;
design for mutual development: man develops the job, the job develops man. Experimen-
tation by individuals and by industries were also identified by labels, including Bell Tele-
phone Company's "Work Irself" and Weyerhauser Company's the "I Am" Plan. Some of
the industrial experiments are based upon Frederick Ilerzberg's4 "Motivation-Hygiene,"
and some upon Douglas McGregor's5 "Theory Y."

The disturbances and turmoil of recent years in many of our societal institutions are
evidence of man's struggle to achieve the full potential of his humanness. None of our
societal institutions can escape this struggle. It seems that people rather suddenly have
greater awareness and concern for who they are and for their potential for being. They
are often described as less easily controlled, less dependent, less submissive, and less
passive. The carrot-and-stick formulas for motivation have lost effectiveness. People
must have challenges and meaning for self-fulfillment. The third industrial revolution
is progressing; jobs and work environments are being redesigned toward creation of
meaningful and satisfying work. in recognition of man's basic creative nature. Industrial
arts would do well if it is redirected into this humanized reorientation, where it might
exercise a positive force in the third industrial revolution. Humanizing the workplace is
a relatively new frontier and a major societal need. We should move in this area with
industry and prevent the practice-lag from developing.

INTERPRETING THE SIGNALS AND LABELS

Our signals and labels are too often subject to variable interpretations, and some-
times the "bandwagon" effect is created through successful merchandising rather than
through critical analysis and real understanding. Research reports can assist with our
critical analysis, and the Review and Synthesis of Research on Occupational Adaptability8
only recently published by ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education is
timely for this purpose. Coraider the following signals and labels:
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Career Education
The "bandwagon" effect has created great hope and broad attraction. The process

of refining and making the definition more specific will challenge its power as a unifying
label with wide acceptance. If its interpretation justifies "business-as-usual" for the
diverse areas and programs, failures can be expected. We should give our best efforts
and have patience while developing and refining definitions. It is important that we pre-
serve the early advantages of the attractive new label.

Cluster Concepts
Merchandising efforts and research investments seem to have created a -halo" of

respectability for the cluster label, ever: though research is unable to identify any sig-
nificant difference in favor of the cluster programs. In fact, the research findings sug-
gest that we may be in error with ideas we often take for granted regarding transfer of
meaning and general educational values. Years ago, similar strategies were criticized
as preparing the "jack of all trades and master of none," and the criticism seems valid
in light of recent research findings.

Douglas Sjogren8 reviewed and synthesized the research on occupational adaptability.
Much of the research involved cluster approaches, and none of the findings to date revealed
any significant advantages for cluster concepts. Sjogren quoted a study by Morrison which
pointed out the unlikeliness that a curriculum based on a cluster could be identifiably
different from a curriculum for anyone job in the cluster, since by definition, the curricu-
lum must contain the elements required by that job.

Sjogren's summary included an interesting reference to the work of Ausubel et al.,
who carried out experiments to demonstrate that learning and retention is facilitated if
the learner gained a clearsetof "anchoring ideas." The example given was that thorough
knowledge of Christianity provides the "anchoring ideas" useful to facilitate learning and
understanding of other religions, ouch as Buddhism. The generalized finding that
adaptability of an individual to different situations can be facilitated by an available
repertoire of "anchoring ideas" 'should shake our faith in some of our practices and
assumptions. Further support for the importance of the "anchoring ideas" concept may
be found in James W. Altman's' findings that the most effective generalisations of elec-
tronic maintenance ability for multiple systems occurs when priority is given to training
for skilled level on one system before trying to develop generalized technicians at the
outset. This is further support for theoften-heard generalization that what is studied and
learned is not nearly so important as a record of excellence in something.

The possibilities are evident that general education values, transfer of meaning, and
adaptability are really achieved from depth study, and that skill and technical knowledge
proficiency can contribute to those goals rather than detract from them. There seems to
be an underlying relatedness of all things as they converge into human values in depth
study, particularly if the environment for depth study is real enough to provide confronta-
tions with human values.

Problem Solving
As a label, problem solving enjoys wide acceptance, but definitions are so broad and

variable that practice can become misleading. When problems are predetermined and
packaged for student verification rather than for genuine investigation and inquiry, the
strategy may easily degenerate into dogma.

Behavioral Objectives (Performance-Based Curriculum)
Educators are investing heavily in time and money for performance-based curriculum

materials which are keyedtobehavioralobjectives. The label is becoming widely accepted
and possibly even blindly accepted. Like problem solving, behavioral objectives can be
misleading and deserve careful scrutiny.

If the third industrial revolution has the impact as hypothesized, the instructional
materials now in production will rapidly become obsolete. Instructional materials gen-
erally are designed to prepare the individual to fit the existing job, without concern for
altering the job to fit the man. The third industrial revolution is challenging thedehuman-
izing elements in industrial jobs which have been preserved through training based upon
scientific job analysis. We must begintoask what are the requirements for man's fulfill-
ment through work, rather than what are the requirements demanded by the job. We must
know what it means to be human, what it means to be dehumanizing, and what it means to
experience human fulfillment to adequately evalu ate behavioral objectives and performance-
based curriculums.
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Mass Production
Many efforts for innovation and change incorporate mass production strategies. Mass

production is at least as old as the model-T Ford and certainly incorporates many de-
humanizing elements which are under attack by the third industrial revolution. Mass pro-
duction may be the point-of-departure, but dynamic developmenttoward more humanizing
systems must develop.

Guidance and Counseling
Guidance and counseling seem as acceptable as "motherhood and apple pie." We

seek more and more of it, but research has evidently raised some questions that may be
shocking .ts. us. Psychologist John Rothncy6 presented his findings from a 20-year follow-
up study of high school students to the 9000 members of the APGA convention last April.
Looking back 20 years, students who had been lavished with "the best counseling we could
give," compared to those receiving no organized counseling, revealed no differences in
career choice, satisfaction, confidence, or value placed on counseling. A member of the
audience was credited with the comment: "At least he didn't show that we harmed thernl"

We are reluctant to use the research findings, possibly because research iG so new
to us. We have paid for the research; some findings are now available, and we should
begin to take the findings more seriously.

Ergonomics
This new label should not pass unnoticed by industrial arts educators. if the third

industrial revolution has the impact as anticipated, the term could come into common
usage. Its composition and effect in usage tends to generate a halo of respectability and
thus could enter the competition as a new name for industrial arts in the framework of
career education. The term was developed from the Greek word ergon, meaning work,
and was defined by the 1961 Geneva International Labor Review as "The Scientific Ap-
proach to Making Work Human." Ergonomics could greatly facilitate "The Third Indus-
trial Revolution."

WHAT DIRECTION FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION?

Industrial arts would do well to build momentum for redirection under the influence
of the third industrial revolution. The critical analysis of our popular labels was offered
as warning against misuse, but they arenot to be discarded unthoughtfully. Some specific
areas for attention and redirection are as follows:

Less emphasis on the following More emphasis on the following

Dehumanizing Strategies: Humanizing Strotegies:

scientifically-analyzed job requirements

authoritarian supervision to hold technical
requirements

isolated skill training to technical require-
ments

scientifically-prescribed procedures

behavioral objective which defined predeter-
mined technical requirement

concern for breadth of exploratory experiences
(gaining many isolated experiences of little
depth)

achieving verification of knowledge and
skill requirements to instructor's satisfaction
or approval

instructional materials and environment
designed to evoke verification

the nature of man and his fulfillment through
work

individual responsibility and decision making

skills developed in dynamic functioning con-
text (evaluation and rewards are automatic)

individual participation in decisions and plan-
ning of procedures

behavioral objective which defines mutual
growth and development of the man and the job

concern for depth experience in total enter-
prise context (gaining anchoring ideas in en-
vironment that provides broad peripheral vision)

employing creative talents to change knowl-
edge and skill requirements to satisfaction of
self and others

real responsibility in junior or analogue indus-
try creating spin-offs and change
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covering and putting across information and
content

use of the labels: teacher-student

adjusting man to the system

maxi-industries with centralized control

success in terms of economic values

functioning in context as productive example

real roles in enterprise

redesign of systems to meet man's needs

mini-industries with decentralized control

success in terms of human values

The critical examination attempted to challenge some of our readily- accepted assump-tions and practices, but it also attempted to raise some challenging possibilities andhypotheses to be tested.
If human fulfillment becomes our primaryobjective inthe work place and in education,

we may find that many of our old problems in teaching and learning readily dissipate
through the design of more efficient teaching and learning strategies. When human values
become central in the total enterprise system, then liberalization and specialization can
be integrated as elements of the same process. Great artists and great musicians achieved
specialization, yet captured the values we expect from general education and liberaliza-tion. It is time for us to seriously face the fact that individuals are different; that creative
potential is a function of those differences; and that pursuit of specialized talent differen-tial leads to human fulfillment, adaptability, and liberalization, which are the objectivesof the third industrial revolution.
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A View of Technical Components
in Teacher Education

Jerry Streichler

Please consider this presentation an idea and reaction session. At Bowling Green
State University, we have been doing some things which we believe are exciting to facultyand to students. We think most of these ideas will produce a better producta fineteacher of industrial arts.

We would like to share these ideas with you and welcome your criticisms and ques-tions.
To allay apprehensionsthe kind 1 always get when 1 hear introductions to topics of

this sort, let me tell you what this session is not going to be and what it is intended to be
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We are not going to spend time on a lengthy discourse propounding a rationale or
foundational philosophy. We hope, nevertheless, that after viewing and hearing about what
we do, you will perceive our rationalethe bases for action.

We expect that whatever image is formulated will be an eclectic one. because we con-
fess to having borrowed heavily from the experiences of our colleaguesmostof those
rationales and philosophies you have heard and to which we have added some new or dif-
ferent "twists."

We are not going to talk methods, or instructional technology, or how to teach people
to teach.

Instructional technology is regarded as a distinct and different component of teacher
preparation programs. We do not lose sight of the fact, however, that well organized,
well-presented, exciting, and challenging presentations and interactions by the professor
in technical courses serve as excellent behavior models for the teacher in preparation!

Based on personal experience of several faculty "gut" level (intuitive) feelings, sub-
stantial analysis of trends in content, student interests, improving faculty competencies,
and higher expectation of faculty and other resource utilization, the following eight state-
ments have been accepted as guideposts or hypotheses which are being tested in program
development and implementation in the Department of Industrial Education and Technology
at Bowling Green State University.

There is an identifiable andorganizable body of knowledge of technology as it is mani-
fested in industry. Academic departments in colleges and universities whose history is
rooted in industrial arts education have a vital obligation to develop that content to its
highest level of sophistication.

The body of content may be broader than that which may appropriately be expected
to evolve from an academic base in industrial arts. Consequently, individual departments
may need to add services usually associated with other academic areas; or, as in the case
at Bowling Green State University, the department may choose to upgrade and properly
expand its technical base and seek support from strong existing academic departments
within the university.

Such action seems reasonable since the areas of technical content retained by the de-
partment are so vast that it would be inefficient to attempt to add courses like industrial
management, industrial psychology, personnel, etc., courses which are accepted as part of
the technical content component of industrial arts teacher educationwhen they are effec-
tively taught on the campus by others.

In spite of this, faculty within the department are obligated to draw upon and often
integrate such subject fields as noted above in their coursesparticularly those which
attempt to synthesize industrial technology.

lbchnical content in industrial arts teacher education courses can not and must not
be imparted through or be a rephcadonof those things which students in the public schools
do. Little justification is seen in having sophisticated, intelligent university students
engaged in elementary; junior high, and senior high activities. This may be viewed as
a rather harsh statement. Consider those of you who are products of traditional teacher
education programs and those of you who are administering or teaching in teacher edu-
cation programs in industrial areasWhich activities did you experience as a student on
the college level that were in truth elementary, junior high, or high-school activities?
How much of the content that you were asked to master, how much of the manipulation
you were asked to do, how much of the attitudes that were fostered on the college or uni-
versity level were identical to those things that you knew you would be expected to do and
foster on the elementary, junior high, or high-schoollevel? How many teacher educators
perpetuate this kind of thing on the university level, use junior and senior high school
level text books, replicate junior and senior high school activities, and pass it off as
appropriate university-level content in industrial technology?

Technical content for industrial arts teacher preparation--intellectualized and sys-
tematically taughtis appropriate also to students with career and educational goals
different from those who wish to teach.

Technical content so ordered will encourage the development of an eclectic faculty
comprised, perhaps, of teacher educators, engineers, and industrial technologists. Such
a group can better communicate and create challenging activities and content configura-
tions for all students who can benefit from industrial technology studies.

Consequently, the technical content is relevant to students preparing to teach indus-
trial arts or industrial subjects in vocational and post high school institutions, as well as
those who wish to work in industry as technical problem-solvers or those who wish to
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THE TECHNICAL COMPONENT OF INDUSTRIAL
ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION CONTENT

A. WITHIN A DEPARTMENT

EPIC
ENERGY, POWER, INSTRUMENTATION
AND CONTROL AUTOMATION,
CYBERNETICS, APPLICATIONS

10 Courses

GRACO
DESIGN, ENGINEERING GRAPHICS

AND PRODUCTION OF PRINTED MEDIA
14 Courses

TECHNOLOGY AND
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

4 Courses

MACO
MANUFACTURING, CONSTRUCTION

AND
MATERIALS SCIENCE

21 Courses
Figure 1. Technical Components Within a Department - Interfaced

(IET-Bowling Green State University)

pursue such studies for liberal education purposes.
Permit me briefly to establish the framework in which we are "testing" these guide-

posts or hypotheses.
First, you may wish to consider how we have subdivided industrial technology.

Figure 1 provides a graphic representation of the department's technical content responsi-
bilities. Three acronyms define the majority of the content. MACO refers to courses in
manufacturing and construction and materials science; GRACO, graphic communications,
includes design and engineering graphics and production of printed media; ana EPIC re-
fers to energy, power, instrumentation, and control. Each of these areas are explained in
detail by our presentors. Please note, however, that the triangle in the illustration em-
phasizes interfaces and overlaps among the areas.

Another way to look at the interrelationship of content areas is to note the kinds of
courses which contribute directly to industrial technology content or are necessary basic
areas of knowledge required for effective study and functioning in industrial technology
and which are offered in other university agencies. Figure 2 displays the interfaces
of specific department content and examples of courses provided by other colleges within
the university,

Finally, Figure 3 exemplifies the totality of industrial technology content. The ob-
server will note the addition here of 3 to 4 quarters of industrial internship (cooperative
education), a strongly recommended option for students which, when practiced, makes the
content meaningful and relevant to the student as he progresses through his four years
with us.

A final word about the presentation of the content within the department's domain.
We have conceived a freshman-sophomore core of what may be considered conceptual
GRACO, MACO, and EPIC, This is followed by specialized coursesin-depth study
opportunities during the junior and senior year. We are considering an alternative to this
sequence which includes;

1, A Conceptual CoreFreshman Year.
2. An Analysis SequenceSophomore & Junior Yearsin which the technical ele-

ments are studied in depth and specialized modes.
3. A Synthesis ExperienceSenior Yearin which the student functions within the

world of industrial technology, applying his specific content strengths in interface with
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THE TECHNICAL COMPONENT OF INDUSTRIAL
ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION CONTENT

B. CONTENT FROM OTHER ACADEMIC
AGENCIES

COURSES IN COURSES IN

COMPUTER SCIENCE
PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY

MATHEMATICS
INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY

PROFESSIONAL SPEECH
INDUSTRIAL SOCIOLOGY

MANAGEMENT
MARKETING

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
8 CONTROL
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

PRODUCTION AND PERSONNEL
PROBLEMS

PROCUREMENT

Figure 2. Examples of Relevant Industrial Technology Courses provided outside the department
and a representation of Deportment and College interfaces.

(IET-Bowling Green State University)

THE TECHNICAL COMPONENT OF INDUSTRIAL
ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION CONTENT

GRACO
DESIGN, ENGINEERING GRAPHICS

AND PRODUCTION OF PRINTED MEDIA
14 Courses

COURSES IN COURSES IN

COMPUTER SCIENCE
PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY

MATHEMATICS
INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY

PROFESSIONAL SPEECH
INDUSTRIAL SOCIOLOGY

EPIC

MANAGEMENT
MARKETING

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
8 CONTROL

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
PRODUCTION AND PERSONNEL

PROBLEMS

PROCUREMENT

ENERGY, POWER, INSTRUMENTATION
TECHNOLOGY A

AND CONTROL AUTOMATION,
ELEMENTARY EMI

CYBERNETICS, APPLICATIONS
4 Courses

10 Courses
INDUSTRIAL INTERNSHIP (3

ND
CATION

MACO
MANUFACTURING, CONSTRUCTION

AND

-4 QUARTERS)
MATERIALS SCIENCE

21 Courses

Figure 3. Total industrial technology content (partial representation).
(IET-Bowling Green State University)

the strengths of other students as they study and solve major complex problems in indus-
trial technology.

Dr. Streichler is Professor and Chairman of the Department of Industrial Education and Technology at
Bowling Green State University in Bowling Green, Ohio.
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What You See Is What You Get
Dempsey E. Reid

This paper is a summary and conclusions drawn from observations during a six-
month sabbatical leave last spring (1971). The sabbatical leave was approved with a pro-posal to visit industrial artseducationtechnical programs in elementary, junior high,
senior high, vocation-trade schools, junior colleges, senior universities, and technical
colleges. Preliminary planning included reviews of catalogs, brochures, and acquiring
information from speeches and published reports of what is being done in the industrial
programs throughout the Midwest, Southwest, Far West, and North Central states.
Visitations were planned along a 11,000-mile trip that would include some 45 institutions
that spanned the spectrum of industrial programs.

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

One early observation was that what you read and hear is not "what you get" when
you visit and see what is actually happening. Another early observation was that the col-
leges and universities were the worst offenders, with the elementary and high schools
being the most accurate in their program descriptions. Perhaps the influence of parental
closeness to public schools and the aloofness of the universities to outside pressures is
a contributing factor to this situation.

The public schools are more closely scrutinized and held accountable by each enter-
ing class to do what they say they are doing, but the universities seem to be immune and
object to outside reviews and advisory groups. The public school brochures distributed
to the new students and parents accurately describeprograms, course content, and facili-
ties; the higher the educational level, the more the descriptions become inaccurate andcolored. A high school "Woodworking 1" course describes it as "The care and use of
hand tools and basic machines in the construction of appropriate projects. An introduction
to the woodworking industries." A university "Wood lbchnology 1" catalog description
reads: "The science of basic wood technology, including technical skills, creative de-
sign, resources, materials, personnel management, and surface finishes. Outside speak-
ers, audio-visuals, and field trips will be utilized."

A visit to the high school class reveals they are constructing woodprojectsusing hand
tools and machinesjust what they said theywere going to do. A study of the course out-
line indicates lectures and demonstrations describing processes and the wood industries.
The students, upon questioning, verified that these lecture sessions including films, out-
side speakers, field trips, and reports have offered them learning experiences in under-
standing the wood industries. A visit to the university classes reveals they are following
the same activities as the high school classes and in some cases with less emphasis,
especially in field trips and outside speakers. Interviews with the college students indi-
cated that they are experiencing the same educational activities as the high school stu-
dentsbut compare the published course descriptions!

MISLEADING UNIVERSITY CATALOGS

Numerous interviews with high school seniors over the past 25 years leads the writer
to the conclusion that university catalogs do not"tell it like it is" and are not understood
and properly interpreted by the students. if a major purpose of the university catalog is
to describe the programs to the entering freshmen, then why not be concise, clear, and
truthful in the course descriptions? Mostofus include the term "wood technology" some
place in the, catalog description, but fail to explain what it includes. Ask the average high
school student what he thinks "wood technology" includes and you receive a multitude ofanswers; very, few of them really understand what will be offered in the course. And if
we do properly describe it in the catalog, do we teach what we describe? Examples such
as this can be given for drafting (engineering drawing), metals, electronics, and others.

Another misrepresentation is in our laboratory descriptions and pictures. We pub-
lish a picture of a power mechanics activity showing the student using electronic testing
instruments, motor analysis devices, and adequate tools available to do the job. The
caption under the picture reads, "a typical laboratory facility that offers meaningful
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learning experiences with modern equipment." A visit to the laboratory reveals 24-30
students in class, one ten-year-old Marquette analyzer, two or three engines, and hand
tools available for only 4-5 students. We are not being honest in our competition to re-
cruit students.

The catalog explains how easy it is for the junior college student to transfer credits
and progress in the university program, butwhen he transfers he faces restrictions, pre-
requisites, and special limitations that he never suspected existed. The catalog did not
fully explain these details. The university catalog lists student loans, scholarships, and
work programs available, and indicates everyone who desires assistance can obtain it
yet when the student makes applicationsorry. Interviews with many students show these
two items to be most misleading in many catalogs.

Another misleading statement is: "Several options and individualized programs are
available to fit the student individual needs." Read the graduation requirements, and you
find 40% required basic curriculum, 15% required education courses, 15% required de-
partmental core courses, leaving 30% for the major requirements, and these include
"directed electives." Why not "tell it like it is" and let the student "see" what the
university requirements actually are.

THE STUDENTS GET WHAT THEY SEE

The misleading catalog descriptions are only part of the misconceptions we present
to the students. Here are some others that are frequently reported by students.

1. Not following course outlines. For example: a unit in plastic vacuum forming is
listed, but either not enough time, too many students involved, or the machine is broken
so the student doesn't receive the experience that he was expecting.

2. Use and availability of special equipment. Example: the impressive brochures
said it was a typical classroom activity to use this equipment, but in reality it is available
only to graduate students, or the class is not yet ready to use the 515,000 machine. We
require them to hand plane and hand sandthe table top while the surfacer and drum sander
are standing idle or the surfacer knives are dull. The brochures we print say that the
students have adequate supplies and facilities to do "experimentation and creative re-
search." The student loses faith in us when he learns there is no small engine dynameter
to check his results in redesigning a two-cycle engine. We know our facility limitations
let the students also know before they plan an activity that cannot be completed.

4. Individual advising and planning students' special needsmany students report
they plan their own program and the adviser's secretary rubber-stamps approval. This
is difficult to explain when the student finds out he cannot graduate on schedule because
of some requirement he didn't know about. Also, where are the provisions for individual
differences we talk about? How many of us actually provide for any individual differences
other than extreme physical or mental differences?

5. Providing for creativity and encouraging problem solvingwe advertise and list
these as the objectives of the course, but provide no means to accomplish them. The
exercises and experiences are assigned in lock-step procedure. No problems are pre-
sented that need to be solved, and the examinations test rote memorization and not applica-
tion of learning or problem solving.

If the above practices are followed in our teaching, this is what the students see, not
what we say they will get. When the students come to class and see the instructor sitting
at the desk reading PopularScience,notguidingin the laboratory, not following the course
outline, and not presenting challenges, he soon loses his program. When the teacher an-
nounces that "for the next four weeks you are free to do what you want," the results are
often disastrous. Those of us in teacher education who follow these practices will be

producing teachers who do the same, and next year we will wonder why the freshmen
class is such a problem.

EXAGGERATING RE PORTING

Many of us are guilty of coloring, exaggerating, and describing future hopes rather
than actual happenings when we submit budget requests and curriculum revisions. We
use every adjective and superlative statement we can conjure to impress the administra-
tion. They grant us our requests, then next. ear expect great new things; when they pay

us the annual visit and fond we are not doing what we said we were doing last year, let
alone the new activities, we are in capital "T" trouble I How can we expect additional

money next year?
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The vacancy notices we mail in recruitment of new teachers are often just as mis-leading. We describe the pleasantsurroundings, excellent working conditions, progres-sive programs, high salaries, small classes, research opportunities, etc., etc. But when
you hire and the new teacher comes to work, you start with the excuses.

We request new courses and curriculum revisions to make our courses more rele-vant to today's needs. What new courses are really neededwhy not change the presentones? If we are granted new course titles but continue using the old course outlines,
following the same construction practices andgiving the same lectures, we can and shouldbe severely criticized. The teacher education students are being deprived of the best
opportunities b.tcause of the reluctance of the professor to chain;.:.

What image does your showcase convey to the public? If we want the public and ad-
ministration to believe that we do more than construct projects, we should also put it ondisplay. Do we show pictures of industrial procedures, display student-written reports,
planning procedure:, and the research that is required in many of our activities? If birdhouses and radio kits are all we display, they get what they sec. We should transmit the
whoie story of our program in displays.

The industrial arts professor usually lists community services as part of his activi-ties in ills request for releassd time or fewer classes. Yet, do we really do it on a regu-
lar basis, or only once a year give a speech to the women's Wednesday afternoon study
group? And when we do give speeches, do we tell the truth? If we say ue draw architec-
tural plans but never have a home constructed from them, how long before the publicgets wise?

GENERAL APPEARANCES

Finally, we get what we see in student and laboratory appearances. If ve promoteand allow dress fashions and personal appearance that create an impression of disorganiza-tion, dirt, carelessness, and lack of concern, then this is what we will get in the final
results. In teacher education, it is most important that we create an atmosphere and en-
courage personal appearance that will motivate organization, cleanliness, and coopera-tion. If we do not enforce organization, cleanliness, and laboratory management, the stu-
dents will carry this attitude with them when they begin teaching.

During the visitations last year, the quality of the program was obvious when youfirst entered the laboratory. Organizgid and orderly laboratories indicated the better
programs; the disorderly laboratory was typicll of the weak programs. It was also com-
mon to hear the comment, "Please excuse the mess, but the janitorial service is terrible,and we haven't had time to clean up." When you observe a year's accumulation of dust,
dirt, and scraps in the project storage room and in bench drawers, the Janitors cannotbe blamed.

In conclusion"What you see is what you get;" words, speeches, printed brochures,
catalogs, and scholarly course outlines mean nothing when it is obvious it is not what the
students get when they enroll in the program. We should be held accountable for what we
say in relation to what we do.

Dr. Reid is a member of the faculty and Department C' .irman for Industrial Education and Technology at
Western Illinois University, Macomb, Illinois.

Preparing the Undergraduate
Industrial Arts Teacher for the Future

J. B. Morgan

Time and selectivity are two major problems with which we must cope. We have
proven that we can provide teachers for the traditional industrial arts program. The
future industrial arts teacher must be prepared in the following areas to meet the chal-
lenges of our ever-changing society: philosophy; manipulative skills; related information
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iLstructional material; methodology; psychology of learning; and general education. If

we are successful in our efforts, we should develop a beginning teacher who possesses
poise, confidence, and teaching ability.

PHILOSOPHY

1 sha:1 always remember one of Dr. Kenneth Perry's most famous quotes, "This 1
lelieve." This made sense tome, and it seems to make sense to my students. In helping
Giese yang men to formulate theirown industrial arts beliefs, you should encourage them

t' read periodicals, newspapers, and reference materials, to review industrial arts ob-
j:ctives, and to participate in class discussion. This should be an integral part of all
iddustrial arts classes, not justlectureor theory classes. Then, if you will have them list

Giese beliefs, you will find them well on their way to formulating their philosophy.
You should strike while the iron is hot to provide guidance and direction, and you

slould show enthusiasm in your presentation on how to prepare a philosophy of industrial
a:ts education. To me, this also means promoting professionalism. You should discuss
kcal, state, and national professional organizations as an important part of your program.
It is my belief that we have a professional obligation to promote and inform our students

the opportunities which professional organizations hold for them.
If you hope to be successful in motivating your students, you must believe in your-

self, and you must believe in your profession. You must command the respect of your
students by your efforts and accomplishments, by fairness in student-professor relation-
ships, and by providing suggestions and guidance. Above all else, you must remember
you are preparing teachers who will teach our phase of general education, and that phase
is to develop worthy, useful citizens for our community, state, and nation.

You will find that developing a sound philosophy of industrial arts education is not an
overnight process. It is a continual process of building ideals and beliefs through four

years of undergraduate ;:ducation.

MANIPULATIVE SKILLS

Manipulative skills and pride in craftsmanship should not be a lost word in your
program. I have yet to observe any teacher who has poise, confidence, and the respect of
his students who walked up to a machine to demonstrate a cut with a shaky voice and
quivering hand. if you have any hope of preparing a teacher for the future, 1 recommend
that your program include a sufficient amount of fundamental skills in machine and hand

tool operation. I know of no better way to promote and instill pride and confidence in
your graduates. Throughout our land today, we certainly can use a lot more in the way of

pride and craftsmanship. By technology we have sent men to the moon; here at home we
have not been able to deliver the mail on schedule. The perfect house is yet to be built,
the rattle-free car is yet tobeproduced, and the trouble-free appliance is yet to be manu-
factured. Yes, there is room in our society for the unusual person who possesses manipu-
lative skills and has pride in craftsmanship.

RELATED INFORMATION

The potential teacher will need fortification in his technical-industrial background.
lie will need a basic understanding of the various materials available and knowledge of
how, why, and where these materials can be found, produced, constructed, and utilized.
It is unreasonable to expect the beginning teacher to be a walking library of resource
material. however, it is your responsibility to see that he has a micro-unit in many

areas. You should remember to teach him how to procure the vast amount of materials
and resources which are available to him and, in many cases, are free for the asking.
You should make him realize the importance of related information to his program.

METHODOLOGY

You have all heard, "leachers teach the way they were taught." Assuming that there
is a great deal of truth in this statement, I say we are in deep trouble unless we begin to
police ourselves. How shocking it might beta our students if some of us were to come to
class well prepared with a new syllabus, list the class objectives, explain course per-
formance requirements, and utilize audio-visual materials expertly. Then we could be
proud to say, "Do as 1 do."
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If you expect a beginning teacher to be an asset rather than a hazard on his first
assignment, you must provide him with the opportunity to develop teaching skills and re-sponsibilities. During his lecture and laboratory classes on campus, he should be given
numerous opportunities to teach. No, gentlemen, one 15-minute shot will not do the trick!If you expect to produce professionals, then you must accept the responsibility of demon-
strating to the potential teacher the various traditional and innovative teaching methodsand let him practice on you, not or our future citizens. The potential teacher should be
provided the opportunity to do observations i.n many different industrial arts areas in his
first and second college year. lieshould be provided a check list of what to look for during
these observations. Some items on a check list might be: availability of a course outline;
utilization of teaching aids; availability of laboratory materials; maintenance of tools andmachines; class discipline; teacher-student rapport; teaching methods.; safety and physicalsettings, etc. Ile should be assigned as a teacher's aide in his second or third year, fol-lowed by his student teaching experience in his senior year. A written report, evaluation,
and discussion should be an integral part of each of these experiences.

For your program, you should select fundamental concepts and skills which possessthe potential of flexibility. The student will need to broaden his perspective and basic
understanding of the many innovative methods and programs available to him. You, as ateacher educator, will be able to present many teaching methods and techniques. Some
examples of methods and techniques which yor :ould include in your program are: pro-
gram learning, cybernetics, simulation, micro-teaching, systematized personalized in-struction, and visual aids. ln presenting this type of material, you will expose each student
to a vast amount of material, as well as familiarizing him with the technique used and the
potential of each of these methods of teaching.

SELF IMPROVEMENT

If you are experiencing difficulty in keeping up the pace of preparing teachers for the
future, you might wish to evaluate yourself on the following items:

1. 1 get a severe pain when 1 get a new idea.
2. 1 receive very little criticism, as I am doing very little.
3. 1 am practicing rhetoric rather than teaching to the level of my students.
4. 1 demand respect rather than commanding respect.
5. 1 am unwilling to experience anxiety.
6. 1 have not established goals to work toward.
7. 1 am unwilling to change my mind.
8. 1 am teaching for yesterday, not tomorrow.
9. 1 do not have a sound philosophy.

10. 1 am in trouble from the lack of organization.

If your answers to several of the above items are yes, 1 can safely say you are introuble.
If you are in trouble, you might consider the following suggestions as a means ofgetting out:

1. Recognize that each student is gifted in his particular way.
2. Good teachers ask how and why.
3. Greatness begins with being different.
4. Your growth depends on your willingness to express and experience anxiety.
5. Be a good salesman.
6. Be willing to stand up and stay up.
7. Recognize that Evil is when good instructors and students are doing very little.8. Be a bit more aggressive.
9. Work harder and plan more effectively.

10. Be determined to succeed.
11. Develop a sincere respect for your field.
12. Radiate enthusiasm in what you are doing.

I believe you can make the difference by good teaching. If you have a creative be-
havior, you will be able to recognize, understand, and stimulate your students to do theirbest while they are in your presence.
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SUMMARY

If you have been successful in designing a college setting, disseminating educational
methods and materials, providing stimulating leadership, and commanding the respect of
each student, you have set the stage for him to gain his direction and assume his role in
the field. When he leaves your campus, he should understand the total educational system,
should possess a philosophy of industrial arts, should be able to identify objectives of his
field, to organize instructional material, to evaluate effectively, to stimulate students, to
organize learning activities, and to teach like a professional.
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Profile of an Innovative
Industrial Teacher Education Department

Ronald D. Bro

During the past decade, we have seen the development of many new curricula in indus-
trial education, perhaps more than in any other decade in our history (Cochran, 1969).
Yet it appears that we have just "scratched the surface" in implementing any of these
programs on a nationwide scale. Educational change historically has been a very slow
processin some instances requiring more than 50 years for a practice of proven value
to become implemented throughout the American school system. Under extraordinary
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OUTSIDE INFLUENCERS ON CHANGE IN THE DEPARTMENT

1 PROFESSIONAL

ASSOCIATIONS

2 PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALS

3 EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH

4 FEDERAL
FUNDING

5 SECONDARY SCHOOL
IND. ED. TEACHERS

2.42

2.22

2.20

2.15

2.11

FIGURE 4

innovation is not likely to implement the innovationeven if all major barriers are re-
moved. It might be of some value then to note how the instructional staff members in the
two groups differed in their beliefs regarding certain aspects of proposed changes. Those
in the more innovative departments, as it turnedout, were significantly in stronger agree-
ment that:

1. Conventional programs (typified by classification of content under such areas as
"metalworking" and "woodworking") on the secondary levels are in need of change
and redirection.

2. There is need for more direct integration of science, mathematics, and English
with industrial education on the secondary level.

3. Content (on the secondary level) should be classified under broader concepts or
occupational areas of industrysuch as research and development, management,
production, communications, distribution, and services.

4. There should be less emphasis placed on manipulative skills in favor of more
diversified learning activities.

However, most of the respondents agreed that new teacher education programs arc
needed to acquaint teachers with the total organizational structure and operations of
industry.

Although most disagreed with the statement that little change in "conventional"
industrial teacher education programs is advisable at the present time, the staff mem-
bers in the less innovative departments were decidedly stronger in this belief.

There is apparent uncertainty about when and where instruction on the innovative
programs should be provided. About half thought it was better suited for graduate pro-
grams than for undergraduate programs.

In keeping with the title of this presentation, the summary will provide a form of
profile of the more innovative department. It should not be interpreted as being a measur-
ing instrument, but should provide some insight into factors which influence the rateof
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change in industrial teacher education. On the average, the more innovative department
looked something like this:

Size of professional staff 3 - 5
Number of groduote students (mosters and specialist levels) . . . 11 - 20
Number of special ollocotions for curriculum research-5-year period 1 - 2
Averoge yeorly expenditures for purchase of equipment and /or media 510,000 - S15,0(X/
Averoge yearly ollowonce for institutional travel

Chairman over 5150
Stoll member (professionol) 5100 - 5150

Notional conventions, seminors, or institutes attended by
Department Chairman in past 5-year period over 6

Number of professional subscriptions to which the Choirrnon subscribes, over 5
Staff members ore, in generol, convinced that change is needed and

have strong views on the directions for change
Mojor barriers to chonge are insufficient time and inadequote equip-

ment for implementing desired changes

This presentation has included some of the factors of curricular change in industrial
teacher education departments which relate to implementingcurricular innovations on the
secondary level. Variations in dtwelopment anddiffusion rates in these departments have
been accompanied by differences in human resources, financial resources, and philo-
sophical differences regarding the desired functions of industrial education programs on
the secondary level.

Recognizing that development, implementation, and diffusion of innovations is a highly
complex process, it seems apparentthatmore research along this line is needed in indus-
trial education. Miles was quite explicit in this regard when he said:

We need to know ...whot the causes of resistance to chonge are in educotionol systems
and why particulor strategies of change chosen by innovotors succeed or fail.... Given on
increase in understanding, it seems likely that we may be able to manage educational innova-
tion somewhat more skillfully thon we have in the past (Miles, 1964: p. 40).
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The Professional Sequence:
Our Pride and Our Problem

George R. Horton

I will address all of you today as teacher educators for, regardless of your position,
title, or level, I view teacher education as a process that involves the total profession.
It is not an exclusive function of the campus clan.

Given a group of intelligent men and women with an expressed intent to teach, and,
let's say, with entry-level technical skills and knowledge, what proficiencies, understand-
ings, and attitudes can we provide that will earn them the professional title of teacher?
In a day when people are struggling with such concepts as accountability, performance
criteria, evaluation, and the critical nature of supply and demand, which is changing
even in our specialized field, we had better be able to demonstrate the difference that
professional instruction makes. Not only must we as teacher educators demonstrate our
impact, but it must be recognized and accepted by the public.

The professional sequence should he designed to guarantee these differences in
skills and behavior as a teacher. I think I should change my habit of calling this the pro-
fessional sequence and call it the professional element or component. Sequence has the
connotation of a fixed order, and I am becoming less convinced of any magical qualities
of a set sequence for all students. In fact, I am disenchanted with prerequisites, not as
a reality in some cases, but in the superficial way they can find their way into course
descriptions and the arbitrary manner in which we apply sequences and prerequisites for
administrative convenience.

What makes up the professional component? Let's build a simple frame of reference,
because I then want to discuss the importance of new trends and indicate easy ways for
you to become involved. We have a tendency to lump all of these professional courses
and experiences under the term of "methods." Perhaps the following analysis, without
going into detailed definitions, will be helpful. Three major elements are evident to me:
Foundations, Competencies, and Practice.

FOUNDATIONS

Early orientation to career fields is important. Such orientation, if experienced by a
varied student body, can also be an effective recruiting device since a large number
(almost half) of industrial arts majors choose to major in industrial arts after they enter
college. The typical requirement of an introductory course to American education, which
emphasized the historical and philosophical base, is not the type of orientation I value
here. Too often these courses neglect the role and contributions of the practical arts as
an integral part of American education. Further, these courses are usually offered in the
junior and senior year, when it is too late for optimum effectiveness in orientation or
recruitment.

Foundations experiences can appropriately include introduction to the role of a teacher.
They can identify elements of instrucdonand instructional systems, as distinguished from
an introduction to education within a social system. Functions of this category of founda-
tions could be listed as follows: career orientation, interrelation of knowledge, tasks
of teaching, and school and society.

COMPETENCIES

The role and nature of the teacher's tasks are affected by accelerating change, as are
other areas of human endeavor. Threebroaderas of teacher function can be characterized
as the historical era of "the information dispenser," the current era of "activities
manager," and the future era of "diagnostician, strategist, and evaluator."

In this framework, courses in the professional phase dealing with educational psy-
chology, sociology, instructional systems, organizational problems, evaluation techniques,
clinical experiences, course and curriculum construction, facilities planning, and others
are noted.
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PRACTICE

Appropriate practice and application of theory is essential in the development of a
professional. There are several integral subclements of practice. We think of student
teaching immediately, but the list is longer. An abbreviated classification might be:
observational experiences, clinical experiences, student teaching experiences, and intern-ship experiences. Therefore, when we speak of the professional component, we must
visualize foundations, competencies, and the necessary practice to make observable
differences in the performance of entry-level teachers.

With this base, we can approach some problems as I perceive them.

WHO CARES?

Who cares about the program administration? If you in teacher education cannot
identify personnel with sole program responsibilities for the professional component,
I think you are in trouble. I firmly believe that the professional component should be
clearly identified in the administrative structure at the college, school, division, depart-
ment, and area levels, in both line and staff relationships. To rely only upon committees
and the instructional staff of the so-called methods courses for program development
and monitoring is a risky route. I am advocating commitment and involvement of indus-
trial arts personnel in the mainstream of professional education. I agree with the theory
of exemplary instruction; that technical area instructors can serve as models of teaching
competency; that it will have positive impact upon the students; that they will tend to
perpetuate the educational methods through which they themselves learned best. But thisis not enough. If you profess to be a part of educating students for a career in education,
you must be involved in the program administration of the professional component to be
effective. You cannot afford to focus on the technical specialities alone.

Now that we have loosely defined the professional component and called attention to
the need for its protection by administrative as well as instructional recognition, let us
look ahead to trends and developments.

1 predict that the predominant issue facing professional educators in the 1970's will
be performance-based teacher education, with credentialing resulting from demonstrated
competency. This is a relatively safe prediction, probably more accurately termed anobservation. PBTE has all of the characteristics of a full-fledged movement. I can
appreciate the reticence of many to hop on what may appear to be a bandwagon; but,
fellow educators, we had better see what the parade is all about. The State Departments
of Education are gearing up; several major univenities are in various stages of pilot
programs; and it is a concept readily acceptable to the public. The impact upon the pro-
fessional component will be crushing if you do not have the structure to absorb it.

WHAT IS PERFORMANCE-BASED TEACHER EDUCATION?

Our traditional approach to educating teachers has been an experience-based program.
The teacher-in-training experienced specified courses, sequences, units, and experienced
practice teaching as a culmination. Performance was measured by some marking system
with specific objectives not usually evident. Performance-basedprograms have detailed,
measurable behavioral standards that are publicized and agreed to in advance of instruc-
tion. The student must demonstrate skill in promoting effective learning or exhibit be-
havior that is known to result in this.

Briefly, there is agreement now within the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education on the essential elements of PBTE, and I have abstracted these from
the recent AACTE publication, "What is the State of the Art," a committee report.

I. Demonstrated Competencies (knowledge, skills, behavior) are:
A. Derived explicitly from teacher roles
B. Stated for specific assessment of behavior
C. Mode public in advance

2. Assessment Criteria ore:
A. Based upon specified competencies
B. Explicit in standards and conditions
C. Mode public in advance
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3, Assessment
A, Uses performance as primary evidence

B. Considers other evidence of students' cognitive obilities

C, Strives for objectivity
4, Students' progress determined by demonstrated competencynot time dimension

or course completion
5, Instructional progrom is designed primarily to implement the foregoing elements

We could discuss 1)131: at length, but my purpose is to stimulate your sensitivity
to the current issues in designing and administering the professional phases of your pro-
grams and not to load you with information that you can best research for yourself.
Indeed, many of you are already deeply involved in the operations that I am alerting

others to,

WHO WINSWHO LOSES?
Who becomes a certificated teacher? Who fails to measure up? Teacher education

in general and industrial arts teacher education in particular has not faced this problem
for a long time, if ever. The national average for failure in student teaching is I in 100.
Now this tells me that wemusthave had an effective selection and retention feature in our
professional component prior to the student-teaching phase. I don't believe itt

Accrediting procedures such as those followed by NCATE are becoming more stringent
in this respect. The changing proportion of supply and demand will shake us to aware-

ness of this problem. Something happened this winter that was a new experience to me
I learned of three industrial arts teachers within a two-week period who were fired for

incompetency. School administrators are showing at least some bravery, perhaps con-

fidence: and it is all related to the selection/retention function that must become a part

of the professional component. I remind you of an earlier point that there must be some

administrative accountability in program administration for this to happen.
As we move toward performance-based criteria and away from the experience and

course-hurdling programs, the selectivity question will loom larger; but I predict it will
be more easily answered.

MODEST BEGINNINGS
We could pursue this task further and speculate on the impact of other hot topics as

they relate to professional educationtopics including differentiated staff, career and
development theory, accountability, values, and the like. However, I would like to share
with you some of the approaches that BowlingGreen State Universit%, has taken in shaping
the professional component in industrial teacher education. IsIone of this is considered an
earth-shaking innovation; none of this is supported by grants: none of this has yet reached
performance levels that we are satisfied with. The program I will outline was developed
out of the hide of department staff; it is accepted and supported by the entire department
with a good deal of pride; it Is understood and endorsed by the large majority of our 200
teacher education majors; it continues to evolve and warrants close monitoring for im-
provement,

THE BOWLING GREEN PLAN

YEAR I

Sequence Element Distinguishing Feotures Qtr. Hrs.

Introduction to Industrial Orientotion to careers structure of B.G. program 2

Education & Technology content of technology
Epic
Grace
Maca

Field Experience One week teacher aide

YEAR II

Elements of Instruction

Field Experience

Analysis of interaction role of the teacher, principles 3

of learning, domains of behavior

One week teacher aide
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YEAR III

Scope and Sequence of Instructional systems performance in industrial team 3
total planning experience (TPX)Instruction

YEAR IV

Student Teaching Targeted placement in centerexemplory programs 15

coordinated seminarsspecialized supervision

Organization and Adminis- Curriculum development, facilities planning and 3
trotion of Industrial management, safety administration, fiscal con-
Education siderotions, total organizational experience (TOX)

This 28-hour block represents the professional sequence directly administered by
the faculty within the Department of Industrial Education and Technology. An additional
block of 16 hours at the upper division is administered by the College of Education. This
includes educational psychology, measurement and evaluation, and foundations of the
American education system. Many students elect a quarter of combined in-school and
on-campus experience called "Project Interaction" as an option for this block. In total,
23% of the baccalaureate is devoted to the professional element, a healthy proportion,
but well within acceptable limits. Of this total, over 62, is administered within the De-
partment of Industrial Education and Technology.

For the record, I have reproduced copies of two distinguishing features in the Bowl-
ing Green Plan. These are the TPX and the TOX.
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY

TOTAL PLANNING EXPERIENCE (TPX)
Objective: instructiznal Scope and Sequence students (IET 352) will plan, implement, and

evaluate o unit of study and/or activity under actual conditions in the public schools.
Tasks: A team of from two to four IET students will perform the following tasks independently:

1. Establish instructional objectives.
2. Select appropriate instructional activities.
3. Design pre-assessment (formal or informal).
4. Administer pre-ossessment instruments.
5. Organize and develop a lesson plan.
6. Instruct and supervise appropriate practice.
7. Design and administer post-test.
8. Perform interaction analysis on a 15-minute class session if appropriate.
9. Plan and differentiate the above tasks as a team responsibility.

10. Submit individual analyses and recommendations of the experience.
11. Submit a group report of the experience.

Timm Each team will be responsible for two public school periodsa total of four university
class sessions during a two-week span being the maximum IET 352 class time devoted to
TPX. One TPX per quarter.

Supervision: Both the campus professor and the cooperating teacher must approve the assessment
instruments and the lesson plan before any classroom activity. The cooperating teacher will
assume a subordinate role during instruction, as in a student-teaching situation. The teams
ore to be unassisted except in instances where safety and discipline may be a factor.

Tapir: The selected TPX unit must be either supplementary (enrichment) or on integral part of
the course of study. It must contribute to the goals of the course as established by the co-
operating teacher.

Arrangements: The public school students should receive a brief (5-minute) orientation (oral
and/or written) describing the experience. The only special consideration would be that
the students may wear a name tag (first name) for the benefit of the student instructor.
Schedules will be established by the cooperating teacher and the campus instructor, with
final clearance by the principal or other appropriate school officials designated by the
principal.

Evaluation: Any grading of the public school students will remain the prerogative of the co-
operating teacher. Student instructors will assess and record behavior only as a feedback
for evaluating the effectiveness of their team instruction and making recommendations.
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maximizes his instructional time; to diagnose and help to provide possible alternatives

or solutions to learning problems; and to assist the learner in assessing his achievement

with a variety of tests.(4-32) In this new role, the teacher becomes an identifier of learn-

ing problems and a manager of classroom activities, not a presenter of information.

The major role of an industrial arts teacher in a multiple-activity laboratory is to

be a teacher-manager of the learning environment, one who is sensitive to individual

differences.
As a teacher of individuals, he is most concerned with adjusting instruction to the

learner's ability through individualized instruction, small-group, or medium-sized-group
teaching formats. Educational psychologists state there are ninny aspects to be considered

in adjusting instruction to the learner's ability. Some of the aspects are: beginning
instruction at a level of difficulty consistent with the learner's readiness; relating the

new experience to previous experiences familiar to the learner; and adapting the pace

of instruction to the rate and quality of comprehension of the individual learner.

DIFFERENT METHODS AND MEDIA SOUGHT

To meet these and other psychological criteria, new supplemental teaching methods

and supporting media were sought that were practical and that could be realistically in-

corporated into industrial arts laboratory courses at The University of Alberta. Tradi-

tional and contemporary teaching methods and available media were analyzed to determine

their appropriateness for maximizing the objectives of the program and for individual

students. Media were sought that could improve the quality of instruction through the
individualization of instruction and provide the instructor with an enriched variety of

supplemental teaching methods and instructional material, teaching methods and media

that would: accent student inquiry, arouse the student's imagination and make him want

to progress on his own; involve the studentas an active participant in the teaching-learn-
ing process; and give the instructor the latitude to select from a wide variety of teaching

methods and media those most appropriate for the individual progress of each student
methods and media that would place moreof the responsibility for learning on the learner

and not on the teacher.
This learner-centered instruction approach differs considerably from the traditional

teacher-centered approach to instruction, although the teacher in both instances deter-
mines the content to be learned. In learner-centered instruction, the procedures used

to acquire course content are determined by the student.
In learner-centered instruction, great emphasis is placed on how the student learns,

so that he can adjust to any new learning situation with a minimum amountof apprehen-

sion or frustration. Learner-centered instruction is defined as a system of teaching that

is highly structured content-wise, is oriented to the needs of each individual student, is

self-instructional on the part of the learner, employs a wide variety of teaching methods,

and is cross-media in approach.

THE STUDENT

In order to facilitate learning, the teacher exercises limited control over the student.

While not leaving the students completely to their own devices, the teacher does give them

guidance toward developing the proper attitudes that will permit them to search out their

own answers and to judge their own progress. This is intended to develop the student

toward independence and responsibility for selecting the methods and media best suited

to the learner's individual learning style.
Communication with the teacher and between class members is free and open. The

students are free to express their feelings or opinions that are relevant to the teaching-

learning process. It is through this type of interaction that the students come to under-

stand their role in the Individualization of instruction.
When the occasion arises, each student is expected to perform "peer teaching," to

help other students, and is free to offer open helpful criticism of the student's perform-

ance. The results of student performance are openly revealed on the product chart, so

that the student and his peers are informed of the results of assessment.

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

The physical environment where learner-centered instruction is used must be recog-

nized as a crucial element that affects students and teachers if the individualization of
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be closely correlated with the learning experiences that the student would be involved in,and that it contribute maximally and sometimes uniquely to concept building.
Manufacturer's instructions are considered as supplementary textbooks. Considerableuse is made of these instructions, because they are more current than textbooks and be-cause they are more readily available forbothstudent and instructor use. These instruc-tional materials are used by consumers both to learn the correct sequential procedureto be followed in operating a new piece of capital equipment and to learn the correctprocedure to be followed in working with a new material.
Experience with individualized instruction indicates that this methodological approachwas successful in permitting students to pace their learning according to their learningstyle and abilities; to use their learning time more effectively; to become active partici-pants in the teaching-learning process; and to optimize their instructional time while inthe laboratory. When individualized instruction was first introduced as a teachingmethodology in 1965, undergraduate industrial arts students, when informed that theywould be responsible for determining the rate and pace of their learning, were appre-hensive. Once they became familiar with this method of instruction and learned to use itto its greatest advantage as active participants, theiracceptance has been most favorable.
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Professional Negotiations:
A Trend in Higher Education

Louis G. Ecker

It may he appropriate to indicate to this group the nature of my involvement in pro-
fessional negotiations (PN) over the past four years. During the period of time, I have
served on a university senate committee which was charged with the responsibility of
studying alternate methods of l'N. Subsequent to this report, the faculty at Central wasorganized in September 1969 for purposes of collective bargaining. I served on thefaculty negotiation team for two successive years, which culminated in a one-year Agree-
ment for the Academic Year 1970-71 and the present Agreement, which is a three-year
contract. My bias on the issue of PN should be quite clear from my previous comments.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING DEFINED

A bulletin published by the Industrial Relations Center at the University of Hawaii
defines collective bargaining as follows:

Very simply stated, collective bargaining is the process of joint decision-making between two
groups: employees represented by o union and employers represented by management. Kite
negotiating o mutually-acceptable agreement, putting it in writing, and signing it, then both
parties administer the agreement ono day-by-day basis. Machinery is usually provided within
the agreement (grievance procedure) for handling oll disputes arising under the agreement,
including submission of the dispute to final and binding arbitration. Once o system of collective
bargaining hos been entered into, it is on on-going process so long as there is a certified bar-
gaining agent for the employees or so long as law permits a bargaining arrangement for em-
ployees and employers. What is bargained about varies greatly, but today, in the private sec-
tor, the list of items negotiated runs into the hundreds, and the some thing is developing in thepublic sector.

William F. McHugh in an article published in the Wisconsin Law Review states that:

Collective bargaining is a process, adversary in nature, which is designed to resolve conflicts
arising in on employment relationship.... Thus, collective bargaining, os the term is used
here, means not only the actual collective negotiation sessions but also the complicated and
subtle university-professional relationships that develop as the parties live under the contract.

The collective bargaining process need not be inherently an adversarial relationship.
It simply is not a consensus and advisory approach to resolving various issues.

UNIONISM-PROFESSIONALISM

There are those who take the position that unionism is incompatible with profes-
sionalism. Those who take this position assume that collective negotiations cannot func-
tion without erosion of the values for which higher education presumably stands. I wouldsubmit that this problem is basically one of semantics. The best interest of the faculty,
university, and students can be protected and enhanced through the bargaining process.
For example, the American Medical Association and other similar vocational organiza-
tions, which are not referred to as unions, are in fact just that, and yet they have a highly
respected professional image.

Collective bargaining can be made as "academically respectable" and "professional"as those involved want to make the process. Thus, the real issue is not collective bar-gaining vs. no collective bargaining, but how collective bargaining can best be used to
preserve, enhance and advance the total situation in higher education (McHugh, 1971).

THE LEGAL BASIS

The legal basis for collective bargaining with public employees, although a recent
phenomenon, can be traced back to the Wagner Act of 1935 which gave employees covered
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fessional judgments about the value of an individual faculty member's service to students,
the university, and the profession.

Secondly, the administration may ask that faculty relinquish their right to participate
in making professional judgments concerning any or all of the items previously listed. If

successful in such an attempt, a hierarchyof deans, assistant deans, and assistants to the
assistant could result which would indeed be unfortunate.

Extreme care must be exercised in the selectionof those faculty members who repre-
sent the faculty in the bargaining process. Their function clearly is not to provide for
their own well being, but rather to be well informed and attuned to those whom they
represent. The quality of their judgments must always be subjected to a critical review
and analysis of the faculty resulting in a ratification vote.

Lastly, we have experienced a leadership problem which partially results from the
lack of released time for any of the Association officers. A further concern involves an
element of control by a vocal minority of the faculty.

ORGANIZATIONAL PROCEDURES

The organizational process in the State of Michigan is quite simple, although com-
plicating factors can be introduced by either the faculty or the administration. The first
step involves the signing of a petition which simply states that an individual faculty mem-
ber approves a given agency to represent his interest for the purpose of collective bar-
gaining. These petitions are usually printed on a card and required the signature of at
least 30% of the faculty for an election to be held. Each additional agency requesting
recognition must present petitions from at least 10% of the faculty.

The petitions are then submitted to the Employment Relations Commission for veri-
fication. This Commission ascertains that a sufficient quantity of valid signatures has
been submitted. These petitions are confidential.

If an adequate number of valid petitions has been submitted, a hearing is scheduled
by the Commission between the administration and the agency or agencies which have
successfully petitioned for recognition.

The purpose of this hearing is to define membership in the bargaining unit. This
process took approximately one year at CONY. The administration at Ea Stern Michigan
University has made an unsuccessful attempt to contest the composition of the bargaining
unit in court. It must be assumed that this action was intended todelay the election for
another year. Typically, individuals who have thepower to hire and fire cannot be included
in the units. After the unit is clearly defined, an election date is established. The ballot
contains at least two options. The faculty may vote for no union or the agency or agencies
which have fulfilled the previously-mentioned criteria. In the event that more than one
agency is indicated on the ballot and a majority of the faculty votes in favor of collective
bargaining, a second election between the top two contenders may be required. All elec-
tions are organized and operated by the Employment Relations Commission.

A negotiating team is thus appointed, charged with the responsibility of developing
a contract proposal. This proposal may or may not be shared with the entire faculty

prior to the final revision and presentation to the administration. Upon receipt of the con-
tract proposal, a date is set for the commencing of bargaining sessions. Hopefully, the
results of this effort will be a contract which meets the faculty's needs.

Faculty members who desire to organize would be well advised to resolve the prob-
lem of what agency can best represent their interest through a series of open hearings
and/or appointment of a joint ad hoc committee charged with recommending alternate
courses of action prior to any formal action. The principle of divide and conquer can
easily be used to prolong or delay indefinitely an organizational attempt.

WHAT AGENCY

The faculty at Central made a decision that the local Michigan Association of Higher
Education (MAHE), affiliated with the Michigan Education Association and the National
Education Association, was the only organization which had the power, experience, and
financial resources necessary to represent our interest. Similar decisions have been
made by 70% of the colleges and universities presently engaged in collective bargaining.
Other agencies which frequently desire to represent the faculty include the AFT, AAUP,
and faculty senate or other independent agencies.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the many myths .vhich circulate through a campus during the organiza-
tional process have little, if any, basis in fact. For example, our president is still waiting
for the mass resignations whichwere threatened some three years ago, Those who feared
that stringent demands wouldbe placedon their time arc also still waiting for the installa-tion of time clocks.

The decision to enter into collective bargainingshouldnot be taken lightly. however,
I am convinced that this process can, in fact, deal more judiciously with economic matters
and basic conditions of work than other means of faculty representation. It constitutes a
legal basis for resolving a variety of problems.
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Business of the Association



Minutes of the
Delegate Assembly Business Meeting

March 30, 1972
Dallas, Texas

Edward Kabakiian

President Frederick Kagy calledthe meeting toorder at 1:20 p.m. Dr. Kagy appointed
Mr. Kenneth Brown as Parliamentarian for the business meeting.

Dr. Kagy called for the reading of the 1971 Minutes of the Annual Business Meeting.
Dr. Edward Kabakjian, Executive Secretary, read the minutes. Miss Laura Lewis, New
Jersey, moved for the acceptance of the minutes, and Dr. Kenneth Schenk, New York,
seconded the motion, which carried.

Dr. Kagy called for the reading of the Treasurer's Report. Dr. Kabakjian read theTreasurer's Report and Mr. Harold Bretz, Louisiana, moved for the acceptance of the
report, which was seconded by Mr. Raymond Cornwell, Illinois. The motion carried.

Dr. Kagy presented the President's report, which revealedthe many accomplishments
of the association during his year at the helm. He announced that a more detailed report
was forthcoming in the Spring issue of the Monitor and the Convention Proceedings.

Dr. Kagy called for old business. There was no old business.
Mr. Sherwin Powell, Immediate Past President, was askedby Dr. Kagy to present the

proposed resolutions to the delegates for their consideration. Robert Sharp, Maryland,
moved for the acceptance of acknowledgment resolutions A-72-1 through A-72-12, and
Willis Ray, Ohio, seconded the motion, which carried.

Mr. Sherwin Powell presented the current resolutions and individually moved fortheir adoption. Seconds were rendered by: C-72-1, Laura Lewis, New Jersey; C-72-2,
Dale Lemons, Kentucky; C-72-3, Anthony Scime, New York; C-72-4, Allan Myers, Mary-
land; C-72-5, Verne Crawford, Illinois; C-72-6, Frank Haynes, Indiana; C-72-7,1ed
McCoy, California.

Editorial changes in several resolutions were suggested from the floor and were
found acceptable by the authors. No formal action was requested for the editorial sugges-tions.

The President, Dr. Kagy, called for new business from the floor. Anthony Scime,
New York, presented a resolution, which read, "We move that the Executive Board of the
American Industrial Arts Association, with the cooperation of the member state associa-
tions, be directed to develop andfundmembershippromotional programs within the mem-
ber states with the intent and purpose of establishing a close and effective working rela-
tionship between the state associations and the national office of the A1AA.

"Be it further moved that the American Industrial Arts Association and the state
associations establish a minimum goalof 25%growthfor the 1972-73 fiscal year." Durant
Mosely seconded the motion. The motion was defeated.

Harold Bretz, Louisiana, moved that the Executive Board negotiate a study of the
governance structure of the AIAA and that a report be given to the House of D" legates bythis time next year. Jim Dixon, Thnnessee, seconded the motion, which carried.

Allan Myers, Maryland, moved that the Executive Board of the American Industrial
Arts Association give study to the resolution submitted before this delegate assembly on
March 29, 1972, by the Legislative Committee of the AIAA proposing that additional staff
assistance be given to the Executive Secretary's office. The purpose of such assistance
would be for the allowance of increased time and effort directly related to legislative
matters concerning the industrial arts profession. This study is to be acted on not later
than January 1, 1973. If a fainrable action is taken, this position is to be filled as soon
as it is financially possible. led McCoy seconded the motion.

Dr. Kagy introduced the new offi:ers, gave a report on the 1972 Conference in Dallas,
and announced the 1973 Conference in Atlantic City.

After brief announcements were made, the meeting was adjourned at 3:30 p.m.
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Resolutions of the Delegate Assembly

Delegates from 44 states met at the annual business meeting, Thursday, March 30,
1972, in an atmosphere that could be compared to that of a political convention. The fol-
lowing acknowledgements and resolutions were submittedand approved during the meeting:

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT RESOLUTIONS:

A-72-1. Appreciation to the President. Whereas Frederick Kngy, as president of the
American Industrial Arts Association, has given so liberally of his time and his talents,
exhibiting an outstanding capacity for leadership, and

WHEREAS, the Association has made exemplary progress under his leadership,
Be it herein recorded, that the Association, through its membership, officers and

executive board, express its fullest appreciation to him.
A-72-2. Appreciation to the Convention Committee, the Program Committee, and the
Program and Convention Participants. Inasmuch as the Thirty-fourth Annual Convention
was possible through the direct dependable and efficient service of great numbers of
members of the Association, and inasmuch as the convention has achieved a resultant
outstanding level of success.

Be it herein recorded that sincerestappreciations are expressed to M.D. Williamson,
General Chairman, and W.A. Mayfield, Program Chairman, to the members of conven-
tion committees, and to all the teachers, supervisors, teacher educators and students,
whose efforts in total produced this convention.

A-72-3. Appreciation to the Texas Industrial Arts Association. Inasmuch as President
Jerry McCain and the TIAA Executive Board gave up their state convention this year and
worked so diligently to make this convention a success,

Be it herein recorded that the American Industrial Arts Association expresses its
appreciation to TIAA and their contribution to the 1972 conference.

A-72-4. Appreciation to the Texas Industrial Arts Student Association. Because of the
involvement of the TIASA in making the student association program a success at this
conference,

Be it herein recorded that the American Industrial Arts Association expresses its
appreciation to the Texas Industrial Arts Student Association.

A-72-5. Appreciation to the Ship. Inasmuch as the continuing support for and participa-
tion in the conduct of the annual convention of the Association, and, in view of the excel-
lence of this year's commercial exhibits as a dominant feature of the convention,

Be it herein recorded that the American Industrial Arts Association expresses its
appreciation to Educational Exhibitors for their participation in the 1972 convention.

A-72-6. Appreciation to the leacher Recognition Program. Inasmuch as the Association
is dedicated to encouraging excellence in teaching, and inasmuch as its program of recog-
nition of outstanding teachers is marked with increasing excellence,

Be it herein recorded that expressions of appreciation are tendered William Landon,
Vice-president for Classroom leachers, and his committee for their contribution in the
conduct and promotion of this program,

Be it also recorded that appreciation is expressed to the officers and members of
state associations who have participated in this program.

A-72-7. Appreciation to the Vice Presidents. Whereas Donald Lux, President of the
American Council on Industrial Arts 'leacher Education; Robert Hostetter, President of
the American Council of Elementary School Industrial Arts; and William Kabakjian, Jr.,
President of the American Council of Industrial Arts State Association Officers have
given so liberally of their timein the leadership as President of their respective Councils
for the past two years and have devoted and exhibited outstanding leadership services as
Vice-Presidents of the American Industrial Arts Association, and

WHEREAS, Lambert K. Sailer, Vice President forClassroomleachers for the Amer-
ican Industrial Arts Association, has exhibited steadfast devotion and effective and solid
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leadership to the American Industrial Arts Association,
WHEREAS, the Association has made exemplary progress under their leadership

roles as Vice-presidents,
Be it herein recorded that the Association, through its membership, officers, and

executive board, express its fullest appreciation to them.

A-72-8. Appreciation to the Governor of Texas. In view of his support for industrial arts
in Texas, and for the 1972 Conference of the Association in Dallas,

Be it herein recorded that the Association herein expresses its appreciation to
Governor Preston Smith for his assistance in making this conference a success.

A-72-9. Appreciation to the Commissioner of Education. Because the progress of indus-
trial arts education within each state reflects the philosophy and efforts of the Chief School
Officer, the Association expresses its appreciation to the Texas Commissioner of Educa-
tion, J.W. Edgar, for his demonstrated support of industrial arts education and this con-
ference.

This appreciation is further extended to Harlan Ford, Assistant Commissioner of
Teacher Education and Instructional Services: and to Dorothy Davidson, Director of the
Division Program and Development, and to Neil Ballard, Consultant of Industrial Arts, for
their cooperation toward this conference and for their achievements for the improvement
of industrial arts education in this state.

A-72-10. Appreciation to the Public Schools. Inasmuch as the success of the 1972 con-
vention was insured by the fullest cooperation of Nolan Estes, Superintendent of Dallas
Schools, and his staff,

Be it herein recorded that the officers and members of the Association express their
gratitude for their assistance.

A-72-11. Appreciation to the National Office. Because of the vital role of the national
office in the effectiveness of the service of the Association and in view of the excellence
of his management and leadership in his third year as its Executive Secretary-Treasurer,
the full appreciation and confidence of the membership and the Executive Board is herein
expressed to Edward Kabakjian and all of the National Office staff under his direction.

A-72-12. Appreciation to Man/Society/lbchnology Forum Participants. Whereas the Man/
Society/lbchnology forum series has significantly involved industrial arts educators with
the leadership of industry, education, government and labor from forty-eight of the fifty
states, and

WHEREAS, the participants of the eight regional forums made a commitment toward
the improvement of industrial arts education by financially supporting themselves to each
regional forum end paid their own expenses while participating, and

WHEREAS, the Association, not having funding to pay travel nor stipends, did solicit
and acquire donors to provide some meals and other assistance for the participants, there-
fore be it

RESOLVED, that those companies and agencies contributing financial support to the
Man/Society/Technology Forum Project be extended the sincere appreciation of the Amer-
ican Industrial Arts Association and of the industrial arts profession,

FURTHER, that each contributor be presented a certificate of appreciation from the
Association. Specifically, that these certificates be presented to:

Brodhead-Garrett Company
Scott Engineering Sciences
Philco-Fore? Corporation
Charles A. Bennett Company

as well as:
Associated General Contractors
Automobile Manufacturing Association
Cope Plastics, Incorporated
DeVry Industries, Incorporated
Electronic Aids, Incorporated
Enterprise Machine Tools, Incorporated
Fairchild Industries
Frank Paxton Lumber Company
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Graves- Humphreys, Incorporated
Tandy Leather Company

BF. IT FURTHER RESOLVE!) that all participants be congratulated and thanked for
their active participation in the Man/Society/Technology forums.

CURRENT RESOLUTIONS

C-72-1 Equal Rights for Women in Industrial Arts. Whereas, the Industrial Arts Program
in the United States is concerned with common learning needed by all persons to function
effectively in our industrial-technological society, the developmentof attitudes, interests,
abilities, and skills, as well as the acquisition of information about occupations and pro-
fessions, and

WHEREAS, certain local school boards and local administration units have prevented
women from participation in industrial arts classes; therefore be it

RESOLVED, that the AIAA endorse and support the rights of women to participate
equally in our American democratic system and to work toward removing such formal and
informal restrictions on the opportunity of women from participating in the industrial
arts activities..

C-72-2. Expansion of the Industrial Arts Curriculum. Whereas, the American way of
life, which has as one of its essential characteristics the preservation of our industrial
democracy, is being threatened by anti-scientific and anti-technological forces, and

WHEREAS, the forces are changing the climates of opinion of the mores of the youth
culture, and

WHEREAS, the American youth are becoming increasingly concerned with the effects
of technology on the ecology, and

WHEREAS, the role of industry and technology in solving the ecological problems
is not being presented in the secondary school, and

WHEREAS, it is the traditional posture of education to preserve, maintain, and im-
prove the society in which it performs, and

WHEREAS, the Industrial Arts Program in the United States is concerned with com-
mon learning needed by all persons to function effectively in our industrial-technological
society, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, that the AIAA work with interested congressmen and with organized
associations of educators to introduce legislation supporting a laboratory-oriented activity
program in industrial arts for all students in the public schools of the nation, and be it
further

RESOLVED, that this course be designed to provide those common learnings needed
by all persons to function effectively in our industrial-technological society; and for the
preservation of that industrial-technological society; the free enterprise system including
the corporate structure and management labor relations, as well as practical laboratory
activities designed to acquaint the student with the dynamics of modern industrial pro-
duction, and, be it further

RESOLVED, that this course be taught by credentialed industrial arts teachers and
other teachers from related disciplines who can team teach with the industrial arts
teachers.

C-72-3. Career Education. Whereas, career education is currently the principle thrust
of the U.S. Office of Education, and

WHEREAS, the industrial arts profession is being called upon to participate in the
development of concepts and programs of career education, and

WHEREAS, industrial arts is a facet of career education, and
WHEREAS, industrial arts teachers are looking to the AIAA for direction in the

development and implementation of career education, and therefore, be it
RESOLVED that the AIAA establish, adopt, and disseminate a position paper on Career

Education, and be it further
RESOLVED, that the information obtained and the material developed at the 1972

conference be considered as the basis for this position paper, and be It further
RESOLVED that the position paper should be developed uncler the direction of the

Executive Board and submitted to the delegates by mail for ratification, and be it further
RESOLVED that after ratification, the position paper be published and disseminated.
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6. U.S.O.E. and State Administrative Structure for Industrial Arts7. Career Guidance
8. Disadvantaged and Ilandicapped Students in Industrial Arts
The meeting was opened by Marshall Schmitt. Ile provided the group with a back-ground of the forum for state supervisors. Originally, the group acted as an informaladvisory group to the Specialist for Industrial Arts. In 1957, there were ten states thathad State Supervisors for Industrial Arts. This group provided a "sounding-board" forthe discussion of problems and issues in industrial arts. Over the years, this group hasgrown to include almost every state. This year, two supervisors from Canada werepresent, representing two different Canadian provinces.
The problem regarding the Federal guidelines for modifying the Vocational Acts toinclude industrial arts education was discussed. The group was informed that no specificaction has been taken since the publication of the results by the ad hoc committee in theSchool Shop magazine. Action will probably not occur until Congress passes the enabling

act. However, 219 responses have been received as a result of the article. All but a fewof these responses were in favor of the guidelines as reported in the magazine.
Because the enabling act has not been passed, it was suggested by several memberspresent to contact their Congressmen, expressing their views on the amendment of the

Vocational Education Act to include industrial arts education as reported in Senate Bill659.
Marshall Schmitt reported on some of the pending administrative structure changesin the Office of Education. Changes include the new National Center for the Improvementof Educational Systems (NCIES). This is the USOE organization that is expected to im-plement the Educational Renewal Site concept. Paul Manchak provided the groups withthe reorganization plan for career education within NCIES.
Much discussion was held on the manner in which industrial arts programs presentlyuse Federal funds. Fourteen states responded that these funds affected their programsin a variety of ways; program and name changes were made. The following representsome of the uses made of these funds: equipfnent, remodeling, supplies, mobile labora-tories, textbooks, career education projects, teacher retraining, special education, ad-visory councils, state industrial arts office expense,1 teacher travel to workshops, and

leadership development: career education, disadvantaged, handicapped, NDEA, exemplaryvocational funds, and Part B funds.
It was pointed out that industrial arts has been receiving NDEA Title Ill funds. Thesubject areas that receive most of NDEA, Title Ill funds are reading, science, and indus-trial arts. EPDA funds have also been used for IA.
Paul Manchak of the Career Development Branch, National Center for the Improve-ment of Educational Systems, suggested that the state supervisors may wish to becomeaware of potential USOE personnel development training resources related to the goals of

career education. Further developments will be reported to this group. He further sug-gested that the group become familiar with the University Deans' Conference to be heldat Ohio Center on April 25-26 regarding career education and to let their deans know oftheir interest in this area. Also, 16 regional conferences dealing with career educationare currently in progress. The conferences are on an invitational basis, but state super-intendents would probably have attendance information. Industrial arts supervisorsshould contact their state superintendents, informingthem of their interest in the regionalconferences. It was also learned that transportable teacher training packages are beingdeveloped for career education. These should be available after July 1972. Initially, theywill deal with career education on the elementary level.
Jerry Antonellis, State Supervisor from Massachusetts, made a plea that this groupbecome a more political action group, such as the State Directors for Vocational Educa-tion. It was recognized that the state supervisors represent a force that could providean effective voice for solving industrial arts problems.
A 15-minute film was presented on the topic, "Learning for Living in a TechnologicalWorld," by Al Meyers, State Supervisor for industrial Arts. 'This film will be availablesoon from the AIAA office. A unique feature of this film is that it is designed for differentpurposes, such as: (1) to explain what industrial arts is, (2) to promote the industrialarts teaching profession, and (3) to promote the Industrial Arts Association.
Bob Woodward discussed the standardized tests in industrial arts developed by theEducational ibsting Service. The group was encouraged to use these tests for severalreasons. First, the need for accountability in education is important, and these testsrepresent one aspect of the problem of accountability. Also, baseline information is
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needed for the industrial arts program to measure change. Further, these tests repre-

sent only one phase of a major testing series that should be developed for all grades and

updated periodically.
The group decided to continue the State Supervisors Forum as an informal meeting

to take place prior to the National Convention. These meetings will not appear in the

AIAA program; however, it was suggested that they be more structured than the Dallas

meeting. Earl Zimmerman was elected chairman to develop a program for the Informal
State Supervisors Forum for the Atlantic City meeting. lie was also asked, along with

Jerry Antonellis, to develop a letterhead for the State Supervisors' group. It was the
group's feeling that the forums should be kept informal, yet provide for continuing dis-

cussion on state industrial arts problems and issues.
Several "share" items were provided to the members present, such as, (1) Alabltma

Industrial Arts Guidelines and Directory; (2) Middle School Curriculum Study (Bucks

County Public Schools, Pennsylvania); (3) Occupational Brief, Teacher, Industrial Arts.

Teacher Recognition Program

A Teacher First
Jerry Drennan

Any article, book, or editorial that you could read on the subject will stress the fact
that the profession of teaching is an honorable one. That it is a profession that is re-
spectable, underpaid, and shortof adequate personnel is also acknowledged. It is definitely

an important, valuable work of mankind. Yet there are many people in the teaching pro-

fessicin who do not seem to realize this important or notable fact.

In the field of industrial arts teaching, we have a situation that is probably com-

parable to that of many other areas of teaching. We have a variety of people, attitudes,

ideas, and over-all objectives. This is good, up to a point. But when a person, through

his work and his attitude, begins to harm our profession of industrial arts teaching, then
something should be done to correct the situation.

We have many industrial arts teachers who do not have the respect of other teachers,
administrators, or laymen. These teachers a redefinitely hurting us. They cast a shadow

upon the field of industrial arts and upon the fine profession of teaching in general. Some

of these men are considered nothing but glorified janitors within their respective schools.

This may be because of ignorance of their administrators to some extent, but it is the

duty and responsibility of the individual teacher to educate these people to the true value

and place of industrial arts in the place of education.
There are other teachers who are interested only in the projects their students are

making. These teachers stress skills to such an extent that they themselves will do a

major portion of the work on the student's project. Granted, the student may have a valu-

able project when completed and probably has developed some skills, either directly or
indirectly; but it must be remembered that the project method of teaching industrial arts
is only a by-product of the true value of learning. These teachers must realize that

there are numerous avenues through which a student may profit. These teachers must
re-evaluate (or possibly re-learn or remember) the general and specific objectives of
both education and industrial arts.

Some teachers of industrial arts are in this professional area only for some second-

ary reason. These reasons may vary. They may be teaching only until they can secure

a better job in industry, or they may be teaching industrial arts because of the extra pay

involved or in order to have access to the laboratory machines. These teachers are
certainly a hindrance to our profession. This type of person usually will not make pro-
fessional meetings, does not belong to professional associations, and is not making a
conscious effort to improve as a teacher in his field. This in turn gives a poor impres-

sion of industrial arts to other teachers and administrators and also to his students, their

parents, and other laymen.
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We like to think that there are not very many teachers such as those describedabove, but there are enough so that our profession is hurt to some extent. There arepossibly even other ways in which industrial arts teachers may be hindering the workof their profession. We must all improve as a group. Our profession must improve inall ways; numerically, professional growth, and over-all activity. But this can be donein only one wayindividually. One statement will express how we, as individuals, maybe a greater asset to our profession. BE A TEACHER FIRST. If we are dedicated toour profession of teaching, then we will profit ourselves, our schools, our fellow teachersand administrators, our students, and our country to the greatest extent possible.

THE IDEAL TEACHER OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Every teacher of industrial arts should try to be an ideal teacher. By this I mean aperson who is a teacher in every sense of the word. There are three things which can berecognized in an ideal teacher. The first of these is that the teacher will be a profes-sional person. This does not necessarily mean only that the teacher belongs to and par-ticipates in the various professional associations, although this is definitely a part of it,but it takes into consideration other aspects of professionalism; his participation inschool committees, faculty meetings, duty assignments, clerical work, and other neces-sary obligations of the profession of teaching. This should also include one's moral andethical behavior in and out of the classroom, his activities in the community, and hisattitude toward being a citizen of this great United States.
The second mark of the ideal teacher of industrial arts is his conviction and dedica-tion to teaching as the greatest profession. This means that education and the art ofteaching are recognized as the most important aspect of his life and also as the mostimportant aspect of the lives of his students.
The third mark of the ideal teacher of industrial arts is his belief that industrialarts is the best field in education which will accomplish the purposes and objectives ofgeneral education. Every teacher should feel this way about his or her particular subjectarea, but especially is it important for the industrial arts teacher. The many complexareas and levels of industrial arts tend to more readily meet the over-all aims of educa-tion than any other subject. This should be easily recognized by the industrial artsteacher. This may sound a little prejudiced, but you can ask any industrial arts teacherfor verification of this fact.

THE KEY TO BEING AN IDEAL TEACHER OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS
The key to becoming an ideal teacher can be summed up in one word: re-evaluation.

How long has it been since you have stopped and considered yourself, your work, and yourfuture in the light of industrial arts and education? There is no better time than now forsuch a project to be started. Compare your objectives and methods of industrial arts withthose of general education. Evaluate your teaching in the light of local and communityobjectives. What is the philosophy of your school? Is it compatible with that of indus-trial arts and education? Is your individual philosophy an asset to your industrial artsteaching? Is your particular industrial arts curriculum meeting the demands and needsof your individual students? These are only a few suggestions which may help you inyour evaluation. Also to be considered in your re-evaluation is your professional out-look. Are you professional in local, regional, state, and national organizations of indus-
trial arts and education? Do you support policies of these organizations? Do you activelyparticipate? What about your local school organizations? Do you participate in faculty
meetings, committees, and other duties? Do you sponsor an industrial arts club? Is your
relationship with your peers, students, and administrators all that it should and could be?How are your public relations concerning industrial arts and you as a teacher to be com-
pared with those of other teachers? Otheraspects of re-evaluation should be considered,such as the benefit of doing work with a definite cause, feeling of being useful, a soul-satisfying position in life.

I personally feel that the first mark of a professional teacher is a constant re-evalu-
ation of philosophy, objectives, curriculum, methods, and experimentation. Always re-member that if you will consider yourself to be a teacher first, then the fruits of indus-trial arts education will automatically follow.

Dr. Drennan is on the faculty of Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Texas.
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Teacher Recognition Committee Report
Fifty-four industrial arts Teachers of the Year 1972 received engraved plaques and

certificates of recognition during the Thacher Recognition Awards Program of the Inter-
national Conference of Industrial Arts at Dallas, lbxas, March 27, 1972.

Forty-eight were from the United States, four were from the Canadian Provinces,
one represented the District of Columbia, and one was from Puerto Rico. Most of the
teachers were present to receive their awards.

Much of the success of the program can be attributed to the cooperation and efforts
of the state representatives and the stateassociation officers. The committee also wishes
to thank Dr. Edward Kabakjian and his staff for forwarding information which was in-
advertently sent to his office.

Members of the Radler Recognition Committee are to be commended for their efforts
in performing individual tasks assigned to them. They are William B. Landon, committee
chairman; Russell Amling, printed forms; J.A. Rodgers Swan, Canadian program; William
.1. Wilkinson, plaques; Sivert Joramo, press releases; T.L. Bay, Jr., programs; Dan
Lopez, certificates; Tom J. Barber, ribbons.

The chairman extends thanks to members of his family and to the secretarial staff
of the Englewood, Colorado, Public Schools for the efficient manner in which they per-
formed tasks of typing, mailing, and duplicating materials.

Recipients of the Thacher of the Year award were: Alabama, Bobbie Andrusky;
Alaska, Willis A. Madison; Arizona, Roger M. Benton; California, Peter C. Sorensen;
Colorado, Roger N. Benyshek; Connecticut, Garland W. Reedy; Delaware, William 13.
Raker; District of Columbia, Edward Grant, Jr.; Florida, Edward W. Kenyon; Georgia,
Dennis M. Buchanan; Hawaii, Herbert M.C. Hee; Idaho, Erle T. Robertson; Illinois, H.E.
Murdach; Indiana, Andrew J. Parker, Jr.; Iowa, William T. Strillich; Kansas, William J.
Mitchell; Kentucky, Arthur L. Robb; Louisiana, Harold H. Bretz, Jr.; Maryland, George
M. Haney; Massachusetts, George 0. Krikorian; Michigan, Robert J. Cook; Minnesota,
James D. Nygaard; Mississippi, Anthony Joel Holley; Missouri, Oliver H. Press; Mon-
tana, Claymn D. Clanin; Nebraska, Eliwin G. Fletcher; Nevada, David W. Bowen; New
Hampshi re,R a ymond R. Miner; New Jersey, James Dadenas; New Mexico, B. Max Forrest;
New York, Philip Kantrowitz; North Carolina, William T. Parker; North Dakota, John H.
Olson; Ohio, Lester H. Riggle; Oklahoma, Ralph H. Garnett; Oregon, Darrell H. Paxson;
Pennsylvania, William H. Skelly; Puerto Rico, Victor Barada; Rhode Island, Salvatore
Covais; South Carolina, Lee G. Edens; South Dakota, David W. Merrill; Tennessee, Dennis
W. Hirsch; lbxas, David A. Williams; Utah, Wendell J. Petersen; Vermont, Daniel E.
Winn; Virginia, Erskin F. Jenkins; Washington, Jay G. Taylor; West Virginia, Keeling
L. Fife; Wisconsin, Alvin Weitkamp; Wyoming, Gordon D. Oberg; Manitoba, Ronald Magel;
New Brunswick, John Gilbert Ross; Saskatchewan, Michael J. Blackwill; Ontario, Robert
A. North.

The President's Report, 1971-72
Frederick D. Kagy

1 am sure that each president of this association, as he writes his report, wonders
how his year in office could have possibly passed so swiftly. Each year the American
Industrial Arts Association adds to its contribution to the growth and development of the
industrial arts curriculum and program in the schools. This year has continued this
pattern. Our association has been active with legislation, relationships with other pro-
fessional groups, the Man /Society /Thchnology Forum series, and in service to its mem-
bers.

With the slowdown of the economy, your executive board has held the line on expenses
to keep our budget in balance and at the same time continue to provide the services ex-
pected of the association. This has required extra work of our executive secretary and

his staff. Our association can be proud of the dedicated group that form our team in the
national office. It takes a group like this to keep our organization running smoothly.

Each year brings changes in societal values and educational goals. The current year
has not been an exception. Commissioner Marland's "Career Education" concept has
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gathered considerable momentum. Changes on school financing are being discussed andchangcd by legislation in sotnestates. The "college syndrome" is waning, as many degreeholders are finding it difficult to obtain employment. Each of these will cause changes inthe industrial arts programs. I believe the AIAA, its executive board, its councils, andits members will adjust and modify with the times and keep our association a viable forceto provide the leadership industrial arts needs.

THE EXECUTIVE BOARD

The executive board for this year includes Sherwin Powell, Paul DeVore, LambertSailer, William Landon, Don Lux, Earl Zimmerman, Robertilostetter, William Kabakjian,Jack Young, Edward Kabakjian (Secretary/Treasurer), and your president. The boardheld two meetings this year; a summer meeting at Past President William Wilkinson'ssummer home at Mt. Gretna, Pennsylvania ([sill supplied lodging at no cost to your asso-ciation), and a winter meeting at the national office in Washington. This group workedlong hours to make sure the policies of the delegate assembly were carried out and theassociation continued to run smoothly within its budget limitation.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Growth of any association is dependent upon notonly its own membership and the workthey do but also on its stature and relationship with other organizations and groups bothinside and outside of the education field.
At our Miami Conference, the National Association of Manufacturers suggested acooperative venture. Several meetings have been held with this group concerning long-range and short-range plans for joint projects and mutual support. Our two groups willcontinue dialogue and develop a sound educational program of which both organizationswill be proud.
The Alliance of Associations for the Advancement of Education (AAAE) has beenformed to represent 24 national educational organizations with a total membership ofmore than 400,000. The American Industrial Arts Association is a charter member ofthis group. The alliance has as its primary goal the improvement of instruction.Probably the most significant meeting held this year was the Ad Hoc Committeeformed by the U.S. Office of Education to develop guidelines for funding of industrial artsprograms and a role for industrial arts in career education. This meeting has receivednational publicity.
On October 26 and 27, .twelve industrial arts specialists were brought together inWashington to develop the guidelines for industrial arts funding under the existing Voca-tional Acts and for future funding for career education.
Your president was asked by Associate Commissioner Dr. Robert Worthington toname six AMA members to represent the association. Dr. Lockette, Vice-President forIndustrial Arts Division of the AVA, was requested to do likewise. The guidelines werewritten and published. A follow-up proposal for developing curriculum guidelines isalready underway by this same joint effort of both associations. Career education hasbeen discussed by the Commissioner of Education and his staff. President Nixon andVice-President Agnew have published their opinions on this concept. The AIAA has heldspecial meetings on this topic and will be taking a position on industrial arts' role atthe Dallas Conference.
Commissioner Marland has asked industrial arts for support of his career educationconcept. If funding for career education becomes available, industrial arts programs willbenefit from the industrial arts' offerings. The concept of career education and the con-cept of industrial arts education are closely allied and make it possible for industrialarts to make a maximum contribution with a minimum of change.

NATIONAL OFFICE STAFF

The turnover of secretarial staff has been held to a minimum, which makes for asmooth-running organization. Dr. Kabakjian has been fortunate in keeping a good staff,and his replacements have added to the efficiency of his operation. The association hasbeen most fortunate in securing Mrs. Colleen Stamm as its managing editor of publica-tions. The national office staff's sole purpose is to serve the membership. Your sugges-tions are always welcome.
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THE ASSOCIATION'S PUBLICATIONS

The major publications of the association include: The M/S/T Journal, The Monitor,
The Scene, and the Convention Proceedings.

This year an M/S/T Journal advisory board was initiated. This committee's purpose
is to place more responsibility for our journal into the hands of the membership. The
committee is made up of classroom teachers, teachers educators, and supervisors. In
setting up this committee, the board hopes that this group will provide the kind of journal
that the membership desires. The committee advises on themes and critically reads
contributions for inclusion in the journal. Mrs. Colleen Stamm serves as the managing

editor.
The Monitor and Scene are our newspaper-type publications that bring the member-

ship up-to-date on current issues, committee work, legislative and personal information.
The Monitor is the membership voice. The Scene serves the A1ASA program.

The Convention Proceedings has made a tremendous contribution to the profession.
Full text of all presentations at the Annual Conference are printed. Because of a change
in editors at the national office, this year's publication was delayed in mailing. Photo-
graphs were included for the first time this year in the proceedings book. The book has
become a sought-after text and reference book for college classes.

A new logotype of the AIAA was developed and will be used on all of its publications
and other printed pieces. This is to give the association a corporate image symbol.

MAN/SOCIETY/TECHNOLOGY FORUM PROJECT

This year brought to conclusion the AIAA's Forum Project. The Forum series has
been under the direction of C. Dale Lemons. Four of the Forums were held since the
Miami Converftion. These were held in Cleveland, Ohio; Menomonie, Wisconsin; Lebanon,
Connecticut; and Greenbelt, Maryland. This series has been successful in bringing to-
gether the various segments of society interested in seeing the youth of America educated
with an understanding of technology. Businessmen, industrialists, labor leaders, edu-
cators, and government officials participated with leaders in industrial arts education
in bringing about better understanding of the role of industrial arts as a subject in the

schools. Individual states have conducted Forum meetings to further stimulate this mutual
understanding and the opportunity for assistance indeveloping a sound education program.
A final meeting of this project brought together the regional chairmen in Washington to
write the report and make plans for more intensified follow-up at the state level.

Another project of the association that developed because of the Forum series is a
curriculum project called "Man and His Environment." This is being conducted at
Millersville, Pennsylvania, and Trenton, New Jersey, with test areas in public schools
between the two communities. This is in its initial stage. More information will be forth-

coming in Monitor articles.

MEMBERSHIP
The members voted to put a limiton the percentage of life members to regular mem-

bers at 2070. This was to prevent a financial strain on the association. Yeav ago, life
membership was promoted by the association to gain funds to get the young organization

on its feet. The members responded by many taking the life membership. The funds
were used and not put into a life account. In recent years, the association has been trying
to get the life fund built up to its proper amount so that the interest from the money will
support the services the association provides. Most organizations have had this same
problem; no one suspected the changing economic picture. The board appreciates the
loyalty and support of its life members and the help they provided in getting the associa-
tion on its feet. We hope the membership will grow so many others will be able to be-
come new life members.

Membership in all professional organizations has decreased this year, and ours is
no exception. It means that 'each member must take it upon himself to be an active re-
cruiter of the membership committee. The national office has developed several pieces
to attract new members. A great deal of time and effort has been spent on this. Each
member must assist in attracting new members.

In order to bring the life membership account more nearly to its correct dollar
amount, the Loyalty Fund was initiated. Members were given the opportunity to contribute
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to this fund. The dollars sent in will be banked. Only the interest on this money will beused by the association. The money contributed can be a tax deduction. This is a strictly
voluntary contribution in support of your association. The board wishes to add its thanks
to those who were able to make a contribution.

ON DECEASED MEMBERS

Each year our association adds to its Special Honor Roll a number of its memberswho pass away during that year. This year added to that list is Dr. William E. Warne;
the founder and first president of AMA. The Monitor tries to recognize these personsas the national office is informed. We take time at this point to bow our heads for a
moment of silent prayer for all of these men who have dedicated their lives to the teaching*of our youth.

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

Each of the committees of the association have sent to the board detailed reports
of their activities and completed projects. The issues of the Monitor have carried thesereports to the membership. It is through the activities of the committees that the real
work of the association is accomplished.

The region concept for committee membership is now in its second year. We know
there is room for much improvement, but through this system, more of our membershipfrom all over the country are becoming involved in association work. The system ofhaving the various committees report to the board through specific board members also
seems cumbersome, but it too is getting the board involved more directly with the workof the association. The three-year committee assignment period also allows over the
years more members doing work for the organization.

STANDING COMMITTEES

1. Accreditation and Evaluation
This committee has developed an institutional and self-evaluation form. They arein the process of testing the form for improvement.

2. College Clubs
College club advisors have been identified so that communication to the club mem-bers at the various institutions has been improved. For a number of reasons, the college

clubs program was not as active this year as it has been. We believe this to be a tempo-
rary situation, and we lookforward to an increase in activity of this group in future years.
3. Convention

This committee seems to be functioning smoothly. Between the national committeeand the local committee, the Dallas Conference is ready for the members. Because of
the extreme interest in career education by the profession, the local committee and the
legislative committee added a day and a half of special meetings after the program wasprepared. This required a great deal of work which I am sure we all appreciate, and all
will benefit as a result of this effort.

Future conference planning committees are already at work to assure the members
meaningful meetings. Future dates are:

1973- Atlantic City, New Jersey - March 26-30.
1974-Seattle, Washington - April 2-7.
1975- Columbus, Ohio - March 23-28.

4. Curriculum
This committee has been most active. Theyhave completed their report on the metric

system and through resolution at Miami encouraged the profession to include instructionon this and the problems of conversion.
The current project involved the solicitation ofcandid comments relating to "Indus-trial Arts in 1980." The responses received were reported in the Monitor. The con-sensus of the responses seemed to indicate that industrial arts needs to more clearlydefine its program goals. They felt the lack of commitment may have serious effect onthe funding of our programs on aspects other than occupational.
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S. International Relations
This has been an extremely active committee. This group sponsored an international

reception at the Miami Convention and planned one for the Dallas Conference. Several

of their projects are completed and will be reported in the Monitor. The group has

arranged for an "Oriental 1-liliday" and Study Tour.
One of their most significant tasks is the restructuring of A1AA International Rela-

dons. Their proposal would eliminate the present Vice-President of Canada and Inter-

national. This would take place at the end of the present term of F. Jack Young (1973).

A committee should be established to develop guidelines for strengthening the various

countries.
There has been an establishment of a Council of International Industrial Arts Asso-

ciations. The A1AA is to be a member of this council.

6. Legislation
I believe the members are aware of the progress that has been made by this com-

mittee. This group's activities have been detailed in the issues of the Monitor. This

group, plus the Washington team, will continue to press for legislation that will be ad-

vantageous to industrial arts education.

7. Public and Professional Relations
The major project of this committee for this year has been the development of a

prototype of a traveling display to promote industrial arts. The scale model of this dis-

play will be ready to present to the board for approval during the Dallas Conference.

8. Publications
This committee has continued with its review of new material for possible publics-

dons. The group has also been looking over present publications that are coming up for

reprinting to make sure the material is relevant and should be reprinted.

9. Recruitment
The main thrust of this committee this year has been the recruitment pamphlet.

The committee will plan its new thrust during the Dallas Conference.

10. Research
The main thrust is the trying out of the regional research structure the committee

established under Paul DeVore. Personnel have changed and some communications have

broken down, but it is moving along so there is reason to believe we will have a means of
getting research to the classroom teacher and identifying research needs and happenings

in the field.
Another aspect is membership (A1AA)trying to identify why individuals have allowed

their membership to lapse (a suitable instrument is being developed for this purpose) and

the larger picture; the teacher and his affiliation or lack of affiliation with his profession.

The preliminary study on the latter part suggests a greater need for involvement and

visibility. One item that 1 feel will come out of the research committee's work is the

question of having a council (besides the new vice-president) for the industrial arts class-

room teacher.
Other work of the committee includes the feasibility of the topic "Activities" as one

of "What Research Says collie Classroom lbacher" series, further identification of re-
search problems relative to the profession, acquisition of industrial arts material, and

possibility of retrieval of data paper being published by A1AA as a monograph.

11. Safety
The continuation of projects in progress (e.g., Eye Safety) have taken the major time

of this committee. Subcommittees of this group are looking into the Occupational Safety

Act and plan to.make recommendations as to the implications for industrial arts educa-

tion.

12. Teacher Recognition
The committee is again makingevery attempt to get 100% participation in this activity.

This activity takes the full time of this group. A total of 54 outstanding teachers will be

recognized at this year's conference.
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13. History and Archives
The central objective of this committee is to collect, catalog, house, and disseminatea history and archives collection for the AIAA. Five areas of responsibilities havebeen determined. These are: (1) to prepare a written history of the association, (2) toprepare a slide series and biographical data on past presidents, (3) to make a completecollection of all publications, (4) to gather all back issues of convention printed programs,and (5) to collect artifacts (awards, gavels, photographs, plaques) of the association.Progress is being made on the five areas, with some concentrated attention on establish-ing a location for the collection.

14. AIASA (High School Clubs)
The American Industrial Arts Student Association (AIASA) during the past year com-pleted the rewrite and adoption of a new AIASA constitution, developed their history,projected a five-year budget plan, and added new contests for a national meeting. Pro-jected AIASA activities include development and organization of four regional associationswhich will hold individual leadershipconferencesandthe issuing of a new AIASA handbook.Also in progress is the incorporation of a foundation for all industrial arts students. Thisfoundation will accept donations for the purpose of providing scholarships and leadershiptraining for our students of secondary and college levels.

15. Nominations and Elections
While these are two separate committees, their activities are closely related.
The 1972 nominations and elections procedures have been completed, and your asso-ciation has selected Dr. Joseph Littrell as president-elect for 1972. Mr. Billy Mayes hasbeen selected as vice-president for classroom teachers. The committee had an excellentslate of nominees, any one of which would make an outstanding officer.
The Nomination Committee for 1973 is progressing on schedule in acquiring namesof individuals recommended from different regions and with different levels of responsi-bility in industrial arts education. kis anticipated that at the end of our meeting in Dallaswe will be able to submitalistof nominees for verification of membership and eligibility.Plans are made to rank these and identify the top four individuals as nominees for sub-mission to the membership. No problems have been encountered in following the direc-tions as modified last year and approved by the Executive Committee for the NominationsCommittee.

SPECIAL COMMITTEES

1. Mission and Goals
It has been suggested from time to time that the association and its officers are notas sensitive to the needs of the "grass roots" as they should be. In order to give adviceto the president and the board, this committee was established. The committee member-ship is region-oriented, and the membership mixed between classroom teachers, super-visors, and teacher educators. Thecharge given this group was to develop a set of short-range and long-range goals which would be submitted to the board for their considerationin setting the direction of the association. This group has circulated a questionnaire-typeinstrument among the committee to establish a starting point for discussion. This groupwill meet at the conference and then make a report to the board. This is another step ingetting more input from the members so the AIAA can more nearly meet the needs ofits membership.

2. Insurance
It was a blow to the board and to the members when the insurance company droppedthe teacher liability policy. This has been a popular type of insurance with the members,and it was an insurance policy that all teachers should carry. When this policy was can-celled, an ad hoc committee was established to check with other insurance agencies forthe feasibility of liability insurance for the members. This committee will make a reportto the board with suggestions for restoring liability insurance as one of the, services theassociation can provide for the members.

3. Environmental Education
This special committee was established to analyze the Environmental Education Act(PL 91-516) and evaluate alternatives open to the AIAA through this act as well as the
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entire concept of environmental education and its relationship to industrial arts education.

The committee believes it will be difficult for industrial arts programs to he funded

under this act. The committee did give strong support to the idea that the AIAA should

attempt to incorporate environmental education into its philosophy.
The committee has made eight specific recommendations to the board on this subject.

4. Credentials
In the attempt to give the delegateassembly a greater voice in the affairs of the asso-

ciation, a credentials committee was formed. Its function is to expedite the seating of

the delegates from the states. The committee will develop a seating arrangement by

regions and states within regions for the delegates. The delegates' packets will be given

to the persons as the credentials are checked. This should provide a more smoothly-

run, speedy procedure, giving the additional time to the important items of business at

the delegate assembly.

THE COMMERCIAL EXHIBITORS AND JOURNAL ADVERTISERS

So often we tend to forget about our partners in the educational enterprise. I am re-

ferring to the myriad of companies that help financially support our association by adver-

tising inour journal andby renting space at °d Annual Conference. These men and women

also provide a service to the educators in keeping them abreast of the changes being made

in books and equipment. This group provides a scholarship each year to a worthy student

and recognizes an outstanding educator from our field. This group provides funds for

entertainment at our banquets and provides prizes at our "Ship's" program. The asso-

ciation appreciates the work they are doing in support of industrial arts education.

THE COUNCILS
The various councilsof AIAA have, as usual, been active in their respective programs.

These include:
American Council of Industrial Arts .Supervisors
American Council of Industrial Arts Teacher Education
American Council on Elementary School Industrial Arts
American Council of State Association Officers

Each of the councils have submitted separate reports to the national office. These

reports appear in the Monitor and in the various councils' newsletters.

CONCLUSION

The officers of the association will continue to look for methods and procedures that

will allow for greater membership activity. The strength of any organization is in the

interest, enthusiasm, and quality of its members. The officers will also continue to seek

ways to assist the growth and improvement of industrial arts education throughout the

nation. We hope that you, the members, will continue to provide your enthusiastic support

of the association in its attempt at the furtherance of these goals.
Any attempt to list all of the year's activities into a single report by your president

is impossible. I have only highlighted the year's activities.
I do want to thank the members for allowing me the opportunity to serve the AIM as

president. I have appreciated the work that the committee chairmen and committee mem-

bers have done in making this year anothergood one for the association and for industrial

arts education. I have appreciated the opportunity to work with the dedicated men who

serve as officers and members of the board. The association's success depends most

heavily on its executive secretary and his very able staff. Ed Kabakjian is a most dedi-

cated member of this association, as well as its executive secretary; his able leadership

will give continuity to our programs. The Dallas Conference will close our 1971-1972

year. I will look forward to industrial arts' continued growth under our new officers in

the year ahead.

r-7.Mrtj'aI. di
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Chronological Index

Special Workshop on Career Education
00.10 AIAA

120, 124Keynote Session
Chairman, Edward Kabakjian; Presenter"Career Education as Perceived bythe U.S. Office of Education and a Role for Industrial Arts Education," Robert
M. Worthington; Reactors, Raymond Bernabei, Paul DeVore, Ralph Steeb;
Recorder, William Mamel, Ill; Hosts, George James, Paul Carbone00.15.01 AIAA

125WorkshopsIdentification of the Role for Industrial Arts in Career Awareness inthe Elementary School Program
Chairman, William Hoots; Presenter"The Nature of Elementary School
Education and Identification of Career Education Goals," Franklin Ingram;
Recorder, John Geil; Host, T. Gardner Boyd

00.15.02 AIAA
129Interaction SessionIdentification of the Role for Industrial Arts in Career Ex-ploration in the Middle School

Chairman, Karl Genie; Presenter"The Nature of the Middle School Program
and Identification of Career Exploration Goals," Lowell Anderson; Recorder,
James Grossnicklaus; Hosts, Gary Bowman, Stanford Ruggles00.15.03 AIAA

132Interaction SessionIdentification of the Role for Industrial Arts in Career Prep-aration in the High School
Chairman, Herb Siegel; Presenter"The Nature of the High School and Iden-tification of Career Preparation Goals," James Good; Recorder, Wayne Douglas;I lost, Sherwin Powell

00.15.04 AIAA
137Interaction SessionBuilding the Career Emphasis into Industrial Arts ItacherEducation Programs

Chairman, Rutherford Lockette; Presenter"Development of Career Educa-tion Goals for lbacher Education Programs," Jim Heggen; Recorder, William
Alexander; Host, Bill Wesley Brown

00.20 AIAA
138, 143General Session

Chairman, Frederick Kagy; Presenters"Comprehensive Career EducationModel No. 1 (School-Based)," Keith Blankenbaker, "MarylandCareer Explora-tion Project," Walter Mietus, "Career Education in Massachusetts," JerryAntonellis; Recorder, Alan Myers; Host, Neal Ballard00.25.01 AIAA
Summarization Tham ADevelopment of a Position Paper on the Role of IndustrialArts in Career Education

Chairman, George Litman; Recorder, Bud Heyle
00.25.02 AIAA
Summarization Tham B

Chairman, Tom Hughes; Recorder, Stanford Ruggles
00,25,03 AIAA
Summarization Tham C

Chairman, Robert Woodward; Recorder, Earl Blanton; Host, William Thompson0.10 AIAA
AIAA Executive Board

Chairman, Frederick Kagy
0.20 AIAA
AIAA Executive Board

Chairman, Frederick Kagy
1.10 AIAA
AIAA Executive Board

Chairman, Frederick C. Kagy
1.15 AIAA
AIAA Committee Chairmen Meeting

Chairman, Paul W. DeVore; Hosts, Benny M. Berger, William G. Arundale
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[.20 AIAA
AIAA Tours

Chairman, 13. J. Stamps; Co-Chairman, Ronald Foy
1.30 AIAA
AIAA Committee Meetings
1.30.01 MAA
Accreditation Committee

Chairman, Howard Decker; Host, Rudy Korsler
1.25 AIAA
National Goals Committee

Chairman, Ralph Steeb; Host, Neil Ballard
1.30.02 AIAA
Nominations Committee

Chairman, John Geil; Host, Travis E. Bell
1.30.03 AIAA
Resolutions Committee

Chairman, Sherwin Powell; host, Adam Busby
1.30.04 I AIAA
History and Archives Committee

Chairman, Ervin Dennis; host, Joseph A. Crum
1.30.05 AIAA
International. Relations Committee

Chairman, Thomas Brennan; Host, Paul Lord
1.30.06 AIAA
Recruitment Committee

Chairman, Everett R. Manner; Host, Rudy Sadecky
1.30.07 AIAA
Public and Professional Relations Committee

Chairman, E. L. Barnhart; Host, Donald Bays
1.30.09 AIAA
Convention Committee

Chairman, Irvin Shutsy; Host, Harrold Burton
1.30.10 AIAA
Legislative CommitteeGuidelines for Funding Industrial Arts through Vocational
Education Act of 1963

Chairman, Karl Gettle; Presenter, Edward Kabakjian; Resource Leader, Robert
M. Worthington; Hosts, Jerry Antonellis, neorge James, Jeffery Roberts

Roundtable A
Discussion Leader, Robert Woodward; Resource Persons, Gardner Boyd,
Leonard F. Sterry, Frederick Kagy, Howard F. Nelson; Recorder, James Good

Roundtable B
Discussion Leader, Ralph Steeb; Resource Persons, Herb Siegel, William
Mamel, Ill, Tom Hughes, Rudy Lockette, Karl Gettle; Recorder, George Litman

1.30.11 AIAA
lbacher Recognition Committee

Chairman, William B. Landon; Host, Virgil Morrow
1.30.12 AIAA
AIAA Curriculum Committee

Chairman, Jarvis Baillargeon; Host, Robert Farris
1.30.13 AIASA
AIASA Youth Development Committee

Chairman, Andrew H. Gasperecz; Host, Richard Knox

1.30.14 TCIAA
TCIAA Business Meeting

Chairman, Rudy Cantu; Recorder, Michael Kozelsky; Host, Jerry Murray
1.30.15 AIAA
Publication Committee

Chairman, Donald F. Hackett; Host, John Mitchell
1.30.16 AIAA -
Safety Committee

Chairman, Donald E. Perry; Host, Quintin Eddy
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2.10 : \IAA
AIAA Registration

Local Chairman, Lowell Campbell; Co-Chairman, Luby Lenorman
2.20 AIAA
AIAA Executive Council Meetings
2.20.01 ACESIA
ACESIA Executive Committee

Chairman, Robert G. Hostetter; Recorder, Delmar L. Larsen; llosts, Bishop T.
Worth, Ward McCain

2.20.02 ACIATE
ACI ATE Executive Committee

Chairman, Donald G. Lux; Recorder, Daniel Householder; I losts, Richard 13oyd,
James Butler

2.20.03 ACIAS
ACIAS Executive Committee

Chairman, Earl R. Zimmerman; Recorder, Sterling Peterson; Hosts, Thomas
E. Conley, Joel Little

2.20.04 ACIASAO
ACIASAO Executive Committee

Chairman, William Kabakjian, Jr.; Recorder, Richard White; Hosts, Dorris
Ha rrison, Paul Thomas

2.20.05 IACC
IACC Executive Committee

Chairman, James F. Snyder, Recorder, Jonathan Allen; Hosts, P. J. Martin,
Barry K. Koch, Jr,

.2.25 AIAA
AIAA Tours

Chairman, 13, J. Stamps; Co-Chairman, Ronald Foy
2.25.01 TIA A
TIAA Executive Board Meeting

Chairman, Jerry McCain; Recorder, W. II. !inborn; Hosts, James A. Wylie, Jr.;
Roland Carter

2.25.02 AIAA
AIAA State Representative Meeting

Chairman, Edward Kabakjian; Recorder, Kenneth L. Schank; Hosts, Philip C,
Bledsoe, Charles A. Davis

2,30 AIAA
AIAA Council Meetings
2.30.01 ACESIA
ACESIA Council Meeting

Chairman, Robert G. Hostetter, Recorder, Delmar L. Larsen; Hosts, Clay E.
Chester, Leonard Hermes

2.30.02 ACIATE.
ACIATE Presidents Report

Chairman, David L. Jelden; Recorder, Daniel Householder; Hosts, James D.
Cody, Donald G. Mugg

2.30.03 ACIAS
ACIAS Council Meeting

Chairman, Earl R. Zimmerman; Recorder, Sterling Peterson; Hosts, James
M. Cook, James Lewis

2.30.04 ACIASAO
ACIASAO Council Meeting

Chairman, William Kabakjian, Jr.; Hosts, Jesse C. Cummings, Fred R. Autrey
2.30.05 IACC
IACC Committee Meeting

Chairman, Rudy Cantu; Recorder, Jonathan Allen; Hosts, Ronald W. Curtis,
Richard lloffman

2.30.06 AIASA
AIASA Youth Development CommitteeExecutive Committee Meeting

Chairman, Richard Clark; Recorder, AIASA Secretary
2.35 AIAA
AIAA Tours

Chairman, B. J. Stamps; Co-Chairman, Ronald Foy
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2.40 AIAA
AIAA Council-Sponsored Programs
2.40.01 ACESIA
ACES1A- Sponsored Program

Chairman, Robert G. lostetter; Recorder, Delmar 1... Larsen; Hosts, Sylvia .1.
Deaver, Joe Wiggins

2.40.02 ACIATE 62

AC1ATE- Sponsored Program: "Research Retrieval Workshop ERIC"
Chairman, James J. Buffer; Presenter, David H. Miller; Recorder, William D.
Umstattd; Hosts, Keith Blankenbaker, Arthur J. Rosser

2.40.03 ACIAS 40
AC1AS-Sponsored Program: "Accountability in Industrial Arts Education"

Chairman, Earl Zimmerman; Speaker, Robert L. Woodward; Recorder, Rodney
Anderson; Hosts, T. L. Bay, Charles Lewis

2.40.04 .AC1ASA0 46
ACIASAO-Sponsored l'rogram: "The Regional Occupational Center"

Chairman, William Bernard Dutton; Presenter, Robert L. lllinik; Recorder,
Richard White; Hosts, John Humbert, Joe Beckham, Chester Burk

2.40.05 IACC
IACC- Sponsored Program

Chairman, Rudy Cantu; Recorder, Jonathan Allen; Hosts, Earl J. Deaver,
Walter Alexander

2.40.06 AIASA
A1ASA General Meeting

Chairman, Richard Clark; Welcome, Ligon Smith; Program Chairman, Student
Activities, Vincent Kuetemeyer; Contest Chairman, Mickey I lerbert: Recorder,
AIASA Secretary; Hosts, Sara Stangel, Andrew Gasperecz

2.40.07 AIAA
AIAA Campus Representative Meeting

Chairman, Edward Kabakjian; Recorder, Kenneth L, Shank; Hosts, Bill M,
Foster, Morris Jones

2.40,08 AlAA
Editors Council

Chairman, William Kabakjian, Jr.; Recorder, James Bignell; Hosts, Howard
Bruce, Joe Fisher

2.40.09 TC1AS
TCIAS Legislation Concerning Industrial Arts

Chairman, Fred A. Treadway; Presenter, W. A. Mayfield; Recorder, Horace
Trietch; Hosts, Dennis Loccisanno, Charles Greathouse

2.45 AIAA
Council-Sponsored Meetings
2.45.01 ACESIA
ACES1A Business Meeting

Chairman, Robert G. Hostetter; Recorder, Delmar L. Larsen; Hosts, M. C.
Green, Dale Kirk

2.45.02 ACIAT
ACIATE Business Meeting"Committee Reports"

Chairman, Don Lux; Recorder, Daniel Householder; Hosts, Cleo Hickman,
Scott Evans

2.45.03 ACIAS
ACIAS Business Meeting

Chairman, Earl R. Zimmerman; Recorder, Sterling Peterson; Hosts, Willie E.
Hill, Russell Elston

2.45.04 ACIASO
ACIASO-Sponsored Meeting

Chairman, William Kabakjian, Jr.; Recorder, Richard White; Hosts, Coydell E.

Isaac, I lughie Smith
2.45.05 IACC
IACC- Sponsored Meeting

Chairman, Rudy Cantu; Recorder, Jonathan Allen; Hosts, Melvin Kin.,;, Jr.;
Clyde Steen
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2.45.06 AIASA
AIASA Standing Committee Meeting

Chairman, Richard Clark; Panelists, Legislation, Special, Curriculum & Leader-ship, Public Relations, Resolutions Committee; Recorder, AIASA Secretary;Hosts, Jim R. Lambert, Stewart Steinberg
2.45.07 AIAA
Man-Society-lbchnology

Chairman, Edward KabakJian; Hosts, Bessie L. Lyons, Jerry Surratt2.50 AIAA
Exhibitors Executive Meeting

Chairman, George A. Bamberger
2.55 AIASA
AIASA Student Contest

Chairman, Mickey Herbert; Hosts, Bernie Maas, Alan Gage2.60 AIAA
545, 547AIAA 'leacher Recognition Program

Chairman, William B. Landon; Presenter, Jerry Drennan; Recorder, Billy W,
Mayes; Hosts, Robert McLaren, Alton Dean

2.65 E.P.T.
E.P.T. Executive Meeting

Co-Chairmen, Delmar Olson, Robert L. Woodward
2.70 AIAA
AIAA Presidents Reception

Chairman, Sherwin Powell; Hosts, AMA Executive Board, David P. Maggard,Sam Dean
3.15 AMA

2AMA General Session No. 1"Concerns in Education"
Chairman, Frederick Kagy; Presentation of Colors, Color Guard; Invocation,
M. D, Williamson; Music, Wilford B. Crawford, directed by Clemets B. Crook;
Greetings and Introduction, Dr. Nolan Estes; Presenter, Dr. L. Harlan Ford;
Recorder, Paul W, DeVore; Hosts, James Grossnicklaus, C. J. Kolezynski,
Dwain C. Cleere, Jerry Jefferson, Kenneth Lucas

3.20 TIAA
Texas Industrial Arts Advisory Commission

Chairman, Rex Ayers; Host, Neil Ballard
3.20.01 AIAA
Exhibits Open
3.25.01 ACIAS

148AC1AS"Career EducationWhat's In It for Industrial Arts"
Chairman, Leonard Sterry; Presenters, Bill Mamel, LeonardSterry; Recorder,Nelson Cushing; Hosts, Joe Jackson, Willie Price

3.25.02 ACIATE 68, 72, 73, 76, 79ACIATEMan and 'Technology
Chairman, Donald F. Hackett; Panelists, Donald P. Lauda, John R. Lindbeck,
Rex Nelson, Robert D. Ryan, Lee H. Smalley; Recorder, Ron Hoenes; Hosts,
Sammy Powell, Russell Hardin

3.25.03 ACIASAO
51ACIASAJ"Russian lbchnical Education"

Chairman, Bernard Dutton; Presenter, Kermit A. Seefeld; Recorder, Richard
White; Hosts, Jerry McCain, Maurice Smith

3.25.04 ACESIA
23, 25ACESIA"A 'Technological Exploratorium, K-6"

Chairman, William R. Hoots, Jr.; Presenters, Norma Heasley, John J. Gen;
Recorder, Delmar L. Larsen; Hosts, Jack Doherty, Charles Lewis3.25.05 AIASA

84AIASASpecial Interest Session"Planning an Industrial Arts Students Fair andExhibit"
Chairman, Mike Aaron; Presenters,.Ron Foy, Steve Walker; Recorder, Kenny
Dean; Hosts, Janis Stevenson, Phil Schooly

3.25.06 AIASA
AIASASpecial Interest Session"Space, NASA, and You"

Chairman, Stanley Webster; Presenter, Gene Horton; Recorder, Robert Boyle;
Hosts, David Thuringer, Charles E. Earhart
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3.25.07 AIASA 90, 92
AlASASpecial Interest Session"So You Want to be an Industrial Education
Teacher"

Chairman, Richard Clark; Presenters, Robert Sondermon, led S. Jones: Re-
corder, Steve I)ilsaver; Hosts, Darrell Clements, John Murphy

3.25.08 lACC 96

1ACC Special Interest Session"American Industry: A New Direction"
Chairman, Rudy Cantu; Presenter, Harry B. Olstad; Recorder, Jonathan Allen;
Hosts, Charles Woodall, Robert Pomroy

3.25.09 A1AA
AIAA Special Interest Session"The Female Industrial Arts leacher"

Chairman, Walter hall; 1; Panelists, Nona Provo, Bessie Lyons, Sylvia J. Deavers;
Recorder, Elmer S. Ciancone; Hosts, Ralph E. Dyson, James Meyers

:3.25.10 A1AA
470

Special Interest Session"Technology as a Liberal Arts Concentration'.
Chairman, Sam R. Porter; Presenter "College Cooperative Work Experience,"
Albert R. Squibb; Recorder, James Disney; Host, Horace Johnson

3.25.11 A1AA 194

Special Interest Session"Working Industrial Education Classrooms in the United
States"

Chairman, Frank Steckel; Presenter, Russell P. Kellogg; Recorder, lver John-
son; Hosts, Clifton Newberry, Jesse Davilla Santoscoy

3.25.12 A1A A
198

Special Interest Session"Developing Technical Competency Standards"
Chairman, Gerard P. AntonelliE; Panelists, L. Dean McClellan, Robert Hanson;
Recorder, Leo F. Hogan; Hosts, Billy W. Mayes, A. L. Malone

3.25.13 A1AA 325
Special Interest Session"Humanisra and Industrial Arts"

Chairman, John M. Pollock; Presenter, Howard S. Decker; Recorder, Thomas
G. King; Hosts, Harmon Porter, James F. Pales

3.25.14 A1A A 351

Special Interest Session"The Relationship Between Industrial Arts and Junior
College Technical Education"

Chairman, D. D. Nothdurft; Presenter, L. Dayle Yeager; Recorder, Donald R.
Tolbert; Hosts, Earyl B. Roddy, Charles Tuckey

3.30.01 1AVE
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education Luncheon

Chairman, Charles J. Murray
3.30.02 A1AA
A1AA Past Presidents Luncheon

Chairman, Sherwin Powell
3.35.01 A1AA. 474, 475, 478

rl Special Interest Session"Strengths and Weaknesses of the Undergraduate Pro-
gram"

Chairman, Marvin Poyzer; Panelists, Willis E. Ray, Joseph J. Littrell, Louis
J. Bazzetta; Recorder, James H. Smith; Hosts, Calvin Zabcik, Wayne Becker

3.35.02 A1AA 360

International Program
Special Interest Session"A Comparative Study of European Technology in Indus-
try and Education"

Chairman, Thomas J. Brennan; Presenters, Eckhart A. Jacobsen, Ricardo
Rodriguez; Recorder, Willis Wagner; Hostg, Marshall Schmitt, Joe Ferrell

3.35.03 A1AA. 462, 463, 465
Special Interest Session"Strengths and Weaknesses of Supervision"

Chairman, Charles A. Bunten; Panelists, Herbert Bell, Ronald Foy, Russell P.
Kellogg, James E. Gardner, Homer B. Towns; Recorder, William Paup; Hosts,
Owen Houston, Jerry Dramer

3.35.04 AIAA 480, 481, 485
Special Interest Session"Strengths and Weaknesses of the Master's Program"

Chairman, John E. Falls; Panelists, Joe Talkington, Roger A. Vicroy, Wendell
Roy; Recorder, Ralph Dirksen; Hosts, John P. Suggs, William C. Bell
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3.35.05 AIAA 486, 489, 490, 493
Special Interest Session"Strengths and Weaknesses of the Doctorate Programs"

Chairman, C:, 11, Groneman; Panelists, W. R. Miller, Joseph A. Schad, Thomas
13aldwin, Leon Devlin, I ienry Moreland; Recorder, Lorimer 13jorklund; llosts,Drewie C. Jenkins, James Paterson

3.35.06 AIAA, 149, 495, 500
Special Interest Session"Alternatives for the Future of Industrial Arts"

Chairman, Irving W. Larson; Panelists, Donald P. Lauda, Lewis W. Yoho,
Ethan A. T. Svendsen; Recorder, Bryce D. March; Hosts, It, 0. Schorling,
James Brown

"3.35.07 AIAA 200, 204, 208, 209Special Interest Session"Researching Curriculum Change"
Chairman, F. Victor Sullivan; Panelists, William II. Kemp, John R. Ballard,
William E. Studyvin, Harvey Dean; Recorder, Gerry C. White; Host, Phillip
I la rrelson

3.35.08 AIAA 181, 415, 434, 504
Special Interest Session"GRACO & MACO & EPIC The Technical Component"

Chairman, Jerry Stre Panelists, Richard A. Swanson, Richard A. K ruppa,
Anthony J. Palumbo; Recorder, Melvin F. Taylor; Host, Tommy Meyers3.35.09 AIAA. 317, 437, 441Special Interest Session"Teaching the Functions of Industry"
Chairman, Rex Nelson; Panelists, Charles E. Campbell, Rick Veteto, Clarence
L. Daughtry; Recorder, Dale Truitt; Hosts, William L. Guthrie, James Arring-
ton

3.35.10 AIAA
183Special Interest Session"Communication: The Beginning of Understanding"

Chairman, Gary E. Allen; Presenter, Ronald L. Hoenes; Recorder, Herman
Collins; Hosts, William C. Flagg, Robert Lanham

3.35.11 AIAA
214, 508Concerns of lbacher Education

Special Interest Session"What You Sec Is What You Get"
Chairman, Norman Meyers; Panelists, Ross C. Hilton, Dempsey Reid; Recorder,
V. N. MAU; Hosts, Alfred F. Newton, John Owen

3.35.12 AIASA
AIASA General Business Meeting No. 2"Introduction of New Al ASA Offfeers for72-73"

Chairman, Richard Clark; Recorder, Kenny Dean; Host, Dava Sholmire3.35.13 AIAA
219Middle School Industrial Arts Curriculum

Chairman, Lambert Sailer; Presenters, Raymond Bernabei, Gary Bowman;
Recorder, John Gradwell; Host, James Larimore

3.40.01 AIAA
151Career Education, a Responsibility

Special Interest Session"Career Orientation for Elementary Schools"
Chairman, Ralph V. Steeb; Panelists, John J. Cell, James Heggen; Recorder,
Marion Thomas Maness; Hosts, Floyd Trimble, Richard M. Turner3.40.22 AIAA

154Special Interest Session"Employer-Based Career Education"
Chairman, Henry A, Loats; Presenter, Riilph C. Bohn; Recorder, William C.
Sanders; Hosts, Don Mankamyer, Bobby Broughton

3.40.03 AIAA
319Special Interest Session"A Program to Teach Manipulative Concepts to Culturally-

Deprived Students"
Chairman, M. H, Kleinbach; Presenter, Jerry D. Grover; Recorder, James N.
Yadon; Hosts, Kenneth Sissney, Roy Brunson

3.40.04 AIAA
227Special Interest Session"Project Occupational Versatility"

Chairman, Bobby L. Hayden; Presenter, John Lavender; Recorder, Clifford J.
Lloyd; Hosts, W. C. Bohnsack, Charles Green

3.40.05 AIAA
157Special Interest Session"Occupational Education in Comprehensive Schools"

Chairman, Ralph Callington; Presenter, Joseph A. Prioli; Recorder, Leo D.
Morgan; Hosts, Gilbert Dickey, John R. Simmons
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3.40.06 AIAA
403, 404

Special Interest Session"The Industrial Arts Graduate in Industry"
Chairman, Stephen Randell; Panelists, 'Ihd Jones, 13. J. Armstrong; Recorder,
Garth Yeager; Hosts, Robert Blakey, Jimmy Sikes

3.40.07 AIAA, 117, 357, 443

Special Interest Session"Simtilation in Industrial Arts"
Chairman, Thomas J. Brennan; Panelists, William Treadway, Robert Hilde-
brandt, Earnest G, I3erger; Recorder, Bert Mosier; Hosts, James Dye, Michael
Billert

3.40.08 AIAA 161, 162, 167, 170

Special Interest Session"Career EducationA Role for Industrial Arts"
Chairman, James L. Boone; Panelists, Herbert Siegel, Kenneth R. Clay, Ralph
Ressler; Recorder, E. L. Barnhart; Hosts, William Stairevalt, Larry lee

3.40.09 AIAA 269, 275
Special Interest Session"Industrial Arts and Environmental Education"

Chairman, Ervin A. Dennis; Panelists, Delmar W. Olson, E. Allen flame; Re-
corder, Bernard Dutton; llosts, Ed Paloncy, George R. Roland

3.40.10 AIAA
.o

Special Interest Session"Accountability in the Classroom"
Chairman, !sac P. Hampton, Jr.; Presenter, William R. Erwin; Recorder,
James E. Olmstead; Hosts, Gale Anderson, Gary Meek

3.45.02 AIAA
International Relations Reception

Chairman, AIAA Executive Board
3.45.03 AIASA
AIASA Awards Banquet

Chairman, Richard Clark: Coordinator, Mickey Hebert
3.50 AIAA

3, 9
General Session No. 2"The Future of Industrial Arts"

Chairman, Frederick G. Kagy; Greetings, Ilonorable Wes Wise; Introduction,
Billy Windham; Presenters, Richard Clark, Allan Riggs; Recorder, William B.
Landon; I losts, Bill Elrod, Jerry Hedrick, Vincent Kuetemeyer, TIASA Officers,
TC1AA Officers

3.55.01 AIAA
Illinois Industrial Education Association Reception Honoring AIAA President

3.55.02 T1AA
General Business Meeting

Chairman, Jerry McCain; Recorder, W. E. Raborn
4.10 AIAA
Epsilon Pi Tau Breakfast

Co-Chairmen, Robert L. Woodward, Delmar Olson
4.25 AMA 11

General Session No. 3"Providing Leisure-Time Activities for a Changing So-
ciety"

Chairman, Frederick G. Kagy; Introduction, James L. Boone, Jr.; Presenter,
The Honorable Dan H. Kuykendal; Recorder, F. Jack Young; Hosts, Robert D.
Nesbitt, Harold IL Bretz, Jr., Leonard Bell, AIASA Officers

4.30.0f AIASA
AIASA "Planning SessionOld and New Officers"

Chairman, Andrew Gasperecz; Recorder, 197 2-7 3 AIASA Secretary
4.30.02A TIASA
T1ASA State Business Meeting

Chairman, Mike Aaron; Recorder, Dave Sholmire; Host, Vincent Kuetemeyer

4.30.02B LAIAC
LAIAC State Business Meeting

Chairman, Mike St. Romain; Recorder, Carol Parson; Host, John Murphy
4.30.03 IACC

103

IACC Special Interest Session "The Challenge of lbchnology Change"
Chairman, Rudy Cantu; Presenter, Tbd Jones; Recorder, Jonathan Allen; Hosts,
Robert Pomroy, David E. Hamm, William Storms

4.30.04 ACESIA
29

ACESIA Special Interest Session "Elementary Industrial ArtsClassroom Demon-
stration" 561
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Chairman, William R. Hoots, Jr.; Speakers, I la cold G. Gilbert, Mrs. Judy Thome;
Recorder, Delmar L. Larsen; ibsts, Eugene Henderson, Andrew E. Johnson4.30.05 ACIATE

ACIATE Special Interest Session "Critique"
Chairman, Jerry Streichler; Speakers, H. James Rokusek, Jacob Stern, Willis
E. Ray; Discussion Leaders, Frank A. Marchik, F. Theodore Paige, James F.
Buffer, George R. Horton, Richard A. Swanson, Bryant Crawford, Jr., Richard
E. Ginther; Recorder, Richard Kruppa; Hosts, Daniel Owens, Thomas Matthew4.30.06 ACIAS 42

ACIAS Special Interest Session
Chairman, Rodney Anderson; Presenters, Jerry Olson, Joe Luke; Recorder,
William R. Gibson; Hosts, Lyndon Foster, Ron Page, Mary E. McEntee

4.30.07 ACIASAO 53
ACIASAO Special Interest Session "Engineering Thchnology Curriculum"

Chairman, Bernard Dutton; Speakers, Ray Morrison, Horace Campbell; Re-
corder, Richard White; Hosts, Herman Barrs, Billy I'oteet

4.30.08 AIAA .. 287, 291
Special Interest Session "Creating Learning Environments"

Chairman, Danny L. Crump; Panelists, John Shemick, Talmage B. Young; Re-
corder, T. I. Bay, Jr.; Hosts, Thomas Oliver, William E. Smith

4.30.09 AIAA 510
Special Interest Session "Preparing the Beginning Industrial Arts lbacher"

Cnairman, Robert Gates; Presenter, J. B. Morgan; Recorder, Armin F. Gim-
bel; Hats, Harold Bonner, Ray Johnson

4.30.10 AIAA 513
Special Interest Session "Who Arc the Innovators in Industrial Teacher Education"

Chairman, Frank Steckel; Presenter, Ronald Bro; Recorder, Thomas Polite;
Hosts, James K. Johnston, Glendon Drake

4.30.11 AIAA 230
Special Interest Session-"Student-Oriented Industrial Arts"

Chairman, Maurice G. Thomas; Presenter, Clarence L. Heyel; Recorder, John"
S. Vaglia; Hosts, Wiley G. Hartzog, Jr., F. S. Robertson

4.30.12 AIAA 294
Special Interest Session "Every Student is Imptant"

Chairman, Jack Ford; Presenter, Rollin Williams Ill; Recorder, William Horton;
Hosts, Charles R. Lykens, Ron Exley

4.30.13 AIAA 278
Special laterest Session "An Outdoor Experience in Environmental Education for
Industrial Arts Students"

Chairman, John W. Hampp; Presenter, John J. Humbert; Recorder, Richard D.
liolzrichter; Host, William O'Neal

4.35 ACIATE and ACIAS
ACIATE and ACIAS Yearbook Luncheon

Chairman, Earl Zimmerman; Co-Chairman, Don Lux; Presenters, Daniel
Householder, Wes Stephens, William McKnight, Ill; Host, TIAA Executive Com-
mittee

4.40.01 AIAA 543
Special Interest SessionState capervisors Forum
- Co-Chairmen, Robert L. aJodward, Marshall Schmitt; Recorder,John Murphy;

Hosts, Neil Ballard, Mary E. McEntee
4.40.03 AIAA 312, 313, 314
Special Interest Session "This Grading ThingWhat is a Grade?"

Chairman, Neil A. Edmunds; Panelists, Lee Smalley, Charles E. Earhart, Sara
Stange!, Allan D. Riggs; Recorder, Bill Cady; Hosts, John C. Rhoades, Harrell
Tarrant

4.40.04 AIAA 519Special Interest Sessions "Our Pride and Our Problem"
Chairman, Tommy Gilbreath; Presenter, George R. Horton; Recorder, Russ
Gerber; Hosts, C. T. Edwards, Leland Dysart

4.40.05 AIAA 109, 524
Special Interest Session "Individualizing Instruction at the University Level"

Chairman, Lawrence Foth; Presenters, Clarence H. Preitz, David L. DePue;
Recorder, Richard Fries; Hosts, Lee Odom, Richard Pennington
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4.40.06 AIAA
234

Special Interest Session- "Able Model Program"
Chairman, Ralph 0. Johnston; Presenter, Walter Wernick; Recorder, George
I.itman, Jr.; Hosts, Stephen Multenix, Don 0. Watson

4.40.07 AIAA
2'17

Special Interest Session- "Specifying Objectives for Industrial Arts Students in the
Secondary School"

Chairman, William T. Sargent; Panelist, M. Duane Mongerson; Recorder, Phil
Schooley; Hosts, Bill Rosin, Samuel A. Emmitt

4.40.08 AIAA 240

Special Interest Session- "Implementation of a Middlc School Industrial Arts Pro-
gramA Modern Junior High School Industrial Arts Curriculum"

Chairman, Richard D. Clabaugh; Panelists, Harold J. Polk, Charles E. Camp-
bell; Recorder, Vernon Isom; Hosts, Billy Mayes, Milton Green

4.40.09 A1AA 248

Special Interest Session- "Implementing Innovation in the Local Setting"
Chairman, Samuel R. Collins; Presenter, Daniel L. Householder; Recorder,
I)mitri Slobodian; Hosts, Frank Cackowski, Tony Johnston

4.40,10 AIAA 249

Special Interest Session- "Materials and Processes, A ConceptualCourse in Indus-

trial Arts"
Chairman, Shelvy E. Johnson; Presenter, Donald E. Moon; Recorder, Stanley
Turner; Host, Ronald Bell

4.45.01 AIAA 428, 431

Special Interest Session- "'Potpourri' Editors of State Publications"
Chairman, James Reynolds; Presenters, James Bignell, Arvid Van Dyke; ice-
corder, Howard .1, Bruce; Hosts, John R. Swearingen, William A. Johnson

4.45.02 A1AA 370, 372

Special Interest Session- "Industrial Arts Leads to Quality Use of Leisure Do-lt-
Yourself Activities"

Chairman, Herbert Siegel; Presenters, Lyndall L. Lundy, Wendell Jordan;
Recorder, Archie Manning; Hosts, Sister Mary Damien, Reggie Reynolds

4.45.03 A1AA 173

Special Interest Session- "Cluster Concepts"
Chairman, Leroy Crist; Presenters, George H. Ditlow, William F. Alexander;
Recorder, Cezil E. Sanders; Hosts, Kenneth R. McLea, Wilford Stevens

4.45.04 AIAA 532

Special Interest Session- "Professional NegotiationsA Trend in Higher Edu-
cation"

Chairman, Dwayne Gilbert; Presenter, Louis G. Ecker; Recorder, Franklin
D. Arbaugh; Hosts, Marion A. Brown, Raymond Brame

4.45,05 A1AA 333, 334

Special Interest Session-. "Simulators vs. Audio-Tutorial InstructionalSystems"
Chairman, Franzie Loepp; Panelists, Maurice Ingram, James Bensen, Alvin E.

Rudisill; Recorder, Robert W. Innis; Hosts, Donald Garrison, Fred Cohen

4.45.06 A1AA .. 254, 444
Special Interest Session- "An Assessment of the American Industry and Industrial
Arts Curriculum Project: Past, Present, and Future"

Chairman, Donald L. Clark; Presenters, Harry Olstad, James J. Buffer; Re-
corder, Erwin K. Geigle; Hosts, Maurice F. Guptill, Glen Kibler

4.45.07 AIAA .. 408, 411
Special Interest Session-"What Does Industry Expect of Industrial. Arts"

Chairman, E. R. Glazener; Panelists, W. A. Kistler, Ed Burris; Recorder,
'Douglas T. Pine; Hosts, Rugsell K. Amling, Henry Busch

4.45.08 A1AA 416, 419, 421
Special Interest Session- "Power Technology: Are All Systems A-Go"

Chairman, Thomas Olivo, Jr.; Presenters, Thomas P. Olivo, Jay Webster,
James Sullivan, Joseph Duffy; Recorder, Robert Sharp; Hosts, Harvey E.
Morgan, Jr.; Jim Sellards

4.45.09 AIAA 280

Special Interest Session- "Potpourrilndustrial Polution and Industrial Arts"
Chairman, James Good; Presenter, Gus Baker; Recorder, Donald F. Roquet;
Hosts, Kenneth Winters, Solon Ritcherson

to' :oh II
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4.55 AIAA .. 14General Session No. 4 "'Technology in a Changing Society"
Chairman, Frederick Kagy; Greetings and Introduction, Ted Jones; Presenter,John Mc Kenn; Recorder, N. D. Williamson; Hosts, John M. Kruger, CIAA
Officers, Robert Walker, James R. Glenn

4.60 AIAA
AIAA Delegates Meeting

Chairman, Edward Kabakjian
5.10 AIAA
1972-73 Conference Committee Meeting

Chairman, Irvin J. Shutsy
5.25 AIAA 16
A1AA General Session No. 5 "The Status and Future of Industrial Arts"

Chairman, Frederick Kagy; Introduction, Donald L. Clark; Presenter, Donald
Lux; Recorder, Richard Vasek; Hosts, Louis Razetta, Jerry McCain, Herman
Barrs, W. E. Raborn, Lawrence Lucido

5.30.01 IACC
IACC Planning Session (All 1972-73 Officers)

Chairman, Rudy Cantu; Recorder, Jonathan Allen
5.30.02 AIAA. 377,378Special Interest Session "Leather Crafts in the Elementary Curriculum"

Chairman, Peter Jackson; Presenter, Leon Harney, Wayne A. Wonacott; Re-
corder, William H. Dennis; Hosts, Harvey J. Penner, John Harris, Emmett
Ansley

5.30.03 AIAA 395Special Interest Session "A Consortium of Industry and Education for the Improve-ment of industrial Arts EducationThe M/S/T Forum"
Chairman, Iloward H. Gerrish; Presenter, C. Dale Lemons; Recorder, George
Smith; Hosts, Vincent Kuetemeyer, Robert Skinner, Larry Eyster

5.30.04 AIAA 447Special Interest Session "Student Incentive from a Business that Starts in the
Industrial Arts Laboratory"

Chairman, William A. Downs; Presenter, Steve 1Valker; Recorder, James J.
Guthrie; Hoits, John T. Hale, Don Gaston, Charles W. Edwards

5.30.05 AIAA
Special Interest Session "Integrating Industrial Arts into the Year-Round SchoolProgram"

Chairman, Franklyn C. Ingram; Presenter, John Bonfadini; Recorder, Varden
Vincent; llosts, Jim Mills, Joel Fowler, James Osborne'

5.30.06 AIAA 301Special Interest Session "The 'Learning Activities Packages' Concept in Basic
Electronics"

Chairman, Stanford Ruggles; Presenter, Robert G.. Groth; Recorder, Larry
Hagmann; Hosts, R. L. Matheson, James E. Waters, Kimzie Dutton

5.30.07 AIAA . 356Special Interest Session "Visual Concepts of Mathematical Equations or WallHangings by the Numbers"
Chairman, William R. Hoots, Jr.; Presenter, Andrew C. Baggs; Recorder,
Marvin G. Burroughs; Hosts, Roger Timberlake, Kenneth Horton

5.30.08 AIAA 450Special Interest Session "Teaching Manufacturing Using a Multi-Media Approach"
Chairman, Carl' A. Moeller; Co-Speakers, Thomas Wright, Richard Henak;
Recorder, David Olson; Hosts, Marvin L. Brown, Rex Jones, Walter Arey

5.30.09 AIAA 189Special Intereit Session "Idea Communication in Drafting"
Chairman, David Rigsby; Presenter, Joe W. Walker; Recorder, Richard J.
Tincu; Hosts, John W. Hampp, Brent Nichols, Malvin Castleberry

5.30.10 AIAA . 113Special Interest Session "Performance ContractingA Challenge to Education"
Chairman, W. C. Bohnsack; Presenters, Clarence L. Benford, Max Fanning; f
Recorder, Byron W. Andrews; Hosts, Larry Marquardt, Bobby Fuller, FloydTrimble
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5.35 ACIATE
ACIATE Executive Committee Luncheon

Chairman, Donald Lux; Recorder, Daniel Householder

5.45 AIAA
518, 539

AIAA Business Meeting
Chairman, Frederick Kagy; Recorder, Edward Kabakjian; llosts, Harrison Will,
Steve Johnson, Albert Brown, Joe W. Humphrey

5.50.01 AIAA
260

Special Interest Session "Project 'LET'Learning Experiences in Tbchnology"

Chairman, Mary-Margaret Scobey; Presenter, Paul Kuwik; Recorder, William
B. Landon; llosts, Robert G. Hostetter,John Ashley, James Cunningham, Robert

Evans
5.50.02 AIAA

379

Special Interest Session "PlywoodA Material for the Future"
Chairman, Roland Kehrberg; Demonstrator, Paul H. MacLean; Recorder,
Samuel E. White; Hosts, RobertJ.Spiniti,DavidWilliams, Newt Hopkins, Rocky

Runnels
5.50.03 AIAA

386, 390

Special Interest Session "Plastics Education Foundation Helps Bring I'lastics
Instructional Programs to the Classroom"

Chairman, Gerald L. Steele; Presenters, Maurice Keroack, Clyde Ilackler;
Recorder, David M. Weber; Hosts, Bryce D. March, Horace Trietsch, James

Mangan, Henry Warren
5.50.04 AIAA

454

Special Interest Session "AutomationIts Study and Inclusion in the School Cur-

riculum"
Chairman, Don A. Rice; Demonstrators, Ronald D. Todd, Ray Schackelford,
Chuck Campbell, George Samson; Recorder, H. G. Kelley; Hosts, Dennis Ben-
son, T. L. Bay, Fred Cole

5.50.05 AIAA
335

Special Interest Session "Developing Inexpensive Audio-Visuals for Industrial Arts

Programs"
Chairman, William R. Biggam; Presenters, Lee Carter, Mary Anne Franklin;
Recorder, David Lorms; Hosts, Darius Young, Charles E. Wiley, C. M. Sutton

5.50.06 AIAA
262

Special Interest Session "Emergent 'Ibchniques in Industrial Arts"
Chairman, John V. Richards; Presenter, James F. Fales; Recorder, Robert L.

Bowden; Hosts, William S. Scarborough, James Larimore, Robert Joe Morris

5.50.07 AIAA
342, 347

Special Interest Session "Auto-Thtorial Instructional Systems in Industrial Arts"
Chairman, William E. Dugger; Presenter, Alvin Rudisill; Demonstrator, A. 0,
Brown, Ill; Recorder, Robert D. Nesbitt; Hosts,Paul D. Von Holtz, David Rotko,

Ivan King
5.50.08 AIAA

303

Special Interest Session "Individualizing Projects in Electronics"
Chairman, Earl E. Smith; Presenter, Larry Heath; Recorder, Charles Loper;
Hosts, Morris Dalby, Lyle L.-Baker, Robert Wilk

5.50.09 AIAA
190

Special Interest Session "Air Brushing in High School Drafting"
Chairman, William E. West; Demonstrators, W. F. Faver and Class; Redorder,
Tommy Koonce; Hosts, John Stamboolian, Harold Bell, Bobby Hill

5.50.10 AIAA
458

Special Interest Session "Student-Directed Organization in Mass Production"
Chairman, Charles H. Wentz; Presenter, G. G. VanDeventer; Recorder, John B.

Tate; Hosts, Robert L. Prater, Walter A. Garrett, Harold Hopkins
5.50.11 A1AA
Special Interest Session "Plymouth Trouble-Shooting Contest" .

Chairman, John Moore; Panelists, lbams from High School industrial Arts
Power lbchnology Programs; Recorder, Barry Bevershausen; Hosts, Joe Hardin,

Bob Beckner, Taft Cunsworth
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5.55 AIAA
AIAA Banquet

Chairman, Paul W. DeVore; Dinner Music, Richard Clark; Introduction and
Entertainment, Wilford B. Crawford; Entertainment, Walter Blaney; SHIP's
Program, George A. Bamberger; hosts, Early Ervin, Phynus Witherspoon,
Bobby Linenschmidt, Lowell Peters

6.10 AIAA
AIAA Executive Board

Chairman, Paul W. DeVore; Recorder, Edward Kabakjian
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